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PUBLISHERS' ADVERTISEMENT.

The present edition is a reissue of the Works of

Thomas De Quiiicey. The series is based upon the

American Edition of De Quincey's Works, pub-
lished originally in twenty-two volumes. After

that edition was issued, a complete English edition

was published in Edinburgh and was edited and

revised in part by the author. This edition con-

tained changes and additions, and the opportunity
has been taken, in reissuing the American edition,

to incorporate the new material which appeared
in the English edition. At the same time, the

arrangement of the seA'eral productions is more

systematic and orderly than was possible when the

collection was first made, at different intervals,

under difficulties which render the work of the

first editor especially praiseworthy. In the final

volume, an introduction to the series sets forth the

plan carried out in this new arrangement, and that

volume also contains a very full index to the entire

series. Throughout the series, the notes of the

editor are distinguished from those of the author

by being inclosed in brackets [ ].



FROM THE AUTHOR, TO THE AMERICAN EDITOR

OE HIS WORKS.*

These papers I am anxious to put into the hands of your

house, and, so far as regards the U. S., of your house exclu-

sively ;
not with any A'iew to furtlier emolument, but as an

acknowledgment of the services which you have already ren-

dered me : namely, first, in having brought together so widely

scattered a collection,
— a difficulty which in my own hands

by too painful an experience I had found from nervous de-

pression to be absolutely insurmountable
; secondly, in hav-

ing made me a participator in the pecuniary profits of the

American edition, without solicitation or the shadow of any

expectation on my part, without any legal claim that I could

plead, or equitable warrant in established usage, solely and

merely upon your own spontaneous motion. Some of these

new papers, I hope, Avill not be without their value in the

eyes of those who have taken an interest in the original

series. But at all events, good or bad, they are now ten-

dered to the appropriation of your individual house, the

Messrs. Ticknor and Fields, according to the amplest
extent of any power to make such a transfer that I may be

found to possess by law or custom in America.

I wish this transfer were likely to be of more value. But

the veriest trifle, interpreted by the spirit in which I offer it,

may exjiress my sense of the liberality manifested throughout
this transaction by your honorable house.

Ever believe me, my dear sir.

Your faithful and obliged,

THOMAS DE QUmCEY.

* The stereotype plates of De Quincey's Works and the right of

publication have passed, by direct succession, from Tickuoe and
I'lELDs to Houghton, Miffun and Coiipajiy.
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frojI the author to the rrder.

1 HERE present you, courteous reader, with the

record of a remarkable period of my hfe
;
accord-

iiig to my application of it, I trust that it will

prove, not merely an interesting record, but, in a

considerable degree, useful and instructive. In

that hope it is that I have drawn it up ;
and thai

must be my apology for breaking through that del-

icate and honorable reserve, which, for the most

part, restrains us from the public exposure of our

own errors and infirmities. Nothing, indeed, is

more revolting to English feelings, than the spec-

tacle of a human being obtruding on our notice

his moral ulcers, or scars, and tearing away that

" decent drapery
" which time, cr indulgence to

human frailty, may have drawn over them :

accordingly, the greater part of otrr confessionss

(that is, spontaneous and extra-judicial confes*
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sions) proceed from demireps, adventurers, oi

swindlers; and for any such acts of gratuitous self-

humiliation from those who can be supposed in

sympathy with the decent and self-respecting part

of society, we must look to French literature, or to

that part of the German which is tainted with the

spurious and defective sensibility of the French.

All this I feel so forcibly, and so nervously am I

alive to reproach of this tendency, that I have for

many months hesitated about the propriety of

allowing this, or any part of my narrative, to come

before the public eye, until after my death (when,

for many reasons, the whole will be published) :

and it is not without an anxious review of the rea-

sons for and against this step, that I have, at last,

concluded on taking it.

Guilt and misery shrink, by a natural instinct,

from public notice: they court privacy and solitude;

and, even in the choice of a grave, will sometimes

sequester themselves from the general population

of the church-yard, as if declining to claim fellow-

ship with the great family of man, and wishing (in

the affecting language of Mr. Wordsworth)

Humbly to express

A penitential loneliness.

It is well, upon the whole, and for the interest of us
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ill, that it should be so; nor would I willingly, in

my own person, manifest a disregard of such salu-

tary feelings ;
nor in act or word do anything to

weaken them. But, on the one hand, as my self-

accusation does not amount to a confession of guilt,

so, on the other, it is possible that, if it did, the bene-

fit resulting to others, from the record of an experi-

ence purchased at so heavy a price, might compen-

sate, by a vast over-balance, for any violence done

to the feelings I have noticed, and justify a breach

of the general rule. Infirmity and misery do not,

of necessity, imply guilt. They approach, or

recede from, the shades of that dark alliance,

in proportion to the probable motives and pros-

pects of the offender, and the palliations, known

or secret, of the ofTence
;

in proportion as the

temptations to it were potent from the first, and

the resistance to it, in act or in effort, was ear-

nest to the last. For my own part, without breach

of truth or modesty, I may afiirm, that my life has

been, on the whole, the life of a philosopher : from

my birth I was made an intellectual creature
;
and

intellectual in the highest sense my pursuits and

pleasures have been, even from my scnool-boy

days. If opium-eating be a sensual pleasure, and

if I am bound to confess that I have indulged
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in jt to an excess, not yet recorded* of any othei

man, - it is no less true, that I have struggled

against this fascinating enthralment with a relig-

ious zeal, and have at length accomplished what

I never yet heard attributed to any other man —
have untwisted, almost to its final links, the

accursed chain which fettered me. Such a self-

conquest may reasonably be set off in counterbal-

ance to any kind or degree of self-indulgence. Not

to insist that, in my case, the self-conquest was

unquestionable, the self-indulgence open to doubts

of casuistry, according as that name shall be

extended to acts aiming at the bare relief of pain,

or shall be restricted to such as aim at the excite-

ment of positive pleasure.

Guilt, therefore, I do not acknowledge; and, if

I did, it is possible that I might still resolve on the

present act of confession, in consideration of the

service which I may thereby render to the whole

class of opium-eaters. But who are they? Reader,

I am sorry to say, a very numerous class indeed.

Of this I became convinced, some years ago, by

computing, at that time, the number of those in

one small class of English society (the class of men

* " Not yet recorded," I say ; for there is one celebrated man of

he present 'lay, -vho, if all be true which is reported oi" him, has

greatly exceeded me in quantity.
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distinguished for talent, or of eminent station) who

were known to me, directly or indirectly, as opinm-

eaters
; such, for instance, as the eloquent and

benevolent ;i the late Dean of
;2 Lord

;
Mr.

,
the philosopher;^ a late under-

secretary of state (who described to me the sensa-

tion which first drove him to the use of opium, in

the very same words as the Dean of
, namely,

"that he felt as though rats were gnawing and

abrading the coats of his stomach"); Mr.
;

and many others, hardly less known, whom it

would be tedious to mention. Now, if one class,

comparatively so limited, could furnish so many
scores of cases (and that within the knowledge

of one single inquirer), it was a natural inference,

that the entire population of England would fur-

nish a proportionable number. The soundness of

this inference, however, I doubted, until some facts

became known to me, which satisfied me that it

was not incorrect. I will mention two : 1. Three

respectable London druggists, in widely remote

quaiters of London, from whom I happened lately

to be purchasing small quantities of opium, assured

me that the number of amateur opium-eaters (as

I may term them) was, at this time, immense
;
and

that the difiiculty of distinguishing these persons,

to whom habit had rendered opium necessary,
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from such as were purchasing it with a view to

suicide, occasioned them daily trouble and di*?-

putes. This evidence respected London only

But, 2 (which will possibly surprise the reader

more), some years ago, on passing through Man-

chester, I was informed by several cotton manu-

facturers that their work-people were rapidly

getting into the practice of opium-eating; so much

so, that on a Saturday afternoon the counters of

the druggists were strewed with pills of one, two,

or three grains, in preparation for the known

demand of the evening. The immediate occa-

sion of this practice was the lowness of wages,

which, at that time, would not allow them to

mdulge in ale or spirits ; and, wages rising, it may
be thought that this practice would cease : but,

as I do not readily believe that any man. having

once tasted the divine luxuries of opium, will

afterwards descend to the gross and mortal enjoy-

.tients of alcohol, I take it for granted

That those eat now who never ate before ;

And those who always ate now eat the more.

Indeed, the fascinating powers of opium arc

admitted, even by medical writers who are its

greatest enemies : thus, for instance, Awsiter

apothecary to Greenwich Hospital, in his "
Essay
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on the Effects of Opium" (published in the yeai

17G3), when attempting to explain why Mead had

not been sufTiciently explicit on the properties,

counter-agents, &c., of this drug, expresses him-

self in the following mysterious terms (jpovovjia

avvBxoiai) :
"
Perhaps he thought the subject of too

delicate a nature to be made common; and as

many people might then indiscriminately use it,

it would take from that necessary fear and caution,

which should prevent their experiencing the exten-

sive power of this drug ; for there are many proj)-

erties in it, if imiversally known, that would habit-

uate the use, and make it more in request with us

than the Turks themselves ; the result of which

knowledge," he adds, "must prove a general mis-

fortune." In the necessity of this conclusion I do

not altogether concur
;
but upon that point I shall

have occasion to speak at the close of my Confes-

sions, where I shall present the reader with the

moral of my narrative.^





PRELIMINARY CONFESSIONS.

These preliminary confessions, or introductory nar-

rative of the youthful adventures which laid the founda-

tion of the writer's habit of opium-eating in after life,

.t has been judged proper to premise, for three several

reasons :

1. As forestalling that question, and giving it a satis-

factory answer, which else would painfully obtrude itself

in the course of the Opium Confessions— " How came

any reasonable being to subject himself to such a yoke
of misery, voluntarily to incur a captivity so servile,

and knowingly to fetter himself with such a seven-folr.

chain ?—" a question which, if not somewhere plausibly

resolved, could hardly fail, by the indignation which i

would be apt to raise as against an act of wanton folly,

to interfere with that degree of sympathy which ia

necessary in any case to an author's purposes.

2. As furnishing a key to some parts of that tremen-

dous scenery which afterwards peopled the dreams of

the op'um-eater.

3 As creating some previous interest of a personal

sort in the confessing subject, apart from the matter

»*^ the confessions, which cannot fa'l to render th»
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confessions themselves more interesting. 11 a man
•' whose talk is of oxen " should become an opium-

eater, the probability is, that (if he is not too dull to

dream at all) he will dream about oxen : whereas, in

the case before him, the reader will find that lae opium-

eater boa?teth himself to be a philosopher; and accord-

ingly, that the phantasmagoria of his dreams (waking
or sleeping, day dreams or night dreams) is suitable to

one who, in that character,

Human! nihil a se alienuiii putat.

For amongst the conditions which he deems indis-

pensable to the sustaining of any claim to the title of

philosopher, is not merely the possession of a superb

intellect in its analytic functions (in which part of the

pretension, however, England can for some generations

show but few claimants ; at least, he is not aware of

any known candidate for this honor who can be styled

emphatically a subtle thhiker, with the exception of

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and, in a narrower depart-

ment of thought with the recent illustrious exception
*

* A third exception might perhaps have been added : and my
reason for not adding that exception is chiefly because it was only

in his juvenile efforts that the writer whom I allude to expressly

rddressed himself to philosophical themes
;
his riper powers have

leen dedicated (on very excusahla and very intelligible grounds,

under the present direction of the popular mind in England) to

criticism and the fine arts. This reason apart, however, I doubt

whether he is not rather to be considered an acute thinker than a

subtle one. It is, besides, a great drawback on his mastery over

philosophical subjects^ that he has obviously not had the advan-

tage of a regular scholastic education : he has not read Plato in

his youth (which most likely was only his misfortune), bu.

leither has he read Kant in his manhood (which is his fault)
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of David Rlcardo),
— but also on such a constitution

of the mo al faculties as shall give him an inner eye
ttnd power of intuition for the vision and mysteries of

human nature : that constitution of faculties, in short,

which (amongst all the generations of men that from

the beginning of time have deployed into life, as it

were, upon this planet) our English poets have pos-

sessed in the highest degree
— and Scottish * professors

in the lowest.

I have often been asked how I first came to be a

regular opium-eater; and have suffered, very unjustly,

in the opinion of my acquaintance, from being reputed
to have brought upon myself all the sufferings which I

shall have to record, by a long course of indulgence in

this practice, purely for the sake of creating an artificial

state of pleasurable excitement. This, however, is a

misrepresentation of my case. True it is, that for

nearly ten years I did occasionally take opium, for the

sake of the exquisite pleasure it gave me ; but, so long
as 1 took it with this view, I was effectually protected

from all material bad consequences, by the necessity of

interposing long intervals between the several acts of

indulgence, in order to renew the pleasurable sensa-

tions. It was not for the purpose of creating pleasure,

but of mitigating pain in the severest degree, that

[ first began to use opium as an article of daily diet.

In the twenty-eighth year of my age, a most painful

affection of the stomach, which I had first experienced
iibout ten . years before, attacked me in great strength.

This affection had originally been caused by the extreni'

* I disclaim any allusion to existing professors, of whom
indeed, 1 know only one.

2
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eties of hunger, suffered in my boyish days During

the season of hope and redundant happiness which

succeeded (that is, from eighteen to twenty-four) it had

slumbered : for the three following years it had revived

at intervals ;
and now, under unfavorable circumstances,

finm depression of spirits, it attacked me with violence

that yielded to no remedies but opium. As the youthful

sufferings which tir§t produced this derangement of the

stomach were interesting in themselves and in the

circumstances that attended them, I shall here briefly

retrace them.

My father died when I was about seven years old,

and left me to the care of four guardians.^ I was sent

to various schools, great and small ;
and was very early

distinguished for my classical attainments, especially

for my knowledge of Greek. At thirteen I wrote Greek

with ease ;
and at fifteen my command of that language

was so great, that I not only composed Greek verses in

lyric metres, but would converse in Greek fluently, and

without embarrassment— an accomplishraent which I

have not since met with in any scholar of my times,

and which, in my case, was owing to the practice of

daily reading off the newspapers into the best Greek 1

could furnish extempore ; for the necessity of ransacking

my memory and invention for all sorts and combinations

of periphrastic expressions, as equivalents for modern

ideas, images, relations of things, &c., gave me a com-

pass of diction which would never have been caded out

by a dull translation of moral essays, &c. " Thai

boy,'" said one of my masters, pointing the attention of

a stranger to me,
" that boy could harangue an Athenian

jnob better than you or I could address an English
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aue." He who honored me with this eulogy was a

scholar, "and a ripe and good one," and, of all my
tutors, was the only one whom I loved or reverenced.

Unfortunately for me (and, as I afterwards learned, to

this worthy man's great indignation), I was transferred

to the care, first of a blockhead, who was in a perpetual

panic lest I should expose his ignorance ; and, finally,

to that of a respectable scholar, at the head of a great

school on an ancient foundation. This man had been

appointed to his situation by College, Oxford ; and

was a sound, well-built scholar, but (like most men

whom I have known from that college) coarse, clumsy,

and inelegant. A miserable contrast he presented, in

my eyes, to the Etonian brilliancy of my favorite

master
; and, besides, he could not disguise from my

hourly notice the poverty and meagreness of his under-

standing. It is a bad thing for a boy to be, and know

himself, far beyond his tutors, whether in knowledge or

in power of mind. This was the case, so far as

regarded knowledge at least, not with myself only; for

the two boys who jointly with myself composed the

first form were better Grecians than the head-master,

though not more elegant scholars, nor at all more

twccustomed to sacrifice to the graces. When I first

entered, I remember that we read Sophocles ;
and it

was a constant matter of triumph to us, the learned

triumvirate of the first form, to see our "Archididas-

calus" (as he loved to be called) conning our lesson

before we went up, and laying a regular train, with

lexicon and grammar, for blowing up and blasting (aa

it were) any difficulties he found in the choruses

whilst we never condescended to open our books, unti
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ihe moment of going up, and were generally employed
in writing epigrams upon his wig, or some such import-

ant matter. My two class-fellows were poor, and

dependent, for their future prospects at the university,

on the recommendation of the head-master
; but I, who

had a small patrimonial property, the income of which

was sufficient to support me at college, wished to be

sent thither immediately. I made earnest representa-

tions on the subject to my guardians, but all to no

purpose. One, who was more reasonable, and had

more knowledge of the world than the rest, lived at

a distance ; two of the other three resigned all their

authority into the hands of the fourth
;
and this fourth,

with whom I had to negotiate, was a worthy man, in his

way, but haughty, obstinate, and intolerant of all opposi-

tion to his will. After a certain number of letters and

personal interviews, I found that I had nothing to hope

for, not even a compromise of the matter, from my
guardian : unconditional submission was what he de-

manded; and I prepared myself, therefore, for other

measures. Summer was now coming on with hasty

steps, and my seventeenth birth-day was fast approach-

mg; after which day I had sworn within myself that

I would no longer be numbered amongst school-boys.^

Money being what I chiefly wanted, I wrote to a woman

of high rank,'^ who, though young herself, had known

me from a child, and had latterly treated me with great

uistinction, requesting that she would " lend " me five

guineas. For upwards of a week no answer came,

and I was beginning to despond, when, at length, a

servant put into my hands a double letter, with s

coronet on the seal. The letter was kind and obliging
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the fait writer was on the sea-coast, and in that way
the delay had arisen

, she enclosed double of what I

had asked, and good-naturedly hinted, that if I should

never repay her, it wou.d not absolutely ruin her. Now
then, I v/as prepared for my scheme : ten guineas,

added to about two that I had remaining from my pocket

noney, seemed to me sufficient for an indefinite length
of time ; and at that happy age, if no definite boundary
can be assigned to one's power, the spirit of hope and

pleasure makes it virtually infinite.

It is a just remark of Dr. Johnson's (and, what cannot

often be said of his remarks, it is a very feeling one)

that we never do anything consciously for the last

time (of things, that is, which we have long been in

the habit of doing), without sadness of heart. This

iruth I felt deeply when I came to leave
, a place

which I did not love, and where I had not been happy.
On the evening before I left forever, I grieved
when the ancient and lofty school-room resounded with

the evening service, performed for the last time in my
hearing ; and at night, when the muster-roll of names

was called over, and mine (as usual) was called first.

I stepped forward, and passing the head-master, who
was standing by, I bowed to him, and lookmg earnestly

in his face, thinking to myself,
" He is old and infirm,

and in this world I shall not see him again." I was

right ; I never did see him again, nor never shaU-

He looked at me complacently, smiled good-naturedly,
-etiinied my salutation (or rather my valediction), and

we parted (though he knew it not) forever. I could

..ot reverence him intellectually; but he had been

aniformly kind to me, and had allowed me many indul
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gences; and I grieved at the thought of the mortifica'

tion I should inflict upon him.

The morning came, which was to launch me into the

world, and from which my whole succeeding life has,

in many important points, taken its coloring. I lodged

in the head-master's house, and had been allowed, from

my first entrance, the indulgence of a private room,

which I used both as a sleeping room and as a study.

At half after three I rose, and gazed with deep emotion

at the ancient towers of ,
"drest in earliest light,'

and besrinninsf to crimson with the radiant lustre of a

cloudless July morning. I was firm and immovable in

my purpose, but yet agitated by anticipation of uncer-

tain danger and troubles ; and if I could have foreseen

v/ the hurricane, and perfect hail-storm of affliction, which

soon fell upon me. well might I have been agitated.

To this agitation the deep peace of the morning pre-

sented an affecting contrast, and in some degree a

medicine. The silence was more profound than that

of midnijrht : and to me the silence of a summer morn-

insr is more touching than all other silence, because, the

.ight being broad and strong, as that of noon-day at

other seasons of the year, it seems to differ from per-

fect day chiefly because man is not yet abroad ; and

thus, the peace of nature, and of the innocent creatures

of God, seems to be secure and deep, only so long as

the presence of man, and his restless and unquiet spirit,

me not there to trouble its sanctity. I dressed n-yself,

took my hat and gloves, and lingered a little in the

room. For the last year and a half this room had been

my
"
pensive citadel :

" here I had read and studied

through al. the hours of night ; and, though true it was
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that, for the latter part of this time, I, who was framed

for love and gentle affections, had lost my gayety and

happiness, during the strife and fever of contention

with my guardian, yet, on the other hand, as a boy so

passionately fond of books, and dedicated to intellectual

pursuits, I could not fail to have enjoyed many happy
hours in the midst of general dejection. I wept as I

looked round on the chair, hearth, writing-table, and

other familiar objects, knowing too certainly that I

looked upon them for the last time. Whilst I write

this, it is eighteen years ago; and yet, at this moment, I

see distinctly, as if it were but yesterday, the lineaments

and expressions of the object on which I fixed my parting

gaze : it was a picture of the lovely , which hung
over the mantel-piece; the eyes and mouth of which

were so beautiful, and the whole countenance so radiant

with benignity and divine tranquillity, that I had a

thousand times laid down my pen, or my book, to

gather consolation from it, as a devotee from his patron
saint. Whilst I was yet gazing upon it, the deep tones

of clock proclaimed that it was four o'clock. I

went up to the picture, kissed it, and then gently walked

out, and closed the door forever !

So blended and intertwisted in this life are occasions

of laughter and of tears, that I cannot yet recall, without

smi.ing, an incident which occurred at that time, and

which had nearly put a stop to the immediate execution

of my plan. I had a trunk of immense weight ; for,

besides my clothes, it contained nearly all my library.

The difficulty was to get this removed to a carrier's,

my room was at an aerial elevation in the house, and
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(what was worse) the staircase which communicated

with this angle of the building was accessible only by
a gallery, which passed the head-master's chamber-

door. I was a favorite with all the servants ; and

icnowing that any of them would screen me, and act

confidentially, I communicated my embarrassment to a

groom of the head-master's. The groom swore he

would do anything I wished
; and, when the time

arrived, went up stairs to bring the trunk down. This

I feared was beyond the strength of any one man:

however, the groom was a man

Of Atlantean shoulders, fit to bear

The weight of mightiest monarchies
;

and had a back as spacious as Salisbury Plains. Ac-

cordingly he persisted in bringing down the trunk

alone, whilst I stood waiting at the foot of the last

flight, in anxiety for the event. For some time I heard

him descending with slow and firm steps ; but, unfor-

tunately, from his trepidation, as he irew near the

dangerous quarter, within a few steps of the gallery

his foot slipped ; and the mighty burden, falling from

his shoulders, gained such increase of impetus at each

step of the descent, that, on reaching the bottom, it

trundled, or rather leaped, right across, with the noise

>Df twenty devils, against the very bed-room door of the

archididascalus. My first thought was, that all was lost ;

and that my only chance for executing a retreat was

to sacrifice my baggage. However, on reflection, 1

determined to abide the issue. The groom was in the

Qtmost alarm, both on his own account and on mine :

\>ut, in spite of this, so irresistibly had the sense of the

iidicrous, in this unhappy co7itretems taken possession
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of his fancy, that he sang out a long, loml, and canoroua

poal of laughter, that might have wakened the Seven

Sleepers. At the sound of this resonant merriment,

within the very ears of insulted authority, I could not

for])ear joining in it; subdued to this, not so much by
the unhappy etourderie of the trunk, as by the effect it

had upon the groom. We both expected, as a matter

of course, that Dr. would sally out of his room
;

for, in general, if but a mouse stirred, he sprang out

like a mastiff from his kennel. Strange to say, how-

ever, on this occasion, when the noise of laughter had

ceased, no sound, or rustling even, was to be heard

in the bed-room. Dr. had a painful complaint,

which sometimes keeping him awake, made him sleep,

perhaps, when it did come, the deeper. Gathering

courage from the silence, the groom hoisted his burden

again, and accomplished the remainder of his descent

without accident. I waited until I saw the trunk placed

on a wheelbarrow, and on its road to the carrier's : then,
" with Providence my guide," I set off on foot, carry

ing a small parcel, with some articles of dress under

.my arm : a favorite English poet in one pocket ; and a

Bmall 12mo volume, containing about nine plays of

Euripides, in the other.

It had been my intention, or'ginally, to proceed to

Westmoreland, both from the love I bore to that county,
and on other personal accounts. Accident, however

gave a different direction to my wanderings, and I bent

my steps towards North Wales.^

After wandering about for some time in Denbigh-

shire, Merionethshire, and Caernarvonshire, I took

lodgings in a small neat house in B -.9 Here 1 might
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nave staid with great comfort for many weeks ; Icn

provisions were cheap at B
,
from the scarcity ot

other markets for the surplus products of a wide agri

cuhural district. An accident, however, in which,

perhaps, no offence was designed, drove me out to

wander again. I know not whether my reader may
have remarked, but I have often remarked, thai the

proudest class of people in England (or, at any rate

the class whose pride is most apparent) are the families

of bishops. Noblemen, and their children, carry about

with them, in their very titles, a sufficient notification

of their rank. Nay, their very names (and this applies

also to the children of many untitled houses) are often.

to the English ear, adequate exponents of high birth, or

descent. Sackville, Manners, Fitzroy, Paulet, Caven-

dish, and scores of others, tell their own tale. Such

persons, therefore, find everywhere a due sense of

their claims already established, except among those

who are ignorant of the world, by virtue of their own

Dbscurity; "Not to know them argues one's self un-

known." Their manners take a suitable tone and

coloring; and, for once that they find it necessary to

impress a sense of their consequence upon others, they

meet with a thousand occasions for moderating and

tempenng this sense by acts of courteous condescension

With the families of bishops it is otherwise ; with them

it is all up-hill work to make known their pretensions ;

for the proportion of the episcopal bench taken from

noble families is not at any time very large ;
and the

succession to these dignities is so rapid, that the public

fcar seldom has time to become familiar with them

tnless where they are connected with some literar/
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reputation. Hence it is that the children of bishops

carry about with them an austere and repulsive air,

indicative if claims not generally acknowledged,
— a sort

of Tioli ine taiigere manner, nervously apprehensive of

too familiar approach, and shrinking with the sensitive-

ness of a gouty man, from all contact with the ol nolXoi,

Doubtless, a powerful understanding, or unusual good-

ness of nature, will preserve a man from such weakness ;

but, in general, the truth of my representation will be

acknowledged ; pride, if not of deeper root in such

families, appears, at least, more upon the surface of their

manners. This spirit of manners naturally communi-

cates itself to their domestics, and other dependants.

Now, my landlady had been a lady's maid, or a nurse

iU the family of the Bishop of ; and had but lately

married away and " settled" (as such people express

it) for life. In a little town like B
, merely to have

lived in the bishop's family conferred some distinction;

and my good landlady had rather more than her share

of the pride I have noticed on that score. What "
my

lord" said, and what " my lord
"

did, — how useful he

was in parliament, and how indispensable at Oxford,—
"ormed the daily burden of her talk. All this I bore

very well
;

for I was too good-natured to laugh in any-

body's face, and I could make an ample allowance for

the garrulity of an old servant. Of necessity, however,

1 must have appeared in her eyes very inadequately

in pressed with the bishop's importance ; and, perhaps

'o punish me for my indifference, or, possibly, by ac-

cident, she one day repeated to me a conversation in

which I was indirectly a party concrrned. She had

been t) the palace to paj her respects to the family ;
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and, dinner beinjj over, was summoned into the dining-

room. In (giving an account of her household economy
she happened to mention that she had let her apart-

rients. Thereupon the good bishop (it seemed) had

taken occasion to caution her as to her selection of

inmates ;

"
for," said he,

"
you must recollect, Betty,

that this place is m the high road to the Head
; so that

multitudes of Irish swindlers, running away from their

debts into England, and of English swindlers, running

away from their debts to the Isle of Man, are likely to

take this place in their route." This advice was cer-

tainly not without reasonable grounds, but rather fitted

to be stored up for Mrs. Betty's private meditations,

than specially reported to me. What followed, how-

ever, was somewhat worse :— "0, my lord," answered

my landlady (according to her own representation of

the matter),
"

I really don't think this young gentleman
is a swindler; because ." "You don't think me a

swindler?" said I, interrupting her, in a tumult of in-

dignation ;

" for the future, I shall spare you the ti'ouble

of thinking about it.'' And without delay I prepared
for my departure. Some concessions the good woman
seemed disposed to make

; but a harsh and contemptu-

ous expression, which I fear that I applied to the learned

dignitary himself, roused her indignation in turn; and

reconciliation then be^-ame impossible. I was, indeed,

greatly irritated at the bishop's having suggested any

grounds of suspicion, however remotely, against a person
whom he had never seen; and I thoucfht of lettinof him

know my mind in Greek
; which, at the same time

that it would furnish some presumption that I was no

fcwindlei would also (I hoped) compel the bishop to
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?eply in the same language ;
in which case, I doubted

not to make it appear, that if I was not so rich as his

lordship, I was a far better Grecian. Cahner thoughts,

however, drove this boyish design out of my mind: for

1 considered that the bishop was in the right to counsel

an old servant ; that he could not have designed that

his advice should be reported to me ;
and that the same

coarseness of mind which had led Mrs. Betty to repeat

the advice at all might have colored it in a way more

agreeable to her own style of thinking than to the

actual expressions of the worthy bishop.

I left the lodging the very same hour ;^^ and this turned

out a very unfortunate occurrence for me, because,

living henceforward at inns, I was drained of my money

very rapidly. In a fortnight I was reduced to short

allowance
;
that is, I could allow myself only one meal

a day. From the keen appetite produced by constant

exercise and mountain air, acting on a youthful stomach,

I soon began to suffer greatly on this slender regimen ;

for the single meal which I could venture to order was

coffee or tea. Even this, however, was at length with-

drawn ; and, afterwards, so long as I remained in Wales,

I subsisted either on blackberries, hips, haws, &c., or on

the casual hospitalities which I now and then received,

in return for such little services as I had an opportunity

nf rendering. Sometimes I wrote letters of business

for cottagers who happened to have relatives in Liver-

pool or in London ; more often I wrote love-letters to

'.heir sweethearts for young women who had lived as

servants in Shrewsbury, or other towns on the English

border. On all such occasions I gave oreat satisfaction

K) my humble friends, and was generally treated 'Mth
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hospitality; and once in particular, near the village cf

Llan-y-styndwr (or some such name), in a sequestered

part of Merionethshire, I was entertained for upwards
of three days by a family of young people, with ar

affectionate and fratema. kindness that left an impres-

sion upon my heart not yet impaired. The family con-

sisted, at that time, of four sisters and three brothers, al.

grown up, and remarkable for elegance and delicacy of

manners. So much beauty, and so much native good

breeding and refinement, I do not remember to have

seen before or since in any cottage, except once or

twice in Westmoreland and Devonshire. They spoke

English ;
an accomplishment not often met with in so

many members of one family, especially in villages

remote from the high road. Here I wrote, on my first

introduction, a letter about prize-money, for one of the

brothers, who had served on board an Enjjlish man-of-

war; and, more privately, two love-letters for two of the

sisters. They were both interesting looking girls, and

one of uncommon loveliness. In the midst of their

confusion and blushes, whilst dictating, or rather giving

me general instructions, it did not require any great

penetration to discover that what they wished was that

their letters should be as kind as was consistent with

pioper maidenly pride, I contrived so to temper my
expressions as to reconcile the gratification of both

feelings ; and they were much pleased with the way in

vhich I had expressed their thoughts, as (in their sim-

plicity) they were astonished at my having so readily

liscovered them. The reception one meets with from

thn women of a family generally determines the tenoi

of ones whole entertainment. In this case I had dia-
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charged my confidential duties as secretary so much
to the general satisfaction, perhaps also amusing them

with my conversation, that I was pressed to stay with a

cordiality which I had little inclinati'on to resist. I slept

with the brothers, the only unoccupied bed standing in

the apartment of the young women : but in all other

points they treated me with a respect not usually paid
to purses as light as mine

;
as if my scholaiship were

sufficient evidence that I was of "
gentle blood." Thua

I lived with them for three days, and great part of a

fourth; and, from the undiminished kindness which they
continued to show me, I believe I might have staid with

them up to this time, if their power had corresponded
with their wishes. On the last morning, however, I

perceived upon their countenances, as they sate at

breakfast, the expression of some unpleasant communi-

cation which was at hand ; and soon after, one of the

brothers explained to me, that their parents had gone,
the day before my arrival, to an annual meeting of

Methodists, held at Caernarvon, and were that day

expected to return
;

" and if they should not be so civil

as they ought to be," he begged, on the part of all the

young people, that I would not take it amiss. The

parents returned with churlish faces, and " Dym SaS'

senach" {no English) in answer to all my addresses. I

saw hov7 matters stood
; and so, taking an affectionate

leave of my kind and interesting young hosts, I went

>-ny way. For, though they spoke warmly to theil

parents in my behalf, and often excused the manner of

he old people, by saying that it was "
only their way,"

yet I easily understood that my talent for writing love-

etters would do as little to recommend me with two
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[rrave sexagenarian Welsh Methodists as my Greek

Sapphics or Alcaics
;
and wliat had been nospitality

when offered to me with the gracious courtesy of my

young friends, would become charity, when connected

with the harsh demeanor of these old people. Cer-

tainly, Mr. Shelley is right in his notions about old

age ; unless powerfully counteracted by all sorts of

opposite agencies, it is a miserable corrupter and

blighter to the genial charities of the human heart.

Soon after this, I contrived, by means which I must

omit for want of room, to transfer myself to London.^^

And now began the latter and fiercer stage of my long

sufTerings ; without using a disproportionate expression,

[ might say, of my agony. For I now suffered, foi

upwards of sixteen weeks, the physical anguish of

hunger in various degrees of intensity; but as bitter,

perhaps, as ever any human being can have suffered

who has survived it. I would not needlessly harass my
reader's feelings by a detail of all that I endured

; fo.

extremities such as these, under any circumstances of

heaviest misconduct or guilt, cannot be contemplated,

even in description, without a rueful pity that is painful

to the natui'al goodness of the human heart. Let it

suffice, at least on this occasion, to say, that a few

fragments of bread from the breakfast-table of one

individual (who supposed me to be ill, but did not know

of my being in utter want), and these at uncertam

intervals, constituted my whole support. During the

former part of my sufTerings (that is, generally in

Wales, and always for the first two months in London),

( was houseless, and very seldom slept under a roof.

To this constant exposure to the open air I ascribe it
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mainly, that I did not sink under my torments. Latterly

however, when cold and more inclement weather came

on, and when, from the length of my sufferings, I had

begun to sink into a more languishing condition, it was,

no doubt, fortunate for me, that the same person to

whose breakfast-table I had access allowed me to sleep

in a large, unoccupied house, of wnicn he was tenant

Unoccupied, I call it, for there was no household or

estabiishmant in it; noi any furniture, indeed, except a

table and a few chairs. But I found, on taking pos-

session of my new quarters, that the house already

contained one single inmate, a poor, friendlees child,

apparently ten years old ; but she seemed hunger-

bitten; and sufferings of that sort often make children

look older than they are. From this forlorn child I

learned, that she had slept and lived there alone, for

some time before I came ; and great joy the poor crea-

ture expressed, when she found that I was in future tc

be her companion through the hours of darkness. The

house was large ; and, from the want of furniture, the

noise of the rats made a prodigious echoing on the

spacious staircase and hall ; and, amidst the real fleshly

ills of cold, and, I fear, hunger, the forsaken child had

found leisure to suffer still more (it appeared) from the

self-created one of ghosts. I promised her protection

against all ghosts whatsoever ; but, alas ! I could offer

her no other assistance. We lay upon the floor, with a

bundle of cursed law papers for a pillow, but with no

other covering than a sort of large horseman's cloak ;

afterwards, however, we discovered, in a garret, an old

jfa-cover, a small piece of rug, and some fragments ol

"ther articles, which added a little to our warmth The

3
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poor child crept close to me for warmth, aiitl for secu-

rity against her ghostly enemies. When I was not

more than usually ill, I took her into my arms, so that,

in general, she was tolerably warm, and often slept

whsn 1 could not; for, during the last two months of my
sufferings, 1 slept much in the daytime, and was apt to

fall into transient dozings at all hours. But my sleep

distressed me more than my watching; for, besides the

turnuhuousness of my dreams (which were only not so

awful as those which I shall have to describe hereafter

as produced by opium), my sleep was never more than

what is CRWed dog-sleep ; so that I could hear myself

moaning, and was often, as it seemed to me, awakened

suddenly by my own yoice ; and, about this time, a

hideous sensation began to haunt me as soon as I fell

into a slumber, which has since returned upon me, at

different periods of my life, namely, a sort of twitching

(I know not where, but apparently about the region of

the stomach), which compelled me violently to throw out

my feet for the sake of relieving it. This sensation

coming on as soon as I began to sleep, and the effort to

relieve it constantly awaking me, at length I slept only
from exhaustion

; and, from increasing weakness (as 1

said bciore), I was constantly falling asleep, and con-

stantly awaking. Meantime, the master of the house

>ometimes came in upon us suddenly, and verj'' early;

sometimes not till ten o'clock; sometimes not at all.

He was in constant fear of bailiffs; improving on the

plan of Cromwell, every night he slept in a different

quarter of London
; and I observed that he never failed

uO examine, through a private window, the appearance

jf those who knocked at the door, before he would
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allow it to be opened. He breakfasted alone; indeed,

his tea equipage would hardly have admitted of hia

hazarding an invitation to a second person, anii more

than the quantity of esculent material, which, for the

most part, was little more than a roll, or a few biscuits,

which hn had bought on his road from the place where

he had slept. Or, if he had asked a party, as I once

learnedly and facetiously observed to him, the severa

members of it must have stood in the relation to each

other (not sate in any relation whatever) of succession,

as the metaphysicians have it, and not of coexistence ;

in the relation of parts of time, and not of the parts

of space. During his breakfast, 1 generally contrived

a reason for lounging in; and, with an air of as much

indiflference as I could assume, took up such fragments

as he had left,
— sometimes, indeed, there were none

at all. In doing this, I committed no robbery, except

upon the man himself, who was thus obliged (I be-

lieve), now and then, to send out at noon for an extra

biscuit ; for, as to the poor child, she was never admitted

into his study (if
I may give that name to his chief de-

pository of parchments, law writings, &c.) ; that room

was to her the Blue-beard room of the house, being

regularly locked on his departure to dinner, about six

o'clock, which usually was his final departure for the

night. Whether this child was an illegitimote daugh-

ter of Mr. -,^2 or only a servant, I could wot ascer-

tain ;
she did not herself know; but certainly she was

treated altogether as a menial servant. No sooner did

Mr. make his appearance, than she went below

stairs, brushed his shoes, coat, &c. ; and, except when

she was summoned to run an errand, she never emerged
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frnm the dismal Tartarus of the kitchens, to the uppei

air, until my welcome knock at night called up hei

little trembling footsteps to the front door. Of her life

during the daytime, however, I knew little but what

I gathered from her own account at night ; for, as soon

\s the hours of business commenced, I saw that my
absence would be acceptable; and, in general, there-

fore, 1 went ofT and sate in the parks, or elsewhere,

until night-fall.

But who, and what, meantime, was the master of the

house, himself? Reader, he was one of those anoma-

lous practitioners in lower departments of the law, who,
— what shall I say?

— who, on prudential reasons, oi

from necessity, deny themselves all the indulgence in

the luxury of too delicate a conscience (a periphrasis

which might be abridged considerably, but that I leave

to the reader's taste) ;
in many walks of life, a con-

science is a more expensive incumbrance than a wife

or a carriage ;
and just as people talk of "

laying down "

their carriages, so 1 suppose my friend, Mr. , had

"laid down" his conscience for a time; meaning, doubt-

less, to resume it as soon as he could afibrd it. The

inner economy of such a man's daily life would present

a most strange picture, if I could allow myself to amuse

the reader at his expense. Even with my limited

opportunities for observing what went on, I saw many
scenes of London intrigues, and complex chicanery,
'

cycle and epicycle, orb in orb," at which I sometimes

smile to this day, and at which I smiled then, in spite

f my misery. My situation, however, at that time,

gave me little experience, in iny own person, of any
uualities in Mr. 's character but such as did him
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honor; and of his whole strange composition, I must

forget overj'thing but that towards me he was obliging,

and, to the extent of his power, generous.

That power was not, indeed, very extensive. How-

ever, in common with the rats, I sate rent free ;
and as

Dr. Johnson has recorded that he never but cnce in his

life had as much wall-fruit as he could eat, so let me

be grateful that, on that single occasion, I had as large

a choice of apartments in a London mansion as 1 could

possibly desue. Except the Blue-beard room, which

ihe poor child believed to be haunted, all others, from

ihe attics to the cellars, were at our service. " The

world was all before us," and we pitched our tent for

the night in any spot we chose. This house I have

already described as a large one. It stands in a con-

spicuous fiituation, and in a well-known part ol London.^^

Many of my readers will have passed it, I doubt not,

within a few hours of reading this. For myself, 1

never fail to visit it when business draws me to Lon-

don. About ten o'clock this very night, August 15,

1821, being my birth-day," I turned aside from my

evening walk, down Oxford-street, purposely to take a

glance at it. It is now occupied by a respectable

family, and, by the lights in the front drawing-room, I

observed a domestic party, assembled, perhaps, at tea,

and apparently cheerful and gay ;
— marvellous contrast,

m my eyes, to the darkness, cold, silence, and desola-

tion, of that same house eighteen j'-ears ago, when its

aightly occupants were one famishing scholar and a

neglected child. Her, by the by. in after years, I vainly

endeavored to trace. Apart from her situation, she wa*

Qot what would be called an interesting child She
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«vas neither pietty, nor quick in understanding, nor

remffrkably pksasing in manners But, thank Ciod

even in those years I needed not the embellishments ol

novel accessories to conciliate my affections. Plain

human nature, in its humblest and most homely apparel,

was enough for me ; and I loved the child because she

was my partner in wretchedness. If she is now living,

she is probably a mother, with children of her ov/n; but,

as I have said, I could never trace her.

This I regret; but another person there was, at that

time, whom I have since sought to trace, with far deeper

earnestness, and with far deeper sorrow at my failure.

This person was a young woman, and one of that un-

happy class who subsist upon the wages of prostitution.

I feel no shame, nor have any reason to feel it, in avow-

ing, that I was then on familiar and friendly terms with

many women in that unfortunate condition. The reader

needs neither smile at this avowal, nor frown ; for, not

to remind my classical readers of the old Latin proverb,

"Si7ie Cerere," &c., it may well be supposed that in

the existing state of my purse my connection with

such women could not have been an impure one. But

*he truth is, that at no time of my life have I beep

a person to hold myself polluted by the touch or ajv

proach of any creature that wore a human shape. On
the contrary, from my very earlie!=t youth, it has been

my pride to converse familiarly, 7nore Socratico, with all

human beings,
— man, woman, and child,— that chance

might fling in my way : a practice which is friendly to

the knowledge of human nature, to good feelings, and

to that frankness of address which becomes a man
who would be thought a philosopher ; for a philosophei
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«hculd not see with the eyes of the poor limitary crea-

ture calling himself a man of the world, ana filled

with narrow and self-regarding prejudices of birth and

education, but should look upon himself as a catholic

creature, and as standing in an equal relation to high

and low, to educated and uneducated, to the guilty and

the innocent. Being myself, at that time, of necessity,

a peripatetic, or a walker of the streets, I naturally

fell in, more frequently, with those female peripatetics,

who are technically called street-walkers. Many of

these women had occasionally taken my part against
watchmen who wished to drive me off the steps of

houses where I was sitting. But one amongst them,—
the one on whose account I have at all introduced this

subject,
—

yet no ! let me not class thee, oh noble-

minded Ann
, with that order of women

;
— let me

find, if it be possible, some gentler name to designate
the condition of her to whose bounty and compassion

—
ministering to my necessities when all the world had

forsaken me— I owe it that I am at this time alive.

For many weeks, I had walked, at nights, with this

poor friendless girl, up and down Oxford-street, or had

rested with her on steps and under the shelter of porti-

coes. She could not be so old as myself: she told me,

indeed, that she had not completed her sixteenth year.

By such questions as my interest about her prompted,
I had gradually drawn forth her simple history. Hers

was a case of ordinary occurrence (as I have since had

reason to think), and one in which, if London benefi-

cence had Detter adapted its arrangements to meet it,

the power of the law mignt oftener bo interposed to

protect and to avenge. But the stream of London
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charity flows in a channel which, though deep and

mighty, is yet noiseless and under ground;
— not obvi-

ous or readily accessible to poor, houseless wanderers;

and it cannot be denied that the outside air and frame-

Work of London society is harsh, cruel, and repulsive.

In any case, however, I saw that part of her injuries

might easily have been redressed ;
and I urged her

often and earnestly to lay her complaint before a magis-

trate. Friendless as she was, I assured her that she

would meet with immediate attention ;
and that English

justice,
which was no respecter of persons, would

speedily and amply avenge her on the brutal ruffian

who had plundered her little property. She promised

me often that she would; but she delayed taking the

steps I pointed out, from time to time ;
for she was timid

and dejected to a degree which showed how deeply

sorrow had taken hold of her young heart; and per-

haps she thought justly that the most upright judge

and the most righteous tribunals could do nothing to

repair her heaviest wrongs. Something, however,

would perhaps have been done ; lor it had been settled

between us, at length,
— but, unhappily, on the very last

time but one that I was ever to see her, — that in a day

or two we should speak on her behalf. This little ser-

vice it was destined, however, that I should never real-

ize. Meantime, that which she rendered to me, and

which was greater than I could ever have repaid hei;

was this :
— One night, when we were pacing slowly

along Oxford-street, and after a day v/hen I had felt

unusually ill and faint, I requested her to turn off with

me into Soho-square. Thither we went; and we sate

iown en the steps of a house, which, to this houi
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I never pass without a pang of grief, and an inner act

of homage to the spirit of that unhappy girl, in memory
of the noble act which she there performed. Su(J-

denly, as we sate, I grew much worse. I had "^en

leaning my head against her bosom, and all at once I

sank from her arms and fell backwards on the steps.

From the sensations I then had, I felt an inner convic-

tion of the liveliest kind, that without some powerful
and reviving stimulus I should either have died on the

spot, or should, at least, have sunk to a point of exhauS'

tion from which all reascent, under my friendless cir-

cumstances, would soon have become hopeless. Then

it was, at this crisis of my fate, that my poor orphan

companion, who had herself met with little but injuries

in this world, stretched out a saving hand to me.

Uttering a cry of terror, but without a moment's delay
she ran off into Oxford-street, and in less time than

could be imagined returned to me with a glass of port-

wine and spices, that acted upon my empty stomach

(which at that time would have rejected all solid food)

with an instantaneous power of restoration
; and for

this glass the generous girl, without a murmur, paid out

of her own humble pur.se, at a time, be it remembered,

when she had scarcely wherewithal to purchase the

bare necessaries of life, and when she could have no

reason to expect that I should ever be able to reimburse

her. 0, youthful benefactress ! how often, in suc-

ceeding years, standing in solitary places, and thinking

of thee with grief of heart and perfect love,
— how often

tiave 1 wished that, as in ancient times the curse of a

father was believed to have a supprnatural power, and

to pursue its object with a fatal necessity of s?lf-fu]fil-
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ment, — even so the benediction of a heart oppressed

with gratitude might have a like prerogative; might

have power given to it from above to chase, to haunt,

to waylay, to overtake, to pursue thee into the central

darkness of a London brothel, or (if it were possible)

into the darkness of the grave, there to awaken ihue

with an authentic message of peace and forgiveness, and

of final reconciliation !

I do not often weep ; for not only do my thoughts &n

subjects connected with the chief interests of man daily.

nay, hourly, descend a thousand fathoms " too deep for

tears ;" not only does the sternness of my habits of

thought present an antagonism to the feelings which

prompt tears,
—

wanting, of necessity, to those who

being protected usually by their levity from any tend-

ency to meditative sorrow, would, by that same levity,

be Hiade incapable of '•esisting it on any casual access of

such feelings ;
but also, 1 believe, that all minds which

nave contemplated such objects as deeply as I have

done, must, for their own protection from utter debpond-

ency, have early encouraged and cherished some tran-

quillizing belief as to the future balances and the

hieroglyphic meanings of human sufferings. On these

accounts I am cheerful to this hour; and, as I have

said, I do not often weep. Yet some feelings, though

not deeper or more passionate, are more tender than

others; and often, when I walk, at this time, in Oxford-

street, by dreamy lamp-light, and hear those airs

played on a barrel-organ which years ago solaced me

and my dear companion (as I must always call her),

I shed tears, and muse with myself at the mysterious

dispensation which so suddenly and so critically sepa
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rated us forever. How it happened, the reader will

andeistand from what remains of this introducton'

narration.

Soon after the period of the last incident 1 have

recorded, I met, in Albemarle-street, a gentleman of

his late Majesty's household. This gentleman had

received hospitalities, on different occasions, from my
family ; and he challenged me upon the strength of

my family likeness, I did not attempt any disguise ;

I answered his questions ingenuously, and, on his

pledging his word of honor that he would not betray
me to my guardians, I gave him an address to my
friend, the attorney. The next day I received from

him a ten-pound bank note. The letter enclosing it was

delivered, with other letters of business, to the attorney ;

but, though his look and manner informed me that he

suspected its contents, he gave it up to me honorably

and without demur.

This present, from the particular service to which it

was applied, leads me naturally to speak of the purpose

which had allured me up to London, and which I had

been (to use a forensic word) soliciting from the first

day of my arrival in London, to that of my final de-

parture.

In so mighty a world as London, it will surprise my
readers that 1 should not have found some means of

ttaving off the last extremities of penury : and it will

strike them that two resources, at least, must have been

jpen to me, namely, either to seek assistance from the

mends of mv family, or to turn my youthful talents

%nd attainments into some channel of pecuniary emolu-

naent. As to the first course, I may observe, generally
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that what I areaded beyond all other evils was the

chance of being reclaimed by my guardians; not

doubting that whatever power the law gave them

would have been enforced against me to the utmost •

that is, to the extremity of forcibly restoring me to the

school which I had quitted; a restoration which, as it

would, in my eyes, have been a dishonor, even if sub-

mitted to voluntarily, could not fail, when extorted from

me in contempt and defiance of my own wishes and

efforts, to have been a humiliation worse to me than

Qeath,- and which would indeed have terminated in

death. I was, therefore, shy enough of applying foi

assistance even in those quarters where 1 was sure of

receiving it, at the risk of furnishing my guardians with

any clue for recovering me. But, as to London in par-

ticular, though doubtless my father had in his lifetime

had many frienda there, yet (as ten years had passed

since his death; I remembered few of them even by

name ; and never having seen London before, except

once for a few hours, I knew not the address of even

those few. To this mode of gaining help, therefore,

in part the difficulty, but much more the paramount

foar which I have mentioned, habitually indisposed me.

In rejrard to the other mode, I now feel half inclined to

join my reader in wondering that I should have over-

looked it. As a corrector of Greek proofs (if in no other

way), I might, doubtless, have gained enough for my
slender wants. Such an office as this I could have

discharged witn an exemplary and punctual accuracy

that would soon have gained me the confidente of my

employers. But it must not be forgotten that even foi

6uch an office as this, it was necessary that I should
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first of all have an introduction to some respectable

publisher ; and this I had no means of obtaining. To

say the truth, however, it had never once occurred to

me to think of literary labors as a source of profit. No

node sufficiently speedy of obtaining money had ever

\ occurred to me, but that of borrowing it on the strength

of my future claims and expectations. This mode 1

sought by every avenue to compass ; and amongst other

persons I applied to a Jew ^^ named D .*

* To this same Jew, by the way, some eighteen months after-

wards, I applied again on the same business ; and, dating at that

time from a respectable college, I was fortunate enough to gain his

serious attention to my proposals. Bly necessities had not arisen

from any extravagance, or youthful levities (these, my habits and

the nature of my pleasures raised me far above), but simply {r-m

the vindictive malice of my guardian, who, when he found himsel'

no longer able to prevent me from going to the university, had, as

a parting token of his good nature, refused to sign an order foi

granting me a shilling beyond the allowance made to me at school,

namely, one huvired pounas per annum. Upon this sum, it was, ia

my lime, barely possible to have lived in college ;
and not possible

to a man, who, though above the paltry affectation of ostentatious

dis regard for money, and without any expensive tastes, confided,

ae ertheless, rather too nr.uch in servants, and did not delight in

thi petty details of minute economy. I soon, therefore, became

emnarrassed ; and, at length, after a most voluminous negotiation

ffith the Jew (some parts of which, if I had leisure to rehearse

ihem, would greatly amuse my readers), I was put in possession

of the sum I asked for, on the "regular" terms of paying the Jew

eeventeen and a half per cent, by way of annuity on all the money
furnished ; Israel, on his part, graciously resuming no more thau

about ninetj' guineas of the said money, on account of an attorney's

bill (for what services, to whom rendered, and when, —whether at

the siege of Jerusalem, at the building of the Second Temple, or

on some earlier occasion,
— I have not yet been able to discover).

How many perches this bill measured I really forget ;
but I still

keep it in a cabinet of natural curiosities, and some time or other

I believe I shall present it to the British Museum.
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To this Jew, and to other advertising money-lenders

(some of whom were, I believe, also Jews), I had mtro-

duced mj^self, with an account of my expectations ;

which account, on examining my father's will at Doc-

tor's Commons, they had ascertained to be correct.

The person there mentioned as the second son of

was found to have all the claims (or more than all) that

I had stated : but one question still remained, which the

faces of the Jews pretty significantly suggested,
— was

I that person ? This doubt had never occurred to me
as a possible one ; I had rather feared, whenever my
Jewish friends scrutinized me keenly, that I might be

too well known to be that person, and that some

scheme might be passing in their minds for entrapping

me and selling me to my guardians. It was strange to

me to find my own self, materialiter considered (so I

expressed it, for I doted on logical accuracy of dis-

tinctions), accused, or at least suspected, of counterfeit-

ing my own self, formcditer considered. However, to

satisfy their scruples, I took the only course in my
power. Whilst I was in Wales, I had received various

letters from ^uung friends: these I produced,
— for I

carried them constantly in my pocket,
—

being, indeed,

by this time, almost the only relics of my personal in-

cumbrances (excepting the clothes I wore), which I had

not in one way or other disposed of. Most of these let-

ters were from the Earl of }^ who was, at that time,

my chief (or rather only) confidential friend. These

letters were dated from Eton. I had also some from

the Marquis of ,^^ his father, who, though absorbed

in agricultural pursuits, yet having been an Etoniar

nimself, and as good a scholar as a nobleman needi

10 be, still retained an affection for classical studie*
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and for youthful scholani. He had, accordingly, from

the time that I was fifteen, corresponded with me ;

sometimes upon the great improvements which he had

made, or was meditating, in the counties of M and

SI -j^^ since I had been there ; sometimes upon the

merits of a Latin poet ; at other times, suggesting sub-

jects to me on which he wished me to write verses.

On reading the letters, one of my Jewish friends

agreed to furnish two or three hundred pounds on my
personal security, provided I could persuade the young
earl,— who was, by the way, not older than myself,

— to

guarantee the payment on our coming of age : the

Jew's final object being, as I now suppose, not the

trifling profit he could expect to make by me, but the

prospect of establishing a connection with my noble

friend, whose immense expectations were well known

to him. In pursuance of this proposal on the part of the

Jew, about eight or nine days after I had received the

ten pounds, I prepared to go down to Eton. Nearly three

pounds of the money I had given to my money-lending

friend, on his alleging that the stamps must be bought, m
order that the writings might be prepared whilst 1 was

away from London. I thought in my heart that he was

lying; but I did not wish to give him any excuse for

charging his own delays upon me. A smaller sum I had

given to my friend the attorney (who was connected with

the money-lenders as their lawyer), to which, indeed,

he was entitled for his unfurnished lodofing-s. About

fifte^ shillings I had employed in reestablishing

(though in a very humble way) my dress. Of the re-

mainder, I gave one-quarter to Ann, m'"!aning, on my
return, to have divided with her whatever might rernain
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These arrangements made, soon after six o'clock, on

a dark winter evening, I set off, accompanied by Ann,

towards Piccadilly ; for it was my intention to go down

as Jfar as Salt Hill on the Bath or Bristol mail. Our

course lay through a part of the town which has now

all disappeared, so that I can no longer retrace its

ancient boundaries: Swallow-street, I think it was

called. Having time enough before us, however, we

bore away to the left, until we came into Golden-

square : there, near the corner of Sherrard-street, we

sat down, not wishing to part in the tumult and blaze

of Piccadilly. I had told her of my plans some time

before ; and now I assured her again that she should

share in my good fortune, if I met with any ; and that

I would never forsake her, as soon as I had power to

protect her. This I fully intended, as much from incli-

nation as from a sense of duty ; for, setting aside grati-

tude, which, in any case, must have made me her debtor

for life, I loved her as affectionately as if she had been

ny sister ; and at this moment with seven-fold tender-

ness, from pity at witnessing her extreme dejection. 1

had, apparently, most reason for dejection, because 1

was leaving the saviour of my life ; yet I, considering

the shock my health had received, was cheerful and

full of hope. She, on the contrary, wtio was partmg
with one who had had little means of serving her, ex-

cept by kindness and brotherly treatment, was overcome

by sorrow; so that, when I kissed her at our final

.tirewell, she put her arms about my neck, and wept,

without speaking a word. I hoped to return in a week

nt furthest, and I agreed with her that on the fifth night

from that, and every night afterwards, she should wail
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for me, at six o'clock, near the bottom of Great Titch-

field-street, which had been our customary haven, as it

were, of rendezvous, to prevent our missing each other

in the great Mediterranean of Oxford-street. This,

and other measures of precaution, I took : one, only, I

forgot. She had either never told me, or (as a matter

of no great interest) I had forgotten, her surname. It

is a general practice, indeed, with girls of humble rank

in her unhappy condition, not (as novel-reading women
of higher pretensions) to style themselves Miss Doug-
lass, Miss Montag7ie, &c., but simply by their Chris-

tian names, Mary, Jane, Frances, &c. Her surname,
as the surest means of tracing her, I ought now to have

inquired; but the truth is, having no reason to think

that our meeting could, in consequence of a short inter-

ruption, be more difficult or uncertain than it had

been for so many weeks, I had scarcely for a moment
adverted to it as necessary, or placed it amongst my
memoranda against this parting interview; and my
final anxieties being spent in comforting her with hopes,

and in pressing upon her the necessity of getting some

medicine for a violent cough and hoarseness with which

she was troubled, I wholly forgot it until it was too late

to recall her.

It was past eight o'clock when I reached the Glouces-

tei Ccffee-House, and the Bristol Mail beinsr on the

point of going off, I mounted on the outside. The fine

fluent motion ^ of this mail soon laid me asleep. It is

somewhat remarkable that the first easy or refreshing

* The Bristol Mail is the best appointed in the kingdom, owing
to the double advantage of an unusually good road, and of an extra

sum 'or expenses subscribed by the Bristol merchants.

A
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sleep which I had enjoyed for some months was (in the

outside of a mail-coach,— a bed which, at this day, 1

find rather an uneasy one. Connected with this sleep

was a little incident which served, as hundreds of others

did at that time, to convince me how easily a man,

who has never been in any great distress, may pass

through life without knowing, in his own person, at

least, anything of the possible goodness of the h'lman

heart, or, as I must add with a sigh, of its possible vile-

ness. So thick a curtain of manners is drawn over the

features and expression of men's natures, that, to the

ordinary observer, the two extremities, and the infinite

field of varieties which lie between them, are all con-

founded,— the vast and multitudinous compass of their

several harmonies reduced to the meagre outline of

differences expressed in the gamut or alphabet of ele-

mentary sounds. The case was this : for the first four

or five miles from London, I annoyed my fellow-pas-

senger on the roof, by occasionally falling against him

when the coach gave a lurch to his side; and, indeed,

if the road had been less smooth and level than it is, I

should have fallen off, from weakness. Of this annoy-
tnce he complained heavily, as, perhaps, in the same

circumstances, most people would. He expressed his

complaint, however, more morosely than the occasion

seemed to warrant; and if I had parted with him at

that moment, I should have thought of him (if I had

considered it worth while to think of him at all) as a

surly and almost brutal fellow. However, I was con*

scious that I had given him some cause for complaint,

and, therefore, I apologized to him, and assured him I

would do what 1 could to avoid falling asleep for the
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'titure, and at the same time, in as few words as pos-

sible, I explained to him that I was ill, and in a weak

state from long suffering, and that I could not afford, at

that time, to take an inside place. The man's manner

changed, upon hearing this explanation, in an instant;

and when I next woke for a minute, from the noise and

lights of Hounslow (for, in spite of my wishes and

efforts, I had fallen asleep again within two minutes

from the time I had spoken to him), I found that he had

put his arm round me to protect me from falling off;

and for the rest of my journey he behaved to me with

the gentleness of a woman, so that, at length, I almost

lay in his arms; and this was the more kind, as he

could not have known that I was not going the whole

way to Bath or Bristol. Unfortunately, indeed, I die

go rather further than I intended ; for so genial and

refreshing was my sleep, that the next time, after leav-

ing Hounslow, that I fully awoke, was upon the sudden

pulling up of the mail (possibly at a post-office), and,

on inquiry, I found that we had reached Maidenhead,

six or seven miles, I think, ahead of Salt Hill. Here I

alighted; and for the half-minute that the mail stopped,

I was entreated by my friendly companion (who, from

the transient glimpse I had of him in Piccadilly,

seemed to me to be a gentleman's butler, or person

of that rank), to go to bed without delay. This I prom-

ised, though with no intention of doing so; and, in fact,

immediately set forward, or, rather, backward, on

foot. It must then have been nearly midnight ;
but so

slowly did 1 creep along that I heard a clock in a

cottage strike four before I turned down the lane from

Slcugh to Eton. Tie air and the sleep had botr
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refreshed me; bji I was weary, nevertheless. I remem-

ber a thought (orjvious enough, and which has been

prettily expressed by a Roman poet) which gave me

some consolation, at that moment, under my poverty.

There had been, some time before, a murder committed

on or near Hounslow Heath.^'* I think I cannot be mis-

taken when 1 say that the name of the murdered person

was Steele, and that he was the owner of a lavender

plantation in that neighborhood. Every step of my
progress was bringing me nearer to the heath ; and it

naturally occurred to me that I and the accursed mur-

derer, if he were that night abroad, might, at every

mstant, be unconsciously approaching each other

through the darkness ; in which case, said I, supposing

I — instead of being (as, indeed, I am, little better that,

an outcast,

Lord of my learning, and no land besldt; —

were, like my friend Lord ,-" lieir, by general re-

pute, to £70,000 per annum, what a panic should I be

under, at this moment, about my throat! Indeed, it

was not likely that Lord should ever be in my
situation ; but, nevertheless, the spirit of the remark

remains true, that vast power and possessions make a

man shamefully afraid of dying; and I am convinced

that many of the most intrepid adventurers, who, by

brtunately being poor, enjoy the full use of their natural

courage, would, if, at the very instant of going into

-tCtion, news were brought to them that they had unex-

oectedly succeeded to an estate in England of £50,00(i

a year, feel their dislike to bullets considerably sharp
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cned,* and their efforts at perfect equanimity and stlf-

possession proportionably difficult. So cue it is, in the

lansfuage of a wise man, whose own experience had

made him acquainted with both fortunes, that riches are

f)etter fitted

To slacken virtue, and aliatf her edgr,

Tiian tempt her to do augnt may merit praise.

Paradise Regained.

I dally with my subject, because, to myself, the

remembrance of these times is profoundly interesting.

But my reader shall not have any further cause to

complain ; for I now hasten to its close. In the road

between Slough and Eton I fell asleep; and, just as

the morning began to dawn, I was awakened by the

7oice of a man standing over me and surveying me

I know not what he was. He was an ill-looking fellow,

but not, therefore, of necessity, an ill-meaning fellow;

or, if he were, I suppose he thought that no person

sleeping out-of-doors in winter could be worth robbing.

In which conclusion, however, as it regarded myself, 1

hecf to assure him, if he should be among mv readers,

that he was mistaken. After a slight remark, he passed

on. I was not sorry at his disturbance, as it enabled me

to pass through Eton before people were generally up.

The night had been heavy and lowering, but towards

the morning it had changed to a slight frost, and the

ground and the trees were now covered with rime. I

* It will be objected that many men, of tne highest rank any

wealth, have, in our own day, as well as throughout our liistory,

•seen amongst the foremost in courting danger in battle. True
,

out tills is not the case supposed. Long faniiliar.ty with powei
laa. to thfm, deadened its effect and its attractions.
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slipped through Eton unobserved ; washed myself, and

as far as possible, adjusted my dress, at a little public

house in Windsor ; and, about eight o'clock, went down

towards Pote's. On my road I met some junior boys,

of whom I made inquiries. An Etonian is always a

gentleman, and, in spite o^ my shabby habiliments, they

answered m^e civilly. My friend, Lord
,
was gone

to the University of .'"^
" Ibi omnis efTusus labor!"

I had, however, other friends at Eton
; but it is not

to all who wear that name in prosperity that a man is

willing to present himself in distress. On recollecting

myself, however, I asked for the Earl of D ,-"- to

whom (though my acquaintance with him was not so

intimate as with some others) I should not have shrunk

from presenting myself under any circumstances. He

was still at Eton, though, I believe, on the wing fcr

Cambridge. I called, was received kindly, and asked to

breakfast.

Here let me stop, for a moment, to check my reader

from any erroneous conclusions. Because I have had

occasion incidentally to speak of various patrician

friends, it must not be supposed that I have myself any

pretensions to rank or high blood. I thank God that 1

have not. I am the son of a plain English merchant,

esteemed, during his life, for his great integrity, and

strongly attached to literary pursuits (indeed, he was

himself, anonymously, an author). If he had lived, it

was expected that he would have been very rich ; but,

•dying prematurely, he left no more than about £30,000

Hinongst seven different claimants. My mother I may
mention with honor, aii still more highly gifted ;

for

diough unpretending to the name and honors of a liln'
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raj'y woman, I shall presume to call her '^what manv

literary women are not) an mtellcctiial woman
; and J

believe that if ever her letters should be collected and

published, they would be thought generally to exhibit

as much strong and masculine sense, delivered in as

pure
" mother English," racy and fresh with idiomatic

graces, as any in our language,
—

hardly excepting those

of Lady M. W. Montague. These are my honors of

descent; I have no others; and I have thanked God

sincere_y that I have not, because, in my judgment, a

station v/hich raises a man too eminently above the

level of his fellow-creatures, is not the most favorable

to moral or to intellectual qualities.

Lord D placed before me a most magnificent

Drealcfast. It was really so; but in my eyes it seemed

trebly magnificent, from being the first regular meal, the

first "good man's table," that I had sat down to for months.

Strange to say, however, I could scarcely eat anythmg.
On the day when I first received my ten-pound bank-

note, I had gone to a baker's shop and bought a couple

of rolls; this very shop I had two months or six weeks

.>efore surveyed with an eagerness of desire which it

was almost humiliating to me to recollect. I remem-

bered the story about Otway; and feared that there

might be danger in eating too rapidly. But I had no

need for alarm
; my appetite was quite sunk, and I

became sick before I had eaten half of what I had

oought. This efTect, from eating what approached to a

meal, I continued to feel for weeks ; or, when I did not

experience any nausea part of what I ate was rejected,

sometimes with acidity, sr>mctimes immediately and

«vithout any acidity. On the present occasion, at Lord
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D 's table, 1 found myse.t" not at all oeiter than

usual; and, in the midst of luxuries, I had no appetite

I had, however, unfortunately, at all times a craving

for wine
;

I explained my situation, therefore, lo Loid

D
,
and g-ave him a short account of my late suf-

ferings, at which he expressed great compassion, and

called for wine. This gave me a momentary relief

and pleasure ; and on all occasions, when I had ar

opportunity, I never failed to drink wine, which 1

worshipped then as I have since worshipped opium.

[ am convinced, however, that this indulgence in wine

continued to strengthen my malady, for the tone of

my stomach was apparently quite sunk ; but, by a better

regimen, it might sooner, and, perhaps, efiectually, have

been revived. I hope that it was not from this love of

wine that I lingered in the neig'vborhood of my Eton

friends ;
I persuaded myself then that it was from re-

luctance to ask of Lord D ,
'>n whom 1 was con-

scious I had not sufficient claims, the particular service

in quest of which I had come to Et'-'n. I was, however,

unwilling to lose my journe}^ and, — 1 asked it. Lord

D , whose good nature was unbounded, and which,

in regard to myself, had been measured rather by his

compassion perhaps for my condition, and his knowl-

edge of my intimacy with some of his relatives, than

by an over-rigorous inquiry into the extent of my ov/n.

direct claims, faltered, nevertheless, at this request. He

acknowledged that he did not like to hava any dealings

with money-lenders, and feared lest such a transaction

might come to the ears of his connections. Moreover

ae doubted whether his signature, whose evpectntioris

were so much more bounded than those of woulo
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avail with n.y uncnristian friends. However, he did

not wish, as it seemed, to mortify me by an absolute

refusal ; for, after a xittle consideration, he promised,
under certain conditions, wly.ch he pointed out, to give
his security. Lord D was at this time not eighteen

years of age; but I have often doubted, on recollecting,

since, the good sense and prudence which on this occa-

sion he mingled with so much urbanity of manner (an

urbanity which in hitn wore the grace of youthful sin-

cerity), whether any statesman— the
. oldest and the

most accomplished in diplomacy
— could have ac-

quitted himself better under the same circumstances.

Most people, indeed, cannot be addressed on such a

business, without surveying you with looks as austere

nnd unpropitious as those of a Saracen's head.

Recomforted by this promise, which was not quite

equal to the best, but far above the worst, that I had

pictured to myself as possible, I returned in a Windsor

coach to London three days after I had quitted it. And
now I come to the end of my story. The Jews did not

approve of Lord D 's terms
; whether they would

in the end have acceded to them, and were only seek-

ing time for making due inquiries, I know not; but

many delays were made, — time passed on, — the small

fragment of my bank-note had just melted away, and

before any conclusion could have been put to the busi-

ness, I must have relapsed into my former state of

wretchedness. Suddenly, however, at this crisis, an

opening was made, almost by accident, for reconcilia-

tion 'vith my friends.-'* I quitted London in haste, for o

remote part of England ; after some time, I proceeded
to the university; and it was not until many montns
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had passed away, that I had it in my jtower again to

revisit the ground which had become so interesting to

mc, and to this day remains so, as the chief scene of

my youthful sufferings.

Meantime, what had become of poor Ann ? For hei

I have reserved my concluding words; according to our

agreement, I sought her daily, and waited for her every

night, so long as 1 stayed in London, at the corner of

Titchfield-street. I inquired for her of every one who

was likely to Icnowhe'r; and during the last hours of

my sta}^ in London, 1 put into activity every means of

tracing her that my knowledge of London suggested,

and the limited extent of my power made possible.

The street where she had lodged I knew, but not the

house ; and I remembered, at last, some account which

she had given of ill treatment from her landlord, which

made it probable that she had quitted those lodgings

before we parted. She had few acquaintances; most

people, besides, thought that the earnestness of my
inquiries arose from motives which moved their laugh-

ter or their slight regard ; and others, thinking that 1

was in chase of a girl who had robbed me of some

trifles, were naturally and excusably indisposed to give

me any clue to her, if, indeed, they had any to give.

Finally, as my despairing resource, on the day I left

London, I put into the hands of the only person who (1

was sure) must know Ann by sight, from having been

.n company with us once or twice, an address to

in shire, at that time the residence of my family.

But, to this hour, I have never heard a syllable about

her. This, amongst such troubles as most men mee*

vith in this life, has been rriy heaviest affliction. If
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?he lived, doubtless we must have been sometimes in

search of each other, at the very same moment, through
the mighty labyrinths of London

; perhaps even within

a few feet of each other,— a barrier no wider, in a Lon-

don street, often amounting in the end to a separation

for eternity ! During some years, I hoped that she did

live ; and I suppose that, in the literal and unrhetorical

use of the word niyriad, I may say, that on my different

visits to London, I have looked into many, many myriads
of female faces, in the hope of meeting her. I should

know her again amongst a thousand, if I saw her for a

moment; for, though not handsome, she had a sweet

expression of countenance, and a peculiar and graceful

carriage of the head. I sought her, I have said, in

hope. So it was for years ; but now I should fear to

see her ; and her cough, which grieved me when 1

parted with her, is now my consolation. I now wish to

see her no longer, but think of her, more gladly, as one

long since laid in the grave ;
— in the grave, I would

hope, of a Magdalen;— taken away, before injuries

and cruelty had blotted out and transfigured her ingen-
uous nature, or the brutalities of ruffians had completed
the ruin they had begun.

So then, Oxford-street, stony-hearted stepmother,

thou that listenest to the sighs of orphans, and drinkest

the tears of children, at length I was dismissed from

thee !
— the time was come, at last, that I no more should

pace in anguish thy never-ending terraces ; no more

should dream, and wak« in captivity to the pangs of

hunger. Successors, too many, to myself and Ann,

have, doubtless, since then trodden in our footsteps,

Uiheritors of our calamities ; other orphans than Ann
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have sighed ,
tears have been shed by other children-,

and thou, Oxford-street, hast since echoed to the groans

of innumerable hearts. For myself, however, the storm

which [ had outlived seemed to have been the pledge

of a long fair weather; the premature sufferings which

I had paid down, to have been accepted as a ransom for

many years to come, as a price of long immunity from

sorrow; and if again I walked in London, a solitary

iind contemplative man (as oftentimes I did), I walked

tor the most part in serenity and peace of mind. And,

although it is true that the calamities of my novitiate in

London had struck root so deeply in my bodily con-

stitution that afterwards they shot up and flourished

afresh, and grew into a noxious umbrage that has

overshadowed and darkened my latter years, yet these

second assaults of suffering were met with a fortitude

more confirmed, with the resources of a maturer intel-

lect, and with alleviations from sympathizing affection,

how deep and tender I

Thus, however, with whatsoever alleviations, years

that were far asunder were bound together by subtile

links of suflTering derived from a conunon root. And

herein I notice an instance of the short-sightedness of

human desires,
— that oftentimes, on moonlight nights,

during my first mournful abode in London, my consola-

tion was (if such it could be thought) to gaze from Ox-

,

ford-street up every avenue in succession which pierces

through the heart of Mary-le-bone to the fields and the

woods; for that, said I, travelling with my eyes up the

k)ng vistas which lay part in light and part in shade.

^'that is the road to the north, and, therefore, to

md if I had the wings of a dove, that way I would %
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for comfort." Thus I said, and thus 1 wished in my
blindness ; yet, even in that very northern region it was,

in that vf ry valley, nay, in that very house to which

my erroneous wishes pointed, that this second birth of

my sufferings began, and that they again threatened to

besiege the citadel of life and hope. There it was that

for years I was persecuted by visions as ugly, and as

ghastly phantoms, as ever haunted the couch of an

Orestes; and in this unhappier than he,— that sleep,

Arhich comes to all as a respite and a restoration, and

to him especially as a blessed balm for his wounded

heart and his haunted brain, visited me as my bitterest

scourge. Thus blind was I in my desires
; yet, if a

veil interposes between the dim-sightedness of man

and his future calamities, the same vale hides from

him their alleviations ;
and a grief which had not been

feared is met by consolations which had not been

hoped. I, therefore, uho participated, as it were, in

the troubles of Orestes (excepting only in his agitated

conscience), participated no less in all his supports ;

my Eumenides, like his, were at my bed-feet, and

stared in upon me through the curtains ; but, watching

by my pillow, or defrauding herself of sleep to bear me

co.npany through the heavy watches of the night, sat

my tilectra
; for thou, beloved M., dear companion of

my later years, thou wast my Electra I and neither in

nobility of mind nor in long-suffering affection wouldst

permit that a Grecian sister should excel an English

wife. For thou thoughtest not much to stoop to humble

offices of kindness, and to servile ministrations of ten-

ierest affection; to wipe away for years the unwhole-

some dews upon the forehead, or to refresh the lips
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when parched and baked with fever ;
nor even when

thy own peaceful slumbers had by long^ sympathy be-

come infected with the spectacle of my dread contest

with phantoms and shadowy enemies, that oftentimes

bade me "sleep no more!"— not even then didst

thou utter a complaint or any murmur, nor withdraw

thy angelic smiles, nor shrink from thy service of love,

more than Electra did of old. For she, too, though she

was a Grecian woman, and the daughter of the king*
of men, yet wept sometimes, and hid her face t in her

robe.

But these troubles are past, and thou wilt read these

records of a period so dolorous to us both as the

legend of some hideous dream that can return no more.

Meantime I am again in London; and again I pace the

terraces of Oxford-street by night ; and oftentimes,—
when I am oppressed by anxieties that demand all my

philosophy and the comfort of thy presence to support,

and yet remember that I am separated from thee by

three hundred miles, and the length of three dreary

months,— I look up the streets that run northward

from Oxford-street, upon moonlight nights, and recol-

lect my youthful ejaculation of anguish ;
and remem-

* Agamemnon.
t Oiiua ^fis El? irenkov. The scholar will know that through-

out tliis passage I refer to the cany scenes of the Orestes,
— one of

the most beautiful exhibitions of the domestic affections which

even the dramas of Euripides can furnisli. To the English reader,

it maybe necessary to say, that the situation at tha opening of the

irama is that of a brother attended only by his sister during the

lemoniacal possession of a suffering conscience (or, in the mythol-

ngy of the play, haunted by the furies), and in circumstances of

onmediate danger from enemies, and of desertion or cold regarn

*jrom nominal friends.
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oeri.ig that thou art sitting alone in that same valley,

and mistress of that very house to which my heart

turned in its blindness nineteen years ago, I think that,

though blind indeed, and scattered to the winds of late,

the promptings of my heart may yet have had refer-

ence to a remoter time, and may be justified if read

in another meaning; and if I could allow myself t)

descend again to the impotent wishes of childhood, I

should again say to myself, as I look to the north,
" O

that I had the wings of a dove!" and Avith how just

a confidence in thy good and gracious nature might I

add the other half of my early ejaculation,
-—" Aad

that way I would fly for comfort !

"



THE PLEASURES OF OPIUM.

It is so long since 1 first took opium, that if it had

Deen a trifling incident in my life, 1 might have forgot-

ten Its date : lut cardinal events are not to be forgotten ;

and, from circumstances connected with it, I remember

that it must be referred to the autumn of 1804. Dur-

ing that season I was in London, having come thither

for the first time since my entrance at college. And

my introduction to opium arose in the following way :

From an early age I had been accustomed to wash my
head in cold water at least once a day ; being suddenly

seized with tooth-ache, I attributed it to some relaxation

caused by an accidental intermission of that practice ;

jumped out of bed, plunged my head into a basin of

cold water, and, with hair thus wetted, went to

sleep. The next morning, as I need hardly say, I

awoke with excruciating rheumatic pains of the head

and face, from which I had hardly any respite for

about twenty days. On the twenty-first day I think it

was, and on a Sunday, that I went out into the streets;

'^ther to run a^yay, if possible, from my torments, than

with any distinct purpose. By accident, I met a college

acquaintance, who recommended opium. Opium! dread
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agen.t cf ununaginaMe pleasure and pain ! I had heard

of it as I had hearu of manna or of ambrosia, but no

further ; how unmeaning a sound was it at that time !

what solemn chords does it now strike upon my heart!

what heart-quaking vibrations of sad and happy remem-

brances ! Eeverting for a moment to these, I feel a

mystic importance attached to the minutest circuro-

stances connected with the place, and the time, and the

man (if man he was), that first laid open to me the para-

dise of opium-eaters. It was a Sunday afternoon, wet

and cheerless ;
and a duller spectacle this earth of ours

lias not to show than a rainy Sunday in London. My
road homewards lay through Oxford-street ; and near

" the stately Pantheon "
(as Mr, Wordsworth has oblig-

ingly called it) I saw a druggist's shop. The drug-

gist (unconscious minister of celestial pleasures !), as

if in sympathy with the rainy Sunday, looked dull and

stupid, just as any mortal druggist might be expected

to look on a Sunday ; and when I asked for the tinc-

ture of opium, he gave it to me as any other man

might do ; and, furthermore, out of my shilling returned

to me what seemed to be a real copper half-penny, taken

out of a real wooden drawer. Nevertheless, ia spite

of such indications of humanity, he has ever since

existed in my mind as a bejtific vision of an immor-

tal druggist, sent down to earth on a special mission

to myself. And it confirms me in this way of con-

sidering him, that when I next came up to London, I

sought him near the stately Pantheon, and found him

not , and thus to me, who knew not his name
(if, indeed,

he had one), he seemed rather to have vanished from

Oxford-street than to have removed to any bodilv

5
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fashion. The reader may choose to think of him as

possibly, no more than a sublunary druggist: it may
be so, but my faith is better: I believe him to have

evanesced,* or evaporated. So unwillingly would I

connect any mortal remembrances with that hour, and

place, and creature, that first brought me acquainted

with the celestial drug.

Arrived at my lodgings, it may be supposed that I

lost not a moment in talcing the quantity prescribed. T

was necessarily ignorant of the whole art and mystery

of opium-taldng ;
and what I took, I took under every

disadvantage. But I took it; and in an hour,— oh

heavens! what a revulsion! what an upheaving, from

its lowest depths, of the inner spirit! what an apoc-

alypse of the world within me ! That my pains had

vanished was now a trifle in my eyes; this negative

effect was swallowed up in the immensity of those posi-

tive effects which had opened before me, in the abyss

of divine enjoyment thus suddenly revealed. Here was

a panacea, a cpuQ/tuxy.ov venevdei, for all human woes

here was the secret of happiness, about which philos-

ophers had disputed for so many ages, at once discov-

ered ; happiness might now be bought for a penny, and

* ^uancscecf :
— this way of going off from the stage of life

appears to have been well known in the 17lh century, but at that

time to have been considered a peculiar privilege of blood royal

and by no means t" be allowe'd to druggists. For, about the year

16SG, a poet of rather ominous name (and who, by the by, did

iimple justice to his name), namely, Mr. Flat-m/.n, in speaking

nf the death of Charles II., expresses his surprise that any princf.

should commit so absurd an act as dying ; because, says he,

Kings shf>uld disdain to die, and only disappear;

They should abscond, that is, into the other world.
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carried in the waistcoat-pocket; portable ecstasies

might be had corked up in a pint-bottle ; and peace of

mind could be sent down in gallons by the mail-coach.

But, if I talk in this way, the reader will think I am

laughing; and I can assure him that nobody will laugh

long who deals much with opium : its pleasures even

are of a grave and solemn complexion ; and, in his hap-

piest state, the opium-eater cannot present himself ir.

the character of L'Allegro; even then, he speaks and

thinks as becomes II Pe?iseroso. Nevertheless, I have

a very reprehensible way of jesting, at times, in the

midst of my own misery; and, unless when I am
checked by some more powerful feelings, I am afraid I

shall be guilty of this indecent practice even in these

annals of suffering or enjoyment. The reader must

allow a little to my infirm nature in this respect ; and,

with a few indulgences of that sort, I shall endeavor

to be as grave, if not drowsy, as fits a theme like

opium, so anti-mercurial as it really is, and so drowsy
is it is falsely reputed.

And, first, one word with respect to its bodily effects;

for upon all that has been hitherto written on the sub-

ject of opium, whether by travellers in Turkey (who

may plead their privilege of lying as an old immemorial

right) or by professors of medicine, writing ex cathedra

i have but one emphatic criticism to pronounce,
—

Lies ! lies ! lies ! I remember once, in passing a book

stall, to have caught these words from a page of some

satiric author: "By this time I became convinced

that the London newspapers spolce truth at least twice

a week, namely, on Tuesday and Saturday, and might

safely be depended upon for — the list of bankrupts.'
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In like manner, 1 do by no means deny that sotne

truths have been delivered to the world in regard to

opium; thus, it has been repeatedly affirmed, by the

learned, that opium is a dusky brown in color,
— and

this, take notice, I grant; secondly, that it is rather

dear, which also I grant,
—

for, in my time. East India

opium has been three guineas a pound, and Turkey,

eight; and, thirdly, that if you eat a good deal of it,

most probably you must do what is particularly dis-

Bgreeable to any man of regular habits, namely,
— die.*

These weighty propositions are, all and singular, true ;

I cannot gainsay them ;
and truth ever was, and will

be, commendable. But, in these three theorems, I

believe we have exhausted the stock of knowledge as

yet accumulated by man on the subject of opium. And,

therefore, worthy doctors, as there seems to be room fox

further discoveries, stand aside, and allow me to come

"orward and lecture on this matter.

First, then, it is not so much affirmed as taken for

granted, by all who ever mention opium, formally or

incidentally, that it does or can produce intoxication.

Now, reader, assure yourself, meo periculo, that no

quantity of opium ever did, or could, intoxicate. As

to the tincture of opium (commonly called laudanum),

that might certainly intoxicate, if a man could bear to

take enough of it; but why? because it contains so

* Of this, however, the learned appear latterly to have doubted
;

for, ill a pirated edition of Buchan's DoiiESTic BIedicine, which

I once saw in the hands of a farmer's wife, who was studying it

for the benefit of her ^ealth, the doctor was made to say,
— "Be

particularly careful never to take above five-and-twenty ounces of

laudanum at once. " The true reading being probably five-and-twentj

drops, which are held to be equal to about one grain of crude opium
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much proof spirit,
and not because it contains so much

opium. But crude opium, I affirm peremptorily, is

incapable of producing any state of body at all resem-

bling that which is produced by alcohol ; and not in

degree only incapable, but even in kind; it is not in

the quantity of its effects merely, but in the quality,

that it differs altogether. The pleasure given by wine

IS always mounting, and tending to a crisis, after which

it declines; that from opium, when once generated, is

stationary for eight or ten hours : the first, to borrow a

technical distinction from medicine, is a case of acute,

the second of chronic, pleasure ;
the one is a flame,

the other a steady and equable glow. But the main

distinction lies in this, that whereas wine disorders the

mental faculties, opium, on the contrary (if taken in a

proper manner), introduces amongst them the most

exquisite order, legislation, and harmony. Wine robs

a man of his self-possession ; opium greatly invigorates

it. Wine unsettles and clouds the judgment, and gives

a preternatural brightness, and a vivid exaltation, to the

contempts and the admirations, to the loves and the

hatreds, of the drinker; opium, on the contrary, com-

municates serenity and equjpoise to all the faculties,

active or passive ; and, with respect to the temper and

moral feelings in general, it gives simply that sort of

vital warmth which is approved by the judgment, and

vhich would probably always accompany a bodily con-

stitution of primeval or antediluvian health. Thus, foi

instance, opium, like wine, gives an expansion to the

heart and the benevolent_airections ; but, then, with this

remarkable difference, that in the sudden development
of kind-heartedness which uccompanies inebriation.
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theie is always more or less oi' a maudlin character

which exposes it to (he contempt of the bystander.

Men shake" hands, swear eternal friendship, and shed

tears,
— no mortal knows why; and tlie sensual crea"

turc is clearly uppermost. But (he expansion of the

benigner feelings, incident to opium, is no febrile ac-

cess, but a healthy restoration to that state which the

mind would naturally recover upon the removal of any

deep-seated irri(ation of pain that had disturbed and

quarrelled with the impulses of a heart originally just

and good. True it is, that even wine, up to a certain

point, and with certain men, rather tends to exalt and

to steady the intellect
;

I myself, who have never been

a great wine-drinker, used to find that half a dozen

glasses of wine advantageously affected the faculties,

brightened and intensified the consciousness, and gave
to the mind a feeling of being

"
ponderibus librata suis;

"

and certainly it is most absurdly said, in popular lan-

guage, of any man, that he is disguised in liquor; for,

on (he contrary, most men are disguised by sobriety;
and it is when they are drinking (as some old gentle-

man says in Athenaeus) that men display themselves in

their true complexion of character
; which surely is not

disguising themselves. But still, wine constantly leads

a man to the brink of absurdity and extravagance:

and, beyond a certain point, it is sure to volatilize and
to disperse the intellectual energies; whereas opium
always seems to compose what had been agitated, and
to concentrate what had been distracted. In short, tc

sum up all in one word, a man who is inebriated, or

tending to inebriation, is, and feels that he is, in a con-

ditum which calls up into supremacy the merely human
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»o often the brutal, part of his nature; but the

opium-eater (I speak of him who is not suflering from

any disease, or other remote effects of opium) feels

\/ that the diviner part of his nature is paramount ; that

is, the moral affections are in a state of cloudless

serenity ;
and over all is the great light of the majestic

intellect.

This is the doctrine of the true church on the subject

of opium : of which church I acknowledge myself to

be the only member,— the alpha and omega ;
but then

it is to be recollected, that I speak from the ground of

a large and profound personal experience, whereas most

of the unscientific =^ authors who have at all treated of

*Amongst the great herd of travellers, &c., who show sufficiently

by their stupidity that they never held any intercourse with opium,

[ must caution my readers specially against the brilliant author of

" Anastasius." This gentleman, whose wit would lead one to pre-

sume him an opium-eater, has made it impossible to consider him

in that character, from the grievous misrepresentation which he has

given of its effects, at page 215-217, of vol. I. Upon consideration,

it must appear such to the author himself; for, waiving the errors

I have insisted on in the text, which (and others) are adopted ir.

the fullest manner, he will himself admit that an old gentleman,

"with a snow-white beard," who eats "ample doses of opium,"

and is yet able to deliver what is meant and received as very

weighty counsel on the bad effects of that practice, is but an

indifferent evidence that opium either kills people prematurely, or

sends them into a mad-house. But, for my part, I see into this

old gentleman and his motives ;
the fact is, he was enamored ot

" the little golden receptacle of the pernicious drug," which Anas

tasius carried about him
;
and no way of obtaining it so safe and

so feasible occurred, as that of frightening its owner out of hig

wits (which, by the by, are none of the strongest). This com-

mentary throws a new light upon the case, and greatly improves

t as a story ;
for the old gentleman's speech, considered as a loc-

ture on pharmacy, is highly absurd ; but, considered as a hoax i..a

Anastasius, it reads excelleatly.
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opium, ar.d even of those who have written expiessly

un the materia medica, make it evident, from the hor-

ror they express of it, that their experimental knowl-

edge of its action is none at all. I will, however,

candidly acknowledge that I have met with one person

who bore evidence to its intoxicating power, such as

staggered my own incredulity; for he \vas a surgeon,

and had himself taken opium largely.-^ Ihappened to say

to him, that his enemies (as I had heard) charged him

with talking nonsense on politics, and that his friends

apologized for him by suggesting that he was con-

stantly in a state of intoxication from opium. Now, the

accusation, said I, is not prima facie, and of necessity,

an absurd one; but the defence is. To my surprise,

however, he insisted that both his enemies and his

friends were in the right. ''I will maintain," said he,

"that I do talk nonsense; and secondly, I will maintain

that I do not talk nonsense upon principle, or with

any view to profit, but solely and simply," said he,

"solely and simply,
—

solely and simply (repeating if

three times over), because I am drunk with opium ;

and that daily." I replied, that as to the allegation of

his enemies, as it seemed to be established upon such

respectable testimony, seeing that the three parties

concerned all agreed in it, it did not become mc to

question it ;
but the defence set up I must demur to. He

proceeded to discuss the matter, and to lay down hia

reasons ;
but it seemed to me so impolite to pursue an

argument which must have presumed a man mistakec

m a point belonging to his own profession, that I did

not press him even when his course of argument

eep-med open to objection; not to mention that a man
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who talks nonsense, even though
" with no view to

profit," is not altogether the most agreeable partner in a

dispute, whether as opponent or respondent. I confess,

however, that the authority of a surgeon, and one who

was reputed a good one, may seem a weighty one to

my prejudice ; but still I must plead my experience,

which was greater than his greatest by seven thousand

drops a day; and though it was not possible to suppose

a medical man imacquainted with the characteristic

symptoms of vinous intoxication, yet it struck me that

he might proceed on a logical eri'or of using the word

intoxication with too great latitude, and extending it

generically to all modes of nervous excitement, instead

of restricting it as the expression of a specific sort of

excitement, connected with certain diagnostics. Some

people have maintained, in my hearing, that they had

been drunk upon green tea ; and a medical student in

London, for whose knowledge in his profession I have

reason to feel great respect, assured me, the 3ther day,

that a patient, in recovering from an illness, had got

drunk on a beef-steak.

Havins: dwelt so much on this first and leadinj; error

m respect to opium, I shall notice very briefly a second

and a third; which are, that the elevation of spirits

produced by opium is necessarily followed by a pi"opor->,,^

tionate depression, and that the natural and even imme-

iliate consequence of opium is torpor and stagnation

.luimal and mental. The first of th-ese errors I shall '

lonteut myself with simply denying; assuring my
^-^ader, that for ten years, during which I took opium at

ctervals, the day succeeding to that on which I allowed
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myself ('lis luxury was always a day ;f unusuaiiy good

spirits.

With respect to the torpor supposed to follow, or

rather (if we were to credit the numerous pictures of

Turkish opium-eaters) to accompany, the practice of

opium-eating, I deny that also. Certainly, opium is

classed under the head of narcotics, and some such

effect it may produce in the end; but the primjry

efTects of opium are always, and in the highest degree,

to excite and stimulate the system : this first stage of

its action always lasted with me, during my novitiate,

for upwards of eight hours
;
so that it must be the fault

of the opium-eater himself, if he does not so time his

exhibition of the dose (to speak medically) as that the

whole weight of its narcotic influence may descend

upon his sleep. Turkish opium-eaters, it seems, are

absurd enough to sit, like so many equestrian statues,

on logs of wood as stupid as themselves. But, that the

reader may judge of the degree in which opium is

likely to stupefy the faculties of an Englishman, I shall

(by way of treating the question illustratively, rather

than argumentatively) describe the way in which 1

myself often passed an opium evening in London,

during the period between 1S04 and 1S12. It will be

seen, that at least opium did not move me to seek soli-

tude, and much less to seek inactivity, or the torpid

Etate of self-involution ascribed to the Turks. I give

vhis account at the risk of being pronounced a crazy

enthusiast or visionary ; but I regard that little. I must

desire ray ^reader to bear in mind, that I was a hara

student, and at severe studies for all the rest of my
time ; and certainly I had a right occasionally to relaxa
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turns as well as other people : these, however, I allowed

myself but selilom.

The late Duke of --^ used to say, "Next Friday,

oy the blessing of Heaven, I purpose to be drunk ;" and

in like manner I used to fix beforehand how often,

within a given time, and when, I would commit a

debauch of opium. This was seldom more than once in

three weeks; for at that time I could not have ventured

to call every day (as I did afterwards) for
" a glass of

lazidanum negus, warvi, and xoiiho^d sugars No ; as

I have said, I seldom drank laudanum, at that time

more than once in three weeks : this was usually on t

Tuesday or a Saturday night; my reason for which

was this. In those days, Grassini-'' sang at the opera, and

ner voice was delightful to me beyond all that I had ever

neard. I know not what may be the state of the opera-

house now, havinsf never been within its walls for seven

or eight years ;
but at that time it was by much the most

pleasant place of resort in London for passing an even-

ing. Five shillings admitted one to the gallery, which

was subject to far less annoyance than the pit of the

theatres ;
the orchestra was distinguished, by its sweet

and melodious grandeur, from all English orchestras, the

composition of which, 1 confess, is not acceptable to my
ear, from the predominance of the clangorous instru-

ments, and the almost absolute tyranny of the violin.

The choruses were divine to hear ;
and when Grassini

appeared in some interlude, as she often did, and poured

forth her passionate soul as Andromache, at the tomb of

4ector, &;c., I question whether any Turk, of all that

ever entered the paradise of opium-eaters, can have had

aalf the pleasure I had. But, indeed, I honor the barba-

y
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rians too much by supposing them capable of anj

pleasures approaching to the intellectual ones of an

Emrlii-hman. For music is an intellectual or a sensual

pleasure, according- to the temperament of him who

hears it. And, by the by, with the exception of the

fine extravagar-^a on that subject in Twelfth Night, I

do not recolleci more than one thing said adequately

on the subject of music. in all literature; it is a passcge

in the Rdigio Medici^ of Sir T. Brown, and, though

chiefly remarkable for its sublimity, has also a philo-

sopliic value, inasmuch as it points to the true theory

of musical effects. The mastake of most people is, to

suppose that it is by the ear they communicate with

music, and therefore that they are purely passive to its

effects. But this is not so ;
it is by the reaction of the

mind upon the notices of the ear (the matter coming by

the senses, the form from the mind) that the pleasure is

constructed ;
and therefore it is tliat people of equally

good car differ so much in this point from one another.

^/ Now opium, by greatly increasing the activity of thf

mind, generally increases, of necessity, that particular

mode of its activity by wdaich we are able to construct

out of the raw material of organic sound an elaborate

intellectual pleasure. But, says a friend, a succession

of musical sounds is to me like a collection of Arabi:

characters: I can attach no ideas to them. Ideas! ray

good sir? there is no occasion for them; all that class

of ideas which can bs available in such a case has o

.anguage of representative feelings. But this is a sub-

* I have not the book at this moment to consult
;
but I tliiiik tho

passage begins,
" And even that tavern music, which mc.kes one

man merry, another mad in me strikes a deep fit of devctiou," &c.
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iect foiL'ign to my present purposes; it is sufficienj to

say, that a chorus, &c., of elaborate harmony, displayed

before me, as in a piece of arras-work, the whole of my
past life,

— not as if recalled by aa act of memory,
but as if present and incarnated in the music

;
no longer

painful to dwell upon, but the detail of its incidents

removed, or blended in some hazy abstraction, and iis

passions exalted, spiritualized, and sublimed. All this

was to be had for five shilliufrs. And over and above

the music of the stage and the orchestra, I had all around

me, in the intervals of the performance, the music of the

Italian language talked by Italian women,— for the gal-

lery was usually crowd^^d with Italians,— and I listened

with a pleasure such as that with w^hich Weld, the trav-

eller, lay and listened, in Canada, to the sweet laughter

of Indian women ; for the less you understand of a lan-

guage, the more sensible you are to the melody or harsh-

ness of its sounds. For such a purpose, therefore, it was

an advantage to me that I was a poor Italian scholar,

reading it but little, and not speaking it at all, nor

understanding a tenth part of what I heard sptiken.

These were my opera pleasures ;
but another pleasure

[ had, which, as it could be had only on a Saturday

night, occasionally struggled with my love of the opera ;

for, at that time, Tuesday and Saturday were the

'egular opera nights. On this subject I am afraid I shall

i.>e rather obscure, but, I can assure the reader, not at all

mere so than Marinus in his life of Proclus, or many
other biographers and auto-biographers of fair reputa-

•ion. This pleasure, I nave said, was to oe had only

on a Saturday night. What, then, was Saturday night

to me, more than any rtner night ? I had no labors thai
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I rested from; no wag'es to receive; what needed I to

care for Saturday night, more than as it was a sumn.ona

to hear Grassini? True, most logical reader; what

you say is unanswerable. And yet so it was and is,

that whereas different men throw their feelings intc

different channels, and most are apt to show their inter-

est in the concerns of the poor chiefly by S3Mnpalhy,

expressed in some shape or other, with their distresses

and sorrows, I, at that time, was disposed to express my
interest by sympathizing with their pleasures. The

pains of poverty I had lately seen too much of,
— more

than I wished to remember; but the pleasures of the

poor, their consolations of spirit, and their reposes from

bodily toil, can never become oppressive to contemplate.

Now, Saturday night is the season for the chief regular

and periodic return of rest to the poor ; in this point the

most hostile sects unite, and acknowledge a common

link of brotherhood; almost all Christendom rests from

its labors. It is a rest introductory to another rest; and

divided by a whole day and two nights from the

renewal of toil. On this account 1 feel always, on a

Saturday night, as though I also were released from

some yoke of labor, had some wages to receive, and

some luxury of repose to enjoy. For the sake, there-

lore, of witnessing, upon as large a scale as possible, a

spectacle with which my sympathy was so entire, 1

iised often, on Saturday nights, after I had taken opium,

to wander forth, without much regarding the direction

vTthe distance, to all the markets, and other parts of

London, to which the poor resort on a Saturday night,

for laying out their wages. Many a family party, con-

sisting of a man, his wife, and sometimes one or two
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ot "his children, have I listened to, as they stood con-

suiting on their ways and means, or the strengdi of

their exchequer, or the price of household arlicles.

Gradually I became familiar with their wishes, their

difficulties, and their opinions. Sometimes there might

be heard murmurs of discontent; but far oftener

expressions on the countenance, or uttered in words, of

patience, hope, and tranquillity. And, taken generally,

r must say, that, in this point, at least, the poor are far

more philosophic than the rich ;
that they show a more

ready and cheerful submission to what they consider as

irremediable evils, or irreparable losses. Whenever I

saw occasion, or could do it without appearing to be

intrusive, I joined their parties, and gave my opinion

upon the matter in discussion, which, if not always

judicious, was always received indulgently. If wages

were a little higher, or expected to be so, or the quar-

tern loaf a little lower, or it was reported tliat onions

and butter were expected to fall, I was glad ; yet, if the

contrary were true, I drew from opium some means of

consoling myself. For opium (like the bee, that ex-

tracts its materials indiscriminately from roses and

from the soot27 of chimneys) can overrule all feelings ^^^

into a compliance with the master-key. Some of these

lambles led me to great distances; for an opium-eater .

is too happy to observe the motion of time. And

sometimes, in my attempts to steer homewards, upon

nautical principles, by fixing my eye on the pole-star,

and seeking ambitiously for a north-west passage, instead

of circumnavigating all the capes and head-lands I

Had doubled in my outward voyage, I came suddenly

upon such knotty problems of alleys, su-ih enigmatical
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entries, and such sphinx's riddles of streets wiLhoul

thoroughfares, as must, I conceive, baffle the audacity

of porters, and confound the intellects of hackney-

coachmen. I could almost have believed, at times, that

I must be the first discoverer of some of these terra

incognitcc, and doubted whether they had yet been laid

down in the rnodern charts of London. For all this,

however, I paid a heavy, price in distant years, when

the human face tyrannized over my dreams, and the

perplexities of my steps in London came back and

haunted my sleep, with the feeling of perplexities

moral or intellectual, that brought confusion to the

reason, or anguish and remorse to the conscience.

Thus I have shown that opium does not, of necessity,

produce inactivity or torpor; but that, on the contrary,

it often led me into markets and theatres. Yet, in

candor, I will admit that markets and theatres are not

the appropriate haunts of the opium-eater, when in the

divinest state incident to his enjoyment. In that state,

crowds become an oppression to him
; music, even, too

sensual and gross. He naturally seeks solitude and

silence, as indispensable conditions of those trances, oi

Drofoundest reveries, which are the crown and consum-

mation of what opium can do for human nature. I,

whose disease it was to meditate too much and to

observe too little, and who, upon my first entrance at

f.ollege, was nearly falling into a deep melancholy,
irom brooding too much on the suflierings which I had

witnessed in London, was sufficiently aware of the

tendencies of my own thoughts to do all I could tc

counteract them. I was, indeed, like a person who

according to the old legend, had entered the cave o'
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Troplionius; and the remedies I sought were to force

myself into society, and to keep my understanding in

continual activity upon matters of science. But for

these remedies, I should certainly have become hypo- ,

'

chondriacally melancholy. In after years, however,

when my cheerfulness was more fully retstablished, 1
..

yielded to my natural inclination for a solitary life.

And at that time I often fell into these reveries upon

taking opium ; and more than once it has happened to

me, on a summer night, when I have been at an open

window, in a room from which I could overlook the sea

at a mile below me, and could command a view of the

great town ofL ,^8 at about the same distance, that I

have sat from sunset to sunrise, motionless, and without

wishing to move.

I shall be charged with mysticism, Behmenism, quiet-

ism, (Sec.
; but that shall not alarm me. Sir H. Vane,

the younger, was one of our wisest men
; and let my

readers see if he, in his philosophical works, be half as

unmystical as I am. 1 say, then, that it has often ^
struck me that the scene itself was somewhat typical

of what took place in such a reverie. The town of
,

L represented, the earth, with its sorrows and its ,

graves left behind, yet not out of sight, nor wholly for- '

gotten. The ocean, in everlasting but gentle agitation, V
and brooded over by dove-like calm, might not unfitly

typify the mind, and the mood which then swayed it.

Fo: it seemed to me as if then first I stood at a distance,

and alocf from the uproar of life; as if the tumult, the

'ever, and the strife, were suspended ;
a respite granted

from the secret burdens of the heart; a sabbath of

fepoae ; a resting from human labors. Here were the

6
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hopes which blossom m the paths of life, reconciled with

the peace which is in the grave ; motions of the intel

lect as unwearied as the heavens, yet for all anxieties a

halcyon calm ;
a tranquillity that seemed no product of

inertia, but as if resulting from mighty and equal antag-

onisms ; infinite activities, infinite repose.

O just, subtile, and mighty opium ! that to the hearts

of poor and rich alike, for the wounds that will never

heal, and for "the pangs that tempt the spirit to rebel,"

bringest an assuaging balm;— eloquent opium! that

with thy potent rhetoric stealest away the purposes of

wrath, and, to the guilty man, for one night givest back

the hopes of his youth, and hands washed pure from

blood; and, to the proud man, a brief oblivion for

Wrongs unredressed, and insults unavenged ;

that summonest to the chancery of dreams, for the

triumphs of suffering innocence, false witnesses, and

confoundest perjury, and dost reverse the sentences of

unrighteous judges;
— thou buildest upon the bosom of

darkness, out of the fantastic imagery ofthe brain, cities

and temples, beyond the art of Phidias and Praxiteles,—
beyond the splendor of Babylon and Hekatompylos ;

and,
" from the anarchy of dreaming sleep," callest

into sunny light the faces cf long-buried beauties, and

the blessed household countenances, cleansed from the

•' dishonors of the grave." Thou only givest these

gifts to man ; and thou hast the keys of Paradise, ok

just, subtile, and mighty opium !



INTRODUCTIOIM

TO

THE PAINS OF OPIUM

CouKTEous, and, 1 hope, indulgent reader (for all

tny readers must be indulgent ones, or else, I fear, I

shall shock them too much to count on their courtesy),

having accompanied me thus far, now let me request

you to move onwards, for about eight years; that is to

say, from 1S04 (when I said that my acquaintance with

opium tirst began) to 1812. The years of academic

life are now over and gone,
— almost forgotten; the

student's cap no longer presses my temples; if ray

cap exists at all, it presses those of some youthful

scholar, I trust, as happy as myself, and as passionate

a lover of knowledge. My gown is, by this time, I dare

to say, in the same condition with many thousands of

excellent books in the Bodleian, namely, diligently

pel used by certain studious moths and worms; or

departed, however (which is all that I know of its

fate), to that great reservoir of somenhere, to which

all the tea-cups, tea-caddies, tea-pots, tea-kettles, &"c.,
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have departed (not to speak of still fnuler vessels, such

as glasses, decanters, bed-makers, &c.), which occa-

sional resemblances in the present generation of tea-

cups, &:c., remind me of having once possessed, but of

whose departure and final fate, I, in common with

most gownsmen of either university, could give, I sus-

pect, but an obscure and conjectural history. The

persecutions of the chapel-bell, sounding its unwelcome

summons to six o'clock matins, interrupts my slumbers

no longer; the porter who rang it, upon whose beauti-

ful nose (bronze, inlaid with copper) I wrote, in retali-

ation, so many Greek epigrams whilst I was dressing,

is dead, and has ceased to disturb anybody; and I,

and many others who suffered much from his tintin-

nabulous propensities, have now agreed to overlook his

errors, and have forgiven him. Even with the bell I

am now in charity ; it rings, 1 suppose, as formerly,

thrice a day ; and cruelly annoys, 1 doubt not, many

worthy gentlemen, and disturbs their peace of mind ;

but, as to me, in this year 1S12, I regard its treach-

erous voice no longer (treacherous I call it, for, by

some refinement of malice, it spoke in as sweet and

silvery tones as if it had been inviting one to a party) ;

its tones have no longer, indeed, power to reach me

let the wind sit as favorable as the malice of the bei.

itself could wish
;

for I am two hundred and fifty miles

away from it, and buried in the depth of mioun-

tains. And what am I doing amongst the mountains ?

Taking opium. Yes, but what else ? Why, reader, in

1S12, the year we are now arrived at, as well as for

some years previous, I have been chiefly studying

German metaphysics, in the writings of Kant, Fichte
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Schellitig, &c. And how, and in what manner, do 1

live? in short, what class or description of men do 1

belong to ? I am at this period, namely, in 1812, living

in a cottage ;
and with a single female servant (honi soil

qui mat y pensc), who, amongst my neighbors, passes by

the name of my "house-keeper." And, as a scholar

and a man of learned education, and in that sense a

gentleman, I may presume to class myself as an unwor*

thy member of that indefinite body called gentlemen.

Partly on the ground I have assigned, perhaps,
—

partly because, from my having no visible calling or

business, it is rightly judged that I must be living on

my private fortune,— I am so classed by my neighbors ;

and, by the courtesy of modern England, I am usually

addressed on letters, &;c., Esquire, though having, I fear,

in the rigorous construction of heralds, but slender

pretensions to that distinguished honor; — yes, in popu-

lir estimation, I am X. Y. Z., Esquire, but not Justice

of the Peace, nor Gustos Rotulorum. Am I married 1

Not yet. And I still take opium ? On Saturday nights.

And, perhaps, have taken it unblushingly ever since

" the rainy Sunday," and " the stately Pantheon," and

" the beatific druggist
"
of 1S04 ? Even so. And how

do I find my health after all this opium-eating? in

short, how do I do ? Why, pretty well, I thank you,

reader ; in the phrase of ladies in the straw,
" as well

as can be expected." In fact, if I dared to say the

real and simple truth (it
must not be forgotten that

hitherto I thought, to satisfy the theories of medical

men, I ought to be ill), I was never better in my life

than in the spring of 1812 ;
and I hope sincerely, that

Uie quantity of claret, port, or particular Madeira,''
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•vl xch, ill all probabilit}-, you, good reader, have ta^en

and design to take, for every term of eight years, during

your natural life, may as little disorder your health us

mine was disordered by opium I had taken for the

eight years between 1S04 and 1S12. Hence you may

see again the danger of taking any medical advice

from Anastasius ;-^ in divinity, for aught I know, or law,

he may be a safe counsellor, but not in medicine.

No ;
it is far better to consult Dr. Buchan, as I did ;

for

I never forgot that worthy man's excellent suggestion,

and I was "
particularly careful not to take above five-

and-twenty ounces of laudanum." To this moderation

and temperate use of the article I may ascribe it, 1

suppose, that as yet, at least (that is, in 1812), I am

ignorant and unsuspicious of the avenging terrors which

opium has in store for those who abuse its lenity. At

the same time, I have been only a dilettante eater of

>pium; eight years' practice, even, with the single pre-

caution of allowing sufficient intervals between everj

indulgence, has not been sufficient to make opium

necessary to me as an article of daily diet. But now

comes a difTerent era. • Move on, if you please, reader,

to 1813. In the summer of the year we have just

quitted, I had suffered much in bodily health from dis-

tress of mind connected with a very melancholy event

This event, being no ways related to the subject now
^

before me, further than through bodily illness which i^

produced, I need not more particularly notice. Whethei

this illness of 1812 had any share in that of 1813, J

know not ;
but so it was, that, in the latter year, I was

attacked by a most appalling irritation of the stomach

ji all respects the same as that which had caused roe
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«o much .suffering in youth, and accompanied by a re-

vival of all the old dreams. This is the point of my
narrative on which, as respects my own self-justification-

the whole of what follows may be said to hinge. Ana
nere I find myself in a perplexing dilem.ma:— Either,

on the one hand, I must exhaust the reader's patience,

by such a detail of my malady, and of my struggles

with it, as might suffice to establish the fact of my
inability to wrestle any longer with irritation and con-

stant suffering; or, on the other hand, by passing lightly

over this critical part of my story ^
I must forego the

benefit of a stronger impressio-" eft on the mind of

the reader, and must lay myseii open to the miscon-

struction of having slipped by the easy and gradual

steps of self-indulging persons, from the first to the

final stage of opium-eating (a misconstruction to which

there will be a lurking predisposition in most readers,

from my previous acknowledgments). This is th3

dilemma, the first horn of which would be sufficient to

'oss and gore any column of patient readers, though

drawn dp sixteen deep, and constantly relieved by fresh

men ; consequently that is not to be thought of. It

remains, then, that I postulate so much as is necessary

for my purpose. And let me take as full credit foi

what I postulate as if I had demonstrated it, good reader,

at the expense of your patience and my own. Bo not

so ungenerous as to let me suffer in your good opinion

through my own forbearance and regard for your

comfort. No
,
believe all that I ask of you, namely, that

'
could resist no longer,

— hellevs it liberaHy, and aa

an act of grace, or else in mere prudence; for, if not,

«hen, in the next edition of my Opium Confessions
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revised and enlarged, I will make you believe, and trem-

ble ; and, a force d'cnnuyer, by mere dint of pandicula-

tion, I will terrify all readers of mine from ever again

questioning any postulate that I shall think fit to ma le.

This, then, let me repeat : I postulate that, at the time

1 began to take opium daily, I could not have done

otherwise. Whether, indeed, afterwards, I might not

have succeeded in breaking off the habit, even when

it seemed to me that all efforts would be unavailing',

and whether many of the innumerable efforts which I

did make might not have been carried much further,

and my gradual re-conquests of ground lost might not

have been followed up much more energetically,
— these

are questions which I must decline. Perhaps I might
make out a case of palliation ;

but— shall I speak ingen-

uously ?— I confess it, as a besetting infirmity of mine,

that I am too much of an Eudsemonist; I hanker too

much after a state of happiness, both for myself and

others ;
I cannot face misery, whether my own or not,

wiih an eye of sufficient firmness
; and am little capa-

ble of encountering present pain for the sake of any

reversionary benefit. On some other matters, I can

agree with the gentlemen in the cotton traded at Man-

chester in affecting the Stoic philosophy ; but not in

this. Here I take the liberty of an Eclectic philosopher,

and I look out for some courteous and considerate sect

that will condescend more to the infirm condition of an

* A handsome news-room, of which I was very politely msde
free in passing through Manchester, by several gentlemen of that

place, is called, I think, The Porch; whence I, who am a strangei
^D Manchester, inferred that the subscribers meant to profes*
themselves followers of Zcno. But I have been since assured that

Uiis is a mistake.
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opium-eatei ; that are " sweet men," as Cha'icer says,

"to give absolution," and will show some conscience

in the penances they inflict, and the efforts of absti-

nence they exact from poor sinners like myself. An
mhuman moralist 1 can no more endure, m my nervous

state; than opium that has not been boiled. At any

ratGj he who summons me to send out a large freight

of self-denial and mortification upon any cruising voyage

of moral improvement, must make it clear to my under-

standmg that the concern is a hopeful one. At my
time of life (six-and-thirty years of age), it cannot be

supposed that I have much energy to spare ;
in fact, I

find it all little enough for the intellectual labors I have

on my hands
; and, therefore, let no man expect to

frighten me by a few hard words into embarking any

part of it upon desperate adventures of morality.

Whether desperate or not, hovvever, the issue of the

struggle in 1813 was what I have mentioned ; and from

this date the reader is to consider me as a regular and

confirmed opium-eater, of whom to ask whether on any

particular day he had or had not taken opium, would

be to ask whether his lungs had performed respiration,

or the heart fulfilled its functions. You understand

now, reader, what I am ; and you are by this time

aware, that no old gentleman,
" with a snow-white

beard," will have any chance of persuading me to sur-

render "
tlie little golden receptacle of the pernicious

drug." No •
I give notice to all, whether moralists or

Burgeons, that whatever be their pretensions and skill in

their respective lines of practice, they must not hope for

any countenance from me, if they th'nk to begin by

any savage proposition for a Lent or Kamadam of absti-
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nerice from opium. This, then, being all fully tindoT-

Gtood between us, wc shall in future sail before the wmd

Now, then, reader, from 1S13, where all this time we

have been sitting down and loitering, rise up, if you

please, and walk forward about three years more. Now
draw up the curtain, and you shall see mc in a new

character.

If any man, poor or rich, were to say that he would

led us what had been the happiest day in his life, and

the why and the wherefore, I suppose that we should all

cry out. Hear him ! hear him ! As to the happiest

day, that must be very difllcult for any wise man to

name; because any event, that could occupy so dis-

tinguished a place in a man's retrospect of his life, or

be entitled to have shed a special felicity on any one

day, ought to be of such an enduring character, as that

(accidents apart) it should have continued to shed the

same felicity, or one not distinguishably less, on many

years together. To the happiest hcstrinn, however, or

even to the happiest year, it may be allowed to any man
to point without discountenance from wjsdom. This

year, m my case, reader, was the one which we have

now reached ; though it stood, I confess, as a parenthe-

sis between years of a gloomier character. It was a

ysar of brilliant water (to speak after the manner of

jewellers), set, as it were, and insulated, in the gloom
and cloudy melancholy of opium. Strange as it may
sound, I had a little before this time descended sud-

denly, and without any considerable cfibrt, from three hun-

dred and twenty grains of opium (that is, eight* thou-

* I here reckon twenty-five drops of laudanum as equivalent te

one grain •jf opium, which, J h'-ilieve, is the common estimate
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sand drops" of laudanum) per day, to forty grains, oi

onc-eighth part. Instantaneously, and as if by magic,

the cloud of profoundest melancholy which rested upon

my brain, like some black vapors that I have seen roll

away from the summits of mountains, drew off in ono

day; passed off with its murky banners as simultane-

ously as a ship that has been stranded, aiid is floated off

by a spring tide,
—

That moveth altogether, if it move at all.

Now, then, I was again happy : I now took only one

thousand drops of laudanum per day,
— and what was

that ? A latter spring had come to close up the season

of youth : my brain performed its functions as healthil}-

as ever before. I read Kant again, and again I under

stood him, or fancied that I did. Again my feelings of

pleasure expanded themselves to all around me ; and, if

any man from Oxford or Cambridge, or from neither

had been announced to me in my unpretending cottage,

L should have welcomed hitn with as sumptuous a

reception as so poor a man could offer. Whatever

else was wanting to a wise man's happiness, of lauda-

num I would have given him as much as he wished,

and in a golden cup. And, by the way, now that I

speak of giving laudanum away, I remember, about

this time, a little incident, which I mention, because,

However, as hotli maybe considered variable quantities (the crude

opium varying much in strength, and the tincture still more), I

suppose that no infinitesimal accuracy can be had in such a cal-

culation. Tea-spoons varj"^ as much in size as opium in strength.

Small ones hold ah lut one hundred droos : so that eight thousand

drcps are about eighty times a tea-spooofui. The readei sees boTS

much I kept within Dr. Buchan's indulgen. allowaace.
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niflintj as -t was, the reader will soon meet it again in

mj^ dreams, which it influenced more fearfully than

could be imagined. One day a Malay knocked at my
door. What business a Malay could have to transact

amongst English mountains, I cannot conjectui'e ; but

possibly he was on his road to a seaport about forty

miles distent.*^"

The servant who opened the door to him was a

young girl, born and bred amongst the mountains, who

had never seen an Asiatic dress of any sort: his turban

therefore, confounded her not a little ; and as it turned

out that his attainments in English were exactly of the

same extent as hers in the Malay, there seemed to be

an impassable gulf fixed between all communication of

ideas, if either party had happened to possess any. In

this dilemma, the girl, recollecting the reputed learning

of her master (and, doubtless, giving me credit for a

knowledge of all the languages of the earth, besides

perhaps, a few of the lunar ones), came and gave me

to understand that there was a sort of demon below

whom she clearly imagined that my art could exorcise

from the house. I did not immediately go down; but

when I did, the group which presented itself, arranged

as it was by accident, though not very elaborate, took

hold of my fancy and my eye in a way that none of

the statuesque attitudes exhibited in the ballets at the.

opera-house, though so ostentatiously complex, had

ever done. In a cottage kitchen, but panelled on

the wall with dark wood, that from age and rubbing

resembled oak, and looking more like a rustic nail of

entrance than a kitchen, stood the Malay, his turbar

and loose trousers of dingy white relieved upon the
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dark panelling; he had placed himself nearer to the

girl than she seemed to relish, though her native spirit

of mountain intrepidity contended with the feeling of

cuTiple awe which her countenance expressed, as she

gazed upon the tiger-cat before her. And a more

striking picture there could not be imagined, than the

beautiful English fiice of the girl,^^ and its exquisite

fairness, together with her erect and independent atti-*

tude, contrasted with the sallow and bilious skin of the

Malay, enamelled or veneered with mahogany by
marine air, his small, fierce, restless eyes, thin lips,

slavish gestures, and adorations. Half hidden by the

ferocious-looking Malay, was a little child from a

neighboring cottage, who had crept in after him, and

was now in the act of revertinq- its head and ffazlnc

upwards at the turban and the fiery eyes beneath it,

whilst Avith one hand he caught at the dress of the

young woman for protection.

My knowledge of the Oriental tongues is not remark-

ably extensive, being, indeed, confined to two words,—
the Arabic word for barley, and the Turkish for opium

(madjoon), which I have learnt from Anastasius. And,
as I had neither a Malay dictionary, nor even Ade-

lung's Mithridates, which might have helped me to a

few words, I addressed him in some lines from the

Iliad ; considering that, of such language as I pos-

Bessed, the Greek, in point of longitude, came geo-

graphically nearest to an Oriental one. He worshipped

me in a devout manner, and replied in what I suppose

•was ]Malay. In this way I saved my reputation with

my neighbors ;
for the Malay had no n)eans of betray-

ing the secret He lay down upon the floor for about an
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hour, and ihifn pursued his journey. On his departure

I presented him with a piece of opium. To him, as an

Orientalist, I concluded that opium must be Hxmiliar,

and the expression of his face convmced me that it was.

Nevertheless, I was struck with some little consterna-

tion when I saw him suddenly raise his hand to his

mouth, and (in the school-boy phrase) bolt the whole,

divided into three pieces, at one mouthful. The quan-

tity was enough to kill three dragoons and their horses,

rind I felt some alarm for the poor creature ; but what

could be done? I had given him the opiuni in com-

passion for his solitary life, on recollecting that, if he

had travelled on foot from London, it must be nearly

three weeks since he could have exchanged a thought

with any human being. I could not think of violating

the laws of hospitality by having him seized and

drenched with an emetic, and thus frightening him mto

a notion that we were going to sacrifice him to some

English idol. No; there was clearly no help for it.

He took his leave, and for some days I felt anxious;

but, as I never heard of any Malay being found dead, I

became convinced that ho was used* to opium, and

* This, However, is not a necessary conclusion ;
the varieties of

^ effect produced l>y opium on diflerent constitutions are infinite. A

London magistiate (Harriott's
"
Struggles through Life," vol. iii.,

p. 391, third edition) has recorded that on the first occasion of his

trying laudanum for the gout, he took forty drops ;
the next night

BixTY, and on the fifth night eighty, without any effect whatever
;

and this at an advanced age. I liavc an anecdote from a country

surgeon, however, which sinks Mr. Harriott's case into a trifle •

and, in my projected medical treatise on opium, wliich I will pub-

lish provided the College of Surgeons will pay me for enliglitening

theii benighted understandings upon this subject, I TJ'ill relate i*.

hut it is fai too good a story ti be published gratis.
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that I must have done him the service 1 designed, by

giving him one night of respite from the pains of

wandering.

This incident I have digressed to mention, because

this Malay (partly from the picturesque exhibition he

assisted to frame, partly from the anxiety I connected

with his image for some days) fastened afterwards upon

my dreams, and brought other ]\Ialays with him worse

than himself, that ran "a-muck "* at me, and led me

into a world of troubles. But, to quit this episode, and

to return to my intercalary year of happiness. I have

said already, that on a subject so important to us all as v^

happiness, we should listen with pleasure to any man's

experience or experiments, even though he were but a

ploughboy, who cannot be supposed to have ploughed

very deep in such an intractable soil as that of human

pains and pleasures, or to ha\'e conducted his researches

upon any very enlightened principles. But I, who have

taken happiness, both in a solid and a liquid shape, both

boiled and unboiled, both East India and Turkey,
-

who have conducted my experiments upon this inter-

esting subject with a sort of galvanic battery,
— and

have, for the general benefit of the world, inoculated

myself, as it were, with the poison of eight hundred

drops of laudanum per day (just for the same reason

as a French surgeon moculated himself lately with a

cancer,— an English one, twenty years ago, with

plague,
— and a third, I know not of what nation, with

hydrophobia),
—

I, it will be admitted, must surely

* See the common accounts in any Eastern traveller or voyager

of the frantic excesses committed by Malays who have takjB

»piuin, or are reduced to desperation by ill luck at gambling.
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Imow what happiness is, if anybody does. And there-

fore I will here lay down an analysis of happiness

and, as the most interesting mode of communicating

it, I will give it, not didactically, but wrapt up and

involved in a picture of one evening, as I spent every

evening during the intercalary year when laudanum,

though take^i daily, w^as to me no more than the elixir

of pleasure. This done, I shall quit the subject of hap-

piness altogether, and pass to a very different one,-

the pains of ophivi.

Let there be a cottage, standing in a valley,^- eighteen

miles from any town ; no spacious valley, but about

two miles long by three quarters of a mile in average

width,— the benefit of which provision is, that all the

families resident within its circuit will compose, as it

were, one larger household, personally familiar to your

eye, and more or less interesting to your affections.

Let the mountains be real mountains, between three and

four thousand feet high, and the cottage a real cottage,

not (as a witty author has it)
" a cottage with a double

coach-house;" let it be, in fact (fori must abide oy

the actual scene), a white cottage, embowered with

flowering shrubs, so chosen as to unfold a succession of

flowers upon the walls, and clustering around the win-

dows, through all the months of spring, summer, and

nutumn ; beginning, in fact, with May roses, and ending

with jasmine. Let it, however, not be spring, nol

^ summer, nor autumn; but winter, in its sternest shape.

This is a most important point in the science of happi

•iess. And I am surprised to see jjeople overlook it

and think it matter of congratulation that winter is

g^oing, or, if coming, is not likely to be a severe on&
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Dn the contrary, 1 pat up a petition, annuaJy, for as

•nuch snow, liai!, frost, or storm of one kind or other,

fts the skies can possibly alibrd us. Surely everybody
13 aware of the divine pleasures which attend a winter

lircside,— candles at four o'clock, warm hearth-rugs,

tea, a fair tea-maker, shatters closed, curtains flowing in

ample draperies on the floor, whilst the wind and rain

are raging audibly without,

And at the doors and windows seem to call

As heaven and earth they would together mell
;

Yet the least entrance find they none at all
;

Whence sweeter grows our rest secure in massy hall.

Casllc of Indolence. ^

All these are items in the description of a winter

evening which must surely be familiar to everybody

born in a high latitude. And it is evident that most of

these delicacies, like ice-cream, require a very low

temperature of the atmosphere to produce them : they

are fruits which cannot be ripened without weather

stormy or inclement, in some v/ay or other. I am not

''

particular,
^^

as people say, whether it be snow, or

black frost, or wind so strong that (as Mr. ^^
says)

"you may lean your back against it like a post." 1

can put up even with ram, provided that it rains cats

and dogs; but something of the sort I must have; and

if I have not, I think myself in a manner ill used : for

why am I called on to pay so heavily for winter, in

coals, and candles, and various privations that will occur

even to gentlemen, if I am not to have the article good

of its kind^ No: a Canadian winter, for my money;
or a Russian one, where every man is but a co-propric

for with the north wind in the fee-simple of his own

7
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cars. Indeed, so great an epicure am I in this niattei.

that I cannot relish a winter night fully, if it be much

pist St. Thomas' day, and have degenerated into dis

ousting tendencies to vernal appearances;
— no. it must

be divided by a thick wall of dark nights from all return

of light and sunshine. From the latter weeks of October

to Christmas-eve, therefore, is the period during which

happiness is in season, which, in my judgment, enters .lie

room with the tea-tray; for tea, though ridiculed by

those who are naturally of coarse nerves, or are become

so from wine-drinking, and are not susceptible of influ-

ence from so refined a stimulant, will always be the

favorite beverage of the intellectual; and, for my part,

I would have joined Dr. Johnson in a helluvi interned-

man against Jonas Hanway, or any other impious person

who should presume to disparage it. But bere, to save

myself the trouble of too much verbal description, I wil]

introduce a painter, and give him directions for the rest

of the picture. Painters do not like white cottages,

unless a good deal weather-stamed ; but, as the readei

now understands that it is a winter night, his services

will not be required except for the inside of the house

Paint me, then, a room seventeen feet by twelve

dnd net more than seven and a half feet high. This

reader, is somewhat ambitiously styled, in my family

the diTiwing-room ;
but being contrived "a double debt

to pay," it is also, and more justly, termed the library;

for it happens that books are the only article of property

m which I am richer than my neighbors. Of these I

have about five thousand, collected gradually since my

eighteenth year. Therefore, painter, put as many aa

rou can into this room. Make it populoiii with books
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end, furthermore, paint me a good fire ; and furniture

pkiia and modest, befitting- the unpretending cottage of

a scholar. And near the fire paint me a tea-table; and

(as it is clear that no creature can come to sec one,

?uch a stormy night) place only two cups and saucers

on the tea-tray ; and, if you know how to paint such a

thing symbolically, or otherwise, paint me an eternal

tea-pot,
— eternal « parte ante, and a parte post ; for

1 usually drink tea from eight o'clock at night to fouT

in the morning. And, as it is very unpleasant to make

tea, or to pour it out for one's self, paint me a lovely

young woman, sitting at the table. Paint her arms like

Aurora's, and her smiles like Hebe's;— but no, dear

]\I., not even in jest let me insinuate that thy power to

illuminate my cottage rests upon a tenure so perishable

as mere personal beauty; or that the witchcraft of

angelic smiles lies within the empire of any earthly

pencil. PabS, then, my good painter, to something

more within its power ;
and the next article brought

forward should naturally be myself,
— a picture of the

Opium-eater, with his "little golden receptacle of the

pernicious drug" lying beside him on the table. As to

the opium, I have no objection to see a picture of that,

though I would rather see the original ; you may paint

<i, if you choose; but I apprize you that no "little"

receptacle would, even in 1816, answer
?)}ij purpose,

who v.-as it a distance from the "
stately Pantheon," and

all druggists (mortal or otherwise). No : you may
as well paint the real receptacle, which was not of

gold, but of glass, and as much like a wine-decanter as

possible. Into this you may put a auart if ruby-colored

audanum ; that, and a book of German metaphysics
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placcJ by its side, will sufficiently attest my being m
the neighborhood ; but as to myself, there I demur. 1

admit that, naturally, I ought to occupy the foreground
of the picture ; that being the hero of the piece, or (if

j'ou choose) (he criminal at the bar, my body should be

had into court. This seems reasonable; but why should

I confess, on this point, to a painter? or, why confess at

all? U the public (into whose private earl am confi-

dentially whispering my confessions, and not into any
painter's) should chance to have framed some agreeable

picture for itself of the Opium-eater's exterior,— should

have ascribed to him, romantically, an elegant person,
or a handsome face, why should I barbarously tear

from it so pleasing a delusion,— pleasing both to the

public and to me? No: paint me, if at all, according
to your own fancy; and, as a painter's fancy should

teem with beautiful creations, I cannot fail, in that way,
to be a gainer. And now, reader, we have run through
all the ten categories of my condition, as it stood about

'SIG—1S17, up to the middle of which latter year
1 judge myself to have been a happy man; and the

elements of that happiness I have endeavored to place
before you, in the above sketch of the interior of a

fcholar's library,
— in a cottage among the mountains.

on a stormy winter evening.

But now farewell, a long forewell, to happiness,
winter or summer! Airewell to smiles and laugiit.-^r!

farewell to peace of mind! farewell to hope and to

tranriuil dreams, and to the blessed consolations ol

deep ! For more than three years and a half I am
summoned away from these

; I am now arrived at an

fliad rf WOPS : for I have now to record
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as when some great painter dips
Ilis pencil in Uie gloom of carlliquake antl eclipse.

Shcllci/s Revolt of IsicLVn,

Reader, who have thus far accompanied me, I must

request your attention to a brief explanatory note on

three points :

1. For several reasons, 1 have not been able to com-

pose the notes for this part of my narrative into any

reg-ular and connected shape. I give the notes dis-

lointed as I find them, or have now drawn them up
from memory. Some of them point to their own date ;

some I have dated ; and some are undated. Whenever

it could answer my purpose to transplant them from the

natural or chronological order, I have not scrupled to

do so. Sometimes I speak in the present, sometimes

in the past (ense. Few of the notes, perhaps, were

written exactly at the period of time to which they

relate; but this can little affect their accuracy, as the

impressions were such that they can never fade fiom

my mind. Much has been omitted. I could not,

without effort, constrain myself to the task of eilhej

reai'ling, or constructing into a regular narratjve, the
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whole burden of horrors which lies upon my hrairi.

This feeling^, partly, I plead in excuse, and partly that J

am now in London, and am a helpless sort of jx'rson

who cannot even arrange his own papers wilhou

assistance; and I am separated from the hands

which ore wont to perform for me the ofH^^'^s of an

amanuensis.

2. You will think, perhaps, that I am too confidential

and communicative of my own private history. It may
be so. But my way of writing is rather to think aloud,

and follow my own humors, than much to consider who

IS listening to me; and, if I stop to consider what is

proper to be said to this or that person, I shall soon

come to doubt whether any part at all is proper. The

fact is, I place myself at a distance of fifteen or twenty

years ahead of this time, and suppose myself writing to

those who will be interested about me hereafter; and

wishing to have some record of a time, the entire

history of which no one can know but myself, I do it

as fully as I am able with the efforts I am now capable

of making, because I know not whether 1 can ever find

time to do it aq-ain.**

3. It will occur to you often to ask, Why did I not

release myself from the horrors of opium, by leaving

t off, or diminishing it? To this I must answer briefly;

might be supposed that 1 yielded to the fascinations

t)f opium too easily; it cannot be supposed that any

man can be charmed by its terrors. The reader may
le sure, therefore, that I made attempts innumerable to

reduce the quantity. I add, that those who witnessed

the agonies of those attempts, and not myself, were the

5rst to beg: me u desist. But could not I havo roduceA
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it a drop a da}', or, by adding water, have bisected or

trisected a drop ? A thousand drops bisected would

thus have taken nearly six years to reduce
; and tliat

they would certainly not have answered. But this is

a common mistake of those who know nothing of opium

experimentally; I appeal to those who do, whether it is

not alwaj's found that down to a certain point it can be

reduced with ease, and even pleasure, but that, after that

point, further reduction causes intense suffering. Ye,?,

say many thoughtless persons, who know not what they
are talking of, you will suffer a iittle low spirits and

dejection, for a few days. I answer, no ; there is

nothing like low spirits ; on the contrary, the mere

annnal spirits are uncommonly raised ; the pulse is

improved; the health is better. It is not there that the

suffering lies. It has no resemblance to the sufferings

caused by renouncing wine. It is a state of unutterable

irritation of stomach (which surely is not much like

dejection), accompanied by intense perspirations, and

feelings such as I shall not attempt to describe without

more space at my command.
I shall now enter "?« medias res,'' and shall anticipate,

from a time when my opium pains might be said to be

M their acmt, an account of their palsying effects on the

intellectual fiiculties.

My studies have now been long interrupted, I can

not read to myself with any pleasure, hardly with a

nnment's endurance. Yet I read aloud sometimes for

^\c pleasure of others
; because reading is an acconi.

plishment of mine, and, in the slang use of the word

^conipUshmcnt as a superficial and ornamental attain

aient, almost the jnly one I possess ; and formerly U
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. had any vanity at all connected with any endownicnl

or attainment of mine, it was with this; for I had

observed tl\at no accomplishment was so rare. Players

are the worst readers of all: reads vilely ;^5 and

Mrs. ,
who is so celebrated, can read nothing veil

but dramatic compositions ;
iMilton she cannot read £uf-

fcrabl3^ People in general either read pcctry without

any passion at all, or else overstep the modesty of

nature, and read not like scholars. Of late, if I have fidt

moved by anything in books, it has been by the grand

lamentations of Samson Agonistes, or the great harmo-

nies of the Satanic speeches in Paradise Regained, when

read aloud by myself. A young lady sometimes comes

and drinks tea with us
;

at her request and M.'s, I now

and then read W 's poems to them. (W.,^** by tho

by, is the only poet I ever met who could read his own

verses; often, indeed, he reads admirably.)

For nearly tw^o years I believe that I read no book

but one ; and I owe it to the author, in discharge of a

^yreat debt of gratitude, to mention what that was.

The sublimer and more passionate poets I still read, as

I have said, by snatches, and occasionally. But my
proper vocation, as I well knew, was the exercise of

the anal3'tic understanding. Now, for the most part,

analytic studies are continuous, and not to be pursued

by fits and starts, or fragmentary elTorts, Mathematics

for instance, intellectual philosophy, &c., were all be

come insupportable to me; I shrunk from them with a

tense of powerless and infantine feebleness that gave
me an antruish th*e o;reater from remembering the time

when I grappled with them to my own hourly delight

ind for this further reason, because I had devoti'd the
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Libor of my whole life, and had dedicated my intel.ect,

blossoms: and fruits, to the slow and elaborate toil of

constructing one single work, to which I had presumed
to give the title of an unfinished work of Spinosa's,

namely, De Einendatmie Humani Intcllcctiis. This was

now lying locked up as by frost, like any Spanish bridge

or aqueduct, begun upon too great a scale for the

resources of the architect; and, instead of surviving me

as a monument of wishes at least, and aspirations, and

a life of labor dedicated to the exaltation of human ^'

nature in that way in which God had best fitted me to

promote so great an object, it was likely to stand a

memorial to my children of hopes defeated, of baffled

efforts, of materials uselessly accumulated, of founda- '^

tions laid that were never to support a superstructure,

)f the grief and the ruin of the architect. In this

ttate of imbecility, I had, for amusement, turned my
attention to political economy; my understanding,

which formerly had been as active and restless as a

iiyena, could not, I suppose (so long as I lived at all),

sink into utter lethargy; and political economy offers

this advantage to a person in my state, that though it is

eminently an organic science (no par 2, that is to say,

but what acts on the whole, as the whole again reacts

on each part), yet the several parts may be detached

B.nd contemplated singly. Great as was the prostration

of my powers at this time, yet I could not forget my
knowledge ;

and my understanding had been for too

many years intimate with severe thinkers, with logic,

iind the great masters of knowledge, not to be aware of

thf. utter feebleness of the mam herd of modern {^cGno«

mists. I had been led in 1811 to look into loads of
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books and pamphlets on many branches of ec)non\y ;

iwd, at my desire, M. sometimes read to me chapters

from more recent works, or parts of parliamentary

debates. I saw that these were generally the very dregs

and rinsings of the human intellect; and that any man

of sound head, and practised in wielding logic with schol-

astic adroitness, might take up the whole academy of

modern economists, and throttle them between heaven

and earth with his finger and thuinb, or bray their

fungous heads to powder with a lady's fan. At length.

in 1SJ9, a friend in Edinburgh sent me down Mr
Ricardo's book; and, recurring to my own prophetic

anticipation of the advent of some legislator for this

science, I said, before I had finished the first chapter,

'Thou art the man!" Wonder and curiosity were

emotions that had long been dead in me. Yet I won-

dered once more : I wondered at myself that I could

once again be stimulated to the effort of reading; and

much more I wondered at the book. Had this profound

work been really written in England during the nine-

teenth century ? Was it possible ? I supposed think-

ing* had been extinct in Epgland. Could it be

that an Englishman, and he not in academic bowers,

but oppressed by mercantile and senatorial cares, had

giccomplished what all the universities of Europe, and a

century of thought, had failed even to advance by one

* The reader must remcmlier what I here mean by thinking-;

bscauso, else, this wnuld be a very presumptuous expression.

Engliiml, of late, has been rich to excess in fine thinkers, in the

ileparUncnis of creative and combining thought ;
but there is a sad

deartii of masculine thinkers in any analytic path. A Scotchman

if eminent name has lately lold us, that he is obliged to quit ctsd

aathematics lor want of encouragement.
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lair's breadth ? All other writers had been crushed and

overlaid by the enormous weights of facts and docu-

ments ; Mr. Ricardo had deduced, d prion, from the

understanding itself, laws which first gave a ray of light

into the unwieldy chaos of materials, and had con-

structed what had been but a collection of tentative dis-

cussions into a science of regular proportions, now first

standing on an eternal basis.

Thus did one simple work of a profound understand-

ing avail to give me a pleasure and an activity which

I had not known for years ;
— it roused me even to

write, or, at least, to dictate what M. wrote for me.

It seemed to me that some important truths had escaped
even " the inevitable eye

"
of Mr. Ricardo ; and, as

these were, for the most part, of such a nature that I

could express or illustrate them more briefly an "I

elegantly by algebraic symbols than in the usual clumsy
and loitering diction of economists, the whole would

not have filled a pocket-book ; and being so brief, with

M. for my amanuensis, even at this time, incapable as

I was of all general exertion, I drew up my Prolego-

mena to all Future Systeins of Political Pconomy. I

hope it will not be found redolent of opium ; though,

indeed, to most people, the subject itself is a sufficient

opiate.

This exertion, however, uas but a temporary nash,

IS the sequel showed ; for I designed to publish my
work. Arrangements were .nade at a provincial press,

about eighteen miles distant, for printing it. An addi-

tional compositor was retained for some :lays, on this

iccount. The work was even twice alvertised ; and

was, in a manner, pledged to the fulfilment of my
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intention. But J had a preface to write; and a Jedi

cation, which I wished to make a splendid one, to Mr.

Ricardo. I found myself quite unable to accomplish

all this. The arrangements were countermanded, the

compositor dismissed, and my "prolegomena" rested

peacefully by the side of its elder and more dignified

brotlier.

I have thus described and illustrated my intellectual

torpor, in terms that apply, more or less, to every part

of the four years during which I was under the Circean

spells of opium. But for miser}' and suffering, I might,

indeed, be said to have existed in a dormant state,

seldom could prevail on myself to write a letter; an

answer of a few words, to any that 1 received, was

the utmost that I could accomplish ;
and often that not

until the letter had lain weeks, or even months, on my
writinff-table. Without the aid of ]\I., all records of

bills paid, or to he paid, must have perished; and my
whole domestic economy, whatever became of Political

Economy, must have gone into irretrievable confusion.

I shall not afterwards allude to this part. of the case; it

is one, however, which the opium-eater will find, in the

end, as oppressive and tormenting as any other, from

^Jie sense of incapacity and feebleness, from the direct

embarrassments incident to the neglect or procrasti-

nation of each day's appropriate duties, and from tbs

remorse which must often exasperate the stings of

these evils to a reflective and conscientious mind.

The opium-eater loses none of his moral sensibilities

or aspirations; he wishes and longs as earnestly as

ever to realize what he believes possible, and feels tc

te exacted by duty; but his intellectual apprehension
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of what is possible infinitely outruns his power, not of

execution only, but even of power to attempt. He lies

under the weight of incubus and night-mare ; he lies m

sight of all that he would fain perform, just as a man

forciblj confined to his bed by the mortal languor of a

relaxing disease, who is compelled to witness injury or

outrage ofl^ered to some object of his tenderest love :
—

he curses the spells which chain him down from motion ;

he would lay down his life if he might but get up and

walk ;
but he is powerless as an infant, and cannot even

attempt to rise.

I now pass to what is the main subject of these latter

confessions, to the history and journal of what took place

in my dreams
;

for these were the immediate and prox-

imate cause of mv acutest suffering.

The first notice I had of any important change going

on in this part of my physical economy, was from the

reawaking of a state of eye generally incident to

childhood, or exalted states of irritability. I know not

whether my reader is aware that many children, per-

haps most, have a power of painting, as it were, upon
the darkness, all sorts of phantoms: in some that

power is simply a mechanic afliection of the eye ;

others have a voluntary or semi-voluntary power to

dismiss or summon them ; or, as a child once said to

mo, when I questioned him on this matter, "I can tell

them to go, and they go; but sometiiiies they come

vvh3n I don't tell them to come." Whereupon I told

aim that he had almost as unlimited a conimand over

apparitions as a Roman centurion over his soldiers.

.n the middle of 1S17, I think it was that this faculty

became positively distressing to me : at night, when J
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.ay awake in b^d, vast processions pas-::ecl along in

mournful pomp; friezes of never-ending stories, that

to my feelings were as sad and solemn as if they were

st-orles drawn from times before CEdipus or Priam, before

Tyre, before Memphis. And, at the same time, a cor-

responding change took place in my dreams; a theatre

seemed suddenly opened and lighted up within my brain,

which presented, nightly, spectacles of more than earthly

splendor. And the four following facts may be men-

tioned, as noticeable at this time :

I. That, a? the creative state of the eye increased, a

sympathy seemed to arise between the waking and the

dreaming states of the brain in one point,
— that what-

soever I happened to call up and to trace by a volun-

tary act upon the darkness was very apt to transfer

itself to my dreams
;

so that I feared to exercise this

faculty; for, as Midas turned all things to gold, that

yet baffled his hopes and defrauded his human desires,

so whatsoever things capable of being visually repre-

sented I did but think of in the darkness, immediately

shaped themselves into phantoms of theeye; and, by a

process apparently no less inevitable, when thus once

traced in faint and visionary colors, likewritings in sym-

pathetic ink, they were drawn out, by the fierce chemis-

try of my dreams, into insufferable splendor that fretted

my heart.

II. For this, and all other changes in my dreams,

were accompanied by deep-seated anxiety and gloomy

melancholy, such as are wholly incommunicable by

words. 1 seemed every night to descend — not meta-

ohorically, but literally to descend— intc chasms and

sunless abysses, depths below depths, fr3m which it
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seemed hopeless that I could ever reiiscend. Nor did 1,

by waking, feel that I had reiiscended. This I do not

dwell upon; because ttie state of gloom which attended

these gorgeous spectacles, amounting at least to utter

darkness, as of some suicidal despondency, cannot be

approached by words,

III. The sense of space, and in the end the sense ot

time, vere both powerfully affected. Buildings, land-

scapes, &c., were exhibited in proportions so A-ast as

the bodily eye is not fitted to receive. Space swelled,

and was amplified to an extent of unutterable infinity.

This, however, did not disturb me so much as the vast

expansion of time. I sometimes seemed to have lived

for seventy or one hundred years in one night ; nay,

sometimes had feelings representative of a millennium,

pabsed in that time, or, however, of a duration far beyond
the limits of any human experience.

IV. The minutest incidents of childhood, or forgotten

scenes of later years, were often revived. I could not

be said to recollect them ; for if I had been told of

them when waking, I should not have been able to

acknowledge them as parts of my past experience.

But placed as they were before me, in dreams like

intuitions, and clothed in all their evanescent circum-

stances and accompanying feelings, I recognized them

instantaneously. I was once told by a near relative

of mine, that having in her childhood fallen into a

I'iver, and being on the very verge of death but for the

critical assistance which reached her, she saw in a

moment her who.e life, in its minutest incidents, arrayed

•jefore her simultaneously as in a mirror; and she had

»
faculty developed as suddenly for comprehending the
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whole and every part."^ This, from some opium expa-

riences of mine, I can believe; I have, indeed, seen the

same thing asserted twice in modem books, and accom-

panied by a remark which I am convinced is true, namely,

that the dread book of account, which the Scriptures

speak of, is, in fact, the mind itseif of each individual.

Of this, at least, I feel assured, that there is no such

thing as forgetting possible to the mind
;
a thousand

ttccidents may and will interpose a veil between our

present consciousness and the secret inscriptions on the

mind. Accidents of the same sort will also rend away
this veil

;
but alike, whether veiled or unveiled, the

mscription remains forever ; just as the stJirs seem to

v/ithdraw before the common light of day, whereas,

in fact, we all know that it is the light which is drawn

over them as a veil ; and that they are waiting to be

revealed, when the obscuring daylight shall have with-

drawn.

Having noticed these four facts as memorably distin-

guishing my dreams from those of health, I shall now

cite a case illustrative of the first fact; and shall then

cite any others that I remember, either in their chro-

nological order, or any other that may give them more

effect as pictures to the reader.

I had been in youth, and even since, for occasional

amusement, a great reader of Livy, whom I confess

that I prefer, both for style and matter, to any other

of the Roman historians; and I had often felt as most

solemn and appalling sounds, and most emphatically

representative of the majesty of the Koman peop'e, the

two words so often occurring in Livy
— Consul Roma-

mts ; especially when the consul is introduced in his
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inilitarj character, I mean to say, that the words

king, sultan, regent, &c., or any other titles of those

who embody in their own persons the collective majesty

of a great people, had less power over my reverential

feelings. I had, also, though no great reader of histoiy,

made myself minutely and critically familiar with one

period of English history, namely, the period of the Par-

liamentary War, having been attracted by the moral

grandeur of some who figured in that day, and by the

many interesting memoirs which survive those unquiet

times. Both these parts of my lighter reading, having

furnished me often with matter of reflection, now fur-

nish me with matter for my dreams. Often I used

to see, after painting upon the blank darkness, a sort

of rehearsal whilst waking, a crowd of ladies, and per-

haps a festival and dances. And I heard it said, or

I said to myself,
" These are English ladies from the

unhappy times of Charles 1. These are the wives and.

daughters of those who met in peace, and sat at the

same tables, and were allied by marriage or by blood ;

tind yet, after a certain day in August, 1642,^* never

smiled upon each other again, nor met but in the field

of battle; and at Marston Moor, at Newbury, or at

Naseby, cut asunder all ties of love by the cruel sabre,

and washed away in blood the memory of ancient

friendship." The ladies danced, and looked as lovely

as the court of George IV. Yet I knew, even in my
dream, that they had been in the grave for nearly two

tenturie>T This pagcan'. would suddenly dissolve ; and,

rit a clappmg of hands would be heard the heart-

quaking sound of Consul Romanus ; ar.d immediately

:ame "sweeping by," in gorgeous paludaments, Pailus
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Di' Marius, girt around by a company of centurions, with

'he crimson tunic hoisted on a spear, and followed by

ihe alalagmos of the Roman legions.

Many years ago, when I was looking over PIranesi's

Antiquities: of Eome, Mr. Coleridge, who was standing

iy, described to me a set of plates bj' that artist, c.illei

bis Drea?ns, and which record the scenery of hio own

virions during the delirium of a fever. Some of them

1 describe only from memory of IMr. Coleridge's ac-

count) represented vast Gothic halls
;

on the floor of

which stood all sorts of engines and machinery, wheels,

cables, pulleys, levers, catapults, (Sec, expressive of

enormous power put forth, and resistance overcome.

Creeping along the sides of the walls, you perceived a

staircase
;
and upon it, groping his way upwards, was

Piranesi himself. Follow the stairs a little further, and

you perceive it to come to a sudden, abrupt termination,

without any balustrade, and allowing no step onwards

to him who had reached the extremity, except into the

depths below. Whatever is to become of poor Piranesi,

you suppose, at least, that his labors must in some way
terminate here. But raise your eyes, and behold a

second flight of stairs still higher; on which again

Piranesi is perceived, by this time standing on the ver}

Drink of the abyss. Again elevate your eye, and o

still more aerial flio-ht of stairs is beheld
;
and again is

poor Piranesi busy on his aspiring labors; and so on,

until the unfinished stairs and Piranesi both are lost in

the upper gloom of the hall. With the same pov."er

of endless growth and self-reproduction did my archi

lecture proceed in dreams. In the early stage of my
malady, the splendors of my dreams were indeefl
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chioJly architectural ; and I beheld such pomp of cities

and palaces as was never yet beheld by the waking

eye, unless in the clouds. From a greatmodern poet.^s

I cite the part of a passage which describes, as an

appearance actually beheld in the clouds, what in many
of its circumstances I saw frequently in sleep:

Tlie appearance, instantaneously disclosed,

Was of a mighty city
—

boldly say
A wilderness of building, sinking far

And self-withdrawn into a wondrous depth,

Far sinking into splendor
— without end!

Fabric it seemed of diamond, and of gold,

With alabaster domes and silver spires,

And blazing terrace upon terrace, liigli

Uplifted ; lierc, serene pavilions bright,

In avenues disposed ;
there towers begirt

With battlements that oa their restless fronts

Bore stars— illumination of all gems !

By earthly nature had the effect been wrought

Upon the dark materials of the storm

Now pacified; on them, and on the coves.
And mountain-steeps and summits, whcreuato
The vapors had receded— taking there

Their station under a ceridean sky, &c. &c.

The sublime circumstance— "battlements that en

their restless fronts bore stars"— mirrht have been

copied from my architectural dreams, for it often oc-

curred. We hear it reported of Dryden, and of Fuscli

in modern times, that they thought proper to eat raw

meat for the sake of obtaining splendid dreams : how
much better, for such a purpose, to have eaten opium,
tv'hich yet I do not remember that any poet is recorded

to have done, except the drainatist Sh.idwell; and iu

uncient days, Homer is, I thinic, rightly n'putod to have

known the virtues of opium.
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To liny architecture succeeded dreams of lakes,

and silvery expanses of water: these haunted me so

much, that I feared (though possibly it Avi'l appeal

ludicrous to a medical man) that some dropsical state oi

tendency of the brain might thus be making itself (to

use a metaphysical word) ohjectice, and tlie sentient

organ project itself as its own object. For two montha

I suffered greatly in my head — a part of my bodily

structure which had hitherto been so clear from all

toucli or taint of weakness (physically, 1 mean), that 1

used to say of it, as the last Lord Orford said of his

stomach, that it seemed likely to survive the rest of my
person. Till now I had never felt a headache even, or

any the slightest pain, except rheumatic pains caused

by my own folly. However, I got over this attack,

though it must have been verging on something very

dangerous.

The waters now changed their character, — fro'n

translucent lakes, shining like mirrors, the}'' now be-

came seas and oceans. And now came a tremendous

change, which, unfolding itself slowly like a scroll,

through many months, promised an abiding torment
;

and, in fact, it never left me until the winding up of

my case. Hitherto the human face had often mixed in

my dreams, but not despotically, nor with any special

power of tormenting. But now that which I have

called the tyranny of the human face, began to unfold

itself. Perhaps some part of my London life might be

an3",verable for this. Be that as it may, now it wag

that upon the rocking waters of the ocean the huinar.

Tace began to appear; the sea appeared paved with

innumerable faces, upturned to the heavens; faces.
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.mplorinT, wrathful, despairing, surged upwards by

thousands, by myriads, by generations, by centuries:

inv agitation was infinite, my mind tossed, and surged
with the ocean.

May, ISIS.— The Malay had been a fearful enemy
for months, 1 have been every night, through his

means, transported into Asiatic scenes. I know not

whether others share in my feelings on this point; but

I have often thought that if I were compelled to forego

England, and to live in China, and among Chinese

manners and modes of life and scenery, I should go
mad. The causes of my horror lie deep, and some of

them must be common to others. Southern Asia, in

general, is the seat of awful images and associations.

As the cradle of the human race, it would alone have

a dim and reverential feeling connected with it. But

there are other reasons. No man can pretend that the

wild, barbarous, and capricious superstitions of Africa,

or of savage tribes elsewhere, affect him in the way
that he is affected by the ancient, monumental, cruel,

and elaborate religions of Indostan, &;c. The mere

antiquity of Asiatic things, of their institutions, histories,

modes of faith, &c., is so impressive, that to me the

vast age of the race and name overpowers the sense of

youth in the individual. A young Chinese seems to

mc an antediluvian man renewed. Even English-

men, thougli not bred in any knowledge of sucli insti-

tutions, cannot but shudder at the mystic sublimity

of rastcs that liave flowed apait, and refused to mix,

through such immemorial tracts of time ; nor can any
man fail to be awed by the names of the (ranges, or the

Euphrates. It contributes much to these feelings, thai
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Southern Asia is, and has been for thousands of yenrs.

the part of the earth most swarming- with human life,

the irrcat ojjicina gentium. Man is a weed in those

regions. The vast empires, also, into which the enor-

mous population of Asia has always been cast, give a

further sublimity to the feelings associated with all or:-

ental names or images. In China, over and above what

it has in common with the rest of Southern Asia, I am
terrified by the modes of life, l^y the manners, and the

barrier of utter abhorrence, and want of sympathy,

placed between us by feelings deeper than I can ana-

lyze. I could sooner live with lunatics, or brute ani-

mals. All this, and much more than I can say, or

have time to say, the reader must enter into, before he

can comprehend the unimaginable horror which these

dreams of oriental imagery, and mythological tortures,

impressed upon ine. Under the connecting feeling of

tropical heat and vertical sunlights, 1 brought together

all creatures, birds, beasts, reptiles, all trees and plants,

usages and appearances, that are found in all tropica]

regions, and assembled them together in China or In-

dostan. From kindred feelings, I soon brought Egypt
and all her gods under the same law. I was stared at,

hooted at, grinned at, chattered at, by monkeys, by

paroquets, by cockatoos. I ran into pagodas, and was

fixed, for centuries, at the summit, or in se:ret rooms:

\ was the idol; I was the priest; I was worshipped;

I was sacrificed. I fled from the wrath of Braina

through all the forests of Asia : Vishnu hated nie •

Seeva laid wait for me. I came suddenly upon Isis

und Osiris : I had done a deed, they said, which the

ibis and the crocodile trembled at. I was buried, for
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thousand years, in stone coffins, with mummies and

ephinxes, in narrow chambers at the heart of eternal

pyramids. I was kissed, with cancerous kisses, by

crocodiles; and laid, confounded with all unutterable

slimy things, amongst reeds and Nilotic mud.

I thus give the reader some slight abstraction of my
oriental dreams, which always filled me with such

amazement at the monstrous scenery, that liorroi

seemed absorbed, for a while, in sheer astonishment.

Sooner or later came a reflux of feeling that swallowed

up the astonishment, and left me, not so much in ter-

ror, as in hatred and abomination of what I saw.

Over every form, and threat, and punishment, and dim

sightless incarceration, brooded a sense of eternity and

infinity that drove me into an oppression as of madness.

Into these dreams only, it was, with one or two slight

exceptions, that any circumstances of physical horror

entered. All before had been moral and spiritual ter-

rors. Bat here the main agents were ugly birds, or

snakes, or crocodiles, especially the last. The cui'sed

crocodile became to me the object of more horror than

almost all the rest. I was compelled to live with him ;

and (as was always the case, almost, in my dreams) for

centuries. I escaped sometimes, and found myself in

Chinese houses with cane tables, &c. All the feet of

th2 tables, sofas, &c., soon became instinct with life;

the abominable head of the crocodile, and his leering

eyes, looked out at me, multiplied into a thousand repe-

titions
; and I stood loathing and fascinated. And so

often did this hideous reptile haunt my dreams, that

many times the very same dream was broken up in the

rery same way : I heard gentle voicns speaking to me
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(1
hear everything when I am sleeping), and instantly

I awoke : it was broad noon, and my children were

standing, hand in hand, at my bedside
; come to show

me their colored shoes, or new frocks, or to let me
see them dressed for going out. I protest that so

awful was the transition from the damned crocodile,

and the other unutterable monsters and abortions of my
dreams, to the sight of innocent human natures and of

infancy, that, in the mighty and sudden revulsion of

mind, I wept, and could not forbear it, as I kissed their

faces.

June^ 1S19.— I have had occasion to remark, at

various periods of my life, that the deaths of those

whom we love, and, indeed, the contemplation of death

\/ generally, is {cceteris paribus) more affecting in sum-

mer than in any other season of the year. And the

reasons are these three, I think : first, that the visible

heavens in summer appear far higher, more distant,

and (if such a solecism may be excused) more infinite
;

the clouds by which chiefly the eye expounds the dis-

tance of the blue pavilion stretched over our heads are

"^ summer more voluminous, massed, and accumulated

in far grander and more towering piles : secondly, the

light and the appearances of the declining and the set-

ling sun are much more fitted to be types and charac-

lers of the infinite: and, thirdly (whicVi is the main

reason), the exuberant and riotous prodigality of life

naturally forces the mind more powerfully upon the

antagonist thought of death, and the wintry sterility

of the grave. For it may be observed, generally, that

rvhcrever two thoughts stand relatod to each other by a

kw of antagonism, and exist, as it were, by mutua
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Ifpilsioii, they are apt to suggest each other. On these

icjounts it is that 1 find it impossible to banish the

thought of death when I am walking alone in the end-

less days of summer; and any particular death, if not

more affecting, at least haunts my mind more obstinately

and besiegingly, in that season. Perhaps this cause, and

a slight incident which I omit, might have been the

immediate occasions of the following dream, to which,

however, a predisposition must always have existed in

my mind ; but having been once roused, it never left me,

and split into a thousand fantastic varieties, which often

suddenly reiinited, and composed again the original

dream.

I thought that it was a Sunday morning in May; that

it was Easter Sunday, and as yet very early in the

morning. I was standing, as it seemed to me, at the

door of my own cottage. Right before me lay the verj'

scene which could really be commanded from that situa-

tion, but exalted, as was usual, and solemnized by the

power of dreams. There were the same mountains, and

the same lovely valley at their feet ; but the mountains

were raised to more than Alpine height, and there was

interspace far larger between them of meadows and

forest lawns ; the hedges were rich with white roses
;

and no living creature was to be seen, excepting that in

the green church-yard there were cattle tranquilly repos-

ing upon the verdant graves, and particularly round

ubout the grave of a child whom I had tenderly loved

just as 1 had really beheld th°m, a little before sunrise,

in the same summer, when that child died. I gazed

tpon the well-known scene, and I said aloud (as 1

•iiought) to myself,
"

It yet wants much of sunrise • and
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It is Easter Sunday; and that is the day on which thcj

Eelebratc the first fruits of resurrection. I will walk

abroad ; old criefs shall be forgotten to-day; for the ail

is cool and still, and the hills are high, and stretch away
to heaven ; and the forest glades are as quiet as the

church-yard; and with the dew I can wash, the fe\or

from my forehead, and then I shall be unhappy uo

longer." And I turned, .as if to open my garden gate;

and immediately I saw upon the left a scene far differ-

ent; but which yet the power of dreams had reconciled

into harmony with the other. The scene was an oriea-

lal one; and there also it was Easter Sunday, and very

early in the morning. And at a vast distance were visi-

ble, as a stain upon the horizon, the domes and cupolas

of a great city
— an image or faint abstraction, caught,

perhaps, in childhood, from some picture of Jerusalem.

And not a bow-shot from me, upon a stone, and shaded

by Judean palms, there sat a woman
;
and I looked, and

it was— Ann! She fixed her eyes upon me earnestly;

ind I said to her, at length,
"
So, then, 1 have found you,

fU last." I waited ; but she answered rne not a word.

Her face was the same as when I saw it last, and yet,

•igain, how different ! Seventeen years ago, when the

lamp-light fell upon her face, as for the last time I kissed

her lips (lips, Ann, that to me were not polluted !), hei

eyes were streaming with tears
;
— her tears were now

-viped. away; she seemed more beautiful than she was

at that time, but in all other points the same, and not

older. Her looks were tranquil, but with unusual solem-

nity of expression, and I now gazed upon her with some

awe; but suddenly her countenance grew dim, and, turn-

ng to the mountains, I perceived, vapors rolling betweea
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as; in a rnnmcnt, all hnd vanished; thick darlcncss

:anie on ; ;'nil in the twinkling of an eye I was far away
from mountain?, and by lamp-light in Oxford-street,

milking again with Ann — just as we walked seventeen

years before, when we were both children.

As a fmal specimen, I cite one of a diflcrent character)

from ISL^O.

The dream commenced with a music which now I

often heard in dreams— a music of preparation and

of awakening suspense ;
a music like the opening of the

Coronation Anthem, and \vhich, like that, gave the feel-

ing of a vast march, of infinite cavalcades filing off, and

the tread of innumerable armies. The morning was

come of a mighty day
— a day of crisis and of final hope

for human nature, then suffering some mysterious

eclipse, and labormg in some dread extremity. Some-

where, I knew not where— somehow, I knew not how
—

by some beings, 1 knew not whom— a battle, a strife,

tin ao-onv, was conductinc:,— was evolving like a great

drama, or piece of music; with which my sj-mpathy was

the more insupportable from my confusion as to its

place, its cause, its nature, and its possible issue. I, as is

usual in dreams (where, of necessity, we make ourselves

central to every movement), had the power, and yet had

not the power, to decide it. I had the power, if I could

•cise nivsclf, to will it; and yet -again had not tne

power, for the weiglit of twenty Atlantics was upon me,

or tlie oppression of inexpiable guilt. "Deeper than

ever plummet sounded," 1 lay inactive. Tlien, like a

chorus, the passion deepened. Some greater interest

v\-as at stake; some mightier cause than ever yet the

•wcrd had pleaded, or trumpet had proclaimed. Then
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came sudden alarms ; hurryings to and fro ; trepidations

of innumemble fugitives. I knew not whether from the

good cause or the bad; darkness and lights; tempest

and human faces ;
and at last, with the sense that all

was lost, lemale forms, and the features that v/ere worth

all the world to me, and but a moment allowed,— and

clasped hands, and heart-breaking partings, and then

—
everlasting farewells! and, with a sigh, such as the

caves of hell sighed when the incestuous mother uttered

the abhorred name of death, the sound was reverberated

—
everlasting farewells! and again, and \et again rever-

berated — everlasting farewells !

And I awoke in struggles, and cried aloud— "I will

sleep no more !

"

But I am now called upon to wind up a narrative

which has already extended to an unreasonable length.

Within more spacious limits, the materials which I

have used might have been better unfolded
; and much

which 1 have not used might have been added with

effect. Perhaps, however, enough has been given. Il

now remains that 1 should say something of the way in

which this conflict of horrors was finally brought to its

crisis. The reader is already aware (from a passage

near the beginning of the introduction to the first part)

that the opium-eater has, in some way or other, "un-

wound, almost to its final links, the accursed chairi

which bound him." By what means ? To have nar-

rated this, according to the original intention, would

bare far exceeded the space which can now be allowed.

It is fortunate, as such a cogent reason exists for abridg-

ing it, that I should, on a maturer view of the case, have

been exceedingyl unwilling to injure, by any such unaf
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fecting details, the impression of the history itself, as an

appeal to the prudence and the conscience of the yet

unconfirmed opium-eater, or even (though a very inferior

consideration) to injure its effect as a composition. The

interest of the judicious reader will not attach itself

chiefly to the subject of the fascinating spells, but to the

fascinating power. Not the opium-eater, but the opium,

is the true hero of the tale, and the legitimate centre on

which the interest revolves. The object was to display

y the marvellous agency of opium, whether for pleasure or

for pain; if that is done, the action of the piece has

closed.

However, as some people, in spite of all laws to the

contrary, will persist in asking what became of the

opium-eater, and in what state he now is, I answer for

him thus : The reader is aware that opium had long

ceased to found its empire on spells of pleasure; it

was solely by the tortures connected with the attempt

to abjure it, that it kept its hold. Yet, as other tor-

tures, no less, it may be thought, attended the r^on-

abjuration of such a tyrant, a choice only of evik was

left; and that might as well have been adopted, which,

however terrific in itself, held out a prospect of final

restoration to happiness. This appears true ;
but good

logic gave the author no strength to act upon it. How.

ever, a crisis arrived for the author's life, and a crisis

for other objects still dearer to him, and which will

ilways be far dearer to him than his life, even now

that it is again a happy one. I saw that I must die, if

I continued the opium: I determined, therefore, if tiia\

\hould be required, to die in throwing it off. How

ttiuch I was at that time taking, I cannot say ; lor the
,
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opium which I used had been purchased for nre by a

friend, who afterwards refused to let me pay liim ; so

that I could not ascertain even what quantity I had

used within a year. I apprehend, however, that I took

It very irregularly, and that I varied from about fifty or

sixty grains to one hundred and fifty a day. My first

task was to reduce it to forty, to thirty, and, as fast as I

could, to twelve grains.

1 triumphed ;
but think not, reader, that therefore

my sufferings were ended ;
nor think of me as of one

sitting in a dejected state. Think of me as of one,

even when four months had passed, still agitated,

writhing, throbbing, palpitating, shattered ; and much,

perhaps, in the situation of him who has been racked,

ns I collect the torments of that state from the affecting

account of them left by the most innocent sufferer* (of

the time of James I.). Meantime, I deriixd no benefit

from any medicine, except one prescribed to me by an

Edinburgh surgeon of great eminence, namely, ammo-

i.iated tincture of valerian. Medical account, therefore,

of my emancipation, 1 have not much \o give ; and

nven that little, as managed by a man so ignorant of

medicine as myself, would probably tend only to mis-

lead. At all events, it would be misplaced in this situa-

tion. The moral of the narrative is addressed to the

opium-eater; and therefore, of necessity, limited in its

application. If he is taiiglit to fear and tremble, enougVi

has been cfTected. But he may say, that tlie issue of

tny case is at least a proof tliat opium, a.'lcr a sc\'en«

* William Liihgow ;
his liook (Tiovcls, &c.) is ill and pciiai.ti-

eally written
;
IjuI the account of las own sufferings on ibe rack a:

Vlalaga is overpoweringly affecting.
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teen years' use, and an eiglit years' abuse of its powers,

may still be renounced; and that he may chance to

bring to the task greater energy than I did, oi that,

with a stronger constitution than mine, he may obtain

the same results with less. This may be true
;

I would

not presume to measure the efforts of other men by my
own. I heartily wish him more energy; I wish him the

same success. Nevertheless, I had motives external to

myself which he may unfortunately want
; and these

supplied me with conscientious supports, which mere

personal interests might fail to supply to a mind debili-

tated by opium.

Jeremy Taylor^" conjectures that it may be as painful
to be born as to die. I think it probable; and, during
the whole period of diminishing the opium, I had the

torments of a man passing out of one mode of existence

into another. The issue was not death, but a sort of

physical regeneration, and, I may add, that ever since,

at intervals, I have had a restoration of more than

youthful spirits, though under the pressure of difficulties,

which, in a less happy state of mind, I should have

called misfortunes.

One memorial of my former condition still remains
;

my dreams are not yet perfectly calm; the dread swell

and agitation of the storm have not wholly subsided; the

legions that encamped in them are drawing off, but not

all departed; my sleep is tumultuous, and like the gates

of Paradise to our first parents when looking back from

efar, it is still (in the tremendous line of Milton) —
With ilreadiul faces thronged and fiery arms
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The proprietors of this little work having deter-

•nined on reprinting it, some explanation seems called

for, to account for the non-appearance of a Third Part,

promised in the London Magazine of December last;

and the more so, because the proprietors, under whose

guarantee that promise was issued, might otherwise be

implicated in the blame— little or much— attached

to its non-fulfilment. This blame, in mere justice, the

author takes wholly upon himself. What may be the

exact amount of the guilt which he thus appropriates,

is a very dark question to his own judgment, and not

much illuminated by any of the masters on casuistry

whom he has consulted on the occasion. On the one

hand, it seems generally agreed that a promise is bind-

ing in the inverse ratio of the numbers to whom it is

«nade : for which reason it is that we see many per»

30113 break promises without scruple that are made to a

whole nation, v\'ho keep their foitb religiously in ah pri-

vate engagements,
— breaches of promise towards the

stronger party being committed at a man's own peril
•

on the other hand, the only parties interested in the

Dromises of an author are his readers, and these it is a

C^
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point of modesty in any author to belie \re as few as pos-

sible
;
or perhaps only one, in which case any promise

imposes a sanctity of moral obligation which it is shock-

ing to think of. Casuistry dismissed, however, — the

author throws himself on the indulgent consideration of

all who may conceive themselves aggrieved by his delay,

in the following account of his own condition from the

end of last year, when the engagement was made, up

nearly to the present time. For any purpose of self-

excuse, it might be sufficient to say, that intolerable

bodily suffering had totally disabled him for almost any
exertion of mind, more especially for such as demand

and presuppose a pleasurable and a genial state of feel-

ing ; but, as a case that may by possibility contribute n

trifle to the medical history of opium in a further stage

of its action than can often have been brought under the

notice of professional men, he has judged that it might
be acceptable to some readers to have it described more

at length. Fiat experimentum in corpore vili is a just

rule where there is any reasonable presumption of ben-

efit to arise on a large scale. What the benefit may
be, will admit of a doubt; but there can be none as to

the value of the body, for a more worthless body than

his own, the author is free to confess, cannot be. It is

his pride to believe, that it is the very ideal of a base,

crazy, despicable human system, that hardly ever could

have been meant to be seaworthy for two days under

the ordinary storms and wear-and-tear of Lfe . and,

mdoed, if that were the creditable way of disposmg
of human bodies, he must own that he should almost

be ashamed to bequeath his wretched structure to any

respectable dog. But now to the case, which, for the
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Bake of avoiding the constant recurrence of a cumber

some periphrasis, the author will take the liberty o*

giving in the first person.

Those who have read the Confessions will have

closed them with the impression that I had wholly

renounced the use of opium. This impression I meant

to convey, and that for two reasons : first, because the

very act of deliberately recording such a state of suffer-

ing necessarily presumes in the recorder a power oi

surveying his own case as a cool spectator, and a

degree of spirits for adequately describing it, which n

would be inconsistent to suppose in any person speak

ing from the station of an actual sufferer; secondly,

because I, who had descended from so large a quantit;

as eight thousand drops to so small a one (compara

tively speaking) as a quantity ranging between thret

hundred and one hundred and sixty drops, might well

suppose that the victory was in effect achieved. In

suffering my readers, therefore, to think of me as of o

reformed opium-eater, I left no impression but what 1

shared myself, and, as may be seen, even this impres-

sion was left to be collected from the general tone of

the conclusion, and not from any specific words, which

are in no instance at variance with the literal truth.

In no long time after that paper Tsras written, I became

sensible that the effort which remained would cost me
far more energy than I had anticipated, and the neces-

sit} for making it was more apparent every month
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fn particular, I became aware of an incn.asing .:a]lous-

ness or defect of sensibility in the stomach : anil this 1

imagined might imply a schirrous state of that organ

either formed or forming. An eminent physician

to whose kindness I was, at that time, deeply indebted,

informed me that such a termination of my case was not

impossible, though likely to be forestalled by a different

termination, in the event of my continuing the use of

opium. Opium, therefore, I resolved wholly to abjure

as soon as I should find myself at liberty to bend my
undivided attention and energy to this purpose. It was

not, however, until the 24th of June last that any toler-

able concurrence of facilities for such an attempt

arrived. On that day I began my experiment, having

previously settled in my own mind that 1 would not

flinch, but would "stand up to the scratch," under any

possible "punishment." I must premise, that about

one hundred and seventy or one hundred and eighty

drops had been my ordinary allowance for many
months. Occasionally I had run up as high as five

hundred, and once nearly to seven hundred. In re-

peated preludes to my final experiment I had also gone

as low as one hundred drops, but had found it impos-

sible to stand it beyond the fourth day, which, by the

way, I have always found more difhcult to get over

than any of the preceding three. I went off" under

^.asy sail— one hundred and thirty drops a day for

three days; on the fourth 1 plunged at om'.e to eighty

The misery which I now suffered " took the conceit"

"ut of me, at once ; and for about a month I continued

off and on about this mark ; then I sunk to sixty, ana

the next day to — none at all. This was the first
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day for nearly ten years that I had existed without

opiam. I persevered in my abstinence for ninety
hours ; that is, upwards of half a week. Then I

took ask me not how much ; say, ye severest, what
would ye have done ? Then I abstained again ; then

took about twenty-five drops ; then abstained ; and
so on.

Meantime, the symptoms which attended my case

for the first six weeks of the experiment were these :

enormous
irritability and excitement of the whole sys-

tem ; the stomach, in particular, restored to a full

feeling of vitality and sensibility, but often in great

pain ; unceasing restlessness night and day ; sleep
— I

scarcely knew what it was— three hours out of the

twenty-four was the utmost I had, and that so agitated
and shallow that I heard every sound that was near

me ; lower jaw constantly swelling ; mouth ulcerated
;

and many other distressing symptoms that would be

tedious to repeat, amongst which, however, I must men-
uon one, because it had never failed to accompany any

attempt to renounce opium,— namely, violent sternu-

tation. This now became exceedingly troublesome;

sometimes lasting for two hours at once, and recurrir.or

at least twice or three times a day. I was not much

surprised at this, on recollecting what I had somewhere

heard or read, that the membrane which lines the nos-

trils is a prolongation of that which Imcs the stomach ;

whence, 1 believe, are explained the inf.ammatorv ap-

pearances about the nostrils of dram-drinkers. The

Eud'tn restoration of its original sensibility to the

stomach expressed itself, I suppose, in this way. It is

"emarkable, also, that, during the whole period of yearj
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JhroTigh which 1 had taken opium, I had never once

caught cold (as the phrase is), nor even the slightest

cough. But now a violent cold attacked me, and a

cough soon after. In an unfinished fragment of a

letter begun about this time to ,
I find these

words:— "You ask me to write the . Dc

you know Beaumont and Fletcher's play of Thierrj

and Theodoret? There you will see my case as to

sleep ;
nor is it much of an exaggeration in other

features. I protest to you that I have a greater influx

of thoughts in one hour at present than in a whole year

under the reign of opium. It seems as though all the

thoughts which had been frozen up for a decade of

years by opium had now, according to the old fable,

been thawed at once, such a multitude stream in upon
me from all quarters. Yet such is my impatience and

hideous irritability, that, for one which I detain and

write down, fifty escape me. In spite of my weariness

from sufliering and want of sleep, I cannot stand still ot

sit for two minutes together.
' / nu7ic, et versus tecum

meditare canoros.^
"

At this stage of my experiment I sent to a neighbor-

mg surgeon, requesting that he would come over to see

me. In the evening he came, and after briefly stating

the case to him, I asked this question : Whether he

did not think that the opium might have acted as a

stimulus to the digestive organs ; and that the present

state of suffering in the stomach, which manifestly was

ihe cause of the inability to sleep, might arise from

indigestion ? His answer was,— No : on the contrary

he thought that the sufl^ering was caused by digestion

•tself, which should naturally go on below tho con
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kciousness, but which, from the unnatural state of the

stomach, vitiated by so long a use of opium, was be-

come distinctly perceptible. This opinion was plausi-

ble, and the unintermitting nature of the suffering dis-

poses me to think that it was true ; for, if it had

been any mere irregular affection of the stomach, it

should naturally have intermitted occasionally, and con-

stantly fluctuated as to degree. The intention of nature,

as manifested in the healthy state, obviously is, to with-

draw from our notice all the vital motions, such as the

circulation of the blood, the expansion and contraction

of the lungs, the peristaltic action of the stomach, &c. ;

and opium, it seems, is able in this, as in other instances,

to counteract her purposes. By the advice of the sur-

geon, I tried hitters. For a short time these greatly

mitigated the feelings under which 1 labored
; but

about the forty-second day of the experiment the

symptoms already noticed began to retire, and new

ones to arise of a different and far more tormenting

class ;
under these, with but a few intervals of remis-

sion, I have since continued to suffer. But I dismiss

them undescribed for two reasons : first, because the

mind revolts from retracing circumstantially any suffer-

mgs from which it is removed by too short or by no

interval. To do this with minuteness enough to make

the review of any use, would be indeed "
infandum

renovare dolore?n" and possibly without a sufficient

motive : for, 2dly, I doubt whether this latter state be

any way referable to opium, positively considered, oi

even negatively ; that is, whether it is to be numbered

amongst the last evils from the direct action of opium,

.n rven amongst the earliest evils consequent upon a
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want of opium in a system long dert-nged by its use

Certainly one part of the symptoms might be ac

counted for from the time of year (Augu?t) ; foi

(hough the summer was not a hot one, yet in any case

the sum of all the heat funded (if one may say so)

during the previous months, added to the existing heat

of that month, naturally renders August in its better

half thfc- hottest part of the year; and it so happened

that the excessive perspiration, which even at Christinas

attends any great reduction in the daily quantum of

opium, and which in July was so violent as to oblige

me to use a bath five or six times a day, had about the

setting in of the hottest season wholly retired, on which

account any bad cflect of the heat n^iight be the more

unmitigated. Another symptom, namely, what in my
ignorance I call internal rheumatism (sometimes alTecting

the shoulders, &c., but more often appearing to be seated

in the stomach), seemed again less probably attributable

to the opium, or the want of opium, than to the dampness
of the house * which I inhabit, which had about that

time attained its maximum, July havirig been, as usual,

a month of incessant rain in our most rainy part of

England.

Under these reasons for doubting whether opium

had any connection with the latter stage of my bodily

* III sayii'.j? this, I meant no disrespect In the individual house, as

llie reader will understand wjieii I tell liini that, wiili ihe e.\ccj)iioa

rf one or two princely mansions, and some few interior ones thai

bave been coaletl wiili Roman cement, 1 am not acquainted with

tny house in this mountainous district which is wliolly waier-

proof. T!ie architecture of books, I flatter myseir, is conductrdon

lusl principles in this country ;
hut for any other architecture, it is

01 a barbarou> state, and, what is worse, in a retrograde state
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wretchedness — (except, indeed, as sxn occasional cause,

as having left the body weaker and more crazy, and thus

predisposed to any mal-influence whatever), — I wil-

lingly spare my reader uU description of it : let it perish

to him
; and would that I could as easily say, let it per-

ish to my own remembrances, that any future hours of

tranquillity tnay not be disturbed by too vivid an ideal of

possible human misery !

So much for the sequel of my experiment; as to the

former stage, in which properly lies the experiment and

its application to other cases, I must request my reader

not to forget the reasons for which I have recorded it.

These were two. 1st, a belief that I might add some

trifle to the history of opium as a medical agent; in this

I am aware that I have not at all fulfilled my own into

tions, in consequence of the torpor of mind, pain of body,

and extreme disgust to the subject, which besieged me
whilst writing that part of my paper; which part being

immediately sent oft' to the press (distant about five

degrees of latitude), cannot be corrected or improved.
But from this account, rambling as it may be, it is evi-

dent that thus nmch of benefit may arise to the persons

most interested in such a history of opium,
—

namely,
to opium-eaters in general,

— that it establishes, for their

consolation and encouragement, the fact that opium may
be renounced, and without greater sufi^erings than an

ordinary resolution may support ; and by a pretty rapid

course* of descent.

On whicli last notice I would remark hat mine was too rapid,
tnd the sufTuriiig therefore needlessly aggravate '.

; or rather, jjer-

laps, it was not sufficiently continuous and equably graduated.

Sut, that the reader may judge for himself, and, abore all, thai
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To communicate this result of my experiment, waa

my foremost purpose. 2dly, as a purpose collateral tc

the opium-eater, who is preparing to retire from business, may
Qave every sort of information before him, I subjoin my diary.

FIRST
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thi« I wished to explain how it had become impossible

for me to compose a Third Part in time to accompany

this republication : for during the very time of this

experiment, the proof-sheets of this reprint were sent

to me from London ;
and such was my inability to

expand or to improve them, that I could not even beo''

to read them over with attention enough to notice the

press errors, or to correct any verbal inaccuracies.

These v/ere my reasons for troubling my reader with

any record, long or short, of experiments relating to so

truly base a subject as my own body ; and I am ear-

nest with the reader, that he will not forget them, or so

far misapprehend me as to believe it possible that I would

condescend to so rascally a subject for its own sake, or,

indeed, for any less object than that of general benefit

to others. Such an animal as the self-observing vale-

tudinarian, I know there is. I have met him myself

occasionally, and I know that he is the worst imagin-

able ^ea2<^o72^zwo?-o?i7we7ws ; aggravating and sustaining,

by calling into distinct consciousness, every symptom
that would else, perhaps, under a different direction

given to the thoughts, become evanescent. But as to

myself, so profound is my contempt for this undigni-

fied and selfish habit, that 1 could as little condescend

to it as I could to spend my time in watching a poor

servant-girl, to whom at this moment I hear some lad

or other making love at the back of my house. Is it

for a Transcendental philosopher to feel any curiosity

ihis principle
— that of sufferings otherwise equal, those will o

borne I est which meet with a mood of anger*, no-v, whenever

ascended to any large dose, I wis furiously incensed on the follow

mg day, auJ could then have borne anything.
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on such an occasion ? Or can I, whose life is worth

only eight and a half years' purchase, be suppo3e(]

to have leisure for such trivial employments ? How

ever, to put this out of (juestion, I shall say one thing

which will, perhaps, shock some readers; but I am

sure it ought not to do so, considering the motives on

which I say it. No man, 1 suppose, employs much of

his time on the phenomena of his own body without

some regard for it; whereas the reader sees that, so

far from looking upon mine with any complacency or

regard, I hate it and make it the object of my bitter

ridicule and contempt ; and I should not be displeased

to know that the last indignities which the law inflicts

upon the bodies of the worst malefactors might here-

after fall upon it. And in testification of my sincerity

in saying this, 1 shall make the following ofler. Like

other men, I have particular fancies about the place of

rny burial; having lived chiefly in a mountainous re-

gion, I rather cleave to the conceit that a grave in a

green church-yard amongst the ancient and solitary

hills will be a sublimer and more tranquil place of

repose for a philosopher than any in the hideous Go!

gothas of London. Yet, if the gentlemen of Surgeons'

Hall think that any benefit can redound to their science

from inspecting the appearances in the body of an

opium-eater, let them speak but a word, and I will

take care that mine shall be legally secured to thera

— that is, as soon as I have done with it myself. Let

them not hesitate to express their wishes upon any

scruples of false dcl.cacy and consideration for my

feelings ; I assure them that they will do me too much

honor by "demonstrating" on such a crazy body as
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mine ; and it will give me pleasure to anticipate this

posthumous revenge and insult inflicted upon that which

has caused me so much suffering in this life. Such be-

quests are not common ; reversionary benefits contingent

upon the death of the testator are indeed dangerous to

announce in many cases. Of this we have a remarka-

ble instance in the habits of a Roman prince, who used,

upon any notification made to him by rich persons, that

(hey had left him a handsome estate in their wills, to

express his entire satisfaction at such arrangements, and

his gracious acceptance of those royal legacies; but then,

if the testators neglected to give him immediate posses-

sion of the property,
— if they traitorously

"
persisted in

living" {si vicere perseverareiit, as Suetonius expresses

it), he was highly provoked, and took his measures

accordingly. la those times, and from one of the worst

of the Caesars, we might expect such conduct ; but i am
sure that, hiixu English surgeons at this day, 1 need look

for no expressions of impatience, or of any other feelings

but such as are answerable to that pure love of science,

and all its interests, which induces me to make such an

offer.

Sep/. SO/A, 1822.
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EEIXa A SEQtJEI, TO THE

•« CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPimi-EATER"

INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

In 1S21, as a contribution to a periodical work,— in

1S22, as a separate volume, — appeared the "Confes-

sions of an English Opium-Eater." The object of that

work' was to reveal something of the grandeur which

belongs potentially to human dreams. Whatever may
be the number of those in whom this faculty of dream-

ing splendidly can be supposed to lurk, there are not

perhaps very many in whom it is developed. Hcy
whose talk is of oxen, will probably dream of oxen ,

and the condition of human life, which yokes so ''ast a

majority to a daily experience incompatible with much

elevation of thought, oftentimes neutralizes the toi:e of

grandeur in the reproductive faculty of dreaming, even

for those whose minds are populous with solemn im-

ncery. Habitually to dream magnificently, a man must

have a constitutional determination to re''erie. This in

the first place, and even this, where it exists strongly
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is too much liable to disturbance from the; gathering

agitation of our present English life. Already, in this

year IS 15, what by the procession through fifty years

of mighty revolutions amongst the kingdoms of the

earth, what by the continual development of vast

physical agencies,
— steam in all its applicntionSj light

getting under harness as a slave for man,* powers

from heaven descending upon education and accelera-

tions of the press, powers from hell (as it might seem

but these also celestial) commg round upon artillery

fand the forces of destruction,— the eye of the caimesj

observer is troubled ; the brain is haunted as if by

some jealousy of ghostly beings moving amongst us •

and it becomes too evident that, unless this colossal

pace of advance can be retarded (a thing not to be

expected), or, which is happily more probable, can be met

by counter forces of corresponding magnitude, forces in

the direction of religion or prol^ound philosophy, that

shall radiate centrifugally against this storm of life so

perilously centripetal towards the vortex of the merely

human, left to itself, the natural tendency of so chaotic

R tumult must be to evil; for some minds to lunacy,
^

for others to a reiigency of fleshly torpor./ How much

this fierce condition of eternal hurry upon an arena too

exclusively human in its interests is likely to defeat

the gmndeur which is latent in all men, may be seen

in the ordinary effect from livmg too constantly in

varied com]iany. The word dissipation, in one of its

uses, expresses that efl^ect ; the action of thought and

feeling is too much dissipated and squandered. Tc

*
Daguerreotype, &c.
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t>concentrate them into meditative habits, a necessity

IS felt by all observing persons for sometimes retiring

from crowds. No man ever will unfold the capacities

of his own intellect who does not at least checker his

'ife with solitude. How much solitude, so much power.

Or, if not true in that rigor of expression, to this formula

undoubtedly it is that the wise rule of life must approx-

imate. -_ ^
Among the powers in man which suffer by this too

uitense life of the social instincts, none suffers more than

the power of dreaming. Let no man think this a trifle.

The machinery for dreaming planted in the human

brain was not planted for nothing. That faculty, in

alliance with the mystery of darkness, is the one great

tube throuoh which man communicates with the shad-

owy. And the dreaming organ, in connection with the

heart, the eye and the ear, compose the magnificent

apparatus which forces the infinite into the chambers

of a human brain, and throws dark reflections from

eternities below all life upon the mirrors of the sleeping

mind.

But if this faculty suffers from the decay of solitude,

which is becoming a visionary idea in England, on the

other hand, it is certain that some merely physical agen-

cies can and do assist the faculty of dreaming almost

preternaturally. Amongst these is intense exercise ; to

some extent at least, and for some persons ;
but beyond

all others is opium, which indeed seems to possess a spe-

zific power in that direction ;
not merely for exalting tht

uolors of dream-scenery, but for deepening its shadows,

and, above all, for strengthening the sen?e of its fearful

realities.
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The Opium Coyifissions were written with some slight

reconclavy purpose of exposing this specific power (>{

cpium upon the facuUy of dreaming;, but much more with

the purpose of displaying the faculty itself; ami the out-

line of the work travelled in this course. Supposing a

reader acquainted Avith the true object of the Confes-

sions as here stated, nainely, the revelation of dreaming

to have put this question :

" But how came you to dream more splendidly than

others ?
"

The answer would kave been—
" Because [pr(B77iissis prcBmittendis) J took excessive

quantities of opium."

Secondly, suppose him to say,
" But how came you

to take opium in this excess ?
"

The answer to that would he,
" Because some early

events m my life had left a weakness in one organ

which required (or seemed to require) that stimu-

lant."

Then, because the opium dreams could not always

have been understood without a knowledge of these

events, it became necessary to relate them. Now, these

two questions and answers exhibit the law of the work;

that is, the principle which determined its form, but pre-

cisely in the inverse or regressive order. The work

'tself opened with the narration of my early adventures,

riiese, in the natural order of succession, led to the opiura

uS a resource for healing their consequences; and the

opium as naturally led to the dreams. But in tlie syn-

thetic order of presenting the facts, what otood last in

ihe successioL of development stood first in the order of

my purposes
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At the close of this little work, the reader was in-

ttructecl to believe, and tndy instructed, that I had

mastered the tyranny of opium. The fact is, that

hvke I mastered it, and by efTorts even more prodi-

g^ious in the second of these cases than in the first.

But one error I committed in both. I did not connect

with the abstinence from opium, so trying to the forti-

tude under any circumstances, that enormity of excess

7/hich (as I have since learned) is the one sole re-

source for making it endurable. I overlooked, in those

days, the one siiie qua non for making the triumph

permanent. Twice I sank, twice I rose again. A third

time I sank; partly from the cause mentioned (the over-

sight as to exercise), partly from other causes, on which

it avails not now to trouble the reader. I could moral-

ize, if I chose; and perhaps he will moralize, whether

I choose it or not. But, in the mean time, neither of

us is acquainted properly with the circumstances of

the case : I, from natural bias of judgment, not alto-

gether acquainted; and he (with his permission) not

at all.

During this third prostration before the dark idol,

and after some years, new and monstrous phenomena

began slowly to arise. For a time, these were neg-

lected as accidents, or palliated by such remedies as

I knew ot". But when I could no longer conceal from

myself that these dreadful symptoms were moving

forward forever, by a pace steadily, solemnly, and

'.quably ir.creasing, I endeavored, with some feeling

of panic, for a third tire to retrace my steps. But

I had not reversed my motions for many weeks,

wefore 1 became profoundly aware that this was im*
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possible. Oi. in the imagery of my dreams.which trans-

lated everything into their own language, I saw through

vast avenues of g'^om those towering gates of iiigrpss

which hitherto had always seemed to stand open, now at

last barred against my retreat, and hung with funeraJ

crape.

As applicable to this tremendous situation (the situa-

tion of one escaping by some refluent current from the

maelstrom roaring for him in the distance, who finds

suddenly that this current is but an eddy, wheeling

round upon the same maelstrom), I have since remem-

bered a striking incident in a modern novel. A lady

abbess of a convent, herself suspected of Protestant

leanings, and in that way already disarmed of all

effectual power, finds one of her own nuns (whom she

knows to be innocent) accused of an offence leading

to the most terrific of punishments. The nun will be

immured alive, if she is found guilty; and there is no

chance that she will not, for the evidence against her is

stiong, unless something were made known that cannot

be made known ;
and the judges are hostile. All fol-

lows in the order of the reader's fears. The witnesses

depose ;
the evidence is without effectual contradiction :

the conviction is declared ; the judgment is delivered ;

nothing remains but to see execution done. At this

crisis, the abbess, alarmed too late for efiectual interpo-

sition,, considers with herself that, according to the reg-

ular forms, there will be one single night open, during

R'hich the prisoner cannot be withdrawn from her own

separate jurisdiction. This one night, therefore, s'ig

will use, at any hazard to herself, for the salvation of

h-er friend. At midnight, when all is hushed in th*
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torn ent, the lady traverses the passages which lead t(»

the cells of prisoners. She bears a master-kej'' under

her professional habit. As this will open every door in

nvery corridor, already, by anticipation, she feels the

luxury of holding her emancipated friend within hei

arms. Suddenly she has reached the door; she descries

a dusky object; she raises her lamp, and, ranged withm

the recess of the entrance, she beholds the funeral ban-

ner of the holy office, and the black robes of its ine.xor-

able officials.

I apprehend that, in a situation such as this, suppos-

ing it a real one, the lady abbess would not start, would

not show any marks externally of consternation or

horror. The case was beyond that. The sentiment

which attends the sudden revelation that all is lost

silently is gathered up into the heart; it is too deep for

gestures or for words ;
and no part of it passes to the

outside. Were the ruin conditional, or were it in any

point doubtful, it would be natural to utter ejaculations,

and to seek sympathy. But where the ruin is under-

stood to be absolute, where sympathy cannot be conso-

lation, and counsel cannot be hope, this is otherwise.

The voice perishes; the gestures are frozen; and the

spirit of man flies back upon its own centre. I, at

least, upon seeing those awful gates closed and hung

with draperies of woe, as for a death already past,

spoke not, nor started, nor groaned. One profound

sigh ascended from my heart, and I was silent for

days.

It is the record of this third or final stage of opium,

is one differing in something more than degree from

the others, that I arn now undertaking. But a scruple
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5riso? as to the true interpretation of these final syinp'

toins. 1 have elsewhere explained, that it was no

partifUiar purpose of mine, and tvhy it was no par-

ticular purpose, to warn other opium-eaters. Still, as

5ome few persons may use the record in that way, it

Becomes a matter of interest to ascertain how far it

is likely, that, even with the same excesses, other

opium-eaters could fall. into the same condition. I do

not mean to lay a stress upon any supposed idiosyn-

crasy in myself. Possibly every man has an idiosyn-

crasy. In some things, undoubtedly, he has. For no

man ever yet resembled another man so far, as not to

differ from him in features innumerable of his inner

nature. But what I point to are not peculiarities of

temperament or of organization, so much as peculiar

circumstances and incidents through which my own

separate experience liad revolved. Some of these were

of a nature to alter the whole economy of my mind.

Great convulsions, from whatever cause,— from con-

cience, from fear, from grief, from struggles of the

will,
— sometimes, in passing away themselves, do not

carry ofT the changes which they have worked. All

.he agitations of this magnitude which a man may have

threaded in his life, he neither ought to report, nor

zrndd report. But one which affected my childhood is

a privileged exception. It is privileged as a proper

communication for a stranger's ear; because, though

relating to a man's proper self, it is a self so far

rcn'.ovcd from his present self as to wound no feel-

ings of delicacy or just leserve. It is privileged, also,

as a proper subject for the sympathy of the narrator.

k.n adult sympathizes with himself in childhoo :

s
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oecause he is 'he same, and because (being ihe same)

yet he is 7iot the same. He acknowledges the deep,

mysterious identity between himself, as adult and

as infant, for the ground of his sympathy ; and yet,

with this general agreement, and necessity of agree

ment, he feels the differences between his two selves

as the main quickeners of his sympathy. He pities

the infirmities, as they arise to light in his young fore-

runner, which now, perhaps, he does not share ; he

looks indulgently upon the errors of the understanding,

CT limitations of view which now he has long survived ;

and sometimes, also, he honors in the infant that recti-

tude of will which, under some temptations, he may
since have felt it so difficult to maintain. ~—.

The particular case to which 1 refer in my own child- v V.
hood was one of intolerable grief; a trial, in fact,

more severe than many people at any age are called

upon to stand. The relation in which the case stands

to my latter opium experiences is this:— Those vast

clouds of gloomy grandeur wliich overhung my dreams

at all stages of opium, but which grew into the darkest

of miseries in the last, and that haunting of the human

face, which latterly towered into a curse,— were they

not partly derived from this childish experience ? It

is certain that, from the essential solitude in which

my childhood was passed ;
from the depth of my sen-

'iibility ; from the exaltation of this by the resistance of

an intellect too prematurely developed ;
it resulted that

the terrific grief which I passed through drove a shaft

"or me into the worlds of death and darkness which

lever arrain closed, and throunh which it might be said

'hat 1 ascended and descended at will, according to the
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temper '/ my spirits. Some of the phenomLHia Jevel

oped in my dream-scenery, undoubtedly, do but repeat

the experiences of childhood: and others seem likely

to have been growths and fructifications from seeds at

that time so\vn.

The reasons, therefore, for prefixing some account

of a "passage" in childhood to tiiis record of a dread-

ful visitation from opium excess are, 1st, That, in

coloring, it harmonizes with that record, and, there-

fore, is related to it at least in point of feeling; 2dly,

That, possibly, it was in part the origin of some features

in that record, and so far is related to it in logic ;

3dly, That, the final assault of opium being of a nature

to challenge the attention of medical men, it is import-

ant to clear away all doubts and scruples which can

gather about the roots of such a malady. Was it

opium, or was it opium in combination with something

else, that raised these storms ?

Some cynical reader will object, that for this last

purpose it would have been sufficient to state the fact,

without rehearsing iti exteiiso the particulars of that

case in childhood. But the reader of more kindness

(for a surly reader is always a bad critic) will also havo

more discernment ; and he will perceive that it is not

for the mere facts that the case is reported, but be

cause these facts move throuofh a wilderness of natural

thoughts or feelings: some in the child who suffers,

some in the man who reports; but all so far interesting

as they relate to solemn objects. Meantime, the objec-

tion of the sullen critic reminds me of a scene some-

tin\cs beheld at the English lakes. Figure to youjself

an energetic tourist, vi'ho protests everywhere that he
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eomes only to s°e the lakes. He has no business v/hat-

ever, he is not searching- for any recreant indorser of

a bill, but simply in search of the picturesque. Yet

fhis man adjures every landlord, "by the virtue of his

oatli," to tell him, and, as he hopes for peace in this

world, to tell him truly, which is the nearest road to

Keswick. Next, he applies to the postilions,
— the

Westmoreland postilions always fly down hills at full

stretch without locking,
— but, nevertheless, in the full

career of their fiery race, our picturesque man lets

down the glasses, pulls up four horses and two postil-

ions, at the risk of six necks and twenty legs, adjuring

them to reveal whether they are taking the shortest

road. Finally, he descries my unworthy self upon the

road ; and, instantly stopping his flying equipage, he

demands of me (as one whom he believes to be a

scholar and a man of honor) whether there is not,

in the possibility of things, a shorter cut to Keswick.

Now, the answer which rises to the lips of landlord,

two postilions, and myself, is this :
" Most excellent

stranger, as you come to the lakes simply to see

their loveliness, might it not be as well to ask after

the most beautiful road, rather than the shortest?

Because, if abstract shortness, if ro brevity, is your

object, then the shortest of all possible tours would

seem, with submission, never to have left London."

On the same principle, I tell my rritic that the whole

course of this narrative resembles, and was meant to

resemble, a caduccus wreathed about with meandering

ornaments, or the shaft of a tree's stem hung round

and surmounted with some vagrant parasitical plant

The mere medical subject of the opium answers to
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the dry, withered pole, which shoots all the rings

of the flowering plants, and seems to do so by some

dexterity of its own
; whereas, in fact, the plant and

Its tendrils hare curled round the sullen cylinder b;y

mere luxuriance of theirs. Just as in Cheapside, if

you look right and left, the streets so narrow, that lead

iftff at right angles, seem quarried and blasted out of

some Babylonian brick-kiln; bored, not raised artifi-

cially by the builder's hand. But, if you inquire of

the worthy men who live in that neighborhood, you

will find it unanimously deposed
— that not the streets

were quarried out of the bricks, but, on the contrary

(most ridiculous as it seems), that the bricks have

supervened upon the streets.

The streets did not intrude amongst the bricks, but

those cursed bricks came to imprison the streets.

So, also, the ugly pole
—

hop-pole, vine-pole, espa-

lier, no matter what— is there only for support. Not

the flowers are for the pole, but the pole is for the

flowers. Upon the same analogy, view me as one

(in the words of a true and most impassioned poet*)

"vh-idanfev>. JlorUms kaslas"— making verdant, and

gay with the life of flowers, murderous spears and

Halberts— things that express death in their origin

^bcing made l"rom dead substances that once had lived

in forests), things that express ruin in their use. The

true object in my "Opium Confessions" is not the

naked physiological theme, — on the contrary, that ia

the ugly pole, the murderous spear, the halbert,— but

those wandering musical variations upon the theme,—

* Valerius F.accus.
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those parasitical thoughts, feelings, digreosions, which

climb up with bells and blossoms round about the arid

stock; ramble away from it at times with perhaps

too rank a Kixuriancc ;
but at the same time, by the

eternal interest attached to the sul^jccls of these digres-

sions, no matter what were the execution, spread a

gbrj' over incidents that for themselves would be—
l883 tlian nooimg.
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PART I

THE AFFLICTION OF CHILDnOOD.

It is so painful to a lover of open-hearted sincerity
tliat. any indirect traits of vanity should even seem to

creep into records of profound passion ; and yet, on the

other hand, it is so impossible, without an unnatural

restraint upon the freedom of the narrative, to prevent

oblique gleams reaching the reader from such circum-

stances of luxury or elegance as did really surround

my childhood, that on all accounts I think it better to

tell him, from the first, with the simplicity of truth, in

what order of society my family moved at the time

from which this preliminary narrative is dated. Other-

wise it would happen that, merely by moving truly

and faithfully through the circumstances of this early

experience, I could hardly prevent the reader from

receiving an impression as of some higher rank than

did really belong to my family. My father was a

merchant; not in the sense of Scotland, whore it

means a man who sells groceries in a cellar, but in the

Englii^h sense, a sense severely exclusive— namely,
he was a man engaged in foreign commerce, and no

other
; therefore, in wholesale commerce, and no other,

— which last circumstance it is important to mention

De:ause it brings him within the benefit of Cicero's
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condescending distinction '^^ — as one to be despised,

certainly, but not too intensely to be despised even by

a Roman senator. He — this imperfectly despicable

man— died at an early age, and very soon after the

incidents here recorded, leaving to his family, then

consisting of a wife and six children, an unburthened

estate producing exactly £1600 a year. Naturally,

therefore, at the date of my narrative,— if narrative it

can be called,— he had an income still larger, from the

addition of current commercial profits. Now, to any
man who is acquainted with commercial life, but, above

all, with such life in England, it will readily occur that

in an opulent English family of that class,
—

opulent,

though not rich in a mercantile estimate,— the domes-

tic economy is likely to be upon a scale of liberality

altogether unknown amongst the corresponding orders

in foreign nations. Whether as to the establishment of

servants, or as to the provision made for the comfort of

all its members, such a household not uncommonly

eclipses the scale of living even amongst the poorer

classes of our nobility, though the most splendid in

Europe — a fact which, since the period of my infancy,

I have had many personal opportunities for verifying

both in England and in Ireland. From this peculiar

anomaly, affecting the domestic economy of merchants

there arises a disturbance upon the general scale of

outward signs by which we measure the relations of

rank. The equation, so to speak, between one order

*Cioero, in a well-known passage of his Ethics, speaks of trade

«s irredeemably base, if petty ;
but as not so absolutely felonious,

if wholesale. He gives a real merchant (one who is such in the

Coglis^ sense) leave to think himseK a shade above small bee'.

11
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of society and another, which usually trav.els in the nat-

ural line of their comparative expenditure, is here inter-

rupted and defeated, so that one rank would be collected

from the name of the occupation, and another rank,

much higher, from the splendor of the domi.'stic vicncge.

I warn the reader, therefore (or, rather, my explanation
has already warned him), that he is not to infer, from

any casual gleam of luxury or elegance, a corresponding
elevation of rank.

We, the children of the house, stood in fact upon the

very happiest tier in the scaffolding of society for all

good influences. The prayer of Agar— "Give mc
neither poverty nor riches

" — was realized for us.

That blessing had we, being neither too high nor too

low : high enough we were to see models of good
manners

; obscure enough to be left in the sweetest of

solitudes. Amply furnished with the nobler benefits of

wealth, extra means of health, of intellectual culture,

and of elegant enjoyment, on the other hand, we knew

nothing of its social distinctions. Not depressed by the

consciousness of privations too sordid, not tempted into

restlessness by the consciousness of privileges too aspir-

ing, we had no motives for shame, we had none for

pride. Grateful also to this hour I am, that, amidst

luxuries in all things else, we were trained to a Spartan

simplicity of diet,
— that we fared, in fact, very much

lest; sumptuously than the servants. And if (after the

model of the Emperor JMarcus Aurelius) I should

'eturn thanks to Providence for all the separate bless-

ings of my early situation, these four I would single

ttut as chiefly worthy to be commemorated — that T

ti" ed in the country ; that I lived in solitude , that m>
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.nfant feelin^rs were moulded bjMhe gentlest of sisters,

not by horrid pugilistic brotliers
; finally, that I and they

were dutiful children, of a pure, holy, and magnificent

church.

The earliest incidents in my life which affected me
so deeply as to be rememberable at this day were two,

and both before I could have completed my second year ;

namely, a remarkable dream of terrific grandeur about a

favorite nurse, which is interesting for a reason to be

noticed hereafter; and, secondly, the fact of having con-

nected a profound sense of pathos with the reappearance,

very early in the spring, of some crocuses. This I

mention as inexplicable, for such annual resurrections of

plants and flowers affect us only as memorials, or sug-

gestions of a higher change, and therefore in connection!

with the idea of death ; but of death I could, at that I

time, have had no experience whatever.

This, however, I was speedily to acquire. My two

eldest sisters— eldest of three then living, and also elder

than myself
— were summoned to an early death. The

first who died was Jane, about a year older than my-
self. She was three and a half, I two and a half, 'plus

or minus some trifle that I do not recollect. But death

was then scarcely intelligible to me, and I could not

BO properly be said to suffer sorrow as a sad perplex-

ity. There was another death in the house about

ftie same time, namely, of a maternal grandmother; but

tts she had in a manner come to us for the express

purpose of dying in her daughter's socie*^y, and from

\llness had lived perfectly secluded, our nursery party
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knew her but little, and were certainly more afTectcd by

the death (which I witnessed) of a favorite bird, namely,

a kingfisher who had been injured by an accident.

With my sister Jane's death (though otherwise, as

I have said, less sorrowful than unintelligible) there

was, however, connected an incident which made a

most fearful impression upon myself, deepening my
tendencies to thoughtfulness and abstraction beyond
what would seem credible for my years. If there was

one thing in this world from which, more than from

any other, nature had forced me to revolt, it was brutal-

ity and violence. Now, a whisper arose in the family

that a woman-servant, who by accident was drawn off

from her proper duties to attend my sister Jane for a

day or two, had on one occasion treated her harshly,

if not brutally ;
and as this ill treatment happened

within two days of her death, so that the occasion of it

must have been some fretfulness in the poor child

caused by her sufferings, naturally there was a sense

of awe diffused through the family. I believe the

story never reached my mother, and possibly it was

exaggerated ; but upon me the effect was terrific. I

did not often see the person charged with this cruelty;

but, when I did, my eyes sought the ground ; nor

could I have borne to look her in the face— not

through anger; and as to vindictive thoughts, how

could these lodge in a powerless infant? The feeling

which fell upon me was a shuddering awe, as upon a

[first glimpse of the truth that I was in a world of evil

lind strife. Though born in a large town, I had passed

the whole of my childhood, except for the few earlies'

weeks, in a nral seclusion. With three innocent little
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sisters for playmates, sleeping always amongst them,

and shut up forever in a silent garden from all knowl-

edge of poverty, or oppression, or outrage, I had not

suspected until this moment the true complexion of the

world in which myself and my sisters were living.

Henceforward the character of my thoughts must have

changed greatly ; for so representative are some acts,

that one single case of the class is sufficient to throw

open before you the whole theatre of possibilities in

that direction. I never heard that the woman, accused

of this cruelty, took it at all to heart, even after the

event which so immediately succeeded had reflected

upon it a more painful emphasis. On the other hand, I

knew of a case, and will pause to mention it, where a

mere semblance and shadow of such cruelty, under sim

liar circumstances, inflicted the grief of self-reproach

through the remainder of life. A boy, interesting in

his appearance, as also from his remarkable docility, was

attacked, on a cold day of spring, by a complaint of the

trachea— not precisely croup, but like it. He was

three years old, and had been ill perhaps for four

days; but at intervals had been in high spirits, and

capable of playing. This sunshine, gleaming through

dark clouds, had continued even on the fourth day;

and from nine to eleven o'clock at night he had showed

more animated pleasure than ever. An old servant,

hearing of his illness, had called to see him ; and her

mode of talking with him nad excited all the joyou?

ness of his nature. About midnight, his mother, fancy-

ing that his feet felt cold, was muflling them up in

flannels ; and, as he seemed to resist her a little, she

(truck lightly on the sole of one foot as a mode of
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admoi"iii..liin2: Iiim to be quiet. He did not repeat hia

motion ;
and in less than a minute his mother had him

in her arms witli li is face looking- upwards. "What is

the meaning," she exclaimed, in sudden affright, "of

this strange repose settling upon his features?" She

called loudly to a servant in another room ; but before

the servant could reach her, the child had drawn two

inspirations, deep, yet gentle
— and had died in his

mother's arms! Upon this, the poor afflicted lady made

die discovery that those struggles, which she had sup-

posed to be expressions of resistance to herself, were the

struggles of departing life. It followed, or seemed to

follow, that with these final struggles had blended an

expression, on hpr part, of displeasure. Doubtless the

child had not distinctly perceived it
; but the mother

could never look back to that incident without self-

reproach. And seven years after, when her own death

happened, no progress had been made in reconciling her

thoughts to that which only the depth of love could have

viewed as an offence.

So passed away from earth one out of those sisters-

that made up my nursery playmates ; and so did my
acquaintance (if such it could be called) commence with

mortality. Yet, in fact, I knew little more of mortality

than that Jane had disappeared. She had gone away;

but, perhaps, she would come back. Happy interval of

heaven-born ignorance! Gracious immunity of infancy

from sorrow disproportioned to its strength ! I was

sad for Jane's absence. But still in my heart I

trusted that she would come again. Summer ana

vinter came again
— crocuses and roses ; why not litll«

Jane?
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Thus Lfisily was healed, then, the first wound in my
infant licart. Not so the second. For thou, dear, noble

Elizabeth, around whose ample bro.v, as often as thy

sweet countenance rises upon the darkness, I fancy a

tiara of light or a gleaming aureola in token of thy

premature intellectual grandeur,
— thou whose head, foi

its superb developments, was the astonishment of sci-

ence,* — thou next, but after an interval of happy

years, thou also wert summoned away from our nurs-

ery; and the night which, for me, gathered upon that

event, ran after my St^ps far into life ; and perhaps at

this day I resemble little for good or for ill that which

else I should ha\e been. Pillar of fire that didst go

before mc to guide and to quicken,
—

pillar of dark-

ness, when tliy countenance was turned away to God,

* " The astonishment o_f science." — Her medical auendaiits wore

Dr. Percival, a wtll-kiiowu literary jiiiysician, who had been a cor-

rcspoiuiciii of Condorcct, D'Aicinliori, &,c., ami Mr. Charles White,
a very dislitiguisliod surjcon. It was he who ]irououiiced her head

(o he the finest in its stnaturo and dev-elojimeiit of any tliat he had /

ever ^seen,
— an assertion which, to my own knowlodcre, he repeated

in after years, and with enlhusiasni. That lie had sosne ac((uaiut-

tnce with tltesuhjcct mayhe presumed from this, that he wrote and

published a work on the human skull, su])porlod by many measure-

ments which he had made of heaJs selected from all varieties of

tbe iiuman s|)ecies. jMeaniime, as I would he loath that any t/ait

of whni micclit seem vanity should creep into this record, I will

candidly admit that she died of hy lr<M?e|)halus ;
and it has been

oflet-i supp.oscd that the premature eKjiansion of the intellect in

sasJs of that class is altogether morbiil,
— forced on, i-i fact, by the

mere stimulation of the disease. I would, however, sug;jes!, as a

possibiaty, the very inverse order of relatioa between llie .fisoase

and the intellectual mai)iiesiations. Not the disease may aiwa;'s

tiave caused the prelcnialural growli of the intehoct : but, on :he

contrary, this growth coming- on spontaneously and outruniiiag thj

capacities of the physical structure, may have caused the ^i.s€^^se.
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(hat didst too truly shed the shadow of death over my

young heart,— in what scales should I weigh ihec ? Waa
the blessing greater from thy heavenly presence, or the

blight which followed thy departure ? Can a man weigh
ofT and value the glories of dawn against the darlcness

of hurricane ? Or, if he could, how is it that, when a

memorable love has been followed by a memorable be-

reavement, even suppose that God would replace the suf-

ferer in a point of time anterior to the entire experience,

and offer to cancel the woe, but so that the sweet face

which had caused the woe should also be obliterated,

vehemently would every man shrink from the exchange !

lln the Paradise Lost, this strong instinct of man, to pre-

jfer
the heavenly, mixed and polluted with the earthly, to

a level experience oflering neither one nor the other, is

divinely commemorated. What words of pathos are in

that speech of Adam's— " If God should make another

Eve,"&c. ; that is, if God should replace him in his

primitive state, and should condescend to bring again a

second Eve, one that would listen to no temptation, still

that original partner of his earliest solitude —
"Creature in whom excelled

Whatever can to sight or tliought be formed,

Holy, divine, good, amialjle, or sweet"—

even now, when she appeared in league with an eternity

of woe, and ministering to his ruin, could not be dis-

^.laced for him by any better or happier Eve. " Loss

%{ ihee !

' he exclaims, in this anguish of trial —
" Loss of thee

Would never from my heart ; no, no, I feel

The link of natu s draw me ; flesh of flesh,
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Bone of my hone thou nit
;
and from t!iy state

Mine never sliall lie parletl, bliss or woo."*

But what was it lliat drew my hcnrf, by f^ravitation

R) strong-, to my sister? Could a child, iilllc ahove six

years of age, place any special vakie upon her intellect-

ual forwardness? Serene and capacious as her mind

appeared to me upon after review, was tliat a charm ibr

Btcalingaway the heart of an infant ? O, no ! I think of

it noio with interest, because it lends, in a stranger's tai

some justification to the excess of my fondness. But

then it was lost upon tne ; or, if not lost, was but dimly

perceived. Hadst thou been an idiot, my sister, not

the less I must have loved thee, having- that capacious

heart overflowing, even as mine overflowed, with ten-

derness, and stung, even as mine was stung, by the

necessity of being loved. This it was whi.h crowned

thee with beauty
—

"
Love, the lioly sense,

Best gift of Goil, in tiiee was most intense."

Amongst the oversishls in t!ie Paradise Lost, some of which

hdve not yet heen perceived, it is certainly one— thai, by placing

in sucli overpowering liglil of pathos the sublime sacrifice of Adam

to his love for his frail companion, lie has too much lowered the

guilt of his disobedience to God. All that Rlilton can say after

wants docs not, and cannot, oliscure the beauty of thai action ;

reviewing it calmly, we condemn, but taking the impassioned sta-

ti-m of Adam at the moment of temptation, we approve in our

hearts. Tiiis was certainly an oversight; but it was ont- very dif-

ficult n redress. I remember, amongst the many exquisite thoughts

of Johi' Paul (Richter), one which strikes me as ])ari!tnlarly touch-

ing, upon this subject. He suggests, not as any grave theological

tommcnt, but as the waniiering fancy of a j)oetic heart, that, had

Adam conquered the anguish of separation as a j'ure sacrifice ol

•Ledience to God, his reward would have been the pardon and

lacoaciliation of Eve. together with her restoration 'r --.-.-li-eacA
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That lamp lighted in Paradise was kindled for me

which shono so steudily in thee; and nevei- but to thee

only, never again since thy departure, darsi I utter the

i"eelings which possessed nie. For i was the shyest of

children; and a natural sense of personal dignity held

t'.ie back at all stages of life, from exposing the least

ray of feelings which I was not encouraged wholly to

reveal.

It wou/H be painful, and it is needless, to pursue the

course of that sickness which carried off my leader

and companion. She (according to my recollection at

this moment) was just as much above eight years as I

above six. And perhaps this natural precedency of

authority in judgment, and the tender humility with

which she declined to assert it, had been amongst the

fascinations of her presence. It was upon a Sunday

evening, or so people fancied, that the spark of fatal

fire fell upon that train of predispositions to a brain

complaint which had hitherto slumbered within her.

She had been permitted to drink tea at the house of

a laboring man, the father of an old female servant.

The sun had set when she relumed in the company of

this servant through meadows reeking with exhalations

aflcr a fervent day. From that time she sickened.

Happily, a child in such circumstances feels no anxie«

ties. Looking upon medical men as people whose

natural commission it is to heal diseases, since it is

iheir natural function to profess it, knowing them only

as €x officio privileged to make war upon pain and sick-

ness, I never had a misgiving about the result. I

grieved, inured, that my sister should lie in bed . I

grieved stiL more sometimes to hear her moan. But
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*]1 this appeared to mc; no more flian a night of trouble,

Dii which the dawn would soon arise. O! moment

of daiKiiess and delirium, when a nurse awakened me

from that delusion, and launched Uod's thunderbolt

nt my heart in the assurance that my lister vuist die.

Kijjhtly it is said of utter, utter misery, that it
" cannot

be 1 cvictiibercd.'^ ^ Itself, as a remarkable thing, is

EwaLowed up in its own chaos. IMere anarchy and con-

fusion of mind fell upon me. Deaf and blind I was, as

I reeled under the revelation. I wish not to recall the

crircumstances of that time, when vuj agony was at its

height, and hers in another sense was approaching'.

Enough to say, that all was soon over; and the morning
of that day had at last arrived which looked down upon
her innocent face, sleeping the sleep from which there is

no awaking, and upon me sorrowing the sorrow for which

there is no consolation.

On the day after my sister's death, whilst the sweet

temple of her brain was yet unviolated by human scru-

tiny> i formed my own scheme for seeing her once

more. Not for the world would 1 iiave made this

known, nor have suflered a witness to accompany me.

1 had never heard of feelings that take the name of

"
sentimental," nor dreamed of such a possibility. But

grief even in a child hates the light, and shrinks from

human eyes. The house was large; there were two

staircases; and by one of these knew that about

noon, when all would be quiet, I could steal up into her

chamber. I imagine that it was exactly high noon

».. I
— .- I I I.— ^ ... -.1^

"1 stooii in unimaginable trance

And agony, which cannot be remembered."

Speech of Alhadra, in Coleridge''s Remorse.
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jvhrri 1 rea^.Tied the chfimber door; it was loclccd bui

the \icy was not taken a\va\'. Entering, 1 closed the

door so sofil}', that, although it opened upon a hall which

nsccndcd throuoh all the stories, no echo ran alonrr the

silent walls. M hen turning round, I sought my sister's

face. But the bed had been moved, and the back was

now turned. Nothing met my eyes but one largo

window wide open, through which the sun of midsum-

mer at noonday was showering down torrents of splen-

dor. The weather was dry, the sky was cloudless, the

blue depths seemed the express types of infinity ; and it

was not possible for eye to behold or for heart to con-

ceive any symbols more pathetic of life and the glory of

life.

Let me pause for one instant in approaching a remem-

brance so allbcting and revolutionary for my own mind,

nnd one which (if any earthly remembrance) will sur-

vive for me in the hour of death, — to remind some

readers, and to inform others, that in the original

Opium Confessions I endeavored to explain the reason*

why death, caUcris paribus, is more profoundly affect-

ing in summer than in other parts of the year; so

far, at least, as it is liable to any modification at al'

from accidents of scenery or season. The reason, a*

I there suggested, lies in the antagonism between the

I tropical redundancy of life in sunmier and the dark

Kterihties of the grave. The sunnner we see, the

grave we haunt with our thoughts ; the glory is around

us, tlie darkness is within us. And the two coming

hito collision, each exalts the other into stronger relief

Some readers will question liie fad, and seek no reason Bt't

i\A thev ever sutler ^rief at any season of the year?
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But in my case there was even a subtler reason why
the suinmer had this intense power of vivifying the

Bpectnclc or the thoughts of death. And, recollecving

it, often I have been struck with the important truth,

that far more of our deepest thoughts and feelings pass

to us through perplexed combinations of concrete ob-

jects, pass to us as involutes (if I may com that woid}

in compound experiences incapable of being dib.en

tangled, than ever reach us directhj, and in their own

abstract shapes. It had happened that amongst oury

nursery collection of books was the Bible illustrated

with many pictures. And in long dark evenings, as

my three sisters with myself sate by the firelight round

the guard of our nursery, no book was so much in

request amongst us. It ruled us and swayed us a3

mysteriously as music. One young nurse, whom we

all loved, before any candle was lighted, would often

strain her eye to read it for us ; and, sometimes,

according to her simple powers, would endeavor to

explain what we found obscure. We, the children,

were ail constitutionally touched with pensiveuess;

the fitful gloom and sudden lambencies of the room by

firelight suited our evening state of feelings ; and

they suited, also, the divine revelations of power and

mysterious beauty which awed us. Above all, the

itory of a just man— man and yet not man, real

above all things, and yet shadowy above all things,

?vho had suflered the passion of death in Palestine —
slept upon our minds like early dawn upon the waters.

The nurse knew and explained to us the chief difTer-

cnces in oriental climotes; and all these differencei

VIS it happens) express themselves in ihe greai van-
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eties of summer. The clontllcss sunligr'its of Sym
— those seemed to argue evcrhisth>g stiiiiincr ; the

disciples phjcking tlie ears of corn — tliat 77imt be

summer; but, above alt, tlie vcrj' natne of Palm Sim-

day (a festival in the English church) troubled inc

like an anthem. "
Sunday !

"
«'liat was tk^l ? That

was the day of peace which masked a;iother peace

deeper than the heart of man can comprehend.

"Palms!" what were they? That was an equivo-

cal word; palms, in the senae of trophies, expressed

the pomps of life; palms, as a product of nature,

expressed the |>omps of summer. Yet still even this

explanation does not suffice ;
it was not merely by the

peace and by the sumn>er, by the deep sound of rest

below all rest, and of ascending glory, that I had been

haunted. It was also because Jerusalem stootl near to

those deep images bf>th in time and in place. The

great event of Jerusalem was at hand when Pahn

Sunday came ;
and the scene of that Sunday was near

in place to Jerusalem. Yet what then was Jerusalem ?

.Did I fancy it to be the omphalos (navel) of the eartli ?

That pretension had once been made for Jerusalem,

and once for Delphi; and both pretensions had become

ridiculous, as the figure of the planet became knovvn.

i' Yes; but if not of the earth, for earth's tenant, Jeru-

salem was the omphalos of mortality. Yet how? there,

\.i\\ the contrary, it was, as we infants understood, that

mortality had been trampled under foot. True; but

''oT that very reason, there it was that mortality had

'rpencd iti. very gloomiest crater. There it was, indeed,

that the human had risen on wings from the grave

but, foi 'hat reason, there also ii was that the divine had
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been s\vu11g»vcc1 up by the nbyss ; the lesser star could

not rise, Lefore the grciitcr woulil submit to eclipse.

! Summer, tiierefore, had connecteil itself with death,/
/ not merely as a mode of antagonism, but also through/

Jitricate relations to scriptural scenery and events.
j

i' Out of tliis digression, which was almost nece.:s:iry

for the purpose of showing how inextricably my feel-

ings and images of death were entangled with thi)se

of summer, I return to the bed-chamber of my sister.

From the gorgeous sunlight I. turned round to the

corpse. There lay the sweet childish (igure; there the

angel face; and, as people usually fancy, it was said

in the house that no features had sufiered any change.

Had they not? The forehead, indeed,— the serene and

noble forehead,— ///a/ might be the same; but the frozen

eyelids, the darkness that seemed to steal from beneath

them, the marble lips, the stifTening hands, laid palm to

palm, as if repeating the supplications of closing anguish,
— could these be mistaken for life? Had it been so,

wherefore did I not spring to those heavenly lips with

tears and never-ending kisses? But so it was 7?o^ I

stood checked for a moment ; awe, not fear, fell upon

me ; and, whilst I stood, a solemn wind began to blow,

— the most mournful that ear ever heard. Mournful!

that is saying nothing. It was a wind that had swept

the fields of mortality for a hundred centuries. Many
tunes since, upon a summer day, when the sun is about

ihc hottest, 1 have remarked the saine wind arising and

uttering the same hollow, solemn, JMemnoniati, but

saintly swell : it is in this world the one sole muUble

symbol of eternity. And three times in my life 1 have

bappened to hear the same sound in the sirae circuin-
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Stances nainely, when standing between an opc:i ?i'in-

dow and a dead body on a summer da}-.

Instant y, when mj' ear caught this vast iEolian into-

nation, when my eye filled with the golden fulness of

life, the pomps and glory of the heavens outside, and

turning when it settled upon the frost which overspread

my sister's face, instantly a trance fell upon me. A
vault seemed to open in the zenith of the far blue sky

a shaft which ran up forever. I, in spirit, rose as if on

billows that also ran up the shaft forever; and tho

billows seemed to pursue the throne of God
; but that

also ran before us and fled away continually. The

flight and the pursuit seemed to go on for ever and

ever. Frost, gathering frost, some Sarsar wind of

death, seemed to repel me; I slept
— for how long

I cannot say: slowly I recovered my self-possession,

and found myself standing, as before, close to my
sister's bed.

O* flight of the solitary child to the solitary God
—

flight from the ruined corpse to the throne that could

not be ruined!— how rich wert thou in truth for aftei

years I Rapture of grief that, being too mighty for a

child to sustain, foundest a happy oblivion in a heaven-

Oorn dream, and within that sleep didst concea a

dream, whose meaning, in after years, when slowly I

deciphered, suddenly there flashed upon me new ligiit ;

and even by the grief of a child, as I will show you,

reader, hereafter, were confounded the falsehoods of

philosophers.!

*
'/'I')'!; tiornv noo: iioior.— Plotinus.

1 The ihoujhts referred to will be given in final notes ; as at this

uoint they seemed too much to interrupt the course of tile narrative
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In the Opium Cojifessions I touched a little upon the

extraordinary power connected w]tn opium (after long

use) of amplifying the dimensions of time. Space, also,

(t amplifies by degrees that are sometimes terrific. But

time it is upon which the exalting and multiplying power
of opium chiefly spends its operation. Time becomes

infinitely elastic, stretching out to such immeasurable

and vanishing termini, that it seems ridiculous to com

pute the sense of it, on waking, by expressions com

mensurate to human life. As in starry fields one

computes by diameters of the earth's orbit, or of

Jupiter's, so, in valuing the virtual time lived during

some dreams, the measurement by generations is ridic-

ulous— by millenia is ridiculous; by aeons, I should

say, if aeons were more determinate, would be also

ridiculous. On this single occasion, however, in my
life, the very inverse phenomenon occurred. But why
speak of it in connection with opium ? Could a child

of six years old have been under that influence ? No,

but simply because it so exactly reversed the operation

of opium. Instead of a short interval expanding into a

vast one, upon this occasion a long one had contracted

into a minute. I have reason to believe that a very

ong one had elapsed during this wandering or suspen-

sion of my perfect mind. When I returned to myself,

there was a foot (or I fancied so) on the stairs. I was

alarmed ; for I believed that, if anybody should detect

me, means would be taken to prevent my coming

igain. Hastily, therefore, I kissed the lips that I should

kics no more, and slunk like a guilty thing with stealthy

kteps from the room.. Thus perished the vision, love

.iost amongst all the shows which earth has revealed

12
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to mo ; lliiis mutilated was tlie parting which should

have lasted forever; thus tainted with fear was the

faiinvell s-arrcd to love and grief, to perfect love and

perfect grief.

O, Aha.siicnis, everlasting Jew!* fable or not a

fable, thou when first starting on thy endless pilgrimage

of WOP,— thou when (irr?t flviufr throurrh the jrates of

Jerusalem, and vainlv yearning to leave the pui^uing

curse behind thee,— couldst not more certainly have read

thy doom of sorrow in the misgivings of thy troubled

brain than 1 when passing forever from my sister's

room. The worm was at my heart; and, confining

myself to that state of life, I may say, the worm

that could not die. For if, when standing upon the

threshold of manhood, I had ceased to feel its perpetual

gnawings, tJiat was because a vast expansion of intel-

lect, it was because new hopes, new necessities, and

the frenzy of youthful blood, had translated me into a

\ new creature. ]Man is doubtless one by some subtle

7ICXI/S that we cannot perceive, extending from the new-

born infant to the superannuated dotard : but as regards

many afTections and passions incident to his nature at

ditfercnt stages, he is 7iot one ; the unity of man in this

respect is coextensive only with the particular stage to

which the passion belongs. Some passions, as that of

sexual love, are celestial by one half of their origin,

mimal and earthlv' by the other half. These will not

survive their own appropriate stage. But love, which

's aUogiihcr holy, like that between two children, will

* '

Eveiliisiing Jew !
" — dcr cicige Jude— vliich is tlie commos

German expression for The lyandcririg' Jew, ?^nd suhlimer even ihsu

our own.
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levisit undoubtedly by glimpses the silence and the dark-

ness of old "ige
• nnd 1 repeat my belief— that, unless

bodily torment should forbid it, that final experience in

my sister's bed-room, or some other in which her inno-

tence was concerned, will rise again for me, to illunwnate

the hour of death.

On the day following this whirh 1 have recorded,

came a body of medical men to examine the brain, and

the particular nature of the complaint, for in some of

Its symptoms it had shown perplexing anomalies. Sucli

is the sanctity of death, and especially of death alight-

ing on an innocent child, that even gossiping people

do not gossip on such a subject. Consequently, I knew

nothing of the purpose which drew together these sur-

geons, nor suspected anything of the cruel changes

which might have been wroutrht in my sister's head.

Long after this, I saw a similar case ; I surveyed the

corpse (it
was that of a beautiful boy, eighteen years old,

who had died of the same complaint) one hour after the

surgeons had laid the skull in ruins; but the dishonors

of this scrutiny were hidden by bandages, and had not

disturljed the repose of the countenance. So it might
have been here; but, if it were not so, then I was

happy in being spared the shock, from having that mar-

ble image of peace, icy and rigid as it was, unsettled by

disfiguring images. Some hours after the strangers had

withdrawn, I crept again to the room ; but the door was

now locked, the key was taken away— and I was shut

out forever.

Then came the funeral. 1, as a point of decorum,

was carried thither. 1 was put into a carriage with

lome gentlemen whom I dia not know. They were
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kind to nie ; but naturally ihey talked of things dkcon

nected with the occasion, and their conversation was a

torment. At the church, I was told to hold a white,

handkerchief to my eyes. Empty hypocrisy ! What

need had he of masques or mockeries, whose heart died

within him at every word that was uttered ? During
that part of the service which passed within the church,

I made an efTort to attend ; but I sank back continually

into my own solitary darkness, and I heard little con-

sciously, except some fugitive strains from the sublime

chapter of St. Paul, which in England is always read

at burials. And here I notice a profound error of our

present illustrious laureate. When I heard those

dreadful words,— for dreadful they woro to me,—
"

It is sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption ;

it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory;" such

was the recoil of my feelings, that I could even have

shrieked out a protesting
— "

O, no, no !

"
if I had

not been restrained by the publicity of the occasion

In after years, reflecting upon this revolt of my feel-

ings, which, being the voice of nature in a child, must

be as true as any mere opinion of a child iriight

probably be false, I saw, at once, the unsoundness of

a passage in The Excnrsion. The book is not here,

but the substance I remember perfectly. Mr. Words-

worth argues, that if it were not for the unsteady
faith which people fix upon the beatific condition after

death of those whom they deplore, nobody could be

lound so selfish as even secretly to wish for the res

toration to earth of a beloved object. A mother, fot

instance, could never dream of yearning for her child,

md secretly calling it back by her silent aspiratioa«
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from the arms of God, if she wero but recoiiciled to

the belief that really it was in those arms. But this i

utterlv den}'. To take my own case, when I heard

those dreadful words of St. Paul applied to my sis-

ter, namely, that she should be raised a spiritual body,

nobody can suppose that selfishness, or any othcl

feeling than that of agonizing love, caused the rebel-

lion of my heart against them. I knew already that

she was to come again in beauty and power. I did

not now learn this for the first time. And that thought,

doubtless, made my sorrow sublimer; but also it made

it deeper. For here lay the sting of it, namely, in the

fatal words — " We shall be changed." How was the

unity of my interest in her to be preserved, if slu-

were to be altered, and no longer to reflect in her

sweet countenance the traces that were sculptured on

my heart? Let a magician ask any woman whether

she will permit him to improve her child, to raise it

even from deformity to perfect beauty, if that must be

done at the cost of its identity, and there is no loving

mother but would reject his proposal with horror.

Or, to take a case that has actually happened, if a

mother were robbed of her child, at two years old, by

gypsies, and the same child were restored to her at

twenty, a fine young man, but divided by a sleep as

it were of death from all remembrances that could

restore the brolcen links of their once tv-nder connec-

tion,— would she not feel her grief unhealed, and hel

heart defrauded? Undoubtedly she would. All cf U3

isk net of God for a better thing than that we have

.ost; we ask for the same, even with its faults and ir-^

frailties. [t is true that the sorrowmg person will
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also he chan;Tcd cvcntuallv, but that must be by death.

And a profjjiei
I sn reinolc as lliat, and sn alien from otn

present nature, t.tnnnt console us in an af?lictioii which

IS not remote, but present
— which is not spiritual, hul

human.

Lastly came the mag-nificent service wliich the I-ng-

lish Church performs at the side of the grave. There

is exposed once again, and for the last time, the cofTin.

All eyes survey the record of name, of sex, of age,

and the day of departure from earth, — records how

useless! and dropped into darkness as if messages

addressed to worms. Almost at the very last comes

the symbolic ritua', tearing and shattering the heart

with volleying di<icharges, peal after peal, from the

final artillery of woe. The coffin is lowered into its

home ;
it has disappeared from the eye. The sacris-

tan stands ready, with his shovel of earth and stones.

The priest's voice is heard once more,— earth to

earth, and the dread rattle ascends from the lid of the

ooffin ; ashes to ashes, and again the Killing sound is

lieard ; dust to dust, nnd the fiirewell volley annoui'ccs

that the grave
— the coffin— the face are sealed up

for ever and ever.

O, grief! thou art classed amongst the defressipg

passions. And true it is, that thou humblest to the

lust, but also thou exaltest to the clouds. Thou shaKcst

as with ague, but also thou steadiest like frost. Thou

sickenest the heart, but also thou hcalest its infirmities.

Among the very foremost of mine was morbid sensi-

illity to shame. And, ten years afterwards, I used ta
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reproach myself with ihis infirmity, by supposing (he

case, that, if it were tlirown upon me to seek aid for a

pnrisliitig fcUow-creaturc, and that 1 could obtain ttiat

aia only by facing a vast company of critical or sneering

faces, 1 might, perhaps, shrink basely from the duty
It ii trne, that no such case had ever actually occurred,

so that it was a mere romance of casuistry to tax my-
self with cowardice so shocking. But, to feel a doubt,

was to feel condemnation
; and the crime which wight

have been was in my eyes the crime which had been.

Now, however, all was changed ; and for anything
which regarded my sister's memory, in one hour 1

received a new heart. Once in Westmoreland I saw a

case resembling it. 1 saw a ewe suddenly put off and

abjure her own nature, in a service of love,— yes,

slough it as completely as ever serpent sloughed his

skin. Her lamb had fallen into a deep trench, from

which all escape was hopeless, without the aid ot man.

And to a man she advanced boldly, bleating clamor-

ously, until he followed her and rescued her beloved.

Not less was the change in myself. Fifty thousand

sneering Aices would not have troubled me in any ofhce

of tenderness to my sister's memory. Ten legions

rt'ould not have repelled me from seeking her, if there

vas a chance that she could be found. Mockery ! it

was lost upon me. Laugh at me, as one or two people

rild ! 1 valued not their laughter. And when 1 was

told insultingly to cease "
my girlish tears," that word

^^

girlish" had no sting for me, except as a verbal echo

to the one eternal thought of my heart,— that a girl

was the swcncst thing I, in my short life, had known

'—' that a girl it was who had crowned the earth with
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beauty, and had opened to my thirst fountains of ptire

celestial love, from which, in this world, I was to drink

no more.

Interesting- it is to observe how certainly all Jeep

feelings agree in this, that they seek for solitude, and

are nursed by solitude. Deep grief, deep love, how

naturally do these ally themselves with religious feel-

ing; and all three— love, grief, religion
— are haunters

of solitary places. Love, grief, the passion of reverie,

or the mystery of devotion,— what were these, without

solitude ? All day long, when it was not impossible

for me to do so, I sought the most silent and seques-

tered nooks in the grounds about the house, or in the

neighboring fields. The awful stillness occasionally of

summer noons, when no winds were abroad, the ap-

pealing silence of gray or misty afternoons,— these

were fascinations as of witchcraft. Into the woods or

the desert air I gazed, as if some comfort lay hid in

them. I wearied the heavens with my inquest of be-

seeching looks. I tormented the blue depths with

obstinate scrutiny, sweeping them with my eyes, and

searching them forever after one angelic face that

might, perhaps, have permission to reveal itself for a

moment. The foculty of shaping images in the dis-

tance out of slight elements, and grouping them after

the yearnings of the heart, aided by a slight defect in

my eyes, grew upon me at this time. And I recall at

the present moment one instance of that sort, which

may show how merely shadows, or a gleam of bright-

nefss, or nothing at all, could furnish a sufficient basis

for this creative faculty. On Sunday mornings I was

always taken to church : it was a church on the ola
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and natural model of England, having aisles, galleries,

orgniis, all things ancient and venerable, and the pro-

portions majestic. Here, whilst the congregation knelt

through the long litany, as often as we came to that

passage, so beautiful amongst many that are so, where

God is supplicated on behalf of "all side persons and

3'oung children," and that he would "show his pity

upon all prisoners and captives,"
— I v/ept in secret,

and raising my streaming eyes to the windows of the

galleries, saw, on days when the sun was shining, a

spectacle as afiecting as ever prophet can have beheld.

The sides of the windows were rich with storied glass ^

through the deep purples and crimsons streamed the

golden light; emblazonries of heavenly illumination

mingling with the earthly emblazonries of what is

grandest in man. There were the apostles that had

trampled upon earth, and the glories of earth, out of

celestial love to man. There were the martyrs that

had borne witness to the truth through flames, through

torments, and through armies of fierce insulting faces.

There were the saints who, under intolerable pangs,

had glorified God bv meek submission to his will.

And all the time, whilst this tumult of sublime memo-

rials held on as the deep chords from an accompani-

mer.t in the bass, I saw through the wide central field

of the window, where the glass was uncolored, white

fleecy clouds sailing over the azure depths of the sky;

were it but a fragment or a hint of such a cloud,

immediately under the flash of my sorrow-haunted cj-e,^

it grew and shaped itseif into visions of beds with whitn

awn) curtains ; and in the Deds lay sick children,

dying children, that were tossing in anguish, and weep
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ingr clamorous])' for death. God, for some mysterious
reason, coulil not pudclenly release lliem from their

pnin: but he sufTered the beds, as it seemed, to rise

slowiy through the clouds; slowly the beds ascended
into the chambers of the air; slowly, also, his arms
descended from the heavens, that he and his voun"

children, whom in Judea, once and forever, he had

blessed, though they 7/itist pass slowly through the

dioadful chasm of st<paralion, might yet meet the

^sooner. These visions were self-sustained. These
visions needed not that any sound should speak to me
or music mould my feelings. The hint from the Hlany,
fhe fragment from the clouds,— those and the storied

windows were sufllcient. But not the less the blare of

the tumultuous organ wrought its own separate crea-

tions. And oftentimes in anthems, when the mighty
instrument threw its vast columns of sound, fierce ycl

melodious, over the voices of the choir,— when it rose

high in arches, as might seem, surmounting and over-

riding the strife of the vocal parts, and gathering by
strong coercion the total storm into unity,

— sometimes
I seemed to wallc triumphantly upon those clouds which
50 recently I had looked up to as mementos of prostrate

Borrow, apd even as ministers of sorrow in its creations;

yes, sometimes under the transfigurations of music I

fell* of grief itself as a fiery chariot for mounting vic-

toiiously above the causes of grief.

* " I fel:
"— Tho rp;iilor inMst not fors;rt, in rcailin? this ana

nlar passages, llial, ilnuigli a uliilJ s I'odiii:;, arc spoken of, it is

iiot tlie chiul \vhi> si-eaks. / doiiplier what tiio cliiiil only fell iii

cipher. And so far is ihis (lisiiiiclion or iliis explanation from

JoialiogloauylJiing meta])hysical or doubtful that a man must »,m
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I point so often to the feelings, the ideas, or the cere*

n.onic:? of religion, bocaus^e there never 3-et was prc-

toiinil grief nor profound philosophy which did not

inosculate at many points witii profound religion. But

I request the reader to understand, that of all things 1

was not, and could not have been, a child trained to

talk of religion, least of all to talk of it controversially

cr polemically. Dreadful is the picture, which in bcoks

\V3 sometimes find, of children discussing the doctrines

of Christianity, and even teaching their seniors the

boundaries and distinctions between doctrine and doc-

trine. And it has often struck me with amazement,

that the two things which God made most beautiful

among his works, namely, infancy and pure religion,

should, by the folly of man (in yoking them together

on erroneous principles), neutralize each other's beauty,

or even form a combination jiositively hateful. The

reliijion becomes nonsense, and the child becomes a

hypocrite. 'J'he religion is transfigured into cant, and

the innocent child into a dissembling l-ar.*

grossly unoliscrvaiii wlio is not aware of wlial 1 am here noticing',

not as a peculiarity of this cliilil or lliat, liiit as u necessity of all

children. Wiiatsoever in a man's mind Idossoiris and expands to

his own consciousness in malure life, mast have preexisted in germ

during his infancy. I, for instance, did not, as a child, consciously

read in my own deep feelings lliese ideas. No, not at all ; noi

was it possible for a child to do so. I, liie child, had the feel-

aigs ; I, the man, decipher them. In the child lay the hind writ-

ing mysterious to liiin; ir me, tne interpretation and the comment.
*

I except, however, oni. case,
— the case of a child dying of an

organic disorder, so, tiierefuro, as to die slowly, and aware of its

own c()iiditi(ut. liecause such a ciiild is solemnized, and son;elimes,

in :i jiarlial sense, inspired,
—

inspired 'ly the ile))th of its sulTer-

•'nss, and hy the awfulness of its ])rospect. Such a cliild, having pu(

Oil ".be eailhlr mind in many things, may naturally have uut off the
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God, bo assured, takes care for the religion of chil-

dren, wheresciever liis Christianity exists. Wheresoever

there is a national church established, to which a child

sees his friends resorting,
— wheresoever he beholds all

whom he honors periodically prostrate before those

illimitable heavens which fill to overflowing his young

adoring heart,— wheresoever he sees the sleep of death

falling at intervals upon men and women whom ne

knows, depth as confounding to the plummet of his

mind as those heavens ascend beyond his power to

pursue,
— there take you no thought for the religion of

a child, any more than for the lilies how they shall be

arrayed, or for the ravens how they shall feed their

youn».

God speaks to children, also, in dreams, and by the

oracles that lurk in darkness. But in solitude, above

all things, when made vocal by the truths and services

of a national church, God holds "conmiunion undis-

turbed" with children. Solitude, though silent as light,

is, like lisfht, the mifrhtiest of agencies: for solitude is

v'ssential to man. All men come into this world alone ;

all leave it alone. Even a little child has a dread,

whispering consciousness, that if he should be sum-

moned to travel into God's presence, no gentle nurse

will be allowed to lead him by the hand, nor mother to

carry him in her arms, nor little sister to share his

trepidations. King and priest, warrior and maiden,

rnildish mind in oil things. I iliereliy, speaking for myself only,

tclfuowledge to have read with emotion a reconl of a little girl,

R'ho, knowing herself for months to Ijc amongst the elect of desth,

became anxious, even to sickness of heart, for what she called th»

tonvsrsion of her father. Her filial duty and revr.rcrce had been

•wallowed up in filial love.
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philosopher and child, all must \v:ilk those mighty

galleries alone. The solitude, therefore, which in, this

world appals or fascinates a child's heart, is hut the scho

of a far deeper solitude through which already he has

passed, and of another solitude, deeper still, through

which he has to pass : reflex of one solitude— prefigur*

ation of another.

0, burthen of solitude, that clearest to man through

every stage of his being! in his birth, which has been,

— in his life, which is,
— in hi-; death, which shall be,

—
mighty and essential solitude! that wast, and art, and

art to be;— thou broodest, like the spirit of God moving

upon the surface of the deeps, over every heart that

sleeps in the nurseries of Christendom. Like the vast

laboratory of the air, which, seeming to be nothing, or

less than the shadow of a shade, hides within itself the

principles of all things, solitude for the child is the

Agrippa's mirror of the unseen universe. Deep is the

solitude in life of millions upon millions, who, with

hearts welling forth love, have none to love them.

Deep is the solitude of those who, with secret griefs,

have none to pity them. Deep is the solitude of those

who, fighting with doubts or darkness, have none to

counsel them. But deeper than the deepest of these

solitudes is that which broods over childhood, bringing

before it. at intervals, the final solitude which watches

for it, and is wailing for it within the gates of death.

Reader, I tell you a truth, and hereafter I will convince

V'ou of this truth, that for a Grecian child solitude was

nolhmg, but for a Christian :hild it has become the

uower of God and the mystery of God. O, mighty

and essential solitude, that wast, and art, and art W
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be! tboL kindlinrr under ihe torch of Cb.ristian reve

ladoiis, art now transfigured forever, and liast passed

from a blank negation into a secret hieroglypliic from

God, shadowing in the hearts of infancy the very dim-

mest of his truths I

"But yozc forget her," says the cynic; "you hap-

pcned cue day to forget this sister of yours." Why
not? To cit3 the beautiful words of Wallenstcin,—

'* What pang
Is permanent with man '? From the Iiighcst,

As from ilie vilest tiling of every day,

He learns to wean liiniself. For the strong hours

Conquer him." *

Ves, tJierc lies the fountain of human oblivion=<. It

IS TiAiE, the great conqueror, it is tlie "strong hours"

v/hose batteries storm every pnssion of men. For, in

the fine expression of Schiller, ''Was verschmerzte ?iicht

dcr mensch?" What sorrow is in irian that will not

finally fret itself to sleep? Con(picring, at last gates

of brass, or pyramids of granite, why should it be a

marvel to us, or a triumph to Time, that he is able to

••onquer a frail human heart?

However, for this once, my cynic must submit to be

told that he is wrong. Doubtless, it is presumption in

mr to suggest that his sneers can ever go awry, any
more than the shafts of Apollo. But still, however

impo'isible such a thing is, in this one case it happens

that they have. And when it happens that they do

\\o\, I will tell you, reader, why, in my opinion, it is

and
j'O'i will see that it warrants no exultation in the

* Death of Wallenstcin, Aet v. Scone 1 (Coleridge's Translx

tion), relating to his remembrances of the younger Piccolomio..
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cyme. Repeatedly I have hoard a mother reproaching

herself when the birth-day revolved of the little daugh-
ter whom so suddenly she iuul lost, with her own ir-

sensibility, that could so soon need a remembrancer of

the day. But, berides that the majority of people in

this world
(t\s being' people called to labor) have no

time left for cherishing grief by solitude and medita-

tion, always it is proper to ask whether the memory of

the lost person were chiefly dependent upon a visual

image. No death is usually half so aficcting as tha

death of a young- child from two to five years old.

But yet, for the same reason whi:h makes the grief

more exquisite, generally for such a loss it is likely to

be more peri>:hable. Wherever the image, visually or

audibly, of the lost person, is tnore essential to the life

of the grief, there the grief will bo more transitory.

Faces begin soon (in Shakspeare's fine expression)

to " di?:limn ;" features fluctuate; combinations of feature

unsettle. Even the expression becomes a mere idea

that vou can describe to another, but not an image that

you can reproduce for yourself. Therefore it is that

the faces of infants, though they are divine as flowers

in a savanna of Texas, or as the carolling of birds in a

forest, are, like flowers in Texas, and the carolling of

bird;> in a forest, soon overtaken by the pursuing

d.irknef;s that swallows up all things human. All glo-

ries of flesh vanish; and this, the glory of infantine

l^eauty seen in the mirror of the memorj', soonest of

all. But when the departed persons worked upon your-

self by powers that were intellectual and moral,—
powers m the flesh, though not o/ the fitih,— the tr.,nmo-

rials in your own heart become more steadfast, U lest
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'^^ 'i'' Cliristian reve
RUecting at the first. JNow, in my sister were ctmi-

billed for me both graces,
— the graces of childhood, and

the graces of expanding thought. Besides that, as

regards merely the personal image, always the smooth

rotundity of baby features must vanish sooner, as

being less individual than the features in a child of

eight, touched with a pensive tenderness, and exalted

into a characteristic expression by a premature intel-

lect.

Rarely do things perish from my memory that are

worth remembering. Rubbish dies instantly. Hence

it happens that passages in Latin or English poets,

which I never could have rer.d but once (and tkat

thirty j'ears aao), often begin to blossom anew when

I am lying awake, unable to sleep. I become a dis-

tinguished compositor in the darkness : and, with my
aerial composing-stick, sometimes I "set up"' half a

page of verses, that would be found tolerably correct

if collated with the volume that I never had in my
hand but once. I mention this in no spirit of boasting.

Far from it: for, on the contrary, among my mortifica-

tions have been complinients to my memory, when,

in fact, any compliment that I had merited was due to

the higher faculty of an electric aptitude for seizing

analogies, and by means of those aerial pontoons pass-

ing over like lightning from one topic to another. Si ill

it is a fact that this pertinacious life of memorj' foi

things that simply touch the ear, without touching the

consciousness, does, in fact, beset me. Sc.id but once,

paid but softly, not marked at all, words revive before lae

in darkness and solitude ; and they arrange themselves

gradually into sentences, but through an effort soint>
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nr.ies of a distressing Iciiul, to which I nm in a mar.neT

forced to become n party. This being so, it ivas no

great instance of thiit power, that tliicc scp;iiato pas-

sa^res in the funeral service, all of wliich but one had

escaped my notice at the time, and even that one as

to the part I am going to mention, but all of which

must haA'e struck on my car, restored themselves per-

fectly when I was lying awake in bed ; and though

struck by their beauty, I was also incensed by what

seemed to me the harsh sentiment expressed in two of

these passages. I will cite all the three in an abbre-

viated form, both for my immediate purpose, and for the

indirect purpose of giving to those unacquainted with

the English funeral service some specimens of its

beauty.

The first passage was this: "Forasmuch as it hath

pleased Almighty God, of his great mercy, to take unto

himself the soul of our dear sister here departed, u-e

therefore commit her body to the ground, earth to earth,

ashes to ashes, dust to dust, in sure and certain hope uf

the resurrection to eternal life." ^ # *

1 pause to remark that a sublime eflect arises at this

point through a sudden rapturous interpolation from the

Apocalypse, which, according to the rubric, "shall be

caul or sung;" but always let it be sung, and by the full

choir :

"1 heard a voice from heaven saying unto inc, Wiite

from henceforth blessed are the dead which die in the

Lord; even so saith the Spirit; for they rest from theit

abors."

The second passage, almost 'mmediately succeeding

to this awful burst of heavenly trumpets, and the one

13
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wliicli more particularly offended mc, though otherwise

even iheii, in my seventh year, I could not but be

toui lied by its bciuiiy, was this: — "Almighty God

with wlioMi (!c live the spirits of them that depart hence

in the Lord, and with whom the souls of the faithful,

after they are delivered from the burden of the flesh.,

are in joy and felicity; we give thee hearty thanks that

it Inth pleased thee to deliver this our sister out of the

miseries of (his sinful world ; beseeching thee, that i^

may please thee of thy gracious goodness shortly lo

accomplish the number of thine elect, and to hasten thy

kinijdom." ^ # * ^

In what world was I living when a man (calling

aimself a man of God) could stand up publicly and

give God "hearty thardis" that he liad talcen away

iTjy sister? But, young child, understand— taken her

away from the miseries of this sinful world. yes!

1 hear what you say; I understand that; but that

makes no difleronce at all. She being gone, this \vorid

doubiless (as you say) is a world of unhappiness.

Hut for me ubi Ca-sar, ibi llonia— where tny sister

was, there was paradise; no matter whether in heaven

above, or on ths earth beneath. And he had taken her

nwav, cruel priest! of his ''

great mercy!" I did not

orcsume, child though I was, to think rebelliously

ao-ainst t/iat. The reason was not any hypocritical or

canting submission where my heart yielded none, but

tccause already my deep musing intellect had per-

scivcd a mystery and a labyrinth in the economies of

this woild. God, I saw, moved not as zee moved--

walked not as we walked — thought not as ive think

Stiil I saw no mercy to myself, a poor, frail, dependent
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rreaturc, torrv fiway so suddenly frcm the prop on

which alioiTcthcr it depended. O ycj; I perhaps tln-re

was; and many years aTtcr I came to suspect it.

Nevcrtlieless it was a hctiiotiity that pointed far ahead ;

such as by a ciiild could not have teen jierceived,

because then the great arch had not come round
;
could

not have been recognized, if it had come round ; could

not have been valued, if it had even been dimly recog-

nized.

Finally, as the closing prayer in the \vho/b service,

stood this, which I acknowledged then, and now ac-

knowledge, as equally beautiful and consolatory; for in

this was no harsh peremptory challenge to the infirmi-

ties of human grief, as to a thing not meriting notice in

a religious rite. On the contrarj', there was a gracious

condescension from the great apostle to grief, as to a

passion that he might perliaps himself have participated.

"O, merciful God I the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, wiio is the resurrection and tlie life, in whom

whosoever believeth shall live, though he die; who also

.aught us by his holy apostle St. Paul not to be sorry,

as men without hope, for them that sleep in hh7i ; we

meekly beseech thee, oh Father! to raise us from the

death of sin unto the life of righteousness; that, when

we shall depart this life, we may rest in him as our hcpc

is— that this our sister doth."

Ah, (hat was beautiful,— that was heavenly! We

might !:e £orry, we ha.l leave to be sorry; only not

without hope. And we were by hope to rest in Him,

IS this our sister doth. And howsoever a man ni:iy

thitdc that he is without hope, I, thut iiave read tlie

writing upon these great abysses ol grief, and viewed
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llicir shaflow!: under the correction of mightier shadows

iVoni deeper abysses since then, abysses cf aboriginal

foar and eldest darkness, in which yet 1 believe that

.ill hope had not absolutely died, know that he is in a

natural error. If, for a moment, 1 and so many ethers,

wallowing in the dust of affliction, could yet rise up

suddenly like the dry corpse
* which stood upright in

the glory of life when touched by the bones of the

prophet; if in those vast choral anthems, heard by my
childish car, the voice of God wrapt itself as in a cloud

of music, saying
— "Child, that sorrowest, 1 command

thee to rise up and ascend for a season into my heaven

^f heavens,"— then it was plain that despair, that the

anguish of darkness, was not essential to such sorrow,

but might come and go even as light comes and goes

upon our troubled earth.

Yes! the light may come and go; grief may wax

and wane; grief may sink; and grief again may rise,

as in impassioned minds oftentimes it does, even to the

heaven of heavens; but there is a necessity that, if

too much left to itself in solitude, finally it will descend

into a depth from which there is no reiiscent ; into a

disease which seems no disease; into a languishing

which, from its very sweetness, perplexes the mind, and

ia Aincied to be very health. Witchcraft has sei.-red

ujjon you,
— nymph jlepsy has struck ycu. Now you

fiive no more. You ac([uiesce ; nay, you are passion-

*" Like li'ic ilnj corpse which stood upright."
— See the SccoKCk

Uool; of KiiiiTS, tliii|iter xiii. v. 20 ami 21. Tliiily years ago iliis

iin])ressive iiieiileiil was made the siihject of a large allar-piece

by Mr. AUsion, an iiuer°?*.ing Aiaericau artist, then i jsident is

Landon

/n
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Btely delighted in j'our condition. Suvet becomes the

grave, because you also hope immediately to travel

thither: luxuritus is the s'^paration, because only per-

haps for a fov weeks shall it exist for you ; and it will

then prove but ihe brief summer night that had retarded

a little, by a refinement of rapture, the heavenly dawn
of reiinion. Inevitable sometimes it is in solitude —-that

this should happen with minds morbidly meditative ;

that, when we stretch out our arms in darkness, vainly

striving to draw back the sweet faces that have vanished,

slowly arises a new stratagem of grief, and we say,
—

" Be it that they no more come back to us, yet what hin-

ders but we should go to them ?"

Perilous is that crisis for the young. In its effect per-

fectly the same as the ignoble witchcraft of the poor Af-

rican Ol/ca/i,^ this sublimer witchcraft of grief will, if left

to follow its own natural course, terminate in the same

catastrophe of death. Poetry, which neglects no phe-

nomena that are interesting to the heart of man, has

Bcmetimes touched a little

"On the sublime attractions of the grave."

* "African Obcah."— Thirty years ago it would not have been

nco3ssary to say one word of the Olii or Obeah magic ;
because at

that lime several distinguished writers (iVIiss Edgeworth, for iti-

fitancc, in her Belinda) had made use of this superstition in fic-

tions, and because the rcniarkaljlc history of Three-fiiigcn d Jack,

a stoiy brought upon the stage, iiad made tiic superslilion iKtoricua

fts a fact. Now, however, so long after the case has ]irobaiiiy

passed out of tlie jiublic mind, it may be projicr to mention, that

when an Oboah man — tliat is, a ]irofessor of this dark collusion

with iro;nan fears and human credulity
— had once woven his dreaii-

tul i.cl of ghostly terrors, and hud thrown it over h's selected vic-

tim, vainly dy-"
-1 victim flutter, struggle, lauguish in the meshes,'

srnlcss the spells were reversed, he generally perished ; and with

"u c wound, except from his own too domineering fancy.
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But you think that these attractions, existing at tiinoj

for the adult, could not exist for the child. Undcrstan-l

that you arc wrong. Understand ihat ther:-c attractions

do exist fcr the child; and perhaps as much n'ore

strongly than they can exist for the adult, by the vhole

din'erence between the concentration of a cliildibh love,

and the inevitable distraction upon multiplied object;; of

any love that can affect any adult. There is a iJJerir.an

superstition (well known by a jwpular translation) of the

Erl-king's Ehiughter, who fixes her love upon some child,

«nd seeks to wile him away into her own shadowy

kingdom in forests.

" Who is it that rides through the forest so fast ? "

It is a knight, who carries his child before him on

the saddle. The Erl-king's Daughter rides on his right

hand, and still whispers temptations to the infant auviible

only to M/n.

" If tlioii wilt, ilcar baliy, with me go away.

We will see a line show, we will play a fii)e i>lav

The consent of the baby is essential to her success.

And finally she does succeed. Other charms, other

temptations, would have been requisite for me. My
intellect was too advanced for those fascinations. IJut

could the Erl-king's Daughter have revealed herself to

me, and promised to lend me where my sister was, she

.t^.ight have wiled me by the hand info the dimmest

forests upon earth. Languishing was my condition at

/hat time. Still I languished for things "wliii.h" (a

voice from heaven seemed to answer through my own

oeart) "ca7mot be granted;" and which, v;hen again
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I
lar.gtiishcd, agaic the voice rcper^tcd, "ca?mot bfl

granted."

Well it was for me that, at (his crisis, I was sum-

moned t3 put on the harness of life by commencing- my
clissical studies under one of my guardians, a clerofymin

of the Englisli Church, and (so far as regarded Latin)

B ir.oct ac:omplished scholar.

At tne very commencement of my new studies there

happened an incident which afflicted me much for a short

time, and left behind a gloomy impression, that suffering

and wretchedness were dilTused amongst all creatures Uiat;

breathe. A person had given me a kitten. There are

tiirec animals which seem, beyond all others, to reflect

the beauty of human infancy in two of its elements —
namely, joy and guileless innocence, though less in its

third element of simplicity, because that requires lan-

guage for its full expression : these three animals are

the kitten, (he lamb, and the fawn. Other creatures

may be as happy, but they do not show it so much

Great was the love which poor silly I had for this

Uttle kitten; but, as I left home at ten in the morning,

and did not return till near five in the afternoon, I was

obliged, with some anxiety, to throw it for those seven

hours upon its own discretion, as infirm a basis for

reasonable h.ope as couid be imagined. I did not wish

the kitten, indeed, at all less foolish than it was, ex-

cept just when I was lea\ing home, and then its exceed-

ing folly gave me a pang. Just about that time,

it happened that we had received, as a present from

Ueicsstershire, a fine young Newfoundland dog. whc
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«vas under a cloud of disgrace for crimes of liis youth

/"ul blood committed in that county. One day he hat

taken too great a liberty with a pretty little cousin of

mine, Emma H ,
about four years old. He had, in

fact, bitten cfT her cheek, which, remaining attached by

a shred, was, through the energy of a governess, re-

placed, and subsequently healed without a £car. Hi?

name being Turk, he was immediately pronounced by

the best Greek scholar of that neio-hborhood, Irnttwuoi.

(that is, named significantly, or reporting his nature in

his name). But as Miss Emma confessed to having

been engaged in taking away a bone from him, on uhich

subject no dog can be taught to understand a joke, it

did not strike our own authorities that he was to be

considered in a state of reprobation ; and as our gar-

dons (near to a great town) were, on account chiefly of

melons, constantly robbed, it was held that a moderate

degree of fierceness was rather a favorable trait in his

character. ]\Iy poor kitten, it was supposed, had been

engaged in the same playful trespass upon Turk's

property as my Leicestershire cousin, and Turk laid

her dead on the spot. It is impossible to describe my
grief when the case was made known to me at five

o'clock in the evening, by a man's holding out the little

creature dead : she that I had left so full of glorious life

— life which even in a kitten is infinite,
— was n:\v

stretched in motionless repose. I remember that thert

was a large coal-stack in the yard. I dropped my Latin

books, sat down upon a huge block of coa'., and burst

nito a passion of tears. The man, struck with my
tumultuous grief, hurried into the house; and from

the lower reg'ions deployed instantly the women of the
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laundry and the kitchen. No one subject is st abso.

lutely sacred, and enjoys so classical a sanctity among

aervant-"-irls, as 1. Grief; and 2. Love which is unfor-

tunate. All the young women took me up in their

arms and kissed- me; and, last of all, an elderly woman,

who was the cook, not only kissed me, but wept so

audibly, from some suggestion doubtless of grief per-

Bonal to herself, that I threw my arms about her neck

and kissed her also. It is probable, as I now suppose,

that some account of my grief for my sister had reached

them. Else I was never allowed to visit their region of

the house. But, however that might be, afterwards it

struck me, that if i had met with so much sympathy,

or with any sympathy at all, from the servant chiefly

connected with myself in the desolatmg grief 1 had

suffered, possibly I should not have been so profoundly

shaken.

But did I in the mean time feel anger towards Turk?

Not the least. And the reason was this :— My guard-

ian, who taught me Latin, was in the habit of coming

over and dining at my mother's table whenever he

pleased. On these occasions, he, who like myself pitied

dependent animals, went invariably into the yard of the

offices, taking me with him, and unchained the dogs.

There were two,— Grim, a mastiff, and Turk, our

young friend. My guardian was a bold, athletic man,

and delighted in dogs. He toid me, which also my own

heart told me, that these poor dogs languished out

ibeir lives under this confinement. The moment that i

and my guardian {ego ct rex vmis) appeared in sight of

the two kennels, it is impossible to express the joy of

vlie dogs. Turk was usiially restless ;
Grim slept away
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his life in surliness. But at the «ight of us, — of my
little insir^jnificant self aial my six-foot guardian,

— both

dogs yelleil with delight. Wo unfastened their chains

with our own hands, they licking our hands ; and as to

myself licking ;ny miserable little face ; and at one

bound :hey reentered upon their natural heritage tf

joy. Always we took them through the fieldsj where

(hey molested nothing and closed with givinij- them a

cold ball) in the brook which bounded my father's prop-

erty. What despair must have possessed our dogs when

they were taken back to their hateful prisons! and I,

for my part, not cndurmg to see their misery, slunk

away when the rechaining commenced. It was in vain

to tell mc that all people, who had property out of doors

Jo protect, chained up dogs in the same way. This only

proved the extent of the oppression ; for a monstrous

oppression it did seem, that creatures, boiling with life

Rnd the desires of life, should be thus detained in cap-

tivity until they were set free by death. That liberation

visited poor Gj-im and Twk sooner than any of us ex-

pected, for they were both poisoned, within the year that

followed, by a party of burglars. At the end of that year,

I was reading the iEneid ; and it struck me, who remem-

bered the howling recusancy of Tu7'/i,as a peculiarly fine

circumstance, introduced amongst the horrors of Tar-

tarus, that sudden gleam of powerful animals, full of life

jnd conscious rights, rebelling against chains : —
"

Irrpquc leonum

Vinchi rccusantum."*

* What follows, I iliiiik (for hook 1 have iioac of any kir.d wher«

hia jiaper is proceeding;, namely: et se- & S'Jib node rudcntum, i»
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V^irgil had doubtless picked up that gem in his visits at

.eeding-tiine to the cavets of the Roman umphilheiitre.

But the riq-hts of brute creatures to a mercifii, forboqr-

anre on the part of man cuuld not enter into the

feeblest conceptions of one belonging- to a nation that

(al'.bough too noble to be icantonhj cruel) yet in the

same amphitheatre manifested so little regard even to

human rights. Under Christianity the condition of

the brute has nninoved, and will improve much more.

There is ample room. For, I am sorry to say, that the

commonest vice of Christian children, too often surveyed

with careless eyes by mothers that in their human rela-

tions are full of kindness, is cruelty to the inferior crea-

tures thrown upon their mercy. For my own part,

what had formed the ground-work of my happiness

(since joyous was my nature, thougli overspread with

a cloud of sadness) had been from the first a heart

overflowing with love. And I had drunk in too pro-

foundly the spirit of Christianity from our many nursery

readings, not to read also in its divine words the justi-

fication of my own tendencies. That which I desired

was the thing which I ought to desire; the mercy that

I loved was the mercy that God had blessed. From

the Sermon on the Mount resounded forever in my
pars— "Blessed are the merciful!" I needed not to

add— " For they shall obtain mercy." By lips so holy,

and when standing in the atmosphere of truths so divine,

simply to have been blessed— that was a sufficient rati-

lication ; every truth so rerea] ^d, and so hallowed by

.Tobably a mistake of Virgil's; llie lions did not roar liecause

aitjhl was approacliiiig, but because night brouglit with il their

wriacipal meal, and cousequcnily the impatience of hunger
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position, starts into sudden life, and becomes to itsfilf

its own aathentication, needing no proof to convince, -

needing no promise to. allure.

It may well be supposed, therefore, that having
so early awakened within me what may be philosoph-

ically called the transcendental justice of Christianity,

I blamed not Turk for yielding to the coercion of his

nature. He had killed the object of my love. But,

*)esides that he was under the constraint of a primary

ippetite, Turk was himself the victim of a killing

oppression. He was doomed to a fretful existence so

long as he should exist at all. Nothing could reconcile

this to my benignity, which at that time rested upon
two pillars,

—
upon the deep, deep heart which God had

given to me at my birth, and upon exquisite health.

Up to the age of two, and almost through that entire

space of twenty-four months, I had suffered from ague;

but when that left me, all germs and traces of ill

health fled away forever, except only such (and those

how curable I) as I inherited from my school-boy dis-

tresses in London, or had created by means of opium
Even the lonof ajjue was not without ministrations of

favor to my prevailing temper ; and, on the whole, no

subject for pity, since naturally it won for me the sweet

caresses of female tenderness, both young and old. I

was a little petted ; but you see by this time, reader,

(hat I must have been too much of a philosopher,

even in the year one ah urhe condild of my frail

earthly tenement, to abuse such indulgence. It abo

.von for me a ride on horseback whenever the weather

permitted. I was placed on a pillow, in front of n

rankered old man, upon a large white horse not so
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young as I was, but s(ill showing traces of blood.

And even the old man, who was both the oldest and

ll.e worst of the three, talked with gentleness to

n'.yself, reserving his surliness for all the rest of the

W ::.hl.

These th:i:gs pressed with a gracious power of incu

bation upon my predispositions; and in my overflowing

love I did things fitted to make the reader laugh, and

snmotimes fitted to bring myself into perplexity. One

in..tince from a thousand may illustrate the combi-

na ion of both eflTects. At four years old, I had repeat-

ed
}

seen the housemaid raising her long broom, and

pursuing (generally destroying) a vagrant spider. The

holiness of all life, in my eyes, forced me to devise

plots for saving the poor doomed wretch ; and think-

ing intercession likely to prove useless, my policy

was, to draw off the housemaid on pretence of show-

ing her a picture, until the spider, already €7i route,

should have had time to escape. Very soon, however,

the shrewd housemaid, marking the coincidence of

these picture exhibitions with the agonies of fugitive

fipiders, detected my stratagem ; so that, if the reader

will pardon an expression borrowed from the street,

henceforwards the picture was " no go." However, as

she approved of my motive, she told me of the many
murders that the spider had committed, and next

(which was worse) of the many that he certainly would

commit, if reprieved. This staggered me. I could

have gladly forgiven (he past, but it did seem a false

mercv to spate one spider in order to scatter dcatii

amongst fifty flies. I thought timidly, for i moment,

of suggesting that people sometimes repented, and thai
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he might repent; but I checked myself, on consiMering

that I had never read any account, and that she might

laugh at the idea, of a penitent spider. To desist was a

neces:-icy, in these circumstances. Jjut the diflicuUy

which the liousemaid had suggested did not depart,

it troubled mv musing mind to perceive tliat th.-wcl-

iave of one creature miglit stand upon the i.iiu of

atiothcr; and tlie case of the spider renuiined thence*

torwards even more perplexing to my understanding

than it was painful to mv heart.

The reader is likely to difler from me upon the ques-

tion, moved by recurring to such experiences of child-

hood, whether much value attaches to the perceptions

and intellectual glimpses of a child. Children, like

men, range through a gamut that is infinite, of terr*-

peraments and characters, ascending from the very

dust below our feet to highest heaven. I have seen

children that were sensual, brutal, devilish. But,

thanks be to the vis medkatrix of human nature, and

to the goodness of God, these are as rare exhibitions

as all other monsters. People thought, when seeing

such odious travesties and burles(jues upon lovely

human infancy, that perhaps the little wretches might

be kilcrops.^ Yet, ])ossibly (it has since occurred to

me), even these children of the fiend, as they seemed,

might have one chord in their horrible natures that

iinswcred to the call of some sublime purpose. There

is a mimic instance of this kind, often found amongst
ourselves in natures that arc not really

"
horrible," but

* "
Kilcrops." -—Sec, iiiiinn-jst Soutlicy's 'ar!y jiocnis, one upon

this SMperslitio'i. Scuuliey arijues coiitru, liul. lor iny J).irt, 1

iLould have bcca uiore dit3i)osed lo hold a brief ou the other side
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which seem such to persons viewing them fron a

station not sulTicicntly central:— Always there arc

mischievous bovs in a neighborhooil,
—

boys who tie

canisters to the tails of cats belonging to ladies,— a

tiling which greatly I disapprove ; and who rob orchards,

— a thing which alig/dlij 1 disapprove; and, behold!

the next day, on meeting the injured ladies, they say to

me, "
O, my dear friend, never pretend to argue for

him! This hoy, we shall all see, will come to br

hanged." Well, t/iat seems a disagreeable prospect

for all parties ;
so I change the subject ; and, lo ! five

years later, there is an English frigate fighting with a

frigate of heavier metal (no matter of what nation).

The noble captain has manoeuvred as only his coun-

trymen can manoeuvre; he has delivered his broad-

sides as only the proud islanders can deliver tliem.

Suddenly he sees the opening for a coitp-de-viaiii.
•

throujih his speaking-trumpet be shouts,
" Where aye

my hoarders?" And instantly rise upon the deck,

with the gayety of boyhood, in white shirt-sleeves

bound with black ribands, fifty men, the elite of the

crew; and, behold I at the very head of them, cutlass

in hand, is our friend, the tier of canisters to the tails

of ladies' cats,— a thing which greatly I disapprove,

and also the robber of orchards,— a thing which slightly

I disapprove. But here is a man lliat will not s!i:T(!l

you ciil'.er greatly or sliglitly to disapprove hir.i. I'ire

celestial burns in his eye; liis nation— his glcrioua

naticn — is in his mind; himself he regards no more

than tlie life of a cat, or the ruin jf a <aiiistor. On

the deck of the enemy he throws himself with rapture;

and if he is amongst the killed, --if he, for an object sc
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gloriously unselfish, lays down with joy nis life and

glittering youth,
— mark this, that, perhaps, he will not

be the least in heaven.

But coming back to the case of childhood, I maintain

steadfastly that into all the elementary feelings of man
children look with more searching gaze than adults.

IMy opinion is, that where circumstances favot, where

the heart is deep, where humility and tenderness exist

in strength, where the situation is favorable as to soli-

tude and as to genial feelings, children have a specific

power of contemplating the truth, which departs as

they enter the world. It is clear to me, that children,

upon elementary paths which require no knowledge
of the world to unravel, tread more firmly than men;
have a more pathetic sense of the beauty which lies

in justice; and, according to the immortal ode of our

g;reat laureate [ode
" On the Intimations of Immortality

in Childhood"], a far closer communion with God. I,

if you observe, do not much intermeddle with religion,

properly so called. My path lies on the interspace

between religion and philosophy, that connects them

both. Yet here, for once, I shall trespass on grounds
not properly mine, and desire you to observe in St.

Matthew, chapter xxi., and verse 15, icho were those

that, crying in the temple, made the first public recog-

nition of Christianity. Then, if you say, "O, but

children echo what they hear, and are no independent

authorities .

"
I must request you to extend your read-

ing .'nto verse 16, where you will find that the testi-

Qionj of these children, as bearing an origiiml value,

was ratified by the highest testimony ; and the recog

Qition of these children did itself receive a heavcaly
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recognition And (his could not have been, unless ihere

were children in Jerusalem who saw into truth with a

far sharper eye than Sanhedrims and Rabbis.

It is impossible, with respect to any memorable grief

that it can be adequately exhibited so as to indicate

the enormity of the convulsion which really it caused,

without viewing- it under a variety of aspects,
— a thing

which is here almost necessary for the effect of propor«

tion to what follows: 1st, for instance, in its immediate

pressure, so stunning and confounding; 2dly, in ita

oscillations, as in its earlier agitations, frantic with

tumults, that borrow the wings of the winds; or in its

diseased impulses of sick languishing desire, through

which sorrow transforms itself to a sunny angel, that

beckons us to a sweet repose. These phases of revolv-

ing afTection I have already sketched. And I shall

also sketch a third, that is, where the affliction, seem-

ingly hushing itself to sleep, suddenly soars upwards

again upon combining with another mode of sorrow,

namely, anxiety withcut definite limits, and the trouble

of a reproaching contcience. As sometimes,* upon the

Enrrlish lakes, water-fowl that have careered in the ail

until the eye is wearied with the eternal wheelings of

their inimitable flight
— Grecian simplicities of motion,

amidst a labyrinthine infinity of curves that would

bafilc the geometry' of Apolloiiius
— seek the water at

last, as if with some settled purpose (you imagine) of

reposing. Ah, how little have you understood the

* In this place I derive m\ fceliii?^ pnrlly from a lovely sketch

•>f the apjioariuicv", ir. verse, l)y Mr. Wordsworth
; partly from my

own eijjcrieiice of the case
; and, nut haviiig^ iho poems heie I

saow not liow to proportion my ackuo\vledi;ments

14
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omnipotence of ihat life which (hey inherit I They
want no rest: they laugli at resting; all is "make

believe," as when an infant hides its lauirhing' face

behind its moti)er's sliaw!. For a moment it is stii[„

Is it meaning to rest ? Will its inipatient heart endure

to lurk there fur long? Ask, rather, if a cataract wiU

stop from fatigue. Will a sunbeam sleep on its irave)*: ?

or the Atlantic rest from its labors? As litlle can tl:e

infant, as little can the water-fowl of the lakes, suspend
their play, except as a variety of play, or rest unless

when nature compels them. Suddenly starts ofT tho

infant, suddenly ascend the birds, to new evolutions'

as incalculable as the caprices of a kaleidoscope; and

the glory of their motions, from tlie mixed immortalitie.j

of beauty and inexhaustible variety, becomes at least

pathetic to survey. So also, and with such life of

variation, do t!ie primary convulsions of nature— such,

perhaps, as only prhnari/^ formations in the human

system can experience
— come round again and again by

reverberating shocks.

*" Aiul so, tlicn," llie cynic ol.jccts, "you r;uik your own mind

(anil you tell its "«o frankly) aiiioii^si ilic |iriniary roniuuions .'"

As I love to annoy liim, ii wonlii tjive me jileasuro to reply
—

"
rerlia|)s I do." I5ni as f never answer more i|ueslions than ar--;

neccssaiy, I confine naselC lo saying, iliat lliis is not a ni'f:i;ssaiy

rcasiii'.ciion of ilie wonls. Su;iie minils stand neaier to.llic

type of the original nature in man, .iie {-•nr ihan others to tl.e

great magnet in our dark ])lanet. IMiiids ituil .ire iniiia>>ioTie(l

uii a more colossal scale than ordinary, deeper in their vilnaiions,

Hi;d more extensive in the scale of llieii vilirations, whether,

in iitlier jarls of their intellectual system, they had or had ml
a iiirrcsiiondin<,' (oi'sjiass, will iremlde to greater <lepilis from a

fearful convulsion, and will come round by a longer curvu oJ

nadulaiious.
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The ticw intercourse with my guardian, anJ the

cliaiigcs of scene whicii naturally it led to, were of

use in weaning my mind from the mere disease whicli

ihreateneil it in ca.<e 1 had been left any longer to my
total solitude. But out of these changes grew an

incident which restored my grief, though in a ncre

Iroubbd siiape, and now for the first time assocLited

r/illi sometliing like remorse and deadly anxiety. I

can safely say that this was my earliest trespass, and

perhaps a venial one, all things considered. Nobody
ever discovered it; and but for my own frankness it

would not be known to this day. But that I could not

know ; and for years,
— that is, from seven or earlier up

to ten,— such was my simplicity, that I lived in constant

terror. This, though it revived my grief, did me

probably great service ; because it was no longer a state

of JaniTuishing desire tending to torpor, but of feverish

irritation and gnawing care, tiiat kept alive the activity

of my understanding. The case was this: — It hap-

pened that 1 had now, and commencing with my fir^l

introduction to Latin studies, a large weekly allowance

of pocket-money,
— too large for my age, but safely

intrusted to myself, who never spent or desired to

spend one fraction of it upon anything but books. But

all proved too little for my colossal schemes. Had llie

Vatican, the Bodleian, and the rnUwOiique dii Roi,

been ail emptied into one collectior. for my prin-ti.'

fratifica(io-i, little progress would have been made

\ovvards content in this particular craving. \exy soon

i had run ahead of my allowance, and was about

vhree guineas deep in debt. There 1 paused; for denp

(oixicty now began to oppress me as lo the course iu
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which this mysterious (and indeed guilty) current of

debt would finally flow. For the present it was fiozen

up; but I had some reason for thinking that Chiistmaa

thawed nil dt-bts whatsoever, and set them m motion

towards innumerable pockets. Now viy debt would be

thawed with all the rest; and in what direction would

it flow ? There was no river that would carry it ofT to

sea ; to somebody's pocket it would beyond a doubt

make its way ; and who teas that somebody ? This

question haunted me forever. Christmas had come,

Christmas had gone, and 1 heard nothing of the three

guineas. But I was not easier for that. Far rather i

iooidd have heard of it; for this indefinite approach of

!i loitering catastrophe gnawed and fretted my feelings.

No Grecian audience ever waited with more shudder

ing horror for the anagnorisis* of the Qidipus, than 1

for the explosion of my debt. Had I been less igno-

rant, I should have proposed to mortgage my weekly

allowance for the debt, or to form a sinking fund for

redeeming it; for the xccehbj sum was nearly five per

cent, on the entire debt. But 1 had a mysterious awe

of ever alluding to it. This arose from my want of

some confidential friend ; whilst my grief pointed con-

tinually to the remembrance, that so it had not always

been. But was not the bookseller to blame in sullbr-

ing a child scarcely seven years old to contract such

a debt ? Not in the least. He was both a rich man,

* That is (as on account of English rcailcrs is aclde{]), tlie rccog-

tilion cf his true identity, whicii, in one moment, and hy a horrit

flubli of revelation, connects him wiiii acts incestuous murderous

jDarricidal la the past, and with a myslciious faialliy ;>f woe lurk

iug ia the future.
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who could not possibly care for my triflintj custom,

and notoriously an honorable man. Indeed, the money
which I myself spent every week in books woulu'

reasonably have caused him to presume that so small

a sum as three guineas might well be authorized by my
family. He stood, however, on plainer ground; for

my guardian, who was very indolent (as people choso

to call it),
— that is, like his little melancholy ward,

spent all his time in reading,
— often enough would send

ma to the bookseller's with a written order for books.

This was to prevent my forgetting. But when he

found that such a thing as "
forTCttin?," in the case of

a book, was wholly out of the question for me, the

trouble of writing was dismissed. And thus I had

become factor-general, on the part of my guardian,

both for his books, and for such as were wanted on my
own account, in the natural course of my education.

My private "little account" had therefore in fact flowed

homewards at Christmas, not (as I anticipated) in the

shape of an independent current, but as a little tributary

rill, that was lost in the waters of some more import-

ant river. This 1 now know, but could not then have

known with any certainty. So far, however, the aiTaii

would gradually have sunk out of my anxieties, as time

wore n. But there was another item in the case,

which, from the excess of my ignorance, preyed upon

my spirits far more keenly; and this, keeping itself

alive, kept also the other incident alive. With respecl

to the debt, I was not so iijnorant as to think it of much

danger by the mere amounr,— my own allowance fur-

nished a scale for preventing that mistake ;

— it was the

Drinciple,
— the having presumed to contract debts oi'
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inv own account,— that I feared to have cxp'ised. Uul

this oilicr case was a grounti for anxietv, even as

rerranleil the aniount ;
not reallv, Init under tlie jesting

represci.talion made to nie, wliich 1 (as ever before and

afior) swallowed in perfect faith. Amongst the beaks

whicli I had bouglit, all English, was a histnrv of

Ureat IJriiain, commencing, of course, with Urutus and

a thousand years of impossibilities; these fables being

generously thrown in as a little gratuitous extra to the

mass of truths which were to follow. This was to be

completed in sixty or eighty parts, 1 believe. But

there uas another work left more indefinite as to its

ultimate extent, and which, from its nature, seemed to

;mpiy a far higher range. It was a general history of

navigation, supported by a vast body of vovages. Mow,
when I considered with myself what a luigo thing the

sea was, and that so many thousands of captains, com-

modores, admirals, were eternally running up and down

it, and scoring lines upon its face so ranUv, that in

some of the main "streets" and "scpiares" (as one

might call them), their tracts would blend into one

undistinguishable blot, I began to fear that such n

work tended to infinity. What was little Enirland to

the universal sea ? And yet that went perhaps to

fourscore parts. Not enduring the uncertainly that now

besieged my tran{|uillity, I resolved to know the worst;

iind, on a day ever memorable to me, I went down to

'he bnokseUor's. He was a mild, elderly man, and to

rr.yseJf had always shown a kind, indulgent manner.

I'ar'ly, perhaps, he had been struck by my extienie

gravity ; and parti}', during the inany conversations

had with him, on occasioa of my guardian's orders foi
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ooolvs, with my laughable simplicity. But there was

another reason which had early won for me his paternal

regard. For the first three or four months I had found

Latin something of a drudgery ; and the incident which

forevc;r knocked away the "
shores," at that time pre-

ventmg my launch upon the general bosom of Latin

literature, was this: — One day, the bookseller took

down a Beza's Latin Testament ; and, opening it,

asked me to translate for him the chapter which lie

pointed to. I was struck by perceiving that it was

the great chapter of St. Paul on the grave and resur-

rection. I had never seen a Latin version
; yet, from

the simplicity of the scriptural style in aiiy translation

{though Beza's is far from good), I could not well have

failed in construing. But, as it happened to be this par-

ticular chapter, which in English I had read again and

again with so passionate a sense of its grandeur, I read

it off with a fluency and eflfect like some great opera

singer uttering a rapturous bravura. My kind old

friend expressed himself gratified, making me a present

of the book as a mark of his approbation. And it is

remarkable, that from this moment, when the deep

memory of the English words had forced me into

seeing the precise correspondence of the two concurrent

streams,— Latin and English,
— never again did any

difficulty arise to check the velocity of my progress in

this particular language. At less than eleven yeara

of age, when as yet I was a very indifferent Grecian,

I had become a brilliant master of Latinity, as my
tlcaics and choriambics remain to testify ;

and the

whole occasion of a change so memorable to a boy,

was this casual summons to translate a composition
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with which my heart was filled. Ever after this na

showed me a caressing kindness, and so condescend

ingly, that, generally, he would leave any people, for a

m'"ment, with whom he was engaged, to come and speak

to me. On this fatal day, however,— for such it proved

to me,— he could not do this. He saw me, indeed, and

nodded, but could not leave a party of elderly strangers.

This accident threw me unavoidably upon one of his

young people. Now, this was a market day, and there

was a press of country people present, whom I did not

wish to hear my question. Never did a human crea-

iure, with his heart palpitating at Delphi for the solution

of some killing mysteiy, stand before the priestess of

the oracle, with lips that moved more sadly than mine,

when now advancing to a smiling young man at a desk.

His answer was to decide, though I could not exactly

know that, whether, for the next two years, I was to

have an hour of peace. He was a handsome, good-

natured young man, but full of fun and frolic ; and 1

dare say was amused with what must have seemed to

kim the absurd anxiety of my features. I described

the work to him, and he understood me at once. How

many volumes did he think it would extend to ^

There was a whimsical expression, perhaps, of droll

ery about his eyes, but which, unhappily, under my
preconceptions, I translated into scorn, as he replied,
'' How many volumes ? O ! really, I can 't say ; may-
e a matter of 15,000, be the same more or less."

"More?" I said, in horror, altogether neglecting the

contingency of " less." " Why," he said,
" we can

settle these things to a nicety. But, considering th#

subject
"

[ay, that was the very thing which I m]'?el*
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considered],
" I should say there might be some trifle

Dver, as suppose 400 or 500 volumes, be the same

more or less." What, then,— here there might be

supplements to supplements,
— the work might posi-

tively never end ! On one pretence or another, if an

author or publisher might add 500 volumes, he might

add another round 15,000. Indeed, it strikes one even

now, that by the time all the one-legged commodores

and yellow admirals of that generation had exhausted

their long yarns, another generation would have grown
another crop of the same gallant spinners. I asked no

more, but slunk out of the shop, and never again

entered it with cheerfulness, or propounded any frank

questions, as heretofore. For I was now seriously

afraid of pointing attention to myself as one that, by

having purchased some numbers, and obtained others

on credit, had silently contracted an engagement to

take all the rest, though they should stretch to the

crack of doom. Certainly I had never heard of a work

that extended to 15,000 volumes ;
but still there was no

natural impossibility that it should; and, if in any case,

in none so reasonably as one upon the inexhaustible

sea. Besides, any slight mistake as to the letter of

the number could not affect the horror of the final

prospect.
I saw by the imprint, and I heard, that this

«rork emanated from London, a vast centre of mystery

in me, and the more so, as a thing unseen at any time

bv my eyes, and nearly two hundred miles; distant. I

felt the fatal truth, that here was a ghostly cobweb radi-

Eting into all the provinces from the mighty metropolis.

I secretly had trodden upon the outer circumference,—
iad damaged or deranged the fine threads or links. —
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concea'r".pnt or rnparatior there could be none. Slowlj;

perhaps, but surely, the vibration would travel back

to London. The ancient spider that sat there at the

centre would rush along the net-work through all longi-

tudes an I latitudes, until he found the responsible

caitiff, author of so much mischief. Even with less

ignorance than mine, there loas something to appal a

child's imagination in the vast systematic machine
r}'

by which any elaborate work could disperse itself, could

levy money, could put questions and get answers,—
all in profound silence, nay, even in darkness, search-

ing every nook of every town and of every hamlet in

so populous a kingdom. I had some dim terrors, also,

connected with the Stationers' Company. I had often

observed them in popular works threatening unknown

men with unknown chastisements, for offences equally

unknown ; nay, to myself, absolutely inconceivable

Could I be the mysterious criminal so long pointed out,

as it were, in prophecy ? I figured the stationers, doubt-

less all powerful men, pulling at one rope, and my
unhappy self hanging at the other end. But an image,

which seems now even more ludicrous than the rest, at

that time, was the one most connected with the revival

of my grief. It occurred to my subtlety, that the Sta-

tioners' Company, or any other company, could not

Dossibly demand the money until they had delivered the

v'olumes. And, as no man could say that I had ever

positively refused to receive them, they would have no

pretence for not accomplishing this delivery m a civil

manner. Unless I should turn out to be no customei

ftt all, at present it was clear that I had a right to be

considered a most excellent customer; one, in fact
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nrho had giveii an order for fifteen thousand volumes.

Then rose up before me this great opera-housn

•'scena" of the delivery. There would be a ring at

the front door. A wagoner in the fronl;, with a bland

voice, would ask for " a young gentleman who had

given an order to their house." Looking out, I shou.u

perceive a procession of carts and wagons, all advanc-

ing in measured movements ; each in turn would pre-

sent its rear, deliver its cargo of volumes, by shooting

them, like a load of coals, on the lawn, and wheel ofT to

the rear, by way of clearing the road for its successors.

Then the impossibility of even asking the servants to

cover with sheets, or counterpanes, or table-cloths, such

a mountainous, such a "
star-y-pointing" record of my

past offences, lying in so conspicuous a situation! Men
would not know my guilt merely, they would see it.

But the reason why this form of the consequences, so

much more than any other, stuck by my imagination

was, that it connected itself with one of the Arabian

Nights which had particularly interested myself and

my sister. It was that tale, where a young porter,

having his ropes about his person, had stumbled into

the special
"
preserve

"
of some old magician. He

fiiids a beautiful lady imprisoned, to whom (and not

without prospects of success) he recommends himself

as a suitor more in harmony with her own years than

a withered magician. A. this crisis, the magician

"eturns. The young man bolts, and for that day

juccessfully ;
but unluclcly he leaves his ropes behind.

Next morning he hears the magician, too honest by

half, inquirmg at the front door, with mucn expression

of condolence, for the unfortunate young man who had
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lost his ropes in his own zenana. Upon this story

1 used to amuse my sister by ventriloquizing to the

magician, from the lips of the trembling young man,—
"
O, Mr. Magician, these ropes cannot be mine ! They

are far too good ;
and one would n't like, you know, tc

rob some other poor young man. If you please, Mr

Magician, I never had money enough to buy so beauti-

ful a set of ropes." But argument is thrown away

upon a magician, and off he sets on his travels with the

young porter, not forgetting to take the ropes along with

him.

Here now was the case, that had once seemed so

impressive to me in a mere fiction from a far distant

age and land, literally reproduced in myself. For,

what did it matter whether a masfician dunned one

with old ropes for his engine of torture, or Stationers'

Hall with fifteen thousand volumes (in the rear of which

there might also be ropes) ? Should / have ventrilo-

quized, would my sister have laughed, had either of us

but guessed the possibility that I myself, and within one

twelve months, and, alas ! standing alone in the world

as regarded co?ifidential counsel, should repeat within

my own inner experience the shadowy panic of the

young Bagdat intruder upon the privacy of magicians?

It appeared, then, that I had been reading a legend

concerning myself in the Arabian Nights. I had been

contemplated in types a thousand yeais befcre, on the

banks of the Tigris. It was horror and grief that

^^rompted that thought.

O, heavens! that the misery of a child should by

(possibility become the laughter of adults!— that even

the sufferer, should be capable of amusing mysel/
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as if it had been a jest, with what for three years had

constituted the secret affliction of my life, and its eter-

nal trepidation
— like the ticking of a death-watch to

patients lying awake in the plague ! 1 durst ask no

counsel ; there was no one to ask. Possibly my sistel

could have given me none in a case which neither of

U5 shoild have understood, and where to seek for inform-

p'.jn from others would have been at once to betray

the whole reason for seeking it. But, if no advice, she

would have given me her pity, and the expression of

her endless love ; and, with the relief of sympathy,
that heals for a season all distresses, she would have

given me that exquisite luxury
— the knowledge that,

having parted with my secret, yet also I had not parted

with it, since it was in the power only of one that could

much less betray me than I could betray myself. At

this time,— that is, about the year when I suffered

most,— I was reading Caesar. O, laurelled scholar,

sunbright intellect,
" foremost man of all this world,"

how often did I make out of thy immortal volume a pil-

low to support my wearied brow, as at evening, on my
homeward road, I used to turn into some silent field,

where I might give way unobserved to the reveries

which besieged me ! I wondered, and found no end

of wondering, at the revolution that one short year had

made in my happiness. I wondered that such billows

could overtake me. At the beginning of that year, hov?

radiantly happy! At the end, how insupportablv alone'

" Into what depth thou scest,

From what height fallen."

Forcrer I searched the abysse? with some wandering
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thoughts unintelligible to myself. Forevei I dallied

with some obscure notion, how my sister's love might be

made in some dim wav available for deliverir g me from

misery; or else how the misery I had suffered and was

suffering might be made, in some way equally dim, the

ransom for winning back her love.

*7^ 4Lr -^ -^ •!k£> •U !£
•Tr •«* •A* v^ -W w TP

Here pause, reader ! Imogine yourself seated in

some cloud-scaling swing, oscillating under the impulse

of lunatic hands ; for the strength of lunacy may belong

to human dreams, the fearful caprice of lunacy, and the

malice of lunacy, whilst the victim of those dreams

may be all the more certainly removed from lunacy ;

even as a bridge gathers cohesion and strength from

the increasing resistance into which it is forced by

increasing pressure. Seated in such a swing, fast as

you reach the lowest point of depression, may you

rely on racing up to a starry altitude of corresponding

ascent. Ups and dov/ns you will see, heights and

depths, in our fiery course together, such as will some-

times tempt you to look shyly and suspiciously at me,

your guide, and the ruler of the oscillations. Here, at

the }X)int where I have called a halt, the reader has

reached the lowest depths in my nursery afflictions.

From that point, according to the principles of art

which govern the movement of these Confessions, 1

nad meant to launch him upwards through the whole

arch of ascending visions which seemed requisite to

balance the sweep downwards, so recently described in

his course. But accidents of the press have made ij

impossible to accomplish this purpose in the prescn
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month's journal. There is reason to regret thtit the

advantages of position, which were essential to the full

effect of passages planned for the equipoise and mutual

resistance, have thus been lost. Meantime, upon the

principle of the mariner, who rigs a jury-mast in default

of his regular spars, I find my resource in a sort of

'•jury" peroration, not sufficient in the way of a balance

by its proportions, but sufficient to indicate the quality

of the balance which I had contemplated. He who has

really read the preceding parts of these present Confes-

sions will be aware that a stricter scrutiny of the pastj

such as was natural after the whole economy of the

dreaming faculty had been convulsed beyond all prece-

dents on record, led me to the conviction that not one

agency, but two agencies, had cooperated to the tremen-

dous result. The nursery experience had been the ally

and the natural coefficient of the opium. For that

reason it was that the nursery experience has been nar-

rated. Logically it bears the very same relation to the

convulsions of the dreaming faculty as the opium. The

idealizing tendency existed in the dream.-theatre of my
childhood ;

but the preternatural strength of its action

and coloring was first developed after the confluence

of the tivo causes. The reader must suppo.,e me at

Oxford ; twelve years and a half are gone by ; I am in

the gl-ny of youthful happiness : but I have now first

tampered with opium; and now first the agitations of

my childhood reopened in strength, now first they swept

\n upon the brain with power, and the grandeur of recov-

wed lile, under the separate and the concurring inspira-

tions of opium.

Once again, after twelve years' interval; the nursery
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of my childhood expanded before me : my sister was

moaning in bed; I was beginning' to be restless with

fears not intelligible to mjself. Once again the nurse,

but now dilated to colossal proportions, stood as upon

some Grecian stage with her uplifted hand, and, like

the superb Medea standing alone with her children

in the nursery at Corinth,^* smote me senseless to the

ground. Again I was in the chamber with my sister's

corpse, again the pomps of life rose up in silence, the

g-jory of summer, the frost of death. Dream formed

itself mysteriously within dream; within these Oxford

dreams remoulded itself continually the trance in my
sister's chamber,— the blue heavens, the everlasting

vault, the soaring billows, the throne steeped in the

thought (but not the sight) of " Him that sate there-

on;" the flight, the pursuit, the irrecoverable steps of

my return to earth. Once more the funeral procession

gathered ;
the priest in his white surplice stood wait

ing with a book in his hand by the side of an open

grave, the sacristan with his shovel ; the coffin sank
;

the dust to dust descended. Again I was in the church

on a heavenly Sunday morning. The golden sunlight

of God slept amongst the heads of his apostles, his

martyrs, his saints ; the fragment from the litany, the

fragment from the clouds, awoke agiin the lawny
beds that went up to scale the heavens— awoke again

the shadowy arms that moved downward to meet

them. Once again arose the swell of the anthem

the burst of the Hallelujah chorus, the storm, the

trampling movement of the choral passion, the agita*

*
Euripides.
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Uon of my own trembling sympathy, the tumult

of the choir, the wrath of the organ. Once more 1

that wallowed, became he that rose up to the clouds.

And now in Oxford all was bound up into unity r the

first state and the last were melted into each other as in

some sunny glorifying haze. For high above my own

station hovered a gleaming host of heavenly beings

surrounding the pillows of the dying children. And

such beings sympathize equally with sorrow that grovels

and with sorrow that soars. Such beings pity alike the

children that are languishing in death, and the children

that live only to languish in tears.

THE PALIMPSEST.

Y^ou know perhaps, masculine reader, better than 1

can tell you, what is a Palimpsest. Possibly, you have

one in your own library. But yet, for the sake of others

who may not know, or may have forgotten, suffer me

to explain it here, lest any female reader, who honors

these papers with her notice, should tax me with

explaining it once too seldom ;
which would be worse

to bear than a simultaneous complaint from twelve

Dioud men, that 1 had explained it three times too often.

\ou therefore, fair reader, understand, that for your

accommodation exclusively, 1 explain the meaning of

this word. It is Greek ;
and our sex enjoys the office

ind pri nlege ol standing counsel to yoL-rs,
in all ques

ions of Grecik. We are, under favor, perpetual and

15
*
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hereditary dragomans to you. So that if, by accidtnl

you know the meaning of a Greek word, yet by cour«

tesy to us, your counsel learned in that matter, you will

always seem 7iot to know it.

A palimpsest, then, is a membrane or roll cleansed of

its manuscript by reiterated successions.

What was the reason that the Greeks and the

Romans had not the advantage of printed books ? The

answer will be, from ninety-nine persons in a huri ired,

— Because the mystery of printing was not then dis-

covered. But this is altogether a mistake. The secret

of printing must have been discovered many thousands

of times before it was used, or could be used. The

inventive powers of man are divine j and also his stu-

pidity is divine, as Cowper so playfully illustrates in the

slow development of the sofa through successive genera-

tions of immortal dulness. It took centuries of block-

heads to raise a joint stool into a chair; and it required

something like a miracle of genius, in the estimate of

elder generations, to reveal the possibility of lengthening

a chair into a chaise-longue, or a sofa. •

Yes, these were

inventions that cost mighty throes of intellectual power.

But still, as respects printing, and admirable as is the

.•tupidity of man, it was really not quite equal to the

task of evading an object which stared him in the face

with so broad a gaze. It did not require an Athenian

intellect to read the main secret of printing in many
scores of processes which the ordinary uses of life

were daily repeating. To say nothing of analogous

trtifices amongst various mechanic artisans, all that is

essential in printing must have been known to every

nation that struck coins and medals. Not therefore
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».ny want of a printing art,
— that is of au art for

multiplying impressions,
— but the want of a cheap

material for receiving such impressions, was the obstacle

to an introduction of printed books, even as early as

Pisistratus. The ancients did apply printing to records

of silver and gold ; to marble, and many other sub-

stances cheaper than gold and silver, they did not, since

each monument required a separate effort of inscrip-

tion. Simply this defect it was of a cheap material for

receiving impresses, which froze in its very fountains

the early resources of printing.

Some twenty years ago, this view of the case was

luminously expounded by Dr. Whately, the present

Archbishop of Dublin, and with the merit, I believe, of

having first suggested it. Since then, this theory has

received indirect confirmation. Now, out of that origi-

nal scarcity aflfecting all materials proper for durable

books, which continued up to times comparatively

modern, grew the opening for palimpsests. Natur-

ally, when once a roll of parchment or of vellum had

done its office, by propagating through a series of gen-

erations what once had possessed an interest for them,

but which, under changes of opinion or of taste, had

faded to their feelings or had become obsolete for their

undertakings, the whole memhrana or vellum skin, the

two-fold product of human skill, costly material, and

costly freight of thought, which it carried, drooped in

value concurrently
—

supposing that each were inalien-

ably associated to the other. Once it had been the

impress of a human mind which stamped its \alue upon

Jhe vellum ; the vellum, though costly, had contributed

out a secondary element of value to the total resu t
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At length, however, this relation between the vehicle

and its freight has gradually been undermined. The

vellum, from having been the setting of the jewel, has

risen at length to be the jewel itself; and the burden of

thought, from having given the chief value to the

vellum, has now become the chief obstacle to its value ;

nay, has totally extinguished its value, unless it can be

iissociated from the connection. Yet, if this unlinking

xin be effected, then, fast as the inscription upon the

membrane is sinking into rubbish, the membrane itself

is reviving in its separate importance ; and, from bearing

a ministerial value, the vellum has come at last to absorb

the whole value.

Hence the importance for our ancestors that the

separation should be effected. Hence it arose in the

middle ages, as a considerable object for chemistry, to

discharge the writing from the roll, and thus to make

it available for a new succession of thoughts. The

soil, if cleansed from what once had been hot-house

plants, but now were held to be weeds, would be ready

to receive a fresh and more appropriate crop. In that

object the monkish chemist succeeded ; but after a

fashion which seems almost incredible,— incredible not

as regards the extent of their success, but as regards

the delicacy of restraints under which it moved,— so

equally adjusted was their success to the immediate

interests of that period, and to the reversionary objecti

of our own. They did the thing; bu not so radicahy

as to prevent us, their posterity, from ^^«doing it. They

expelled the writing sufficiently to leave a field for the

new manuscript, and yet not sufficiently to make the

traces of the elder manuscript irrecoverable for us
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Could majjic, could Hermes Trismegistus, have done

more ? What would you think, fair reader, of a prob-

lem sucii as this,
— to write a book which should be

sense for your own generation, nonsense for the next,

bhould revive into sense for the next after that, but

again become nonsense for the fourth ; and so on by
alternate successions, sinking into night or blazing into

day; like the Sicilian river Arethusa, and the English
river Mole

;
or like the undulating motions of a flat-

tened stone which children cause to skim the breast of

a river, now diving below the water, now grazing its

surface, sinking heavily into darkness, rising buoyantly
into light, through a long vista of alternations ? Such

a problem, you say, is impossible. But really it is a

oroblem not harder apparently than— to bid a genera-

tion kill, but so that a subsequent generation may call

back into life; bury, but so that posterity may command

to rise again. Yet that was what the rude chemistry

of past ages effected when coming into combination

with the reaction from the more refined chemistry of our

own. Had theT/ been better chemists, had we been worse,

the mixed result, namely, that, dying for them, the

flower should revive for 7iS, could not have been effected.

They did the thing proposed to them : they did it effect-

ually, for they founded upon it all that was wanted ;

and yet ineffectually, since we unravelled their work,

effacing all above which they had superscribed; restor-

ing ill below which they had effaced.

Here, for instance, is a parchment which contained

Bome Grecian tragetly, the Agamemnon of jEschylus,

or the Phoenissae of Euripides. This had possessed a

TO.ue almost inappreciable in the eyes of accomplished
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scholars, continually growing rarer through genefationa

But four centuries are gone by since the destruction

of the Western Empire. Christianity, with towering

grandeurs of another class, has founded a different

empire ; and some bigoted, yet perhaps holy monk, h is

washed away (as he persuades himself) the heathei.'s;

tragedy, replacing it with a monastic legend ; which

legend is disfigured with fables in its incidents, and yet

in a higher sense is true, because interwoven with

Christian morals, and with the sublimest of Christian

revelations. Three, four, five centuries more, find man

still devout as ever ; but the lanijuacre has become

obsolete, and even for Christian devotion a new era has

arisen, throwing it into the channel of crusadinof zeal

or of chivalrous enthusiasm. The mevihrana is wanted

now for a knightly romance— for "my Cid," or Cceur

de Lion; for Sir Tristrem, or Lybasus Disconus. In

this way, by means of the imperfect chemistry known

to the mediaeval period, the same roll has served as a

conservatory for three separate generations of flowers

and truits, all perfectly diflierent, and yet all specially

adapted to the wants of the successive possessors.

The Greek tragedy, the monkish legend the knightly

••omance, each has ruled its own period. One harvest

after another has been gathered into the garners of

man through ages far apart. And the sa ne hydraulic

machinery has distributed, through the same marble

fountains, water, milk, or wine, according to the habits

and training of the generations that came to quench
their thirst.

Such were the achievements of rude monastic chern*

Bfry. But the more elaborate chemistry of our jwd
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aays has reversed all these motions of our si.nple an-

cestors, which results in every stage that to them

would have realized the most fantastic amongst the

promises of thaumaturgy. Insolent vaunt of Paracel-

sus, that he would restore the original rose or violet out

ol the ashes settling from its combustion — that is now

rivalled in this modern achievement. The traces of

each successive handwriting, regularly effiiced, as had

been imagined, have, in the inverse order, been regu-

larly called back : the footsteps of the game pursued,

wolf or stag, in each several chase, have been un-

linked, and hunted back through all their doubles;

and, as the chorus of the Athenian stage unwove

through the antistrophe every step that had been mys-

ticall}^ woven through the strophe, so, by our moderr,

conjurations of science, secrets of ages remote from

each other have been exorcised* from the accumu-

lated shadows of centuries. Chemistry, a witch as

potent as the Erictho of Lucanto {Pharsalia, lib. vi.

or vii.), has extorted by her torments, from the dust

and ashes of forgotten centuries, the secrets of a life

extinct for the general eye, but still glowing in the

embers. Even the fable of the Phoenix, that secular

Sird, who propagated his solitary existence, and his

solitary births, along the line of centuries, through

jternal relays of funeral mists, is but a type of what

we have done with Palimpsests. We have backed

* Some readers may be apt to sujipcse, from all English experi-

ence, that the word exorcise meai)« properly banishment to the

-hades. Not so. Citation from tne shades, or sometimes ths

torturing coercion of mystic adjurations, is mort truly the ju-imaiy

tense.
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upon each phosnix in the long regressus, and forced

him to expose his ancestral phoenix, sleeping in the

nshes below his own ashes. Our good old forefathers

would have been aghast at our sorceries; and, if they

speculated on the propriety of burning Dr. Faustus

us they would have burned by acclamation. Tria'

there 'would have been none ; and they could not

otherwise have satisfied their horror of the brazen prof-

ligacy marking our modern nijgic, than by ploughing

up the houses of all who had been parties to it, and

sowing the ground with salt.

Fancy not, reader, that this tumult of images, illus-

trative or allusive, moves under any impulse or pur-

pose of mirth. It is but the coruscation of a restless

understanding, often made ten times more so by irri-

tation of the nerves, such as you will first learn to

comprehend (its how and its why) some stage or two

ahead. The image, the memorial, the record, which

for me is derived from a palimpsest, as to one great

fact in our human being, and which immediately I

will show you, is but too repellent of laughter; or,

even if laughter had been possible, it would have been

such laughter as oftentimes is thrown off from the

fields of ocean,* laughter that hides, or that seems to

* ^^
Laughter from the fields of ocean."— Many readers will

recall, though, at the moment of writing, my own thoughts did

not recall, the well-known passage in the Prometheus—
—— TTOITIWV TS xv^iaTwv

JitiQiSftov yiXaatja,

O multitudinous kughter of the ocean billows!" It is not

clear whether ^schyks contemplated the latghter as tiddresalDg

the car or the eye.
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BTade mustering' tumult ; foam-bells that weave gar-

lands of phosphoric radiance ibr one moment round

the eddies of gleaming abysses; mimicries of earth-

born flowers that for the eye raise phantoms of gayety,

as oftentimes for the ear they raise the echoes of fugitive

laughter, mixing with the ravings and choir-voices of an

angry sea.

What else than a natural and mighty palimpsest is

the human brain ? Such a palimpsest is my brain ; such

a palimpsest, oh reader! is yours. Everlasting layers

o: ideas, images, feelings, have fallen upon your brain

softly as light. Each succession has seemed to bury

all that went before. And yet, in reality, not one has

been extinguished. And if, in the ^•cUum palimpsest,

lying amongst the other diplomata of human archives

or libraries, there is anything fantastic or which moves

to laughter, as oftentimes there is in the grotesqu*

collisions of those successive themes, having no natural

connection, which by pure accident have consecutively

occupied the roil, yet, in our own heaven-created pa-

limpsest, the deep memorial palimpsest of the brain,

there are not and cannot be such incoherencies. The

fleeting accidents of a man's life, and its external shows,

may indeed be irrelate and incongruous; but the organ-

izing principles which fuse into harmony, and gather

about fixed predetermined centres, whatever heterogene-

ous elements life may have accumulated from without,

will not permit the grandeur of human unity greatly to

08 violated, or its ultimate repose to be troubled, in the

retrospect from dyi/?.g moments, or from other greal

ton\ulsions.

Such a convulsion is the struggle of gradual suflr-
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cation, as in drowning; and, in the original Opium

Confessions, I mentioned a case of that nature com-

•nunicated to me by a lady from her own childish

2xpericnce. The lady is still living, though now of

unusually great age ; and I may mention that amongst

her faults never was numbered any levity of principle,

or carelessness of the most scrupulous veracity ; but,

on the contrary, such faults as arise from austerity, too

harsh, perhaps, and gloomy indulgent neither to other3

nor herself. And, at the time of relating this incident,

when already very old, she had become religious to

asceticism. According to my present belief, she had

completed her ninth year, when, playing by the side of

a solitary brook, she fell into one of its deepest pools.

Eventually, but after what lapse of time nobody ever

knew, she was saved from death by a farmer, who,

riding in some distant lane, had seen her rise to the

surface ; but not until she had descended within the

abyss of death, and looked into its secrets, as far, per-

haps, as ever human eye can have looked that had

permission to return. At a certain stage of this descent,

a blow seemed to strike her, phosphoric radiance sprang

forth from her eyeballs; and immediately a mighty

theatre expanded within her brain. In a moment, in

ihe twinkling of an eye, every act, every desiirn of

her past life, lived again, arraying themselves not as

a su'xession, but as parts of a coexistence. Such a

hght fell upon the whole path of her life backwards

"nto the shades of infancy, as the light, perhaps, which

wrapt the destined Apostle on his road to Damascus.

Vet that light blinded for a season ; but hers poure(/

celestial vision upon the brain, so that her consciousness?
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oecame omnipresent at one moment to every feature in

the infinite review.

This anecdote was treated sceptically at the time

by some critics. But, besides that it has since been

confirmed by other experience essentially the same,

reported by other parties in the same circumstances,

who had never heard of each other, the true point for

astonishment is not the swudta7ieity of arrangement
under which the past events of life, though in fact

successive, had formed their dread line of revelation.

This was but a secondary phenomenon ; the deeper lay

in the resurrection itself, and the possibility of resurrec-

tion, for what had so long slept in the dust. A pall,

deep as oblivion, had been thrown by life over every

trace of these experiences; and yet suddenly, at a

silent command, at the siijnal of a blazinir rocket sent

up from the brain, the pall draws up, and the whole

depths of the theatre are exposed. Here was the

greater mystery : now this mystery is liable to no doubt;

for it is repeated, and ten thousand times repeated, by

opium, for those who are its martyrs.

Yes, reader, countless are the mysterious hand-writ-

ings of grief or joy which have inscribed themselves

successively upon the palimpsest of your brain; and,

like the annual leaves of aboriginal forests, or the

undissolving snows on the Himalaya, or light falling

upon light, the endless strata have covered up each

other in forgetfulness. But by the hour of death, but

by fever, but by the searchings Df opium, all these can

revive in strength. They are not dead, but sleeping

In the illustration imagined by myself, from the case

of come individual palimpsest, the Grecian tragedy had
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seemed to be displaced, but was not displaced, by the

monkish legend ; and the monkish legend had seemed

to be displaced, but was not displaced, by the knightly
romance. In some potent convulsion of the system,
all wheels back into its earliest elementary stage. The

bewildering romance, light tarnished with darkness, the

semi-fabulous legend, truth celestial mixed with human

falsehoods, these fade even of themselves, as life ad-

vances. The romance has perished that the young
man adored; the legend has gone that deluded the boy;

but the deep, deep tragedies of infancy, as when the

child's hands were unlinked forever from his mother's

neck, or his lips forever from his sister's kisses, these

remain lurking below all, and these lurk to the last.

Alchemy there is none of passion or disease that can

scorch away these immortal impresses ; and the dream

which closed the preceding section, together with the

succeeding dreams of this (which may be viewed a3

in the nature of choruses winding up the overture

contained in Part I.), are but illustrations of this truth,

such as every man probably will meet experimentally

who passes through similar convulsions of dreaming or

delirium from any similar or equal disturbance in his

nature.^

*Tliis, it may be said, requires a corresponding duration of

eiiiericnce ^ut, as an argument for this mysterious power lurking

in our naVurJ, I may remind the reader of one phenomenon open Ui

the notice of everybody, namely, the tendency of very aged per-

sons 10 throw back and concentraie the light of their memory iipoj

Bceiies of early childhood, as to which they recall many traces iha

had faded even to themselves in middle life, whilst thry often for

get altogether the whole intermediate stages of their experience.

This shows that naturally, and without violent agencies lh«

buman brain is bj tendency a palimpsest.
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LFVANA AND OUR LADIES OF SORROW.

Oftentimes at Oxford I saw Levana in my dreams.

I knew her by her Roman symbols. Who is Levana 1

Reader, that do not pretend to have leisure for veiy

much scholarship, you will not be angry with me for

telling you. Levana was the Roman goddess that per-

formed for the new-born infant the earliest office of

ennobling kindness,— typical, by its mode, of that

grandeur which belongs to man everywhere, and of that

benignity in powers invisible which even in Pagan
worlds sometimes descends to sustain it. At the very

moment of birth, just as the infant tasted for the first

time the atmosphere of our troubled planet, it was laid

on the ground. That might bear different interpreta-

tions. But immediately, lest so grand a creature should

grovel there for more than one instant, either the pater-

nal hand, as proxy for the goddess Levana, or some

near kinsman, as proxy for the father, raised it upright,

bade it look erect as the king of all this world, and

presented its forehead to the stars, saying, perhaps, in

his heart,
" Behold what is greater than yourselves !

"

This symbolic act represented the function of Levana.

And that mysterious lady, who never revealed her face

(except to me in dreams), but always acted by delega-

tion, had her name from the Latin verb (as still it is the

'lalian verb) Icvare, to raise aloft.

This is the explanation of Levana. And hence it has

arisen that some people have understood by Levana the

tutehry power that contiiDls the education of the nur-

»ery She, that would not suffer at his birth c ven a
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prefigurative or mimic degradation for her awful ward,

hr less could be supposed to suffer the real degradation

Attaching to the non-development of his powers. She

(herefore watches over human education. Now, the

word ediico, with the penultimate short, was derived

(by a process often exemplified in the crystallization of

languages) from the word educo, with the penultimate

long. Whatsoever educes, or develops, educates. By
the education of Levana, therefore, is meant,— not the

poor machinery that moves by spelling-books and gram-

mars, but by that mighty system of central forces hid-

den in the deep bosom of human life, which by passion,

by strife, by temptation, by the energies of resistance,

works forever upon children,— resting not day or night,

any more than the mighty wheel of day and night them-

selves, whose moments, like restless spokes, are glim-

mering* forever as they revolve.

If, then, these are the ministries by which Levana

works, how profoundly must she reverence the agen-

cies of grief ! But you, reader! think,— that children

* "
Glimmering-."

— As I have never allowed myself to covet any

inan-s ox nor his ass, nor anything that is his, still less would it

become a philosopher to covet other people's images, or meta-

phors. Here, therefore, I restore to Mr. Wordsworth this fine

Image of the revolving wheel, and the glimmering spokes, as appJied

by him to the flying successions of day and night. I borrowed it

for one moment in order to point my own sentence ; which being

ione, the reader is witness that I now pay it bade instantly by a

note made for that sole purpose. On the same principle 1 often

borrow their seals from young ladies, when closing my Utters.

Because there is sure to be some tender sentiment upon their, ubou
"
memory," or "

hope," or "
roses, or " reunion

;

" and my corre-

spondent must be a sad brute who is not touched by the eloquent

if the seal, even if bis taste is so bad that he remains deaf tc

nine.
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generally are not liable to grief such as mine. There

are two senses in the word generally,
— the sense of

Eu "lid, where it means luiicersally (or in the whole

extent of the genus), and a foolish sense of this world,

where it means iisjially. Now, I am far from saying

that children universally are capable of grief like mine.

But there are more than you ever heard of who die of

grief in this island of ours. I will tell you a common
cass. The rules of Eton require that a boy on the

founcl,ation should be there twelve yearc : he is super-

annuated at eighteen, consequently he must come at

six. Children torn away from mothers and sisters at

that age not unfrequently die. I speak of what I know.

The complaint is not entered by the registrar as grief;

but that it is. Grief of that sort, and at that age, has

killed more than ever have been counted amonofst its

martyrs.

Therefore it is that Levana often communes with the

powers that shake man's heart : therefore it is that she

dotes upon grief. "These ladies," said I softly to my-
self, on seeing the ministers with whom Levana was

conversing,
" these are the Sorrows

;
and they are three

in number, as the Grares are three, who dress man's

life with beautv : the ParccE are three, who weave the

dark arras of man's life in their mj'sterious loom always
with colors sad in part, sometimes angry with tragic

crimson and black; the Furies are three, who visit

with retributions called from the other side of the grave

offences that walk upon this; and at once even the

Muses were but three, who fit the harp, the trumpet, oi

the lute, to the great burdens of man's impassioned

sreatioos. These are the Sorrows, all three of whom I
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know." The last words I say nmo ; but in Oxford 1

said,
" one of whom I know, and the others too surely

I shall know." For already, in my fervent youth, I

saw (dimly relieved upon the dark back-ground of my
dreams) the imperfect lineaments of the awful sisters.

These sisters— by what name shall we call them ?

If I say simply,
" The Sorrows," there will be a

chance of mistaking the term; it might be understood

of individual sorrow,— separate cases of sorrow,—
whereas I want a term expressing the mighty abstrac-

tions that incarnate themselves in all individual suffer-

infrs of man's heart; and I wish to have these abstrac-

tions presented as impersonations, that is, as clothed

with human attributes of life, and Avith functions point-

ing to flesh. Let us call them, therefore. Our Ladies

of Sorrow. I know them thoroughly, and have walked

in all their kingdoms. Three sisters they are, of one

mysterious household; and their pathi are wide apart;

but of their dominion there is no end. Them I saw

often conversing with Levana, and sometimes about my-
self. Do they talk, then ? O, no! Mighty phantoms

like these disdain the infirmities of language. They

may utter voices through the organs of man when they

dweJ in human hearts, but amongst themselves is no

voice nor sound ; eternal silence reigns in tkeir king-

doms. They spoke not, as they talked with Levana ;

they whispered not; they sang not; though oftentimes

melhought they might have sung: for I upon earth

had heard their mysteries oftentimes deciphered by

harp and timbrel, by dulcimer and organ. Like God,

whose servants they are, they utter their pleasure

uot by sounds tnat perish, or by words that go astray
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but by signs in heaven, by changes on earth, by

pulses in secret rivers, heraldries painted on darkness,

and hieroglypliics written on the tablets of the brain.

They wheeled in mazes; I spelled the steps. They

telegraphed from afar; 7 read the signr.ls. They con-

fpired together; anu on the mirrors of darkness my
e\ c traced the plots. Theirs were the symbols ; mhu-

are the words.

What is it the sisters are? "What is it that they do?

Let me describe their form, and their presence; if form

it were that still fluctuated in its outline; or presence

it were that forever advanced to the front, or forever

receded amongst shades.

The eldest of the three is named Mater Lachry-

marnm^ Our Lady of Tears. She it is that night and

day raves and moans, calling for vanished faces. She

stood in Kama, where a voice was heard of lamentation,

— Rachel weeping for her children, and refused to be

comforted. She it was that stood in Bethlehem on the

night when Herod's sword swept its nursenes of Inno-

cents, and the little feet were stiffened forever, which,

heard at times as they tottered along floors overhead,

woke pulses of love in household hearts that were not

unmarked in heaven.

Her eyes are sweet and subtile, wild and sleepy, by

turns; oftentimes rising to the clouds, oftentimes chal-

lensinjT the heavens. She wears a diadem round her

lead. And I knew by childish memories that she could

go abroad upon the winds, when she heard that sobbing

of litanies, or the thundering of organs, and when she

beheld the mustering of summer clouds. This sister,

the elder, 't is that carries keys more than papal at hci

16
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girdle, which open every cottagt and every palace

She, to my knowledge, sate all last summer by the bed-

side of the bli[ d beggar, him that so often and so gladly

I talked with, whose pious daughter, eight years old

with the sunny countenance, resisted the temptations of

play and village mirth to travel all day long on dur-ty

roads with her afflicted father. For this did God send

her a great reward. In the spring-time of the year, end

whilst yet her own spring was budding, he recalled her

to himself. But her blind father mourns forever over

her ; still he dreams at midnight that the little guiding

hand is locked within his own ; and still he wakens to

a darkness that is nmu within a second and a deeper

darkness. This Mater Lachrymarum also has been sit-

ting all this winter of 1S44-5 within the bedchamber

of the Czar, bringing before his eyes a daughter (not

less pious) that vanished to God not less suddenly, and

eft behind her a darkness not less profound. By the

power of her keys it is that Our Lady of Tears glides

a ghostly intruder into the chambers of sleepless men,

sleepless women, sleepless children, from Ganges to the

Nile, from Nile to Mississippi. And her, because she

IS the first-born of her house, and has the widest empire,

let us honor with the title of " Madonna."

The second sister is called Mater Suspiriorum, Our

Lady of Sighs. She never scales the clouds, nor walks

ttbrcad upon the winds. She wears no diadem. And

Ker eyes, if they were ever seen, would be neither

ijweet nor subtile ; no man could read thsir story ; they

svould be found filled with perishing dreams, and with

wrecks of forjrotten delirium. But she raises not he:

»yes; her head, on which sits a dilapidated turban
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droops forever, forever fastens on the dust. She weeps
not. She groans not. But she sighs inaudibly at inter-

vals. Her sisler Madonna is oftentimes stormy and

frantic, raging in the highest against heaven, and

demanding back her darlings. But Our Lady of Sighs

never clamors, never defies, dreams not of rebellious

aspirations. She is humble to abjectness. Hers is tiie

meekness that belongs to the hopeless. Murmur she

may, but it is in her sleep. Whisper she may, but it is

to herself in the twilight. Mutter she does at times,

but it is in solitary places that are desolate as she is

desolate, in ruined cities, and when the sun has gone

down to his rest. This sister is the visiter of the Pariah,

of the Jew, of the bondsman to the oar in the Mediter-

ranean galleys; of the English criminal in Norfolk

Island, blotted out from the books of remembrance in

sweet far-off England; of the baffled penitent reverting

his ej'es forever upon a solitary grave, which to him

seems the altar overthrown of some past and bloody

sacrifice, on which altar no oblations can now be avail-

ing, whether towards pardon that he might implore, o~

towards reparation that he might attempt. Every slave

that at noonday looks up to the tropical sun with timid

reproach, as he points with one hand to the earth, our

general mother, but for hitn a step-mother,
— as he points

with the other hand to the Bible, our general teacher,

but against /«wi sealed and sequestered;^
—

every

*This, tlie reader will be aware, applies chiefly to the cotton and

tobacco States of North America ;
but not to lliem only : on whi':b

iccount I have not scrupled to figure the sun, v%rhi(;h looks dow»

ipon slavery, as tropical ; no matter if strictly within the tropi s

*r simply so neai t> them as to produce a similar climate
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woman sitting in darkness, without love to shelter he!

head, or hope to illumine her solitude, because the

heaven-born instincts kindling' in her nature germs of

holy affections, which God implanted in her womanlj
bosom, having been stifled by social necessities, now

burn sullenly to waste, like sepulchral lamps amongsi
the ancients; every nun defrauded of her unreturning

May-time by wicked kinsman, whom God will judge;

every captive in every dungeon ; all that are betrayed,

and all that are rejected ; outcasts by traditionary law,

and children o^ hcreditarij disgrace,
— all these waik

with Our Lady of Sighs. She also carries 'a key ;

but she needs it little. For her kingdom is chiefl'

amongst the tents of Shem, and the houseless vagrant
of every clime. Yet in the very highest ranks of man
5he finds chapels of her own ; and even in gIorious>

England there are some that, to the world, carry their

heads as proudly as the reindeer, who yet secretly have

received her mark upon their foreheads.

But the third sister, who is also the youngest !

Hush! whisper whilst we talk of her ! Her kingdom
is not large, or else no flesh should live ; but within that

kingdom all power is hers. Her head, turreted like that

of Cybttle, rises almost beyond the reach of sight. She

droops not; and her eyes rising so high might be hidden

by distance. But, being what they are, they cannot be

hidden; througn the treble veil of crape which she

wears, the fierce light of a blazing misery, that rests

not for matins or for vespers, for noon of day or noon

of night, for ebbing or for flowing tide, may be read

from the very ground. She is the defier of God. She

ilso is the motner of lunacies, and the suggestress of
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suicides. Deep lie the roots of her power ;
but narrow

IS the nation that slie rules. For she can approach only

those in whom a profound nature has been upheaved

by central convulsions; in whom the heart trembles

nnd the brain rocks under conspiracies of tempest from

without and tempest from within. Madonna moves

mih uncertain steps, fast or slow, but still with tragic

grace. Our Lady of Sighs creeps timidly and stealth-

ily. But this youngest sister moves with incalculable

motions, bounding, and with a tiger's leaps. She car-

ries no key; for, though coming rarely amongst men,

she storms all doors at which she is permitted to enter

at all. And her name is Mater Tenebrarum,— Our

Lady of Darkness,

These were the Seimiai Theai, or Sublime God-

desses,* these were the Eumenides, or Gracious Ladies

(so called by antiquity in shuddering propitiation) of

my Oxford dreams. Madonna spoke. She spoke by

her mysterious hand. Touching my head, she beck-

oned to Our Lady of Sighs ; and what she spoke, trans-

lated out of the signs which (except m dreams) no man

reads, was this :

" Lo ! here is he, whom in childhood I dedicated to

my altars. This is he that once I made my darling

Him I led astray, him 1 beguiled, and from heaven I

stole away his young heart to mine. Through me did

he become idolatrous ; and thruugh me it was, by lan-

*" Sublime Goddesses."— The word afuiog is usually rendered

renci able in dictionaries
;
not a very nattering epithet fcr emales.

But by weighing a number of passages in which the word is used

ftointcdiy, I am disposed to think that it comes nearest to our idc«

if the sublime, as near as a Greek word could come.
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guishing desires, that he worshipped the worm, ana

prayed to the wormy grave. Holy was the grave to

nim ; lovely was its darkness ; saintly its corruption

Him, this young idolator, I have seasoned for thee

dear gentle Sister of Sighs ! Do thou take him now

to thy heart, and season him for our dreadful sister.

And thou,"— turning to the Mater Tenebrarum, she

said,— "wicked sister, that temptest and hatest, do

thou take him from ker. See that thy sceptre lie

heavy on his head. Suffer not woman and her tender-

ness to sit near him in his darkness. Banish the frail-

ties of hope, wither the relenting of love, scorch the

fountains of tears, curse him as only thou canst curse.

So shall he be accomplished in the furnace, so shall

he see the things that ought not to be seen, sights that

are abominable, and secrets that are unutterable. So

shall he read elder truths, sad truths, grand truths, fear

ful truths. So shall he rise again before he dies. And

so shall our commission be accomplished which from

God we had, — to plague his heart until we had un-

.blded the capacities of his spirit."*

* The reader, who wishes at all to understand the course of these

Confessions, ought not to pass over this dream-legend. There 13

no great wonder that a vision, which occufied my waking thoughts
m those years, should reappear in my dreams. It was, in fact, a

les"9nd recurring in sleep, most of which I had myself silently writ-

ten or sculptured in my daylight reveries. But its importance to

the present Confessions is this, that it rehearses or prefigures their

course. This first part belongs to Madonna. The xiiinD bclotiga

to t.ie
" Blater Suspiriorum,-"' and will be entitled The Pariah

Worlds. The fourth, which terminates the worlj, belongs to the
' Mater Tenohrarum," and will be entitled The Kingdom ofDark-

ness. As to the SECOND, it is an interpolation requisite to tnj

tflccl of the others, and will be explained in its proper place.
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THE APPARITION OF THE BROCKEN.

Ascend with me on this dazzling Whitsunday the

Brocken of North Germany. The dawn opened in

cloudless beauty; it is a dawn of bridal June; but,

as the hours advanced, her youngest sister April, that

sometimes cares little for racina: across both frontiers

of May, frets the bridal lady's sunny temper with

sallies of wheeling and careering showers, flying and

pursuing, opening and closing, hiding and restoring.

On such a morning, and reaching the summits of the

forest mountain about sunrise, we shall have one

chance the more for seeing the famous Spectre of the

Brocken.=* Who and what is he ? He is a solitary

* "
Spccirc of the Brocken."— Tliis verj" .strikin§: phenomenon has

been continually ilescribetl hy writers, both German and English
for the last fifty years. Jlany readers, however, will not liave met

witli these descriptions ;
and on //(CiV account I add a few words iti

explanation, referring them for the best scientific comment on the

lase to Sir David Brewster's " Natural Magic." The spectre takes

the shape of a human figure, or, if the visiters are more than one,

when the spectres multiply ; they arrange themselves on the blue

ground of the sky, or the dark ground ofany clouds that maybe in

the right quarter, or perhaps they are strongly relieved against a

curtain of rock, at a distance of some miles, and always exhibiting

gigantic proportions. At first, from the distance and the colossal

size, every spectator supposes the appearance to be quite independ-

ent of himself. But very soon he is surjirised to observe his own

fictions and gestures mimicked ;
and wakens to the conviction that

Jie phantom is but a dilated reflection of himself. This Titan

amongst thj apparitions jfeartii is exceedingly capricious vanish-

ing aliri'ptly for reasons i)est kno vn to himself, and mon coy in

;omir g fjrward than the Lady Echo of Ovid. One reason why ha

(s seen so seldom must be ascribed to the cone rrence of conditions

luder which only the phenomenon can be manifested ; the sun mus'
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apparition, in the sense of loving solitude; else he i>

not always solitary in his personal manifestations, but

on proper occasions, has been known to unmask a

strength quite sufficient to alarm those who had been

insulting him.

Now, in order to test the nature of this mysterious

lipparition, we will try two or three experiments upon
him. What we fear, and with some reason, is, that as

he lived so many ages with foul Pagan sorcerers, and

witnessed so many centuries of dark dolatries, his heart

may have been corrupted; and that even now his faith

may be wavering or impure. We will try.

Make the sign of the cross, and observe whether he

repeats it (as on Whitsunday^ he surely ought to do).

be near to the horizon (which of itself implies a time of day incon-

venient to a person starling from a station as distant as Elbinger-

ode) ;
the spectator must have his bade to the sun ; and the air

must contain some vapor, but parllalhj distributed. Coleridge
ascended the Brociicn on the Wiiitsunday of 1799, with a party of

English students from Goettingcn, liut failed to see the phantom;
afterwards in England (and under the three same conditions) he saw

a much rarer phenomenon, which he described in tiic following

eight lines. I give them from a correct copy (the apostrophe in the

beginning must be understood as addressed to an ideal couceplion) ;

"And art thou nothing? Such thou art as when
Tlie woodman w'inding westward up the glen

At wintry dawn, when o'er the sheep-track's maze
The viewless snow-mist weaves a glistening haze,

Sees full iicforc him, gliding without tread,

An image with a glory round its head
;

This shade he worships for its golden liucs,

And viakcs (not knowing) that which he pursues."

* " 0)i Whitsunday."— It is singular, and perhaps owing to th?

lci:»peraturb and weather likely to prevail in tiiat early ]iari of sum

Bier, tnat more appearances of the spectre bive been witnessed 0{

SVhitsuuday than on any other day.
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Look! he (foes repeat it; but the driving- showers per-

plex the images, and that, perhaps, it is which gives

liim the air of one who acts reluctantly or evasively.

Now, again, the sun shines more brightly, und the show-

ers have swept off like squadrons of cavalry to the rear.

We will try him again.

Pluck an anemone, one of these many anemones

which once was called the sorcerer's flower,* and bore

a part, perhaps, in this horrid ritual of fear; carry it to

that stone which mimics the outline of a heathen altar,

and once was called the sorcerer's altar ;* then bend-

ing your knee, and raising your right hand to God,

say,
— "

Father, which art in heaven, this lovely ane-

mone, that once glorified the worship of fear, has

travelled back into thy fold
;

this altar, which once

reeked with bloody rites to Cortho, has long been

rebaptized into thy holy service. The darkness is

gone; the cruelty is gone which the darkness bred;

the moans have passed away which the victims uttered;

the cloud has vanished which once sate continually upon
their graves, cloud of protestation that ascended forever

to thy throne from the tears of the defenceless, and the

anger of the just. And lo! I thy servant, with this dark

phantom, whom for one hour on this thy festival of Pen-

tecost I make my servant, render thee united worship

.n this thy recovered temple."

* " The sorcerer's Jtower," and "
^/ic sorcc^cr''s altar."— Thtie

(tie names still clinging to the anemone of the Brocken, and to an

dllar-shapcd fragment of granite near one of the summits
;
and it

IS not doubted that they lioth connect then.selves, throuL'h links of

ancient tradition, with the gloomy realities of Paganism, when the

wliole llartz and the Brocken formed for a ver/ long time the last

i^iylum to a ferocious but perishing idolatry.
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Look now ! the apparition plucks an anemone, and

places it on an altar; he also bends his knee, he also

raises his right hand to God. Dumb he is; but some-

times the dumb serve God acceptably. Yet still it

occurs to you, that perhaps on this high festival of the

Christian church he may be overruled by supernatural

influence into confession of his homage, having so

often been made to bow and bend his knee at murder-

ous rites. In a service of religion he may be timid.

Let us try him, therefore, with an earthly passion,

where he will have no bias either from f-wor or from

fear.

If, then, once in childhood you sufTered an afTection

that was ineffable,
— if once, when powerless to face such

an enemy, you were summoned to fight with the tiger

that couches within the separations of the grave,
— in

that case, after the example of Judsea (on the Roman

coins),
—

sitting under her palm-tree to w<?ep, but sit-

ting with her head veiled,
— do you also veil your

head. Many years are passed away since then ; and

you were a little ignorant thing at that time, hardly

above six years old ; or perhaps (if you durst tell all

the truth), not quite so much. But your heart was

deeper than the Danube; and, as was your love, so was

your grief. Many years are gone since that darkness

settled on your head; many summers, many winters ;

yet still its shadows wheel round upon you at intervals,

like these April showers upon this glory of bridal June.

Therefore now, on this dovelike morning of Pentecost,

do you veil your head like Judaea in memory of tha

Uansc(m(lent woe, and in testimony that, indeed, it sur

passed all utterance of words, Imniediately you see
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that tvie apparition of the Brocken veils kis head, after

the model of Judaea weeping under her palm-tree, as if

he also had a human heart, and that he also, in child*

hood, having suffered an affliction which was ineffable,

wished by these mute symbols to breathe a sigh towards

neaven in memory of that affliction, and by way of

record, though many a year after, that it was iudecd

unutterable by words.

This trial is decisive. You are now satisfied that the

apparition is but a reflex of yourself; and, in uttering

your secret feelings to hwi, you make this phantom the

dark symbolic mirror for reflection to the daylight what

else must be hidden forever

Such a relation does the Dark Interpreter, whom

immediately the reader will learn to know as an intruder

into my dreams, bear to my own mind. He is origi

nally a mere reflex of my inner nature. But as the

apparition of the Brocken sometimes is disturbed by

storms or by driving showers, so as to dissemble his

real origin, in like manner the Interpreter sometimes

swerves out of my orbit, and mixes a little with alien

natures. I do not always know him in these cases as

my own parhelion. What he says, generally, is but

that which / have said in daylight, and in meditation

deep enough to sculpture itself on my heart. But

sometiines, as his face alters, his words alter; and they

do not always seem such as I have used, or could use.

No man can account for all things that occur in dreams.

Generally I believe this,
— that he is a faithful represent

vtive of myself; but he also is at times subject to t}ic

iiction of the good Phantasus, ivho rules in dreams.
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Hailstone choruses* besides, and storms, enter my
rtroams. Hailstones and fire that run along the ground
sleet and blinding hurricanes, revelations of glory in-

sufferable pursued by volleying darkness,— these are

powers able to disturb any features that originally were

but shadow, and so send drifting the anchors of any
vessel that rides upon deeps so treacherous as those of

dreams. Understand, however, the Interpreter to bear

generally the office of a tragic chorus at Athens. The

Greek chorus is perhaps not quite understood by critics,

any more than the Dark Interpreter by myself. But

the leading function of both must be supposed this — not

to tell you anything absolutely new,— that was done by

the actors in the drama ; but to recall you to your owrx

lurking thoughts,
— hidden for the moment or imper-

fectly developed,
— and to place before you, in immediate

connection with groups vanishing too quickly for any
effort of meditation on your own part, such comment-

aries, prophetic or looking back, pointing the moral or

deciphering the mystery, justifying Providence, or miti-

gating the fierceness of anguish, as would or might have

occurred to your own meditative heart, had only time

been allowed for its motions.

The Interpreter is anchored and stationary in my
dreams; but great storms and driving mists cause him

to fluctuate uncertainly, or even to retire altogether,

?ike his gloomy counterpart, the shy phantom of the

Brocken,— and to assume new features or strange

* ^Hailstone choruses."— I need not tell any lover of Ilande

that his oratorio of " Israel in Egypt
" contains a chorus f&.niiliarl

rinown by this name. The words are : "And he qave them hail

ttcaes tor rain
; fire, mingled with hail, ran along upon ihe ground
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features, as in dreams always there is a power not con-

tented with reproduction, but which absolutely creates

or transtorrns. This dark being the reader will see

again in a further stage of my opium experience; and I

warn him that he will not always be found sitting inside

my dreams, but at times outside, and in open daylight

FINALE TO PART I.— SAVANNAH-LA-MAH.

God smote Savannah-la-mar, and in one night, by

earthquaice, removed her, with all her towers standing

and population sleeping, from the steadfast foundations

of the shore to the coral floors of ocean. And God

said,
— "Pompeii did I bury and conceal from men

through seventeen centuries: this city I will bury, but

not conceal. She shall be a monument to men of my

mysterious anger, set in azure light through genera-

tions to come ;
for I will enshrine her in a crystal dome

of my tropic seas." This city, therefore, like a mighty

galleon with all her apparel mounted, streamers flying,

and tackling perfect, seems floating along the noiseless

depths of ocean ;
and oftentimes in glassy calms,

through the translucid atmosphere of water that now

stretclies like an air-woven awning above the silent

encampment, mariners from every clime .ook down

Into her courts and terraces, count her g-ites, and

number the spires of her churches. She is one ample

cemetery, and /las been for many a year; but in the

mighty calms that brood for weeks over tropic latitudes

he fascinates the eye with a Fata-Morgana revelation.
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as of human life still subsisting in submarine asyluma
sacred from the storms that torment our upper air.

Thither, lured by the loveliness of cerulean depths

by the peace of human dwellings privileged from

molestation, by the gleam of marble altars slecpmg
in everlasting sanctity, oftentimes in dreams did I and

the Dark Interpreter cleave the watery veil that divided

us from her streets. We looked into the belfries,

where the pendulous bells were waiting in vain for the

summons which should awaken their marriage peals ;

together we touched the mighty organ-keys, that sang
no jubilates for the ear of Heaven, that sang no re-

quiems for the ear of human sorrow; together we
searched the silent nurseries, where the children were

all asleep, and had been asleep through five genera-

tions. "
They are waiting for the heavenly dawn,"

v/hispered the Interpreter to himself: "and, when that

comes, the bells and the organs will utter a jicbilate

repeated by the echoes of Paradise." Then, turning

to me, he said,
— " This is sad, this is piteous ; but

less would not have sufficed for the purpose of God.

Look here. Put into a Roman clepsydra one hundred

drops of water; let these run out as the sands in an

hour-glass; every drop measuring the hundredth part

of a second, so that each shall represent but the three-

hundred-and-sixty-thousandth part of an hour. Now,

count the drops as they race along; and, when the

fiftieth of the hundred is passing, behold ! forty-nine

are not, because already they have perished ; and fifty

vire not, because they are yet to come. You see

therefore, how narrow, how incalculably narrow, is the

true and actual present. Of that time which we cell
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^he present, hardly a hundredth part but belongs either

to a past which has fl.?d, or to a future which is still on

the wing. It has perished, or it is not born. It was,

or it is not. Yet even this approximation to the truth

is infinitely false. For again subdivide that solitary

drop, which only was found to represent the present

into a ower series of similar fractions, and the actua'

present which you arrest measures now but the thirty-

sixth-millionth of an hour; and so by infinite declen

sions the true and very present, in which only we live

and enjoy, will vanish into a mote of a mote, dis'

tinguishable only by a heavenly vision. Therefore the

present, which only man possesses, offers less capacity

for his footing than the slenderest film that ever spider

twisted from her womb. Therefore, also, even this

incalculable shadow from the narrowest pencil of moon-

light is more transitory than geometry can measure, or

thoufjht of ancrel can overtake. The time which is

I'ontracls into a mathematic point; and even that point

perishes a thousand times before we can utter its birth.

All is finite in the present ; and even that finite is

infinite in its velocity of flight towards death. But in

God there is nothing finite; but in God there is nothing

transitory ;
but in God there can be nothing that tends to

death. Therefore, it follows, that for God there can bfi

no present. The future is the present of God, and to

the future it is that he sacrifices the human present.

Therefore it is that he works by earthquake. There*

fore it is that he works by grief. O, deep is the plougii-

mg of earthquake ! O, deep"— [and his voice swelled

'ike a sanctus rising from the choir of a cathedral]
—

O, deep is the ploughing of grief! But oftentimes
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less would not suffice for the agriculture of God. Upon
a night of earthquake he builds a thousand years of

pleasant habitations for man. Upon the sorrow of an

infant he raises oftentimes from human intellects Jilori-

ous vintages that could not else have been. Less than

these fierce ploughshares would not have stirred the

stubborn soil. The one is needed for earth, our planet.— for earth itself as the dwelling-place of man; but

the other is needed yet oftener for God's mightiest

Jistrument,— yes
"
[and he looked solemnly at myself],

'
is needed for the mysterious children of the earth ' "
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PART II

VISION OF LIFE.

The Oxford visions, of which some have been given,

were but anticipations necessary to illustrate the glimpse

opened of childhood (as being its reiiction). In this

Second part, returning from that anticipation, I retrace

an abstract of my boyish and youthful days, so far as

they furnished or exposed the germs of later experiences

in worlds more shadowy.

Upon me, as upon others scattered thiniy by tens and

twenties over every thousand years, fell too powerfully

and too early the vision of life. The horror of life

mixed itself already in earliest youth with the heavenly

sweetness of life
;
that grief, which one in a hundred

has sensibility enough to gather from the sad retrospect

of life in its closing stage, for me shed its dews as a

prelibation upon the fountains of life whilst yet spark-

linrr to the mornincf sun. I saw from afar and from

before what I was to see from behind. Is this the

description of an early youth passed in the shades of

gloom ? No
; but of a youth passed in the divinest

happiness. And if the reader has (which so few have)

the passion, without which there is no reading of the

legend and superscription upon man's brow, if he is

tiot (as most are deafer than the grave to every deep

note that sighs upwards from the Delphic caves of

luman life, he will know that the rapture of life (or

17
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anything which by approach can merit that name) does

not arise, unless as perfect music arises, music of

Mozart or Beethoven, by the confluence of the mighty

and terrific discords with the subtile concords. Not by

contrast, or as reciprocal foils, do these elements act,

which is the feeble conception of many, but by union.

They are the sexual forces in music: "male and femah;

created he them ;" and these mighty antagonists do not

put forth their hostilities by repulsion, but by deepest

attraction.

As " in to-day already walks to-morrow," so in the

past experience of a youthful life may be seen dimly

the future. The collisions with alien interests or hostile

views, of a child, boy, or very young man, so insulated

as each of these is sure to be,
— those aspects of opposi-

tion which such a person ca7i occupy,
— are limited by

the exceedingly few and trivial lines of connection

along which he is able to radiate any essential influence

whatever upon the fortunes or happiness of others

Circumstances may magnify his importance for the

moment; but, after all, any cable which he carries out

upon other vessels is easily slipped upon a feud arising.

Far otherwise is the state of relations connecting an

adult or responsible man with the circles around him,

as life advances. The net-work of these relations is a

thousand times moie intricate, the jarring of these intri-

cate relations a thousand times more frequent, and

the vibrations a thousand times harsher which these

jarrings diff'use. This truth is felt beforehand mis

givingly and in troubled vision, by a young man who

stands uj)on the threshold of manhood. One earliest

instinct of fear and horror would darken his spirit, if it
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could be revealed to itself and self-questioned at the

moment of birth : a second instinct of the same natur*'

would again pollute that tremulous mirror, if the

moment were as punctually marked as physical birth is

marked, which dismisses him finally upon the tides of

absolute self-control. A dark ocean would seem the

total expanse of life from the first ; but far darker and

more appalling would seem that interior and second

chamber of the ocean which called him away forever

from the direct accountability of others. Dreadful

would be the morning which should say, "Be thou a

human child incarnate;" but more dreadful the morning
which should say,

" Bear thou henceforth the sceptre of

thy self-dominion through life, and the passion of life !"

Yes, dreadful would be both
; but without a basis of the

dreadful there is no perfect rapture. It is a part through

the sorrow of life, growing out of dark events, that this

basis of awe and solemn darkness slowly accumulates.

That I have illustrated. But, as life expands, it is more

through the strife which besets us, strife from conflicting

opinions, positions, passions, interests, that the funereal

ground settles and deposits itself, which sends upward
the dark lustrous brilliancy through the jewel of life,

else revealing a pale and superficial glitter. Either the

human being must sutler and struggle as the price of a

more searching vision, or his gaze must be shallow, and

without intellectual revelation.

Through accident it was in part, and, where through

no accident but my own nature, not through features of

It at all painf'jl to recollect, that constantly in early life

(that is, from boyish days until eighteen, when, by going

•o Oxford, practically I became my own ma.ster) I «as
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engaged in duels of fierce continual struggle, with some

person or body of persons, that sought, like the Roman

retiarius, to throw a net ot deadly coercion or constraint

over the undoubted rights of my natural freedom. The

steady rebellion upon my part in one half was a merp

human reliction of justifiable indignation ; but in the

other half it was the struggle of a conscientious nature,

—
disdaining to feel it as any mere right or discretional

privilege,
— no, feeling it as the noblest of duties to

resist, though it should be mortally, those that would

have enslaved me, and to retort scorn upon those that

would have put my head below their feet. Too much,

even in later life, I have perceived, in men that pass foi

good men, a disposition to degrade (and if possible to

degrade through self-degradation) those in whom unwil-

lingly they feel any weight of oppression to them-

selves, by com. .mding qualities of intellect or character.

They respect }ou: they are compelled to do bO, and

they hate to do so. Next, therefore, they seek to throw

off the sense of this oppression, and to take vengeance
for it, by cooperating wiih any unhappy, accidents in

your life, to inflict a sei. of hui illation upon you, and

(if possible) to force you into becoming a consenting

party to that humiliation. O, wherefore is it that those

who presume to call themselves the *' friends
" of this

man or that woman are so often those, above all others,

whom in the hour of death that man or woman is most

Ukely to salute with the valediction— Would (Jod I had

never seen your face ?

In citing one or two cases of these early struggles, .

have chiefly in view the effect of these upon my subse«

uent vibuus under the reign of opium. And this indul-
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gent reflection should accompany the mature readei

through all such records of boyish inexperience. A

good-tempered man, who is also acquainted with the

world, will easily evade, without needing any artifice of

servile obsequiousness, those quarrels which an upright

simplicity, jealous of its own rights, and unpractised in

the science of worldly address, cannot always evade

without some loss of self-respect. Suavity in this man

ner may, it is true, be reconciled with firmness in the

matter; but not easily by a young person who wants

all the appropriate resources of knowledge, of adroit

and guarded language, for making his good temper

available. Men are protected from insult and wrong,

not merely by their own skill, but also, in the absence

of any skill at all, by the general spirit of forbearance

to which society has trained all those whom they are

likely to meet. But boys meeting wnth no such for-

bearance or training in other boys, must sometimes be

thrown upon feuds in the ratio of their own firmness,

much more than in the ratio of any natural proneness

to quarrel. Such a subject, however, will be best illus-

trated by a sketch or two of my own principal feuds.

The first, but merely transient and playful, nor worth

noticing at all, but for its subsequent resurrection under

other and awful coloring in my dreams, grew out of an

miaginary slight, as I viewed it, put upon me by one of

my guardians. I had four guardians; and the one of

these who had the most knowledge and talent of the

whole— a banker, living about a hundred miles from my
home— had invited me, when eleven years old, to hi3

nouse. His eldest daughter, perhaps a year yo anger

tnan myseifj wore at that time upon her veiy lovely
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face the most anpfelic expression of oharactei and tem-

per that I have uh-nost ever seen. Naturally,! fell in

love with her. It seems absurd to say so
;
and the

more so, because two children more absolutely innocent

than we were cannot be imagined, neither of us having

ever been at any school ;
but the simple truth is, that in

the most chivalrous sense I was in love with her. And

the proof that I was so showed itself in three separate

modes : I kissed her glove on any rare occasion when I

found it lying on a table; secondly, I looked out for

some excuse to be jealous of her; and, thirdly, I did

my very best to get up a quarrel. What I wanted the

quarrel for was the luxury of a reconciliation ;
a hill

cannot be had, you know, without going to the expense

of a valley. And though I hated the very thought of a

moment's difference with so truly gentle a girl, yet how,

but through such a purgatory, could one win the para-

dise of her returning smiles ? All this, however, came

to nothing; and simply because she positively would

not quarrel. And the jealousy fell through, because

there was no decent subject for such a passion, unless

it had settled upon an old music-master, whom lunacy

itself could not adopt as a rival. The quarrel, mean-

time, which never prospered with the daughter, silently

liindled on my part towards the father. His ofTence wa3

this. At dinner, I naturally placed myself by the side,

of ]\I., and it gave me great pleasure to touch her hand

at intervals. As M. was my cousin, though twice ol

even three times removed, I did not feel it taking too

great a liberty in this little act of tenderness. No matter

if three thousand times removed, I said, my cousin is

my cousin ; nor had I very much designed to conceal the
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act; or if so, -ather on her account than my own. <Jne

evening-, however, papa observed my manoeuvre. Did

he seem displeased? Not at all; he even < onde

scnnded to smile. But the next day he placed iVI. on

the side opposite to myself. In one respect this was

really an improvement, because it gave me a belter

view of my cousin's sweet countenance. But then

there was the loss of the hand to be considered, and

"secondly there was the affront. It was clear thut ven-

geance must be had. Now, there was but one thing in

this world that I could do even decently ; but t/iat I

eould do admirably. This was writing Latin hexame-

ters. Juvenal— though it was not very much of him

that I had then read— seemed to me a divine model.

The inspiration of wrath spoke through him as through

a Hebrew prophet. The same inspiration spoke now in

me. Facit indignatio versuni, said Juvenal. And it

must be owned that indignation has never made such

good verses since as she did in that day. But still,

even to me, this agile passion proved a Muse of genial

inspiration for a couple of paragraphs ;
and one line I

will mention as worthy to have taken its place in

Juvenal himself. I say this without scruple, having

«ot a shadow of vanity, nor, on the other hand, a shadow

of false modesty connected with such boyish accomplish-

ments. The poem opened thus :

Te nemis austcrum sacr^ qui foedera mensae

Diruis, inscctor Satyrae reboante flagello.
"

But the line which I insist upon as jf Romrn strength

was the closing one of the next sentence. The genera.

f*fS&ct of the sentiment was, that rav clamorous wrath
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should make its way even into ears that were past

hearing :

" mca sneva quere.a

Aurihus iiisidet ceratis, aurilius etsi

Noil audituris byberua uoclc proccllam."

The power, however, which inflated my verse, soon

collapsed ; having been soothed, from the very first, by

finding, that except in this one instance at the dinner-

table, which probably had been viewed as an indecorum,

no further restraint, of any kind whatever, was medi-

tated upon my intercourse with M. Besides, it was too

painful to lock up good verses in one's own solitary

breast. Yet how could I shock the sweet filial heart

of my cousin by a fierce lampoon or styUtes against

ner father, had Latin even fiofured amongst her accom-

plishments? Then it occurred to me that the verses

might be shown to the father. But was there not

something treacherous in gaining a man's approbation

under a mask to a satire upon himself? Or would he

have always understood me? For one person, a year

after, took the sacrcB vie.7iscB (by which I had meant the

sanctities of hospitality) to mean the sacramental ta-

ble. And on consideration, I began to suspect that

'nany people would pronounce myself the party who

had violated the holy ties of hospitality, which are

equally binding on guest as on host. Indolence, which

sometimes cotnes in aid of good impulses as well as

i,«ad, fiivorcd these relenting thoughts. The society

of M. did still more to wean me from further efl!brts

of satire; and, finally, my Latin poem remained a

orso But, upon the whole, my guardian had a nar-

low escape of descending to posterity m a disadvan
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lageous lis^ht, had he rolled down (o it through my
hcxarDctcrs.

Here was a case of merely playful feud. But the

same talent of Latin verses soon after connected me wiih

a real feud, that harassed my mind more than would be

supposed, and precisely by this agency, namely, that it

arrayed one set of feelings against another. It divided

my mind, as by domestic feud, against itself. About a

year after returning from the visit to my guardian's,

and when I must have been nearly completing my
twelfth year, I was sent to a great public school.

Every man has reason to rejoice who enjo3's so great

an advantage. I condemned, and do condemn, the

practice of sometimes sending out into such stormy

exposures those who are as yet too young, too de-

pendent on female gentleness, and endowed with sensi-

bilities too exquisite. But at nine or ten the masculine

energies of the character are beginning to be developed ;

or if not, no discipline will better aid in their develop-

ment than the bracing intercourse of a great English

classical school. Even the selfish are forced into

accommodating themselves to a public standard of

generosity, and the effeminate into conforming to a rule

of manliness. I was myself at two public schools ; and

[ think with gratitude of the benefit which I reaped

from both ; as also I think with gratitude cf the upright

guardian in whose quiet household I learned Latin so

effectually. But the small private schools which 1

n'ltnessed for brief periods, containing thirty to forty

'»oys, were models of ignobh manners as respected

tome part of the juniors, and of favoritism amongst

*Jie masters. Nowhere is the sublimity of public jus-
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ticc SO broaJIy exemplified as in an English schooL

There is not in the universe such an areopagus for fan

pla}', and abhorrence of all crooked ways, as an Eng-
lish mob, or one of the English time-honored publii:

Echools. But my own first introduction to such an

establishment was under peculiar and contradictory cir-

cumstances. \V hen my
"
rating," or graduation in the

school, was to be settled, naturally my altitude (to

speak astronomically) was taken by the profijiency in

Greek. But I could then barely construe books so

easy as the Greek Testament and the Iliad. This was

considered quite well enough for my age; but still it

caused me to be placed three steps below the highest

rank in the school. Within one week, however, my
talent for Latin verses, which had by this time gathered

strength and expansion, became known. I was honored

as never was man or boy since Mordecai the Jew. Not

properly belonging to the flock of the head master, but

to the leading section of the second, I was now

weekly paraded for distinction at the supreme tribu-

nal of the school ; out of which at first grew nothing but

a sunshine of approbation delightful to my heart, still

brooding upon solitude. Within six weeks this had

;hanged. The approbation, indeed, continued, and the

public testimony of it. Neither would there, in the

ordinary course, have been any painful reaction from

jealousy, or fretful resistance to the soundness of my
pretensions ; since it was sufficiently known to some of

my school-fellows, that I, who had no male relatives but

military men, and those in India, could not have bene-

fited by any clandestine am. But, unhappily the head

iiiaster was at that time dissatisfied with some pomts in
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the progress of his head form
; and, as it soon appeared

was continually throwing in their teeth the brilliancy

of my verses at twelve, by comparison with theirs at

seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen. I had observed hira

sometimes pointing to myself; and was perplexed at

seeing this gesture fol\.nved by gloomy looks, and what

French reporters call "sensation," in these young men,

whom naturally I viewed with awe as my leaders, boys

that w^ere called young men, men that were reading

Sophocles
—

(a name that carried with it the sound of

something seraphic to my ears),
— and who never had

vouchsafed to waste a word on such a child as myself.

The day was come, however, when all that would be

changed. One of these leaders strode up to me in

the public play-grounds, and delivering a blow on my
shoulder, which was not intended to hurt me, but as a

mere formula of introduction, asked me "What the

d- —1 I meant by bolting out of the course, and annoying

other people in that manner? Were other people to

have no rest for me and my verses, which, after all,

were horribly bad?" There might have been some

difficulty in returning an answer to this address, but

none was required. I was briefly admonished to see

that 1 wrote worse for the future, or else . At this

aposiopcsis, 1 looked inquiringly at the spealcer, and he

fiUod up the chasm by saying that he would " annihi-

late
" me. Could any person fail to bo aghast at such

a demand ? I was to write w^orse than my own stand-

ftrO, which, by his account of my verses, must be diffi-

tuit; and I was to write worse than "imself, which

[ttight be impossible. My feelings revolted, it may be

lupposcd against so arrogant a demand, unless it had
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bi'en far otherwise expressed ;
and on the next occasion

for seiidinrr up verses, so fur from attending to the orders

issued, I double-shotted my guns ; double applause de-

scended on myself; but I remarked, with some awe

though not repenting of what I iiad done, that double

confusion seemed to agitate the ranks of my enemies.

Amowgst them loomed out in the distance my "annihi-

lating" friend, who shook his huge fist at me, but

with something like a grim smile about his eyes. He

took an early opportunity of paying his respects to

me, saying,
" You little devil, do you call this writing

your worst?" " No," I replied; "I call it writing my
best," The aimihilator, as it turned out, was really

a good-natured young man ;
but he soon went off to

Cambridge; and with the rest, or some of them, I

continued to wage war for nearly a year. And yet,

for a word spoken with kindness, I would have resigned

the peacock's feather in my cap as the merest of bau-

bles. Undoubtedly praise sounded sweet in my cars

also. But that was nothing oy comparison with wha^

stood on the other side. I detested distinctions that

were connected with mortification to others. And, even

li I could have got over that, the eternal feud fretted

tnd tormented my nature. Love, that once in child-

hood had been so mere a necessity to me, that had Icng

men a mere reflected ray from a departed sunset.

But peace, and freedom from strife, if love were no

longer possible (as so rarely it is in this world), was

the absolute necessity of my heart. To contend with

somebody was still my fate ;
how to escape the con-

tention I could not see; and yet for itsrlf, and the

ieadly passions into which it forced me, I hated ano
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oaihed it more than death. It added to the distraction

and internal lend of my own mind, that I could not

ttltogef/ie?- condemn the upper boys. I was made a

handle of humiliation to them. And, in the mean time,

if I had an •Advantage in one accomplishment, which i5

all a matte.' of accident, or peculiar taste and feeling,

they, on the other hand, had a great advantage over me
in the more elaborate difficulties of Greek, and of choral

Greek poetry. I could not altogether wonder at their

hatred of myself. Yet still, as they had chosen to

adopt this mode of conflict with me, I did not feel that I

had any choice but to resist. The contest was termi-

nated for me by my removal from the school, in conse-

quence of a very threatening illness afTecting my head;

but it lasted nearly a year, and it did not clost; before

several amongst my public enemies had become my
private friends. They were much older, but they invited

me to the houses of their friends, and showed me a

respect which deeply affected me,— this respect having

more reference, apparently, to the firmness I had exliib-

ited, than to the splendor of my verses. And, indeed,

these had rather drooped, from a natural accident ;

several persons of my own class had formed the

practice of asking me to write verses for them. 1

could not refuse. But, as the subjects given out wero

the same for all of us, it was not possible to take so

many crops ofT the grourd without starving the quality

of all.

Two years an;I a half from this tin.e, I was again at

V public school of ancient foundation. Now I was

Ttj'self one of the three who formed the highest class.

Now 1 myself 'fas familiar with Sophocles, who once
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had beer, so shadowy a name in my ear. But, stranfe

to say, now, in my sixteenth year, I cared notliing- at

bU for the g\oTy of Latin verse. All the business of

school was light and trivial in my eyes. Costing me

not an effort, it could not engage any part of my
attention ;

that was now swallowed up altogether by the

literature of my native land. I still reverenced the

Grecian drama, as always I must. But eke I cared

little then for classical pursuits. A deeper spell had

mastered me
; and I lived only in those bowers where

deeper passions spoke.

Here, however, it was that began another and more

important struggle. I was drav/ing near to seventeen,

and, in a year after that, would arrive the usual time

for going to Oxford. To Oxford my guardians made

no objection ; and they readily agreed to make the

allowance then universally regarded as the ??iimmum

for an Oxford student, namely, £200 per annum. But

they insisted, as a previous condition, that I should

make a positive and definite choice of a profession

Now, I was well aware, that, if I did make such a

choice, no law existed, nor could any obligation be

created through deeds or signature, by which I could

finally be compelled into keeping my engagement. But

this evasion did not suit me. Here, again, I felt indig-

nantly that the principle of the attempt was unjust.

The object was certainly to do me service by saving

money, since, if I selected the bar as my profession,

it was contended by some persons (misinformed how-

ever), that not Oxford, but a special pleader's office,

would be my proper destination ;
but I cared not fot

trguments of that sort. Oxford I was determined tc
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nake my home ; and also to bear my future course

utterly untrammelled by promises that I might repent.

Soon came tlie catastrophe of this struggle. A little

before my seventeenth birth-day, I walked off, one

lovely summer morning, to North Wales, rambled there

for months, and, finally, under some obscure hopes of

raising money on my personal security, I went up to

London, Now I was in my eighteenth year, and

during this period it was that I passed through that

trial of severe distress, of which I gave some account

in my former Confessions. Having a motive, however,

for glancing backwards briefly at that period in the

present series, I will do so at this point.

I saw in one journal an msinuation that the incidents

m the prcUimnary narrative were possibly without

foundation. To such an expression of mere gratuitous

mrlignity, as it happened to be supported by no one

aigument, except a remark, apparently absurd, but

certainly false, I did not condescend to answer. In

reality, the possibility had never occurred to me that

any person of judgment would seriously suspect me of

taking liberties with that part of the work, since,

though no one of the parties concerned but myself

stood in so central a position to the cu'cumstances as

to be acquainted with aZ/of them, many were acquainted

with each separate section of the memoir. Kelaya

jf witnesses might have been sunnnoned to mount

g^aaid, as it were, upon the accuracy of each particular

Ui the whole succession of incidents; and some of

ti'.ese people had an interest, more or less strong, in

exposing any deviation from the strictest letter of the

aruth, had it been in their power to do so It is now
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twenty-two years since I saw the objection here alluikd

to , and in saying that I did not condescend to

notice it, the reader must not find any reason lor

taxing me with a blamable haug-btiness. But every

man is entitled to be haughty when his veracity is

impeached ; and stil aiore wlien it is impeached by a

dishonest objection, or, if not t/iat, by an objection

ivhich argues a carelessness of attention almost amount-

mg to dishonesty, in a case where it was meant to

sustain an imputation of falsehood. Let a man read

carelessly, if he will, but not where he is meaning to

use his reading for a purpose of wounding another man's

honor. Having thus, by twenty-two yeai's' silence,

sufficiently expressed my contempt for the slander,^

I now feel myself at liberty to draw it into notice,

for the sake, iyiter alia, of showing in how rash a spirit

malignity often works. In the preliminary account

of certain boyish adventures which had exposed me
to suribring of a kind not commonly incident to persons

in my station in life, and leaving behind a temptation

to the use of opium under certain arrears of weakness

I had occasion to notice a disreputable attorney in

London, who showed me some attentions, partly on my

*
Boingr constaiuly almost an absentee from London, and very

ofti^n from other great cities, so as to command oftentimes no favcr-

qI !^ o]ipoi I unities for overlooking the great mass of jiuldic jourrjals,

it is jiossihle enmigli that other slanders of the same tenor may
liavc existed. 1 s]ieak of what met my own eye, or was accident-

elly reported to me ; liiit, in fact, all ol' us are exposed to tliis evil

of calumnies lurking 'inseen, far no ilogree of energy, and no

ticesr, of dispo&aljle lime, woulci cnalile any man to exercise tliij

sort of vigilant police over all journals. Belter, tnerefore, trao

jviillv to leave all such malice to confound itself.
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own a:couii1; as a boy of some expectations, but much
more with the purpose of fastening; his professional

grappling-hooks upon the youn:;; Earl of A 1,^' my
former companion, and my present correspondent. This

man's house was slightly described, and, with more

minuteness, I had exposed some interesting traits in

his household economy. A question, therefore, natu-

rally arose in several people's curiosity
— Where was

this house situated? and the more so because I had

pointed a renewed attention to it by saying, that on

that very evening (namely, the evening on which that

particular page of the Confessions was written) I had

visited the street, looked up at the windows, and,

mstead of the gloomy desolation reigning there when

myself and a little girl were the sole nightly tenants,—
sleeping, in fact (poor freezing creatures that we both

were), on the floor of the attorney's law-chamber, and

making a pillow out of his infernal parchments,
— I had

seen, with pleasure, the evidences of comfort, respect-

ability, and domestic animation, in the lights and stir

prevailing through different stories of the house. Upon
this, the upright critic told his readers that I had

described the house as standing in Oxford-street, and

then appealed to their own knowledge of that street

whether such a house could be so situated. Why not

— he neglected to tell us. The houses at the east end

of Oxford-street are certainly of too small an order

to meet my account of the attorney's house ; but why
should it be at the "ast end ? Oxford-street is a mile

and a quarter long, and, bemg built continuously on both

sides, finds room for houses of many classes. Mean-

time it happens that, although the true house wa»

18
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most obscurely indicated, any house whatever in Ox-

ford-street was most hnninously excluded. In all the

immensity of London there was but one single street

that could be challenged by an attentive reader of the

Confessions as perenij)torily not the street of the attor-

ney's house, and that one was Oxford-street ; for, in

speaking of my own renewed acquaintance with the

outside of this house, I used some expression implying

that, in order to make such a visit of reconnoissance,

I had turned aside from Oxford-street. The matter

is a perfect trifle in itself, but it is no trifle in a

question afllecting a writer's accuracy. If in a thing

so absolutely impossible to be forgotten as the true

situation of a house painfully memorable to a man's

feelings, from being the scene of boyish distresses the

most exquisite, nights passed in the misery of cold,

and hunger preying upon him, both night and day, in a

degree which very many would not have survived,—
he, when retracing his school-boy annals, could have

shown indecision, even far more dreaded inaccuracy,

in identifying the house,— not one syllable after that,

which he could have said on any other subject,

would have won any confidence, or deserved any,

trom a judicious reader. 1 may now mention — the

Herod being dead whose persecutions I had reason to

fear— that the house in question stands in Greek

street on the west, and is the house on that side near-

est to Soho-square, but without looking into the

square. Tiiis it was hardly safe to mention at the

date of the published Confessions. It was my private

opinion, indeed, that there were probably twenty-five

:hances to one in favor of my frien4 the attome'V
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having been by that time hanged. But then this

argued inversely; one chance to twenty-five that my
friend might be r^?jhanged, and knocking about the

streets of London
;

in which case Jt would have been

a perfect god-send to him that here lay an opening (of

my contrivance, not his) for requesting the opinion of

a jury on the amount of solatium due to his wounded

feelings in an action on the passage in the Confessions.

To have indicated even the street would have been

enough ; because there could surely be but one such

Grecian in Greek-street, or but one that realized the

other conditions of the unknown quantity. There was

also a separate danger not absolutely so laughable as

it sounds. Me there was little chance that the attor-

ney should meet; but my book he might easily have

met (supposing always that the warrant of Sits, per

coll. had not yet on his account travelled down to

Newgate). For he was literary; admired literature;

and, as a lawyer, he wrote on some subjects fluently;

might he not publish his Confessions? Or, which

would be worse, a supplement to mine, printed so as

exactly to match ? In which case I should have had

the same affliction that Gibbon the historian dreaded so

much, namely, that of seeing a refutation of himself, and

his own answer to the refutation, all bound up in one

and the same self-combating volume. Besides, he

would have cross-examined me before the public, in

Old Bailey style ; no story, tne most straightforward

thai ever was told, could be sure to .stand that. And

my readers might be left in a state of painful doubt,

—hether he might not, after all, have been a model of

8uffl>ring innocence — I (to say the kindest thmg pes
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Bible) plagued with the natural treacheries of a school-

boy's memory. In taking leave of this case and the

remembrances connected with it, let nie say that,

although really believing in the probability of the

aftorney's having at least found his way to Australia,

1 had no satisfaction in thinkinof of that result. I knew

my friend to be the very perfection of a scamp. And
m the running account between us (I mean, in the

ordinary sense, as to money), the balance could not be

m his favor; since I, on receiving a sum of money

(considerable in the eyes of us both), had transferred

pretty nearly the whole of it to him, for the purpose

ostensibly held out to me (but of course a hoax) of

purchasing certain law "stamps;" for he was then

pursuing a diplomatic correspondence with various

Jews who lent money to young heirs, in some trifling

proportion on my own insignificant account, but much

more truly on the account of Lord A 1, my young
friend. On the other side, he had given to me sim-

ply the relics of his breakfast-table, which itself was

hardly more than a relic. But in this he was not to

blame. He could not give to me what he had not for

himself, nor sometimes for the poor starving child

whom I now suppose to have been his illegitimate

caughter. So desperate was the running fight, yard-

arm to yard-arm, which he maintained with creditor-n

^erce as famine and hungry as the grave,
— so deep

also was his horror (I know not for which of the various

reasons supposable) against failing into a prison,
— that

he seldom ventured to sleep twice successively in the

same ho'.ise. That e.xpense of itself must have pressed

aeavily m London, where you pay half a crown at least
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/or a bed that would cost only a shilling in the prov-

inces. In the midst of his knaveries, and, what were

even more shocking to my remembrance, his confi-

dential discoveries in his rambling conversations of

knavish designs (not always pecuniary), there was a

light of wandering nilsery in his eye, at times, which

affected me afterwards at intervals, when I recalled it

in the radiant happiness of nineteen, and amidst the

solemn tranquillities of Oxford. That of itself was

interesting; the man was worse by far than he had

been meant to be ; he had not the mind that reconciles

itself to evil. Besides, he respected .scholarship, which

appeared by the deference he generally showed to

myself, then about seventeen ;
he had an interest in

literature,
— that argues something good; and was

pleased at any time, or even cheerful, when I turned

the conversation upon booivs ; nay, he seemed touched

with emotion when I quoted some sentiment noble and

impassioned from one of the great poets, and would

ask me to repeat it. He would have been a man of

memorable energy, and for good purposes, had it not

been for his agony of confl-ict with pecuniary embar-

rassments. These probably had commenced in some

iatal compliance with temptation arising out of funds

confided to him by a client. Perhaps he had gained

fifty guineas for a moment of necessity, and had sacri-

6>:ed for that trifle only the serenity and the comfoit

of a life. Feelings of relenting kindness it was not

in my nature to refuse in sucn a case ;
and I wished

10 * * # # * *

But I never succeeded in tracing his steps through the

wilderness of London until some years back, when f
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ascertained that he was dead. Generally speaking, tht

few people whom I have disliked in this woikl were

flourishing people, of good repute. Whereas the knaves

wlion.i 1 have known, one and all, and by no means few,

I think of with pleasure and kindness.

Heavens! Vv'hen I look back to the sufTerings which

1 have witnessed or heard of, even from this one brief

London experience, I say, if life could throw open its

long suites of chambers to our eyes from some station

beforehand,
—

if, from some secret stand, we could look by

anticipation along its vast corridors, and aside into the

recesses opening upon them from either hand,— halls of

tragedy or chambers of retribution, simply in that small

wing and no more of the great caravanserai which we

ourselves shall haunt,— simply in that narrow tract of

time, and no more, where we ourselves shall range,

and confining our gaze to those, and no others, for

whom personally we shall be interested,— what a recoil

we should suffer of horror in our estimate of life !

What if those sudden catastrophes, or those inexpiable

afflictions, which have already descended upon the

people within my own knowledge, and almost below my
own eyes, all of them now gone past, and some long

past, had been thrown open before me as a secret exhi-

bition when first I and they stood within the vestibule

of morning hopes,
— when the calamities themselves had

hardly begun to gather in their elements of possibility

ind when some of the parties to them were as yet nc

more than infants! The past viewed noi as the past,

but by a spectator who steps back ten years deeper into

the rear, in order tnat he may regard it as a future

the calamity of 1S40 contemplated from the station o
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1830, — the doom that rang the knell of happineai

viewed from a point of time when as yet it was neither

feared nor would even have been intelligible,
— the

name that killed in 1S43, which in 1S35 would have

struck no vibration upon the heart,— the portrait that

or. the day of her Majesty's coronation would have been

adr.iired by you with a pure disinterested admiration,

but which, if seen to-day, would draw forth an involun-

tary groan,
— cases such as these are strangely moving

for all who add deep thoughtfulness to deep sensibility.

As the hastiest of improvisations, accept, fair reader

(for you it is that will chiefly feel such an invocation

of the past), three or four illustrations from my own

experience.

Who is this distinguished-looking young woman, with

her eyes drooping, and the shadow of a dreadful shock

yet fresh upon every feature ? Who is the elderly lady,

with her eyes flashing fire? Who is the downcast

child of sixteen ? What is that torn paper lying at

their feet ? Who is the writer ? Whom does the paper

concern ? Ah ! if she, if the central figure in the

group—twenty-two at the moment when she is revealed

to us— could, on her happy birth-day at sweet seven-

teen, have seen the image of herself five years onwards,

just as tee see it now, would she have prayed for life

as for an absolute blessing? or would she not have

prayed to be taken from the evil to come — to be taken

awry one evening, at least, before this day's sun arose ?

(t is true, she still wears a look of gentle pride, and a

relic of that noble smile which belongs to her that

suffers an inj-jry which many times o.-er she would

have died sooner than inflict. Womanly prid? refuses
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itself before witnesses to the total prostration of the

blow; but, for all ihat^ you may see that she longs to

be left alone, and that her tears will flow without

restraint when she is so. This room is her prelty

boudoir, in which, till to-night
—

poor thing!
— she has

been glad and happy. There stands her miniature con-

servatory, and there expands her miniature library; as

we circumnavigators of literature are apt (you know) to

reo-ard all female libraries in the lio-ht of miniatures.

None of these will ever rekindle a smile on her face;

and there, beyond, is her music, which only of all that

she possesses will now become dearer to her than ever;

but not, as once, to feed a self-mocked pensiveness, or

to cheat a half visionary sadness. She will be sad,

mdeed. But she is one of those that will suffer in

silence. Nobody will ever detect her failing in any

point of duty, or querulously seeking the support in

others which she can find for herself in this solitar/

room. Droop she will not in the sight of men ; and,

for all beyond, nobody has any concern with thaty

except God. You shall hear what becomes of her,

before we take our departure ; but now let me tell you
what has happened. In the main outline I am sure

you guess already, without aid of mine, for we leaden-

eyed men, in such cases, see nothing by comparison

with you our quick-witted sisters. That haughty-

looking lady, with the Roman cast of features, who must

once have been strikingly handsome,— an Agrippina,

even yet, in a favorable presentation,
— is the youngel

\idy's aunt. She, it is rumored, once sustained, io

her younger days, some injury of that same crue

nature which has this day assailed her niece, and evei
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Binc3 she has worn an air of disdain, not altogclhei

unsupported by real dij^nity towards men. This aunt

it was that tore the letter which lies upon the floor. It

deserved to be torn ;
and yet she that had the best right

to do so would not have torn it. That letter was an

elaborate attempt on the part of an accorr.pl ished young

man to release himself from sacred engagements. What

need was there to argue the case of such engagements?

Could it have been requisite with pure female dignity to

plead anything, or do more than look an indisposition to

fulfil them i The aunt is now moving towards the

door, which I am glad to see ; and she is followed by

that pale, timid girl of sixteen, a cousin, who feels the

case profoundly, but is too young and shy to ofTer an

intellectual sympathy.

One only person in this world there is who could

to-night have been a supporting friend to our young

sufferer, and that is her dear, loving twin-sister, that

for eighteen years read and WTOte, thought and sang,

slept and breathed, with the dividing-door open forever

between their bed-rooms, and never once a separation

between their hearts; but she is in afar-distant land.

Who else is there at her call? Except God, nobody.

Her aunt had somewhat sternly admonished her, though

still with a relenting in her ej'e as slie glanced aside

at the expression in her niece's face, that she must

'•call pride to her assistance." Ay, true; but pride,

Ihough a .strong ally in public is apt in private to turn

as treacherous as the worst of those against whom she

is invoked. Hew could it be dreamed, by a person of

sense that a bri liant young man, of meiits various and

eminent, in spite of his baseness, to whom, for nearly
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two years, this 3'oung woman had given ner whole cot>

Tiding love, might be dismissed frcm a heart like hers on

the earliest summons of pride, simply because she

herself had been dismissed from his, or seemed to have

been dismissed, on a summons of mercenary calculation ?

Look! now that she is relieved from the weight of an

unconfidential presence, she has sat for two hours with

her head buried in her hands. At last she rises to look

for something. A thought has struck her; and, taking

a little golden key which hangs by a chain within her

bDsom, she searches for something locked up amongst
her few jewels. What is it ? It is a Bible exquisitely

illuminated, with a letter attached by some pretty silken

artifice to the blank leaves at the end. This letter \s a

beautiful record, wisely and pathetically composed, ot

maternal anxiety still burning strong in death, and

yearning, when all objects beside were fast fading from

her eyes, after one parting act of communion with the

twin darlings of her heart. Both were thirteen years

old, within a week or two, as on the night before her

death they sat weeping by the bedside of their mother,

and hanging on her lips, now for farewell whispers and

now for farewell kisses. They both knew that, as her

strength had permitted during the latter month of her

life, she had thrown the last anjjuish of love in her

beseeching heart into a letter of counsel to therr.selves.

Through this, of which each sister had a copy, she

trusted long to converse with her orphans. And the

last promise which she had entreated on tliis evening .

from both was, that in either of two contingencies they

would review her counsels, and the passages to which

Bhe pointed their attention in the Scriptures ; namely
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first, m £ue event of any calamity, that, for one sister or

for botn, should overspread their paths with total dark-

ness ; and, secondly, in the event of life flowing in too

profound a stream of prosperity, so as to threaten them

with an alienation of interest from all spiritual objects.

She had not concealed that, of these two extreme cases,

Bhe would prefer for her own children the first. And now

had that case arrived, indeed, which she in
sj

-'rit had

desired to meet. Nine years ago, just as the silvery

voice of a dial in the dying lady's bed-room was strik-

ing nine, upon a summer evenmg, had the last visual

ray streamed from her seeking eyes upon her orphan

twins, after which, throughout the night, she had slept

away into heaven. Now again had come a summer

evening memorable for unhappiness ; now again the

daughter thought of those dvin"- liirhts of love which

Streamed at sunset from the closing eyes of her mother;

again, and just as she went back in thought to this

image, the same silvery voice of the dial sounded nine

o'clock. Again she remembered her mother's dying

request; again her own tear-hallowed promise,
— and

with her heart in her mother's grave she now rose to

fulfil it. Here, then, when this solemn recurrence to a

testamentary counsel has ceased to be a more office of

duty towards the departed, having taken the shape of a.

consolation for herself, let us pause.

Now, fair companion in this exploring voyage of

mquest into hidden scenes, or forgotten scenes of human

ife, oerhaps it might be instructive to direct our

glasses upon the false, perfidious lover. It might. But

do not let us do so. We might L'ke bira better, or pity
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him more, than either of us would desire. His name

and memory have long since dropped out of every-

body's thoiights. Of prosperity, and (what is more

important) of internal peace, ho is reputed to have had

no gleam from the moment when he betrayed his faith,

and in one day threw away the jewel of good con-

science, and " a pearl richer than all his tribe." But,

however that may be, it is certain that, finally, he

became a wreck ;
and of any hopeless wreck it is pain-

ful to talk,
— much more so, when through him others

also became wrecks.

Shall we, then, after an interval of nearly two years

has passed over the young lady in the boudoir, look iu

anain ui^on her? You hesitate, fair friend; and I my-
self hesitate. For in fact she also has become a wreck;

and it would grieve us both to see her altered. At the

end of twenty-one months she retains hardly a vestige of

resemblance to the fine young woman we saw on that

unliappy evening, with her aunt and cousin. On con-

sideration, therefore, let us do this.—We will direct our

glasses to her room at a point of time about six weeks

further on. Suppose this time gone ; suppose her now

dressed for her grave, and placed in her coffin. The

advantage of that is, that though no change can restore

the ravages of the past, yet (as often is found to happen

with young persons) the expression has revived from her

giilish years The child-like aspect has revolved, and

settled back upon her features. The wasting av.r.y li

Uic flesh is less apparent in the face; and one might

.inagine that in this sweet marble countenance was

Been the very same upon which, eleven years ago, her

mjther's darkening eyes had lingered to the last, urti
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e»ouc3 hail swallowed up the vision of her beloved twins.

Yet, if that were in part a fancy, this, at least, is no

fancy,
— that not only much of a child-lilce truth and

simplicity has reinstated itself in the temple of her now

reposing features, but also that tranquillity and perfect

peace, such as are appropriate to eternity, but whicli

from the liciiig countenance had taken their flight for-

ever, on that memorable evening when we looked in

upon the impassioned group,
—

upon the towering and

denouncing aunt, the sympathizing but silent cousin,

(he poor, blighted niece, and the wicked letter lying in

fragments at their feet.

Cloud, that hast revealed to us this young creature

and her blighted hopes, close up again. And now, a

few years later,
— not more than four or five,

—
give

back to us the latest arrears of the changes which thou

concealest within thy draperies. Once more, "open

sesame !

" and show us a third generation. Behold a

lawn islanded with thickets. How perfect is the ver-

dure; how rich the blossoming shrubberies that screen

with verdurous walls from the possibility of intrusion,

whilst by their own wandering line of distribution they

shape, and umbrageously embay, what one might call

lawny saloons and vestibules, sylvan galleries and

closets ! Some of these recesses, which unlink them-

selves as fluently as snakes, and unexpectedly as the

sh3'est nooks, watery cells, and crypts, amongst the

shores of a forest-lake, being formed by the mere

caprices and ramblings of the luxuriant shrubs, are so

small and so quiet that one might fancy them meant

lor boudoirs. Here is one that in a 'ess fickle climate

*ould make the loveliest of studies for a writer of
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breathings from some solitary heart, or of suspiriz fnra

some impassioned memory! And, opening from one

angle of this embowered study, issues a little narrow

corridor, that, after almost wheeling back upon itself, in

its playful mazes, finally widens into a little circular

chamber; out of which there is no exit (except back

again by the entrance), small or great; so that, adjacent

to his study, the writer w^ould command how sweet a

bed-room, permitting hin to lie the summer through,

gazing all night long at the burning host of heaven.

How silent that would bt at the noon of summer nights
— how grave-like in its quiet! And yet, need there be

asked a stillness or a silence more profound than is felt

at this present noon of day? One reason for such

peculiar repose, over and above the tranquil character

of the day, and the distance of the place from the high-

roads, is the outer zone of woods, which almost on every

quarter invests the shrubberies, swathing them (as one

may express it), belting them and overlooking them,

from a varying distance of two and three furlongs, so as

oftentimes to keep the winds at a distance. But, how-

over caused and supported, the silence of these fancifu

^awns and lawny chambers is oftentimes oppressive in the

depths of summer to people unfamiliar with solitudes,

cither mountainous or sylvan ; and many would be apt

to suppose that the villa, to which these pretty shrub-

beries form the chief dependencies, must be untenanted.

But that is not the case. The house is inhabited, and

uy its own legal mistress, the proprietress of the whole

domain ; and not at all a silent mistress, but as noisy as

most little ladies of five years old, for that is her age.

\ow, and just as we are speaking, ycu may hear hei
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little joyous clamor, as she issues from ihe house. This

way she comes, bounding like a fawn ; and soon she

rushes into the little recess which I pointed out as a

proper studj for any man who should be weaving the

deep harmonies of memorial suspir-ia. But I fancy that

she will soon dispossess it of that character, for her sus-

piria are not many at this stage of her life. Now sha

comes dancing into sight ; and you see that, if she

keeps the promise of her infancy, she will be an inter-

esting creature to the eye in after life. In other respects,

also, she is an engaging child,— loving, natural, and

wild as any one of her neighbors for some miles round

namelj'', leverets, squirrels, and ring-doves. But what

will surprise you most is, that, although a child of pure

English blood, she speaks very little English; but more

Bengalee than perhaps you will find it convenient to

construe. That is her ayah, who comes up from behind,

at a pace so different from her youthful mistress's. But,

if their paces are difTerent, in other things they agree

most cordially; and dearly they love each other. In

reality, the child has passed her whole life in the arms

of this ayah. She remembers nothmg elder than her ;

eldest of things is the aj'ah in her eyes ; and, if the

ayah should insist on her worshipping herself as the

goddess Railroadina or Steainboatina, that made En;^'

land, and the sea, and Bengal, it is certain that the

little thing would do so, asking no question but this,
—

whether kissing would do for worshipping.

Every evening at nine o'clock, as the ayah sits by the

little creature lying awake in bed, the silvery tongue of

a dial tolls the hour. Reader, you know who she is

She is the grand-daughter of her that faded away about
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sunset in gazing at her twin orphans. Her name is

Grace. And she is the niece of that elder and onoe

happy Grace, who spent so much of her happiness m
this very room, but wiiom, in her utter desolation, we
saw in the boudoir, with the torn letter at her feet. She

is the daughter of that other sister, wife to a military

officer who died abroad. Little Grace never saw hei

grandmamma, nor her lovely aunt, that was her name-

sake, nor consciously her mamma. She was born six

months after the death of the elder Grace
;

and her

mother saw her only through the mists of mortal sufler-

mg, which carried her off three weeks after the birth of

her daughter.

This view was taken several years ago; and since

then the younger Grace, in her turn, is under a cloud

of affliction. But she is still under eighteen ; and of

her there may be hopes. Seeing such things in so short

a space of years, for the grandmother died at thirty-two,

we say,
— Death we can face : but knowing, as some of

us do, what is human life, which of us is it that without

shuddering could (if consciously wo were summoned)
(»ce the hour of birth ?



ADDITIONS
TO THE "CDNFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM-EATER."

DE QUINCEY.

This family, which split (or, as a grammatical purist

lately said to me, in a tone of expostulation, sjjlal)

into three national divisions,— English, French, and

American,— originally was Norwegian; and in the

year of our Christian era one thousand spoke (I be-

lieve) the most undeniable Norse. Tiiroughout the

eleventh century, the heads of this family (in com-

mon with all the ruffians and martial vagabonds of

Europe, that had Venetian sequins enough disposa-

ble for such a trip) held themselves in readiness to

join any likeli/ leader ; and did join William the Nor-

man. Veiy few, indeed, or probably none, of his

brigands were Frenchmen, or native Neustrians ;

Normans being notoriously a name not dcrivedy/-077i

any French province, but imported inlo that province

by trans-Baltic, and in a smaller proportion by cis-

Baltic aliens. Tin's Norwegian ftimily, ha\ing as-

tjumed a territorial denomination from the district or

village of Quincy, in the province now called Nor-

mandy, transplanted themselves to England ; where.

(23»'>
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and subsequently by marriage in Scotland, they as

cended to tiie liig-hcst rank in both kingdoms, and

held the highest offices open to a subject. A late

distinguished writer, Mr. Moir, of Musselburgh, the

Delia of " Blackwood's Magazine," took the trouble

(which must have been considerable) of tracing their

aspiring movements in Scotland, through a period
when Normans transferred themselves from England
to Scotland in considerable numbers, and with great

advantages. This elaborate paper, published many
years ago in

" Blackwood's Magazine," first made
known the leading facts of their career in Scotland.

Meantime in England they continued to flourish

through nine or ten generations ; took a distin-

guished part in one, at least, of the Crusades ; and

a still more perilous share in the Barons' Wars,
under Henry III. No family drank more deeply or

more frequently from the cup of treason, which in

those days was not always a very grave offence in

people who having much territorial influence had

also much money. But, happening to drink once

too often, or taking too long a "pull "at the cup,

the Earls of Winchester suddenly came to grief.

Amongst the romances of astronomy, there is one,

I believe, which has endeavored to account for the

little asteroids of our system, by supposing them

fragments of some great planet that had, under

internal convulsion or external collision^ at some

period suddenly exploded. In our own planet Tell us,

Buch a county as York, under a similar catastrophe,

would make a very pretty little asteroid. And, with

eome miniature resemblance to such a case, Bom&
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timf:3 benefiting' by the indulgence of the crown,

sometimes by legal devices, sometimes by aid of

matrimonial alliances, numerous descendants, con-

fessedly innocent, from the guilty earl, projected

lliemscdves by successive ellbrts, patiently Avatcliing

their cpportunilies, from the smoking ruins of the

great feudal house
; stealthily through two g-enera-

tions creeping out of their lurking holes ; timidly,

when tiie great shadows from the threatening' throne

had passed over, reiissuming the family name. Con-

currently with these 2')ersonal fragments projected

from the ancient house, flew off random splinters

and fragments from the great planetary disk of the

Winciiester estates, little asteroids that formed ample
inheritances for the Avants of this or that provincial

squire, of this or that tame vilhitic squireen.*

The kingly old oak, that had been the leader of the

fjrest, was thus suddenly (in the technical lang'uage

of wood-craft) cut down into a "
pollard." This muti-

lation forever prevented it from aspiring cloudwards

by means of some mighty stem, such as grows \ipon

Norwegian hills, fit to be the mast of "some great

ammiral." Nevertheless, we see daily amongst the

realities of nature, that a tree, after passing through
such a process of degradation, yet manifests the

great arrears of vindictive life lurking within it, by
throwing out a huire radiation of slender bourrhs and

*
TIlis last variety of the rustic rci/ulus i.s of Hibernian origin ,

!tnJ, as regards tlio name, was unknown to us in England until

Miss Edgeworth had extended t.ie horizon of our social experience.

\'et, without tlie name, 1 presume that the thini/ must have bee*

known occasionally even in England.
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miniature shoots, small but many, so that we are

forced exactly to invert the fine words of Lucan,

saying- no longer, trunco, nonfrondibus efficit iimbram,

but, on tlic contrary, non Ininco sed frond(bus efficil

urnbram. This great cabbage-head of this ancient

human tice threw a broad mass}' umbrage over more

villages than one
;
sometimes j'iclding representa-

tives moody and mutinous, sometimes vivacious and

inventive, sometimes dull and lethaigic, until at last,

one fine morning, on rubbing their eyes, they found

themselves actually in the sixteentii century abreast

of Henry VIII. and his fiery children. Ah, what a

century was that! Sculptured as only Froude can

sculpture those that fight across the chasms of eter-

nity ; grouped as only Froude can group the mighty
factions, acting or suffering, arraigning before clian.

ceries of man, or protesting before chanceries of God
— what vast arrays of marble gladiators fighting for

truth, real or imagined, throng the arenas in each

generation of that and the succeeding centurj^ ! And
how ennobling a distinction of modern humanity,
that in Pagan antiquity no truth as yet existed, none

had been revealed, none emblazoned, on behalf of

Vv'hicli man could have fouglit ! As Lord Bacon re-

marks,— though strangely, indeed, publishing in the

very terms of tliis remark his own blindness to the

causes and consequences,— religious wars were un-

known to antiquit}'. Persoiuil interests, and those

only, did or could furnish a subject of conflict. But

throughout the sixteenth century, whether in Eisg-

land, in France, or in Germany, it was a spiritual

aiterest, shadowy and a.o.n^\, which embattled armies
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»gainst armies. Simply the nobility of this interest

it was, simply the g-randeur of a cause moving by

springs transcendent to all vulgar and mercenary
collisions of prince with prince, or family with fiimily,

that arraj'cd man against man, not upon petty com-

binations of personal intrigue, but upon questions of

everlasting concern — this majestic principle of the

strife it was that constituted for the noblest minds its

secret magnetism. Earl}' in the seventeenth century,
when it seemed likely that the interests of a particu-

lar family would be entangled with the principles at

issue, multitudes became anxious to evade the strife

by retiring to the asylum of forests. Amongst these

was one branch of the Do Quinceys. Enamored of

democracy, this famil}'-, laying aside the aristocratic

De attached to their name, settled in New England,
where they subsequently rose, through long public

services, to the highest moral rank — as measured

by all possible expressions of public esteem that are

consistent with the simplicities of the great republic.

M: Josiah Quinc}', as head of this distinguished fam-

ily, is appealed to as one who takes rank by age and

large political experience with the founders of the

American Union. Another branch of the same fam-

ily had, at a much earlier period, settled in France.

Finally, the squires and squireens
— that is, those

uliJ benefited in an}' degree by those "asteroids"

which I have explained as exploded from the ruins

of the Winchester eslates— naturally remained in

England. The last of them who enjo^'cd any relics

whatever of that ancient territorial domain, was an

3lder kinsman of my father. I never had the honor
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of seeing him
;
in fact, it was impossible that I sliould

have such an honor, since be died during the Amer-

ican war, which war liad closed, although it bad not

paid its bills, some time before my birth. lie enacted

the part of squireen, I have been told, creditably

enough in a vilhigc belonging either to the county
of Leicester, Nottingham, or Rutland, Sir Andrew

Aguecheek observes, as one of his sentimental re-

membrances, that he also at one period of his life had

been "adored." "I was adored once," says the

knight, seeming to acknowledge that be was not

adored then. Bat the squireen was "adored" in a

limited way to tlie last. This fading representative

of a crusading house declined gradually' into the

oracle of the bar at the Red Lion ; and was adored

by two persons at the least (not counting himself),

namely, the landlord, and occasionally the waiter.

Mortgages had eaten up the last vestiges of the old

territorial wrecks ; and, with his death, a new era

commenced for this historical family, which now (as

if expressly to irritate its ambition) finds itself dis-

tributed an-jongst three mig-hty nations, — France,

America, and England,
— and precisely those three

that are usually regarded as the leaders of civiliza-

tion.*

* The omission of the De, !\s an addition looking better at a tour-

nament than as an endorsement on a bill of exchange, began, a8

to many hundreds of English names, full three hundred years ago.

Many English f.imilies have disused tliis affix simply from indo-

lence. As to the terminal variations, c
i^, cie, cey, those belong, as

natural and inevitable exponents of a transitional condition, to the

unsettled spelling that characterizes the early stages of literature iu

all C('UDtries alike
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MY GUAKDIAXS."

My father dicil when I was in my seventh year, leav-

jig six diildren, incliiding myself (viz., four sons and

two daughters), to the care of four guardians and of our

mother, who was invested with tlie legal authority of a

guardian. This word ^'guardian" kindles a fiery thrill-

ing in ray nerves ; so much was that special power of

guardianship, as wielded by one of the four, concerned

in the sole capital error of my boyhood. To this error

my own folly would hardly have been equal, unless by
concurrence with the obstinacy of others. Fi-om the

bitter remembrance of this error in myself
— of this ob-

stinacy in my hostile guardian, suffer me to draw the jariv-

ilege of making a moment's pause upon this subject of

leiial guardianship.

There is not (I believe) in human society, under what-

ever form of civilization, any trust or delegated duty
which has more often been negligently or even perfidi-

ously administered. In the days of classical Greece and

Rome, my own private impression, founded on the colla-

tion of many incidental notices, is— that this, beyond
all other forms of domestic authority, furnished to whole-

Bale rapine and peculation their very amplest arena.

The relation of father and son, as was that o? patron and

client, were generally, in the practice of life, cherished

with religious fidelity : whereas the solemn duties of the

[itt'ir (/. e. the guardian) to his ward, which had their very
root and oriiiin in the tonderest adjurations of a dying
/r.end, though subsequently refreshed by the hourly spec-

tacle of helpless orphanage ph^ying round the margins
«f pitfalls hidden bv flowers spoke but seldom to tha
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sensibilities of a Roman through any lanj^uage of orac-

ular power. Few indeed, if any, were the obligations

ill a proper sense moi'al which pressed upon the Roman.

The main fountains of moral obligation had in Rome, by
law or by custom, been thoroughly poisoned. Marriage
had corrupted itself through the facility of divorce, and

through the consequences of that facilit}' (viz. levity in

choosing, and fickleness in adhering to the choice), into so

exquisite a traffic of selfishness, that it could not yield so

much as a phantom model of sanctity. The relation of

husband and wife had, for all m.oral impressions, perished

amongst the Romans. The relation of father and child

had all its capacities of holy tenderness crushed out of it

under the fierce jiressure of penal and vindictive enforce-

ments. The duties of the client to his patron stood upon
vio basis of simple gratitude or simple fidelity (correspond-

ing to the feudal /eo/^y), but upon a basis of prudential

terror; terror from positive law, or from social opinion.

From the first intermeddling of law with the movement

of the higher moral affections, there is an end to freedom

in the act, to purity in the motive, to dignity in the

personal relation. Accordinglj^, in the France of the

pre-revolutionary period, and in the China of all jieriods,

it has been with baleful effects to the national morals

that positive law has come in aid of the paternal rights.

And in the Rome of ancient history it inay be said that

\his one orginal and rudimental wrong done to the holy

tVccdom of human affections, had the effect of extinguish-

ing thenceforward all conscientious movement in what-

ever direction. And thus, amongst a people naturally

more highly pnncipled than the Greeks, if you except

ebullitions of public spirit and patriotism (too often c\
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mere ignoble nationality), no class of actions stood upon

any higher basis of motive tlian (1.) legal ordinance;

(2.) superstitious fear ; or (3.) servile compliance with

the insolent exactions of popular usage. Strange, there-

fore, it would have been if the tutor of obscure orphans,
with extra temptations, and extra facilities for indulging

them, should have shown himself more faithful to his

trust than the governor of provinces
—

prajtorian or

proconsular. Yet who more treacherous and rapacious

than he? Rarest of men was the upright governor
that accepted no bribes from the criminal, and extorted

no ransoms from the timid. He nevertheless, as a public

trustee, was Avatched by the jealousy of political com-

petitors, and had by possibility a solemn audit to face ia

the senate or in the forum ; perhaps in both. But the

tutor, who administered a jirivate trust on behalf of

orphans, might count on the certainty that no public at-

tention could ever be attracted to concerns so obscure,

and politically so uninteresting. Reasonably, therefore,

and by all analogy, a Roman must have regarded the

ordinary domestic tutor as almost inevilably a secret de-

\inquent using the opportunities and privileges of his

vffice as mere instruments for working spoliation and

ruin upon the inheritance confided to his care. This

deadly and besetting evil of Pagan days must have

deepened a hundredfold the glooms overhanging the

death-beds of parents. Too often the dying father could

lot fail to read in his own life-long experience, that,

whilst seeking special protection for his children, he might
himself be introducing amongst them a separate and

•mininent danger. Leaving behind him a llule hou pe-

loid of infants, a little fleet (as it might be repiesented)
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of fairy jiinnaces, just raising their anchors m prepara-

tion for crossing the mighty deeps of life, he made

signals for "
convoy." Some one or two (at best im-

perfectly known to him), amongst those who traversed

the same seas, he accepted in that character ; but doubt-

ailly, soiTowfnlly, fearfully ; and at the very moment

wlien the faces of his children were disappearing amongst
the vnpors of death, the miserable thought would cross

his prophetic soul — that too probably this pretended
"
convoy," under the strong temptations of the case,

might eventually become pirates; robbers, at the least;

and by possibility wilful misleaders to the inexperience

of his children.

From this dreadful aggravation of the anguish at any
rate besetting the death-beds of parents summoned away
from a group of infant children, there has been a mighty
deliverance wrought in a course of centuries by the vast

diffusion of Christianity. In these days, wheresoever

an atmosphere is breathed that has been purified by
Christian charities and Christian principles

— this house-

hold pestilence has been continually dwindling : and in

the England of this generation there is no class of pecu-

lation which we so seldom hear of: one proof of which

is found in the indifference with which most of us re-

gard the absolute security offered to children by the

Court of Chancery, INIy father, therefore, as regarded

,ho quiet of his dying hours, benefited by the felicity of

his times and his country. He made the best selection

^or the future guardianship of his six children that his

opportunities allowed ; from his circle of intimate

friends, he selected the four who stood highest in his

estimation for hoDor and practical wisdqm : whiclj doR^
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and reljing for the redressing of any harsh tendencies in

male guardians upon the discretional power lodged in

my mother, thenceforth he rested from his anxieties.

Not one of these guardians but justified his choice so

far as honor and integrity were concerned. Yet, after

rtll, there is a limit (and sooner reached perhaps in Eng-
land than in other divisions of Christendom) to the good
that can be achieved in such cases by prospective wis-

dom. For we, in England, more absolutely than can

be asserted of any other nation, are not faineans : rich

and poor, all of us have something to do. To Italy it

is that we must look for a peasantry idle through two

thirds of their time. To Spain it is that we must look

for an aristocracy ^//ysjcfl//y
*
degraded under the igno-

ble training of women and priests ; and for princes

(such as Ferdinand VII.) that make it the glory of their

lives to have embroidered a petticoat. Amongst our-

selves of this current generation, whilst those functions

of guardianship may be surely counted on which pre-

sume conscientious loyalty to the interests of their wards;

on the other hand, all which presume continued vigil-

ance and provision from afar are, in simple truth, hardly

compatible with our English state of society. The

guardians chosen by my father, had they been the wisest

and also the most energetic of men, could not in many

* It is .asserted In- travellers— English, French, and German alilce

-that the ducal order in Spain (as that order of the Spanish pecr:!(^Q

I. ost carefully withdrawn from what Kentucky would call the roiujh-

and-tumlde di?;cipline of a popular cd.ication) exhibit in their very per-

Bons and bodily development undisguised evidences of effeminate hab-

!ts operating througli many generations. It would be satisfactory to

tnow the unexaggerated truth on this point ; tlie truth unbiassed alik«

I V uatioual aud by democratic prejudices.
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oonceivable eraersfencies have fulfilled his secret finishes.

Of the four men, one was a merchant (not in the nar-

row sense of Scotland, derived originally from France,

where no class of merchant princes has ever existed,

but in the lai-ge, noble sense of England, of Florence,

of Venice) : consequently his extensive relations with

sea-ports and distant colonies continually drawing off

his attention, and even his personal presence, from

domestic affairs, made it hopeless that he should even

attempt more on behalf of his wards tiian slightly to

watch the administration of their pecuniary interests.

A second of our guardians was a rural magistrate, but

in a populous district close upon Manchester, which even

at that time was belted with a growing body of turbulent

aliens— Welsh and Irish. He therefore, overwhelmed

by the distractions of his ofhcial station, rightly perhaps
conceived himself to have fulfilled his eniraii;en>ents as a

gnardian, if he stood ready to come forward upon any

difficulty arising, but else in ordinary cases devolved his

functions upon those who enjoyed more leisure. In that

category stood, beyond a doubt, a third of our guardians,

the Rev. Samuel H., who was at the time of my father's

death a curate at some church (I believe) in Manchester

or in Salford,* This gentleman represented a class—
* Salford is a large town legally distinguished from Manoliester for

•arliameiitaiT purposes, and divided from it physically In' a river, bit

fclse virtually, as regards intercourse and reciprocal influence, is a qnar-

V?r of JNIanchester; in fact holding the same relation to iMancliester

(liat Scuthwarlc does to London: or, if the reader insists npim having
a classical illustration of the case, the same relation that in ancient

days Argos did to Jfyccna^. An invitation to dinner, given by ilie

Dublic herald of Argos, could be heard to ihe centre of Mycena? ; and

\.\y a gourmand, if the dinner promised to be specially good, in the re.

iioter suburb.
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large enough at nil times by necessity of human nature,

but iu those days far larger than at present
— that class,

I mean, who sympathize with no (spiritual sense or spir-

itual capacities in man ; who understand by religion sim-

ply a respectable code of ethics, leaning for support

upon some great mysteries dimly traced in the back-

ground, and commemorated in certain great church fes-

tivals by the elder churches of Christendom ; as, e. g.,

by the English, which does not stand as to age on the

Reformation epoch, by the Romish, and by the Greek.

He had composed a body of about 330 sermons, which

thus, at the rate of two every Sunday, revolved through

a cycle of three years ; that period being modestly as-

sumed as sulRcient for insuring to their eloquence total

oblivion. Possibly to a cynic some shorter cycle might

have seemed equal to that effect, since their topics rose

but rarely above the level of prudential ethics ; and the

style, though scholarly, was not impressive. As a

preaclier, Mr. II. was sincere, but not earnest. lie was

a good and conscientious man ; and he made a high val-

uation of the pulpit as an organ of civilization for cooper-

ating with books ; but it w\as impossible for any man,

starting from the low ground of themes so unimpas-

sioned and so desultory as the benefits of industry, the

danger from bad companions, the importance of setting a

good example, or the value of perseverance
— to pump

up any persistent stream of earnestness either in him-

self or in his auditors. These auditoi's, again, were not of

vi class to desire much earnestness. There Avere no

naughty people among them : mo£t of them were rich,

and came to church in carriages; and, as a natural lo-

suit of their esteem for my reverend guardian, a nu)n

:
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ber of tliem combined to build a church for him— viz.,

St. ]*eter's— at tlie point of continence between Mosely
Street and the newly projected Oxford Street ; then ex-

isting- only as a sketch in the portfolio of a survcj-or.

But what connected myself individually with Mr. H.

was, that two or three years previously I, together with

one of my brothers (five years my senior), had been

placed under his care for classical instruction. This was

done, I believe, in obedience to a dying injunction of

my father, who had a just esteem for Mr. S. H.. as an

upright man, but apparently too exalted an opinion of

his scholarship : for he* was but an indifferent Grecian.

In whatever way the appointment arose, so it was that

this gentleman, previously tutor in the Roman sense to

all of us, now became to my brother and myself tutor

also in the common English sense. From the age of

eight up to eleven and a half, the character and intel-

lectual attainments of jMr. II., Avere therefore infiuen-

tially important to myself in the development of my
powers, such as they were. Even his 330 sermons,

which rolled overhead with such slender effect upon
his general congregation, to me became a real in-

strument of improvement. One half of these, indeed,

were all that I heard ; for, as my father's house

(Greenha)') stood at this time in the country, Man-

jhester not having yet overtaken it, the distance

^bliged us to go in a carringe, and only to the morn-

"ng service ; but every sermon in this morning course

was propounded to me as a textual basis upon which

I was to raise a mimic duplicate
— sometimes a

pure miniature abstract— sometimes a rhetorical ex-

pansion— but preserving as much as possible of tha
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original language ;
and also (which puzzled me pain-

fullv) i")reserving the exact succession of the thoughts ;

wliich miglit be easy where they stood in some depend-

ency upon each other, as, for insUince, in the develop-

ment of an argument, but in arbitrary or chance ar-

rangements was often as trying to my powers as any
feat of rope-dancing. I, therefore, amongst that whole

coniireiration,* was the one sole careworn auditor— asji-

tated about that which, over all other heads, flowed

away like water over marble slabs — viz., the somewhat

torpid sermon of my somewhat torpid guardian. But

* " That jchole confjre^jntion:
" —

Originally at churches which I do

not remember, where, liowever, in consideration of my tender age,

the demands levied upon my memory were much lighter. Two or

three years later, when I must iiave been nearing my tenth j'car, and

when St. Peter's had been finished, occurred the opening, and con-

sequently (as an indispensable pre-condition) the consecratioii of that

edifice by the bishop of the diocese (viz., Chester). I, as a ward of

the incumbent, was naturally amongst those specially invited to the

festival: and I remember a little incident, which exposed broadly the

the conflict of feelings inherited by the Cluireh of Kngland from the

Purita s of the seventeenth century. The architecture of the church

was Grecian; and certainly tlie enrichments, inside or outside, were

few enough, neither florid nor obtrusive. IJut in the centre of the

ceiling, for the sake of breaking the monotony of so large a blank

white surface, there was moulded, in plaster-of-Paris, a large tablet or

shield, charged with a cornucopia of fruits and flowers. And yet,

when we were all assembled in the vestry waiting— rector, church-

wardens, architect, and trains of dependents — iliere arose a deep

buzz of anxiety, which soon ripened into an articulate expression of

fear, that the Ijishop would ihink himself bound, like the Imrrid eikon-

H-lasts iif lt;4.5, to issue his decree of utter aixritincntivn to the sim-

ple decoration overhead. Fearfully dul we all tread the little aisles in

the prucession of the prela'.e. Earnestly my lord looted upv.arls;

'jut tiu:illy
— were it courtesy, or doubtfulness as to his grouu J, or ap-

piobation
— he passed on.
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Shis annoyance was not wholly lost : and those same

'^-2-- sermons, nhicli (lasting only through sixteen min-

utes each) were approved and forgotten by everybody

else, for me became a perfect pahcstra of intellectual

gymnastics far better suited to my childish weakness

than could have been the sermons of Isaac Bariow or

Jeremy Taylor. Tn these last, the gorgeous imagery
would have dazzled my feeble vision, and in both tlie

gigantic thinking would have crushed mj'' efforts at ap-

prehension. I drew, in fact, the deepest benefits from

this weekly exercise. Perhaps, also, in the end it

ripened into a great advantage for me, though long and

bitterly I complained of it, that I was not allowed to

use a pencil in taking notes ; all was to be charged upon
the memor}'. But it is notorious that the memory

strengthens as you lay burdens upon it, and becomes

trustworthy as 3*ou trust it. So that, in my third year

of practice, I found my abstracting and condensing

powers sensibly enlai'ged. My guardian was gradually

better satisfied : for unfortunately (and in the beginning

it teas unfortunate) always one witness could be sum-

moned against me upon any impeachment of my fidelity— viz., the sermon itself; since, though lurking amongst
the 330, the wretch was easily forked out. But these

appeals grew fewer ; and my guardian, as I have said,

was continually better satisfied. Meantime, might not I

be continually less satisfied with /ni7i and his 330 ser-

mons ? Not at all : loving and trusting, without doubt

or reserve, and with the deepest principles of veneration

rooted in my nature, I never, upon meeting something
more impressive than the average complexion of my
guardian's discourses, for one moment thought of him as
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tvorse or feebler than others, but simply as different;

ami no more quarrelled with him for his characteristic

langor, than with a green riband for not being blue.

lly mere accident, I one day heard quoted a couplet

whicli seemed to me sublime. It described a preacher

such as sometimes arises in dilficult times, or in ferment-

ing times, a son of thunder, that looks all enemies in the

^icc, and volunteers a defiance even when it would have

baen easy to evade it. The lines were written by Rich-

ard Baxter— who battled often with self-created storms

from the first dawn of the Parliamentary War in lGi2,

through the period of Cromwell (to whom he was per-

sonally odious), and, finally, through the trying range of

the second Charles and of the second .James. As a pul-

pit orator, he was perhaps tjie "Whitfield of the seven-

teenth century
— the Leiiconomos of Cowper. And

thus it is that he describes the impassioned character of

his own preaching
—

"
I preacliM, as never sure to preach again ;

"

[Even that was telling ; but then followed this thunder-

pea/]
" And as a cl,ving man to cl5-ing mon."

This couplet, which seemed to me equally for weight
and for splendor like molten gold, laid bare another as-

pect of the Catholic Church ; revealed it as a Church

militant and crusading.

Not even thus, however, did I descry any positive im-

perfection in my guardian. He and Baxter had fallen

upon different generations. Baxter's century, from first

\o last was revolutionary. Along the entire course of

that seventeenth century, the great principles of repre
20
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sentative ffovernment and the rights of conscience * wer«

passing through the anguish of coiitiict and fiery trial

Now a^ain in my own day. at tlie close of tlie oiirhteentb

century, it is true that all the cloments of social life

were thrown into the crncihlo— but on behalf of oui

neighbors, no longer of ourselves. No longer, there

fore, was invoked tlie lieroic ]ileader, ready for martyr-

dom, preaching, therefore, ''as never sure to preach

again ;

"
and I no more made it a defect in my guardian

that he wanted energies for combating evils now forgot-

ten, than that he had not in patriotic fervor leaped into

a gtdf, like the fabulous Roman martyr, Curtius, or in

zeal for liberty had not mounted a scaffold, like the real

English martyr, Algernon Sidney.

Every Sunday, duly as it revolved, brought with it

this cruel anxiet}'. On Saturday night, under sad an-

ticipation, on Sunday night, under sadder experimental

knowledge, of my trying task, I slept ill ; my ]iillow

was stufi'ed with thorns ; and until IMonday morning's

inspection and armlhistruon had dismissed me from

parade to " stand at case," verily t felt like a false

steward summoned to some killing audit. Then sup-

pose Monday to be invaded by some horrible intruder

visitor perhaps from a band of my guardian's poor re-

lations, that in some undiscovered nook of Lancashire

* " TIic i'!f;Jils of conscience :^' — With vliicli it is painful to knciT

that Baxter ilid not sympulhizo. Itclij^ious tdlciatimi ho failed " Soul-

miink'v." And if you remimlod him tliat the want of this toleration

had been his own capital grievance, lie replied, "Ah, hut the cascj

trerc very different: I was in the rii;ht; whereas the vast niajirily <,J

Ihost who will benefit by this iiewfanjjled toleration are shockingly in

Uic p -oug."
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seemed in fancy to blacken all the fields, and suddenly

at a single note of " caio caw" rose in one vast cloud

like crows, and settled down for weeks at the table of

my guardian and his wife, whose noble hosjiitality would

never allow the humblest among them to be saddened

bv a faint Avelcorae. In such cases very possibly, the

whole week ditl not see the end of my troubles.

On these terms for upwards of three and a half years— that is, from my eighth to beyond my eleventh birth-

day
— my guardian and I went on cordially: he was

never once angry, as indeed he never had any reason

for anger ; I never once treating my task either as odi-

ous (which in the most abominable excess it was), or, on

the other hand, as costing but a trivial effort, which

practice migiit have taught me to hurry through with

contemptuous ease. To the very last I found no ease at

all in this weekly task, which never ceased to be " a

thorn in the flesh :

" and I believe that my guardian, like

many of the grim Pagan divinities, inhaled a flavor of

frai'rant incense, from the frettin<r and stinirinfj of anxi-

cty which, as it were some holy vestal fire, he kept alive

by this periodic exaction. It gave him pleasure that he

could reach me in the very recesses of my dreams,

where even a Pariah might look for rest; so that the

Sunday, which to man, and even to the brutes wilhiu

his gates, offered an interval of rest, for me was signal-

ized as a day of martyrdom. Yet in this, after all, it is

possibhr; that he did me ;\ service : for my constitutional

infirmity of luind ran but too determinately towards the

«leep of endless reverie, and of dreamy abstraction from

life and its realities.

Whether serviceable or not, however, the connection
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between my guardian and myself was now drawing to

its close.

A MANCITESTEK IIOJIE.'"

Some months after my eleventh birthday, Greenhay*
was sold, and my mother's establishment— both chil-

dren and servants— was translated to Bath : only that

for a few months I and one brother were still left under

the care of Mr. Samuel H. ; so far, that is, as regarded

our education. Else, as regarded the luxurious comforts

of a tliorouglily English home, we became the guests, by

special invitation, of a young married couple in Man-

chester— viz., Mr. and Mrs. K . This incident,

though otherwise without results, I look back upon with

feelings inexpressibly profound, as a jewelly parenthesis

of pathetic happiness
— such as emerges but once in any

man's life. Mr. K. was a voung and rising American

merchant ; by which I mean, that he was an Englishman
who exported to the United States, lie had married

about three years previously a pretty and amiable young

woman, well educated, and endowed with singular com-

pass of intellect. But the distinguishing feature in this

household was the spirit of love which, under the benign

superintendence of the mistress, diffused itself through

bU its members.

The late Dr. Arnold of Rugby, amongst many novel

ideas, which found no welcome even with his friends, in-

* "
Greenhay :'''' — A coundy-linusi; built by my fallier; ami ;it the

lime of its foundation (:^ay in 1701 or 17'.J2) separated from the last

iiitskirts of JIanchester by an entire mile; but row, and for nianj' a

J^car, overtaken by tlie hasty strides of tiiis great city, and long siuc«

'I presume} absorbed into its mighty uproar.
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listed earnestly and often upon this— viz., that a great

danger was threatening our social system in Great Brit-

ain, from the austere separation existing between our

educated and our working classes ; and that a more con-

ciliatory style of intercourse between these two bisec-

tions of our social body must be established, or else—
a tremendous revolution. This is not the place to dis-

cuss so large a question ; and I shall content myself with

making two remarks. The first is this— that, although
a change of the sort contemplated by Dr. Arnold might,
if considered as an operative cause, point forwaid to

some advantages, on the other hand, if considered as an

effect, it points backward to a less noble constitution of

society by much than we already enjoy. Those nations

whose upper classes speak paternally and caressingly to

the woi-king classes, and to servants in partictular, do so

because they speak from the lofty stations of persons hav-

ing civil rights to those who have none. Two centuries

back, when a military chieftain addressed his soldiers as

"
my cliildren" he did so because he was an irresponsi-

ble despot exercising uncontrolled powers of life and

death. From the moment when leiral rights have been

won for the poorest classes, inevitable i-espect on the

part of the higher classes extinguishes forever the affec-

tionate style which belongs naturally to the state of pu-

pilage or infantine bondage.
That is my first remark : my second is this— that

(he change advocated by Dr. Arnold, whether promii.ing

or not, is practically impossible ; or possible, I should

say through one sole cliannel — viz., tliat of domestic

servitude. There only do the two classes concerned

isome hourly into contact On that stage only they
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oieet without intrusion upon each other. There only is

an ojiening for change. And a wise mistress, wlio poS'

sesses tact enoiijjh to comhine a "racious affability with

a self-respect tliat never shnnbers nor ])ennits her to de-

scend into gossip, will secure the attachment of all

young and impressible women. Such a mistress was

Mrs. K . She h;id won the gratitude of her ser-

vants from the first, by making the amplest provision

for their comfort ;
their confidence, by listening with

patience, and counselling with prudence ; and their re-

spect, by refusing to intermeddle with gossiping person-

alities always tending to slander. To this extent, per-

haps, most mistresses perhaps might follow her example.

But the happiness which reigned in Mrs. K 's house

at this time depended very much upon special causes.

All the eight persons had the advantage of youth ; and

the three j^onng female servants were under the spell of

fascination, such as could rarely be counted on, from a

spectacle held up hourly before their eyes, that spectacle

which of all others is the most touching to womanly
sensibilities, and which any one of these servants might

liope without presumption, to realize for herself— the

spectacle, I mean, of a happy marriage union between

two persons, who lived in harmony so absolute with

each other, as to be independent of the world outside.

Hov/ tender and self-sntlicinii; such a union miiilit be,

they saw with their own eyes. The season was then

mid-winter, which of itself draws closer all household

tics. Their own labors, as generally in respectable

English services, were finished for the most pait by two

o'clock ; and as the hours of evening drew nearer, v*lien

the master's retm-u miijht be looked for without fail
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beau:iful was the smile of anticipation upon the gentle

features of the mistress : even more beautiful the reflex of

that smile, half-unconscious, and half-repressed, upon the

features of the sympathizing hand-maidens. One child,

a ViUle girl of two yetirs old, had then crowned the hap-

piness of the K s. She naturally lent her person at

all times, and apparently in all places at once, to the im-

provement of the family groups. My brother and my-
self, who had been trained from infancy to the courteous

treatment of servants, filled up a vacancy in the gradu-
ated scale of ascending ages, and felt in varying degrees
the depths of a peace which Ave could not adequately
understand or appreciate. Bad tempers tliere were

none amongst us ; nor any opening for personal jeal-

ousies ; nor, though the privilege of our common youth,

eitlier angry recollections breathing from the past, or

fretting anxieties gathering from the future. The spirit

of hope and the spirit of peace (so it seemed to me,

when looking back upon this profound calm) had, for

their own enjoyment, united in a sisterly league to blow

a solitary bubble of visionary happiness
— and to se-

quester from the unresting hurricanes of life one soli-

tary household of eight persons within a four months'

lull, as if within some Arabian tent on some untrodden

wilderneso, svithdrawn from human intrusion, or even

from knowledge, by worlds of mist and vapor.

How deep was that lull ! and yet, as in a human at-

mosphere, how frail ? Did the visionary bubble burst

at once ? Not so : but silently and by measured steps,

like a dissolving palace of snow, it collapsed. In the

superb expression of Shakesoeare, minted by himself

and drawn from his own aerial fancy, like a cloud it
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" dislimned ;
"

lost its lineaments by stealthy steps. Al-

Feady the word '•^parting
"

(for myself and my brother

were under summons for Bath) hoisted the first signal

for breaking up. Next, and not very long afterwards,

came a mixed signal : alternate words of joy and grief
—

marriage and death severed the sisterly union amongst
the young female servants. Then, thirdly, but many years

later, vanished from earth, and from peace the deepest

that can support itself on earth, summoned to a far

deeper peace, the mistress of the household herself, to-

gether with her first-born child. Some years later, per-

haps twenty from this time, as I stood sheltering myself

from rain in a shop within the most public street of

Manchester, the master of tiie establishment drew my
attention to a gentleman on the opposite side of the

street— roaming along in a reckless style of movement,

and apparently insensible to the notice which he at-

tracted. "
That," said the master of the shop,

" wa?

once a leading merchant in our town ; but he met with

great commercial embarrassments. There was no iui'

peachmeut of his integrity, or (as I believe) of his dis-

cretion. But what with these commercial calamities, and

deaths in his family, he lost all hope ; and you see what

sort of consolation it is that he seeks"— meaning to s;^'^

that his style of walking argued intoxication. I did not

think so. There was a settled misery in his eye, but

complicated with that an expression of nervous distrac-

tion, that, if it should increase, would make life an in-

tolerable burden. I never saw him again, and thought

with horror of his being called in old age to face the

fierce tragedies of life. For many reasons, I recoiled

from forcing myself upon his notice : but I had ascer
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taiiied, some time previously to this casual rencounter,

that he and myself were at that date, all that remained

of the once joyous household. At present, and for man}
a year, I am myself the sole relic from that household

sanctuary
—

sweet, solemn, profound
— that concealed,

as in some ark floating on solitary seas, eight persons,

since called away, all except myself, one after one, to

that rest which only could be deeper than ours was then.

AT THE MANCHESTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

When I left the K s, I left Manchester ; and dur-

ing the next three years I was sent to two very diifer-

ent schools; first, to a public one— viz., the Bath

Grammar School, then and since famous for its excel-

lence— secondly, to a private school in Wiltshire. At

the end of the three years, I found myself once again in

Manchester. I was then fifteen years old, and a trifle

more ; and as it had come to the knowledge of Mr. G.,

a banker in Lincolnshire (whom hitherto I have omitted

to notice amongst my guardians, as the one too genei
-

ally prevented from interfering by his remoteness from

the spot, but whom otherwise I should have recorded

with honor, as by much the ablest amongst them), that

some pecuniary advantages were attached to a I'esidence

at the Manchester Grammar School, whilst in other re-

jpects that school seemed as eligible as any other, he

bad counselled my mother to send me thither. In fact,

a three years' residence at this school obtained an an-

nual allowance for seven years of nearly (if not quite)

£50 ; which sum, added to my own patrimonial income of

£150, would have made up the annual £200 ordinarily

wnsidered the proper allowance for an Oxford under
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graduate. No objection arising from any quarter, this

plan was adopted, and soon afterwards carried into

effect.

On a day, thei'efore, it was in the closing autumn (or

rather in the opening winter) of 1800 that my first intro-

duction took phxce to the Manchester Grammar School.

The school-room showed already in its ample propor-

tions some hint of its pretensions as an endowed school,

or school of that class which I believe peculiar to P^ng-

land. To this limited extent had the architectural sense

of j)Ower been timidly and parbimoniously invoked. Be-

yond that, nothing had been attempted ; and the dreary

expanse of whitewashed walls, that at so small a cost

might have been embellished by plaster-of-jiaris friezes

and large medallions, illustrating to the eye of the

youthful student the most memorable glorifications of

literature— these were bare as the walls of a poor-house

or a lazaretto ; buildings whose functions, as thoroughly

sad and gloomy, the mind recoils from drawing into re-

lief by sculpture or painting. But this building was

dedicated to purposes that were noble. The naked walls

clamored for decoration : and how easily might tablets

have been moulded— exhibiting (as a first homage to

literature) Athens, with the wisdom of Athens, in the

person of Pisistratus, concentrating the general energies

upon the revisal and the re-casting of the " Iliad." Or

(second) the Athenian captives in Sicily, within the

iifth century u. c, as winning noble mercy for them-

selves by some
"
Repeated air

Of sad Electra's poet."

Such, and so sudden, had been the oblivion of earthly
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passions wrought by the contemporary poet of Athena

that in a moment the wrath of Sicily, with all its billows,

ran down into a heavenly calm ;
and he that could

plead for his redemption no closer relation to Euripides

than the accident of recalling some scatterinsis from his

divine verses, suddenly found his chains dropping to the

ground ;
and himself, that in the morning had risen a

despairing slave in a stone-quarry, translated at once as

a favored brother into a palace of Syracuse. Or, again,

how easy to represent (third)
" the great Emathian

conqueror," that in the very opening of his career,

whilst visiting Thebes with vengeance, nevertheless re-

lented at the thought of literature, and

"Bade spare

The house of Pindarus, when temple and tower

"Went to the ground."

Alexander might have been represented amongst the col-

onnades of some Persian capital
— Ecbatana or Babylon,

Susa or Persepolis
— in the act of receiving from

Greece, as a nuzzur more awful than anything within

the gift of the " barbaric East," a jewelled casket con-

taining the " Iliad
"
and the "

Odyssey ;

"
creations that

already have lived almost as long as the Pyramids.

Puritanically bald and odious therefore, in my eyes,

was the hall up which my guardian and myself paced

lolemnly
—

though not Mhtonically
"
riding up to the

Soldan's chair," yet, in flict, within a more limited

kingdom, advancing to the chair of a more absolute

despot. This potentate was the head-master, or archi

didascalus, of the Manchester Grammar School ; and

that scnool was vai'iously distinguished. It was (!.)

uicient, having in fact been founded by a bisho[) oi
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Exeter in an early part of the sixteenth century, so aa

to be now, in 1856, more than 330 years old; (2.) it

was rich, and was annually growing richer
;
and (3.) it

was dignified by a beneficial relation to the magnificent

University of Oxford.

The head-master at that time was Mr. Charles Law-
Bon. In former editions of this work, I created him a

doctor ; my object being to evade too close an approach
to the realities of the case, and consequently to person-

alities, which (though indifferent to myself) would have

been in some cases displeasing to others. A doctor,

however, Mr Lawson was not ; nor in the account of

law a clergyman. Yet most people, governed uncon-

sciously by the associations surrounding rheir composite
idea of a dignified schoolmaster, invested him with the

clerical character. And in reality he had taken deacon's

orders in the Church of England. But not the less he

held himself to be a layman, and was addressed as such

by all his correspondents of rank, who might be sup-

posed best to understand the technical rules of ICnglish

etiquette. Etiquette in such cases cannot entirely detach

itself from law. Now, in English law, as was shown in

Home Tooke's case, the rule is, once a clergyman, and

nlways a clergyman. The sacred character with which

ordination clothes a man is indelible. But, on the other

hand, who is a clergyman? Not he that has taken

simply the initial orders of a deacon, so at least I have

heai-d, but he that has taken the second and full orders

of a priest. If otherwise, then there was a great mistake

current amongst Mr. Lawson's friends in addressing him

IS an esquire.

Squire or not a squire, however, parson or not a par-
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8on— whether sacred or profane
— Mr. Lawson was in

Bome degree interesting by his position and his recluse

habits. Life was over with him, for its hopes and for

its trials. Oi" at most one trial yet awaited him, which

was— to fight with a painful malady, and fighting to

die. He still had his dying to do : he was in arrear

as to that : else all was finished. It struck me (but,

with such limited means for judging, I might easily be

wi'ong) that his understanding was of a narrow order.

But that did not disturb the interest which surrounded

him now in his old age (probably seventy-five, or more),
nor make any drawback from the desire I had to spell

backwards and re-compose the text of his life. What
had been his fortunes in this world ? Had they trav-

elled upwards or downwards ? What triumphs had he

enjoyed in the sweet and solemn cloisters of Oxford?

What mortifications in the harsh world outside ? Two

only had survived in the malicious traditions of " his

friends." He was a Jacobite (as were so many amongst

my dear Lancastrian compatriots) ; had drunk the Pre-

tender's health, and had drunk it in company with that

Dr. Byrom who had gva.cedit\\e symposium by the famous

equivocating impromptu
* to the health of that prince.

* "
Eqtiivoca(i7i<j impromptu :

" — The party had gathered in a ta-

multiiary way ; so that some Capulets had mingled with the M<in-

^agiies, one of whom called upon Dr. Byroni to drink The Kintj^ God
bless him ! and Confusion to the Pretender! Upoa which the doctor

jang out —

"God bless the King, of church and state defender

God bless (no harm in blessing) the Pretender!

But who Pretender is, and who the King—
God bless us all ! that 's quite another thing."

Dr. Byrom was otherwise famous than as a Jacobite-- viz., as thn
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Mr. Lawson had therefore been obliged to witness the

final prostration of his political party. That was hia

earliest mortification. His second, abont seven _years

later, was, that he hati been jilted ; and with circum-

stances (at least so I heard) of cruel scorn. Was it that

?ie had interjjreted in a sense too flattering for himself

ambiguous expressions of favor in the lady ? or that she

in. cruel caprice had disowned the hopes which she had

antl)orized ? However this might be, half a century of

soothing and reconcilmg years had cicatrized the wounds

of Mr. Lawson's heart. The lady of 17.02, if living in

1 800, must be fiirionsly wrinkled. And a strange meta-

physical question arises : Whether, when the object of

an impassioned love has herself faded into a shadow, the

fiery passion itself can still survive as an abstraction,

still mourn over its wrongs, still clamor for redress. I

have heard of such cases. In Wordsworth's poem of

"• Ruth "
(which was founded, as I happen to know, upon

facts), it is recorded as an affecting incident, that, some

months after the first frenzy of her disturhed mind had

given way to medical treatment, and had lapsed into a

gentler form of lunacy, she was dismissed from confine-

ment ; and upon finding herself uncontrolled among tlie

pastoral scenes where she played away her childhood,

Bhe gradually fell back to the original habits of her

life whilst yet undisturbed by sorrow. Something simi-

lar had happened to Mr. Lawson ; and some time after

author of a very elaborate shorthand, which (according to some who
have examined it) ri?es even to a philosophic dignity. David Hartley
in particular said of it,

" That if ever a pliilosopliic language (as pro

jected by Bishop Wilkins, by Leibnitz, &c.) should be brounlit to bear

n that case Dr. Byrom's work would furnish the proper character for

t9 notation."
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Dis first shock, amongst other means for effacuig that

deep-grooved impression, he had labored to replace him-

self, as much as was possible, in the situation of a col-

lege student. In this effort he was assisted considerably

by the singular arrangement of the house attached to his

otficial station. For an English house it was altogether

an oddity, being, in fact, built upon a Roman plan. AH
the rooms on both stories had their windows looking

down upon a little central court. This court was quad

rangular, but so limited in its dimensions, that by a Ro-

man it would have been regarded as the impluviuin : for

Mr. Lawson, however, with a little exertion of fancy, it

transmuted itself into a college quadrangle. Here,

therefore, were held the daily
"
callings-over," at which

every student was obliged to answer upon being named.

And thus the unhappy man, renewing continually the

fancy that he was still standing in an Oxford quadrangle,

perhaps cheated himself into the belief that all had

been a dream which concerned the caprices of the lady,

and the lady herself a phantom. College usages also,

which served to strengthen this fanciful alibi— such, for

instance, as the having two plates arranged before him

at dinner (one for the animal, the other for the vegeta-

ble food)
— were reproduced in Millgate. One sole

luxury, also somewhat costly, which, like most young men

of easy income, he had allowed himself at Oxford, was

now retained long after it had become practically use-

less. This was a hunter for himself, and another for his

<l oom, wliich he continued to keep, in spite of the in-

creasing w^ar-taxes, many a year after he had almost

ceased to ride. Once in three or four months he would

aave the horses saddled and brought out. Then, with
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considerable effort, he swung himself into the saddle,

moved off at a quiet amble, and, in about fifteen or

twenty minutes, might be seen returning from an excur-

sion of two miles, under the imagination that he had

laid in a stock of exercise sufficient for another period

of a hundred days. Meantime Mr. Lawson had sought

his main consolation in the great classics of elder days.

His senior alumni were always working their way

through some great scenic poet that had shaken the

stage of Athens ; and more than one of his classes,

never ending, still beginning, were daily solacing him

with the gayeties of Horace, in his Epistles or in his Sa-

tires. The Horatian jests indeed to him never grew
old. On coming to the plagosus Orbilius, or any other

Bally of pleasantry, he still threw himself back in his

arm-chair, as he had done through fifty years, with what

seemed heart-shaking bursts of sympathetic merriment.

Mr. Lawson, indeed, could afford to be sincerely mirth-

ful over the word plagosus. There are gloomy tyrants,

exulting in the discipline of fear, to whom and to whose

pupils this word must call up remembrances too degrad-

ing for any but affected mirth. Allusions that are too

fearfully personal cease to be subjects of playfulness.

Sycophancy only it is that laughs ; and the artificial

merriment is but the language of shrinking and grovel-

ling deprecation. Different, indeed, was the condition of

the Manchester Grammar School. It was honorable

both to the masters and the upper boys, through whom

:)nly such a result was possible, that in that school, dur-

mg my knowledge of it (viz., during the closing year of

the eighteenth century, and the two opening years of

she nineteenth), all punishments, that appealed to the
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sense of bodily pain, had fallen into disuse ; and this at

a period long before any public agitation had begun to

Btir in that direction. How then was discipline main-

tained? It was maintained through the self-discipline

of the senior bo\^s, and through the efficacy of their ex-

ample, combined with their system of rules. Noble are

the impulses of opening manhood, where they are not

utterly ignoble : at that period, I mean, when the poetic

sense begins to blossom, and when boys are first made

sensible of the paradise that lurks in female smiles.

Had the school been entirely a day-school, too probable
it is that the vulgar brawling tendencies of boys left to

themselves would have prevailed. But it happened that

the elder section of the school— those on the brink of

manhood, and by incalculable degrees the more scholar-

like section, all who read, meditated, or began to kindle

into the love of literature— were boarders in Mr. Law-

son's house. The students, therefore, of the house car-

ried an overwhelming influence into the school. They
were bound together by links of brotherhood ; whereas

the day-scholars were disconnected. Over and above

this it happened luckily that there was no playground,

not the smallest, attached to the school ; that is, none

was attached to the upper or grammar school. But

there was also, and resting on the same liberal endow-

ment, a loicer school, where the whole machinery of

teaching was applied to the lowest mechanical accom-

plishments of reading and writing. The hall in which

this servile business was conducted ran under the upper

school; it was, therefore, I presume, a subterraneous

duplicate of the upper hall. And, since the upper rose

»nly by two or three feet above the level of the neigh-
21
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boring streets, the lower school should naUirally ha?6

been at a great depth helow these streets. In that case

it Avould be a dark crypt, such as we see under some

cathedrals ; and it would have argued a singular want

of tlioughtfidness iu the founder to have laid one part

of his establishment, under an original curse of darkness.

As the access to this plebeian school lay downwards

through long flights of steps, I never found surplus en-

ernfv enouirh for investiijatinij the problem. But, as the

ground broke away precipitously at that point into

lower levels, I presume, upon consideration, that the

subterranean crypt will be found open on one side to

visitations from sun and moon. So that, for this base

mechanic school there may, after all, have been a play-

ground. But for ours in the upper air, I repeat, there

was none ; not so much as would have bleached a lady's

pocket-handkerchief; and this one defect carried along

with it unforeseen advantages.

Lord Bacon it is who notices the subtle jiolicy which

may lurk in the mere external figure of a table. A
square table, having an undeniable head and foot, two

polar extremities of what is highest and lowest, a peri-

helion and an aphelion, together with equatorial sides,

opens at a glance a large career to ambition ; whilst a

circular table sternly represses all such aspiring dreams,

and so does a triangular table. Yet if the triangle

should be ri<rht-anirled, then the Lucifer seated at the

ri<2ht anofle mijjlit ai'ijue that he subtended aW the tenants

"if the hypothenuse ; being, therefore, as much nobler

than they, as Atlas was nobler than the globe which he

carried. It was by the way, some arrangement of this

nature which constituted the original feature of distino
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.ion in Ju. m o' Groat's house, and not at all (as most

people suppose) the high northern latitude of this house.

John, it seems, finished the feuds for precedency
— not

by legislating this way or that— but by cutting away
tlie possibility of such feuds through the assistance of a

round table. The same principle must have guided

King Arthur amongst his knights ; Charlemagne

umongst his paladins ; and sailors in their effectual dis-

tribution of the peril attached to a mutinous remon-

strance by the admirable device of a " roimd-robin."

Even two little girls, as Harrington remarks in his

"
Oceana," have oftentimes hit upon an expedient

through pure mother-wit, more effectual than all the

schools of philosophy could have suggested, for insuring

the impartial division of an orange ; which expedient is,

that either of the two shall divide, but then that the

other shall have the right of choice. " You divide, and I

choose." Such is the formula ; and an angel could not

devise a more absolute guarantee for the equity of the

division, than hy thus forcing the divider to become the

inheritor of any possible disadvantages that he may have

succeeded in creating by his own act of division. In all

these cases one seemingly trivial precaution opens, in

the next stage, into a world of irresistible consequences.

And in our case, an effect not less disproportionate fol-

lowed out of that one accident, apparently so slight, that

we had no playground. We of the seniority, who by

thoughtfulness, and the conscious dignity of dealing

largely with literature, were already indisposed to boy-

ish sports, found, through the defect of a playground,

that our choice and our pride were also our necessity.

Even the proudest of us benefited by that coercion ; for
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many would else have sold their jjrivilege of pride foi

an hour's amusement, and have become, at least, occa-

fcional conformists. A day more than usually fine, a

trial of skill more than usually irritating to the sense of

special superiority, would have seduced most of us in

the end into the surrender of our exclusiveness. Indis-

criminate familiarity would have followed as an uncon-

trollable result ; since to mingle with others in common

acts of business may leave the sense of reserve undis-

turbed : but all reserve gives way before a common inter-

course in pleasure. As it was, what with our confedera-

tion through house-membership, with what our reciprocal

sympathies in the problems suggested by books, we had

become a club of boys (amongst whom might be four or

five that were even young men, counting eighteen or

nineteen years), altogether as thoughtful and as self-re-

specting as can often exist even amongst adults. Even

the subterraneous school contributed something to our

self-esteem. It formed a subordinate section of our own

establishment, that kept before our eyes, by force of

contrast, the dignity inherent in our own constitution.

Its object was to master humble accomplishments that

were within the reach of mechanic efforts : evei-ything

mechanic is limited; whereas we felt that our object,

even if our name of grammar school presented that ob-

ject in what seemed too limited a shajie, was substantially

noble, and tended towards the infinite. But in no long

time I came too see that, as to the name, we were all of

us under a mistake. Being asked what a grammar
school indicates, what it professes to teach, there is

Bcarcely any man who would not reply,
" Teach ? why

it teaches grammar: what else?" But this is a mis
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Lake: as I have elsewhere explained, grammatica in this

combination does not mean grammar (though grammar
also obeys the movements of a most subtle philosophy),

but literature. Look into Suetonius. Those "
grani-

matici" whom he memorializes as an order of men

flocking to Rome in the days of the Flavian family,

were not grammarians at all, but what the French by a

comprehensive name style litterateurs— that is they

were men who (1.) studied literature; (2.) who taught

literature; (3.) who practically produced literature.

And, upon the whole, grammatica is perhaps the least

objectionable Latin equivalent for our word literature.

Having thus sketched the characteristic points distin-

guishing the school and the presiding master (for of

masters, senior and junior, there were four in this upper

school), I return to my own inaugural examination. On
this day, memorable to myself, as furnishing the starting-

point for so long a series of days, saddened by haughty

obstinacy on one side, made effective by folly on the

other, no sooner had my guardian retired, than Mr. Law-

Bon produced from his desk a volume of the "
Specta-

tor," and instructed me to throw into as good Latin as I

could some paper of Steele's — not the whole, but per-

haps a third part. No better exercise could have been

devised for testing the extent of my skill as a Latinist.

And here I ought to make an explanation. In the

previous edition of these "
Confessions," writing some-

times too rapidly, and with little precision in cases of

i.ttle iraps^irtance, I conveyed an impression which I had

uot designed, with regard to tne true nature of my pre-

iensions as a Grecian ; and something of the same

torrection will apply to that narrower accomplish-
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ment which was the subject of my present examination.

Neither in Greek nor in Latin was my knowledge very

extensive ; my age made tliat impossible ; and es})ecially

because in those days there were no decent guides through

the thorny jungles of the Latin language, far less of the

Greek. When I mention that the Port Royal Greek

Grammar translated by Dr. Nugent was about the best

key extant in English to the innumerable perplexities of

Greek diction ; and that, for the res metrica, Morell's

valuable "
Thesaurus," having then never been reprinted,

was rarely to be seen, the reader will conclude that a

schoolboy's hnowhdge of Greek could not be other than

slender. Slender indeed was mine. Yet stop ! what

was slender? Simply my knowledge of Greek ; for that

knowledge stretches by tendency to the infinite ; but not

therefore my command of Greek. The knowledge of

Greek must always hold some gross proportion to the

time spent upon it. probably, therefore, to the age of the

student ; but the command over a language, the power
of adapting it plastically to the expression of your own

thoughts, is almost exclusively a gift of nature, and has

very little connection with time. Take the supreme

trinity of Greek scholars that flourished between the

English Revolution of 1G88 and the beginning of the

nineteenth century
— which trinity I suppose to be con-

fessedly, Bentley, Valckenaer, and Porson— such are

the men, it. will be generally fancied, whose aid should be

nvoked, in the event of our needing some eloquent

Greek inscription on a public monument. I am of a

difterent opinion. The greatest scholars have usually

proved to be the poorest composers in either of the

slassic languages. Sixty years ago, we had, from four
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separate doctors, four separate Greek versions of "
Gray's

Elegy," ail unworthy of the nationai schoiarship. Yet

one of tliese doctors was actually Person's predecessor

in the Greek cliair at Cambridge. But as he (Dr.

Cooke) was an obscure man, take an undeniable Grecian,

of punctilious precision
—

viz., Richard Dawes, the well-

known author of the " Miscellanea Critica." This man,

a very martinet in the delicacies of Greek composition,— and who should have been a Greek scholar of some

mark, since often enough he flew at the throat of Rich-

ard Bentley,
— wrote and published a specimen of a

Greek " Paradise Lost," and also two most sycojihantic

idyls addressed to George II. on the death of his

"
august

"
papa. It is difficult to imagine anything

meaner in conception or more childish in expression

than these attempts. Now, against them I will stake in

competition a copy of iambic verses by a boy, who died,

I believe, at sixteen— viz., a son of Mr. Pitt's tutor,

Tomline, Bishop of Winchester.* Universally I contend

that the faculty of clothing the thoughts in a Greek

dress is a function of natural sensibility, in a great de-

gree disconnected from the extent or the accuracy of the

writer's grammatical skill in Greek.

* " ^ copy of iambic verses :
"— They will be found in the work on

tlie Greek article, by Middleton, Bishop of Calcutta, who was the

boy's tutor. On this occasion I would wish to observe, that verses

ike Dawes's, meant to mimic Homer or Theocritus, or more genei'ally

dactylic hexameters, are perfectly useless as tests of power to think

freely in Greek. If such verses are examined, it will be found that

the orchestral niagnilieence of the metre, and the sonorous cadence

Df each separate line, absolutely /ores irpon the thoughts a mere ne-

cessity of being discontinuous. From this signal defect onlj' iambic

senarii arc free ; this metre posjessing a power of plastic interfusion

«imilar in kind, though inferior in degree, to the English Wank verse

when Miltonically written.
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These explanations are too long. The reader will

understand, as their sum, that what I needed in such a

case was, not so mucli a critical familiarity with the

syntax of the language, or a copia verhorum^ or great

agility in reviewing the relations of one idea to another

— so as to pi-esent modern and unclassical objects under

such aspects as might suggest periphrases in substitution

for direct names, where names could not be had, and

everywhere to color my translation with as rich a display

of idiomatic forms as the circumstances of the case would

allow. I succeeded, and beyond my expection. For

once— being the first time that he had been known to

do such a thing, but also the very last— Mr. Lawson

did absolutely pay me a compliment. And with another

compliment more than verbal he crowned his gracious

condescensions— viz., with my provisional instalment

in his highest class ; not the highest at that moment,

since there was one other class above us ; but this other

was on the wing for Oxford within some few weeks ;

which change being accomplished, we (viz., 1 and two

others) immediately moved up into the supreme place.

Two or three days after this examination— viz., on the

Sunday following
— I transferred myself to head-quar-

ters at Mr. Lawson's house. About nine o'clock in the

evening, I was conducted by a servant up a short flight

of stairs, through a series of gloomy and unfurnished

little rooms, having small windows but no doors, to the

common room (as in Oxford it would technically bo

called) of the senior boys. Everything had combined

to depress me. To leave the society of accomplished

V(tmen — that was already a signal privation. The
season besides was rainy, which in itself is a sure source
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>f depiessiou ;
and the forlorn aspect of the rooms com-

pleted my dejection. But the scene changed as the door

was thrown open : faces kindling with animation became

visible ; and from a company of boys, numbering six-

teen or eighteen, scattered about the room, two or three,

whose a£e entitled them to the rank of leaders, came

forward to receive me with a courtesy which I had not

looked for. The grave kindness and the absolute sin-

cerity of their manner impressed me most favorably. I

had lived familiarly with boys gathered from all quar-

ters of the island at the Bath Grammar School ; and for

some time (when visiting Lord Altamont at Eton) with

boys of the highest aristocratic pretensions. At Bath

and at Eton, though not equally, there prevailed a tone

of higher polish ; and in the air, speech, deportment of

the majority could be traced at once a premature knowl-

edge of the world. They had indeed the advantage
over my new friends in graceful self-possession ; but,

on the other hand, the best of them suffered by com-

parison with these Manchester boys in the qualities of

visible self-restraint and of self-respect. At Eton, high

rank was distributed pretty liberally ; but in the Man-

chester school the parents of many boys were artisans,

or of that rank ; some even had sisters that were menial

servants ; and those who stood higher by pretensions of

oirth and gentle blood were, at the most, the sons of

rural gentry or of clergymen. And I believe that, with

the exception of three or four brothers, belonging to a

clergyman's family at York, all were, like myself, natives

of Lancashire. At that time my experience was too

limited to warrant me in expressing any opinion, one

wa.y or the other, upon the relative pretensions
— moral
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and intellectual — of the several provinces in our island.

But since tlien I have seen reason to agree with the late

Dr. Cooke Taylor in awarding the preeminence, as re-

gards energy, power to face suftering, and other high

qualities, to the natives of Lancashire. Even a century

back, they were distinguished for the culture of refined

tastes. In musical skill and sensibility, no part of

Europe, with the exception of a few places in Germany,
could pretend to rival them : and accordingly, even in

Handel's days, but for the chorus-singers from Lanca-

shire, his oratorios must have remained a treasure, if not

absolutely sealed, at any rate most imperfectly revealed.

One of the young men, noticing my state of dejection,

brought out some brandy
— a form of alcohol which I,

for my part, tasted now for the first time, having previ-

ously taken only wine, and never once in quantities to

affect my spirits. So much the greater was my astonish-

ment at the rapid change worked in my state of feeling— a change which at once reinstalled me in my natural

advantaeres for conversation. Towards this nothing was

wanting but a question of sufficient interest. And a

question arose naturally out of a remark addressed by
one of the boj's to myself, implying that perhaps I had

intentionally timed my arrival so as to escape the Sun-

day evening exercise ? No, I replied ; not at all ; what

was that exercise ? Simply an off-hand translation

from the little work of Grotius * on the Evidences of

Christianity. Did I know the book? No, I did not;

4II the direct knowledtje which I had of Grotius was

built upon his metrical translations into Latin of various

ragments surviving from the Greek scenical poets, and

tbese translations had struck me as exceedingly beauti-

* Entitled Be Veritate CJiristiance Religionis.
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/ill. On the other hand, his work of highest pretension,
" De Jure Belli et Pacis," so signally praised by Lord

Bacon, I had not read at all ; but I had heard such an

account of it from a very thoughtful person, as made it

probable that Grotius was stronger, and felt himself

stronger, on literary than on philosophic ground. Then,

with re<xard to his little work on the Mosaic and Chria-

tian revelations, I had heard very disparaging opinions

about it ; two especially. One amounted to no more

than this— that the question was argued with a logic

far inferior, in point of cogency, to that of Lardner and

Paley. Here several boys interposed their loud assent,

as regarded Paley in particular. Paley's
"
Evidences,"

at that time just seven years old, had already become a

subject of study amongst them. But the other objection

impeached not so much the dialectic acuteness as the

learning of Grotius — at least, the appropriate learning.

According to the anecdote current upon this subject,

Dr. Edward Pococke, the great oriental scholar of Eng-
land in the seventeenth century, when called upon to

translate the little work of Grotius into Arabic or

Turkish, had replied by pointing to the idle legend of

Mahomet's pigeon or dove, as a reciprocal messenger

between the prophet and heaven — which legend had

been accredited and adopted by Grotius in the blindest

spirit of credulity. Such a baseless fable, Pococke

alleged, would work a double mischief: not only it

would ruin the authority of that particular book in the

East, but would damage Christianity for generations, by

making known to the followers of the Prophet that their

master was undervalued amongst the Franks on tiie

authority of nursery tales, and that these tales were ac-

credited by the leading Prankish scholars.
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A twofold result of evil would follow : not only would

our Christian erudition and our Christian scholars be

scandalously disparaged ; a consequence that in some

cases might not be incompatible with a sense amongst
Mahometans that the strength of Christianity itself was

unaffected by the errors and blunders of its champions;

but, secondly, there would be in this case a strong reac-

tion against Christianity itself. Plausibly enough it

would be inferred that a vast religious philosophy could

have no powerful battery of arguments in reserve, when

it placed its main anti-Mahometan reliance upon so

childish a fable : since, allowing even for a blameless

assent to this fable amongst nations having no direct in-

tercourse with Mussulmans, still it would argue a shock-

ing frailty in Christianity, that its main pleadings rested,

not upon any strength of its own, but simply upon a

weakness in its antagonist.

At this point, when the cause of Grotius seemed ut-

terly desperate, G (a boy whom subsequently I had

reason to admire as equally courageous, truthful, and

far-seeing) suddenly changed the whole field of view.

He offered no defence for the ridiculous fable of the

pigeon ; which pigeon, on the contrary, he represented

as drawing in harness with that Christian goose which

at one time was universally believed by Mahometans to

lead the vanguard of the earliest Crusaders, and which,

m a limited extent, really had been a true historical per

Bonage. So far he gave up Grotius as indefensible

But on the main question, and the very extensive ques

tiou of his apparent imbecility when collated with Paley

etc., suddenly and in one sentence he revolutionized the

itrhole logic of that comparison. Paley and Larduer, ha
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(aid, what was it that they sought? Tlieir object was
—

avowedly to benefit by any argument, evidence, or

presumption whatsoever, no matter whence drawn, so

long as it was true or probable, and fitted to sustain the

credibility of any element in the Christian creed. Well,
was not that object common to them and to Grotius ?

Not at all. Too often had he (the boy G ) secretly

noticed the abstinence of Grotius (apparently unaccount-

able) from certain obvious advantages of argument, not

to suspect that, in narrowing his own field of disputation,

he had a deliberate purpose, and was moving upon the

line of some very different policy. Clear it was to him,

that Grotius, for some reason, declined to receive evi-

dence except from one special and limited class of wit-

nesses. Upon this, some of us laughed at such a self-

limitation as a wild bravado, recalling that rope-dancing
feat of some verse-writers who, through each several

stanza in its turn, had gloried in dispensing with some

one separate consonant, some vowel, or some diphthong,

and thus achieving a triumph such as crowns with laurel

that pedestrian athlete who wins a race by hopping on

one leg, or wins it under the inhuman condition of con-

fining both legs within a sack. "
No, no" impatiently

interrupted G .
" All such fantastic conflicts with

self-created difficulties terminate in pure ostentation,

and profit nobody. But the self-imposed limitations of

Grotius had a special purpose, and realized a value not

otherwise attainable." If Grotius accepts no arguments
or presumptions except from Mussulmans, from Infidels,

or from those who rank as Neutrals, then has he adapted

his book to a separate and peculiar audience. The

Neutral man will hearken to authorities notoriously
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Neutral ; IMussulraans will show deference to the state-

ments of jMussulmans ; the Skeptic will bow to the rea-

sonings of Skepticism. All tliese persons, tliat wouM
have been repelled on the very threshold from such tes-

timonies as begin in a sjiirit of hostility to themselves,

will listen thoughtfylly to suggestions offered in a spirit

of conciliation ; much more so if offered by people occu-

pying the same ground at starting as themselves.

At the cost of some disproportion, I have ventured to

rehearse this inaugural conversation amongst the leaders

of the school. Whether G were entirely correct

in this application of a secret key to the little work of

Grotius, I do not know. I take blame to myself that

I do not ; for I also must have been called upon for my
quota to the Sunday evening studies on the " De Veri-

tate ;

" and must therefore have held in my hands the

ready means for solving the question.*

Meantime, as a solitary act of silent observation in a

boy not fifteen, this deciphering idea of G 's, in

direct resistance to the received idea, extorted my ad-

miration ; and equally, whether true or false as regarded

the immediate fact. That any person, in the very middle

Btorm of chase, when a headlong movement carries all

impulses into one current, should in the twinkling of

an eye recall himself to the unexpected
" doubles

"
of

the game, wheel as that wheels, and sternly resist the in-

* Some excuse, however, for mj- own want of energy is suggested

b}' tlie fact, that very soon after my matriculation Mr. Lawson sub-

stituted for Grotius, as the Sunday evening lecture-booli, Dr. C!ark'3

Commentary on the New Testament. " Out of sight, out of mind;
"

>nd in that way only can I account for my own neglect to clear p" ^t

question. Or perhaps, after all I did clear it up, and in a long iif»

March subsequently may have dropped it by the wayside.
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Btintts of the one preoccup3'iiig assumption, argues a

sagacity not often heard of in boyhood. AVas G—:

—
right ? In that case he picked a lock which others had

failed to pick AYas he wrong ? In that case he sketched

the idea and outline of a better woik (better, as more

original and more special in its service) than any which

Grotius has himself accomplished.

Not, however, the j^ai'ticular boy, but the particular

school, it was my jiurpose, in this place, to signalize for

praise and gratitude. In after years, when an under-

graduate at Oxford, I had an opportunity of reading

as it were ia a mirror the characteristic pi-etensions

and the averaije success of many celebrated schools.

Such a mirror I found in the ordinary conversation

and in the favorite reading of young gownsmen be-

longing to the many different colleges of Oxford. Gene-

rally speaking, each college had a filial connection

(strict* or not strict) with some one or more of our

great public schools. These, fortunately for P^ngland,

are diffused through all her counties : and as the

main appointments to the capital offices in such public

schools are often vested by law in Oxford or Cam-

bridge, this arrangement guarantees a sound system

of teaching; so that any failures in the result must

presumably be due to the individual student. Failures,

on the whole, I do not suppose that there were. Classical

attainments, that might be styled even splendid, were

not then, nor are now, uncommon. And yet in one

great feature many of those schools, even the very best,

* "Strict or not strict:''' — In some colleges the claims of alumni

from certain schools were absolute; iii bonie, I believe, conditional;

in others, again, concurrent with rival claims from favored schoils or

Cavored counties.
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when thus tried by their fruits, left a painful memento
of failure ; or raiher not of failure as in relation to any

purpose that tliey steadily recognized, but of loilful and

inteniio7ial disregard as towards a piu'pose alien from

any duty of theirs, or any task which they had ever

undertaken— a failure, namely, in relation to vwdcrn

literature— a neglect to unroll its mighty charts : and

amongst this modern literature a special neglect (such

as seems almost brutal) of our own English literature,

though pleading its patent of precedency in a voice so

trumj^et-tongued. To myself, whose homage ascended

night and day towards the great altars of English Poetry
or Eloquence, it was shocking and revolting to find in

high-minded young countrymen, burning with sensibility

that sought A^ainly for a corresponding object, deep un-

consciousness of an all sufficient object
—

namely, in

that great inheritance of our literature which sometimes

kindled enthusiasm in our public enemies. How painful

to see or to know that vast revelations of grandeur and

beauty are wasting themselves forever— forests teem-

ing with gorgeous life, floral wildernesses hidden inac-

cessibly ; whilst, at the same time, in contraposition to

that evil, behold a corresponding evil ;
—

viz., that with

equal prodigality the great capacities of enjoyment are

running also to waste, and are everywhere burning out

unexercised— waste, in short, in the world of things

enjoyable, balanced by an equal Avaste in the organa and

the machineries of enjoyment ! This picture
— would

it not fret the heart of an Englishman ? Some years

(say twenty) after the era of my own entrance at that

Oxford which then furnished me with records so painful

of slight regard to our national literature, behold at the
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court of London a French ambassador, a man of ijenius

blazing (as some people thought) with natiouiilily, but,

in fact, with something inexpressibly nobler and deeper
—

viz., patriotism. For true and unaffected patriotism

will show its love in a noble form by sincerity and truth.

But nationality, as I have always found, is mean ; is

dishonest; is ungenerous ; is incapable of candor ;
and

being cojitiuually besieged with temptations to false-

hood, too often ends by becoming habitually menda-

cious. This Frenchman above all thins^s valued litera-

ture : his own trophies of distinction were all won upon
that field: and yet, when cailed upon to review the lit-

erature of Europe, he found himself conscientiously

coerced into making his work a mere monument to the

glory of one man, and that man the son of a hostile

land. The name of Milton, in his estimate, swallowed

up all others. This Frenchman was Chateaubriand.

The personal splendor which surrounded him gave a

corresponding splendor to his act. And because he, as

an ambassador, was a representative man, this act might
be interpreted as a representative act. The tutelary

genius of France in this instance might be regarded as

bending before that of Elngland. But homage so free,

homage so noble, must be interpreted and received in a

corresponding spirit of generosity. It was not, like the

testimony of Balaam on behalf of Israel, an unwilling
submission to a hateful truth : it was a concession, in

the spirit of saintly magnanimitj', to an interest of

human nature that, as such, transcended by many de-

gi'ees all considerations merely national.

Now, then, with this unlimited devotion to one great

uminary of our literary system emblazoned so conspio*
22
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uously in the testimony of a Frencliman— that is, of

one trained and privileged to be a public enemy— con-

trast the humiliating spectacle of young Englishmen suf-

fered (so far as their training is concerned) to ignore the

very existence of this mighty poet. Do I mean, then,

tiiat it would have been advisable to place the " Para-

dise Lost," and the " Paradise Regained," and the ' Sam-

son," in the library of schoolboys ? By no means. That

mode of sensibility which deals with the Mil tonic sub-

limity, is rarely developed in boyhood. And these di-

vine works should in prudence be reserved to the period

of mature manhood. But then it should be made known

that they are so reserved ; and upon what principle of

reverential regard for the poet himself. In the mean-

time, selections from Milton, from Dryden, from Pope,
and many other writers, though not everywhere appre-

ciable by those who have but small experience of life,

would not generally transcend the intellect or sensibility

of a boy sixteen or seventeen years old. And beyond
all other sections of literature, the two which I am coinj;

to mention are fitted (or might be fitted b)^ skilful man-

agement) to engage the interest of those who are no

.bnger boys, but have reached the age which is presum-
able in English university matriculation— viz., the close

of the eighteenth year. Search through all languages,

from Benares the mystical, and the banks of the Ganges,

travelling westwards to the fountains of the Hudson, I

deny that any two such bibliothecce for engaging youth-
ful interest could be brought together as these two which

follow :
—

First. In contradiction to M. Cousin's recent audacious

assertion (redeemed from the suspicion of mendacity
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limply bj the extremity of ignorance on wliicli it re-

poses) that we English have no tolerable writer of prose

subsequent to Lord Bacon.it so happens tliat tie seven-

teenth century, and specially that part of it concerned in

this case— viz., the latter seventy years (a. d. 1G28-

1700) — produced the highest efforts of eloquence ([ihil-

osophic, but at the same time rhetorical and impassioned,
in a degree unknown to the prose literature of France)
which our literature possesses, and not a line of it but is

posterior to the death of Lord Bacon. Donne, Chilling-

worth, Sir Thomas Browne, Jeremy Taylor, Milton,

South, Barrow, form a ple'/ad, a constellation of seven

golden stars, such as no literature can match in their

ov/n class. From these seven writers, taken apart from

all their contemporaries, I would undertake to build up
an entire body of j^hilosophy* upon the supreme inter-

ests of humanity. One error of M. Cousin's doubtless

lay in overlooking the fact— that all conceivable prob-
lems of philosophy can reproduce themselves under a

theological mask : and thus he had absolved himself from

reading many English books, as presumably mere pro-
fessional pleadings of Protestant polemics, which are in

fact mines inexhaustible of eloquence and philosophic

speculation.

Secondly. A full abstract of the English drama from

about the year 1580 to the period (say 1035) at which

* "
Pliilusoj/lnj :''—At this point it is that the main miscnncoplioii

Voiild ari.se. Theolojry, and not pliilosophy, most jieople will fantv,
e likely to form the staple of these writers. But I have elsewhere

naintaiiied, that the main hulk of English philosophy has alwavs liid-

:ien itself in the English divinity. In Jeremy Taylor, for instantp,
*re e-Khil)ited all the pnicticnl aspects t( philosophy; of philosophy
as it bears upon Life, upon Ethics, and upon Transcendent ^'-udeiice

>-i. e., briefly upon the Greek summum bonum.
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it was killed by the frost of the Puritanical spirit sea-

Boning .-ill flesh for the Parliamentary War. No litera-

ture, not excepting even that of Athens, has ever pre-

sented such a multiform theatre, such a carnival display,

mask and antimask, of impassioned life— breathing,

moving, acting, suffering, laugliiug:
—

"
Qiiicquid agiint homines—votiim, timor, ira, voliiptas

Gaitdia, discursus." *

— All this, but far more truly and adequately than was

or could be effected in that field of composition which

the gloomy satirist contemplated, whatsoever in fact

our mediasval ancestors exhibited in their '• Dance of

Death," drunk with tears and laughter, may here be re-

viewed, sceuically grouped, draped, and gorgeously cul-

lored. Wliat other national di-ama can pretend to any

competitidu wiih this? The Athenian Ins i.i a yrear.

proportion perished ; the Roman was killed prematurely

by the !)loody realities of tlie amphitheatre, as candle-

light by daylight; the Spanish, even in the hands of

Calderon, offers only undeveloped sketchings ; and the

French, besides other and profounder objections, to

which no justice has yet been done, lies under the -i^nal

disadvantage of not liaving reached its meridian until

sixty years (or two generations) after the English. In

reality, the great period of the English dram:i was ex-

actly closing as the French openeJ :t consequently the

* " All tluit is done by nieii — movfiiieiits of iirayer, paiiie, wratli

revels of the volaptuoiis, festivals of triKuiph, or yladiat(jrsliip of tiie

intellect." Jncemil, in the prefatory lines whieli rehearse the pre\-ai^

ing themes of his o-.vn Satires gathered in the great harvests of Rome.
t It is remarkable that in the period innnediately anterior to that of

Corneille, a stronger and more livin;/ nature was struggling for utter-
ance in French tragedy. Guizot has ciled from an early drama (I

forget whether of Kotron or of Hardy) one scene most thorouo-hlv im-
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French lost the prodigious advantage for scenical effects

of a romantic and picturesque age. This had vanished

when the French theatre cu]mina<:ed; and the natural

result was, that the fastidiousness of French taste, by
this time too powerfully developed, stifled or distorted

the free movements of French genius.

I beg the reader's pardon for this disproportioned di-

gression, into which I was hurried by my love for our

great national literature, my anxiety to see it amongst
educational resources invested with a ministerial agency
of far ampler character, but at all events to lodge a pro-

test against that wholesale neglect of our supreme authors

which leaves us open to the stinging reproach of" tread-

ing daily with our clouted shoon
"

(to borrow the words

of Comus) upon that which high-minded foreigners re-

gard as the one paramount jewel in our national dia-

dem.

That reproach fell heavily, as my own limited experi-

ence inclined me to fear, upon most of our great public

passioned. The situation is that of a prince, who has fixed his love

upon a girl of low birth. She is faitiifui and constant : but the courtiers

about the prince, for malicious purposes of their own, calumniate her:

the prince is deluded by the plausible air of the slanders which thcy

disperse : he believes tliem
;
but not with the result (anticipated ly

the courtiers) of dismissing the girl from his thoughts. On tiie con-

trary, he is haunted all the more morbidly by her iniage ; and in a scene

which brings before us one of the vilest amongst these slanderers ev-

erting himself to the uttermost in drawing off the prince's thoughts to

alien objects, we tind (he jirince vainly attempting any stdf-control,

viinly striving to attend, still he is overruled by the tenderness of his

eorrowiiig love into finding new occasions f(jr awakeniii"; thoughts of

ihe lost giri in the very words chiefly relied on for calling off his feel-

ngs from her image. The scene (as Guizot himself remarks; is thor-

oughly Shaksperian ;
and I venture ^ think that this judgmc;.!. would

Iiave been countersigned by Charles Lamb.
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schools, otherwise so admirably conducted.* But from

the Manchester Grammar School any such reproach

altogether rebounded. My very first conversation with

the boys had arisen naturally upon a casual topic, and

had shown them to be tolerably familiar with the outline

of the Christian polemics in the warfare with Jew, Ma-

hometan, Infidel, and Skeptic. But this was an excep-

tional case ;
and naturally it happened that most of us

sought for the ordinary subjects of our conversational

discussions in literature— viz., in our own native litera-

ture. Here it was that I learned to feel a deep respect

for my new school-fellows : deep it was, then ; and a

larger experience has made it deeper. I have since

known n^any literary men, men wliose profession was

literature ; who were understood to have dedicated them-

selves to literature; and who sometimes liad with some

one special section or little nook of literature an ac-

-juaintance critically minute. But amongst such men I

have found bnt three or four who had a knowledge which

came as near to what I sliould consider a comprehensive

knowledge, as really existed amongst these boys collec-

tively. What one boy had not, another had ; and thus,

by continual intercourse, the fragmentary contribution of

one being integrated by the fragmentary contributions of

.jthers, gradually the attainments of each separate in-

dividual became, in some degree, the collective attain-

ments of the whole senior common room. It is true,

undoubtedly, that some parts of literature were hiacres-

* It will strike everybody tliat such works as the "
Microcosm,"

cojuliieted notorioiisly by F.ton boys, and tlierefore, in part, by Can-

ning, as one of tlieir leaders at tliat period, must liave an admirable

jfTect, since, not only it must have made it the interest of each contrib-

utor, but must even have made it his necessity, to cultivate some ao

qaainlance with his native literature.
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lible, simply because the books were inaccessible to boys

at school ; for instance, Froissart in the old translation

by Lord Berners, now more than three centuries old ;

and some parts were, to the young, essentially repulsive.

But, measuring the general qualitications by that standard

which 1 have since found to prevail amongst professional

liffertilenrs, I felt more respectfully towards the majority

of my senior school-fellows than ever I had fancied it

possible that I should find occasion to feel towards any

boys whatever. My intercouse with those amongst them

who had any conversational talents, greatly stimulated

my intellect.

This intercourse, however, fell within narrower limits

soon after the time of my entrance. I acknowledge, with

deep self-reproach, that every possible indulgence was

allowed to me which the circumstances of the establish-

ment made possible. I had, for example, a private room

allowed, in which I not only studied, l)ut also slept at

night. The room being airy and cheerful, I found )ioth-

ing disagreeable in this double use of it. Naturally,

however, this means of retirement tended to sequester me
from my companions ; for, whilst liking the society of

some amongst them, I also had a deadly liking (perhaps

a morbid liking) for solitude. To make my present

solitude the more fascinating, my mother sent me five

guineas extra, for the purchase of an admission to the

Manchester Library ; a library which I should not at

present think very extensive, but which, however, bene-

fited in its composition, as also in its administration, by
Uie irood sense and intclli<jence of some amonirst its

original committees. These two luxuries were truly

*nd indeed such ; but a third, from which I had antici-
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patccle\eii greatei pleasure, turned out a total failure;

and for a reason which it may be useful to mention, by

way of caution to others. This was a pianoforte, to-

gether with the sura required for regular lessons from a

music-master. But the first discovery I made was, thai

practice through eight or even ten hours a day was in-

dispensable towards any great proficiency on this instru-

ment. Another discovery finished my disenchantment ;

it w^as this. For the particular purpose which I had in

view, it became clear that no mastery of the instrument,

not even that of Thalberg, would be avaiUible. Too

soon I became aware that to the deep voluptuous enjoy-

ment of music, absolute passiveness in the hearer is

indispensable. Gain what skill you please, nevertheless

activity, vigilance, anxiety must always accompany an

elaborate efibrt of musical execution ; and so far is that

from being reconcilable with the entrancement and lull

essential to the true fruition of music, that even if you

should suppose a vast piece of mechanism capable of

executing a whole oratorio, but requiring, at intervals, a

cooperating impulse from the foot of tlie auditor, even

that, even so much as an occasional touch of the foot,

would utterly undermine all your pleasure. A single

psychological discovery, therefore, caused my musical

anticipations to evanesce. Consequently, one of my
luxuries burst like a bubble at an early stage. In this

state of things, when the instrument had turned out a

bubble, it followed naturally that the music-master

should find himself to be a bubble. But he was so

thorougldy good-natured and agreeable, that I could not

reconcile myself to such a catastrophe. Meantime,

though accommodating within certain limits, this music*
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master was yet a conscientious man, and a man of hon-

orable pride. On finding, therefore, that I was not

seriousl}" making any effort to improve, he shook hands

with me one fine day, and took his leave forever. Un-

less it were to point a moral and adorn a tale, the piano

had then become useless. It was too big to hang upon

willows, and willows there were none in that neighbor-

hood. But it remained for months as a lumbering mon-

ument of labor misapplied, of bubbles that had burst

and of musical visions that, under psychological tests, had

foundered forever.

Yes, certainly, this particular luxury
— one out of

three— had proved a bubble ; too surely this had foun-

dered ; but not, therefore, the other two. The quiet

study, lifted by two stories above the vapors of earth,

and liable to no unseasonable intrusion ; the Manchester

Library, so judiciously and symmetrically mounted in all

its most attractive departments— no class dispropor-

tioned to the rest— these were no bubbles, these had not

foundered. Oh, wherefore, then was it— through what

iuexiDlicable growth of evil in myself or in others—
that now in the summer of 1802, when peace was brood-

ing over all the land, peace succeeding to a bloody seven

years' war, but peace which already gave signs of break-

ing into a far bloodier war, some dark sympathizing
movement within my own heart, as if echoing and re-

peating in mimicry the political menaces of the earth,

ewept with storm-clouds across that otherwise serene and

radiant dawn which should have heralded my approach-

ng entrance into life. Inexplicable I have allowed my-
self to call this fatal error in my life, because such it

must appear to others ; since, even to myself, so often as
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I fail to realize the case by reproducing a reflex .nipres

sion in kind, and in degree, of the suffering before which

my better angel gave way — yes, even to myself this

coHapse of my resisting energies seems inexplicable.

Yet again, in simple truth, now that it becomes possible,

througli changes worked by time, to tell the ivhole truth

(and not, as in former editions, only a part of it), there

really Avas no absolute mystery at all. But this case, in

couimon with many others, exemplifies to my mind the

mere impossibility of making full and frank " Confes-

sions," whilst many of the persons concerned in the in-

cidents are themselves surviving, or (which is worse

still), if themselves dead and buried, are yet vicariously

surviving in the persons of near and loving kinsmen.

Rather than inflict mortifications upon people so circum-

stanced, an3^ kindhearted man will choose to mutilate his

narrative ; Avill suppress facts, and will mystify explana-

tions. For instance, at this point in my record, it has

become my right, perhaps I might say my duty, to call

a particular medical man of the penultimate generation a

blockhead ; nay, doubtfully, to call him a criminal block-

head. But, could I do this without deej) compunction,

BO long as sons and daughters of his were still living,

from whom I, when a boy, had received most hospitable

attentions ? Often, on the very same day which brought
home to my sufTerinsf convictions the atrocious iafnorance

of papa, I was benefiting by the courtesies of the daugh-

ters, and by the scientific accomplishments of the son.

Not the less this man, at that particular moment when a

crisis of gloom was gathering over my path, became ef-

fectually my evil genius. Not that singly perhaps he

jould have worked any durable amount of mischief; bu
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he, as a cooperator unconsciously with others, sealer] and

ratified that sentence of stormy sorrow then hanirins

over my head. Three separate persons, in fact, made
themselves unintentional accomplices in that ruin (a ruin

reaching me even at this day hy its shadows), which

threw me out a homeless vagrant upon the earth before

[ had accomplished my seventeenth year. Of these

three persons, foremost came myself, through my wdful

despair and resolute abjuration of all secondary hope;

since, after all, some mitigation w^as possible, supposing
that perfect relief might not he 2'»ossible. Secondly,
came that medical ruffian, throuirh whose brutal \"x\o-

ranee it happened that my malady had not been arrested

before reaching an advanced stage. Thirdly, came Mr
Lawson, through whose growing infirmities it had arisen

that this malady ever reached its very earliest stage.

Strange it was, but not the less a fact, that Mr. Lawsun

was gradually becoming a curse to all who fell under his

influence, through pure zealotry of conscientiousness.

Being a worse man, he would have carried far deeper

blessinfjs into his circle. If he could have reconciled

himself to an imj^erfect discharge of his duties, he would

not have betrayed his insufficiency for those duties. But

this he would not hear of. He persisted in travelling

Dver the appointed course to the last inch ; and the con-

sequences told most painfully upon the comfort of all

around him. By the old traditionary usages of tire

Rchool, going in at 7 a. m., we ought to have been dis-

missed for breakfast and a full hour's repose at uine.

This hour of rest was in strict justice a debt to the stu-

dents— liable to no discount either through the caprice

or the tardiness of the supreme master. Yet such were
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the gradual encroachments upon this hour, that at length
the bells of the collegiate church which, by an ancient

usage, rang every morning from half-past nine to ten,

and through varying modifications of musical key and

rhythmua that marked the advancing stages of the half-

hour, regularly announced to us, on issuing from the

Bchool-room, that the bread and milk which composed
our simple breakfast must be dispatched at a pace fitter

for the fowls of the air than students of Grecian philos-

•)phy. But was no compensatory encroachment for our

benefit allowed upon the next hour from ten to eleven?

Not for so much as the fraction of a second. Inexorably

as the bells, by stopping, announced the hour of ten,

was Mr. Lawson to be seen ascending the steps of the

school ; and he that suffered most bv tliis rigorous ex-

action of duties, could not allege that Mr. Lawson suf-

fered less. If he required others to pay, he also paid up
to the last farthing. The same derangement took place,

with the same refusal to benefit by any indemnification,

at what should have been the two-hours' pause for dinner.

Only for some mj^sterious reason, resting possibly upon
the family arrangements of the day-scholars, which, if

once violated, might have provoked a rebellion of fathers

and mothers, he still adhered faithfully to five o'clock

r. M. as the closing hour of the day's labors.

Here then stood ai'rayed the whole machinery of mis-

chief in good working order; and through six months or

more, allowing for one short respite of four weeks, this

machinery had been operating with eflect. Mr. Lawson,

to begin, had (without meaning it, or so much as perceiv-

Jig it) barred up all avenues from morning to niglii

trough which any bodily exercise could be obtained
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Pwo or three chance intervals of five minutes each, and

even these not consecutively arranged, composed the

whole available fund of leisure out of which any stroll

into the country could have been attempted. But in a

great city like Manchester the very suburbs had hardly
been reached before that little fraction of time was ex-

hausted. Very soon after Mr. Lawson's increasing in-

firmities had begun to tell severely in the contraction of

our spare time, the change showed itself powerfully in my
drooping health. Gradually the liver became affected ;

and connected with that affection arose, what often ac-

companies such ailments, profound melancholy. In such

circumstances, indeed under any the slightest disturbance

of my health, I had authority from my guardians to call

for medical advice : but I was not left to my own discre-

tion in selecting the adviser. This person was not a

physician, who would of course have expected the ordi-

nary fee of a guinea for every visit ;
nor a surgeon ; but

simply an apothecary. In any case of serious ilhiess, a

pliysican would have been called in. But a less costly

style of advice was reasonably held to be sufficient in

any ilhiess which left the patient strength sufficient to

walk about. Certainly it ought to have been sufficient

here : for no case could possibly be simpler. Three doses

of calomel or blue pill, which unhappily I did not then

know, would no doubt have reestablished me in a week.

But far better, as acting always upon me with a magical

'-elerity and a magical certainty, would have been the

nuthoritative prescription (privately notified to Mr. Law-

Kon) of seventy miles' walking in each w^eek. Unhap-

pily my professional adviser was a comatose old gentle-

Tian, rich beyond all his needs, careless of his own prac-
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t'ce, and staruUng under that painful necessity (according

to ilie custom then regulating medical practice, which pro-

hibited fees to apothecaries) of seeking his remuneration

in excessive deluges of medecine. Me. however, out of

pure idleness, he forbore to plague with any varieiij of

medicines. With sublime simplicity he confined himseK

to one horrid mixture, that must have suggested itself

to him when prescribing for a tiger. In ordinary circum-

stances, and with plenty of exercise, no creature could

be healthier than myself. But my organization was

perilously frail. And to fight simultaneously with such

a malady and such a medicine, seemed really too much.

The proverb tells us that three "
flittings

"
are as t^ad

as a fire. Very possibly. And I shoidd think that, in

the same spirit of reasonable equation, three such tiger-

drenches must be equal to one apoplectic fit, or even to the

tigei" himself. Having taken two of them, which struck

me as quite enough for one life, I declined to comply

with the injunction of the label pasted upon each several

phial
—

viz., Refctatur liaustus ;* and instead of doing

any such dangerous thing, called upon Mr. (the

apothecary), begging to know if his art had not amongst
its reputed infiuity of resources any less abominable,

and less shattering to a delicate system than this. ". None

whatever," he replied. Exceedingly kind he was : in-

sisted on my drinking tea with his really aimiable daugh-

ters ; but continued at intervals to repeat
" None what-

ever— none whatever ;

"
then as if rousing himself to an

effort, he sang out loudly,
*' None whatever," which in

this final utterance he toned down syllabically into,

• " Let the draught be repeated." ^
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" whatever—ever—ver—er." The whole wit of man, it

seems, had exhausted itself upon t])e preparation of that

one infernal mixture.

Now then we three — Mr. Lawson, the somnolent

apothecary, and myself
— had amongst us accomplished

a climax of perplexity. Mr. Lawson, by mere dint ol

conscientiousness, had made health for me impossible.

The apothecary had subscribed his little contribution,

by ratifying and trebling the ruinous effect of his seden-

tariness. And for myself, as last in the series, it now
remained to clench the operation by my own little con-

tribution, all that I really had to offer— viz., al)solute

despair. Those who have ever suffered from a jirofound

derangement of the liver, may happen to know that of

human despondencies through all their infinite gamut
none is more deadly. Hope died within me. I could

not look for medical relief, so deep being my own igno-

rance, so equally deep being that of my official counsellor.

I could not expect that Mr. Lawson would modify his

system
— his instincts of duty being so strong, his inca-

pacity to face that duty so steadily increasing.
" It comes

then to this," thought I,
" that in myself only there lurks

in arrear of help :

"
as always for every man the ultimate

reliance should be on himself. But this self of mine

seemed absolutely bankrupt ; bankrupt of counsel or de-

vice— of effort in the way of action, or of suggestion in

the way of plan. I had for two months been pursuing

with one of my guardians, what I meant for a negotiation

upon this subject ;
the main ol)ject being to obtain some

considerable abbreviation of my school residence. But

negatlotion was a self-flattering name for such a corre-

^ooudcuce, since there never had been from the beg'n*
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ning any the ^'ightest leaning on my guardian's part to-

wards tlie sliadow or pretence of a compromise. What

compromise, indeed, was possible where neither party

could concede a part, however small : the whole must be

conceded, or nothing : since no mezzo termine was conceiv-

able. In reality, when my eyes first glanced upon that

disagreeable truth— that no opening offered for recipro-

cal concession, that the concession must all be on one

gi(Je— naturally it struck me that no guardiau could be

expected to do that. At the same moment it also struck

me, that my guardian had all along never for a moment

been arguing with a view to any practical result, but

simply in the hope that he might win over my assent to

the reasonableness of what, reasonable or not, was settled

immovably. These sudden discoveries, flashing upon me

simultaneously, were quite sufficient to put a summary

close to the correspondence. And I saw also, which

strangely had escaped me till this general revelation of

disappointments, that any individual guardian
— even if

he had been disposed to concession — was but one after

all amongst five. Well ; this amongst the general black-

ness really brought a gleam of comfort. If the whole

object on which I had spent so much excellent paper

and midnight tallow (I am ashamed to use so vile a

word, and yet truth forbids me to say oil), if this would

have been so nearly worthless when gained, then it be-

came a kind of pleasure to have lost it. All considera-

tions united now in urging me to waste no more of either

rhetoric, tallow, or logic, upon my impassive granite

block of a guardiau. Indeed, I suspected, on reviewing

lis last communication, that he had just reached the last

vnch of his patience, or (in nautical diction) had "
paid
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ant
"
the entire cable by which he swung ; so that if I,

acting on the apothecary's precedent of "
rcpetatur Iiaii-

slus," had endeavored to administer another bolus or

draught of expostulation, he would have followed my
course as to the tiger-drench, in applying his potential

No to any such audacious attempt. To my j^uardian,

meantime, I owe this justice
— that, over and above the

absence on my side of any arguments wearing even a

colorable strength (for to him the suffering from bil-

iousness must have been a mere word) he had the

following weighty consideration to oifer, "which even this

foolish boy
"

(to himself he would say)
" will think ma-

terial some three years ahead." My patrimonial income,

at the moment of my father's death, like that of all my
brothers (then three), was exactly £150 per annum.*

Now according to the current belief, or boldly one might

say, according to the avowed traditional maxim through-

out England, such an income was too little for an under-

graduate, keeping his four terms annually at Oxford or

Cambridge. Too little — by how much ? By £50 : the

adequate income being set down at just £200. Conse-

quently the precise sum by which my income was sup-

posed (falsely supposed, as subsequently my own experi-

ence convinced me) to fall short of the income needed

for Oxford, was that very sum which the funds of the

Manchester Grammar School allocated to every student

* .£150 per ci7imim :
" — Wliy in a long minor'ty of more (ban four-

leen years tliis was not improved, I never could learn. Nobody was

apen to any suspicion of positive enibez/.lcnicnt/ and yet this case must

le added to the other cases of passive neglects and negative injuries,

vliieli so extep':ively disfigure the representative picture of guardian

lliip all Civer Christendom.

23
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resident for a period of three years ; and allocated no*

merely (hrough a corresponding period of three years,

but of seven years. Strong should have been the rea-

sons that could neutralize such overwhelming pleadings

of just and honorable prudence for submitting to the

further resilience required. O reader, urge not the cry-

ing arguments that spoke so tumultously against me. Too

sorrowfully 1 feel them. Out of thirty-six months' res-

idence required, I had actually completed nineteen —
i. e., the better half Still, on the other hand, it is true

that my sufferings were almost insupportable ; and, but

for the blind unconscious conspiracy of two persons, these

sufferings would either (1) never have existed ; or (2)

would have been instantly relieved. In a great city like

MiUichester lay, probably, a ship-load of that same mer-

cury which, by one fiagment, not so large as an acorn,

would have changed the color of a human life, or would

have intercepted the heavy funeral knell— heavy, though

it may be partially muffled— of his own fierce self-re-

proaches.

ELOPEMENT FROM JIAXCIIESTER.**

But now^, at last, came over me, from the mere excess

if bodily suffering and mental disappointments, a frantic

and rapturous re-agency. In the United States the case

is w*ell known, and many times has been described by

travellers, of that furious instinct which, under a secret

call f )r saline variations of diet, drives all the tribes of

buffaloes for thousands of miles to the common centre oi

the "
Salt-licks." Under such n, compulsion does tho

locust, under sucli a compulsion does the leeming, trav

crse its mysterious path. They are deaf to danger
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deaf to the cry of battle, deaf to the trumpets of death.

Let the sea cross their path, let armies with artillery

bar the road, even these terrific powers cau arrest only

by destroying ; and the most frightful abysses, up to the

very last menace of engulfment, up to the very instant

of absorption, have no power to alter or retard the lino

of their inexorable advance-

Such an instinct it was, such a rapturous command—
even so potent, and alas ! even so blind— that, under

the whirl of tumultuous indignation and of new-born

hope, suddenly transfigured my whole being. In the

twinkling of an eye, I came to an adamantine resolution

— not as if issuing fi'om any act or any choice of my
own, but as if passively received from some dai'k oracu-

lar legislation external to myself. That I would elope

fi'om Manchester— this was the resolution. Abscond

would have been the word, if I had meditated anything
criminal. But whence came the indignation, and the

hope ? The indignation arose naturally against my three

tormentors (guardian, Archididascalus, and the professor

of tigrology) ; for those who do substantially cooperate

to one result, however little designing it, unavoidably

the mind unifies as a hostile confederacy. But the hope
•— how shall I explain that ? Was it the first-born of

the resolution, or was the resolution the first-born of

the hope ? Indivisibly they went together, like thunder

and lightning ; or each interchangeably ran before and

after the other. Under that transcendent rapture which

the prospect of sudden liberation let loose, ail that natu-

ral anxiety which should otherwise have interlinked

'tself with my anticipations was actually .browned in the

blaze of pj, as the light of the planet Mercury is lost
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and confounded on sinking too far within the blaze of

the solar beams. Practical)}' I felt no care at all stretch

in<r beyond two or three weeks. Not as being heedless

and improvident ; my tendencies lay generallj'^ in the

other direction. No; the cause lurked in what "Words-

worth, when describing the festal state of France during

the happy morning-tide of her First Revolution (1788-

1790), calls "
///e senselessness of joy:" this it was, joy—

headlong
— frantic— irreflective— and (as Words-

worth truly calls it), for that very reason, sublime*—
wliicli swallowed up all capacities of rankling care or

heart-corroding doubt. I was, I had been long a cap-

tive : I was in a house of bondage : one fulminatincr

word— Let there he freedom — spoken from some hid-

den recess in my own will, had as by an earthquake rent

asunder my prison gates. At any minute I could Vv'alk

out. Already I trod by anticipation the sweet j-jastoral

hills, already I breathed gales of the everlasting moun-

tains, that to my feelings blew from the garden of Para-

dise ;
and in that vestibule of an earthly heaven, it was

no more possible for me to see vividly or in any linger-

ing detail the thorny cares which might hereafter multi-

ply around me, than amongst the roses of June, and on

the loveliest of June mornings, I could gather depression

from the glooms of the last December. To go was set-

tled. But when and lohither ? When could have but one

answer, for on more reasons than one I needed summer

weather : and as much of it as possible. Besides that,

tvhen August came, it would bring along with it my own

* " The senselessness of joy -was then sublime." — Wordswortli at

Ca'.ais in 1802 (see his sonnets), looking back through thirteen years

to the great era of social resurrection, in 1788-9, from a sleep of teo

vaturies.
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biithday : now, one codicil in my general vow of free-

dom had been, that my seventeenth birthday should

not find me at school. Still I needed some trifle of

preparation. Especially I needed a little money. I

wrote, thoi'efore, to the only confidential friend that I

had— viz.. Lady Carbery. Originally, as early friends

of my mother's, both she and Lord Carbery had distin-

guished me at Bath and elsewhere, for some years, by

flattering attentions ; and for the last three years in par-

ticular. Lady Carbery, a young woman some ten years

older than mj^self, and who was as remarkable for her

intellectual pretensions as she was for her beauty and

her benevolence, had maintained a correspondence with

me upon questions of litei'ature. She thought too highly

of my powers and attainments, and everywhere spoke of

me with an enthusiasm that, if I had been five or six

years older, and had possessed any personal advantages,

might have raised smiles at her expense. To her I now

wrote, requesting the loan of five guineas. A whole

week passed without any answer. This perplexed and

made me imeasy : for her ladyship was rich by a vast

fortune removed entirely from her husband's control ;

and, as I felt assured, would have cheerfully sent me

twenty times the sum asked, unless her sagacity had sug-

gested some suspicion (which seemed impossible) of the

real purposes which I contemplated in the employment
of the five guineas. Could I incautiously have said

anything in my own letter tending that way? Ccr-

caiuly not ; then why But at that moment my
speculations were cut short by a letter bearing a coro-

net ted seal. It was from Lady Carbery, of course, and

•nclosed ten guineas instead of five. Slow in thoso
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days were the mails ; besides vvliicli. Lad}- Carbery hap-

pened to be down at the seaside, whither lay letter liud

been sent after lier. Now, tlien, iiicladin<f my own

pocket-money, I possessed a dozen guineas, wliich seemed

sutficient for my immediate purpose ; an<l all ulterior

emergencies, as the reader undei'stands, I trampled un-

der foot. This sum, however, spent at inns on the most

economic footing, could not have held out for much

above a calendar month ; and as to the plan of selecting

secondary inns, these are uot always cheaper ; but the

main objection is— that in the solitary stations amongst
the mountains (Cambrian no less than Cumbrian) there

's often no choice to be found : the high-jjriced inn is

the only one. Even this dozen of guineas it became

necessary to diminish by three. The age of " vails
"

aud perquisites t6 three or four servants at any gentle-

man's house where you dined— this age, it is true, had

passed away by thirty years perhaps. But that flagrant

abuse had no connection at all with the P>n<rlish customO
of distributing money amongst that part of the domestics

whose daily labors may have been increased by a visi-

tor's residence in the family for some considerable space

of time. This custom (almost peculiar, I believe, to

the English gentry) is honorable and just. I jDerson-

ally had been trained by my mother, who detested sor-

did habits, to look upon it as ignominious in a gentleman
to leave a household without acknowledging the oblig-

ing services of those who cannot openly remind him of

their claims. On this occasion, mere necessity com-

pelled me to overlook the housekeeper : for to her I

could not have offered less than two or three guineas

and, as she was a fixture, I reflected that I might send
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{t a ime future period. To tliree inferior servants I

fouuv that I ouaht not to sjlve less than one ijuiueaeach:

so much, therefore, I left in the hands of G , the

most honorable and upright of bojs; since to have

given it myself would have been prematurely to publish

my pur^wse. These three guineas deducted, I still had

nine, or thereabouts. And now all things were settled,

except one : the when was settletl, and the how ; but

not the whither. That was still suhjudice.

My plan originally had been to travel northwards—
viz., to the region of the English Lakes. That little

mountainous district lying stretched like a j^vilion be-

tween four well-known points
—

viz., the small towns of

Ulverstone and Penrith as its two poles
— south and

north
; between Kendal, again, on the east, and Egre-

niont on the west, measuring on the one diameter about

forty miles, and on the other perhaps thirty-five
— had

for me a secret fascination, subtle, sweet, fantastic, and

even from my seventh or eight year, spiritually strong.

Tlie southern section of that district, about eighteen or

twenty miles long, wliich bears the name of Furness,

figures in the eccentric geography of English law as a

section of Lancashire, though seirarated from that county

by the estuary of Morecombe Bay : and therefore, as

Lancashire happened to be my own native county, I

had from childhood, on the strensth of this mere lesral

fiction cherished as a mystic privilege, slender as a fila-

ment of air, some fraction of denizenship in the fairy

little domain of the English laKes. The major part of

these lakes lies in Westmoreland and Cumberland : but

the sweet reposing little water of Esthwaite, with its few

emerald fields, and the grander one of Coniston, with
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the sublime cluster of mountain groups, and the little

network of (]uiet dells lurking about its head * all the

way back to Grasmere, lie in or near the upper chamber

of Furness ; and all these, together with the ruins of

the once glorious abbe}', had been brought out not many

years before into sininy splendor by the great enchantress

of that generation
— Anne Radcliffe. But more even

than Anne Radcliffe had the landscape painters, so many
and so various, contributed to the glorification of the

English lake district; drawing out and impressing upon
the heart the sanctity of repose in its shy recesses — its

Alpine grandeurs in such passes as those of Wastdale-

head, Langatue-head, Borrowdale, Kirkstone, Hawsdale,

&c., together with the monastic peace which seems to

brood over its peculiar form of pastoral life, so much
nobler (as Wordsworth notices), in its stern simplicity

* "
Its head :

"— Tliat eml of a lake which receives the rivulets and
brooks fcedinir 'ts ivaters, is locally called its head ; and in coiitiniiatioa

of the same constructive image, the counter terminus, which discharges

its surplus water, is called its Joot. By the way, as a suggestion from

this obvious distinction, I may remark, th.it in all cases the very exist-

ence of a head and a foot to any sheet of water defeats the malice of

Lord Byron's sneer against the lake poets, in calling them by the con-

temptuous designation of '^pond poets ;'' a variation which some part

of the public readily caught up as a natural reverberation of that spite-

fulness, so petty and apparently so groundless, which notoriously Lord

Bryon cherished against "Wordsworth steadily, and more fitfully against

Soutliey. The effect of transforming a living image — an image of

restless motion — into an image of foul stagnation was tangibly appre-

hensible. But what was it that contradistinguished the "r(V//ac«s"

of Virgil from rotting ponds mantled with verdant slime? 'J'o have, or

bo/ to have, a head and a foot (i. e., a principle of perpetual change),

is at the vcrj' heart of this distinction; and to substitute for laLe a

term which ignores and nccatives the verj' differential principle that

constitutes a lake— viz., its current and its eternal mobilit}-
— is to

jffer an insult, in which the insulted party has ao interest or concern
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unci continual conflict with danger liidilen in the vast

iliaperies of mist oversliadowing the liills, and amongst
the armies of snow and hail arrayed by fierce nortiiern

winters, tlian tlie effeminate shepherd's life in the classical

Arcadia, or in the f]ower3^ pastures of Sicily.

Amongst these attractions that drew me so strongly

to the Lakes, there had also by that time arisen in tliis

lovely region the deep deep magnet (as to me onhj in all

this world it then was) of William Wordsworth. Inev-

itably this close connection of the poetry which most

of all had moved mc Avith the particular region and

scenery that most of all had fastened upon my affections,

and led captive my imagination, was calculated, under

ordinary circumstances, to impress upon my fluctuating

deliberations a summary and decisive bias. But the

very depth of the impiessions which had been made

upon me, either as regarded the poetry or the scenery,

was too solemn and (unaffectedly I may say it) too spir-

itual, to clothe itself in any hasty or chance movement

as at all adequately expressing its strength, or reflecting

its hallowed character. If you, reader, were a devout

Mahometan, throwing gazes of mystical awe daily to-

wards Mecca, or were a Christian devotee looking with

the same rapt adoration to St. Peter's at Rome, or to El

Kodah — the Holy City of Jerusalem— (so called even

amongst the Arabs, who hate both Christian and Jew),

how painfully would it jar upon your sensibilities, if

some fiiend, sweeping past you upon a high road, with a

train (according to the circumstances) of drouedaries or

of wheel carriages, should suddenly pull up, and say,

•' Come, old fellow, jump up alongside of me, I 'm ofi' for

the Ued Sea, and here 's a spare dromedary ;

"
or " off
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For Ivome, and here 's a well-cusliionecl baroucho ;" sea«

Bonable and convenient it might happen lliat the invita-

tion were ; hut still it \vould shock you that a journey

wliicli, with or without your consent, could not hat as-

sume the character eventually of a saintly pilgrimage,

BhouUI arise and take its initial movement upon a casual

summons, or upon a vulgar opening of momentary con-

venience. In the present case, luider no circumstances

should I liavc dreamed of presenting myself to Words-

worth. The principle of " veneration "
(to speak phren-

ologically) was by many degrees too strong in me for

any such overture on my part. Hardly could I have

found the courage to meet and to answer such an over-

ture coming from him. I could not even tolerate the

prospect (as a bare possibility) of Wordsworth's hearing

my name first of all associated with some case of jiecu-

iiiary embarrassment. And apart from all that, it vul-

garized the whole " interest
"

(no other term can I find

to express the case collectively)
— the whole " interest"

of poeti-y and the enchanted land: equally it vulgarized

person and thing, the vineyard and the vintage, the gar-

dens and the ladies, of the Hesperides, together with all

their golden fruitage, if I should rush upon them in a

hurried and thoughtless state of excitement. I remem-
bered the fine caution on this subject involved in a tra-

dition preserved by Pausanias. Those (he tells us) who
visited by night the great field of Marathon (where at

i.ertain times phantom cavalry careered— fiyingand pur-

suing) in a temper of vulgar sight-seeking, and under no

higher impulse than the degrading one of curiosity, were

met and punished severely in the dark, by the same sor*

|i
of people, I presume, as those who handled Falstaff si
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roughly in the venerable shades of Windsor : whilst lo3'al

visitors, who came bringing a true and filial synipatliy

tt'itli the grand deeds of tlieir Athenian ancestors, who

came as children of the same hearth, met with the most

gracious acceptance, and fulfdled all the purposes of a

pilgrimnge or sacred mission. Under my present cir-

cumstances, I saw that the very motives of love and honor,

which would have inclined the scale so powerfully in

favor of the northern lakes, were exactly those which

drew most heavily in the other direction— the circum-

stances being what they were as to hurry and perplexity.

And just at that moment suddenly unveiled itself another

powerful motive against taking the northern direction

— viz., consideration for my mother— which made my
heart recoil from giving her too great a shock ;

and in

what other way could it be mitigated than by my per-

sonal presence in a case of emergency ? For such a

purpose !Nortli Wales would be the best haven to make

for, since the road thither from my })resent home lay

through Chester— where at that time my mother had

fixed her residence.

If I had hesitated (and hesitate I did very sincerely)

about such a mode of expressing the consideration due

to my mother, it Avas not from any want of decision in

2iy feeling, but really because I feared to be taunted

with this act of tenderness, as arguing an exag.Lrerated

estimate of my own importance in my mother's eyes.

To be capable of causing any alarming shock, must I not

suppose myself an object of special interest ? No : I

did not ao;i-ee to that inference. But no matter. Better

to stand ten thousand sneers, than one abiding pang, such

|3 time could not abolish, of bitter self-reproach. So 1
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resolved to face this taunt witliout flindiing, and to steer

a course for St. John's Priory
— my mother's residence

near Chester. At tlie vei-y instant of coming to this le-

solution,a singular accident occurred to confirm it. On
(ho very day before my rash journey commenced, I re-

ceived
ihroiigli the post-otfice a letter bearing this ad-

dress in a foreign handwriting
— A Monsieur Monsieur

de Quincij, Chester. This iteration of the 3fonsieur as

a courteous French fashion * for effectiuir something

equivalent to our own Esquire, was to me at that time

an unintelligible novelty. The best way to exjilain it

was to read the letter, which, to the extent of mon vossiblc,

I did
; but vainly attempted to deciplier. So much, how-

ever, I spelled out as satisfied me that the letter could

not have been meant for myself. The post-mark was, I

think, Hamburijli : but the date within was from some

place in Normandy ; and eventually it came out that the

person addressed was a poor emigrant, some relative of

Quatremere de Quincy,t who had come to Chester, prob-

* " As a cvurttmis French fanJium: ''—And not at all a modern
fashion. That famous Countess of Derby (Cliailotte de Tremouille)
fc-ho presided in tiie defence of Lathom House (wiiich, and not Knows-
ley, uas liien the capital domicile of the Stanleys), wiien addressing
Prince Rupert, sometimes superscribes her envelope A Monscitpietn- le

Prince Rupert, but sometimes A ^folls!eur J/onsicur le Prince Rupert.
This was in 1G44, tiie year of Marston Moor, and the penultimate year
of the rariiamentary War.

\
" Da

Qi'iiicij :
"— The family of De Quincoy, or Quii.cy, or Quin-

cie (spelt of course, like all proper names, under the anarchy prevailing
»s to orthography until the last one hundred and (ilty years, in every
possible form open to human caprice), was originally Xorweg'an. Earlv
m the eleventh century this family emigrated from Norway to the South'
and since then it has ihrowu off three separate swarms— French, Knc-
i>h, and Anglo-American, each of which writes the name with its own
llight variations. A brief outline of their migratious will be found ia
Jie Appendix.
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Ably as a teacher of French ; and now in 1802 found

nis return to France made easy by the brief and hollow

peace of Amiens. Such an obscure i)erson was natur-

ally unknown to any English post-office ; and the letter

liad been forwarded to myself, as tlie oldest male mem-
ber of a family at that time necessarily well known in

Chester.

I was astonished to find myself translated by a touch

of the pen not only into a Monsieur, but even into a

self-multiplied Monsieur ; or, speaking algebraicall\\ into

the square of Monsieur ; having a chance at some future

day of being perhaps cubed into Monsieur^. From the

letter, as I had hastily torn it open, out dropped a draft

upon Smith, Pa^'ne, & Smith for somewhere about foi ty

guineas. At this stage of the revelations opening ujion

me, it might be fancied that the interest of the case

thickened : since undoubtedlv, if this windfall could be

seriously meant for myself, and no mistake, never de-

scended upon the head of man, in the outset of a peril-

ous adventure, aid more seasonable, nay, more melodra-

matically critical. But alas ! my eye is (juick to value

the logic of evil chances. Prophet of evil I ever am to

myself : forced forever into sorrowful auguries that I

have no jjower to hide from my own heart, no, not

through one night's solitary dreams. In a moment 1

vnw too plainly that I was not IMonsieur'^. I might be

Monsieur, but not Monsieur to the second potcer. Who
indeed could be my debtor to the amount of forty guin-

eas ? If there really u'as such a person, wh\' had he

been so many j-ears in liquidating his debt ? IIow

stiameful to suffer me to enter upon my seventeenth

year, before he made known his debt or even his amiable
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existence. Doubtless, in strict morals, this iTreadful pra»

crastination conkl not be jnstifietl. Still, as the man

was apparently testifjing his penitence, and in the most

practical form (viz., paj'raent), I felt perfectly willing to

gi-ant him absolution for past sins, and a general release

from all arrears, if any should remain, through all com-

ing generations. But alas ! the mere seasoiiablenesa of

the remittance floored my hopes. A five-guinea debtor

mijiht have been a conceivable being : such a debtor

might exist in the flesh : Mm I could believe in
; but

further my faith would not go ;
and if the money were,

after all, hona fide meant for myself, clearly it must come

from the Fiend : in which case it became an open ques-

tion whether I ought to take it. At this stage the case

had become a Sphinx's riddle ;
and the solution, if any,

must be sought in the letter. But, as to the letter, O
heaven and earth ! if the Sphinx of old conducted her

intercourse with Oedipus by way of letter, and pro-

pounded her wicked questions through the post-ofl!ice of

Thebes, it strikes me that she needed only to have used

French penmanship, in order to bafile that fatal deciph-

erer of riddles forever and ever. At Bath, where the

French emigi-ants mustered in great strength (six thou-

sand, I have heard) during the three closing years of the

last century, I, through my mother's acquaintance with

L'everal leading families amongst them, had gained a

large experience of French calligraphy. From this ex-

perience I had learned that the French aristocracy still

pei'sisted {<Hd persist at that period
— 1797-1800) in a

traditional contempt for all accomplishments of that class

as clerkly and plebeian, fitted only (as Shakspeare says,

when recording similar prejudices amongst his owq
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countrymen) to do "yeoman's service." One and all

tliey delegated the care of their spelling to valets and

feiinncs-de-cliamhre ; sometimes even those persons who

scoured tlieir blankets and counterpanes, scoured their

spelling
— that is to say, their week-day spelling; but

as to their Sunday spelling, that superfine spelling which

they reserved for their efforts in literature, this was con-

signed to the care of compositors. Letters written by
the royal family of Fi-ance in 1792-3 still survive, in

tlie memoirs of Clery and others amongst their most

faithful servants, Avhicli display the utmost excess of ig-

norance as to grammar and orthography. Then, as to

the penmanship, all seemed to write the same hand, and

with the same piece of most ancient wood, or venerable

skewer ; all alike scratching out stiff perpendicular let-

ters, as if executed (I should say) with a pair of snuffers.

I do not speak thus in any spirit of derision. Such accom-

plishments were wtlfidhj neglected, and even ambitious-

ly, as if in open proclamation of scorn for the arts by
which humbler people oftentimes got their bread. And
I man of rank would no more conceive himself dishon-

ored by any deficiencies in the snobbish accomplishments
of penmanship, grammar, or correct orthography, than a

gentleman amongst ourselves by inexpertness in the

mystery of cleaning shoes, or of polishing furniture.

The result, however, from this systematic and ostentatious

neglect of calligraphy is oftentimes most perplexing to

all who arc called upon to decipher their MSS. It hap-

pens, indeed, that the product of this carelessness thus

far differs: always it is coarse and inelegant, but some-

times (say in
-i}^i\\ of the cases) it becomes specially

legible. Far otherwise was the case before me. Being
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greatly Imrrieil on this my fare veil day, I could not make

out two consecutive sentences. Unfortunately oiic-luilf

of a sentence sufficed to show that the inclosure be-

longed to some needy Frenchman living in a country

not his own, and struggling probably with the ordinary

evils of such a condition— friendlessness and exile.

Before the letter came into my hands, it had alreafiy .suf-

fered some days' delay. When I noticed this, I found

my sympathy with the poor stranger naturally quick-

ened. Already, and unavoidably, he had been suffering

from the vexation of a letter delayed; but henceforth,

and continually more so, he must be suffering from the

anxieties of a letter gone astray. Throughout this fare-

well day I was unable to carve out any opportunity for

going up to the Manchester post-office ; and without a

distinct explanation in my own person, exonerating my-
self, on the written acknowledgment of the post-oHice,

from all farther responsibility, I was most reluctant to

give up the letter. It is true, that the necessity of com-

mitting a forgery (which crime in those da3s was pun-

ished inexorably with death), before the money could

have been fraudulently appropriated, would, 'if
made

hnoivn to the public, have acquitted any casual holder of

the letter from all suspicion of dishonest intentions. But

the danger was, that during the suspense and progi-ess

of the case, whilst awaiting its final settlement, ugly
rumors should arise and cling to one's name amongst

the many that would hear only a fragmentary version

of the whole affair.

At length all was ready : midsummer, like an army
^'itli banners, was moving through the heavens : already

iie longest day had passed ; those arrangements, lew
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Riid imperfect, throngli which I attempted some partial

evasion of disagreeable contingencies likely to arise, had

been finished : wliat more remained for me to do of

things that I was able to do ? None ; and yet, thongh
now at last free to move off, I lingered ; lingered as un-

der some sense of dim perplexity, or even of relenting

love for the very captivity itself which I was making so

violent an effort to abjure, but more intelligibly for all

the external objects
—

living or inanimate — by wliich

that captivity had been surrounded and gladdened.
What I was hastening to desert, nevertheless I grieved
to desert ; and but for the foreign letter, I might have

long continued to loiter and procrastinate. That, how-

ever, throuarh various and urgent motives which it susf-

gested, quickened my movements ; and the same hour

which brought this letter into my hands, witnessed my
resolution (uttered nndibh/ to myself in my study), that

early on the next day I would take my departure. A
day, therefore, had at length arrived, had somewhat

suddenly arrived, which would be the last, the very

last, on which I should make my ajipearance in the

school.

It is a just and a feeling remark of Dr. Johnson's that

we never do anything consciously for the last time (of

things, that is to say, which we have been long in the

habit of doing), without sadness of heart. The secret

sense of a farewell or testamentary act I carried along

with me into every word or deed of this memorable day.

Agent or patient, singly or one of a crowd, T heard for-

ever some sullen eclio of valediction in every change,

casual or periodic, that varied the revolving hours from

morning to night. Most of all I felt this valedictory

24
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Bound as a pathetic appeal, when the closing hour of five

r. M. brouiiht witli it the solemn eveuiii2f service of the

English Churcli— read by Mr. Lawson ; I'ead now, as

always, under a reverential stillness of the entire school.

Already in itself, without the solemnity of prayers, the

decaying liizht of the dying day suggests a mood of pen-
sive and sympathetic sadness. And if the changes in

the light are less impressively made known so early as

five o'clock in the depth of summer-tide, not the less we
are sensible of being as near to the hours of repose, and

to the secret datiirers of the niiiht, as if the season were

mid-winter. Imcu thus far there was something that

oftentimes had profoundly impressed me in this evening

liturgy, and its special prayer against the perils of dark-

ness. IJut greatly was that effect deepened by the sym-
bolic treatment which this liturixv flfives to this darkness

and to these perils. Naturally, when contemplating that

treatment, I had been led vividly to feel the memorable

rliahdomancy* or magical power of evocation which

* '^

Rhuhdominnj :''''
— The Greek word mantehi (uai/reta), repre-

sented by the Knirlish form mancy, constitutes the stationary element

in a. larije family of compounds: it means divination, or the art of

magically deducing some weighty inference (generally proplietic) from

anvoneof tlie manv dark sources sanctioned bv Paijan superstition.

And universally the particular source relied on is expressed in the

prior half of the compound. For instance, nneiros is the Greek word
for a dieain ; and therefore oneirotnancj indicates that mode of

tirophecy which is founded upon the interpretation of dreams. Oriiis,

ngain (in the genitive case ornithos) is tlie common Greek word for a

bird; accordingly ornitJinm^inr;/ means prophecy founded on the par-

ticular mode of flight noticed amongst any casual gathering of birds.

Clii'ir (xf'p) is Greek for the hand; whence c/;eiro?«(7«c!/ expresses the

art of predictini;- a nuin's fortune by the lines in his hand, or (undeT

its I^atin form from p(tlmu) palmistry. Nehros, a dead man, and

tonsequently necromancy, prophecy founded on the answer extorted
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Christianity has put forth here and in parallel cases.

The ordinary pnysical rhabdomantist, avIio undertakea

either from pliantoms, as by the "Witcli of Eiulor; or from the corpse

itself, as by Lucan's witch Krictlio. I have allowed myself to wniider

into this ample illustration of the case, having for many years been

taxed by ingeiinoiis readers (confessing their own classical ignorance)
with loo scanty explanations of my meaning. I go on to say that

the Greek word rhabJos (pajBo?), a rod — not that sort of rod which

the lioman lictors carried, viz., a bundle of twigs, but a wand about

as thick as a commor cedar pencil, or, at most, as the ordinary brass

rod of stair-carpets
—

this, when made from a willow-tree, furnished

of old, and furnishes to this day in a southern county of England, a

potent instrument of divination. But let it be understood that divina-

lion exprtsses an idea ampler by much than the word pvophecy :

whilst even this 'wovA prophecy, already more limited than divination,

is most injuriously narrowed in our received translation of the Bible.

To unveil or decipher what is hiddt-n — that is, in effect, the meaning
of divination. And accordingly, in the writings of St. Paul, the phrase

(lifts of prophecy never once indicates what the English reader sup-

poses, but exe(jelic gifts, gifts of interpretation applied to Aviiat is

dark, of analysis applied to what is logically perplexed, of expansitn

applied to what is condensed, of practical improvement ap|)lied ti

what might else be overlooked as purely speculative. In Somerset-

shire, which is a county the most ill-watered of all in England, upon

building a house, there arises uniformly a dilficnlty in selecting a

proper spot for sinking a well. The remedy is, to call in a set of

local rhabdomantists. These men traverse the adjacent ground, hold-

ing the willow rod horizontally: wherever that dips, or inclines itself

spontaneously to the ground, there will be found water. I have my-
self not only seen the process tried with success, but have witnessed

the enormous trouble, delay, and expense, accruing to those of the op-

posite faction who lefused to benefit by this art. To pursue the tt'Ula-

live plan (/. e., the plan of trying for water by boring at haphazard)

inded, so far as I was aware, in multiplied vexation. In reality, these

^oor men are, after all, more philosophic than those who scornCully re-

ject their services. For the artists obey unconsciously the logic of

Lord Bacon: tl:ey br.ild upon a loi'g chain of induction, u])on the uni-

form results of their life-long experience. But the counter faction do

jot deny this experience: all they have to allege is. that, agreeably

^ any laws known to themselves a priori, there ought not to be any
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to evoke from the dark chambers of our earth wells of

water lying far below its surface, and more rarely to

evoke minerals, or hidden deposits of jewels and gold,

by some magnetic sympathy between his rod and the

occult object of his divination, is able to indicate the

spot at which this object can be hopefully sought for.

Kot otherwise has the marvellous magnetism of Chris-

tianity called up from darkness sentiments the most

august, previously inconceivable— formless— and with-

out life ; for previously there had been no religious

philosophy equal to the task of ripening such senti-

ments; but also, at the same time, by incarnating these

sentiments in images of corresponding grandeur, has so

exalted their character as to lodge them eternally in

human hearts.

Flowers for example, that are so j^athetic iu their

beauty, frail as the clouds, and in their coloring as gor-

geous as the heavens, had through thousands of years

been the heritage of children — hojiored as the jewelry

of God only by thcin, when suddenl}'^ the voice of Chris-

tianity, countersigning the voice of infancy, raised them

to a grandeur transcending the Hebrew throne, although

founded by God himself, and pronounced Solomon in all

his glory not to be arrayed like one of these. AVinds

Buch experience. Now, a sufficient course of facts overllirows all

antecedent plausibilities. 'Whatever science or .scepticism may say,

most of the teakettles in the vale of "\Vriujj;ton are filled by rhubilo-

nianaj. And after all, the supposed a priori scruples aj^ainst tlii3

rhabdomancy are only such scruples as would, antecedently to a trial,

Dave pronounced the mariner's compass impossible. There is in botli

jases alike a blind sympathy of some unknown force, which no mar

can explain, with a passive index that practically guides you aright
—

wea if Mephistopheles should be at the bottom of the affair.
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again, hurricanes, the eternal breathings soft or loud, of

iEolian j)Ower, wherefore had they, ra\ing or sleeping,

escaped alJ moral arrest and detention ? Simply because

vain it were to offer a nest for the reception of some new

moral birth, whilst no religion is yet moving amongst men
that can furnish such a birth. Vain is the image that

should illustrate a heavenly sentiment, if the sentiment

is yet unborn. Then, first, when it had become neces-

sary to the purposes of a spiritual religion that the spirit

of man, as the fountain of all religion, should in some

commensurate reflex image have its grandeur and its

mysteriousness emblazoned, suddenly the pomp and

mysterious path of winds and tempests, blowing whither

they list, and from what fountains no man knows, are

cited from darkness and neglect, to give and to receive

reciprocally an impassioned glorification, where the lower

mystery enshrines and illustrates the highei*. Call for

the grandest of all earthly spectacles, what is that? It

is the sun iroin<r to his rest. Call for the grandest of all

human sentiments, what is that ? It is, that man should

forget his anger before he lies down to sleep. And

these two grandeurs, the mighty sentiment and the

mighty spectacle are by Christianity married together.

Here again, in this prayer,
"
Lighten our darkness,

we beseech thee, O Lord !

" were the darkness and the

great shadows of night made symbolically significant:

these great power, Night and Darkness, that belong to

aboriginal Chaos, were made representative of the perils

that continually menace poor afflicted human nature.

Witli deepest sympathy I acccompanied the prayer

against the perils of darkness— perils that I seemed to

%ee, in th'j ambush of midnight solitude, broodmg around
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the beds of sleeping nations ; perils from even worse

forms of darkness shrouded within tlic recesses of blind

huniaii hearts ; peiils from temptations weaving unseen

enares for our footing ; perils from the limitations of our

own misleading knowledge. ,

"WAXDICniNGS IN NORTH WALES."

On leaving Manchester, by a southwestern route, to-

wards Chester and Wales, the first town that I reached

(to the best of my remembrance) was Altrinchara—
colloquially called Awtriycm. When a child of three

years old, and suffering from the hooping-cough, I had

been carried for change of air to different places on the

Lancashire coast ; and, in order to benelit by as large a

compass as possible of varying atmospheres, I and my
nurse had been made to rest for the first night of our

tour at this cheerful little town of Altrincham. On the

next morning, which ushered in a most dazzling day of

Jul}', I rose earlier than my nurse fully ai)proved : but

in no long time she found it advisible to follow my ex-

ample ; and, after putting me through my morning's

drill of ablutions and the Lord's prayer, no sooner had

she fully arranged my petticoats, than she lifted me up
in her arms, threw open the window, and let me suddenly

look down upon the gayest scene I had ever beheld —
viz., the little market-place of Altrincham, at eight o'clock

in the morning. It happened to be the market-day ; and

I, who till then had never consciously been in any town

whatever, was equally astonished and delighted with the

novel gayety of the scene. Fruits, such as can be had

iU July, and flowers were scattered about in profusion

even the stalls of the butchers, from their briUiant clean
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liiiess, a^)peured attractive: and the bonny young women
of Altrincbam were all tripping about in caps and aprons

cotjuet'.islily disposed. The genei'al hilarity of the scene

at this early hour, witli the low murmuriiigs of pleabur-

able conversation and laughter, that rose up like a foun-

tain to the open window, left so profound an impression

upon me that I never lost it. All this occurred, as I

have said, about eight o'clock on a superb July morning.

Exactly at that time of the morning, on exactly such an-

other heavenly day of July, did I, leaving Manchester at

six A. M., naturally enough find myself in the centre of

the Altrincbam market-place. Nothing bad altered.

There were the very same fruits and flowers ; the same

bonny young Avomen tripping up and down in tlie same

(no, not the same) coquettish bonnets ; everything was

apparently the same: perhaps the window of my bed-

room was still open, only my nurse and I were not look-

ing out; for alas! on recollection, fourteen years pre-

cisely had passed since then. Breakfast time, however,

is always a cheerful stage of the d:iy ; if a man can for-

get his cares at any season, it is then ; and after a walk

of seven miles it is doubly so. I felt it at the time, and

have stopj^ed, therefore, to notice it, as a singular coinci-

dence, that twice, and by the merest accident, I sliould

find myself, precisely as the clocks on a July morning

were all striking eight, drawing inspiration of pleasura-

ble feelinfis from the ijeiiial siiilits and sounds in the

little market-place of Altrincbam. There I breakfasted ;

and already by the two hours' exercise I felt myself

'aalf restored to health. After an hour's rest, I started

•jgain upon my journey ; all my gloom and despondency

vere already retiring to the rear ; and, as I left Alt.
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rincliam, I said to myself,
" All places, it seems, are not

Whispeiing Galleries." The distance between Man-

chester and Chester was about forty miles. What it ii

under railway changes, I know not. This I planned to

walk in two days ; for, though the whole might have

been performed in one, I saw no use in exhausting my-

self ;
and my walking powers were rusty from long

disuse. I wished to bisect the journey ; and, as nearly

as I could expect
— i. e., within two or three miles—

such a bisection was attained in a clean roadside inn, of

the class, so commonly found in England. A kind,

motherly landlady, easy in her circumstances, having no

motive for rapacity, and looking for her livelihood much

less to her inn than to her fiirm, guaranteed to me a safe

and profound night's rest. On the following morning

there remained not quite eighteen miles between myself

and venerable Chester. Before I reached it, so mighty

now (as ever before and since) had become the benefit

from the air and the exercise, that.oftentimes I felt in-

ebriated and crazy with ebullient spirit.
But for the

accursed letter, which sometimes

" Came over me,

As doth the raven o'er the infected house,"

I should have too much forgot my gravity under this

new-born health. For two hours before reaching Ches-

ter, from the accident of the southwest course which the

road itself pursued, I saw held up aloft before my eyes

th-it matchless spectacle, "
New, and yet as old

As the foundations of the heavens and earth,"

»n elaborate and pompous sunset hanging over the

mountains of North Whiles. The clouds passed slowly
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tlirough several arrangements, and in the last of these I

read tlie very scene which six months before I liad read

in a most exquisite poem of Wordsworth's, extracted

entire into a l^ondon newspaper (I think the "
St.

James's Chronicle.'") It was a Canadian lake,
—

" Willi all its fairy crowds

Of islaiuls that together lie

As quietly as spots of sky

Amongst the evening clouds."

The scene in the poem (" Ruth ") that been originally

mimicked by the poet from the sky, was here re-mim-

icked and reliearsed to the life, as it seemed, by the sky
from the poet. AVas I then, in July, 1802, really quot-

ing from Wordsworth ? Yes, reader ; and I only in all

Europe. In 1799, I had become acquainted with " We
are Seven" at Bath. In the winter of 1801-2, I had

read the whole of " Ruth;" early in 1803, I had writ-

ten to AVordsworth. In JMay of 1803, I had received a

very long answer from Wordswoi'th.

The next morning after reaching Chester, my first

thouirht on rising was directed to the vexatious letter in

my custod}'. The odious responsibility, thrust upon me
in connection with this letter, was now becoming every
hour more irritating, because every hour more embar-

rassing to the freedom of my own movements, since it

must by this time have drawn the pof/t-office into the

"auks of my pursuers. Indignant I was that this letter

Bhould have the power of making myself an accomplice

jn causing anxiety, perhaps even calamity, to the poor

emigrant
— a man doubly liable to unjust suspicion ;

first, as by his profession jiresumably y)oov ; and, sec-

ondly, as an alien. Indignant I was that this most filthy
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of letters should also have the power of forcing me into

all sorts of indirect and cowardly movements at inns ;

for beyond all things it seemed to me important that I

should not be arrested, or even for a moment chal-

lenged, as the wrongful holder of an important letter,

6eibre I had testified, by my own spontaneous transfer

of it, that I had not dallied with any idea of converting
it to my own benefit. In some way I must contrive to

restore the letter. But was it not then the simplest of

all courses, to take my hat before sitting down to break-

fast, present m3'self at the post-otfice, tender my explan-

ation, and then (like Christian in Bunyan's allegory) to

lay down my soul-wearying burden at" the feet of those

who could sign my certificate of absolution? Was not

that simjjle? Was not iJiat easy? Oh yes, beyond a

doubt. And if a favorite fawn should be carried off by
a lion, would it not be a very simple and easy course to

walk after the robber, follow him into his den, and rea-

son with the wretch on the indelicacy of his conduct?

In my particular circumstances, the post-othce was in

relation to myself simply a lion's den. Two separate

jiarties, I felt satisfied, must by this time be in chase of

me ; and the two chasers would be confluent at the

post-office. Beyond all other objects which I had to

keep in view, paramount was that of fencing against

joy own re-capture. Anxious I was on behalf of the

poor foreigner ; but it did not strike mc that to this

anxiety I was bound to sacrifice myself. Now, if I

went to the post-olhce, I felt sure that nothing else

would be the result ; and afterwards it turned out that

in this anticipation I had been right. For it struck me

that the nature of the iuclosure iu the French letter —
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viz., tlie fact that without a forgery it was not negotia-

ble— couhl not be known certainly to anybody but my-
self. Doubts upon tliat point must have quicliened tlie

an.xioties of all connected with myself, or connected

with the case. More urgent consequently would have

been the applications of " Monsieur Monsieur "
to the

post-office ; and consequently of the post-office to the

Priory ; and consequently more easily suggested and

concerted between the post-office and the Priory would

be all the arrangements for stopping me, in the event of

uiy taking the route of Chester— in Avhich case it was

natural to suppose that I might personally return the

letter to the official authorities. Of course none of these

measures was certaiidy known to myself; but I guessed
at them as reasonable probabilities; and it was evident

that the fifty and odd hours since my elopement from

Manchester had allowed ample time for concerting all

the requisite preparations. As a last resource, in de-

fault of any better occurring, it is likely enough that my
an.xiety would have tempted me into this mode of sur-

rendering my abominable trust, which by this time I re-

garded with such eyes of burning malice as Sinbad

must have directed at intervals towards the venerable

ruffian that sat astride upon his shoulders. But things

had not yet come to Sinbad's state of desperation ; so

immediately after breakfast I took my hat, determining
io review the case and adopt some final decision in the

open air. For I have always found it easier to think

over a matter of perplexity wnilst walking in wide open

spaces under the broad eye of the natural heavens, than

whilst shut up in a room. But at the very door of the

hd I was suddenly brought to a pause by the recollec-
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tion that some of the servants from the Priory were

sure on every forenoon to be at times in the streets.

The streets, however, could be evaded by shaping a

course along the city walls; which I did, and descenJed

into some obsciu-e lane that bronirht me jiradnallv to the

banks of the river Dee. In the infancy of its course

amongst the Denbighshire mountains, this river (famous
in our pre-Norman history for the earliest parade

* of

English monarchy) is wild and picturesque; and even

below my mother's Priory wears a character of interest.

But, a mile or so nearer to its mouth, when leaving

Chester for Parkcatc, it becomes miserably tame ; and

the several reaches of the river take the appearance of

formal canals. On the right bank t of the river runs an

artificial mound, called the Cop. It was, I believe, orig-

inally a Danish work ; and certainly its name is Danish

(i. e., Icelandic, or old Danish), and the same from

which is derived our architectural word coping. Upon

* ^'' Earliest parade :'''' — It was a very sccnical parade, for some-

where along this reach of the Dee — viz., iiiiiiieiliately below St.

John's Priorj'
—

Edgar, tlic first sovereign of all England, was rowed

by nine vassal ref/vli.

t
"

Jiiijht bank: " — But which bank is rigiit, and which left, under

circumstances of position varying by possibility without end? This is

a reasonable demur; but yet it argues an inexperienced reader. Eoi

ilways the position of the spectator is conventionally fixed. In mili-

"ary tactics, in philosophic geography, in history, &c., the uniform as-

5>umptii)n is, that you are standing with your back to the source of the

river, and your e3-es travelling along with its current. That bank of

the river whicli under these circunistances lies upon your right, is (he

right bank nbsuluiel;/, and not rtltitiicli/ only (as would be the case if

a room, and not a river, were concerned). Hence it follows that the

Middlesex side of the Thames is always the left bank, and the Surrey
Bide always the right bank, no matter whether you are moving from

London to Oxford, or reversely' from Oxford to Loudoa.
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this bank I was walking, and throwing my gaze along
the formal vista presented by the river. Some trille of

anxiety miglit mingle with this gaze at the first, lest

perhaps Philistines might be abroad
; for it was just

possible that I had been watched. But I have gen-

erally found that, if you are in quest of some certain es-

cape from Philistines of whatsoever class— sheriff-offi-

cers, bores, no matter what— the surest refuge is to be

found amongst hedgerows and fields, amongst cows

and sheep : in fact, cows are amongst the gentlest of

breathing creatures ; none show more passionate tender-

ness to their young, when deprived of them ; and, in

short, I am not ashamed to profess a deep love for these

quiet creatures. On the present occasion, there were

many cows grazing in the fields below the Coj) : but all

along the Cop itself, I could descry no person whatever

answering to the idea of a Philistine : in fact, there was

nobody at all, except one woman, apparently middle-

aged (meaning by that from thirty-five to forty-five),

neatly dressed, though perhaps in rustic fashion, and by
no possibility belonging to any class of my enemies ;

for already I was near enough to see so mucli. This

\voman might be a quarter-of-a-mile distant ; and was

steadily advancing towards me— face to face. Soon,

therefore, I was beuinnini; to read the character of her

features pretty distinctly ;
and her countenance natu-

rally served as a mirror to echo and reverberate my own

feelings, consequently my own liorror (horror without

exaggeration it was), at a sudden uproar of lumultuous

s upds rising clamorously ahead. Aliead I mean in re-

lation to myself, but to lier the sound was from the rear.

Our situation was briefly this. Nearly half-a-mile be
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liind the station of the woman, that reach of the river

a^ong whicli we two were moving came to an abrupt

close ;
so tliat the next reacli, making nearly a I'ight-

angled turn, lay entirely out of view. From this un-

seen reach it was that the angry clamor, so passionate

and so mysterious, arose : and I, for wy part, having
never heard such a fierce battling outer}', nor even heard

of such a cry, either in books or on the stage, in prose

or verse, could not so much as whisper a gues-3 to my-
self upon its probable cause. Only this I felt, that

blind, unorganized nature it must be— and nothing in

human or in brutal wrath— that could utter itself by
such an anarchy of sea-like uproars. AVhat was it ?

Where Avas it? Whence was it? Earthquake was it?

convulsion of the steadfast earth ? or was it the break-

ing loose from ancient chains of some deep morass like

that of Solwa}' ? More probable it seemed, that the

drw TTOTa/jcov of Euripides (the flowing backwards of

rivers to their fountains) now, at last, after ages of ex-

pectation, had been suddenly realized. Not long I

needed to speculate ; for within half-a-minute, perhaps,

from the first arrest of our attention, the proximate
cause of this mystery declared itself to our eyes, al-

though the remote cause (the hidden cause of that visible

cause) was still as dark as before. Round that right-

anirled turn which I have mentioned as wheelin<j into

the next succeeding reach of the river, suddenly as with

the trampling of cavalry
— but all dressing accurately

—
and the water at the outer angle sweeping so much

faster than that at the inner angle, as to keep the froat

of advance rigorously in line, violently careered round

aito our own placid watery vista a huge charging block
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of waters, filling the whole channel of the river, and

coming down upon us at the rate of fort_y miles an hour.

"Well was it for us, ni3-self and that respectable rustic

woman, us the Deucalion and T^-rrha of this perilous

moment, sole survivors apparently of the deluge (since

by accident there was at that particular moment on that

particular Cop nothing else to survive), that by means

of this Cop, and of ancient Danish hands (possibly not

yet paid for their work), we eoidd sui'vive. In fact, this

watery breastwork, a perpendicular wall of water carry-

ing itself as true as if controlled by a mason's plumb-
line, rode forward at such a pace, that obviously the

fleetest horse or dromedary would have had no chance

of escape. Many a decent railway even, among rail-

ways since boru its rivals, would not liave had above the

third of a chance. Natui-ally, I had too short a time for

observing much or accurately ; and universally I am a

poor hand at observing ; else I should say, that this

riding block of crystal waters did not gallop, but went at

a long trot ; yes, long trot— that most frightful of paces
in a tiger, in a buffalo, or in a rebellion of waters.

Even a ghost, I feel convinced, would appall me more if

coming up at a long diabolical trot, than at a canter or

gallop. The first impulse to both of us was derived

fi'om cowardice; cowanllce the most abject and selfish.

Such is man, though a Deucalion elect; such is woman,

though a decent Pyrrlia. Both of us ran like hares ;

rieither did T, Deucalion, thiidc of poor Pyrrha at all for

the first sixty seconds. Yet, on the other iiand why
should I ? It struck me seriously that St. George's
Channel (and if so, beyond a doubt, the Atlantic Ocean)
had broke loose, and was, doubtless, playing the same
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insufferable gambols upon all i-ivers along a seaboard of

BIX to seven thousand miles ; in which case, as all tlio

race of woman must be 'doomed, how romantic a specula-

tion it was for me, sole i^lic of literature, to think speci-

ally of one poor ]'yrrha, probably very illiterate, whom
I had never yet spoken to. That idea pulled uie up.

Not spoken to Iter 7 Then I loould speak to her ; and

the more so, because the sound of the pursuing river

told me that iUght was useless. And, besides, if any

reporter or sub-editor of some Chester chronicle shouKl,

at this moment, with his glass be sweeping the Cop, and

discover me Hying under these unchlvalrous circum

stances, he might gibbet me to all eternity. Halting,

therefore (and really I liad not run above eighty or a

hundi'ed steps), I waited for my solitary co-tenant of tlie

Cop. She was a little blown by running, and could not

easily speak ; besides which, at the very moment of her

coming up, the preternatural column of waters, running
in the very opposite direction to the natural current ot

the river, came up with us, ran by Avith the ferocious up-

roar of a hurricane, sent up the sides of the Cop a sa-

lute of waters, as if hypocritically pretending to kiss

our feet, but secretly understood by all parties as a vain

ireachery for pulling us down into the flying deluge ;

whilst all along both banks the mighty refluent wash

was heard as it rode along, leaving memorials, by sight

and by sound, of its victorious power. But my female

associate in this terrific drama, what said she, on coming

np with me? Or what said I ? For, by accident. I it

was that spoke first; notwithstanding the fact, notorious

and undeniable, that Iliad tiever been introduced to her

Here, however, be it understood, as a case now solemidjf
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Rdjudicated and set at rest, that in the midst of any

great natural convulsion — oartlKjuake, suppose, waier-

Epout, tornailo, or eruption ol' Vesuvius— it shall and

may be lawful in all time coming (any usage or tra'Ii-

tion to the conti-ary notA ithstanding), for two English

people to communicate with each other, although, by
allidavit made before two justices of the peace, it shall

have been proved that no previous introduction had

been possible ; in all other cases the old statute of non-

intercourse holds good. Meantime, the present case, in

default of more circumstantial evidence, might be re-

garded, if not as an earthquake, yet as ranking amongst
the first fruits or blossoms of an eartlnjuake. So I

spoke without scruple. All my freezing English re-

serve gave way under this boiling sense of having been

so recently running for life : and then again, suppose

the water column should come back— riding along with

the current, and no longer riding ar/'tiiisl k— in that

case, we and all the country Palatine might soon have

to run for our lives. Under such threatenings of com-

mon peril, surely the Tr-apprjj-ia, or unlimited license of

speech, ought s[)ontaneously to proclaim itself without

waiting for sanction.

So 1 asked her the meaning of this horrible tumult in

the waters ; how did she read the mystery ? Her an-

Ewer was, that though she had never before seen such a

thinsr, vet from her jjrandmother she had often heard of

it; and, if she had run before it, thai was because / ran ;

and a little, pei'haps, because the noise frightened her.

What was it, then? I asked. "It was," she said,
'' the

l3ora ; and it was an aiFection to which only some few

tivars here aud tliere were liable ; and the Dee was one

25
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of these." So ignorant was I, that, until thatm ment, I

had never heard of such a nervous affection in rivers.

Stibserjuently 1 i'ound that, aaiongst English rivers, the

nei"ld)orin'>- river Severn, a far more iinnortaut stream,

suffered at spring tides the same Ivind of hysterics, and,

perhaps, some few other rivers in this Britisli island; but

amongst Indian rivers, only the Ganges.

At last, wlien the Bore had been discussed to the full

extent of our united ignorance, I went off' to the subject

of tiiat other curse, far more afflicting than any conceiva-

ble bore — viz., the foreign letter in ray pocket. The

Bore had certainly alarmed us for ninety or a hundred

seconds, but the letter would poison my very existence,

like the bottle-imp, until I could transfer it to some per-

son truly qualified to receive it. Miglit not my fair friend

on the Cop be mai-ked out by Fate as " the coming

woman "
born to deliver me from this pocket curse? It

is true that she dispUiyed a rustic simplicity somewhat

resembling that of Audrey in
'• As you like it." Her,

in fact, not at all more than Audrey, had the gods been

pleased to make "poetical." But, for my paiticular

mission, that might be amongst her best qualifications.

At any rate, I was wearied in spirit under my load of re-

eponsibility ; personally to liberate myself by visiting

the post-otffce, too surely I felt as the luin of my enter-

prise in its very outset. Some agent must be employed ;

and where could one be found promising by locks, words,

manners, more trustworthiness than this agent, sent by

accident ? The case almost explained itself. She

readily understood how the resemblance of a name had

thrown the letter into my possession ; and that the

limple remedy was — lo restore it to the right owner
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Jirough the right channel, which channel was the nevcr-

snoiigli-to-he-esteemed General Post-otllce, at that time

pitching its tents and bivouacking niglitly in Lombard

Street, but for this special case legally represented by
the Chester hea<l-o!nce , a service of no risk to her, for

which, on the contiary, all parties would thank her. T,

to begin, begged to put my thanks into the shape of half-

a-crown ; but, as some natural doubts arose with respect

to her precise station in life (for she might be a farmer's

wife, and not a servant), I thought it advisable to postu-

late the existence of some youthful daughter ; to which

mythological person I begged to addres ray offering,

when incarnated in the shape of a doll.

I therefore, Deucalion that was or had been provis-

ionally through a brief interval of panic, took leave of

my P^-rrha, sole partner in the perils and anxieties of

that astounding Bore, dismissing her— Tliessaliaa

l^yrrha
— not to any Thessalian vales of Tempe, but —

O ye powers of moral anachronism ! to the Chester

Post-office ; and warning her on no account to be pre-

maturely wheedled out of her secret. Her position,

diplomatically speaking, was better (as I made her un-

derstand) than that of the post-office ; she having some-

thing in her gift
—

viz., an appointment to forty guineas ;

whereas in the counter-gift of the proud post-ofiice was

nothing ; neither for instant fruition nor in far off rever-

sion. Her, in fact, one might regard as a Pandora,

carrying a box with something better than liojie at the

bottom ; for hope too often betrays, but a vlraft upon

ilmith, Payne, & Smith, Avhich never betrays, and for a

Bura which, on the authority of Goldsmith, makes an

English clergyman
"
passing rich

"
through a whole
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twelvemonth, entitled her to look scornfilly upon every
second person tliat she met.

Ill about two hours tlie partner of my solitary kiu<y-

dom upon the Cop reappcai-ed, willi the welcome assur-

ance that Chester had survived the Bore, that all was

right, and that anything which ever had been looking
crooked was now made straight as the path of an arrow.

She had given
"
my love

"
(so she said) to the post-office ;

had been thanked by more than either one or two

amongst the men of letters who figured in the equipage
of that establishment ; and had been assured that, lone

before daylight departed, one large cornucopia of justice
and

felicity would be emptied out upon the heads of all

parties in the drama. I myself, not the least afflicted

person on the roll, was already released— suddenly re-

leased, and fully
— from the iniquitous load of responsi-

bility thrust upon me ; the poor emigrant was released

from his conflict with fears that were uncertain, and
creditors too certain ; the post-office was released from

the scandal and embarrassment of a gross irregularity,
that might eventually have brought the postmaster-gen-
eral down upon their haunches ; and the household at

the Priory were released from all anxieties, great and

small, sound and visionary, on the question of my fancied

felony.

In those anxieties, one person there was that never

had condescended to participate. This was my eldest

sister, Mary — just eleven months senior to myself.
She was among the gentlest of girls, and yet from the

very first she had testified the most incredulous disdain

of all who fancied her brother capable of any thought so

base as that of meditating a wrong to a needy exile. Ai*
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present, after exchanging a few parting words, and a

few final or farewell farewells with my faithful female =*

agent, further business I had none to detain me in

Chester, except what concerned this jiarticular sister.

My business with /ler was not to thank her for the reso-

lute justice which she had done me, since as yet I could

not know of that service, but simply to see her, to learn

the domestic news of the Piiory, and, according to the

possibilities of the case, to concert with her some plan
of regular correspondence. Meantime it happened that

a maternal uncle, a military man on the Bengal estab-

lishment, who had come to England on a three years'
leave of absence (according to the custom in those days),
was at this time a visitor at the Priory. My mother's

establishment of servants was usually limited to five

persons— all, except one, elderly and torpid, Ikit my
uncle, v/ho had brought to England some beautiful Arab
and Persian horses, found it necessary to gather about

his stables an extra body of men and boys, Tiiese were
all alert and active

; so that, when I reconnoitred the

windows of the Priory in the dusk, hoping in some way
to attract my sistei-'s attention, I not only failed in that

object, seeing no lights in any room which could natu-

rally have been occupied by her, but I also found myself

growing into an object of special attention to certain un-

knov.-n servants, who, having no doubt received instruc-

« Some people are in-itatcd, or even fancy tlieiiiseh es iiisiilteil, by
avert acts of alliteration, as many puople are by puns. On their ac-

count let me say. that, alihou-ii there are liere ei;;lit s. parato fs in

icss than iialf a sentence, tliis is to be lieici as pm-e accident. In fact,

»t one lime there were nine fs in tiie orii^inaC 2ast of llie sentence,
Until I, in pity of the affronted people, substituted y<;»»ate ayeiU iaxft-
uale fi-iend.
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tions to look out for me, easily inferretT from my anxions

movements that I mnst be the person
" wanted."

Uneasy at all the novel appearances of things, I went

aAvay, antl returned, after an hour's interval, armed willi

a note to my sister, requesting^ her to Avatch for an op-

portunity of coming out for a few minutes under the

shadows of the little ruins in the Priory garden,* vThere

* " The liltlc rnins in the Pi-iory (janlen :
" — St. Jolm's Priory had

been part of the nuinastic fumuJatioii attached to (ho very ancient

iliinch of St. John, standing beyond the walls of Chester, luirly iu

the seventeenth century, this PrJDry, or so in;ic!i of it as re-

mained, was occupied as a dwetliii,i;-hoiise by Sir Kobert Cotton the

antiquary. And there, accordinjif to tradition, jje h.id l>een visited by
Ben Jonson. All that reniained of the Priory when used as a domestic

residence by Cotton was upon a miniature scale, except only the

kitdien— a noble room, witli a groineil roof of stone, exartty as it Iiad

been litted to the uses of the monastic establislmieitt. The little hall

of entrance, the dining-rooni, anA principal bedroom, were in a mod-
est style of elepjance, fitted by the scale of accommodation for the

abode of a literary bachelor, ami pretty nearly as Cotton Iiad left them

t)\'o centuries before. Dirt tlie miniature character of the Priory, which

had dwindled by suecccssive abridgments from a royal qti.Trto into a

pretty duodecimo, was seen chii tiy in the beautiful ruins which

adorned the little lawn, across which access was {gained to the house

\hroMj;h the hall. Tliese ruins amounted at tiie most to three arches
• —

wliiel), because round and not p.)iiited, were then usually called

Saxon, as coulradi.stingui^htd fioni Gothic. What niiplit be theexat t

classification of the a'cliitectiire I do not know, (^"ertainly the \ery
ancient church of St. John, to Avhich at one time the Priory must have

been an appendage, wore a character of llar^h and naked simplicity

that was repuisive. But the little ruins were really beautiful, and

Irew continual \ isits from artists and skefchers through every succes-

sive summer. Whether tliiy had any architectural enrichments, I do

pot remember. Iiiit they inlercste<l all people
— first l)y their minia-

uire scale, which would have qiuililied them (if portable) for a direct

introduction amongst the "
properties" and Dmmatis persimne on oui

London opera board? ; and, secondly, by the exquisite beauty of thg

ihrubs, wild flowers, and ferns, that surmo-mted the arches with nativ
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I meantime would be waiting. This note I gave to a

stranger, whose costume showed him to be a groom,

begging lu'm to give it to the yonng hxdy whose address

it boie. He answered, in a respectful tone, tliat he

would do so ; but he could not sincerely have meant it,

sinci (as I soon learned) it was impossible. In fact, not

one miiuite had I waited, when in glided amongst the

I'uins— not my fair sister, but my bronzed Bengal uncle !

A Bengal tiger would not more have startled me. Now,
to a dead certainty, I saiil, here comes a fatal barrier to

the prosecution of my scheme. I was mistaken. Be-

tween my mother and my uncle there existed the very

deepest affection ; for they regarded each other as sole

relics of a household once living together in memora-

ble harmony. But in many features of character no

human bein<£s could stand off from each other in more

lively repulsion. And this was seen on the present oc-

casion. My dear excellent mother, from the eter-

nal quiet of her decorous household, looked upon every

violent or irregular movement, and therefore upon mine

at present, much as she would have done upon the

opening of the seventh seal in the Revelations. But my
uncle was thoroughly a man of the world, and what told

evei; more powerfully on my behalf in this instance, he

. \\ corniiots of tlio riclio^Jt cnmpoisition. In tliis coiulilion of aftractivc-

iK'ss my iii()t!:LT saw this little I'ridry, whicli was tlien on sale. As a

risideiiee, it li:ul llie :;reat ;ulvaiilai;e of staiidiiii,' soiiiewliat aloof from

;iie eiiy of Ciiester.wliieli however (like all eatlieilral cities), was quiet

H'.itl respoetahie in the composition of its populat.'''n. jMv mother

ioa:;iit it, added a drMwin,u--rooni, eij;;ht or nine l)edi-ooms, drcssiiifi;-

•oonis, etc., all on the miniature Fcale torrespondini; to the orij;inal

•jlan : and thus formed a very pretty residence, witli the grace oi

monastiu antiquity liauginjj over the whole little retreat.
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was a man nf ;ven morbid activity. It was so exquisitely

natural in his eyes that any rational person shoiiltl pre-

fer moving about amongst the breezy mountains of

AVales, to a slavish routine of study amongst books grim

with dust, and masters too probably still more dusty,

that he seemed disposed to regard my conduct as an ex-

traordinary act of virtue. On his advice, it was decided

that there could be no hope in any contest with my
main wishes, and that I should be left to pursue my
original purpose of v/alking amongst the Welsh moun-

tains ; provided I chose to do so upon the slender allow-

ance of a guinea a week. My imcle, whose Indian

munificence ran riot upon all occasions, would gladly

have had a far larger allowance made to me, and would

himself have clandestinely given me anything I asked.

But I myself, from general ignorance (iu which accom-

plishment I excelled), judged this to be sufficient ; and

at this point my mother, hitherto passively acquiescent

in my uncle's proposals, interfered with a decisive rigor

that in my own heart I could not disapprove. Any

larger allowance, most reasonably she urged, what was

it but to
" make proclamation to my two younger broth-

ers that rebellion bore a premium, and that mutiny was

the ready road to ease and comfort ?
" My conscience

smote me at these words : I felt something like an elec-

tric shock on this sudden reference, so utterly unex-

pected, to my brothers ; for, to say the truth, I had

never once admitted them to my thoughts in forecasting

the eventual consequences that miglit possibly unroll

themsolves from my own headstrong act Here noW)

witliin three days, rang like a solemn knell, reverberat-

aig from the sounding-board within my awakened coo
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icience, one of those many self-reproaches so dimly

masked, but not circumstantially prefigured, by the se-

cret thought under the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral

about its dread Whispering Gallery. In this particular

in^tance, I know that the evil consequences from my
own example never lid take effect. But at the moment

of my mother's sorrowful suggestion, the fear that they

wight take effect thrilled me with remorse. INFy next

brother, a boy of generous and heroic temper, was at a

school governed by a brutal and savage master. This

brother, I well know, had justifying reasons, ten times

weightier than any which I could plead, for copying my
precedent. Most probable it was that he would do so ;

but I learned many years subsequently from himself that

in fact he did not." The man's diabolical malice at last

made further toleration impossible. Without thinking

of my example, under very different circumstances my
brother won his own emancipation in waj's suggested by
his own views and limited by his own resources ; he got

afloat upon the wide, wide woi-ld of ocean ; ran along a

perilous seven-years' career of nautical romance ; had

his name almost blotted out from all memories in Eng-
land ; became of necessity a pirate amongst i)irates; was

liable to the death of a pirate wherever taken ; then

suddenly, on a morning of battle, having effected his

escape from the bloody flag, he joined the English storm-

ing party at INIonto Video, fought under the eye of Sir

Home Popham, the commodore, and within twenty-four

hours after the victory was rated as a midsliipman on

board the Diadem (a G4-gun ship), which bore Sir

Home's flag. All this I have more circumstantially

narrated elsewhere. I repeat the sum of it here, as
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showing tliat his elopement from a brutal tyrant was not

due to uii}^ misle!ulin<x of mine. I happen to know this

now— but then I could not know It. And if I had so

entirely overlooked one such possible result, full of

calamity to my youthful brothers, why might I not havo

overlooked many hundreds beside, equally probable
—

equally full of peril ? That consideration saddened mcj

and deepened more and more the ominous suggestion
—

the oracle full of woe— th.at spoke from those Belsbazzar

thunderiiigs upon the wall of the Whispering Gallery.

In fact, every intricate and untried path in life, where it

was from the lirst a matter of arbitrary choice to enter

upon it or avoid it, is effectually a path through a vast

llercynian forest, unexplored and unmapped, where each

several turn in your advance leaves you open to new

anticipations of what is next to be expected, and couse«

quently open to altered valuations of all that has been

already traversed. Even the character of your own ab-

solute experience, past and gone, which (if anything in

this world) you might surely answer for as sealed and

settled forever— even this you must submit to hold in

suspense, as a thing conditional and contingent upon what

is yet to come— liable to have its provisional character

affirmed or reversed, according to the new combinations

into which it may enter with elements only yet perhaps

in the earliest stages of development.

Saddened by these reflections. I was still more sad-

dened by the chilling manner of my mother. If I could

presume to desci-y a fiult in my mother, it was— that

she turned the chilling aspects of her high-toned char-

uelcr too exclusively upon those whom, in any degree, sho

knew or supposed to be promoters of evil. Sometimes
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her austerity might seem even imjust. But at present

the wliole artillery of her displeasure seemed to be un-

masked, and jiis'Ii/ unmasked, against a moral aberra-

tion, that offered for itself no excuse that was obvious in

one moment, that was leijible at one irlance, that could

utter itself in one word. My mother was predisposed

to tliiiik ill of all causes that required many words : I,

predisposed to subtleties of all sorts and degrees, had

naturally become acquainted witli cases that could not

unrobe their apparellings down to that degree of sim-

plicity. If in this world there is one misery having no

relief, it is the pressure on tlie luart from the Incom-

iiniiticahle. And if another Sphinx should arise to pro-

pose another enigma to man— saying, What burden is

that which only is insupportable by human fortitude ? I

should aiiswer at once — It is the harden of the Incom-

miinicahle. At this moment, sittinsr in the same room of

the Priory with my mother, knowing how reasonable

she was— how patient of explanations
— how candid—

how open to pity
— not the less I sank away in a hope-

lessness that was immeasurable from all effort at ex-

planation. She and I were contemplating the very

same act ; but she from one centre, I from another.

Certain I was, that if through one half-minute she could

realize in one deadly experience the suffering with

which I had fought tlu'ouirh more than three months, the

amount of physical anguish, the desolation of all genial

life, she would have uttered a rapturous absolution of

that which else must always seem to her a mere ex-

plosion of wilful insubordination. " In this brief ex-

j>erience," she would exclaim,
" I read the record of

your acquittal ; in this fiery torment I acknowledge the
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gladiatorial resistance." Such in the case supposed

would liave been her revised verdict. But this case was

exquisitely impossible. Nothing which offered itself to

tny rhetoric gave any but the feeblest and most childish

reflection of my past sufferings. Just so helpless did I

feel, disarmed into just the same huiguishing impotence

to face (or make an effort at facing) the difficulty before

mc, as most of us have felt in the dreams of our child-

hood wdien Ivins: down without a strugjxle before some

all-conquering lion. I felt that the situation was one

without hope ; a solitary word, which I attempted to

mould upon my lips, died away into a sigh ; and pas-

sively I acquiesced in the apparent confession spread

through all the appearances
— that in reality I had no

palliation to produce.

One alternative, in the offer made to me, was, that I

liad permission to stay at the Prioi-y. The Priory or

the mountainous region of Wales, was offered freely to

my choice. Either of the two oflered an attractive

abode. The Priory, it may be fancied, was clogged with

the liability to fresh and intermitting reproaches. But

this was not so. I knew my mother sufficiently to be

assured that, once having expressed her sorrowful con-

demnation of my act, having made it impossible for me

to misunderstand her views, she was ready to extend

her wonted hospitality to me, and (as regarded all prac-

tical matters) her wonted kindness; but not that sort of

kindness which could make me foiget that I stood un-

rler the deepest shadows of her displeasure, or could

leave me for a moment free to converse at my ease upon

any and every subject. A man that is talking on simple

lolcration, and, as it were, under permanent protest, can-
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not feel himself mor.i.ly at his ease, unless very oLtuso

nnd coarse in his sensibilities.

Mine iiinler any situation approaching to the present,

were so far from being obtuse, that they were morbiJly
and extravagantly acute. I had erred : that I knew,

and did not disguise from myself. Indeed, the rapture

of anguish with which I had recurred involuntarily to

ray experience of the Whispering Gallery, and the sym-
bolic meaning which I had given to that experience,

manifested indirectly my deep sense of error through
the dim misi>ivin<j which attended it — that in some

mysterious way the sense and the consequences of this

error wouM magnify themselves at every stage of life,

in proportion as they were viewed retrospectively from

greater and greater distances. I had, besides, through
the casual allusion to my brothers, suddenly become

painfully aware of another and separate failure in the

fdial obligations resting on mj'self. Any mother, who
is a widow, has especial claims on the cooperation of

her eldest son in all means of irivin<j a beneficial bias

to the thoughts and purposes of the younger children :

and, if any mother, tlien by a title how special could my
own mother invoke such cooperation, who had on her

part satisfied all the claims made upon her maternal

character, by self-sacrifices as varied as privately I knew

tliera to be exemplary. Whilst yet comparatively young,
not more tlnn thirty-six, she had sternly refused all

countenance, on at least two separate occasions, to dis-

tinguished proposals of marriage, out of pure regard to

\hc memory of my fither, and to the iuterests of his

children. Could I fail to read, in such unostentatious

sxemplifications of maternal goodness, a summons to a
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correspoiidlnfT earnestness on my ]iart in lii^litenin^, as

much fis possil)le, the bui-rlen of Iicr responsibilities?

Alas! too certainly', as I'egarded ilutt <hity, I felt my
own fa i hi re : one opportunity had been signally lost, and

yet, on liic other hand, I also ftdt that nioio might be

pleaded on my behalf than conld by ])Ossibility be ap-

parent to a neutral bystander. But this, to be pleaded

eficctually, needed to l;e said — not by myself, but by a

disinterested advocate : and no such advocate Avas at

hand. In blind distress of mind, conscience-stricken and

heart-stricken, I stretched out ni}' aims, seeking for iny

one sole auxiliaiy ; that was my eldest sister Mary ; for

mv vounser sister Jane was a mere infant. Blindlv and

mechanically, I stretched out my arms as if to arrest her

attention ; and giving utterance to my laboring thoughts,

I was beginning to speak, when all at once I became

Bensible that Mary was not there. I had heard a step

behind me, and supposed it hers: since the groo ii's

ready acceptance of my letter to her had pre-occupied

me with the belief that I should see her in a few mo-

ments. But she was far away, on a mission of anxious,

sisterly love. Immediately after my elo[)ement, an ex-

press had been sent off to the Priory from JNIanchester ;

this express, well mounted, had not spent more than four

hours on the road. He must have passed me on my
first day's walk ; and, within an hour after his ari-ival,

came a communication from the post-olRcc, explaining

the nature and value of the letter that had been so

v'exatiously thrust into my hands. Alarm spread through
the Priory : for it must be confessed that the coincidence

of my elopement with this certified delivery of the letter

U) myself, gave but ioo reasonable grounds for connect-
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mg the two incidents. I was grateful to dear Mary for

resisting such strong plausibilities against me ; and yet

I could not feel entitled to complain of those who had

not resisted. The probability seemed that I mvist liavo

violated the 'aws to some extent, either by forgery or

by fi-andulent appropriation. In either case, the most

eligible course seemed to be my instant expatriation.

France (ihis being the year of peace) or Holland would

offer the best asylum until the affair should be settled ;

and, as there could be no anxieties in an)'' quarter as to

the main thing concerned in the issue— viz., the money— in any case there was no reason to fear a vindictive

pursuit, even on the worst assumption as regarded the

offence. An elderly gentleman, long connected with the

family, and in many cases an agent for the guardians,

at this moment offered his services as counsellor and

protector to my sister jNIary. Two hours therefore from

the arrival of the Manchester express (who, starting

about 11 A. M., had reached Chester at 3 r. m.), all the

requisite steps having been concerted with one of the

Chester banks for getting letters of credit, etc., a car-

riage-and-four was at the Priory^ gate, into which stepped

my sister Mary^, with one female attendant and her

friendly escort. And thus, the same day on which I

had made my exit from Mr. Lawson's s^aw the chase

after me commencing. Sunset saw the pursuers crossing

,he IMersey, and trotting into Liverpool. Thence to

Ormskirk, thirteen miles, and thence to proud Preston,

nbout twenty more. Within a trifle, these t'ree stages

make fifty miles ; and so much did my chasers, that

pursued when no man fled, accomplish before sleeping.

On the next day, long and long before the time when J,
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in my hmnble pedestrian character, reached Chester, my
sister's party had reached Ambleside— ilistaut about

niuety two miles from Liverpool, consequently some-

where about a hundred and seven miles from the Priory.

This chasing party, ynth good reason, snp|>osed them-

selves to be on my traces ever after reaching
"
proud

Preston." which is the point of contiaeuce for the

Liverpool and Manchester roads northwards. For I

mvself, bavins' orisinallv planned mv route for the

English lakes, purposely suffered some indications of

that plan to remain behind me, in the hope of thus

giving a false direction to any pursuit that might be at-

tempted-

The further coarse of this chase was disagreeably

made known to me about four years later, on attaining

my majority, by a ~
little account

"
of about £150 against

my little patrimonial fortune. Of all the letters from the

Priory (which, however, from natural oversight were

not thought of until the day after my own arrival at

the Priory
— i. e., the third day after my sister's depar-

ture;, not one caught them : which was unfortunate. For

the journey to and from the lakes, together with a circuit

of more than one hundred and fifty miles amongst the

lakes, would at any rate have run up to nearly four

hundred miles. But it happened that my pursuers not

having time to sift such intelligence as they received,

were misled into an excursus of full two hundred miles

more, by chasing an imaginary
** me "

to the caves, thence

to Bolton Abbey, thence nearly to York, Altogether,

the journey amounterl to above six hundred miles, all

performed with four horses- Now at that time the cost

of four horses— which in the cheapest hay and corx
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looked with so much liopefiilness for a sure and rapid

restoration to liealtli, was even more potont than I had

snpposed it. Literally irresistible it seemed in reoi-<xan-

izi'.i;,^
the system of my laiigiiishiiig powers. Impatient,

tlierefore, under the absence of my sister, and auitated

eveiy hour so
]oii;i^ as my home wanted its central charm

in some household countenance, some o-vyTf)o4>ov o;j/za,

beaming with perfect sympathy, I resolved to avail my-
self of those wild mountainous and sylvan attractions

which at present lay nearest to me. Those parts, indeed,

of Flintshiie, or even of Denbighshire, which lay near to

Chester, were not in any very eminent sense attractive.

Tlie vale of Gressford, for instance, within the Flintshiie

border, and yet not more than seven miles distant,

ofTered a lovely little seclusion ; an<l to this I had u

privileged access ; and at first I tried it ; but it was a

dressed and ornamented jdeasure-ground ; and two ladies

of some distinction, nearly related to each other, and old

friends of my mother, were in a manner the ladies para-

mount within the ring fence of this Arcadian vale. But

this did not offer what I wanted. Everything was ele-

gant, polished, quiet, throughout the huvns and groves

of this verdant retreat: no rudeness was allowed here;

even the little brooks were trained to " behave them-

selves;" and the two villas of the reigning ladies (Mrs.

Warrinfrton and Mrs. Parrv) showed the perfection of

good taste. For both ladies had cultivated a taste for

painting, and I believe some executive jiower. Here

my introductions were rather too favorable; since lliey

forced me into societ}'. From Gressford. however, the

character of the scene, consiilered as a daily residence,

yery soon repelled me, however otherwise fascinating bv
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llie accomplisliments of its two possessors. Just two-

ixud-twciity miles from Chester, meantime, lay a far

grander scene, the fine vale of Llangollen in the centre of

Denbighshire. Here, also, the presiding residents were

two ladies, whose romantic retirement from the world at

an early age had attracted for many years a general
interest to their persons, habits, and opinions. These

ladies were Irish— Miss Ponsonby, and Lady Eleanor

Butler, a sister of Lord Ormond. I had twice been

formally presented to them by persons of rank to stamp
a value upon this introdnction. But naturallv, thonirh

high-bred courtesy concealed any such open expressions

of feeling, they must have felt a very slight interest in

myself or my opinions.* I grieve to say that my own

feelings were not more ardent towards them. Never-

theless, I presented myself at their cottage as often as I

passed through Llangollen ; and was always courteously

received when they happened to be in the conn try.

However, as it was not ladies that I was seeking in "Wales,

I now pushed on to Carnarvonshire ; and for some weeks

*It is wortliy of notice tliat, when I, in this year 1802, and a^ain ia

after years, endeavored to impress them favorably witli rej;;ard to

Wtirds\vortlj as a ]ioet (that subject having not been introduced by my-
self, but by one of the ladies, who happened to have a Cambridge
friend intinnUe wit!i tlie man, and perhaps with his works), neither of

llieni was disposed to look witli any interest or licrefuluess upon \\\s

pretensions. IJut, at a period iunj^ subsequent to this, when the House

of Comnums had run-jj with apphiuse on Serj^cant Taifourd's menlion

of his name, and when all .\merii-an tom-ists of any distinctinn Ihicked

annually to Kydal iMouut, M'ordswoi th's own poems be. r witness that

t ;;reat revolution had been work'^d at I.lan.;;()i;i;n. I mention this

aneirdote, becau e I have j^ood reason to think tliat a large proporlion

»,f the "
conversions "

iu the case of Wordsworth took place under the

tarns iufluencc
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took a very miniature suite of rooms— viz., one room

and a closet— at Bungor.

TKOJI AVALES TO LONDON.''*

There were already, even in those days tf 1802, nu-

merous inns, erected at reasonable distance* from each

other, for the accommodation of tourists: and no sort of

disgrace attached iu AVales, as too generally upon the

great roads of England, to the pedestrian style of travel-

ling. Indeed, the majority of those whom I met as fel-

low-tourists in the (piiet litde cottage-parlors of the

Welsh posting-houses were pedestrian travellers. All

Ihe way from Shrewsbury through Llangollen, Llanrwst,*

Conway, Bangor, then turning to the left at right angles

through Carnarvon, and so on to Dolgelly (the chi-if

town of Merionethshire), Tan-y-BwlcIi, Harlech, Bai •

mouth, and through the sweet solitudes of Cai-diganshire,

or turning back sharply towaids the English border

through the gorgeous wood scenery of Montgomery-

s\\\ve — everywhere at intermitting distances of twelve

to sixteen miles, I found the most comfortable inns. One

feature indeed of repose in all this chain of solitary rost-

inir-houses— viz., the fiict that none of them rose above

two stories in hei<rht— was due to the modest scale on

which the travelling system of the Principality had

moulded itself in correspondence to the calls of England,

which then (but be it remembered this f/ien was in 1802,

a year of peace) threw a very small proportion of her

.'ast migratory population annually into this sequestered

* " IJanrwsl:" — 'Hiis is an alarming wonl for the eye ;
one vowc.

to what the English eye counts as seven consoiiauts: but it is eauilj

pronounced as TlanrooU.
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channel. No huge Babylonian centres of commerce

towered into the clouds on these sweet sylvan routes :

no hurricanes of haste, or fever-stricken armies of horses

and flying chariots, tormented the echoes in these moun-

tain recesses. And it has often struck me that a world-

wearied man, who sought for the peace of monasteries

separated from their gloomy captivity,
—

peace and

silence such as theirs combined with the large liberty of

nature,— could not do better than revolve amongst these

modest inns in the live northern Welsh counties of Den-

bigh, Montgomery, Carnarvon, Merioneth, and Cardigan.

Sleeping, fn- instance, and breakfasting at Carnarvon ;

then, by an easy nine-mile walk, going forwards to din-

ner at Bangor, thence to Aber— nine miles; or to

Llanbei'ris ; and so on forever, accomplishing seventy

to ninety or one hundred miles in a week. This, upon
actual experiment, and for week after week, I found the

most deliiihtful of lives. Here was the eternal motion

of winds and rivers, or of the Wandering Jew liberated

from the persecution which compelled him to move, and

turned his breezy freedom into a killing captivity.

Happier life I cannot imagine than this vagrancy, if the

weather were but tolerable, through endless successions

of changing beauty, and towards evening a courteous

welcome in a [iretty rustic home — that having all tho

Uixuries of a fine hotel (in particular some luxuries* tliat

are almost sacred to Alpine regions), was at the same

lime liberated from the inevitable accompaniments of

eUL-h hotels ill great cities or at great travelling stations

—
viz., the tumu'.t and uproar.

* But a luxiiiy of anotlier class, and quite peculiar to Wales, was

iu thofc days (I hope iu these) the "Welsh harp, iu attendance at every
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Life on this model was but too rleliglitfiil ; and to ray-

self especially, that am never thoroughly in health un-

less when having pedestrian exercise to the extent of

nfteen miles at the most, and eiglit to ten miles at the

least. Living thus, a man earned his daily enjoyment.

But what did it cost ? About half-a-guinea a-day : whilst

my boyish allowance was not a third of this. The fla-

grant health, health boiling over in fiery rapture, which

ran along, side by side, with exercise on this scale, whilst

all the while from morning to nii>ht I was inhalinij

mountain air, soon passed into a hateful scourge. Per-

quisites to servants and a bed would have absorbed the

whole of my weekly guinea. My policy therefore was,

if the autumnal air were warm enough, to save this ex-

pense of a bed and the chambermaid by sleeping amongst
ferns or furze upon a hillside; and perhaps with a cloak

of sufficient ioei(jht as well as comjiass, or an Arab's bur-

noose, this would have been no great hardship. But

then in the daytime what an oppressive biu'den to carry

So perhaps it was as well that I had no cloak at all. I

did, however, for some weeks try the ])lan of carrying a

canvas tent manufactured by myself, and not larger

than an ordinary umbrella: but to pitch this securely

I found diincult; and on windy nights it became a troub-

lesome companion. As winter drew near, this bivouack-

ing system became too dangerous to attempt. Still one

may bivouac decently, barring rain and wind, up to the

end of October. And I counted, on the whole, that in a

fortnight I spent nine nights abroad. There are, as

perhaps the reader knows by experience, no jaguars in

Wales — nor pumas— nor anacondas — nor (generally

speaking) any Thugs. What I feared most, bat perhapg
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only through ignorance of zoology, was, lest, whilst my
sleeping face was upturned to the stars, some one of the

many little Brahminical-looking cows on the Cambriaa

hills, one or other, might poach her foot into the centre

of my face. I do not suppose any fixed hostility of that

nature to English faces in Welsh cows : but everywhere
I observe in the feminine mind something of beautiful

caprice, a lloral exuberance of that charming wilful-

ness which characterizes our dear human sisters I fear

through all worlds. Against Thugs I had Juvenal's

license to be careless in the emptiness of my pockets

{cantabit vacuus* coram latrone viator). But I fear

that Juvenal's license will not always hold water.

There are people bent upon cudgelling one who will

persist in excusing one's having nothing but a bad shil-

ling in one's purse, \vithout reading in that Juvenalian

vacuitas any privilege or license of exemption from the

general fate of travellers that intrude upon the solitude

of robbers.

Dr. Johnson, upon some occasion, which I have for-

gotten, is represented by his biographers as accounting
for an undeserving person's success in these terms :

"
Why, I suppose that his nonsense suited their non-

sense." Can that be the humiliating solution of my own

colloquial success at this time in Carnarvonshire inns ?

Do not suggest such a thought, most courteous reader.

No matter : won in whatsoever way, success is success ;

* " Vacuics: " -- 1 am afraid, though many a year ha^ passed since

last I read Juvenal, that the true classical sense of vacuus is, careless,

clearfrom alt burden of anxiety, so that vacuitas will be the result ol

.mmunjty from robbers*. But suffer me to understand it in the sense

offreefrom the burden ofproperty, \z which sense vacuitas would b«

the ca*ue of such an immunity.
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and even nonsense, if it is to be victorious nonsense, —
victorious over the fatal habit of yawning in those who

listen, and in some cases over the habit of disputing,
—

must involve a deeper art or more effective secret of

power than is easily attained. Nonsense, in fact, is a

very difficult thing. Not every seventh son of a seventh

son (to use Milton's words) is equal to the task of keep-

ing and maintaining a company of decent men in ortho-

dox nonsense for a matter of two hours. Come from

what fountain it may, all talk that succeeds to the ex-

tent of raising a wish to meet the talker again, must

contain salt ; must be seasoned with some flavoring ele-

ment pungent enough to neutralize the natural tenden-

cies of all mixed conversation, not vigilantly tended, to

lose itself in insipidities and platitudes. Above all

things, I shunned, as I would shun a pestilence, Coler-

idge's capital error, which through life he practised, of

keeping the audience in a state of passiveness. Unjust
this was to others, but most of all to himself. This

eternal stream of talk which never for one instant inter-

mitted, and allowed no momentary opportunity of reac-

tion to the persecuted and baited auditor, was absolute

ruin to the interests of the talker himself. Always pas-

sive— always acted upon, never allowed to react, into

what state did the poor afflicted listener— he that played
the role of listener— collapse ? He returned home in

the exhausted condition of one that has been drawn up

just before death from the bottom of a well occupied by
foul gases ; and, of course, hours before he had reached

that perilous point of depression, he had lost all power of

distinguishing, understanding, or connecting. I, for my
part, without needing to think of the unamiable arro-
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gance involved in such a habit, simply on principles of

deadliest selfishness, should have avoided thus incapaci-

tating my hearer from doing any justice to the rhetoric

or the aroument with which I miijht address him.

Some great advantages I had for colloquial purposes,

and for engaging the attention of people wiser than

myself. Ignorant I was in a degree past all imagination

of daily life— even as it exists in England. But, on the

other hand, having the advantage of a prodigious mem-

ory, and the far greater advantage of a logical instinct

for feeling in a moment the secret analogies or parallel-

isms that connected things else apparently remote, I en-

joyed these two peculiar gifts for conversation : first, an

inexhaustible fertility of topics, and therefore of resources

for illustrating or for varying any subject that chance or

purpose suggested ; secondly, a prematurely awakened

sense of art applied to conversation. I had learned the

use of vigilance in evading with civility the approach of

wearisome discussions, and in impressing, quietly and

oftentimes imperceptibly, a new movement upon dia-

logues that loitered painfully, or see-sawed unprofitably.

That it was one function of art to hide and mask itself

{artis est artem celare), this I well knew. Neither was

there much art required. The chief demand was for new

facts, or new views, or for views newly-colored impress-

ing novelty upon old facts. To throw in a little of the

mysterious every now and then was useful, even with

those that by temperament were averse to the myste-

rious ; pointed epigrammatic sayings and je^ts
— even

somewhat worn — were useful ;
a seasonable quotation

in verse was always effective ; and illustrative anecdotes

lififuscd a grace over the whole movement of the dia-
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logue. It would have been coxcombry to practise any
elaborate or any conspicuous art : few and simple were

any artifices that I ever employed ; but, being hidden

and seasonable, they were often effective. And the whole

result was, that I became exceedingly popular within

mj' narrow circle of friends. This circle was necessarily

a fluctuating one, since it was mainly composed of

tourists that happened to linger for a few weeks in or

near Snowdonia, making their headquarters at Bethgel-
lert or Carnarvon, or at the utmost roaming no farther

than the foot of Cader Idris. Amongst these fugitive

members of our society, I recollect with especial pleasure

Mr. De Haren, an accomplished young German, who

held, or had held, the commission of lieutenant in our

British navy, but now, in an interval of peace, was

seeking to extend his knowledge of England, and also

of the English language ; though in that, as regarded
the fullest comrnand of it colloquially, he had little, in-

deed, to learn. From him it was that I obtained my
first lessons in German, and my first acquaintance with

German literature. Paul Richter I then first heard of,

together with Hippel, a humorist admired by Kant, and

flamann, also classed as a humorist, but a nondescript

writer, singularly obscure, whom I have never since seen

in the hands of any Englishman, except once of Sir Wil-

liam Hamilton. With all these writers Mr. De Haren

had the means of making me usefully acquainted in the

small portable library which filled one of his trunks.

But the most stationary members of this semi-literary

circle were Welshmen ; two of them lawyers, one a clergy-

man. This last had been regularly educated at Oxford

«— as a member of Jesus (the Welsh college)
—and was
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a mau of extensive information. The lawyers had not

enjoyed the same advantages, but they had read diligent-

ly, and were interesting companions. "Wales, as is pretty
well known, breeds a population somewhat litigious. I

do not think the worse of them for that. The martial

Butlers and the heroic Talbots of the fifteenth century,

having no regular opening for their warlike fury in the

seventeenth century, took to quarrelling with each other ;

and no letters are more bitter than those which to this

day survive from the hostile correspondence of the

brother* Talbots contemporary with the last days of

Shakespeare. One channel being closed against their

martial propensities, naturally, they opened such others

as circumstances made available. This temper, widely

spread amongst the lower classes of the Welsh, made it

a necessity that the lawyers should itinerate on market

days through all the principal towns in their districts.

In those towns continually I met them ; and continually
we renewed our literary friendship.

Meantime alternately I sailed upon the high-priced
and the low-priced tack. So exceedingly cheap were

provisions at that period, when the war taxation of Mr.
Pitt was partially intermitting, that it was easy beyond
measure upon any three weeks' expenditure, by living
with cottagers, to save two guineas out of the three.

Mr. De Haren assured me that even in an inn, and not

in a poor man's cottage (but an unpretending rustic

.iin, where the mistress of the house took upon herself

the function of every possible servant in turn— cook,

waiter, chambermaid, boots, ostler), he had passed a day

* See especially in the book written by Sir Egerton Brydges (I fcr

set the title) on the Peerage in the reign of Jaines I.
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or two ; and for what he considered a really elegant

dinner, as regarded everything except the table equipage

(that being rude and coarse), he had paid only sixpence.

This very inn, about ten or twelve miles south of Dol-

gelly, I myself visited some time latei ; and I found Mr.

De Haren's account in all points confirmed ; the sole

drawback upon the comfort of the visitor being, that the

fuel was chiefly of green wood, and with a chimney that

smoked. I suffered so much under this kind of smoke,

which irritates and inflames the eyes more than any

other, that on the following day reluctantly I took leave

of that obliging pluralist the landlady, and really felt

myself blushing on settling the bill, until I bethought
me of the green wood, which, upon the whole, seemed

to balance the account. I could not then, nor can I now,

account for these preposterously low prices; which same

prices, strange to say, ruled (as AVordsworth and his

sister often assured me) among the same kind of scenery— i. e., amongst the English lakes— at the very same

time. To account for it, as people often do, by alleging

the want of markets for agricultural produce, is crazy

political economy ; since the remedy for paucity of

markets, and consequent fliilure of competition, is, cer-

tainly not to sell at losing rates, but to forbear producing,
and consequently not to sell at all.

*

* Thirteen years later— viz., in the year of Waterloo— happening
to walk through the whole principality from south to north, beginning
at Cardiff, and ending at Bangor, I turned aside about twenty-five
miles to inquire after the health of mj' excellent hostess, that deter-

mined pluralist and intense antipole of all possible sinecurists. I

found her cleaning a pair of boots and spurs, and purposing (I rather

think) to enter next upon the elegant office of greasing a horse's heels

m that design, however, she was thwarted for the present by myself
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So cheap in fact were all provisions, which one had

liny chance of meeting with in a hiboring man's house,
that I found it ditficult under such a roof to spend six-

pence a day. Tea or coffee there was none ; and I did

not at that pei-iod very much care for either. Milk, with

bread (coarse, but more agreeable by much than the in-

sipid wliitij-gray bread of towns), potatoes if one wished,
and also a little goat's, or kid's flesh— these composed
the cottager's choice of viands ; not luxurious, but pala-

table enough to a person who took much exercise.

And, if one wished, fresh-water fish could be had cheap

and another tourist who claimed her services in three or four other

characters previously. I inquired after the chimney — was it still

smoking V She seemed surprised that it had ever been suspected of

anything criminal; so, as it was not a season for tires, I said no more.

But I saw plenty of green wood, and but a small proportion of peats.
I fear, therefore, that this, the state room of the whole concern still, poi-
sons the peace of the unhappy tourists. One personal indemnification,

meantime, I must mention which this little guilty room made to me on
that same night for all the tears it had caused me to shed. It hap-

pened that there was a public dance held at this inn on this very night.
I therefore retired early into my bedroom, having had so long a walk,
and not wishing to annoy the company, or the excellent landlady,
who had, I daresay, to play the fiddle to the dancers. The noise and

uproar were almost insupportable ; so that I could not sleep at all.

At three o'clock all became silent, the company having departed in a

l>ody. Suddenly from the little parlor, separated from my bedroom
overhead by the slightest and most pervious of ceilings, arose with the

rising dawn the very sweetest of female voices perhaps that ever I

had heard, although for many years an habitue of the opera. She
waa a stranger; a visitor from some distance; and (I was told in the

morning) a Methodist. What she sang, or at least sang last, were the

beautiful verses of Shirlej', ending—
"
Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet, and blossom in the dust."

fhis incident caused me to forget and forgive the wicked Jittle chim-

»ey.
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enoiigh ; especially trout of the very finest qnality. Ir

these circumstances, I never found it easy to spend even

five shillings (no, not three shillings, unless whortleber-

ries or fish had been bought) in one week. And thus

it was easy enough to create funds for my periodical

transmigrations back into the character of gentleman-

tourist.

.... About this time — just when it was becoming

daily more difficult to eke out the weekly funds for high-

priced inns by the bivouacking system
— as if some

overmastering fiend, some instinct of migration, sorrow-

ful but irresistible, were driving me forth to wander like

the unhappy lo of the Grecian mythus, some oestrum of

hidden persecution that bade my fly when no man pur-

sued ;
not in false hope, for my hopes whispered but

a doubtful chance, not in reasonable fear, for all was

sweet pastoral quiet and autumnal beauty around me,

suddenly I took a fierce resolution to sacrifice my weekly

allowance, to slip my anchor, and to throw myself in

desperation upon London. Not to make the case more

frantic than it really was, let the reader remember what

it was that I found gi-ievous in my present position, and

ipon what possibilities it was that I relied for bettering

it. With a more extended knowledge of life than I at

that time had, it would not have been so hopeless a

speculation for a boy, having my accomplishments, to

launch himself on the boundless ocean of London. I

possessed attainments that bore a money value. For

mstance, as a ''Reader" to the Press in the field of

Greek re-publications, I might perhaps have earned a

Vivelihood. But these chances, which I really had, never

occurred to me in the light of useful resources ; or, to
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«peak the truth, they were unknown to me ; and those,

which I cliiefly relied on, were most unlikely to prove

available. But what, meantime, was it that I com-

plained of in the life that I was at present living? It

was this ; the dilemma proposed to my choice was—
that if I would— positively would— have society, I

must live at inns. But if I reconciled myself to a quiet

stationary abode in some village or hamlet, in that case

for me, so transcendently careless about diet, my weekly

guinea would have procured all that I wanted ; and in

some houses the advantage, quite indispensable to my
comfort, of a private sitting-room. Yet even here the

expense was most needlessly enhanced by the aristocratic

luxuriousness of our English system, which presumes it

impossible for a gentleman to sleep in his sitting-room.

On this footing, however, T might perhaps have com-

manded clean and comfortable accommodations in some

respectable families, to whom my noiseless habits, and

my respectful courtesy to women, would have recom-

mended me as a desirable inmate. But the deadly

drawback on this scheme was — the utter want of access

to books, or (generally speaking) to any intellectual in-

tercourse. I languished all the day through, and all the

week through
— with nothing whatever, not so much as

the county newspaper once in seven days to relieve my
mortal ennui.

I. have told the reader how inexplicably cheap was

the life in poor men's cottages. But this did not affect

the prices at the first-class hotels, where onl} T had any
chance of meeting society. Those, and chiefly on the

plea that the season was so brief, charged London prices.

To meet such prices, it would no longer be possible, as
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winter came on, to raise one-half the funds by passing

half the time in a less costly mode. There was an end

of any feasible plan for interleaving days of hardship

with days of ease and intellectual luxury. Meantime,

whilst this perplexity was resounding in one ear, in the

other were continually echoing the kind offers of my
Welsh friends, especially the two lawyers, to furnish me
with any money which I might think necessary for my
visit to London. Twelve guineas, at length, I men-

tioned as j)robably enough. This they lent me on the

spot. And now, all at once, I was— ready for Lon-

don.

My farewell to the Principality was in the same un-

assuming character of pedestrian tourist as that in which

I had entered it. Impedimenta of any kind— that is,

the encumbrances of horse or baggage
— I had none

even to the last. Where I pleased, and when I pleased,

I could call a halt. My last halt of any duration was

at Oswestry ; mere accident carried me thither, and ac-

cident very naturally in so small a town threw me across

the path of the very warmest amongst my Welsh friends,

who, as it turned out, resided there. He, by mere coer-

cion of kindness, detained me for several days; for de-

nial he would not take. Being as yet unmarried, he

could not vivify the other attractions of his most hospi-

table abode by the reinforcement of female society. His

own, however, coming recommended as it did by the

graces of a youthful frankness and a kindling intellect,

was all-sufficient for the beguiling of the longest day.

This Welsh friend was one of many whom I have

crossed in life, chained by early accident or by domestic

oecessity to the calls of a professional service, whilst all
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Ae while his whole nature, wild and refractory, ran

headlong into intellectual channels that could not be

trained into reconciliation with his hourly duties. His

library was already large, and as select as under the or-

dinary chances of provincial book-collection could be

reasonably expected. For generally one-half, at the

least, of a young man's library in a provincial town may
be characterized as a mere dropping or deposition from

local accidents, a casual windfall of fruits stripped and

strewed by the rough storms of bankruptcy. In many
cases, again, such a provincial library will represent sim-

ply that part of the heavy baggage which many a family,

on removing to some distant quarter, has shrunk from

the cost of transporting, books being amongst the heav-

iest of household goods. Sometimes also, though more

rarely, it happens that an ancient family dying out, hav-

ing unavoidably left to executors the duty of selling

ever}' cliattel attached to its ancient habits of life, sud-

denly with meteoric glare there emerges from its hiding

place of centuries some great jewel of literature, a First

Folio of the 1623 Shakspere, an uncastrated Decame-

rone, or other dazzling KeifxrjXLov. And thus it is that a

large provincial library, though naturally and peacefully

accumulated, yet sometimes shows mute evidence of con-

vulsions and household tragedies ; speaks iis if by records

of storms, and through dim mementoes of half-forgotten

shipwrecks. Real shipwrecks present often such inco-

herent libraries on the floors of the hungry sea. Mag-
nificent is the library that sleeps unvexed by criticism at

the bottom of the ocean, Indian or Atlantic, from the

mere annual contributions and keepsakes, the never end-

ing Forget-me-nots of mighty English Indiamen. The
27
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Halsewell, with its sad parting between the captain and

his dauirhters, the Grosvenor, the Winterton, the Aber-

gaveniiy, and scores of vessels on the same scale, with

populations varying by births, deaths, and marriages,

populations large as cities, and rich as gold m lies, capa-

ble of factions and rebellions, all and each have liberally

patronized, by the gift of many Large-Paper copies, that

vast submarine Bodleian, which stands in f;ir less risk

from fire than the insolent Bodleian of the upper world.

This private Oswestry library wore something of the

same wild tumultuary aspect, ftintastic and disordinate,

but was not for that reason the less attractive ; every-

thing was there that you never expected to meet any-

where, b It certainly not to meet in company ; so that,

what between the library and the mercurial conversation

of its proprietor, elated by the rare advantage of frater-

nal sympathy, I was in danger of finding attractions

strong enough to lay me asleep over the proprieties of

the case, or even to set me a-dreaming over imaginary

cases. In fact, I had some excuse for doing so ; since I

knew very imperfectly the common routine of my friend's

life ; and from his lofty Castilian sense of the obligations

imposed by the great goddess Hospitality, I never should

have been suiFered to guess at the extent in which I was

now gradually and unconsciously coming daily into col-

ision with the regular calls upon his time. To ride off,

under mask of "business," upon a circuit of a week,

would, in his eyes, have been virtually, as regards the

result, meanly and evasively, as regards the mode, to

turn me out of his house. He would sooner have died.

But in the meantime an accident, which revealed to me

the true state of things, or at least revealed a suspicioq
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l>f it, all at once armed my sense of delicacy against any
further lingering. Suddenly and peremptorily I an-

nounced my departure— that and the mode of it. For
a long time he fought with unaffected zeal against my
purpose, as nowise essential to his own free action. But
at last, seeing that I was in earnest, he forebore to op-

pose my plan, contenting himself with guiding and im-

proving its details. My plan had been, to walk over the

border into England, as far as Shrewsbury (distant from

Oswestry, I think, about eighteen miles), and there to

ascend any of the heavy stages which would convey me

cheaply to Birmingham— the grand focus to which all

the routes of England in its main central area converge.

Any such plan moved on the assumption that rain would
be falling steadily and heavily

— a reasonable assumption
at the close of November. But, in the possible event

of fair weather lasting over four or five days, what should

prevent me from traversing the whole distance on foot?

It is true, that the aristocratic scowl of the landlord

might be looked for as a customary salutation at the

close of each day's journey ; but, unless at solitary post-

ing-houses, this criminal fact of having advanced by base

pedestrian methods, known only to patriarchs of older

days and to modern "
tramps

"
(so they are called in

solemn acts of Parliament), is easily expiated and

cleansed, by distributing your dust, should you fortu-

nately have any to show, amongst the streets that you
have invaded as a stranger. Happily the scandal of

pedestrianism is in one respect more hopefi lly situated

than that of scrofula or leprosy ; it is not in any case

written in your face. The man who is guilty of pedes-

trianism, on entering any town whatever, by the simp^.e
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artifice of diving into the crowds of those untainted by
that guilt, will emerge, for all practical purposes, washed

and re-baptized. The landlord, indeed, of any one inn

knows that you did not reach him on horseback, or in a

carriage ; but you may have been visiting for weeks at

the house of some distinguished citizen, whom it might
be dangerous to offend ; and you may even be favorably

known at some other inn. Else, as a general imputa-

tion, undoubtedly pedestrianism, in the estimate of Eng-
lish landlords, carries with it the most awful shadow and

shibboleth of the pariah. My Welsh friend knew this,

and sti*ongly urged me to take advantage of the public

carriages, both on that motive and others. A journey

of a hundi'ed and eighty miles, as a pedestrian, would

cost me nine or ten days ; for which extent the mere

amount of expenses at inns would more than defray the

fare of the dearest carriage. To this there was no sound

reply,'except that corresponding expenses would arise,

at any rate, on these nine or ten days, wherever I might
be— in London, or on the road. However, as it seemed

ungracious to offer too obstinate a resistance to susfges-

tions prompted so entirely by consideration for my own

comfort, I submitted to my friend's plan in all its details ;

one being that I should go by the Holyhead Mail, and

not by any of the heavy coaches. This stipulation

pointed to a novel feature in the machinery of travelling

just then emerging. The light coaches charged almost

mail prices. But the heavy coaches were at that time

beginning to assume a new and dreadful form. Loco-

motion was so prodigiously on the increase, that, in

order to meet its demands, the old form of coach (carry-

jig at most six insides) was exchanging itself, on al"
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great roads, for a long, boat-like vehicle, very much re-

Bembling our modern detestable omnibus, but without

our modern improvements. This carriage was called a
"
long coach" and the passengers, twelve or fourteen in-

sides, sat along the sides ; and, as ventilation was little

regarded in those days
— the very existence of an at-

mosphere being usually ignored
— it followed that the

horrors of Governor Holwell's black cage at Calcutta

was every night I'epeated, in smaller proportions, upon

every great English road. It was finally agreed that I

should leave Oswestry on foot, simply with a view to

the best enjoyment of the lovely weather ; but that, as

the mail passed through Oswestry, my friend should se-

cure a place for me the whole way to London, so as to

shut out competitors.

The day on which I left Oswestry (convoyed for

nearly five miles by my warm hearted friend) was a day
of golden sunshine amongst the closing days of Novem-

ber. As truly as Jessica's moonlight (" Merchant of

Venice "), this golden sunshine might be said to sleep

ujjon the woods and the fields ; so awful was the universal

silence, so profound the death-like stillness. It was a

day belonging to a brief and pathetic season of flirewell

summer resurrection, which, under one name or other, is

known almost evei-ywhere. In North America it is called

the " Indian Summer." In North Germany and Midland

Germany it is called the " Old Wives' Summer," and

more rarely the " Girls' Summer." It is that last brief

resurrection of summer in its most brilliant .memorials, a

resurrection that has no root in the past, nor stead}-^ hold

upon the future, like the lambent and fitful gleams from

an expiring lamp, mimicking what is called tlie
"
light-
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ning before death
"
in sick patients, when close upon their

end. There is the feeling of a conflict that has been

going on between the lingering powers of summer and

the strengthening powers of winter, not unlike that

which moves by antagonist forces in some deadly in-

flammation hurrying forwards through fierce struggles
into the final repose of mortification. For a time the

equilibrium has been maintained between the hostile

forces ; but at last the antagonism is overthrown
; the

victory is accomplished for the powers that fight on the

side of death ; simultaneously with the conflict, the pain
of conflict has departed ; and thenceforward the gentle

process of collapsing life, no longer fretted by counter-

movements, slips away with holy peace into the noise-

less deeps of the Infinite. So sweet, so ghostly, in its

soft, golden smiles silent as a dream, and quiet as the

dying trance of a saint, fiided through all its stages this

departing day, along the whole length of which I bade

farewell for many a year to Wales, and farewell to sum-

mer. In the very aspect and the sepulchral stillness of

the motionless day, as solemnly it wore away through

morning, noontide, afternoon, to meet the darkness that

was hurrying to swallow up its beauty, I had a fantastic

feeling as though I read the very language of resigna-

tion when bending before some irresistible agency.
And at intervals I heard— in how different a key !

—•

the raving, the everlasting uproar of that dreadful me-

tropolis, which at every step was coming nearer, and

beckoning (as it seemed) to myself for purposes as dim,
for issues as incalculable, as the path of cannon-shota

fired at random and in darkness.

It was not late, but it was at least two hours afteJ
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nightfall, when I reached Shrewsbury. Was 1 not lia-

ble to the suspicion of pedestrianism ? Certainly I

was : but, even if my criminality had been more une-

quivocally attested than it could be under the circum-

stances, still there is a locus penitent i(s in such a case.

Surely a man may repent of any crime ; and therefore

of pedestrianism. I might have erred ; and a court of

pie poiidre (dusty foot) might have found the evidences

of my crime on my shoes. Yet secretly I might be

forming good resolutions to do so no more. Certainly

it looked like this, when I announced myself as a pas-

senger
" booked "

for that night's mail. This character

at once installed me as rightfully a guest of the inn,

however profligate a life I might have previously led as

a pedestrian. Accordingly I was received with special

courtesy ; and it so happened that I was received with

something even like pomp. Four wax-lights carried be-

fore me by obedient mutes, these were but ordinary hon-

ors, meant (as old exiierience had instructed me) for the

first engineering step towards effecting a lodgment upon
the stranger's purse. In fact the wax-lights are used by

innkeepers, both abroad and at home, to "
try the range

of their guns." If the stranger submits quietly, as a good

anti-pedestrian ought surely to do, and fires no counter

gun by way of protest, then he is recognized at once as

passively within range, and amenable to oi'ders. I have

always looked upon this fine of five or seven shillings

(for wax that you do not absolutely need) as a sort of

inaugural honorarium entrance-money, what in jails

ased to be known as smart money, proclaiming me to be

a man comme ilfaut ; and n j toll in this world of tolls

do I pay so cheerfully. This, meantime, as I have saidi
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was too customary a form to confer much distinction.

The wax-lights, to use the magnificent Grecian phrase

eTTo/iTTeue, moved pompously before me, as the holy,

holy fire, bhe inextinguishable fire and its golden hearth,

moved before Csdsar
, semper Augustus, when he made

his official or ceremonial avatars. Yet still this moved

along the ordinary channels of glorification: it rolled

along ancient grooves : I might say, indeed, like one of

the twelve Caesai-s when dying, Ut pulo, JDeus Jio (It's

my private opinion that at this very moment I am turn-

ing into a god), but still the metamorphosis was not

complete. T/iat was accomplished when I stepped into

the sumptuous room allotted to me. It was a ball-

room* of noble proportions
—

lighted, if I chose to

issue orders, by three gorgeous chandeliers, not basely

wrapped up in paper, but sparkling through all their

thickets of crystal branches, and flashing back the soft

rays of my tall waxen lights. There were, moreover,

two orchestras, which money would have filled within

thirty minutes. And, upon the whole, one thing only

was wanting
—

viz., a throne— for the completion of

my apotheosis.

It might be seven p. m. when first I entered upon my
kingdom. About three hours later I rose from, my
chair, and with considerable interest looked out into the

night. For nearly two hours I had heard fierce winds

arising ; and the whole atmosphere had, by this time,

* " It tvas a ball-room :
" — The explanation of the case was simply,

that the hotel was under some extensive process of purification, adorn-

ment, and, I believe, extension : and under the accident of being my-

self on that particular night the sole visitor of the house, I slipped

anavoidably into the honors of a semi-regal reception.
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become one vast laboratory of hostile movements in all

directions. Such a chaos, such a distracting wilder-

ness of dim sights, and of those awful "• sounds that

live in darkness
"
(Wordsworth's

"
Excursion,") never

had I consciously witnessed. Rightly, and by a true in-

stinct, had I made my farewell adieus to summer. All

through the day, Wales and her grand mountain ranges— Penmaenmawr, Snowdon, Cader Idris— had divided

mv thoughts with London. But now rose London—
sole, dark, infinite — brooding over the whole capacities

of my heart. Other object, other thought, I could

not admit. Long before midnight the whole household

(with the exception of a solitary waiter) had retired to

rest. Two hours, at least, were left to me, after twelve

o'clock had struck, for heart-shaking reflections. More
than ever I stood upon the brink of a precipice ; and

the local circumstances around me deepened and inten-

sified these reflections, impressed upon them solemnity
and terror, sometimes even horror. It is all but incon-

ceivable to men of unyielding and callous sensibilities,

how profoundly others find their reveries modified and

overruled by the external characters of the immediate

scene around them. Many a suicide that hung dubi-

ously in the balances has been ratified, and carried into

summary effect, through the forlorn, soul-revolting as-

pect of a crazy, dilapidated home. Oftentimes, Avithout

extravagance, the whole difference between a mind that

tpurns life, and the same mind reconciled to life, turns

ujjon the outside features of that particular domestic

scenery which hourly besieges the eyes. I, in this

Shrewsbury hotel, naturally contemplated a group of

objects tending to far different results. And yet in

some respects they agreed.
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The unusual dimensions of the rooms, especially theii

towering height, brought up continually and obstinately,

through natural links of associated feelings or images,

the niiglity vision of London waiting for me afar off.

An altitude of nineteen or twenty feet showed itself

unavoidably upon an exaggerated scale in some of the

smaller side-rooms— meant probably for cards or for

refreshments. This single feature of the rooms — their

unusual altitude, and the echoing hollowness which had

become the exponent of that altitude— this one terrific

feature (for terrific it was in the effect), together with

crowding and evanescent images of the flying feet that

so often had spread gladness through these halls on the

wings of youth and hope at seasons when every room

rang with music— all this, rising in tumultuous vision,

whilst the dead hours of night were stealing along, all

around me — household and town— sleeping, and whilst

aeainst the windows more and more the storm outside

was raving, and to all appearance endlessly growing,

threw me into the deadliest condition of nervous emotion

under contradictory forces, high over which predom-

inated horror recoiling from that unfathomed abyss in

London into which I was now so wilfully precipitating

myself Often I looked out and examined the night.

Wild it was beyond all description, and dark as " the

inside of a wolf's throat." But at intervals, wlien the

wind, shifting continually, swept in such a direction as

to clear away the vast curtain of vapor, the stars shone

out, though with a light unusually dim and distant.

t5till, as I turned inwards to the echoing chambers, or

outwards to the wild, wild night, I saw London expand.

'ng her visionary gates to receive me, like some dread
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ful mouth of Acheron (^Achei'ontis avari). Thou also,

Whispering Gallery ! once again in those momenta of

conscious and wilful desolation, didst to my ear utter

monitorial sighs. For once again I was preparing to

utter an irrevocable word, to enter upon one of those

fatally tortuous paths of which the windings can never

be unlinked.

Such thoughts, and visions without number corres-

ponding to them, were moving across the camera obscura

of my fermenting fancy, when suddenly I heard a sound

of wheels ; which, however, soon died off into some re-

mote quarter. I guessed at the truth— viz., that it was

the Holyhead Mail *
wheeling off on its primary duty

of delivering its bags at the post-office. In a few min-

utes it was announced as having changed horses ; and

off I was to London.

THE PLANS LAID FOR LONDON LIFE.^''

All the mails in the kingdom, with one solitary ex-

ception (that of Liverpool), in those days, were so ar-

* The Holyhead Mail, depending in its earliest stages upon winds

and waters (though not upon tides), could not realize the same ex-

quisite accurac}' as mails that moved exclusively upon land. Sixty

miles of watery transit between Dublin and Holyhead were performed

with miraculous precision. The packets were intrusted by the General

Post-office to none but post-captains, who had commanded frigates.

And the salaries were so high as to make these commands confessedly

prizes in nautical life, and objects of keen competition. No evil there-

fiire, which care, foresight, and professional skill could remedy, was

Buffered to exist. Yet, after all, baffling winds would now and then

(especially in three or four we^ks after the equinox) make it impos-

lible for the very ablest man, under the total defect of steam re-

sources, to keep his time. Six hours, I believe, were allowed by the

^< fet-office for the sixty miles ; but at times this must have proved a

tery inadequate allowance.
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ranged as to reach Londoo early in the mornmg. Be-

tween the hours of four and six a. m., one after the

other, according to their station upon the roll, all the

mails from the N[orth]
— the E[ast]

— the W[est]
— the S[outh]

— whence, according to some curious

etymologists, comes the magical word NEWS— drove

up successively to the post-otfice, and rendered up their

heart-shaking budgets ; none earlier than four o'clock,

none later than six. I am speaking of days when all

things moved slowly. The condition of the roads was

then such, that, in order to face it, a corresponding build

of coaches hyperbolically massive was rendered neces-

sary ; the mails were upon principle made so strong as

to be the heaviest of all carriages known to the wit or

the experience of man
;
and from these joint evils of

ponderous coaches and roads that were quagmires, it

was impossible for even the picked breed of English

coach-horses, all bone and blood, to carry forward their

huge tonnage at a greater rate than six-and-a-half miles

an hour. Consequently, it cost eight-and-twenty massy

hours for us, leaving Shrewsbury at two o'clock in the

dead of night, to reach the General Post-office, and

faithfully to deposit upon the threshing-floors of Lom-

bard Street, all that weight of love and hatred which

Ireland had found herself able to muster through twenty-

four hours in the great depot of Dublin, by way of dona-

tion to England.
On reflection, I have done myself some injustice. Not

altogether without a plan had I been from the first ; and

in coming along I had matured it. My success in such

a plan would turn upon my chance of borrowing on

persoual security. £200, without counting any interest
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apon it, would subdivide into four sums of £50. Now,
what interval was it that divided me from my majority ;

Simply an interval of four years. London, I knew or

believed, was the dearest of all cities for three items of

expenditure: (1) servants' wages; (2) lodgings;* (3)

dairy produce. In other things, London was often

cheaper than most towns. Now, in a London street,

having no pretensions beyond those of decent respecta-

bility, it has always been possible for the last half-cen-

tury to obtain two furnished rooms at a weekly cost of

half-a-guinea. This sum (or say £25) deducted, would

leave me annually about the same sum for my other ex-

penses. Too certainly I knew that this would suffice.

If, therefore, I could obtain the £200, my plan was to

withdraw from the knowledge of all my connections

until I should become mei juris by course of law. In

such a case, it is true that I must have waived all the

advantages, fancied or real, small or great, from res-

idence at a university. But, as in fact I never drew

the slightest advantage or emolument from any univer-

sity, my scheme when realized would have landed me in

the same point which finally I attained by its failure.

The plan was simple enough, but it rested on the as-

sumption that I could melt the obduracy of money-
lenders. On this point I had both hopes and fears.

* Not universally. Glasgow, if you travel from Hammerfest south-

wards (that is from the northermost point of Norway, or Swedish

Lapland, traversing all latitudes of Europe to Gibraltar on the west,

or Naples on the east), is the one dearest place for bdgings known

io man. A decent lodging for a single person, in Edinburgh which

could be had readily for half-a guinea a-week, will in Glasgow cost

4 guinea. Glasgow, except as to servants, is a dearer abode than

Lor sion
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But more irritating than either was the delay, which

eventually I came to recognize as an essential element

in the policy of all money-lenders : in that way only

can they raise up such claims on behalf of their law-

agents as may be fitted for sustaining their zeal.

I lost no time in opening the business which had

brought me to London. By ten A. m., an hour when all

men of business are presumed to be at their posts, per-

sonally or by proxy, 1 presented myself at the money-
lender's office. My name was already known there :

for I had, by letters from Wales, containing very plain

and very accurate statements of my position in life and

my pecuniary expectations (some of which statements it

afterwards appeared that he had personally investigated

and verified), endeavored to win his favorable attention.

The money-lender, as it turned out, had one fixed rule

of action. He never granted a personal interview to

any man ; no, not to the most beloved of his clients.

One and all — myself, therefore, among the crowd—
he referred for information, and for the means of prose-

cuting any kind of negotiation, to an attorney, who

called himself, on most days of the week, by the name

of Bruuell, but occasionally (might it perhaps be on

red-letter days ?) by the more common name of Brown.

Mr. Brunell-Brown, or Brovm-Brunell, had located his

hearth (if ever he had possessed one), and his household

gods (when they were not in the custody of the sheriff",^

in Greek Street, Soho. The house was not in itself,

supposing that its face had been washed now and then

at all disrespectable. But it wore an unhappy counte-

nance of gloom and unsocial fretfulness, due in reality
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Jo the long neglect of painting, cleansing, and in some
instances of repairing. There were, however no frac-

tured panes of glass in the windows ; and the deep si-

lence which invested the house, not only from tha

absence of all visitors, but also of those common
household functionaries, bakers, butchers, beer-carriers,

sufficiently accounted for the desolation, by suggesting
an excuse not strictly true— viz., that it might be ten-

antiess. The house had already tenants through the

da}-, though of a noiseless order, and was destined soon

to increase them. Mr. Brown-Brunell, after reconnoi-

tring me through a narrow side-window (such as is

often attached to front-doors in London), admitted me

cheerfully, and conducted me, as an honored guest, to

his private officina diplomatiim at the back of the house.

From the expression of his face, but much more fiom

the contradictory and self-counteracting play of his fea-

tures, you gathered in a moment that he was a man who
had much to conceal, and much, perhaps, that he would

gladly forget. His eye expressed wariness against sur-

prise, and passed in a moment into irrepressible glances
of suspicion and alarm. No smile that ever his face

naturally assumed, but was pulled short up by some

freezing counteraction, or was chased by some close-fol-

lowing expression of sadness. One feature there was

of relenting goodness and nobleness in ]Mr. Brunell's

character, to which it was that subsequently I myself
R'as most profoundly indebted for an asylum that saved

my life. He had the deepest, the most libei'al, and un-

affected love of knowledge, but, above all, of that spe-

cific knowledse which we call literature. His own

stormy (and no doubt oftentimes disgraceful) career in
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life, that had entangled him in perpetual feuds with his

fellow-men, he ascribed, with bitter imprecations, to tho

Budden interruption of his studies consequent upon his

father's violent death, and to the necessity which threw

him, at a boyish age, upon a professional life in the

lower branches of law— threw him, therefore, upon

daily temptations, by surrounding him with opportuni-

ties for taking advantages not strictly honorable, before

he had formed any fixed principles at all. From the

very first, Mr. Brunell had entered zealously into such

conversations wilh myself as either gave openings for

reviving his own delightful remembrances of classic

authors, or brought up sometimes doubts for solution,

sometimes perplexities and cases of intricate construc-

tion for illustration and disentanglement. Hunger-bit-

ten as the house and the household genius seemed, wear-

ing the legend of Famine upon every mantelpiece or

"
coigne of vantage," and vehemently protesting, as it

must have done through all its echoes, against the intro-

duction of supernumerary mouths, nevertheless there

was (and, I suppose, of necessity) a clerk, who bore the

name of Pyment, or Pyemont, then first of all, then last

of all, made known to me as a possible surname. Mr.

Pyment had no alias— or not to my knowledge
—^ ex-

cept, indeed, in the vituperative vocabulary of Mr.

Brunell, in which most variegated nomenclature he bore

many scores of opprobrious names, having no reference

whatever to any real habits of the man, good or bad.

At two rooms' distance, Mr. Brunell always assumed a

minute and circumstantial knowledge of what Pyment
was doing then, and what he was going to do next. All

vrhich Pyment gave himself little trouble to answer, un-
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less it happened (as now and then it did) that he could

do so without ludicrous effect. What made the iieces-

Bity for Pyment was the continual call for " an appear-

ance
"

to be put in at some of the subordinate courts in

Westminster— courts of conscience, sheriff courts, &c.

But it happens often that he who is most indispensable,

and gets through most work at one hour, becomes a use-

less burden at another ; as the hardest working reaper

seems, in the eyes of an ignoramus, on a wet, wintry

day, to be a luxurious idler. Of these ups and downs

in Pyment's working life, Mr. Brunell made a most cyn-

ical use ; making out that Pyment not only did nothing,

but also that he created much work for the afflicted

Brunell. However, it happened occasionally that the

truth vindicated itself, by making a call upon Pyment's

physics
—

aggressive or defensive— that needed an in-

stant attention. "
Pyment, I say ; this way, Pyment—

you 're wanted, Pyment." In fact, both were big, hulk-

ing men, and had need to be so ; for sometimes, whether

with good reason or none, clients at the end of a losing

suit, or of a suit nominally gained, but unexpectedly
laden with heavy expenses, became refractory, showed

fight, and gave Pyment reason for saying that at least

on this day he had earned his salary by serving an eject-

ment on a client whom on any other plan it might have

been hard to settle with.

But I am anticipating. I go back, therefore, for

a few explanatory words, to the day of my arrival in

London. How beneficial to me would a li'tle candor

have been at that early period ! If (which was the sim-

ple truth, known to all parties but myself) I had been

»old that nothing would be brought to a close in lesa

28
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-han six months, even assuming the ultimate adoption of

my proposals, I should from the first have dismissed all

hopes of this nature, as being unsuited to the practica-

bilities of my situation. It will be seen further on, that

there was a real and siucere intention of advancing the

money wanted. But it was then too late. And univer-

sally I believe myself entitled to say, that even honor-

able lawyers will not in a case of this nature move at a

faster pace : they will all alike loiter upon varied alle-

gations through six months ;
and for this reason, that

any shorter period, they fancy, will hardly seem to jus-

tify, in the eyes of their client, the sum which they find

themselves entitled to charge for their trouble and their

preliminary correspondence. How much better for both

sides, and more Jionorable, as more frank and free from

disguises, that the client should say,
" Raise this sum "

(of suppose, £400)
" in three weeks, which can be done,

if it can be done in three years, and here is a bonus of

£100. Delay for two months, and I decline the whole

transaction." Treated with that sort of openness, how

much bodily suffering of an exti-eme order, and how

much of the sickness from hope deferred, should I have

escaped ! Whereas, under the system (pursued with me

as with all clients) of continually refreshing my hopes

with new delusions, whiling me on with pretended

preparation of deeds, and extorting from me, out of

every little remittance I received from old family friends

casually met in London, as much as possible for the

purchase of imaginary stamps, the result w^as, that I my-

self was brought to the brink of destruction through

pure inanition; whilst, on the other hand, those con-

cerned in these deceptions gained nothing that might
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not have been gained honorably and rightfully under a

system of plain dealing. As it was, subject to these

eternal deceptions, I continued for seven or eight weeks
to live most parsimoniously in lodgings. Tliese lodg-

ings, though barely decent in my eyes, ran away with at

least two thirds of my remaining guineao. At length,
whilst it was yet possible to reserve a solitary half-

guinea towards the more urgent interest of finding daily

food, I gave up my rooms ; and, stating exactly the cir-

cumstances in which I stood, requested permission of

Mr. Brunell to make use of his large house as a nightly

asylum from the open air. Parliament had not then

made it a crime, next door to a felony, for a man to

sleep out-of-doors (as some twenty years later was done

by our benign legislators) ; as yet that was no crime,

By tlie law I came to know sin ; and looking back to

the Cambrian hills from distant years, discovered to my
surprise what a parliamentary wretch I had been in

elder days, when I slept amongst cows on the open hill-

sides. Lawful as yet this was ; but not, therefore, less

full of misery. Naturally, then, I was delighted when
Mr. Brunell not only most readily assented to my re-

quest, but begged of me to come that very night, and

turn the house to account as fully as I possibly could.

The cheerfulness of such a concession brought with it

one drawback. I now regretted that I had not, at a

much earlier period, applied for this liberty ; since I

might thus have saved a considerable fund of guineas,

applicable, of course, to all urgent necessities, but at this

particular moment to one of clamorous urgency— viz.,

the purchase of blankets. O ancient women, daughters

of toil and suffering, amongst all the hardships and bit-
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ter inheritances of flesh that ye are called upon to face,

not one— not even hunger
— seems in my eyes compar-

able to that of nightly cold. To seek a refuge from

cold in bed, and then, from the thin, gauzy texture of

the miserable, worn-out blankets,
" not to sleep a wink,"

as Wordsworth records of poor old women in Dorset-

shire, where coals, from local causes, were at the very

dearest— what a terrific enemy was that for poor old

grandmothers to face in fight ! How feelingly I learned

at this time, as heretofore I had learned on the wild hill-

sides in Wales, what an unspeakable blessing is that of

warmth ! A more killing curse there does not exist for

man or woman, than that bitter combat between the

weariness that prompts sleep, and the keen, searching

cold that forces you from the first access of sleep to

Btart up horror-stricken, and to seek warmth vainly in

renewed exercise, though long since fainting under

fatigue. However, even without blankets, it was a fine

thing to have an asylum from the oper air ; and to be

assured of this asylum as long as I was likely to

irant it.
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BARBARA LEWTIIWAITE.'*

This girl was a person of some poetic distinction,

being- (unconsciously to herself) the chief speaker in

a little pastoral poem of Wordsworth's. That she

was really beautiful, and not merely so described by
me for the sake of improving the picturesque effect,

the reader will judge from this line in the poem, writ-

ten, perhaps, ten years earlier, when Barbara might
bo six years old :

" 'T was little Barbara Lewthwaite, a child of beauty rare !
'

This, coming from William Wordsworth, both a fas-

tidious judge and a truth-speaker of the severest

literality, argues some real pretensions to beauty, or

real at that time. But it is notorious that, in the

anthologies of earth through all her zones, one flower

beyond every other is liable to change, which flower

is the countenance of woman. Whether in his fine

Btanzas upon
"
Mutabilitj'," where the most pathetic

instances of this earthly doom are solemnly arrayed,

Spenser has dwelt suflSciently upon this the saddest

of all, I do not remember.

Already Barbara Lewthwaite had contributed to

the composition of two impressive pictures
—

first,

in her infancy, with her pet lamb, under the evening
shadows of the mighty Fairfield

; secondly, in her

girlhood, with the turbaned Malay, and the little

cottage child. But, subsequently, when a young

woman, she entered unconsciously into the composi-

tion of another picture even more rememberable,
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eug-g-esting great names, connected with the greatest

of themes
;
the names being those of Phxto, and, in

this instance, at least, of a mightier than Plato^

namely, William Wordsworth ; and the theme con-

cerned being that problem which, measured by its

interest to man, by its dependencies, by the infinite

j"iwel staked upon the verdict, we should all con-

fess to be the most solemn and heart-shaking that

is hung out by golden chains from the heaven of

heavens to human investigation, namely — Is the

spirit of man numbered amongst things naturally

perishable ? Tlie doctrine of our own Dodwell (a

most orthodox man), was, that naturally and 7:>er
se

it was perishable, but that by supernatural endow-

ment it was made immortal. Apparently the ancient

oracles of the Hebrew literature had all and every-

where assumed the soul's natural mortality. The

single passage in Job, that seemed to look in the

counter direction, has long since received an inter-

pretation painfully alien from such a meaning ;
not

to mention that the same objection would apply to

this passage, if read into a Christian sense, as applies

10 the ridiculous interpolation in Josephus describing

Christ's personal appearance, namely — Once sup-

pose it genuine, and why were there not myriads of

other passages in the same key? Imagine, for a

moment, the writer so penetrated with premature

Christian views, by what inexplicable rigor of absti-

nence had he forborne to meet ten thousand calls, at

other turns of his work, for similar utterances of

Christian sentiment ? It must not be supposed that

the objections to this Christian interpretation of Jol)
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rest solely with German scholars. Coleridge, one

of the most devout and evangelical amongst modern

theologians, took the same view
;
and has expressed

it with decision. But Job is of slight importance in

comparison with Moses. Now, Warbuiton, in his

well-known argument, held, not only that Moses

did (as a fact) assume the mortality of the soul, but

that, as a necessity, he did so since upon this assump-
tion rests the weightiest argument for his own divine

mission. That Moses could dispense with a support
which Warburton fancied all other legislators had

needed and postulated, argued, in the bishop's opin-

ion, a vicarious support
— a secret and divine sup-

port. This extreme view will be rejected, perhaps^

by most people. But, in the mean time, the very
existence of such a sect as the Sadducees proves

sufficiently that no positive affirmation of the soul's

immortality could have been accredited amongst the

Hebrew nation as a Mosaic doctrine. The rise of a

counter sect, the Pharisees, occurred in later days,

clearly under a principle of" development
"

applied

to old traditions current among the Jews. It was

not alleged as a Mosaic doctrine, but as something
deducible from traditions countenanced by Moses.

From Hebrew literature, therefore, no help is to

be looked for on this great question. Pagan litera-

ture first of all furnishes any response upon it favor-

able to human yearnings. But, unhappily, the main

argument upon which the sophist in the Phcedo relies,

•s a pure scholastic conundrum, baseless and puerile.

The homogeneity of human consciousness, upon which

•8 made to rest its indestructibility, is not established
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or made probable by any plausible 'ogic. If we

should figure to ourselves some mighty angCi mount-

ing guard upon human interests twenty-three centu-

ries ago, this tutelar}'' spirit would have smiled deri-

sivel}' upon the advent and the departure of Plato.

At length, once again, after many centuries, was

heard the clarion of immortality
— not as of any pre-

ternatural gift, but as a natural prerogative of the

human spirit. This time the angel would have paused
and hearkened. The auguries for immortality, which

Woi'dsworth drew from indications running along
the line of daily human experience, were two. The

first was involved in the exquisite little poem of
" We are Seven." That authentic voice, said Words-

worth, which affirmed life as a necessity inalienable

from man's consciousness, was a revelation through
the lips of childhood. Life in its torrent fulness — -

that is, life in its earliest stage
— affirmed itself;

whereas the voice which whispered doubts was an

adventitious and secondary voice consequent upon
an earthly experience. The child in this little poem
is unable to admit the thought of death, though, in

compliance with custom, she uses the word.

" The first that died was little Jane
;

In bed she moaning lay ;

Till God released her from her pain.

And then she went away."

Tlie graves of her brother and sister she is so far

from regarding as any argument of their having died,

that she supposes the stranger simply to doubt her

statement, and she reiterates her assertion of theii
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graves as lying in the churchyard, in order to prove
that they were living :

" ' Their graves are green, they may be seen,'

The little maid replied,
* Twelve steps or more from my mother's door.

And they are side by side.

And often after sunset, sir.

When it is light and fair,

1 take my little porringer.

And eat my supper there.

My stockings there I often knit.

My kerchief there I hem
;

And there upon their graves I sit—
I sit, and sing to them.' "

The other argument was developed in the sublime
" Ode upon the Intimations of Immortality," &c
Man in his infancy stood nearest (so much was mat-

ter of fact) to the unseen world of the Infinite. What
voices he heard most frequently, murmuring through
the cells of his infantine brain, were echoes of the

great realities which, as a new-born infant, he had

just quitted. Hanging upon his mother's breast, he

heard dim prolongations of a music which belonged
to a life ever more and more receding into a distance

buried in clouds and vapors. Man's orient, in which

He the fountains of the dawn, must be sought for in

that Eden of infancy which first received him as a

traveller emerging from a world now daily becoming
more distant. And it is a great argument of the

divine splendor investing man's natural home, that

the heavenly lights which burned in his morning

grow fainter and fainter as he "travels further from

the East."
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The little Carnarvonshire child in
" We are Seven,"

who is represented as repelling the idea of death

under an absolute inability to receive it, had com-

pleted her eighth year. But this might be an ambi-

tious exaggeration,. such as aspiring female children

are generally disposed to practise. It is more prob-

able that she might be in the currency of her eighth

year. Naturally we must not exact from Words-

worth any pedantic rigor of accuracy in such a case
;

but assuredly we have a right to presume that his

principle, if tenable at all, must apply to all children

below the age of five. However, I will say four.

In that case the following anecdote seems to impeach
the philosophic truth of this doctrine. I give the

memorandum as it vras drawn up by myself at the

time :

My second child, but eldest daughter, little M ,

is between two and three weeks less than two years
old

;
and from the day of her birth she has been uni-

formly attended by Barbara Lewthwaite. We are

now in the first days of June ; but, about three weeks

since, consequently in the earlier half of May, some

one of our neighbors gave to M a little bird. I

am no great ornithologist.
"
Perhaps only a tenth-

rate one," says some too flattering reader. dear,

00, nothing near it
;

I fear, no more than a five hun-

dred and tenth rater. Consequently, I cannot orni-

thologically describe or classify the bird. But I

believe that it belonged to the family of finches—
either a goldfinch, bullfinch, or at least something

ending in inch. The present was less splendid than at

first it seemed. For the bird was wounded
; though
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Dot in a way that made the wound apparent ; and

too sensibly as the evening wore away it drooped.
None of us knew what medical treatment to suggest ;

and all that occurred was to place it with free access

to bird-seed and water. At length sunset arrived,

which was the signal for M 's departure to bed.

She came, therefore, as usual to me, threw her arras

round my neck, and went through her ordinary rou-

tine of prayers ; namely, first, the Lord's Prayer, and,

finally, the four following lines (a Roman Catholic

bequest to the children of Northern England) :

•'
Holy

*
Jesus, meek and mild,

Look on me, a little child ;

Pity my simplicity ;

Grant that I may come to thee."

M , as she was moving ofi" to bed, whispered to

me that I was to "mend" the bird with "
yoddo-

num." Having always seen me taking laudanum,
and for the purpose (as she was told) of growing
better in health, reasonably it struck her that the

little bird would improve under the same regimen.
For her satisfaction, I placed a little diluted lauda-

num near to the bird
;
and she then departed to bed,

ihough with uneasy looks reverting to her sick little

pet. Occupied with some point of study, it hap-

pened that I sat up through the whole night ;
and

* "
Holy Jesus ;

" — This was a very judicious correction intro-

duced by Wordsworth. Originally the traditional line had stood,

Gentle Jesus, meek and mild. ' But Wordsworth, otFended hy

Ihe idle iteration of one idea in the words, gentle, meek, mild,

eorrected the text into Holy.
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long before seven o'clock in the morning- she had

summoned Barbara to dress her, and soon I heard

the impatient little foot descending the stairs to my
study. I had such a Jesuitical bulletin ready, by

way of a report upon the bird's health, as might not

seem absolutely despairing, though not too danger-

ously sanguine. And, as the morning was one of

heavenly splendor, I proposed that we should im-

prove the bii'd's chances by taking it out-of-doors

into the little orchard at the foot of Fairfield— our

loftiest Grasmere mountain. Thither moved at once

Barbara Lewthwaite, little M
, myself, and the

poor languishing bird. By that time in May, in any
far southern county, perhaps the birds would be

ceasing to sing ;
but not so with us dilatory people

in Westmoreland. Suddenly, as we all stood around

the little perch on which tlie bird rested, one thrill-

ing song, louder than the rest, arose from a neigh-

boring hedge. Immediately the bird's eye, previ-

ously dull, kindled into momentary fire ;
the bird

rose on its perch, struggled for an instant, seemed

to be expanding its wings, made one aspiring move-

ment upwards, in doing so fell back, and in another

moment was dead. Too certainly and apparently all

these transitions symbolically interpreted themselves,

and to all of us alike ;
the proof of which was— that

man, woman, and child spontaneously shed tears ;
a

weakness, perhaps, but more natural under the regu-

lar processional evolution of the scenical stages, than

tvhen simply read as a narrative ;
for too evident it

was, to one and all of us, without needing to com-

aaunicate by words, what vision had revealed itself
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to all alike— to the child under two years old, not

less than to the adults
;
too evident it was, that, on

tills magnificent May morning, there had been exhib-

ited, as on the stage of a theatre— there had passed
before the eyes of us all—passed, and was finished—
the everlasting mystery of death ! It seemed to me
that little M

, by her sudden burst of tears, must
have read this saddest of truths— must have felt

that the bird's fate was sealed— not less clearly
than Barbara or myself.

THE DAUGHTER OF LEBANON.

AN OPIUM DREAM.

Prefatoet Note.— By accident, a considerable part of the

Confessions (all, in short, except the Dreams) bad originally

been written hastily; and, from various causes, bad never received

any strict revision, or, virtually, so much as an ordinary verbal

correction. But a great deal more "was wanted than this. The

main narrative should naturally have moved through a succession

of secondary incidents
; and, with leisure for recalling these, it

might have been greatly inspirited. AVanting all opportunity for

Buch advantages, this narrative had been needlessly impoverished.
And thus it had happened that not so properly correction and

retrenchment were called for, as integration of what had been left

imperfect, or amplification of what, from the first, had been insuf

ficiently expanded.
* * * * i ijad relied upon a crowning

grace, which I had reserved for the final pages of this volume, la

a succession of some twenty or twenty-five dreams and noon-day

visions, which had arisen under the latter stages of opium influ-

ence. These have disappeared : some under circumstances which

allow me a reasonable prospect of recovering them ; some unac-

eountably ; and some dishonorably. Five or six, I believe, werj
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turned in a sudden conQagration which arose from the spark of a

:andle foiling unobserved amongst a very large pile of papers in

a bedroom, when I was alone and reading. Falling not on, but

amongst i\,i\A williin the papers, the fire would soon ha-\c been

ahead of conflict ; and, by communicating with the slight wood-work

and draperies of a bed, it would have immediately enveloped the

hitlisofa ceiling overhead, and thus the house, far from fire-engines,

would have been burned down in half-an-hour. My attention was

first drawn by a sudden light upon my book ; and the whole dif-

ference between a total destruction of the premises and a trivial

loss (from books charred) of five guineas, was due to a large Span-

ish cloak. This, thrown over, and then drawn down tightly, by

tlie aid of one sole person, somewhat agitated, but retaining her

presence of mind, effectually extinguished the fire. Amongst the

papers burned partially, but not so burned as to be absolutely

ii-retrievable, was the "
Daughter of Lebanon ;

" and this I have

printed, and have intentionally placed it at the end, as appro-

priately closing a record in which the case of poor Ann the Outcast

formed not only the most memorable and the most suggestively

pathetic incident, but also that which, more than any other, col-

ored— or (more truly I should say) shaped, moulded and

remoulded, composed and decomposed— the great body of opium

dreams. The search after the lost features of Ann, which I spoke

of as pursued in the crowds of London, was in a more proper

sense pursued through many a year in dreams. The general idea

of a search and a chase reproduced itself in many shapes. The

person, the rank, the age, the scenical position, all varied them-

selves forever ;
but the same leading traits more or less faintly

remained of a lost Pariah woman, and of some shadowy malico

which withdrew her, or attempted to withdraw her, from restora-

tion and from hope. Such is the explanation which I offer why
that particular addition, which some of my friends had been

authorized to look for, has not in the main been given, nor for the

present could be given ; and, secondly, why that part which is

given has been placed in the conspicuous situation (as a cbsLng

passage) which it now occupies.
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Damascus, first-boin of cities, Om el Denia* mother

of generations, that wast before Abraham, that wast

before the Pyramids ! what sounds are those that,

from a postern gate, looking eastwards over secret

paths that wind away to the far distant desert, break

the solemn silence of an oriental night ? Whose
voice is that which calls upon the spearmen, keeping
watch forever in the turret surmounting the gate,

to receive him back into his Syrian home ? Thou

knowest him, Damascus, and hast known him in

seasons of trouble as one learned in the afflictions of

man
;
wise alike to take counsel for the suffering

spirit or for the suffering body. The voice that

breaks upon the night is the voice of a great evan-

gelist
— one of the four; and he is also a great

physician. This do the watchmen at the gate thank-

fully acknowledge, and joyfully they give him en-

trance. His sandals are white with dust
;
for ho

has been roaming for weeks beyond the desert, under

the guidance of Arabs, on missions of hopeful benig-

nity to Palmyra ; f and in spirit he is weary of all

* " Om el Benia:"— Mother of the World is the Arabic title

of Damascus. That it was before Abraham— tliat is, already an clcl

establishment much more than a thousand years before the siego

of Troy, and than tAvo thousand years before our Christian era—
may be inferred from Gen. xv. 2

; and, by the general consent of

all eastern races, Damascus is accredited as taking precedency in

age of all cities to the west of the Indus.

t Palmyra had not yet reache I its meridian splendor of Grcciao

ievelopment, as afterwards near the age of Aurelian, but it wa»

already a noble city.
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things, except faithfulness to God, and burning love

to man.

Eastern cities are asleep betimes
;
and sounds few

or none fretted the quiet of all around him, as the

evangelist paced onward to the market-place ;
but

there another scene awaited him. On the right hand,

in an upper chamber, with lattices widely expanded,

eat a festal company of youths, revelling under a

noonday blaze of light, from cressets and from bright

tripods that burned fragrant woods— all joining in

choral songs, all crowned with odorous wreaths from

Daphne and the banks of the Orontes. Them the

evangelist heeded not
;
but far away upon the left,

close upon a sheltered nook, lighted up by a solitary

vase of iron fretwork filled with cedar boughs, and

hoisted high upon a spear, behold there sat a woman
of loveliness so transcendent, that, when suddenly

revealed, as now, out of deepest darkness, she

appalled men as a mockery, or a birth of the air.

Was she born of woman ? Was it pei'haps the

angel
— so the evangelist argued with himself— that

met him in the desert after sunset, and strengthened

him by secret talk ? The evangelist went up, and

touched her forehead ; and when he found that she

was indeed human, and guessed, from the station

which she had chosen, that she waited for some one

amongst this dissolute crew as her companion, he

gi'oaned heavily in spirit, and said, half to himself,

but half to her,
" Wert thou, poor, ruined flower,

adornei so divinely at thy birth— glorified in such

excess, that not Solomon in all his pomp, no, nor

even the lilies of the field, can approach thy gifts
—
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only that thou shouldest grieve the Holy Spirit ol

God ?
" The woman trembled exceedingly, and said^

"
Rabbi, what should 1 do ? For behold ! all men

forsake me." The evangelist mused a little, and

then secretly to himself he said,
" Now will I search

this woman's heart, whether in very truth it

inclineth itself to God, and hath strayed only before

fiery compulsion." Turning therefore to the woman,
the Prophet* said,

" Listen : I am the messenger of

Him whom thou hast not known
;
of Him that made

Lebanon, and the cedars of Lebanon
;
that made the

sea, and the heavens, and the host of the stars
;
that

made the light ;
that made the darkness

;
that blew

the spirit of life into the nostrils of man. His mes-

senger I am : and from Him all power is given me to

bind and to loose, to build and to pull down. Ask,

therefore,, whatsoever thou wilt— great or small—
and through me thou shalt receive it from God. But,

my child, ask not amiss. For God is able out of thy

own evil asking to weave snares for thy footing.

* " The Prophet :
"— Though a Prophet was not therefore and

in virtue of that character an Evangelist, yet every Evangelist

was necessarily in the scriptural sense a Prophet. For let it be

remembered that a Prophet did not mean a Predicter or Fore-

ehower of events, except derivatively and inferentially. What

u-as a Prophet in the uniform scriptural sense? He was a man,

who drew aside the curtain from the secret counsels of Heaven.

He declared, or made public, the previously hidden truths of God :

and because future events might chance to involve divine truth,

therefore a revealer of future events might happen so far to be a

Prophet. Yet still small was that pan of a Prophet's functions

which concerned the foreshowing of events ; and not necessarily

my part.

29
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And oftentimes to the lambs whom he loves he gives

by seeming- to refuse
; gives in some better sense,

or
"
(and his voice swelled into the power of anthems)

"
ill some far happier world. Now, therefore, my

daughter, be wise on th}^ own behalf, and say what
it is that I shall ask for thee from God." But the

Daughter of Lebanon needed not his caution
;

for

immediately dropping on one knee to God's ambas-

sador, whilst the full radiance from the cedar torch

fell upon the glory of a penitential eye, she raised

her clasped hands in supplication, and said, in answer

to the evangelist asking for a second time what gift

he should call down upon her from Heaven, "Lord,
that thou wouldest put mo back into my father's

house." And the evangelist, because he was human,

dropped a tear as he stooped to kiss her forehead,

saying', "Daughter, thy prayer is heard in heaven;
and I tell thee that the daylight shall not come and

go for thirty times, not for the thirtieth time shall

the sun drop behind Lebanon, before I will put thee

back into thy father's house."

Thus the lovely lady came into the guardianship
of the evangelist. She sought not to varnish her

history, or to palliate her own transgressions. In so

far as she had offended at all, her case was that of

millions in every generation. Her father was a

prince in Lebanon, proud, unforgiving, austere. The

wrongs done to his daughter by her dishonorable

lover, because done under favor of opportunities

created by her confidence in his integrity, her father

Dersisted in resenting as wrongs done by this injured

daughter herself; and, refusing to her all protection^
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drove her, whilst yet confessedly innocent, into crim

inal compliances under sudden necessities of seeking

daily bread from her own uninstructed efforts. Great

was the wrong- she sufi'ered both from father and

lover
; great was the retribution. She lost a churl-

ish father and a wicked lover
;
she gained an apos-

tolic guardian. She lost a princely station in Leba-

non
;
she gained an early heritage in heaven. For

this heritage is hers within thirty days, if she will

not defeat it herself. And, whilst the stealthy

motion of time travelled towards this thirtieth day,

behold! a burning fever desolated Damascus, which

also laid its arrest upon the Daughter of Lebanon,

yet gently, and so that hardly for an hour did it

withdraw her from the heavenly teachings of the

evangelist. And thus daily the doubt was strength-

ened, would the holy apostle suddenly touch her

with his hand, and say,
" Woman, be thou whole !

"

or would he present her on the thirtieth day as a

pure bride to Christ ? But perfect freedom belongs

to Christian service, and she only must make the

election.

Up rose the sun on the thirtieth morning in all his

pomp, but suddenly was darkened by driving storms.

Not until noon was the heavenly orb again revealed ;

then the glorious light was again unmasked, and

again the Syrian valleys rejoiced. This was the hour

already appointed for the baptism of the new Chris-

tian daughter. Heaven and earth shed gratulation

jn the happy festival
; and, when all was finished,

under an awning raised above the level roof of her

dwelling-house, the regenerate daughter of Lebanon,
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looking over the rose-gardens of Damascus, with

amplest prospect of her native hills, lay, in blissful

trance, making proclamation, by her white baptismal

robes, of recovered innocence and of reconciliation

with God. And, when the sun was declining to the

west, the evangelist, who had sat from noon by the

bedside of his spiritual daughter, rose solemnly, and

said,
"
Lady of Lebanon, the day is already come,

and the hour is coming, in which my covenant must

be fulfilled with thee. Wilt thou, therefore, being
now wiser in thy thoughts, suffer God, thy new

Father, to give by seeming to refuse
;
to give in

some better sense, or in some far happier world ?
"

But the Daughter of Lebanon sorrowed at these

words
; she yearned after her native hills

;
not for

themselves, but because there it was that she had

left that sweet twin-born sister, with whom from

infant daj's hand-in-hand she had wandered amongst
the everlasting cedars. And again the evangelist

eat down by her bedside
;
whilst she by intervals

communed with him, and by intervals slept gen-

tly under the oppression of her fever. But as

evening drew nearer, and it wanted now but a brief

space to the going down of the sun, once again, and

with deeper solemnity, the evangelist rose to his

feet, and said, "0 daughter! this is the thirtieth

day, and the sun is drawing near to his rest ; brief,

therefore, is the time within which I must fulfil the

word that God spoke to thee by me." Then, because

light clouds of delirium were playing about her brain,

he raised his pastoi-al stafi", and, pointing it to her

temples, rebuked the clouds, and bade that no inor«
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they should trouble her vision, or stand between her

and the forests of Lebanon. And the delirious clouds

parted asunder, breaking away to the right and to

the left. But upon the forests of Lebanon there

hung a mighty mass of overshadowing vapors,

bequeathed by the morning's storm. And a second

time the evangelist raised his pastoral staff, and,

pointing it to the gloomy vapors, rebuked them,

and bade that no more they should stand between

his daughter and her father's house. And imme-

diately the dark vapors broke away from Lebanon

to the right and to the left ; and the farewell radiance

of the sun lighted up all the paths that ran between

the everlasting cedars and her father's palace. But

vainly the lady of Lebanon searched every path with

her eyes for memorials of her sister. And the evan-

gelist, pitying her sorrow, turned away her eyes to

the clear blue sky, which the departing vapors had

exposed. And he showed her the peace which was

there. And then he said, "0 daughter! this also is

but a mask." And immediately for the third time

he raised his pastoral staff, and, pointing it to the

fair blue sky, he rebuked it, and bade that no more

it should stand between her and the vision of God.

Immediately the blue sky parted to the right and to

the left, laying bare the infinite revelations that can

be made visible only to dying eyes. And the Daugh-
ter of Lebanon said to the evangelist, "0 father!

what armies are these that I see mustering within

the infinite chasm ?
" And the evangelist replied,

" These are the armies of Christ, and they are mus-

tering to receive some dear human blossom, some
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first-fruits of Christian faith, that shall rise this night

to Christ from Damascus." Suddenly, as thus the

child of Lebanon gazed upon the mighty vision, she

saw bending forward from the heavenly host, as if in

gratulation to herself, the one countenance for which

she hungered and thirsted. The twin-sister, that

should have waited for her in Lebanon, had died of

grief, and was waiting for her in Paradise. Lnmedi-

ately in rapture she soared upwards from her couch
;

immediately in weakness she fell back
; and, being

caught by the evangelist, she flung her arms around

his neck, whilst he breathed into her ear his final

whisper,
" Wilt thou now suffer that God should

give by seeming to refuse?"— "0 yes— yes
—

yes !

" was the fervent answer from the Daughter of

Lebanon, Immediately the evangelist gave the sig-

nal to the heavens, and the heavens gave the signal
to the sun

;
and in one minute after the Daughter of

Lebanon had fallen back a marble corpse amongst
her white baptismal robes

; the solar orb dropped
behind Lebanon

; and the evangelist, with eyes

glorified by mortal and immortal tears, rendered

thanks to God that had thus accomplished the word
which he spoke through himself to the Magda-
len of Lebanon— that not for the thirtieth time

should the sun go down behind her native hills,

before he had put her back into her Father'^ house.
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NOTES ON THE USE OP OPIUM-'**

FiFTT-AND-TWO year's experience of opium, as a

magical resource under all modes of bodily suffering, I

may now claim to have had— allowing only for some

periods of four or six months, during which, by unex-

amjDled efforts of self-eonquest, I had accomplished a

determined abstinence from opium.* These parenthesis

* Witii what final result, I have much difficulty in saying. Invari-

abh', after such victories, I returned, upon deliberate choice (after

weighing ail the consequences on this side and on that), to the daily
use of opium. But with silent changes, many and great (worked

apparently by these reiterated struggles), in the opiura-eating habits.

Amongst other ciiaiigcs was this, that the quantity required gradual!}'
fell by an enormous proportion. According to the modern slang

phrase, I had in the meridian stage of my opium career used '^

fabu-
lous^' quantities. Stating the quantities

— not in solid opium, but in

the tincture (known to everj-body as kmdanum)— my daily ration was

eight thousand drops. If you write down tliat amount in the ordinary

way as 8000, you see at a glance that you may read it into eight

quantities of a thousand, or eight hundred quantities of ten, or lastly,

into eighty quantities ofone hundred. Now, a single quantity of one

hundred will about fill a very old-fashioned obsolete teaspoon, of that

order whicli j'ou find still lingering amongst the resi>ectable poor.

Eighty such quantities, therefore, would have filled eighty of such an-

tediluvian spoons— that is, it would have been the common hospital

dose for three hundred and twenty adu^c patients. But the ordinary

teaspoon of this present nineteenth century is nearly as capacious as

the dessert-spoon of our ancestors. Wliich I have heard accounted for

tiius : Throughout the eighteenth century, wiien first tea became

known to the working population, tl>e tea-drinkers were almost exclu-

8 vely women ; men, even in educated classes, very often persisting

(down to tiie French revolution) in treating such a beverage as an idle

and effeminate indulgence. This obstinate twist in uuvdculine habits it

was that secretly controlled the manufacture of teaspoons. Up to

Waterloo, teaspoons were adjusted chiefly to the calibre of female

mouths. Since then, greatly to the benefit of the national health, the

grosser and brownest sex have universally fallen into the effeminatu
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being subtracted, as also, and secondly, some off-aud-ou

fits of tentative and intermitting dalliance with opium in

the opening of my career—-these deductions allowed

for, I may describe myself as experimentally acquainted

with opium for something more than half-a-century.

What, then, is my final report upon its good and evil

results ? In particular, upon these two capital tenden-

cies of habitual opium-eating under the popular miscon-

ceptions
—

viz., its supposed necessity of continually

clamoring for increasing quantities ; secondly, its sup-

posed corresponding declension in power and efficacy.

Ui)on these ugly scandals, what is my most deliberate

award ? At the age of forty, the reailer is aware that,

under our ancestral proverb, every man is a fool or a

physician. Apparently our excellent ancestors, aiming

undeniably at alliteration, spelled phi/sician with an f.

And why not ? A man's physic might be undeniable,

although his spelling should be open to some slight im-

provements. But I presume that the proverb meant to

exact from any man only so much medical skill as should

undertake the resiwnsibility of his own individual health.

It is my duty, it seems, thus far to be a physician
— to

guarantee, so far as human foresight can guarantee, my
own corporeal sanity. And this, trying the case by or-

dinary practical tests, I have accomplished. And I

add solemidy, that without opium, most certainly I could

not have accomplished such a result. Thirty-five years

ago, beyond all doubt, I should have been in my grave.

And as to the two popular dilemmas — that either you

habit of tea-drinking ; antl tlie capacity of teaspoons lias naturally

conformed to the new order of cormorant moutlis that have alightoa

by myriads upon the tea-trays of these later genera jao-*-
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Musc renounce opium, or else indefinitely au"ment the

daily ration ; and, secondly, that, even submitting to

Buch a postulate, you must content yourself, under any
scale of doses, with an effect continually decaying, iu

fact, that you must ultimately descend into the despair-

ing condition of the martyr to dram-drinking
— at tliis

point, I make a resolute stand, in blank denial of the

whole doctrine. Originally, when first entering upon

my opium career, I did so with great anxiety : and be

fore my eyes floated forever the analogies
— dim, or

not dim, according to my spirits at the moment— of the

poor, perishing brandy-drinker, often on the brink of

delirium tremens ! Opium I pursued under a harsh

necessity, as an unknown, shadowy power, leading- I

knew not whither, and a power that might suddenly

change countenance upon this unknown road. Habitu-

ally I lived under such an impression of awe as we have

all felt from stories of fawns, or seeming fawns, that

have run before some mounted hunter for many a league,

until they have tempted him far into the mazes of a

boundless forest, and at that point, where all regress had

become lost and impossible, either suddenly vanished,

leaving the man utterly bewildered, or assumed some

wore fearful shape. A part of the evil which I feared

actually unfolded itself; but all was due to my own ig-

norance, to neglect of cautionary measures, or to gross

misn^^inagemcnt of my health in i:)oints where I well

knew the risks but grievously underrated their urgency
and pressure. I was temperate : that solitary advan-

tage I had ; but I sank under the lulling seductions of

opium into total sedentariness, and that whilst holding

firmly the belief, that powerful exercise was omnipotent
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against all modes of debility or obscure nervous irrita-

tions. The account of my depression, and almost of my
helplessness, in the next memorandum (No. 3), is faith-

ful as a description to the real case. But, in ascribing

that case to opium, as any transcendent and overmaster-

ing agency, I was thoroughly wrong. Twenty days of

exercise, twenty times twenty miles of walking, at the

ordinary pace of three and a-half miles an hour, or per-

haps half that amount, would have sent me up as buoy-

antly as a balloon into regions of natural and healthy

excitement, where dejection is an impossible phenome-
non. O heavens ! how man abuses or neglects his natu-

ral resources ! Yes, the thoughtful reader is disposed

to say ; but very possibly distinguishing between such

natural resources and opium as a resource that is not

natural, but highly artificial, or even absolutely unnat-

ural. I think otherwise : upon the basis of my really

vast, perhaps unequalled, experience (let me add of my
tentative experience, varying its trials in every conceiv-

able mode, so as to meet the question at issue under

every angle), I advance these three following proposi-

tions, all of them unsuspected by the popular mind, and

the last of them (as cannot much longer fail to be dis-

covered) bearing a national value— I mean, as meeting
our English hereditary complaint :

—
1. With respect to the morbid growth upon the opium-

eater of his peculiar habit, when once rooted in the sys-

tem, and throwing out tentacula like a cancer, it is out of

my power to deliver any such oracular judgment upon the

case — i. e., upon the apparent danger of such a course,

and by what stages it might be expected to travel towards

its fical consummation— as naturally I should wist
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to do. Being an oracle, it is my wish to behave myself
like an oracle, and not to evade any decent man's ques
tions in the way that Apollo too often did at Deliilii.

But, in this particular instance before me, the accident

of my own individual seamanship in presence of this

Btorm interfered with the natural evolution of the prob-
lem in its extreme form of danger. I had become too

uneasy under the consciousness of that intensely artifi-

cial condition into which I had imperceptibly lapsed

through unprecedented quantities of opium ; the shad-

ows of eclipse were too dark and lurid not to rouse and

alarm me into a spasmodic effort for reconquering the

ground which I had lost. Such an effort I made :

every step by which I had gone astray did I patiently

unthread. And thus I fought off the natural and spon-
taneous catastrophe, whatever that might be, which

mighty Nature would else have let loose for redressing
the wrongs offered to herself. But what followed ?

In six or eight months more, upon fresh movements

arising of insupportable nervous irritation, I fleeted

back into the same opium lull. To and fro, up and

down, did I tilt upon those mountainous seas, for year
after year.

"
See-saw,* like Margery Daw, that sold

her bed and lay on straw." Even so did I, led astray,

perhaps, by the classical example of Miss Daw, see-saw

for year after year, out and in, of manoeuvres the most in-

* "
See-saiD,'" &c. :

— O dear reader, surely yoa don't want an ora-

ele to tell yini that (liis is a good old nursery lyric, which through four

centuries has stood :he criiicisui — stood tlie auger against Daw's ene-

pies — stood the pity for Daw hersilf, so infamously reduced to straw

— of children through eighty generations, reckoning five yean to

Mch nursery succession.
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tricate, dances the most elaborate, receding or approach

iiig, round my great central sun of opium. Sometiraea

I ran perilously close into my perihelion ; sometimes

I became frightened, and^ wheeled off into a vast cora-

etary aphelion, where for six months "
opium

" was a

word unknown. How nature stood all these see-saw-

ings is quite a mystery to me : I must have led her a

sad life in those days. Nervous irritation forced me, at

times, upon frightful excesses ; but terror from anoma-

lous symptoms sooner or later forced me back. This

terror was strengthened by the vague hypothesis cur-

rent at that period about spontaneous combustion.

INIight I not myself take leave of the literary world in

that fashion ? According to the popular fancy, there

were two modes of this spontaneity ; and really very

little to choose between them. Upon one variety of

this explosion, a man blew up in the dark, without

match or candle near him, leaving nothing behind him

but some bones, of no use to anybody, and which were

supposed to be his only because nobody else ever ap-

plied for them. It was fancied that some volcanic

agency
— an unknown deposition

— accumulated from

some vast redundancy of brandy, furnished the self-ex-

ploding principle. But this startled the faith of most

people ; and a more plausible scheme suggested itself,

which depended upon the concurrence of a lucifer-match.

Without an incendiary, a man could not take fire. "We

bometimes see the hands of inveterate dram-drinkers

throw off an atmosphere of intoxicating vapors strong

enough to lay flies into a state of sleep or coma ; and

on the same principle, it was supposed that the breath

might be so loaded with spirituous particles, as to catcb
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fire from a match applied to a pipe when held between

the lips. If so, then what should hinder the " devour-

ing element" (as newspapers call fire) from spreading

through the throat to the cavity of the chest : in which

case, not being insured, the man would naturally become

a total loss. Opium, however, it will occur to the

reader, is not alcohol. That is true. But it might, for

anything that was known experimentally, be ultimately

V7orse. Coleridge, the only person known to the public

as having dallied systematically and for many years with

opium, could not be looked to for any candid report of

its history and progress ; besides that, Coleridge was

under a permanent craze of having nearly accomplished

his own liberation from opium ; and thus he had come

to have an extra reason for self-delusion. Finding my-

self, therefore, walking on a solitary path of bad repute,

leading whither no man's experience could tell me, I be-

came proportionably cautious ; and if nature had any

plot for making an example of me, I was resolved to

baulk her. Thus it was that I never followed out the

seductions of opium to their final extremity. But,

nevertheless, in evading that extremity, I stumbled upon

as great a discovery as if I had not evaded it. After the

first or second self-conquest in this conflict— although

finding it impossible to persist through more than a few

months in the abstinence from opium— I remarked,

however, that the domineering tyranny of its exactions

was at length steadily declining. Quantitif's noticeably

less had now become sufficient : and after tlie fourth of

these victories, won with continually decreasing efforts,

I found that not only had the daily dose (upon relaps-

ing) suflfered a self-limitation to an enormous extent, but
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also that, upon any attempt obstinately to renew the

old closes, there arose a new symptom— viz., an irrita-

tion on tlie surface of the skin— which soon became

insupjx>rtable, and tended, to distraction. In about four

years, without any fiu'tber efforts, my daily ration had

fallen spontaneonslij from a varying quantity of eight,

ten, or twelve thousand drops of laudanum to about

three hundrwl. I describe the drug as landannm, be-

cause another change ran along collaterally with tliis su-

preme change
—

viz., that the solid opium began to re-

quire a length of time, continually increasing, to expand
its effects sensibly, oftentimes not less than four hours ;

whereas the tincture manifested its presence instanta-

neously.

Thus, then, I had reached a position from which au-

thoritatively it might be pronounced, as a result of long,

anxious, and vigilant experience, that, on the assumption

of earnest (even though intermitting) efforts towards

recurrent abstinences on the part of the opium-eater,

the practice of indulging to the very greatest excess in

this narcotic tends to a natural (almost an inevitable)

euthanasj. INIany years ago, when briefly touching on

this subject, I announced (as a fact even then made

known to me) that no instance of abstinence, though it

were but of three days' continuance, ever perishes. Ten

grains, deducted from a daily ration of five hundred,

will tell through a series of many weeks, and will be

found again modifying the final result, even at the close

of the years reckoning. At this day, after a half-cen-

tury of oscillating experience, and after no efforts or

Tying acts of self-denial beyond those severe ones at-

tached to the several processes (five or six in all) of re-
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conquering my freedom from the yoke of opium, 1 find

myself pretty nearly at the same station which I occu-

pied at that vast distance of time. It is recorded of

Lord Nelson, that, even after the Nile and Copenhagen,
he fnill paid the penalty, on the first days of resuming
hi:i naval life, which is generally exacted by nature from

the youDgest little middy or the rawest griffin
—

viz.,

sea-sickness. And this happens to a considerable pro-

portion of sailors : they do not recover their sea-legs till

some days after getting afloat. The very same thing

happens to veteran opium-eaters, when first, after long

intermissions, resuming too abruptly their ancient famil-

iarities with opium. It is a fiict, which I mention as in-

dicating the enormous revolutions passed through, that

within these five years, I have turned pale, and felt

warnings, pointing towards such an uneasiness, after tak-

ing not more than twenty grains of opium. At present,
and for some years, I have been habitually content with

five or six grains daily, instead of three hundred and

twenty to four hundred grains. Let me wind up thi?

retrospect with saying that the powers of opium, as ai-

anodyne, but still more as a tranquillizer of nervous anc'

^.nomalous sensations, have not in the smallest deirree

decayed ; and that, if it has casually unveiled its early

power of exacting slight penalties from any trivial inat

iention to accurate proportions, it has more than com-

mensurately renewed its ancient privilege of lulling irri

tation, and of sup^jorting preternatural calls for exer-

iion.

My first proposition, therefore, amounts to this— that

lae process of weaning one's-self from the deep bondage
«f opium, by many people viewed with despairing eyes,
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is not only a possible achievement, and one wlijch grows
easier in every stage of its progress, but is favored and

promoted by nature in secret ways that could not, with-

out some experience, have been suspected. This, how-

ever, is but a soiry commendation of any resource mak-

ing great pretensions, that, by a process confessedly try-

ing to human firmness, it can ultimately be thrown

aside. Certainly little would be gained by the negative

service of cancelling a drawback upon any agency what-

ever, until it were shown that this drawback has availed

to disturb and neutralize great positive blessings lying

within the gift of that agencj^. What are the advantages
connected with opium that can merit any such name as

blessings ?

II. Briefly let me say, in the second pro2)osition, that

if the reader had, in any South American forest, seen

growing rankly some great febrifuge (such as the

Jesuits' bark), he would probably have noticed it with

slight regard. To understand its value, he must first

have suffered from intermittent fever. Bark might

strike him as an unnatural stimulant ; but, when he

came to see that tertian or quartan fever was also an un-

natural 23ressure upon human energies, he would begin

to guess that two counter unnaturals may terminate in

one most natural and salubrious result. Nervous ir-

ritation is the secret desolator of human life
;
and for

this there is probably no adequate controlling power
but that of ojiium, taken daily, under steady regula-

tion.

III. But even more momentous is the burden of

my tldrd proposition. Are you aware, reader, what it

s that constitutes the scourge (physically speaking"^
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of Great Britain and Ireland ? All readers, tvho direct

any part of their attention to medical subjects must

know that it is pulmonary consumption. If you walk

throu<i;h a forest at certain seasons, you will see what is

called a blaze of white paint upon a certain elite of the

trees marked out by the forester as ripe for the axe.

Such a blaze, if the shadowv world could reveal its

futurities, would be seen everywhere distributing its

secret badges of cognizance amongst our youthful men

and women. Of those that, in the ex^jression of Pericles,

constitute the vernal section of our population, what a

multitudinous crowd would be seen to wear upon their

foreheads the same sad ghastly blaze, or some equivalent

symbol of dedication to an early grave. How appalling

in its amount is this annual slaughter amongst those

that should by birthright be specially the children of

hope, and levied impartially from everij rank -of society !

Is the income-tax or the poor-rate, faithful as each is to

its regulating tide-tables, paid by any class with as much

punctuality as this prermxtuve Jlorilef/iinn, this gathering

and rendering up of blighted blossoms, by all classes ?

Then comes the startling question
— that pierces the

breaking hearts of so many thousand afflicted relatives

— Is there no remedy ? Is there no palliation of the

evil? Waste not a thought upon the idle question,

whether he that speaks is armed with this form or that

form of authorization and sanction ! Think within

yourself how infinite would be the scorn of any poor

sorrow-stricken mother, if she— standing over the coffin

V>f her daughter
— could believe or could imagine tJiat

any vestige of ceremonial scruples, or of fool-born su-

perstitious, or the terror of a word, or old traditional

30
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piejudice, had been allowed to neutralize one chance in

a thousand for her daughter
— had by jwssibility (but,

as 1 could tell her, had sometimes to a certainty) stepped

between patients and deliverance from the grave, sure

and perfect !
" What matter," she would cry out, indig-

nantly, "who it is that says the thing, so long as the

thing itself is true ?" It is the- potent and faithful laui-d

that is wanted, in perfect slight of the organ through
which it is uttered. Let me premise this notorious fact,

that all consumption, though latent in the constitution,

and indicated often to the eye in bodily conformation,

does not therefore manifest itself as a disease, until some

form of "
cold," or bronchitis, some familiar aifection of

the chest or of the lungs, arises to furnish a starting-

point for the morbid development.* Now the one fatal

blunder lies in suffei'ing that development to occur ; and

the one counterworking secret for pre-arrestment of this

evil lies in steadily, by whatever means, keeping up and

promoting the insensible perspiration. In that one

simple art of controlling a constant function of the ani-

mal economy, lies a magician's talisman for defeating

the forces leagued against the great organs of respira-

* Here is a parallel case, equally fatal where it occurs, but happily

moving within a far narrower circle. About fifty j'ears ago, Sir

Everard Home, a surgeon of the highest class, mentioned as a dread-

ful caution, that, within his own experience, man)' an indolent tumor

in the face, not unfrequently the most trifling pimple, which for thirtj'

or more years had caused no uneasiness wliatever, suddenly might
chance to receive the slightest possible wound from a razor in the act

of shaving. What followed? Once disturbed, the trivial excrescence

\)ecame an open cancer. Is the parallel catastrophe in the pulmonary

Lj-stem, when pushed forward into development, at all less likely t«

hide its importance from uninstructed eyes? Yet, on the other band,
t is a thousand times niore likely to happen.
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tion. Pulmonary affections, if wot previously suffered to

develop themselves, cannot live under the hourly coun-

terworking of this magical force. Consequently tlie one

question iu ai-rear is, what potent drug is that which pos-

sesses this power, a power like that of " Amram's son,"

for evoking salubrious streams, welling forth benignly
from systems else parched and arid as rocks in the wil-

derness ? There is none that I know of answerinc the

need but opium. The powers of the great agent I first

learned dimly to guess at from a remark made to me by
a lady in London ; then, and for some time previously,

she had been, hospitably entertaining Coleridge, whom,

indeed, she tended with the anxiety of a daughter.

Consequently, she was familiarly acquainted with his

opium habits ;
and on my asking, in reply to some re-

mark of hers, how she could be so sure as her words im-

plied, that Coleridge was just then likely to be incapac-

itated for writing (or, indeed, for any literary exertion),

she said, "Oh, I know it well by the glistening of his

cheeks." Coleridge's face, as is well known to his ac-

quaintances, exposed a large surface of cheek ; too largo

for the intellectual expression of his features generally,

had not the final effect been redeemed by what Words-

worth styled his "godlike forehead." The result was,

that no possible face so broadly betrayed and published

any effects whatever, especially these lustrous effects

from excesses in opium. For some years I failed to

consider reflectively, or else, reflecting, 1 failed to deci-

pher, this resplendent acreage of cheek. But at last,

ehhev propria marte, or prompted by some medical hint,

I came to understand that the glistening face, glorioua

from afar like the old Pagan face of the demigod iEsci>
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lapius, simply reportecl the gathering accumulations of

insensible perspiration. In the very hour, a memorable

hour, of making that discovery, I made another. My
own history, medically speaking, involved a mystery.

At the commencement of my opium career, I had my-
self been pronounced repeatedly a martyr elect to pul-

monary consumption. And although, in the common
decencies of humanity, this opinion upon my prospects

had always been accompanied with some formal words

of encouragement
—

as, for instance, that constitutions,

after all, varied by endless differences ; that nobody
could fix limits to the powers of medicine, or, in default

of medicine, to the healing resources of nature herself;

yet, without something like a miracle in my favor, I was

instructed to regard myself as a condemned subject.

That was the upshot of these agreeable communications ;

alarming enough ; and they were rendered more so by

these three facts : first, that the opinions were pro-

nounced by the highest authorities in Christendom—
viz., the physicians at Clifton and the Bristol Hotwells,

who saw more of pulmonary disorders in one twelve-

month than the rest of the profession through all Eu

rope in a centui'y ; for the disease, it must be remem-

bered, was almost peculiar as a national scourge to Brit-

ain, interlinked with the local accidents of the climate

and its restless changes ; so that only in England could

it be studied ; and even there only in perfection at these

Bristolian adjacencies
— the reason being this, all opu-

lent patients resorted to the Devonshire watering-places.

Vrhore the balmy temperature of the air and prevailing

winds allowed the myrtle and other greenhouse shrubs

JO stand out-of-doors all winter through ;
and naturally
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on the road to Devonshire all patients alike toucherl at

Clifton. There I was myself continually resident.

Many, therefore, and of supreme authority, were the

prophets of evil that announced to me my doom. Sec-

ondly, they were countenanced by the ugly fact, that I

out of eight children was the one who most closely in-

ht'rited the bodily conformation of a father who died of

consumption at the early age of thirty-nine. Thirdly,

I oflered at the first glance, to a medical eye, every

sjanptom of pidhisis broadly and conspicuously devel-

oped. Tlie hectic colors in the face, the nocturnal per-

spirations, the growing embarrassments of the respira-

tion, and other expressions of gathering feebleness

under any attempts at taking exercise — all these symp-
toms were steadily accumulating between the age of

twenty-two and twenty-four. What was it that first ar-

rested them ? Simply the use, continually becoming
more regular of opium. Nobody recommended this

drng to me ; on the contrary, under that ignorant horror

which everywhere invested opium, I saw too clearly that

any avowed use of it would expose me to a rabid perse-

cution.* Under the sincere and unaffected hope of saving

me from destruction, I should have been hunted into the

* " Rabid 2}ersecutioti :
" — I do not mean that, in the circumstancey

of my individual position, any opening could have arisen to an opposi-

tion more tiian verbal; since it would have been easy for me at all

times to withdraw myself by hundreds of leagues from controversic3

upon the case. But the reasons for concealment were net the less ur-

gent. For it would have been painful to find myseif reduced to the

dilemma of either practising habitual and complex dissimulation, or,

on the other hand, of lhrowi"g myself headlong iUto that fiery vor-

{ex of hotheaded iguorance upon the very name of opium, which to

this hour (though with less of rancorous bigotry) makes it hazardoiii

jo avow any daily use of so potent a drug.
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grave within six moiitlis. I kept my own counsel ; said

nothing ; awakened no suspicions ; persevered more and

more determinately in the use of opium ; and finally ef-

fected so absolute a conquest over all pulmonary symp-

toms, as could not have failed to fix upon me the astonish-

ment of Clifton, had not the sense of wonder been broken

by the lingering time consumed in the several stages of

the malady, and still more effectually by my own per-

sonal withdrawal from Clifton and its neighborhoods.

Finally, arose what will inevitably turn out a more

decisive chapter in such a record. I had always fixed

my eyes and my expectations upon a revolution in the

social history of opium, which could not (as I assured

myself) by accident or by art be materially deferred.

The great social machinery of life-insurance, supposing

no other agency to be brought into play, how would that

affect the great medicinal interests of opium ? I knew

that insurance offices, and the ablest actuaries of such

offices, were not less ignorant upon the real merits of the

opium question, and (which was worse) not less pro-

foundly prejudiced, or less fanatical in their prejudices,

than the rest of society. But, then, there were interests,

growing continually, which would very soon force them

into relaxing these prejudices. It would be alleged, at

first, that opium-eating increased the risk of a life-insur-

unce. Waiving the question whether it really did in-

crease that risk, in any case that increase of risk, like

other risks, could be valued, and must be valued. New
habits were arising in society : that I well knew. And
the old machineries for insuring life interests, under

these or any other shifting conditions, would be obliged

to adapt themselves to changing circumstances. If the
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old offices should be weak enough to persist In :heir

misdirected obstinacy, new ones would arise. Mean-
time the history of this question moved through the fol-

lowing aspects : Sixteen and seventeen years ago, the

offices all looked with horror upon opium-eaters. Thus

far, all men must have disapproved the jirinciples of

their policy. Habitual brandy-drinkers met with no re-

pulse. And yet alcohol leads into daily dangers— for

instance, that of delirium tremens. But no man ever

heard of opium leading into delirium tremens. In the

one case, there are well ascertained and notorious dangers

besetting the path ; but, in the other, supposing any

corresponding dangers to exist, they have yet to be dis-

covered. However, the offices would not look at us who
came forward avowing ourselves to be opium-eaters.

Myself in particular they regarded, I believe, as the

abomination of desolation. And fourteen offices in

succession, within a few months, repulsed me as a can-

didate for insurance on that solitary ground of having
owned myself to be an opium-eater. The insurance was

of very little consequence to myself, though involving
some interest to others. And I contented myself with say-

ing,
" Ten years hence, gentlemen, you will have come to

understand your own interests better." In less then seven

years I received a letter from Mr. Tait, surgeon to the

Police Force in Edinburgh, reporting a direct investiga-

tion officially pursued by him under private instructions

received from two or more insurance offices. I knew,
at the beginning of these seven years, or had strong rea-

sons for believing, that the habit of opium-eating was

spreading extensively, and through classes of society

widely disconnected. This diffusion would, bey(ujd a
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doubt, as one of its earliest consequences, coerce the in-

surance offices into a strict revision of tlieir old blind

policy. Accordingly it had already done so ; and the

earliest fruits of tliis revolution were now before me ia

the proof-sheets so obligingly transmitted by Mr. Tait.

His object, as I understood it, in sending these proofs to

myself, was simply to collect such additional notices,

suggestions, or skeptical queries, as might reasonably be

anticipated from any reflective opium experience so

extensive as my own. Most unhappily, this gentleman,

during the course of our brief correspondence, was sud-

denly attacked by typhus fever ; and after a short illness,

to my own exceeding regret, he died. On all accounts

I had reason for sorrow. Knowing him only through
his very interesting correspondence with myself, I had

learned to form high expectations from Mr. Tait's philo-

sophic spirit and his determined hostility to traditional

cant. He had recorded, in the communications made to

myself, with great minuteness and anxiety for rigor ot

accuracy, the cases of more than ninety patients. And
he had shown himself inexorably deaf to all attempts at

confounding evils specially belonging to opium as a

stimulant, as a narcotic, or as poison, with those which

belong to opium merely as a cause of constipation or

other ordinary irregularities in the animal economy.
Most people of sedentary habits, but amongst such people

notoriously those who think much, need some slight

means of stimulating the watchwork of the animal sys-
tem into action. Neglect of such means will of course

ileran2;e the health. But in such derantjements there is

JO special impeachment of opium : many thousands oi

agents terminate iu the saipe or more obstinate deranger
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ments, unless vigilantly counteracted. The paranaount

mission of Mr. Tait, under his instructions from insur-

ance offices, as I interpreted his own account of this mis-

sion, was to report firmly and decisively upon the tend-

encies of opium in relation to the lengthening or short-

ening of life. At that point where his proof-sheets were

interrupted by the fatal attack of fever, he had not en-

tirely finished his record of cases
;
so that his final judg-

ment or summing up had not commenced. It was,

however, evident to me in what channel this final judg-

ment would have flowed. To a certainity, he would

have authorized his clients (the insurance offices) to dis-

miss all anxiety as to the life-abridging tendencies of

opium. But he would have pointed their jealousy in

another direction — viz., this, that ia some proportion

of cases there may always be a reasonable ground for

suspecting, not the opium as separately in itself any
cause of mischief, but the opium as a conjectural indica-

tion of some secret distress or irritation that had fastened

upon the sj'stem, and had in that way sought relief;

cases, in short, which the use of opium had not caused,

but which, on the contrary, had caused the use of opium ;

— opium having been called in to redress or to relieve

the affection. In all such circumstances, the insurance

office is entitled to call for a frank disclosure of the ail-

ment ;
but not, as hitherto, entitled to assume the opium

ns itself an ailment. It may very easily have happened,

that simply the genial restoration derived f"om opium, its

power of qualifying a man suddenly to face (that is,

upon an hour's wai-ning to fice) some twelve hours' un-

usual exertion, qualifying him both as to spirits and as

to strength ; or again, simply the general purpose of
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seeking relief from ennui, or tcecUum vitce— any one of

these motives may satisfactorily account for the applic-

ant's having resorted to opium, lie might reply to the

oflice in Professor "Wilson's word * "
Gentlemen, I am a

Hedonist; and if you must know \\\\y I take opium, that 's

the reason why." But still upon every admission from

a candidate that he took opium, it would be a prudent

question and a just question on the part of the office, to

ask '•

why ;
" and in what circumstances the practice had

originated. If any local uneasiness, then would arise a

natural right on the part of the office to press for a surg-

ical examination. But, apart from such special cases, it

was evident that this acute and experienced surgeon saw

no reason whatever in the simple practice of opium-eat-

ing for hesitating upon a life-insurance proposal, or for

exacting a higher rate of premium.
Here I pause. The reader will infer, from what I

have now said, that all passages, written at an earlier

period under cloudy and uncorrected views of the evil

agencies jjresumable in opium, stand retracted ; although,

shrinkinc from the labor of altering an error diffused so

widely under my own early misconceptions of the truth,

I have suffered them to remain as they were. My gen-

eral views upon the powers and natural tendencies of

opium were all supported and strengthened by this

fortunate advantage of a professional correspondence.

My special doctrine I now repeat at this point of

valediction, and in a rememberable form. Lord Ba-

^on said once, too boldly and hazardously, that he who

* From the Greek word for vohiptuous pleasure — viz., Ihdom

'HSoi'T))
— Trofessor Wilson coined the English word Hedonist, which

E.e sometimes applied in playful reproach to myself and others.
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discovers the secret of making myrrh soluble by human

blootl, has discovered the secret of immortal life. I jiro-

pose a more modest form of magic— that he who dis-

covers the secret of stimulating and keeping up uninter-

mittingly the insensible perspiration, has discovered tho

secret of intercepting pulmonary consumption.
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What is the deadest of tilings earthly ? It is, says

the world, ever forward and rash,
" a door nail.'

But the world is wronc:. There is a thins deader than

a door nail— viz., Gillman's Coleridge, vol. i. Dead,

more dead, most dead is Gillman's Coleridge, vol. i.,

and this upon more arguments than one.
'

The hook

has clearly not completed its elementary act of respi-

ration
;
the systole of vol. i. is absolutely useless and

lost without the diastole of that vol. ii. which is

never to exist. That is one argument ;
and perhaps

this second argument is stronger. Gillman's Col-

eridge, vol. i., deals rashly, unjustly, and almost ma-

liciously with some of our own particular friends
;

and yet, until late in this summer, Amio Domini

18-14, we— that is, neither ourselves nor our friends

— never heard of its existence. Now, a sloth, even

without the benefit of Mr. Waterton's evidence to his

character, -Hill travel faster than that; but malice,

which travels fastest of all things, must be dead and

cold at starting when it can thus have lingered in the

rear for six years ;
and therefore, though the world

was so far right, that people do say,
" Dead as a door

nail," yet henceforward the weakest of these people
(476)
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urill see the propriety of saying,
" Dead as Gillman's

Coleridge."

The reader of experience, on sliding over the sur-

face of this opening paragraph, begins to think there's

mischief singing in the upper air. No, reader; not a*

all. AVe never were cooler in our days. And this we

protest, that, were it not for the excellence of the sub-

ject,
—

Coleridge and Opium Eating,— Mr. Gillman

would have been dismissed by us unnoticed. Indcea,

we not only forgive Mr. Gillman, but we have a kind-

ness for him
;
and on this account, that he was good,

he was generous, he was most forbearing, through

twenty years, to poor Coleridge, when thrown upon
his hospitality. An excellent thing that, Mr. Gillman,

and one sufficient to blot out a world of libels on our-

selves. But still, noticing the theme suggested by
this unhappy vol. i., we are forced at times to notice

its author. Nor is this to be regretted. Wo remem-

ber a line of Horace never yet properly translated,

viz.,
—

" Nee scutica dignum horribili sectCre flagcUo."

The true translation of which, as we assure the un-

learned reader, is, "Nor must you pursue with ths

horrid knout of Christopher that man who merits only

a switching." Very true. We protest against all at-

lempts to invoke the exterminating knout, for that

.>ends a man to the hospital for two months
;
but you

sec that the same judicious poet, who dissuades an

appeal to the knout, indirectly recommends the switch

which, indeed, is rather pleasant than otherwise, ami*
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ably playful in some of its little caprices, and, in its

worst, suggesting ©nly a pennyworth of diachylon.

We begin by professing with hearty sincerity our

fervent admirat.on of tlie extraordinary man \\ho

furnishes the theme for Mr. GiUman's coup (fessai in

biography. He was, in a literary sense, our brother
;

for he also was amongst the contributors to Black-

wood, and will, we presume, take his station in that

Blackwood gallery of portraits which in a century

hence will possess more interest for intellectual

Europe than any merely martial series of portraits,

or any gallery of statesmen assembled in congress,

except as regards one or two leaders
;

for defunct

major generals and secondary diplomatists, when their

date is past, awake no more emotion than last year's

advertisements or obsolete directories
;
whereas those

who in a stormy age have swept the harps of pas-

sion, of genial wit, or of the wrestling and gladiatorial

reason, become more interesting to men when they

cm no longer be seen as bodily agents than even

in the middle chorus of that intellectual music over

which, living, they presided.

Of this great camp Coleridge was a leader, and

fought amongst the primipiU ; yet comparatively he

is still unknown. Heavy, indeed, are the arrears still

due to philosophic curiosity on the real merits and

on the separate merits of Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

Coleridge as a poet, Coleridge as a philosopher,
—

how extensive are those questions, if those were all

And upon neither question have we yet any investiga-

tion, such as, by compass of views, by research, oi
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even by earnestness of sympathy with the subject;

can or ouglit to satisfy a pliiiosophic demand. Blind

is that man who can persuade himself that the interest

in Coleridge, taken as a total object, is becoming an

obsolete interest. We are of opinion that even Milton,

now viewed from a distance of two centuries, is still

inadequately judged or appreciated in his character of

poet, of patriot, and partisan, or, finally, in his charac-

ter of accomplished scholar. But if so, how much
less can it be pretended that satisfaction has been

rendercd to the claims of Coleridge ! for upon Milton

libraries have been written. There has been time for

the malice of men, for the jealousy of men, for the

enthusiasm, the scepticism, the adoring admiration of

men to expand themselves. There has been room

for a Bcntley, for an Addison, for a Johnson, for a

wicked Lauder, for an avenging Douglas, for an idol-

izing Chateaubriand ; and yet, after all, little enough
has been done towards any comprehensive estimate of

<he mighty being concerned. Piles of materials have

oeen gathered to the ground ; but, for the monument
which should have risen from these materials, neither

the first stone has been laid, nor has a qualified archi-

tect yet presented his credentials. On the other hand,

upon Coleridge little comparatively has yet been

written
;
whilst the separate characters on which the

judgment is awaited arc more by one than those

which Milton sustained. Coleridsje, also, is a noet.

Coleridge, also, was mixed up with the fervent politics

of his age
— an age how memorably reflecting the

revolutionary agitations of Milton's age ! Coleridge,

also, uag an extensive and brilliant scholar. What-
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ever might be the separate proportions of the twt'

men in each particular department of the three here

noticed, think as the reader will upon that point, sure

we arc that either subject is ample enough to make a

strain upon the amplest faculties. IIow alarming,

therefore, for any honest critic, who should undertake

this later subject of Coleridge, to recollect that, after

pursuing him through a zodiac of splendors corre-

sponding to those of Milton in kind, liowevcr different

in degree,
— after weighing him as a poet, as a philo-

sophic politician, as a scholar,— he will have to wheel

after him into another orbit— into the unfathomable

nimbus of transcendental metaphysics ! Weigh him

the critic must in the golden balance of philosophy tlie

most abstruse,— a balance which even itself requires

weighing previously,
— or he will have done nothing that

can be received for an estimate of the composite Coler-

idge. This astonishing man, be it again remembered,
besides being an exquisite poet, a profound political

speculator, a philosophic student of literature through

all its chambers and recesses, was also a circum-

navigator on the most pathless waters of scholasticism

and metaphysics. He had sounded, without guiding

charts, the secret deeps of Proclus and Plotinus
;
he

had laid down buoys on the twilight or moonlight ocean

of Jacob Boehmen;^" he had cruised over the broad

Atlantic of Kant and Schelling, of Fichte and Oken.

Where is the man who shall be equal to these things ?

We at least make no such adventurous effort
;
or

if ever we should presume to do so, not at present.

Mere we design only to make a coasting voyage of

survey round the headlands and most conspicuous
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seamarks of our subject as they are brought fGrv\ard

by Mr. Gillnian or collaterally suggested by uur own

reflections; and especially we wish to say a word or

vWo on Coleridge as an opium eater.

Naturally the first point to which we direct our

attention is the history and personal relations of Coler-

idge. Living with Mr. Gillman for nineteen years as

a domesticated friend, Coleridge ought to have been

known intimately. And it is reasonable to expect,
from so much intercourse, some additions to our

slender knowledge of Coleridge's adventures, (if we

may use so coarse a word,) and of the secret springs
at work in those early struggles of Coleridge at Cam-

bridge, London, Bristol, which have been rudely told

to the world, and repeatedly told, as showy romances,

but never rationally explained.

The anecdotes, however, which Mr. Gillman has

added to the personal history of Coleridge are as little

advantageous to the effect of his own book as they are

to the interest of the memorable character which he

seeks to illustrate. Always they are told without

grace, and generally are suspicious in their details.

Mr. Gillman we believe to be too upright a man f )r

countenancing any untruth. He has been deceive J.

For example, will any man believe tliis ? A certain

" excellent equestrian," falling in with Coleridge on

horseback, thus accosted him :

"
Pray, sir, did you

meet a tailor along the road?" ''^4 tailor!'''' an-

swered Coleridge.
" I did meet a person answering

such a description, who told me he had dropped his

^oose ; that, if I rode a little farther, I should find it,

And I guess he viusi have meant youy In Joe Miller

81
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this Story would read, perhaps, sufierably. Joe has a

nriviic'gc ;
and wc do not look too narrowly into the

mouth of a Joe I\rillcrisni
;

but Mr. Gillman, writing

the life of a philosopher, and no jest book, is under a

dilTerent law of decorum. That retort, however, which

silences the jester, it may seem, must be a good one
;

and we are desired to believe that in this case the

baffled assailant rode off in a spirit of benign candor,

saying aloud to himself, like the excellent philosophei

that he evidently was,
"
Caught a Tartar !

"

But another story of a sporting baronet, who was

besides a member of Parliament, is much worse, and

altogether des-radinjr to Coleridge. This gentleman,

by way of showing off before a party of ladies, is

represented as insulting Coleridge by putting questions

to him on the qualities of his horse,
''^

so as to draw the

animaPs miserable defects into public notice., and then

closing his display by demanding what he would taka

for the horse,
"
including the rider." The supposed

reply of Coleridge might seem good to those who un-

derstand nothing of true dignity ; for, as an impromptu^

it was smart, and even caustic. The baronet, it seems,

was reputed to have been bought by the minister; and

the reader will at once divine that the retort took ad-

vantage of that current belief, so as to throw back the

sarcasm, by proclaiming that neither horec ncr rider

had a price placarded in the market at which any man
could become their purchaser. But this was not the

temper in which Coleridge cither did reply or could

have replied. Coleridge showed, in the spirit of his

manner, a profound sensibility to the nature of a gen«

deman ; and he felt too justly what it became a self
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respecting person to say over to liavc aped tlie sort of

flashy fencing which miglit seem fine to a theatrical

blood.

Another ^tory is self-refuted. " A hired partisan"
had come to one of Coleridge's political lectures with

the express purposo of bringing the lecturer into

trouble; and most preposterously he laid himself open
to his own snare by refusing to pay for admission.

Spies must be poor artists who proceed thus. Upon
which Coleridge remarked,

"
that, before the gen-

tleman kicked lip a dust, surely he Avould down with

the dust." So far the story will not do. But what

follows is possible enough. The same " hired
"

gen-

tleman, by way of giving unity to the tale, is described

as liaving hissed. Upon this a cry arose of " Turn

him out!" But Coleridge interfered to protect him.

He insisted on the man's right to hiss if he thought fit
;

it was legal to hiss
;

it was natural to hiss :
" For what

is to be expected, gentlemen, when the cool waters of

reason come in contact with redhot aristocracy, but a

l)iss ?
"

Eugc !

Amongst all the anecdotes, however, of this splendid

man, often trivial, often incoherent, often unauthenti-

cated, *.here is one which strikes us as both true and

interestin'i : and we are grateful to ]\Ir. Gillman for

orcserving it. We find it introduced, and partially au-

ihenticated, by the following sentence from Coleridge

'iimsf.-lf :
" From eight to fourteen I was a playless

daydreamer, a helluo llbrorum^ my appetite for which

was indulged by a singular incident. A stranger, who

vas struck by my conversation, made me free of a

circulating library in King's Street, Cheapside." The
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more circumstantial explanation of Mr. Gillman is tliis ,

' The incident, indeed, was singular. Going down the

Strand in one of his daydreams, fancying himself

swimming across the Hellespont, thrusting iiis hands

before liim as in the act of swimming, liis hand camo

in contact with a gentleman's pocket. The gentleman
seized his hand : turnin" round and lookin<i at him

willi some anger,
— 'What! so young, and yet so

wicked ?
'
at the same time accusing him of an attempt

to pick his pocket. The frightened boy sobbed out his

denial of the intention, and explained to him how he

ihouiiht himself Leander swimminir across the Helles-

pent. The gentleman was so struck and delighted

with the novelty of the thing and with the simplicity

and intelligence of the boy that he subscribed, as be-

fore stated, to the library; in consequence of which

Colcridire was further enabled to indulge his love of

reading."

Wc fear that this slovenly narrative is the very per-

fection of bad story telling. But" the stoiy itself is

striking, and, by the very oddness of the incidents, not

likely to have been invented. The effect, from the po-

sition of the iwo parties,
— on the one side a simple

child from Devonshire, dreaming in the Strand that ho

was swimming over from Sestos to Abydos, and, on.

iht other, the experienced man, dreaming only of this

world, its knaves and its thieves, but still kind and gen-

erous,— is beautiful and picturesque. O, si sic omnia i

But the most interesting to us of the personaliiies

connected with Coleridge are his feuds and his personal

dislikes. Incomprehensible to us is the war of exter

miiiation which Coleridge made upon the political econ
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om?\.!s. Did Sir Jamos Steuart, ia speaking of vine

drerssnj, (not as vine dressers, but j;eneraily as culli-

vatO"s,) Vvili iiis readers, that, if such a man simply rc-

phicf^d \;\iS own consumption, having no surplus what-

ever or increment for the public capital, he could not

be considered a useful citizen, not the beast in the

Revelation is held up by Coleridge as more liateful to

tlic spirit of truth than the Jacobite baronet. And yet

\vc know of an author— viz., one S. T. Coleridije—
who repeated that same doctrine without finding any
evil in it. Look at the first part of the WaUcnstein,

where Count Isolani having said,
" Poh ! we are all

hio subjects," i. e., soldiers, (though unproductive la-

borers,) not less than {iroductive peasants, the em-

pt-io/s envoy replies,
" Yet with a difference, gen-

era!;" and the diilcrence implies Sir James's scale,

his v.ne drosocr being the equatorial case between the

two extremes of the envoy. Malthus again, in his pop-

ulation book, contends for a mathematic diflcrence be-

tween animal and vegetable life in respect to the law

of increase ; us though the first increased by geometri-

cal ratios, the last by arithmetical ! No proposition

more worthy of laughter, since both, when permitted

to e.vpand, increase by geometrical ratios, and the latter

by much higher ratios
;

whereas Malthus persuaded

himself of his crotchet simply by refusing the requisite

condition in the vegetable case and granting it in the

other. If you take a few grains of wheat, and are re-

quired to plant all successive generations of thcii

produce in the same flower po' forever, of course you

neutralize its expansion by your own act of arbitrary

imitation.*- But so you would do if you tried the ca.«»e
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of animal increase by still exterminating all but one

replacing couple of parents. Tiiis is not to try, bul

meiely a pretence of trying, one order of powers

against another. That was folly. But Coleridge com-

bated this idea in a manner so obscure that nobody
undorstood it. And leaving tliese speculative eonun-

druiriS, in coming to the great practical interests afloat

in the poor laws, Coleridge did so little real work

that he left, as a res iiitegra., to Dr. Alison, the capi-

tal argument that legal and adequate provision for the

poor, whether impotent poor or poor accidentally out

ofwcrk, docs not extend pauperism; no; but is the

one great resource for putting it down. Dr. Alison's

ovei whelming and experimental manifestations of that

truth l.ave prostrated Mallhus and his generation for-

ever. Tiiis comes of not attending to the Latin maxim,
^'IJ.oc age," (Mind the object before you.) Dr. Ali-

son, a vise man,
" hoc egit ;

"
Coleridge

" aliud egit."

And v>e see the result. In a case wliich suited him,

by inlsresting his peculiar feeling, Coleridge could

'.omir.and

"Attention full ten times as much as there needs."

But ttarch documents, value evidence, or thresh oui

busheis of statistical tables, Coleridge could not, any
more tlian he could ride with Elliot's dragoons.

x\nother instance of Coleridge's inaptitude for such

iitudies as political economy is found in his fancy, by

no moans " rich and rare," but meagre and trite, thai

tax.es can never injure public prosperity by mere ex«

?eas of quantity. If they injure, we are to concluda
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that it must be by ihcir quality and mode of operation

or by their f;ilsc ajipropriation, (as, for instance, if

they are sent out of the country and spent abroad
;)

because, says Coleridge, if the taxes arc exhaled from

the country as vapors, back tliey come in drenching
showers. Twenty pounds ascend in a Scotch mist to

the :hancellor of the exchequer from Leeds
;
but does

It evaporate ? Not at all. By return of post, down

comes an order for twenty pounds' worth of Leeds

cloth on account of government, seeing that the poor
men of the th regiment want new gaiters. True

;

but, of this return twenty pounds, not more than four

will be profit
— i. e., surplus accruing to the public capi-

tal
;
whereas of the original twenty pounds every shil-

ling was surplus. The same unsound fancy has been

many times brought forward, often in England, often

in France ;
but it is curious that its first appearance upon

any stage was precisely two centuries ago, when as yet

political economy slept with the prc-Adamitcs— viz., in

the Long Parliament. In a quarto volume of the de-

bates during 1644-45, printed as an independent work,

will be found the same identical doctrine, supported

very sonorously by the same little love of an illustra

tion from the seesaw of mist and rain.

Political economy was not Coleridge's forte. In

politics he was happier. In mere personal politics he

(like every man, when reviewed from a station distant

b) forty years) will often appear to hove erred
; nay,

he will be detected and nailed in error. But this is

ihe necessity of us all. Kaen are the refutations of

ime
;
and absolute results to posterity arc the iatal

touchstone of opini'^ns in the past. It is undeniabley
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besides, that Coleridge had strong persona' antipathies

for instance, to Messrs. Pitt and Dundas. Yet ichy

we never could understand. We once heard him tel.

a story upon Windermere to jhc late Mr. Cunven
then M. P. for Workington, which was meant appar-

ently to account for this feeling. The story amounrcd

to this, that, when a freshman at Cambridge, Mr. Pitt

had wantonly amused himself at a dinner part\', in

Trinity, in smashing with filberts (discharged in

showers like grape shot) a most costly dessert set

of cut glass : from which Samuel Tavlor Coleridge

argued a principle of destnictivcness in his cerebeUum.

Now, if this dessert set belonged to some poor sufTcr-

ing Trinitarian, and not to himself, we arc of opinion

that he was faulty, and ought, upon his own great

subsequent masim, to have been coerced into " indem-

nity for the past and security for the future." But,

besides that this glassy mylhus belongs to an era fif-

teen years earlier than Coleridge's, so as to justify a

shadow of scepticism, we really cannot find in such

an escapade under the boiling blood of youth any
iufficient justification of that withering malignity to-

wards the name of Pitt which runs through Coleridge's

famous Fire, Famine^ and Slaughter. As this little

viperous jeu d'esprit (published anonymously) subse-

quently became the subject of a celebrated after-dinner

discussion in London at which Coleridge {comme de

raison) was the chief speaker, the reader of this gener-

ation may wish to know the question at issue
; and, in

.»rder to judge of thai, he must know the outline of

this devil's a^uib. The writer brings upon the scene

'hree pleasant young ladies— viz., Miss Fire, Misa
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famine, and Miss Slaughter.
" "\Miat are you :p to >

i\ lial's the row }
" we may suppose to be the iiitro-

ductor}- question of tlie poet. Aiid ilie answer of the

ladies makes us aware that they are fresh from larking

in Iraland and in France. A glor-ous spree they had ;

lots of fun, and laughter d discretion. At all times

grains puellcB risus ah angulo ; so tliat we listen to

dieir little gossip with interesL They had been setting

men, it seems, by the ears
;
and the drollest little

atrocities they do certainly report. Not but we have

seen better in the Nenagh paper, so far as Ireland ia

concerned ; but the pel little joke was in La Vendee.

Miss Famine, who is the girl for our money, raises the

question, whether any of them can tell the name of

the leader and prompter to these high jinks of hell ; if

'o, let her whisper it.

" TVTusT)er it, sister, so and so.

In a dark hint, distinct and low."

"pen which the playful Miss Slaughter replies,
—

" Letters four do form his name.
• • « •

He came by stealth and unlocked my den ;

And I have dru.nk the blo'od since then

Of thrice three htmdred thousand men."

ijood
;
but the sting of the hornet lies in the conclusion.

If this quadriliteral man had done so much for them-,

'tliough, really, we think 65. 8J. might have settled his

ilaim,) what, says Fire, setting her arms akimbo, would

iey do for Idni ? Slaughter replies, rather crustily,

hat, as far as a good kicking would go, or (says Fam

ne) a little matter of tearing to pieces by the mob,
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they would be glad to take tickets at his benefit

' How, you bitches !

"
says Fire. " Is that all ?

"
1 alone am faithful ; I

Cliiuj to him ecerlastinghj."

The sentiment is diabolical
;
and the question argued

at tlie London dinner table was, Could the writer have

been other than a devil ? The dinner was at the late

excellent Mr, Sotheby's, known advantageously in those

days as the translator of Wieland's Oheron. Several

of tlie great guns amongst the litcraiy body were pres-

ent— in particular. Sir Walter Scott; and he, we be-

lieve, with his usual good nature, took the apologetic

side of the dispute ;
in fact, he was in the secret.

Nobody else, barring the author, knew at first whose

good name was at stake. The scene must have been

high. The company kicked about the poor diabolic

wriler's head as if it had been a tennis ball. Coler-

idge, the yet unknown criminal, absolutely perspired

and fumed in pleading for the defendant; the company
demurred

;
the orator grew urgent ;

wits began to

smoke the case, as active verbs— the advocate to smoke,

as a neuter verb
;
the "fun grew fast and furious;"

until at length delinquent arose, burning tears in hi3

eyes, and confessed to an audience, (now bursting with

Bt!fled laughter, but whom he supposed to be bursting

with fiery indignation,)
'•
Lo, I am he that wrote it !

"

For our own part, we side with Coleridge. Malice

is not always of the heart
;
there is a malice of the

understanding and the fancy. Nciiher do we think

the worse of a man for having invented the most horri

We and old woman tvoubling curse that demons evCT
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flstened to. We are too apt to swear horribly our-

selves
;
and often have we frightened the cat— to say

nothing of tho kettle— by our shocking (far too shock-

ing) oaths.

There were other celebrated men whom Coleridge

detested, or seemed to detest — Palcy, Sir Sidney

Smith, Lord Hutchinson, (the last Lord Donoughmore,)
and Cuvicr. To Palcy it might seem as if his antipa-

thy had been purely philosophic ;
but we believe that

partly it wab personal ;
and it tallies with this belief,

that, in his earliest political tracts, Coleridge charged

the archdeacon repeatedly with his own joke, as if it

had been a serious saying
—

viz., "that he could not

afford to keep a conscience
;

" such luxuries, like a

carriage for instance, being obviously beyond tho

finances of poor men.

With respect to the philosophic question between the

parties as to the grounds of moral election, wc hope it

is no treason to suggest that both were perhaps in error.

Against Palev, it occurs at once that he himself would

not have made consequences the •practical test in valu-

mg the morality of an act, since these can very seldom

be traced at all up to the final stages, and in the earli-

est stages are exceedingly different under different cir-

cumstances ;
so that the same act, tried by its conse-

quences, would bear a fluctuating appreciation. This

could not have been Palcy's revised meaning ; conse-

quently, had he been pressed by opposition, it would

have come out that by lest he meant only specuhUice

test— a very harmless doctrine, certainly, but useless

Mid impertinent to any purpose of his s} ?tem. The

«ader may catch our meaning m the following illus
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tration. It is a matter of general belief that happi-

ness, upon the whole, follows in a higher degree fiom

constant integrity than from the closest attention to self-

interest. Now, happiness is one of those consequences

which Paley meant by final or remotest ; but we could

never use this idea as an exponent of integrity or in-

terchangeable criterion, because happiness cannot be

ascertained or appreciated except upon long tracts of

time, whereas the particular act of integrity depends

continually upon the election of the moment. No

man, therefore, could venture to lay down as a rule,

Do what makes you happy ; use this as your test of

actions, satisfied that in that case always you will do

the thing which is right ; for he cannot discern independ-

ently what will make him happy ; and he must decide

on the spot. The use of the nexus between morality

and happiness must, therefore, be inverted ; it is not

practical or prospective, but simply retrospective ; and

in that form it saj's no more than the good old rules

hallowed in every cottage. But this furnishes no prac-

tical guide for moral election which a man had not

before he ever thought of this nexus. In the sense in

which it is true, we need not go to the professor's chair

for this maxim ; in the sense in which it would serve

Paley, it is absolutely false.

On the other hand, as against Coleridge, it is certain

that many acts could be mentioned which are judged

to be good or bad only because their consequences

are known to be so, whilst the great catholic acts of

life are entirely (and, if we may so phrase it, haugh-

tily) independent of consequences. For instance,

^delity to a trust is a law of immutable morality
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Bubject to no casuistry whatever. You have been loft

executor to a friend
; you are to pay over his last

legacy to X, thougli a dissolute scoundrel
;
and you are

to give no shilling of it to tl c poor brother of X,

though a good man and a wise man, struggling with

adversity. You are absolutely excluded from all con-

templation of results. It was your dccea'sed friend's

right to make the will
;

it is yours simply to see it exe-

cuted. Now, in opposition to this primary class of

actions stands another, such as the habit of intoxica-

tion, which is known to be wrong only by observing
the consequences. If drunkenness did not terminate,

after some years, in producing bodily weakness, irrita-

bility in the temper, and so forth, it would not be a

vicious act
;
and accordingly, if a transcendent motive

should arise in favor of drunkenness, as that it would

enable you to face a degree of cold or contagion else

menacing to life, a duty would arise, pro liac vice, of

getting drunk. We had an amiable friend who suffered

under the infirmity of cowardice
;
an awful coward he

was when sober
; but, when very drunk, he had cour-

txrrc enough for the Seven Champions of Christendom.

Therefore in an emergency, where he knew himself

suddenly loaded with the responsibility of defending a

family, we approved highly of his getting drunk. But

to violate a trust could never become right under any

change of circumstances. Coleridge, however, alto-

gelhcr overlooked this distinction
;
which on the other

hand, stirring in Paicy's mind, but never brought out to

distinct consciousness, nor ever investigated, nor lim

ited. has undermined his system. Perhaps it is not

rerv important how a man theorizes upon morality
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happily for us all, God has left no man in such ques-

tions practically to the guidance of his understanding;
but still, considering that academic bodies are partly

instituted for the support of speculative truth as well as

truth practical, we must think U a blot upon the splen-

dor of Oxford and Cambridge that both of them, in a

Christian land, make Palcy the foundation of their

ethics, the alternative being Aristotle. And in our

mind, though far inferior as a moralist to the Stoics

Aristotle is often less of a pagan than Paley.

Coleridge's dislike to Sir Sidney Smith and iho

Egyptian Lord Hutchinson fell under the category'

of Martial's case :
—

" Non amo te, Sabidi, nee possum dicere quare ;

Hoc solum novi— non amo te, Sabidi."

Against Lord Hutchinson we never heard him plead

any thing of moment except that he was fmically

Frenchified in his diction
;
of which he gave this in-

stance : that having occasion to notice a brick wall

(which was literally that., not more and not less,)

when reconnoitring the French defences, he called it

a revilement. And we ourselves remember his using

the French word gloriole rather ostentatiously
— that

is, Avhen no particular emphasis attached to the case.

But every man has his foibles
;
and few, perhaps, are

less conspicuously annoying than this of Lord Hutch-

inson. Sir Sidney's crimes v/cre less distinctly re-

ealed to our mind. As to Cuvier, Coleridge's hatred

of him was more to our taste
;
for (though quite unrca-

Bonable, we fear) it took the shape of patriotism. Ho
insisted on it that our British John Hunter was the gen.
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aine article, and that Cuvier was a humbug. Now

Bpcaking privately to the public, we cannot go quite so

far as tliuL ; but, when publicly wc address that most

respectable character, en grand costume., wc always
mean to back Coleridge ;

fur we are a horrible John

Dull ourselves. As Joseph Hume observes, it makes

no diHercncc to us— right or wrong, black or white—
when our countrymen arc concerned

;
and John Hunter,

notwithstanding he had a bee in his bonnet,^ was really

a great man ; though it will not follow that Cuvier mursl

therefore have been a little one. Wc do not pretend

to be acquainted with the tenth part of Cuvier's per-

formances
;
but wc suspecl that Coleridge's range ia

that respect was not much greater than our own.

Other cases of monomaniac antipathy we might re-

vive from our recollections of Coleridfrc had we a suf-

ficient motive
;

but in compensation, and by way of

redressing the balance, he had many strange likings,
—

equally monomaniac,— and, unaccountably, he chose

to exhibit his whimsical partialities by dressing up, as

it were, in his own clothes such a set of scarecrows as

eye has not beheld. Heavens ! what an ark of unclean

beasts would have been Coleridge's private meriagcrir

of departed philosophci-s could they all have been trot-

led out in succession ! But did the reader feel ihnm to

be the awful bores which, in fact, they were ? No •

because Coleridge had blown upon these withered anat-

omies, through the b'owpipe of his own creative gcnuis,

a stream of gas that swelled the tissue of their uiue-

diluvian wrinkles, forced color upon their cheeks and

splendor upon their sodden eyes. Such a proce s of

ventriloquism never has existed. He spoke by their
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organs; they were tlio lubes; and he forced throi gh

their wooden machinery his own Beethoven harmonies.

First came Dr. Andrew Bell. Wc knew him. Was

he dull ? Is a wooden spoon dull ? Fishy were his

eyes; torpcdinous was his manner; and his main idea,

out of two which he really had, related to the moon—
from which you infer, perhaps, that he was lunatic.

By no means. It was no craze, under the influence of

the moon, which possessed him
;

it was an idea of

mere hostility to the moon. The Madras people, like

many others, had an idea that she influenced the

weather. Subsequently the Flerschels, senior and jun-

ior, systematized this idea
;
and then the wrath of An-

drew, previously in a crescent state, actually dilated to

a plcnilunar orb. The Westmoreland people (for at

the lakes it was we knew him) expounded his condi-

tion to us by saying that he was "
m.affled ;

" which

word means "
perplexed in the extreme." His wrath

did not pass into lunacy ;
it produced simple distraction;

an uneasy fumbling with the idea— like that of an old

superannuated dog who longs to worry, but cannot for

want of teeth. In this condition you will judge that he

was rather tedious ;
and in this condition Coleridge

took him up. Andrew's other idea, because he had

two, related to education. Perhaps six sevenths of that

»lso came from Madras. No matter
; Coleridge took

that up ; Southey also
;

but Southcy with his usual

temperate fervor. Coleridge, on the other hand, found

celestial marvels both in the scheme and in the man.

Then commenced the apotheosis of Andrew Bell; and

because it happened that his opponent, Lancaster, be-

tween ourselves, really had stolen his ideas from Bell,
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Hfint between the sad w'ckcdness of Lancaster and the

celestial iransfiguration of Bell, gradually Coleridge

heated himself to such an extent that people, when

referring to that subject, asked each ether,
" Have you

heard Coleridge lecture on Bel and the Dragon 7
"

The next man glorified by Coleridge was John Wool

man, the Quaker. Him, though wc once possessed ids

works, it cannot be truly aOirmed that we ever read.

Fry to read John we often did
;
but read John we did

not. Tliis, however, you say, might be our fault, and

not John's. Very likely ;
and we have a notion that

now, with our wiser thoughts, we should read John if

he were here on this table. It is certain that he was a

good man, and one of the earliest in America, if not

in Christendom, who lifted up his hand to protest

against the slave trade
;
but still we suspect that, had

John been all that Coleridge represented, he would not

have repelled us from reading his travels in the fearful

way that he did. But again we beg pardon, and en-

treat the earth of Virginia to lie light upon the remains

of John Woolman
;

for he was an Israelite, indeed, in

whom there was no guile.

The third person raised to divine honors by Col-

eridge was Bowyer, the master of Christ's Hospital,

London— a man whose name rises into the nostrils of

all who knew him with the gracious odor of a tallow

chandler's melting house upon melting day, and whoso

memory is embalmed in the hearty detestation of all

bis pu])ils. Coleridge describes this man as a pro-

found critic. Our idea of him is differeni. We are

of opinion that Bowyer was the greatest villain of the

lighteenth century. We may be wrong ; but we can*

32
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not be far wrong. Talk of knouting indeed ) which

we did at the beginning of this paper in the niero

playfulness of oin- hearts,— and which the great mas-

ter of the knout, Christopher, wlio visited men's tres-

passes like the Eumenides, never resorted to but in

love for some great idea wliich had been outrage<l,—

v.'hy, this man knoutcd his way through life, from

bloody youth up to truculent old age. Grim idol!

whose altars reeked with children's blood, and whose

dreadful eyes never smiled except as the stern goddess
of the Thugs smiles when the sound of human lamen-

tations inhabits her cars. So much had tiic monstci

fed upon this great idea of "
flogging," and transmuted

it into the very nutriment of his iicart, that he seems to

have conceived the gigantic project of flogging all

mankind
; nay, worse

;
for Mr. Gillman,on Coleridge's

authority, tells us (p. 24) the following anecdote :
—

" '
Sirrah, F II fog you,^ were words so familiar to

him, that on one occasion some female friend of one

of the boys
"

(who had come on an cn-and of inter-

cession)
"

still lingei'ing at the door, after having been

abruptly told to go, Bowyer exclaimed,
'

Bring that

woman here, and I'll flog her.'
"

To this horrid incarnation of whips and scourges,

Coleridge, in his Biographia Literaria, ascribes ideas

upon criticism and taste which every man will recog-

nize as the intense peculiarities of Coleridge. Could

ihesc notions realiy have belonged to Bowyer, then

how do we know but he wrote the Ancient Mariner ?

Yet, on consideration, no
;

for even Coleridge admit

ted that, spite of his fine theorizing upon composi

uon, Mr. Bowyer did not prosper in the practi<;e
— of
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which he ga/c us this illustration; and, as it is sup.
Dosod to be the only specimen of the Bowyeriana
which now survives in this sublunary world, we arc

glad to extend its glory. It is the most curious

example extant of the melodious in sound :
—

" 'Twas thou that smooth'd'st the rough-rugg'd bed of pain."

" Smooth'd'st !

" Would the teeth of a crocodile not

splinter under that word > It seems to us as if Mr.

Bowyer's verses ought to be boiled before they can be

read. And when he says,
' Twas thou, what is the

wretch talking to > Can he be apostrophizing the

knout } We very much fear it. If so, then, you see,

(reader,) that, even when incapacitated by illness

from operating, he still adores the image of his holy

scourge, and invokes it as alone able to smooth " his

rough-rugg'd bed." O thou infernal Bowycr ! upon
whom even Trollope (History of ChrisCs Hospital)

charges "a discipline tinctured with more than due

severity," can there be any partners found for thee

in a quadrille except Draco, the bloody lawgiver,

Bishop Bonner, and Mrs. Brownrigg .?^

The next pet was Sir Alexander Ball. Concerning

Bowyer Coleridge did not talk much, but chiefly

wrote
; concerning Bell he did not write much, but

chiefly talked ; concerning Ball, however, he both

wrote and talked. It was in vain to muse upon any

plan for having Ball blackballed or for rebelling

acainst Bell. Think of a man Avho had fallen into

ODQ pit
ca'.led Bell; secondly, falling into another

pit
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called Ball. This was too much. We were obliged

to quote poetry against them :
—

"liCttcrs four do fovm his name.

He came by stealth and unh>ckcd my den;
And the iii,i;htin:irc I have felt since then

Of thrice three hundred thousand men."

Not that we insinuate any disrespect to Sir Alexander

Ball. He was about the foremost, we believe, in all

good qualities, amongst Nelson's admirable captains

at the Nile. He commanded a seventy-four most

effectually in that battle
;
he governed IMalta as well

as Sancho governed Barataria
;
and he was a true

practical i)hiloso])her
— as, indeed, was Sancho. But

still, by all that we could ever learn, Sir Alexander

had no taste for the abstract upon any subject, and

would have read as mere delirious wanderings those

philosophic opinions which Coleridge fastened like

wings upon his respectable but astounded shoulders.

We really beg pardon for having laughed a little at

these crazes of Coleridge ;
but laugh we did, of mere

necessity, in those days, at Bell and Ball, whenever

we did not groan. And, as the same precise alterna-

tive offered itself now,— viz., that, in recalling the

case, we must reverberate either the groaning or the

laughter,
— we presumed the reader would vote for

the last. Coleridge, we are well convinced, owed all

these wandering and exaggerated estimates of men —
these diseased impulses, that, like the mirage, showed

lakes and fountains where in reality there were onlj

arid deserts— to the derangements worked by opium
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But no'iV, for the sake of cliangc, let us pass tc anotl:ei

topic. Suppose wc say a word or two on Coliiridgc's

accomplishments as a scliolar. We arc not going to

enter on so large a lield as that of his scholarship in

connection with his philosophic labors— scholarship in

the result; not this, but scholarship in the means and

machinery, range of verbal scholarship, is what we

propose for a moment's review.

For instance, what sort of a German scholar was

Coleridge ? We dare say that, because in his version

of the WaUenslein there arc some inaccuracies, those

who may have noticed them will hold him cheap in

this particular pretension. But, to a certain degree,

they will be wrong. Coleridge was not very accurate

in any thing but in the use of logic. All his philologi-

cal attainments were imperfect. He did not talk

German; or so obscurely,
— and, if he attempted to

speak fast, so erroneously,
— that in his second sen-

tence, when conversing with a German lady of rankj

he contrived to assure her that in his humble opinion

she was a . Hard it is to fill up the hiatus

decorously ; but, in fact, the word very coarsely ex-

pressed that she was no better than she should be.

WMiich reminds us of a parallel misadventure to a

German, Avhose colloquial English had been equally

neglected. Ilavina; obtained an interview with an

English lady, he opened his business (whatever it

might be) thus :

"
Il.ghborn madam, ii'nce your

husband have kicked dj bucket " "Sir!" in-

terrupted the lady, astonished and displeased.
"
O,

pardon !
— mne, ten thousand pardon ! Now I make

aew beginning
—

quite oder beginning. Madam, since
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your husband have cut liis stick
"

It may be

supposed thai this did not mend niatlcrs ; and, reading

tliat in the hidy's countenance, tlie German drew out

an octavo dictionary, and said, perspiring with sliame

at liaving a second time missed fire,
" Madam, since

your husband have gone to kingdom come " This

he said beseechingly ;
but the lady was past propitia-

tion by this time, and rapidly moved towards the door.

Things had now reached a crisis
; and, if something

were not done quick!)', the game was up. Now,

therefore, taking a last hurried look at his dictionary,

tlie German flew after the lady, ciying out, in a voice

of despair,
" Madam, since your husband, your most

respected husband, have ho])ped de twig
"^^ This

was his sheet anchor
; and, as this also came ho7ne, of

course the poor man was totally wrecked. It turned

out that the dictionary he had used— (Arnold's, we.

think)
— a work of a hundred years back, and, from

mere ignorance, giving slang translations from Tom
Brown, L'Estrange, and other jocular writers— had

put down the verb stcrhen (io die) with the following

worshipful series of equivalents : 1. To kick the

bucket
;
2. To cut one's suck

;
3. To go to kingdom

come
;
4. To hop the twig.

But, though Coleridge did not pretend to any fluent

command of conversational German, he read it with

great ease. His knowledge of German literature was,

indeed, too much limited by his rare opportu.iities for

commanding any thing like a well-mounted libraiy.

And particularly it surprised us that Coleridge knew

ittle or nothing of John Paul (Richter.) But his

V acquaintance with the German philosophic masters

vy
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•fas extensive; and his valuation of many individual

German words O! phrases was delicate, and sometimes

profound.

As a Grecian, Coleridge must be estimated with a

Inference to the state and standard of Greek literature

at that time and in this country. Porson had not yet
raised our ideal. The earliest laurels of Coleridse

were gathered, however, in that field. Yet no man

will, at this day, pretend that the Greek of his prize

ode is sufTerable. Neither did Coleridge ever become

an accurate Grecian in later times, when better mod-

els of scholarship and better aids to scholarship had

begun to multiply. But still we must assert this

point of superiority for Coleridge, that, whilst he

never was what may be called a well-mounted scholar

n any department of verbal scholarship, he yet dis-

played sometimes a brilliancy of conjectural sagacity

and a felicity of philosophic investigation, even in this

path, such as better scholars do not often attain, and

of a kind which cannot be learned from books. But,

as respects his accuracy, again we must recall to the

reader the state of Greek literature in England during

Coleridge's youth ;
and in all equity, as a means of

placing Coleridge in the balances, specifically we

must recall the state of Gi'eek metrical composit on

at that period.

To measure the condition of Greek literature even

in Cambridge, about the initial period of Coleridge,

we need only look back to the several translations of

Gray's Elegy by three (if not four) of the reverend

gentlemen at that time attached to Eton College,

Mathias, no very great scholar himself in this particu
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lar field, madi^. himself meriy, in his Purs*iits yf

Literature, with these Eton translations. In that he

was right. But he was not i-ight in praising a con-

temporary translation by Cook, who (we believe) was

the immediate predecessor of Porson in the Greek

chair. As a specimen of this translation,^" we cite

one stanza
;
and we cannot be supposed to select

unfairly, because it is the stanza which Mathias praises

m extravagant terms. "
Here," says he,

"
Gray, Cook,

and Nature do seem to contend for the mastery." The

English quatrain must be familiar to every body :
—

" The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,

And all that beauty, all that wealth, e'er gave,

Await alike the inevitable hour:

The paths of glory lead but to the grave."

And the following, we believe, though quoting from

a thirty-three years' recollection of it, is the exact

Greek version of Cook :
—

Adooa TvxV^ xP^f*'?^-''" 'Ad)Do5iTr7S Ka\a ra Soipa,

IIuf6^ U^ta ravra rc6t}ixt, nut nMtr fioQOifiov u^aQ'

'Hqojuiv xAt' oAcoAt, xai d>j(iro ^tnov ig 'A5>,v.

Now, really, these verses, by force of a little mosaic

tessellation from genuine Greek sources, pass fluently

over the tongue ;
but can they be considered other

than a cento ? Swarms of English schoolboys at this

day would not feel very proud to adopt them. In

fact, we remember (at a period say twelve years latcT

than this) some iambic verses, which were really com

oosed by a boy— viz., a son of Dr. Prettyman, (after
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wards T inline,) Bishop of Winclicstcr, and, in earliei

iimes, piivate tutor to i\Ir. Pitt. Tliey were published

by Middleton, first bisliop of Calcutta, in the preface
to his work on the Greek article

; and, for racy idiom-

atic Greek, self-originated, and not a mere mocking
bird's iteration of alien notes, are so much superior to

all the attempts of these sexagenarian doctors as

distinctly to mark the growth of a new era and a new

generation in this difficult accomplishment within the

first decennium of this century. It is singular that

only one blemish is suggested by any of the con-

temporary critics in Dr. Cook's verses— viz., in the

word ^vi'ov for which this critic proposes to substitute

ihoivov^ to prevent, as he observes, the last syllable of

w^fTO from being lengthened by the ?. Such con-

siderations as these are necessary to the trutincR casti-

gatio before we can value Coleridge's place on the

scale of his own day ;
which day, quoad hoc, be it

remembered, was 1790.

As to French, Coleridge read it with too little free-

dom to find pleasure in French literature. According-

ly we never recollect his referring for any purpose,

either of argument or illustration, to a French classic.

Latin, from his regular scholastic training, naturally he

vead with a scholar's fluency ;
and indeed he read

constantly in authors such as Petrarch, Erasmus,

Calvin, «fec., whom he could not then have found in

translations. But Coleridge had not cultiv.-.'ed an ac-

quaintance with the delicacies of classic Latinity. And

it is remarkable that Wordsworth, educated most ncgli

gently at TIawksheai school, subsequently, by reading

iie lyric poetry of Horace, ^;mDly for his own delighl
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as a Student of composition, made himself a master of

Latinity in its most difficult form
;

wliilst Coleridge

trained regularly in a great southern school, never

carried his Latin to any classical polish.

There is another accomplishment of Coleridge's

less broadly open to the judgment of this generation,

and not at all of the next— viz., his splendid art of

conversation, on which it will be interesting to say 3

word. Ten years ago, when the music of this rare

performance had not yet ceased to vibrate in men's

ears, what a sensation was gathering amongst the

educated classes on this particular subject ! What a

tumult of anxiety prevailed to " hear Mr. Coleridge,"

or even to talk with a man who had heard him. Had

lie lived till this day, not Paganini would have been so

much sought after. That sensation is now decaying,

because a new generation has emerged during the ten

years since his death. But many still remain whose

sympathy (whether of curiosity in those who did not

know him or of admiration in those who did) still

reflects as in a mirror the great stir upon this subject

which then was moving in the world. To these, if

they should inquire for the great distinguishing principle

of Coleridge's conversation, we might say that it was

the power of vast combination " in linked sweetness

long drawn out." He gathered into focal concentra-

tion the largest body of objects, apparently disconnected,

that any man ever yet, by any magic, could assemble,

or, having assembled, could manage. His great fault

was, that, by not opening sufBcient spaces for reply, or

suggestion, or collateral notice, he not only narroweo

his own field, but he grievously injured the final im«
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pression. For wh#n men's minds are purely passive,
when they are not allowed to react, then it is that they

collapse most, and iha^ their sense of what is said

must ever be feeblest. Doubtless there must have been

great conversational masters elsewhere, and at many
periods ;

but in this lay Coleridge's characteristic ad-

vantage, that he was a great natural power, and also a

great artist. He was a power in the art
;
and lie

carried a new art into the power.
But now, finally,

—
having left ourselves little room

for more,— one or two wc'ds on Coleridge as an

opium eater.

We have not often read a sentence falling from a

wise man with astonishment so profound as that par-

ticular one in a letter of Coleridge's^* to Mr. Gillman

which speaks of the effort to wean one's self from

opium as a trivial task. There are, we believe, several

such passages ;
but we refer to that one in particular

which assumes that a single
" week "

will suffice for

the whole process of so mighty a revolution. Is, indeed,

'eviathan so tamed ? In that case, the quarantine of

he opium eater might be finished within Coleridge's

lime and with Coleridge's romantic ease. But mark

vhe contradictions of this extraordinary man. Noi

lonjj a^o we v/ere domesticated with a venerable rustic,

stronghcaded, but incurably obstinate in his prejudices,

who treated the who^o body of medical men as ignorant

pretenders, knowing absolutely nothing of the svstem

which they professed to superintend. This, you will

-emark, is no very singular case. No
; nor, as we

^lieve, is the antagonist case of ascribing to sach

non magical powers. Nor, what is worse still, the

r
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coexistence of both cases in the same mind, as in fact

happened here
;

for this same obstinate friend of ours

who treated all medical pretensions as the mere jest of

the universe, every third day was exacting from his

own medical attendants some exquisite tour deforce,
as that they should know or should do something,

which, if they had known or done, all men would have

suspected them reasonably of magic. He rated the

.
whole medical body as infants

;
and yet what he ex-

acted from them every third day, as a matter of course,

virtually presumed them to be the only giants within

the whole range of science. Parallel and equal is the

contradiction of Coleridge. He speaks of opium ex-

xy cess— his own excess we mean— the excess of twenty-

five years
— as a thing to be laid aside easily and for-

ever within seven days ;
and yet, on the other hand,

^ he describes it pathetically, sometimes with a frantic

pathos, as the scourge, the curse, the one almighty

blight which had desolated his life.

This shocking contradiction we need not press.

All readers will see that. But some will ask, Was
Mr. Coleridge right in either view ? Being so atro-

ciously wrong in the first notion, (viz., that the opium
of twenty-five years was a thing easily to be for-

sworn,) where a child could know that he was wrong,
ivas he even altogether right, secondly, in believing

ihat his own life, root and branch, had been withered

by opium? For it will not follow, because, with a

relation to happiness and tranquillity, a man may have

'bund opium his curse, that therefore, as a creature of

energies and great purposes, he must have been the

frreck whicti he seems to suppose. Opium gives anrf
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takes away. It defeats the steady habit of exeruon
;

but it creates spasms of irregular exertion. It ruins the
^

natural power of life
;

but it develops preternatural

paroxysms of intermitting power.

Let us ask of any man who holds that not Col-

eridge himself, but the world, as interested in Col-

eridge's usefulness, has sutlered by his addiction to

opium, whether he is aware of the way in which

opium affected Coleridge ; and, secondly, whether he

is aware of the actual contributions to literature—
how large they were — which Coleridge made in

spite of opium. All who were intimate with Col-

eridge must remember the fits of genial animation

which were created continually in his manner and in

his buoyancy of thought by a recent or by an extra

dose of the omnipotent drug. A lady, who knew

nothing experimentally of opium, once told us that

she " could tell when Mr. Coleridge had taken too

much opium by his shining countenance." She was

right : we know that mark of opium excesses well

and the cause of it
;
or at least we believe the cause

to lie in the quickening of the insensible perspiration

ivhich accumulates and glistens on the face. Be that

as :'t may, a criterion it was that could not deceive us

as to the condition of Coleridge. And uniformly in

that condition he made his most effective intellectual

displays. It is true that he might not be happy under

this fiery animation
;
and we fully believe tb.at he was

not. Nobody is happy under lauoanum except for a

very short term of years. But in what way did that

operate upon his exertions as a writer > We are of y
opinion that it killed Coleridge as a poet.

" The harjr
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of Quantock
" was silenced forever by the torment of

opium ;
but proportionably it roused and stung by

misery his metaphysical instincts into more spasmodic
life. Poetry can flourish only in the atmosphere of

happiness. But subtle and perplexed investigations

of difficult problems are amongst the commonest re-

sources for beguiling the sense of misery. And for

this we have the direct authority of Coleridge himself

speculating on his own case. In the beautiful though

unequal ode entitled Dejection, stanza six, occurs the

following passage :
—

" For not to think of what I needs must feel,

But to be still and patient all I can,

A7id hajihj by abstruse research to steal

From my own nature all the natural man,—
This was my sole resource, my only plan ;

Till that which suits a part infects the whole,
And now is almost grown the habit of my soul.'

Considering the exquisite quality of some poems
which Coleridge has composed, nobody can grieve

(or has grieved) more than ourselves at seeing so

beautiful a fountain choked up with weeds. But, had

Coleridge been a happier man, it is our fixed belief

\hat we should have had far less of his philosophy,
and perhaps, but not certainly, might have had more

of his general literature. In the estimate of the

Dublic, doubtless, that will seem a bad exchange

Cvery man to his taste. Meantime, what we wish to

show is, that the loss was not absolute, but merely
relative.

it is urged, however, that, even on his philosophic
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Speculations, opium operated unfavorably in one re-

spect, by often causing liim to leave them unfinishod.

This is true. Whenever Coleridge (being highly

charged, or saturated, with opium) had written with

Jistempered vigor upon any question, there occurred

soon after a recoil of intense disgust, not from his

own paper only, but even from the subject. All

opium eaters are tainted with the infirmity of leaving
works unfinished and sufTerinc; reactions of disjiust ;

but Coleridge taxed himself with that infirmity in

verse before he could at all have commenced opiun*

eating. Besides, it is too much assumed by Coleridge

and by his biographer that to leave off opium was

of couree to regain juvenile health. But all opium
eaters make the mistake of supposing every pain or

irritation which they suffer to be the product of opium ;

whereas a wise man will say. Suppose you do leave

off opium, that will not deliver you from the load of

years (say sixty-three) which you carry on your back

Charles Lamb, another man of true genius, and an

other head belonging to the Blackwood Gallery, made

that mistake in his Confessions of a Drunkard. "
I

looked back," says he,
" to the time when always, on

waking in the morning, I had a song rising to my lips."

At present, it seems, being a drunkard, he has no such

song. Ay, dear Lamb, but note this, that the drunk-

ard was fifty-six years old, the songster was twenty-

three. Take twenty-three from fifty-six, and we have

some reason to believe that thirty-three will remain

which period of thirty-three years is a pretty good
reason for not singing in the morning, even if brandji

tias been out of the question.

^
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It is singular, as respects Coleridge, that Mr. Gill-

man never says one word upon the event of the great

Ilighgate experiment for leaving off laudanum, though

Coleridge came to Mr. Gillman's for no other purpose ;

and in a week, this vast creation of new earth, sea, and

all that in them is, was to have been accomplished

We raijther think, as Bayley junior observes, that thr

explosion must have hung fire. But thai is a trifle

We have another pleasing hypothesis on the subject

Mr. Wordsworth, in his exquisite lines written on 8

flyleaf of his own Castle of Indolence^ having de-

scribed Coleridge as " a noticeable man with largo

gray eyes," goes on to say,
" He "

(viz., Coleridge)
" did that other man entice " to view his imagery.

Now, we are sadly afraid that " the noticeable man

with large gray eyes" did entice " that other man,"

viz., Gillman, to commence opium eating. This is

droll
;

and it makes us laugh horribly. Gillman

should have reformed Mm ; and lo, he corrupts Gill-

man ! S. T. Coleridge visited Highgate by way of

being converted from the heresy of opium ;
and the

issue is, that in two months' time various grave

men, amongst whom our friend Gillman marches first

in great pomp, are found to have faces shining and

glorious as that of ^sculapius— a fact of which we

nave already explained the secret meaning. And

scandal says (but then, what will not scandal say.?)

that a hogshead of opium goes up daily througli

Ilighgate tunnel. Surely one corroboration of our

hypothesis may be found in the fact that vol. i. of

Gillman's Coleridge is forever to stand unpropped b}

/ol. ii.
;

for we have already obsei'ved that opium
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caters, though good fellows upon the whole, never

finish any tiling.

What then > A man has a right never to finish

any thing. Certainly he has, and by Magna Charta
;

but he has no right, by Magna Charta or by Parva

Charta, to slander decent men like ourselves and our

friend the author of the Opium Confessions. Here

it is that our complaint arises against Mr. Gillman,

If he has taken to opium eating, can we help that 1

If his face shines, must our faces be blackened ?

He has very improperly published some intemperate

passages''^ from CoIeridge,s letters which ought to have

been considered confidential, unless Coleridge had left

them for publication, charging upon the author of the

Opium Confessions a reckless disregard of the temp-
tations which in that work he was scattering abroad

amongst men. Now, this author is connected with

ourselves ; and we cannot neglect his defence, unless

in the case that he undertakes it himself.

We complain also that Coleridge raises (and is

backed by Mr. Gillman in raising) a distinction, per-

fectly perplexing to us, between himself and the au-

thor of the Opium Confessions upon the question,

why they severally began the practice of opium eat-

ing. In himself, it seems, this motive was to relieve

pain ; whereas the confessor was surreptitiously seek-

ing for pleasure. Ay, indeed, where did he learn

that 7 We have no copy of tha Confessions here,

so we cannot quote chapter and verse
; but we dis-

tinctly remember that toothache is recorded in that

>ook as the particular occasion which first introduced

33
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the author to the knowledge of opium. Whe;hei

afterwards, having been thus initiated by the demon

of pain, the opium confessor did not apply powers
tlius discovered to purposes of mere pleasure, is a

question for himself; and the same question applies

with the same cogency to Coleridge. Coleridge began
in rheumatic pains. What then ? This is no proof
that he did not end in voluptuousness. For our part,

we are slow to believe that ever any man did or

could learn the somewhat awful truth that in a cer-

tain ruby-colored elixir there lurked a divme power
to chase away the genius of ennui without subse-

quently abusing this power. To taste but once from

the tree of knowledge is fatal to the subsequent

power of abstinence. True it is, that generations

have used laudanum as an anodyne, (for instance,

hospital patients,) who have not afterwards courted its

powers as a voluptuous stimulant
;
but that, be sure,

has arisen from no abstinence in them. There are,

in fact, two classes of temperaments as to this terrific

drug
— those which are and those which are not

preconformed to its power ;
those which genially

expand to its temptations, and those which frostily

exclude them. Not in the energies of the will, but

in the qualities of the nervous organization, lies the

dread arbitration of— Fall, or stand: doomed thou

art to yield, or, strengthened constitutionally, to re-

sist. Most of those who have but a low sense of

the spells lying couchant in opium have practically

none at all
;

for the initial fascination is for them

effectually defeated by the sickness which Nature has
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associated with the first stages of opium eating. But

to that other diss, whose nervous sensibilities vibrate

to their profounJest depths under the first touch of the

angelic poison, even as a lover's ear thrills on hearing

unexpectedly the voice of her whom he loves, opium
is the Amreeta cup of beatitude. You know the

Paradise Lost ? and you remember from the elev-

enth book, in its earlier part, that laudanum already

existed in Eden— nay, that it was used medicinally

by an archangel ; for, after Michael had "
purged with

euphrasy and rue "
the eyes of Adam, lest he should

be unequal to the mere sight of the great visions

about to unfold their draperies before him, next he

fortifies his fleshly spirits against the ajliction of

these visions, of which visions the first was death.

And how ?

" He from the well of life three drops instilled."

What was their operation ?

" So deep the power of these ingredients pierced,

£ren to the inmost seat of mental sight.

That Adam, now enforced to close his eyes,

Sank down, and all his spirits became entranced.

But him the gentle angel by the hand

Soon raised
"

The second of these lines it is which betrays the

presence of laudanum. It is in the faculty of mental

vision, it is in the increased power of dealing with

the shadowy and the dark, that the characteristic

rirtue of opium lies. Now, in the original highei
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sensibility is found some palliation for the practice of

opium eating ;
in the greater temptation is a greater

excuse. And in this faculty of self-revelation ia

found some palliation for reporting the case to the

world, which both Coleridge and his biographer have

overlooked.



THE ENGLISH MAIL-COACH.

SECnON THE FIRST.— THE GLORY OF MOTION.

Some twenty or more years before I matriculated at

Oxford, Mr. Palmer, at that time M. P. for Bath, had

accomplished two things, very hard to do on our little

planet, the Earth, however cheap they may be held by
eccentric people in comets— he had invented mail-

coaches, and he had married the daughter*" of a duke.

He was, therefore, just twice as gi-eat a man as Galileo,

who did certainly invent (or which is the same thing,
'^

discover) the satellites of Jupiter, those very next

things extant to mail-coaches in the two capital pre-
tensions of speed and keeping time, but, on the other

hand, who did not marry the daughter of a duke.

These mail-coaches, as organzied by Mr. Palmer,

are entitled to a circumstantial notice from myself,

tiaving had so large a share in developing the anarchies

of my subsequent dreams
;

an agency which they

accomplished, 1st, through velocity, at that time un-

precedented
— for they first revealed the glory of mo-

tion ; 2dly, through grand efi"ects for the eye between

lamp-light and the darkness upon solitary roads ;

3dly, through .animal beauty and power jo often dis-

played in the class of horses selected for this mail

Bervice ; 4thly, through the conscious presence of a

central intellect, that, in the midst of vast distances''

•—of storms, of darkness, of danger
— overruled all

[517]
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obstacles into one steady co-operation to a national

result. For my own feeling, this post-office service

Bpoke as by some mighty orchestra, where a thousand

instruments, all disregarding each other, and so far in

danger of discord, yet all obedient as slaves to the

supreme halo7i of some great leader, terminate in a

perfection of harmony like that of heart, brain, and

lungs, in a healthy animal organization. But, finally,

that particular element in this whole combination

which most impressed myself, and through which it is

that to this hour Mr. Palmer's mail-coach system ty-

rannizes over my dreams by terror and terrific beauty,

lay in the awful political mission which at that time it

fulfilled. The mail-coach it was that distributed over

, the face of the land, like the opening of apocalyptic
'

vials, the heart-shaking news of Trafalgar, of Sala-

manca, of Vittoria, of Waterloo. These were the

harvests that, in the grandeur of their reaping, re-

deemed the tears and blood in which they had been

sown. Neither was the meanest peasant so much

below the grandeur and the sorrow of the times as to

confound battles such as these, which were gradually

moulding the destinies of Christendom, with the vul-

gar conflicts of ordinary warfare, so often no more

than gladiatorial trials of national prowess. The

victories of England in this stupendous contest rose

-> of themselves as natural Te Deums to heaven
;
and it

was felt by the thoughtful that such victories, at such

(L crisis of general prostration, were not more benefi-

cial to ourselves than finally to France, our enemy,
and to the nations of all western or central Europe,

\Ju'ough whose pusillanimity it was that the Frenci

domination had prospered.
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The mail-coach, as the national organ for publishing
Ihcse mighty events thus diffusively influential, became

itself a spiritualized and glorified object to an impas-
sioned heart

;
and nal urally, in the Oxford of that

day, all hearts were impassioned, as being all (or

nearly all) in early manhood. In most universities

there is one single college ;
in Oxford there were five-

and-twenty, all of which were peopled by young men»
the elite of their own generation ;

not boys, but men ;

none under eighteen. In some of these many col-

leges, the custom permitted the student to keep what

are railed "short terms;'' that is, the four terms of

Michaelmas, Lent, Easter, and Act, were kept by a

residence, in the aggregate of ninety-one days, or

thirteen weeks. Under this interrupted residence, it

was possible that a student might have a reason for

going down to his home four times in the year. This

made eight journeys to and fro. But, as the homes

lay dispersed through all the shires of the island, and

most of us disdained all coaches except his majesty's

mail, no city out of London could pretend to so ex-

teflsive a connection Avith Mr. Palmer's establishment

as Oxford. Three mails, at the least, I remember as

passing every day through Oxford, and benefiting by

my personal patronage — viz., the Worcester, the Glou-

cester, and the Holyhead mail. Naturally, therefore

it became a point of some interest with us, whose jour-

neys revolved every six weeks on an average, to look

A little into the executive details of the system. With
some of these Mr. Palmer had no concern ; they rested

npon bye-laws enacted by posting-houses for their own

benefit, and iipon other bye-laws, equally stern, enjicted

cy the inside passengers for the illustration of their OMrn
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haughty exclusiveness. These last were of a nature to

louse our scorn, from which the transition was not

very long to systematic mutiny. Up to this time, say

1804, or 1805 (the year of Trafalgar), it liad been the

fixed assumption of the four inside people (as an old

tradition of all public carriages derived from tbe reign

of Charles II.),
that they, the illustrious quaternion,

constituted a porcelain variety of the human race,

whose dignity would have been compromised by ex-

changing one word of civility with the three miserable

delf-ware outsides. Even to have kicked an outsider,

might have been held to attaint the foot concerned in

that operation ;
so that, perhaps, it would have re-

quired an act of parliament to restore its purity of

blood. What words, then, could express the horror,

and the sense of treason, in that case, which had hap-

pened, where all three outsides (the trinity of Pariahs)

made a vain attempt to sit down at the same breakfast-

table or dinner-table with the consecrated four? I

myself witnessed such an attempt ;
and on that occa-

sion a benevolent old gentleman endeavored to soothe

his three holy associates, by suggesting that, if the

outsides were indicted for this criminal attempt at the

next assizes, the court would regard it as a case of

lunacy, or delirium tremens, rather than of treason.

England owes much of her grandeur to the depth of

the aristocratic element in her social composition, when

pulling against her strong democracy. I am not the

man to laugh at it. But sometimes, undoubtedly, it

expressed itself in comic shapes. The course taken

with the infatuated outsiders, in the pai-ticular attempt

which I have noticed, was, that the waiter, beckoning

Ihem away from the privileged salle-d-manger, sang
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out,
' This way, my good men,' and then entic sd these

good men away to the kitchen. But that plan had
not always answered. Sometimes, though rarely,
cases occurred where the intruders, being stronger
than usual, or more vicious than usual, resolutely
refused to budge, and so far carried their point, as to

have a separate table arranged for themselves in a

corner of the general room. Yet, if an Indian screen

could be found ample enough to plant them out from

the very eyes of the high table, or dais, it then be-

came possible to assume as a fiction of law— that the

three delf fellows, after all, were not present. They
could be ignored by the porcelain men, under the

maxim, that objects not appearing, and not existing,

are governed by the same logical construction.^^

Such being, at that time, the usages of mail-coaches,

what was to be done by us of young Oxford ? We,
the most aristocratic of people, who were addicted to

the practice of looking down superciliously even upon
the insides themselves as often very questionable

characters— were we, by voluntarily going outside, to

court indignities ? If our dress and beaiing sheltered

us, generally, from the suspicion of being 'rufi"' (the

name at that period for" snobs""), we really were such

constructively, by the place we assumed. If we did

not submit to the deep shadow of eclipse, we entered

at least the skirts of its penumbra. And the analogy
of theatres was valid against us, where no man can

comijlain of the annoyances incident to th? pit or gal-

ery, ha^ing his instant remedy in paying the higher

price of the boxes. But the soundness of this analogy

wre disputed. In the case of the theatre, it cannot be

pretended that the inferior situations have any separate
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attractions, unless the pit may be supposed to havo an

advantage for the purposes of the critic or the dramatic

reporter. But the critic or reporter is a rarity. For

most people, the sole benefit is in the price. Now, on

the contrary, the outside of the mail had its own in-

communicable advantages. Those we could not fore-

go. The higher price we would willingly have paid,

but not the price connected with the condition of liding

inside ;
which condition we pronounced insufferable.

The air, the freedom of prospect, the proximity to the

horses, the elevation of seat— these were what wo

required ; but, above all, the certain anticipation of

purchasing occasional opportunities of driving.

Such was the difficulty which pressed us
;
and under

the coercion of this difficulty, we instituted a searching

inquiry into the true quality and valuation of the dif-

ferent apartments about the mail. We conducted

this inquiry on metaphysical principles ;
and it was

ascertained satisfactorily, that the roof of the coach,

which by some weak men had been called the attics,

and by some the garrets, was in reality the drawing-

room ;
in which drawing-room the box was the chief

ottoman or sofa
;

whilst it appeared that the inside,

which had been traditionally regarded as the only room

tenantable by gentlemen, was, in fact, the coal-cellar

in disguise.

Great wits jum.p. The very same idea had not long

before struck the celestial intellect of China. Amongst

the presents carried out by our fii-st embassy to that

country was a state-coach. It had been specially

selected as a personal gift by George III.
;
but the ex-

act mode of using it was an immense mystery to Pekin,

The ambassador, indeed (Lord Macartney), had made
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some impel feet explanations upon this point ; but, as

his excellency commimicated these in a diplomatic

whisper, at the very moment of his departure, the

celestial intellect was very feehly illuminated, and it

became necessary to call a cabinet council on the grand
state question,

" Where was the emperor to sit?" The

hammer-cloth happened to be unusually gorgeous ;

and partly on that consideration, but partly also be-

cause the box offered the most elevated seat, was

nearest to the moon, and undeniably went foremost, it

was resolved by acclamation that the box was the im-

perial throne, and for the scoundrel who drove, he

might sit where he could find a perch. The horses,

therefore, being harnessed, solemnly his impenal

majesty ascended his new English throne under a

flourish of trumpets, having the first lord of the treas-

ury on his right hand, and the chief jester on his left.

Pekin gloried in the spectacle ;
and in the whole

flowery people, constructively present by representa-

tion, there was but one discontented person, and that

was the coachman. This mutinous individual auda-

ciously shouted," Where am I to sit ?
"

But the privy

council, incensed by his disloyalty, unanimously

opened the door, and kicked him into the inside. He
had all the inside places to himself; but such is the

rapacity of ambition, that he Avas still dissatisfied. " I

say," he cried out in an extempore petition, addressed

to the emperor through the window — "I say, how

lim I to catch hold of the reins?"— "Anyhow,"was the

hnperial answer
;

" don't trouble me, man, in my glory.

How catch the reins ? Why, through the windows,

through the keyholes
— anyhow." Finally this con-

•umacious coachman lengthened the check-strings into
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a sort of jury-reins, communicating witli the horses '

with these he drove as steadily as Pekin had any right

to expect. Tlie emperor returned after the briefest of

circuits
; he descended in great pomp from his throne.

with the severest resolution never to remount it. A

public thanksgiving was ordered for his majesty's

happy escape from the disease of broken neck
; and

the state-coach was dedicated thenceforward as a

votive offering to the god Fo, Fo— whom the learned

more accurately called Fi, ¥i.

A revolution of this same Chinese character did

young Oxford of that era effect in the constitution of

mail-coach society. It was a perfect French revolu-

tion
;
and we had good reason to say, fa ira. In fact,

it soon became too popular. The '

public,' a well-

known character, particularly disagreeable, though

slightly respectable, and notorious for affecting the

chief seats in synagogues — had at first loudly op-

posed this revolution
; but when the opposition showed

itself to be ineffectual, our disagreeable friend went

into it with headlong zeal. At first it was a sort of

race between us
; and, as the public is usually from

thirty to fifty years old, naturally we of young Oxford,

that averaged about twenty, had the advantage. Then

the public took to bribing, giving fees to horse-keep-

ers, &c., who hired out their persons as warming-pans
on the box-seat. That, you knoAV, was shocking to

all moral sensibilities. Come to bribery, said we, and

there is an end to all morality, Aristotle's, Zeno's,

Cicero's, or anybody's. And, besides, of what use

was it ? For we bribed also. And as our bribes to

ihose of the public were as five shillings to sixpence,

aere again young Oxford had the advantage. But tha
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contest was ruinous to tlie principles of the stalilea

connected with the mails. This whole corporation
was constantly bribed, rebribed, and often sur-rebribed ;

a mail-coach yard was like the hustings in a contested

election
; and a horse-keeper, hostler, or helper, was

held by the philosophical at that time to be the most

corrupt character in the nation.

There was an impression upon the public mind,
natural enough from the continually augmenting ve-

locity of the mail, but quite erroneous, that an outside

seat on this class of carriages was a post of danger.

On the contrary, I maintained that, if a man had be-

come nervous from some gipsy prediction in his child-

hood, allocating to a particular moon now approaching

some unknown danger, and he should inquire earnest-

ly,
'' Whither can I fly for shelter ? Is a prison the

safest retreat ? or a lunatic hospital ? or the British

Museum ?
"

I should have replied,
"
Oh, no ; I'll tell

you what to do. Take lodgings for the next forty

days on the box of his majesty's mail. Nobody can

touch you there. If it is by bills at ninety days after

date that you are made unhappy— if noters and pro-

testers are the sort of wretches whose astrological

shadows darken the house of life— then note you what

I vehemently protest
— viz. ,

that no matter though tho

sheriff and under-sheriff in every county should be run-

ning' after you with his posse, touch a hair of your

head he cannot whilst you keep house, and have your

\ vegal domicile on the box of the mail. It iS felony to
'

«top the mail
;
even the sheriff cannot do that. And

tr. extra touch of the whip to the leaders (no great

matter if it gi-azes the sheriff) at any time guarantees

four safety." In fact, a bedroom in a quiet house
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seems a safe enough retreat, yet it is liable to its ovm
aotorious nuisances — to robbers by night, to rats, to

fire. But the mail laughs at these terrors. To robbers,

the answer is packed up and ready for delivery in tho

barrel of the guard's blunderbuss. Rats again !
— there

are none about mail-coaches, any more than snakes in

Von Troll's Iceland;** except, indeed, now and then a

parliamentary rat, who always hides his shame in wha*

I have shown to be the ' coal-cellar.' And as to fire,

I never knew but one in a mail-coach, which was in

the Exeter mail, and caused by an obstinate sailor

bound to Devonport. Jack, making light of the law

and the lawgiver that had set their faces against hia

offence, insisted on taking up a forbidden seat'''' in the

rear of the roof, from which he could exchange his

own yarns with those of the guard. No greater of-

fence was then known to mail-coaches
;

it was treason,

it was Icssa majestas, it was by tendency arson
; and

the ashes of Jack's pipe, falling amongst the straw of

the hinder boot containing the mail-bags, raised a

flame which (aided by the wind of our motion) threat-

ened a revolution in the republic of letters. Yet even

this left the sanctity of the box unviolated. In dig-

nified repose, the coachman and myself sat on, resting

with benign composure upon our knowledge that the

fire would have to burn its way through four inside

passengers before it could reach ourselves. I remark*

ed to the coachman, with a quotation from Virgil'a

'.^neid
'

really too hackneyed—
* Jam proximus ardet

Ucalegon.'

But, recollecting that the Virgilian part of the coach*

BiAn's education might have been neglected, 1 inter-
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prettd so far as to say, that perhaps at that moment

the flames were catching hold of our worthy brother

and inside passenger, Ucalegon. The coachman made

no answer, which is my own way when a stranger

addresses me either in Syriac or in Coptic, but by his

faint sceptical smile he seemed to insinuate that he

knew better
;

for that Ucalegon, as it happened, was

not in the way-bill, and therefore could not have been

booked.

No dignity is perfect which does not at some point

ally itself with the mysterious. The connection of

the mail with the state and the executive government
— a connection obvious, but yet not strictly defined—
gave to the whole mail establishment an official gran-

deur which did us service on the roads, and invested

us with seasonable terrors. Not the less impressive

were those terrors, because their legal limits were

imperfectly ascertained. Look at those turnpike gates ;

with what deferential hurry, with what an obedient

start, they fly open at our approach ! Look at that

long line of carts and carters ahead, audaciously

usurping the very crest of the road. Ah ! traitors,

they do not hear us as yet ; but, as soon as the dread-

ful blast of our horn reaches them with proclamation

of our approach, see with what frenzy of trepidation

they fly to their horses' heads, and deprecate our

wrath by the precipitation of their craiie-neck quar-

terings. Treason they feel to be their crinie
; each

individual carter feels himself under the ban of con-

fiscation and attainder ;
his blood is attainted through

six generations ; and nothing is wanting but tlic heads-

man and his axe, the block and the saw-dust, to close

up the vista of his horrors. What ! shall it be wltliio
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benefit of clergy to delay the king's message on the

high road ? — to interrupt the great respirations, ebb

and flood, sy&'ole and diastole, of the national inter-

course ?— to endanger the safety of tidings, running

day and night between all nations and languages ?

Or can it be fancied, amongst the weakest of men,
that the bodies of the criminals will be given up to

their widows for Christian burial ? Now the doubts

which were raised as to our powers did more to wrap
them in terror, by wrapping them in uncertainty, than

could have been effected by the sharpest definitions of

the law from the Quarter Sessions. We, on our parts

(we, the collective mail, I mean), did our utmost to

exalt the idea of our privileges by the insolence with

which we wielded them. Whether this insolence

rested upon law that gave it a sanction, or upon con-

scious power that haughtily dispensed with that sanc-

tion, equally it spoke from a potential station
; and

the agent, in each particular insolence of the moment,

was viewed reverentially, as one having authority.

Sometimes after breakfast his majesty's mail would

become frisky; and in its difficult wheelings amongsl
the intricacies of early markets, it would upset an

apple-cart, a cart loaded with eggs, &c. Huge was

ihe affliction and dismay, awful was the smauh. I, as

far as possible, endeavored in such a case to represent

the conscience and moral sensibilities of the mail ;

and, when wildernesses of eggs were lying poached
under our horses' hoofs, then would I stretch forth

my hands in sorrow saying (in words too celebrated at

that time, from the false echoes^ of Marengo), 'Ah!

wherefore have we not time to weep over you?
'

which

was evidently impossible, since, in iwX, we had no
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rime to laugh over them. Tied to post-ofti.c allow-

fttice, in some cases of fifty minutes for eleven miles,

could the royal mail pretend to undertake the offices

of sympathy and condolence ? Could it be expected
to provide tears for the accidents of the road ? If

even it seemed to trample on humanity, it did so, I

felt, in discharge of its o^vn more peremptory duties.

Upholding the morality of the mail, a fortiori I

upheld its rights ; as a matter of duty, I stretched to

the uttermost its privilege of imperial precedency, and

astonished Aveak minds by the feudal powers which I

hinted to be lurking constructively in the charters of

this proud establishment. Once I remember being on

the box of the Holyhead mail, between Shrewsbury
and Oswestry, when a tawdry thing from Birmingham,
some '

Tallyho
'

or '

Highflyer,' all flaunting with

green and gold, came up alongside of us. What a

contrast to our royal simplicity of form and color in

this plebeian wretch ! The single ornament on our

dark ground of chocolate color was the mighty
shield of the imperial arms, but emblazoned in pro-

portions as modest as a signet-ring bears to a seal of

office. Even this was displayed only on a single

panel, whispering, rather than proclaiming, our rela-

tions to the mighty state
;
whilst the beast from Bir-

mingham, our green-and-gold friend from false, fleet-

rng, perjured Brummagem, had as much writing and

painting on its sprawling flanks as would have puzzled

a decipherer from the tombs of Luxor For some

time this Birmingham machine ran along by our side

— a piece of familiai-ity that already of itself seemed

to me sufficiently Jacobinical. But all at once a move-

ment of the horses announced a desperate intention oT

34
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tearing us behind. ' Do you sec that ?
'

I said to the

coachman. — '
I see,' was his short answej-. He waa

wide awake, yet he waited longer than seemed pru-

dent ;
for the horses of our audacious opponent had a

disagreeable air of freshness and power. But hia

motive was loyal ;
his wish was, that the Birmingham

conceit should be full-blown before he froze it. When
that seemed right, he unloosed, or, to speak by 9

stronger word, he sprang, his known resources : he

slipped our royal horses like cheetahs, or hunting-

leopards, after the affrighted game. How they could

retain such a reserve of fiery power after the work

they had accomplished, seemed hard to explain. But

on our side, besides the physical superiority, was a

tower of moral strength, namely, the king's name,
' which they upon the adverse faction wanted.' Pass-

ing them without an effort, as it seemed, we threw

them into the rear with so lengthening an interval

between us, as proved in itself the bitterest mockery
of their presumption ; whilst our guard blew back a

shattering blast of triumph, that was really too pain-

fully full of derision.

I mention this little incident for its connection with

what followed. A Welsh rustic, sitting behind me,

nsked if I had not felt my heart burn within me

during the progress of the race ? 1 said, with phi-

losophic calmness. No ; because we were not racing

with a mail, so that no glory could be gained. In

%ct, it was sufficiently mortifying that such a Birming-

ham thing should dare to challenge us. The AVelsh-

man replied, that he didn't see that; for that a cat

might look at a king, and a Brummagem coach might

Jawfidly race the Holyhead mail. ' Race as, if yot
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ike,' I replied,
'-

though even that has an ;iir of sedi-

tion, but not heat us. This would have been treason ;

and for its own sake I am glad that the "
Tallyho" was

disappoiuted.' So dissatisfied did the Welshman seem
with this opinion, that at last I was obliged to tell him a

very fine story from one of our elder dramatists— viz.,

that once, in some far oriental kingdom, when the

sultan of all the land, with his princes, ladies, and

chief omrahs, were flying their falcons, a hawk sud-

denly flew at a majestic eagle ; and in defiance of the

eagle's natural advantages, in ^ontempt also of the

eagle's traditional royalty, and before the whole as-

sembled field of astonished spectators from Agra, and

Lahore, killed the eagle on the spot. Amazement
seized the sultan at the unequal contest, and' burning
admiration for its unparalleled result. He commanded
that the hawk should be brought before him

; he

caressed the bird with enthusiasm
;
and he ordered

that, for the commemoration of his matchless courage,

a diadem of gold and rubies should be solemnly placed

on the hawk's head
;
but then that, immediately after

this solemn coronation, the bird should be led ofi" to

execution, as the most valiant indeed of traitors, but

not the less a traitor, as having dared to rise rebel-

liously against his liege lord and anointed sovereign,

the eagle.
' Now,' said I to the Welshman, ' to you

and me, as men of refined sensibilities, how painful it

ivould have been that this poor Brumr.^agem brute,

the "
Tallyho," in the impossible case of a victory over

U3, should have been crowned with Birmingham tinsel,

with paste diamonds, and Roman pearls, and then led

oflf to instant execution.' The Welshman doubted ii

that could be warranted by law. And when I hinted
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at the 6tli of Edward Longshanks, chap. 18, for regu-

lating the precedency of coaches, as being probably

the statute relied on for the capital punishment of

such offences, he replied drily, that if the attempt to

puss a mail really were treasonable, it was a pity that

the '

Tallyho
'

appeared to have so imperfect an ac-

quaintance with law.

Y The modern modes of travelling cannot compare

with the old mail-coach system in grandeur and

power. They boast of more velocity, not, however,

as a consciousness, but as a fact of our lifeless knowl-

edge, resting upon alien evidence
; as, for instance,

because somebody says that we have gone fifty miles

in the hour, though we are far from feeling it as a per-

sonal experience, or upon the evidence of a result, as

that actually we find ourselves in York four hours

after leaving London. Apart from such an assertion,

or such a result, I myself am little aware of the pace.

But, seated on the old mail-coach, we needed no evi-

dence out of ourselves to indicate the velocity. On

this system the word was, Non magna loquimur^ as

upon railways, but vivimus. Yes, Jmagna__uizim2/;5 ;
'

we do not make verbal ostentation of our grandeurs,

we realize our grandeurs in act, and in the very ex-

perience of life. The vital experience of the glad

animal sensibilities made doubts impossible on the

question of our speed ; we heard our speed, we saw it,

we felt it as a thrilling ;
and this speed was not the

product of blind insensate agencies, that had no sym-

pathy to give, but was incarnated in the fiery eyeballs

of the noblest amongst brutes, in his dilated nostril,_

spasmodic muscles, and thunder-beating hoofs. /The

sensibility of the horse, uttenng itself in the maniac
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light of his eye, might be the last vibration of such a

movement
;
the glory of Salamanca might be the first.

|

But the intervening links that coijiected them, that

Bpread the earthquake of battle into the eyeball of the

horse, were the heart of man and its electric thrillings

— kindling in the rapture of the fiery strife, and then

propagating its own tumults by contagious shouts and

gestures to the heart of his servant the horse.

But now, on the new system of travelling, iron

tubes and boilers have disconnected man's heart from

the ministers of his locomotion. Nile nor Trafalgar

has power to raise an extra bubble in a steam-kettle.

The galvanic cycle is broken up for ever
;
man's impe-

rial nature no longer sends itself forward through the

electric sensibility of the horse
;
the inter-agencies are

gone in the mode of communication between the horse

and his master, out of which grew so many aspects of

sublimity under accidents of mists that hid, or sudden

blazes that revealed, of mobs that agitated, or midnight

solitudes that awed. Tidings, fitted to convulse all

nations, must henceforwards travel by culinary pro-

cess; and the trumpet that once announced from afar

the laurelled mail, heart-shaking, when heard scream-

ing on the wind, and proclaiming itself through the

darkness to every village or solitary house on its route,

Gas now given way for ever to the pot-wallopings of

the boiler.

Thus have perished multiform openings for public

expressions of interest, scenical yet natural, in great

national tidings ; for revelations of faces and groups

Jhat could not ofi"er themselves amongst the liuctuating

mobs of a railway station. The gatherings of gazers

tbout a laurelled mail had one centre, and ackno\>I-
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edg-ed one sole interest. But tlie crowds attending at

a railway station have as little unity as running water,

and own as many centres as there are separate car-

riages in the train.

How else, for example, than as a constant watcher

for the dawn, and for the London mail that in summer

months entei'ed about daybreak amongst the lawny
thickets of Marlborough forest, couldst thou, sweet

Fanny of the Bath road, have become the glorified

inmate of my dreams? Yet Fanny, as the loveliest

young woman for face and person that perhaps in my
whole life I have beheld, merited the station which

even now, from a distance of forty years, she holds ir

my dreams ; yes, though by links of natural association

she brings along with her a troop of dreadful creatures,

fabulous and not fabulous, that are more abominable

to the heart, than Fanny and the dawn are delightful.

Miss Fanny of the Bath road, strictly speaking,

lived at a mile's distance from the road
;
but came so

continually to meet the mail, that I on my frequent

transits rarely missed her, and naturally connected her

image with the great thoroughfare where only I had

ever seen her. Why she came so punctually, I do not

exactly know
;
but I believe with some burden of

commissions to be executed in Bath, which had gath-

ered to her own residence as a central rendezvous for

vonverging them. The mail-coachman who drove the

Bath mail, and wor-e the royal livery,^ happened to be

Fanny's grandfather. A good man he was, that loved

his beautiful granddaughter ; and, loving her wisely,

was vigilant over her deportment in any case where

young Oxford might happen to be conceimed. Did my
vanity then suggest that I myself, individually, could faL
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Within the line of his terrors? Certainly not, as

regarded any physical pretensions that I could plead
-

for Fanny (as i chance passenger from her own neigh-
borhood once told me) counted in her train a hundred
and ninety-nine professed admirers, if not open aspi-

rants to her favor
; and probably not one of the whole

brigade but excelled myself in personal advantages.

Ulysses even, with the unfair advantage of his accursed

bow, could hardly have undertaken that amount of

suitors. So the danger might have seemed slight
—

only that woman is universally aristocratic; it is

amongst her nobilities of heart that she is so. Now,
the aristocratic distinctions in my favor might easily

with Miss Fanny have compensated my physical defi-

ciencies. Did I then make love to Fanny ? Why,
yes ;

about as much love as one could make whilst the

mail was changing horses— a process which, ten years

later, did not occupy above eighty seconds
;
but then

—
viz., about Waterloo— it occupied five times eighty.

Now, four hundred seconds ofier a field quite ample

enough for whispering into a young woman's ear a

great deal of truth, and (by way of parenthesis) some

trifle of falsehood. Grandpapa did right, therefore, to

watch me. And yet, as happens too often to the

grandpapas of earth, in a contest with the admirers of

granddaughters, how vainly would he have watched

me had I meditated any evil whispers to Fanny ! She,

it is my belief, would have protected herself against

any man's evil suggeotions. But he, as the result

showed, could not have intercepted the opportunities

for such suggestions. Yet, why not ? Was he not

active ? AVas he not blooming ? Blooming he was as

Fanny herself.
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•

Say, all our praises why should lords
'

Stop, that's not the lino.

'

Say, all our roses why should girls engross ?
'

The coachman showed rosy blossoms on his face

deeper even than his granddaughter's
— his being

drawn from the ale cask, Fanny's from the fountaina

of the dawn. But, in spite of his blooming face, some

infirmities he had
;
and one particularly in which he

too much resembled a crocodile. This lay in a mon-

strous inaptitude for turning round. The crocodile, I

presume, owes that inaptitude to the absurd length of

his back
;
but in our grandpapa it arose rather from

the absurd breadth of his back, combined, possibly,

with some growing stiffness in his legs. Now, upon
this crocodile infirmity of his I planted a human ad-

vantage for tendering my homage to Miss Fanny. In

defiance of all his honorable vigilance, no sooner had

he presented to us his mighty Jovian back (what a

field for displaying to mankind his royal scarlet !
'),

whilst inspecting professionally the buckles, the straps,

and the silvery turrets ^^ of his harness, than I raised

Miss Fanny's hand to my lips, and, by the mixed ten-

derness and respectfulness of my manner, caused her

easily to understand how happy it would make me to

rank upon her list as No. 10 or 12, in which case a

few casualties amongst her lovers (and observe, they

hanged liberally in those days might have promoted
me speedily to the top of the tree

; as, on the other

hand, with how much loyalty of submission I acqui-

esced by anticipation in her award, supposing that she

riiould plant me in the very rearward of her favor, as

No, 199 -|-1. Most truly I loved this beautilal and

Ingenuous girl ;
and had it not been for the Bath
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mall, timing all courtships by post-office allowance,

heaven, only knows what might have come of it. Peo-

ple talk of being over head and ears in love
; now, the

mail was the cause that I sank only over ears in love,

which, you know still left a trifle of brain to overlooh

the whole conduct of the affair.

Ah, reader ! when I look back upon those days, it

seems to me that all tilings change— all things perish.
' Perish the roses and the palms of kings :

'

perish even

the crowns and trophies of Waterloo : thunder and

lightning are not the thunder and lightning which I

remember. Roses are degenerating. The Fannies of

our island— though this I say with reluctance — are

not visibly improving ; and the Bath road is notoriously

superannuated. Crocodiles, you will say, are station-

ary. Mr. Waterton tells me that the crocodile does

not change ;
that a cayman, in fact, or an alligator, ia

just as good for riding upon as he was in the time of

the Pharaohs. That may be
; but the reason is, that

the crocodile does not live fast— he is a slow coach.

I believe it is generally understood among naturalists,

that the crocodile is a blockhead. It is my own im-

pression that the Pharaohs were also blockheads.

Now, as the Pharaohs and the crocodile domineered

over Egyptian society, this accounts for a singular

mistake that prevailed through innumerable genera-

tions on the Nile. The crocodile made the ridiculous

blunder of supposing man to be meant chiefly for his

own eating. Man, taking a different view of the sub-

ject, naturally met that mistake by another : he viewed

the crocodile as a thing sometimes to worship, tut al-

ways to run away from. And this continued until Mr.

Waterton'" changed the relations between the animals.
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The mode of escaping from the reptile he showed to

1)0, not by running away, but by leaping on its back,

booted and spurred. The two animals had misunder-

Bto )d each other. The use of the crocodile has now

been cleared up— viz., to be ridden ;
and the final

nause of man is, that he may improve the health of the

.rocodile by riding him a fox-hunting before breakfast.

And it 18 pretty certain that any crocodile, who haa

been regularly hunted through the season, and is mas-

ter of the weight he carries, will take a six-barred gate

now as Avell as ever he would have done in the infancy

of the pyramids.

If, therefore, the crocodile does not change, all things

else undeniably do : even the shadow of the pyramids

grows less. And often the restoration in vision of

Fanny and the Bath road, makes me too pathetically

sensible of that truth. Out of the darkness, if I hap-

pen to call back the image of Fanny, up rises suddenly

from a gulf of forty years a rose in June ; or, if I think

for an instant of the rose in June, up rises the heavenly

face of Fanny. One after the other, like the antipho-

nies in the choral service, rise Fanny and the rose in

June, then back again the rose in June and Fanny.
Then come both together, as in a chorus— roses and

Fannies, Fannies and roses, without end, thick as blos-

soms in paradise. Then comes a venerable crocodile,

in a royal livery of scarlet and gold, with sixteen

capes; and the crocodile is driving four-in-hand frorr

the box of the Bath mail. [And suddenly we upon the

mail are pulled up by a mighty dial, sculptured with

the hours, that mingle with the heavens and the hea-

venly host. > Then all at once we are arrived at Marl*

jorough forest, amongst the lovely households'^^ of tlifl
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roe-deer; the deer and their fawns retire into the

dewy thickets
;
the thickets are rich with roses

; once

again the roises call up the sweet countenance of Fanny ;

and she-, being the granddaughter of a crocodile, awak-

ens a dreadful host of semi-legendary animals—griffins,

dragons, basilisks, sphinxes
— till at length the whole

vision of fighting images crowds into one towering
armorial shield, a vast emblazonry of human charities

and human loveliness that have perished, but quartered

heraldically with unutterable and demoniac natures,

whilst over all rises, as a surmounting crest, lone fail

female hand, with the forefinger pointing, in sweet,

sorrowful admonition, upwards to heaven, where ia

sculptured the eternal writing which proclaims the

frailty of earth and her children. I

GOING DOWN WITH VICTORY.

But the grandest chapter of our experience, within

the whole mail-coach service, was on those occasions

when we went down from London with the news of

victory. A period of about ten years stretched from

Trafalgar to Waterloo
;
the second and third years of

which period (1806 and 1807) Avere comparatively

sterile
;
but the other nine (from 1805 to 1815 inclu-

sively) furnished a long succession of victories
;
the

least of which, in such a contest of Titans, had au

inappreciable value of position
—

partly for its absolute

interference \vith the plans of our enemy, but still more

from its keeping alive through central Europe the

sense of a deep-seated vulnerability in France. Even

to tease the coasts of our enemy, to mortify them by

continual blockades, to insult them by capturing if it

were but a baubling schooner under the eyes of theii
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arrogant armies, repeated from time to time a sullen

proclamation of power lodged in one quarter to which

the hopes of Christendom turned in secret. How much
more loudly must this proclamation have spoken in the

audacity"^ of having bearded the elite of their troops,

and having beaten them in pitched battles ! Five years
of life it was worth paying down for the privilege of an

outside place on a mail-coach, when carrying down the

first tidings of any such event. And it is to be noted

that, from our insular situation, and the multitude of

our frigates disposable for the rapid transmission of

intelligence, rarely did any unauthorized rumor steal

away a prelibation from the first aroma of the regular

despatches. The government news was generally the

earliest news.

From eight p. m., to fifteen or twenty minutes later,

imagine the mails assembled on parade in Lombard

Street, where, at that time,'"^ and not in St. Martin' s-

le-Grand, was seated the General Post-office. In what

exact strength we mustered I do not remember
; but,

from the length of each separate attelage, we filled the

street, though a long one, and though we were drawn

up in double file. On any night the spectacle was

beautiful. The absolute perfection of all the appoint-,

ments about the carriages and the harness, their

strength, their brilliant cleanliness, their beautiful

simplicity
— but, more than all, the royal magnificence

of the horses— were what might first have fixed the

attention. Every carriage, on every morning in the

year, was taken down to an official inspector for exam-

ination— wheels, axles, linchpins, poles, glasses, lamps,
were all critically prooed and tested. Every part of

«very carriage had been cleaned every horse had beec
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groomed, Avith as much rigor as if they belonged to a

private gentleman ;
and that part of the spectacle

offered itself always. But the night before us is a

night of victory ; and, behold ! to the ordinary display,

what a heart-shaking addition !
— horses, men, car-

riages, all are dressed in laurels and flowers, oak-leaves

and ribbons. The guards, as being officially his Maj-

esty's servants, and of the coachmen such as are within

the privilege of the post-office, wear the royal liveries

cf course
;
and as it is summer (for all the land victo-

ries were naturally won in summer), they wear, on this

fine evening, these liveries exposed to view, without

any covering of upper coats. Such a costume, and the

elaborate arrangement of the laurels in theu- hats, dilate

their hearts, by giving to them openly a personal con-

nection with the great news, in which already they

have the general interest of patriotism. That great

national sentiment surmounts and quells all sense of

ordinary. distinctions. Those passengers who happen

^0 be gentlemen are now hardly to be distinguished as

Buch except by dress
;

for the usual reserve of their

manner in speaking to the attendants has on this night

melted away. One heart, one pride, one glory, con-

nects every man by the transcendent bond of hia

national blood. The spectators, who are numerous

beyond precedent, express their sympathy with theso

fervent feelings by continual hurrahs. Every moment

are shouted aloud by the post-office servants, and sum-

moned to draw up, the great ancestral navies of cities

known to history through a thousand years
— Lincoln,

Winchester, Portsmouth, Gloucester, Oxford, Bristol,

Manchester, York, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Perth, Stirling, Aberdeen— expressing the grande'OJ
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of the empire by the antiquity of its towns, and tha

grandeur of the mail establishment by the diffusive

radiation of its separate missions. Every moment you
hear thunder of lids locked down upon the mail-bags.

That sound to each individual mail is the signal for

drawing off, Avhich process is the finest part of the

entire spectacle. Then come the horses into play.

Horses ! can these be horses that bound off with the

action and gestures of leopards ? What stir !
— what

sea-like ferment !
— what a thundering of wheels !

—
what a trampling of hoofs !

— what a sounding of

trumpets !
— what farewell cheers— what redoubling

peals of brotherly congratulation, connecting the name

of the particular mail— '

Liverpool for ever !

' — with

the name of the particular victory
— '

Badajoz for

ever !

'

or ' Salamanca for ever !

' The half-slumbering

consciousness that, all night long and all the next

day— perhaps for even a longer period
— many of

these mails, like fire racing along a train of gunpow-

der, Avill be kindling at every instant new successions

of burning joy, has an obscure effect of multiplying

the victory itself, by multiplying to the imagination

into infinity the stages of its progressive diffusion. A
fiery arrow seems to be let loose, which from that mo-

ment is destined to travel, without intermission, west-

wards for thi-ee hundred ''^ miles — northwards for

six hundred
; and the sympathy of our Lombard

Street friends at parting is exalted a hundredfold by
a sort of visionary sympathy with the yet slumbering

sympathies which in so vast a succession we are going
ID awake.

Liberated from the embarrassments of the city, and

•suing into the broad uncrowded avenues ol the north'
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em suburbs, we soon begin to enter upon our natura'

pace of ten miles an hour. In the broad ligbt of the

summer evening, the sun, perhaps, only just at the

point of setting, we are seen from every story of every
house. Heads of every age crowd to the windows —

young and old understand the language of om- victori-

ous symbols— and rolling volleys of sympathizing
cheers ran along us, behind us, and before us. Tho

beggar, rearing himself against the wall, forgets hia

lameness — real or assumed— thinks not of his whin-

ing trade, but stands erect, with bold exulting smiles,

as we pass him. The victory has healed him, and

says, Be thou whole ; Women and children, from

garrets alike and cellars, through infinite London, look

down or look up with loving eyes upon our gay rib-

bons and our martial laurels
;

sometimes kiss their

hands
;
sometimes hang out, as signals of affection,

pocket-handkerchiefs, aprons, dusters, anything that,

by catching the summer breezes, will express an aerial

iubilation. On the London side of Barnet, to which

we draw near within a few minutes after nine, observe

that private carriage which is approaching us. The

weather being so warm, the glasses are all down
; and

one may read, as on the stage of a theatre, everything

that goes on within. It contains three ladies — one

likely to be ' mamma,' and two of seventeen or eigh-

teen, who are probably her daughters. What lovely

animation, what beautiful unpremeditated pantomime,

explaining to us every syllable that passes, in these in«

genuons girls ! By the sudden start and raising of the

hands, on first discovering our laurelled equipage !
—

Dy the sudden movement and appeal to the elder lady

^om both of them— and by the heightened color on
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their animated countenances, we can almost hear ihem

saying,
'

See, see ! Look at their laurels ! Oh,
mamma ! there has been a great battle in Spain J

and it has been a great victory.' In a moment we

uro on the point of passing them. We passengers
--

I on the box, and the two on the roof behind me—
raise our hats to the ladies

;
the coachman makes his

professional salute with the whip ;
the guard even,

though punctilious on the matter of his dignity as an

officer under the crown, touches his hat. The ladies

move to us, in retui'n, with a winning graciousness of

gesture ;
all smile on each side in a way that nobody

could misunderstand, and that nothing short of a grand

national sympathy could so instantaneously prompt.

Will these ladies say that we are nothing to them ?

Oh, no
; they will not say that. They cannot deny—

they do not deny— that for this night they are our

sisters ; gentle or simple, scholar or illiterate servant,

for twelve hours to come, we on the outside have the

honor to be their brothers. Those poor women, again,

who stop to gaze upon us with delight at the entrance

of Barnet, and seem, by their air of weariness, to be

returning from labor— do you mean to say that they

are washerwomen and charwomen ? Oh, my poor

friend, you are quite mistaken. I assure you they

stand in a far higher rank
;

for this one night they feel

themselves by birthright to be daughters of England,
and answer to no humbler title.

Every joy, however, even rapturous joy — such is

the sad law of earth— may carry with it grief, or fear

of grief, to some. Three miles beyond Barnet, we see

approaching us another private carriage, nearly repeat-

ing the circumstances of the former case. Here, also
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the glasses are all doAvn— here, also, is an elderly

lady seated
;
but the two daughters are missing ; for

the single yoking person sitting by the lady's side,

eeems to be an attendant — so I judge from her dress,

and her air of respectful reserve. The lady is in

mourning ;
and her countenance expresses sorrow.

At first she does not look up ;
so that I believe she

is not aware of our approach, until she hears the

measured beating of our horses' hoofs. Then she

raises her eyes to settle them painfully on our tri-

umphal equipage. Our decorations explain the case

to her at once ; but she beholds them with appa-

rent anxiety, or even with terror. Some time before

this, I, finding it difficult to hit a flying mark, when

embarrassed by the coachman's person and reins inter-

vening, had given to the guard a ' Courier
'

evening

paper, containing the gazette, for the next carriage that

might pass. Accordingly he tossed it in, so folded

that the huge capitals expressing some such legend

as— GLORIOUS VICTORY, might catch the eye at

once. To see the paper, however, at all, interpreted

as it was by our ensigns of triumph, explained every-

thing ; and, if the guard were right in thinking the

lady to have received it with a gesture of horror

it could not be doubtful that she had suffered some

deep personal aflJiiction in connection with this Span-
ish war.

Here, now, was the case of one who, having formerly

Bufl'ered, might, erroneously perhaps, be distressing

herself with anticipations of another similar suffering.

That same night, and hardly three hours later, oc-

siirred the reverse case. A poor woman, who too

teobably would find herself, in a day or two, tc

35
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aave suffered the heaviest afflictions by the battle

blindly allowed herself to express an exultation si

unmeasured in the n''ws and its details, as gave to hei

the appearance which, amongst Celtic Highlanders is

called fey. This was at some little town where we

changed horses an hour or two after midnight. Some
fair or wake had kept the people up out of their beds,

and had occasioned a partial illumination of ihe stalls

and booths, presenting an unusual but very impressive

effect. We saw many lights moving about as we drew

near
;

and perhaps the most striking scene on the

whole route was our reception at this place. The

flashing of torches and the beautiful radiance of blue

lights (technically, Bengal lights) upon the heads of

our horses
;

the fine effect of such a showery and

ghostly illumination falling upon our flowers and

glittering laurels
;

'^ whilst all around ourselves, that

formed a centre of light, the darkness gathered on the

rear and flanks in massy blackness
;

these optical

splendors, together with the prodigious enthusiasm

of the people, composed a picture at once scenical

and affecting, theatrical and holy. As we staid for

three or four minutes, I alighted ;
and immediately

from a dismantled stall in the street, where no doubt

she had been presiding through the earlier part of the

night, advanced eagerly a middle-aged woman. The

sight of my newspaper it was that had drawn her at-

tention upon myself. The victory which we were

carrying down to the provinces on tliis occasion, was

the imperfect one of Talavera— imperfect for its re-

sults, such was the virtual treachery of the Spanish

general, Cuesta, but not imperfect in its ever-raemora-

We heroism I told her the main outline of the battle.
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The agitation of her enthusiasm had been so con-

spicuous when listening, and when first applying for

information, that I could not but ask her if she had

not some relative in the Peninsular army. Oh, yes ;

her only son w as there. In what regiment ? He was

a trooper in the 23d Dragoons. My heart sank within

me as she made that answer. This sublime regiment,
Y/hich an Englishman should never mention without

raising his hat to their memory, had made the most

memorable and effective charge recorded in military

annals. They leaped their horses — over a trench

where they could, into it, and with the result of death

or mutilation when they could not. What proportion
cleared the trench is nowhere stated. Those who did.

closed up and went down upon the enemy with such

divinity of fervor (I use the word divinity by design :

the inspiration of God must have prompted this move-

ment to those whom even then he was calling to his

presence), that two results followed. As regarded the

enemy, this 23d Dragoons, not, I believe, originally

three hundred and fifty strong, paralyzed a French

column, six thousand strong, then ascended the hill,

and fixed the gaze of the whole French army. As

regarded themselves, the 23d were supposed at first

to have been barely not annihilated
;
but eventually,

I believe, about one in four survived. And this, then,

was the regiment— a regiment already for some hours

glorified and hallowed to the ear of all London, as

lying stretched, by a large majority, upon one bloody

aceldama— in which the young trooper served whose

mother was now talking in a spirit of such joyous

enthusiasm. Did I tell her the truth? Had I the

Veart to break up her dreams ? No. To-morrow, said

I to myself
— to-morrow, or the next day, will publish
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the worst. For one night more, wherefore slould she

not sleep in peace ? After to-morrow, the chances are

too many that peace will forsake her pillow. This

brief respite, then, let her owe to my gift and my for-

bearance. But, if I told her not of the bloody price

that had been paid, not, therefore, was I silent on the

contributions from her son's regiment to that day's ser-

vice and glory. I showed her not the funeral tanners

under which the noble regiment was sleeping. I lifted

not the overshadowing laurels from the bloody trench

in which horse and rider lay mangled together. But

I told her how these dear children of England, officers

and privates, had leaped their horses over all obstacles

as gayly as hunters to the morning's chase. I told her

how they rode their horses into the mists of death

(saying to myself, but not saying to her), and laid

down their young lives for thee, O mother England !

as willingly
— poured out their noble blood as cheer-

fully
— as ever, after a long day's sport, when infants,

they had rested their wearied heads upon their moth-

er's knees, or had sunk to sleep in her arms. Strange

it is, yet true, that she seemed to have no fears for her

son's safety, even after this knowledge that the 23d

Dragoons had been memorably engaged ;
but so much

was she enraptured by the knowledge that his regi-

ment, and therefore that he, had rendered conspicuoua

service in the dreadful conflict— a service which had

actually made them, within the last twelve hcun, the

foremost topic of conversation in London— so abso«

lutely was fear swallowed up in joy — that, in the

mere simplicity of her fervent nature, the poor woman
threw her arms round my neck, as she thought of hei

Boi^, and gave to me the kiss which secretly was meant

for him.
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SECTION THE SECOND.— THE VISION OF SUDDEN
DEATH.

What is to be taken as the predominant opinion ol

man, reflective and philosophic, upon sudden death?
It is remarkable that, in different conditions of society,

Budden death has been variously regarded as the con-

summation of an earthly career most fervently to be

desired, or, again, as that consummation which is with

most horror to be deprecated. Caesar the Dictator,

at his last dinner party (coma), on the very evening
before his assassination, when the minutes of his earth-

ly career were numbered, being asked what death, in

his judgment, might be pronounced the most eligible,

replied,
' That which should be most sudden.' On

the other hand, the divine Litany of our English

Church, when breathing forth supplications, as If in

some representative character for the whole human

race prostrate before God, places such a death in the

very van of horrors :
— ' From lightning and tempest ;

from plague, pestilence, and famine
;
from battle and

murder, and from sudden death— Good Lord, de-

Hver us.' Sudden death is here made to crown the

climax in a grand ascent of calamities ;
it is ranked

among the last of curses ;
and yet, by the noblest af

[549]
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Romans, it was ranked as the first of blessings. In

that difference, most readers will see little more than

the essential difference between Christianity and Pa-

ganism. But this, on consideration, I doubt. Tha
Christian Church mav. be rig-ht in its estimate of sud-

den death
;
and it is a natural feeling, though after all

it may also be an infirm one, to wish for a quiet dis-

missal from life-— as that which seems most reconcil-

able with meditation, with penitential retrospects, and

with the humilities of farewell prayer. There does

not, however, occur to me any direct scriptural war-

rant for this earnest petition of the English Litany,

unless under a special construction of the Avord ' sud-

den.' It seems a petition
— indulged rather and con-

ceded to human infirmity, than exacted from human

piety. It is not so much a doctrine built upon the

eternities of the Christian system, as a plausible opin-

ion built upon special varieties of physical tempera-

ment. Let that, however, be as it may, two remarks

suggest themselves as prudent restraints upon a doc-

trine, which else may wander, and has wandered, into

an uncharitable superstition. The first is this : that

many people are likely to exaggerate the horror of a

sudden death, from the disposition to lay a false stress

upon words or acts, simply because by an accident

they have become jinal words or acts. If a man dies,

for instance, by some sudden death when he happens
to be intoxicated, such a death is falsely regarded with

peculiar horror
;

as though the intoxication were sud-

denly exalted into a blasphemy. But that is unphilo-

sophic. The man was, or he was not, hahitually a

drunkard. If not, if his intoxication were a solitary

accident, there can be no reason for allowing spec? a.'
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empnasis to this act, simply bectiuse through misfor-

tune it became his final act. Nor, on the other hand,

if it were no accident, but one of his habitual trans-

gressions, will it be the more habitual or the more a

transgression, because some sudden calamity surprising

bim, has caused this habitual transgression to be also

a final one. Could the man have had any reason even

dimly to foresee his own sudden death, there would

have been a new feature in his act of intemperance —
feature of presumption and irreverence, as in one that,

having known himself drawing near to the presence of

God, should have suited his demeanor to an expecta-

tion so awful. But this is no part of the case sup-

posed. And the only new element in the man's act is

not any element of special immorality, but simply of

special misfortune.

The other remark has reference to the meaning of

the word sudden. Very possibly Csesar and the Chris-

tian Church do not differ in the way supposed ;
that

is, do not diff"er by any diff'erence of doctrine as be-

tween Pagan and Christian views of the moral temper

appropriate to death, but perhaps they are contem-

plating difi'erent cases. Both contemplate a violent

death, a Bta6aiarog — death that is Btato?, or, in othei

words, death that is brought about, not by internal i

and spontaneous change, but by active force, h&ving

its origin from without. In this meaning the two

auihorities agree. Thus far they are in harmony.

But the diff'erence is, that the Roman by the word
* sudden

' means unlingering ; whereas the Christian

Litany by
' sudden death

' means a death wilhoul

earning, consequently without any available summons

to religious preparation. The poor mutinee*-. who
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kneels down to gather into his heart the bullets from

twelve firelocks of his pitying comrades, dies by a

most sudden death in Caesar's sense
;
one shock, one

mighty spasm, one (possibly not one) groan, and all is

over. But in the sense of the Litany, the mutincet's

death is far from sudden ;
his offence originally, his

imprisonment, his trial, the interval between his sen»

tence and its execution, having all furnished him with

separate warnings of his fate— having all summoned

him to meet it with solemn preparation.

Here at once, in this sharp verbal distinction, we

comprehend the faithful earnestness with which a holy

Christian Church pleads on behalf of her poor depart-

ing children, that God would vouchsafe to them the

last great privilege and distinction possible on a death-

bed — viz., the opportunity of untroubled preparation

for facing this mighty trial. Sudden death, as a mere

variety in the modes of dying, where death in some

shape is inevitable, proposes a question of choice

which, equally in the Roman and the Christian sense,

will be variously answered according to each man's

variety of temperament. Meantime, one aspect of

sudden death there is, one modification, upon which

no doubt can arise, that of all martyrdoms it is the

most agitating
—

viz., where it surprises a man undor

circumstances which ofi'er (or which seem to offer)

some hurrying, flying, inappreciably minute chance of

evading it. Sudden as the danger which it affron';s,

must be any effort by which such an evasion can oe

y / uccomplished. Even that, even the sickening necessi-

ty for hurrying in extremity where all hurry seems

destined to be vain, even that anguish is liable to a

hideous exasperation in one particular case — viz.,
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R'here the appeal is made iic t exclusively to the in-

stinct of self-preservation, but to the conscience, on

behalf of some other life besides your own, accidentally

thrown upon your protection. To fail, to collapse in .

a service merely your own, might seem comparatively
venial

; though, in fact, it is far from venial. But to

fail in a case where Providence has suddenly thrown into

your hands the final interests of another— a fellow-

creature shuddering between the gates of life and

death ; this, to a man of apprehensive conscience,

would mingle the misery of an atrocious criminality

vith the misery of a bloody calamity. You arc called
'

upon, by the case supposed, possibly to die
;
but to die

at the very moment when, by any even partial failure,

or effeminate collapse of your energies, you will be

self-denounced as a murderer. You had but the

twinkling of an eye for your effort, and that effort

might have been unavailing ; but to have risen to the

level of such an effort, would have rescued you,

though not from dying, yet from dying as a traitor

to your final and farewell duty.

The situation here contemplated exposes a dreadful

ulcer, lurking far down in the depths of human nature.

It is not that men generally are summoned to face

such awful trials. But potentially, and in shadowy

outline, such a trial is moving subtcrraneously in per- I

haps all men's natures. Upon the secret mirror of

our dreams such a trial is darkly projected, perhaps,

to every one of us. That dream, so familiar to child-

aood, of meeting a lion, and, through languishing

prostration in hope and the energies of hope, that

constant sequel of lying down before the Hon, pub-

lishes the secret frailty of human nature— reveals its

I y
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deep-seated falsehood to itself— records its abysmal

treachery. Perhaps not one of us escapes that dream
;

perhaps, as by some sorrowful doom of man, tnat

dream repeats for every one of us, through every

generation, the original temptation in Eden. Every

one of us, in this dream, has a bait offered to the

infirm places of his own individual will
;
once again

a snare is presented for tempting him into captivity to

. a luxury of ruin
;
once again, as in aboriginal Para-

dise, the man falls by his own choice ; again, by

infinite iteration, the ancient Earth groans to Heaven,

through her secret caves, over the weakness of her

child :

'

Nature, from her seat, sighing through all her

works,' again
'

gives signs of wo that all is lost
;

'

and

again the counter sigh is repeated to the sorrowing

heavens for the endless rebellion against God. It is

not without probability that in the -world of drKams

every one of us ratifies for himself the original trans-

gression. In dreams, perhaps under some secret

conflict of the midnight sleeper, lighted up to the

consciousness at the time, but darkened to the mem-

Dry as soon as all is finished, each several child of our

mysterious race completes for himself the treason of

the aboriginal fall.

The incident, so memorable in itself by its features

of horror, and so scenical by its grouping for the eye,

which furnished the text for this reverie upon Sudden

Death, occurred to myself in the dead of night, as a

^ solitary spectator, when seated on the box of the

Manchester and Glasgow mail, in the second or third

tummer after Waterloo. I find it necessary to relate

the circumstances, because thej are such as could not
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nave occurred unless under a singular combination of

accidents. In those days, the oblique and lateral

commuiucations witli many rural post-ofRccs were so

arranged, either through necessity or through defect

of system, as to make it requisite for the main north-

western mail {i. e., the down mail), on reaching Man-

chester, to halt for a number of hours
;
how many, I

do not remember ;
six or seven, I think

;
but the

result was, that, in the ordinary course, the mail

recommenced its journey northwards about midnight.

Wearied with the long detention at a gloomy hotel,

I walked out about eleven o'clock at night for the

sake of fresh air
; meaning to fall in with the mail

and resume my seat at the post-office. The night,

however, being yet dark, as the moon had scarcely

risen, and the streets being at that hour empty, so as to

offer no opportunities for asking the road, I lost my

way ;
and did not reach the post-office until it was con-

siderably past midnight ; but, to my great relief (as it

was important for me to be in Westmoreland by the

morning), I saw in the huge saucer eyes of the mail,

blazing through the gloom, an evideuce that my
chance was not yet lost. Past the time it was, but,

by some rare accident, the mail Avas not even yet

ready to start. I ascended to my seat on the box,

w'here my cloak was still lying as it had lain at the

Bridgewater Arms. I had left it there in imitation

cf a nautical discoverer, who leaves a bit of bunting

on the shore of his discovery, by way of warning off

the ground the whole human race, and notifying to

*ixe Christian and the heathen worlds, with his best

compliments, that he has hoisted his pocket-handker-

tbief once and for ever upon that virgin soil; thence.
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forward claiming the jus dominii to the top of the

atmosphere above it, and also the ri^ht of driving

shafts to the centre of the earth below it
; so that all

people found after this warning, either aloft in upper
chambers of the atmosphere, or groping in subterrane-

ous shafts, or squatting audaciously on the surface of

the soil, will be treated as trespassers
— kicked, that is

to say, or decapitated, as circumstances may suggest, by
their very faithful servant, the owner of the said pocket-

handkerchief. In the present case, it is probable that

my cloak might not have been respected, and the jus

gentium might have been cruelly violated in my person—
for, in the dark, people commit deeds of darkness,

gas being a great ally of morality— but it so hap-

pened that, on this night, there was no other outside

passenger ;
and thus the crime, which else was but too

probable, missed fire for want of a criminal.

Having mounted the box, I took a small quantity of

laudanum, having already travelled two hundred and

fifty miles — viz., from a point seventy miles beyond
London. In the taking of laudanum there was nothing

extraordinary. But by accident it drew upon me the

special attention of my assessor on the box, the coach-

man. And in that also there was nothing extraordi-

r.ary. But by accident, and with great delight, it

irew my own attention to the fact that this coachman

was a monster in point of bulk, and that he had but

one eye. In fact, he had been foretold by Virgil as

• Monstrum liorrendum, informe, ingens cui lumen ademptum.*

He answered to the conditions in every one of the

items :
—

1, a monster he was
; 2, dreadful

; 3, shape-

'^88; 4. huge; 5, who had lost an eye. But why
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ihould that delight me ? Had lie been one of the

Calendars in the ' Arabian Nights,' and had paid
down his eye as the price of his criminal curiosity,

what right had / to exult in his misfortune ? I did

not exult : I delighted in no man's punishment, though
it were even merited. But these personal distinctions

(Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) identified in an instant an old

friend of mine, whom I had known in the south for

some years as the most masterly of mail-coachmen.

He was the man in all Europe that could (if any

could) have driven six-in-hand full gallop over Al

Sirat— that dreadful bridge of Mahomet, with no

side battlements, and of extra room not enough for a

razor's edge— leading right across the bottomless

gulf. Under this eminent man, whom in Greek I

cognominated Cyclops diphrelates (Cyclops the cha-

rioteer), I, and others known to me, studied the

diphrelatic art. Excuse, reader, a word too elegant
to be pedantic. As a pupil, though I paid extra fees_

it is to be lamented that I did not stand high in his

esteem. It showed his dogged honesty (though, ob-

serve, not his discernment), that he could not see my
merits. Let us excuse his absurdity in this particular,

by remem.bering his want of an eye. Doubtless that

made him blind to my merits. In the art of conversa-

tion, however, he admitted that I had the whip-hand
of bin. On this present occasion, great joy was at

our meeting. But what was Cyclops doing hero ?

Had the medical men recommended noi thorn air, or

how? I collected, from such explanations as he vol-

nntoered, that he had an interest at stake in some suit-

%t-law now pending at Lancaster
;

so that probably he

•Jad got himself transferred to this station, for the pur
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pose of connecting ^vith his professional pursuits aj

instant readiness for the calls of his lawsuit.

Meantime, what are we stopping for.? Surely we

have now waited long enough. Oh, this proci'astina-

ting mail, and this procrastinating post-office ! Can't

they take a lesson upon that subject from me 7 Some

people have called me procrastinating. Yet you are

witness, reader, that I was kept here waiting for the

post-office. Will the post-office lay its hand on ita

heart, in its moments of sobriety, and assert that ever

it waited for me ? What are they about ? The guard

tells me that there is a large extra accumulation of

foreign mails this night, owing to irregularities caused

by war, by wind, by weather, in the packet service,

which as yet does not benefit at all by steam. For an

extra hour, it seems, the post-office has been engaged

in threshing out the pure vvheaten correspondence of

Glasgow, and winnowing it from the chaff of all baser

intermediate towns. But at last all is finished. Sound

your horn, guard. Manchester, good-by ;
we've lost

an hour by your criminal conduct at the post-office :

fvhich, however, though I do not mean to part with a

serviceable ground of complaint, and one which really

is such for the horses, to me secretly is an advantage,

since it compels us to look sharply for this lost houi

amongst the next eight or nine, and to recover it (if

we can) at the rate of one mile extra per hour. OflF

we are at last, and at eleven miles per hour : and for

the moment I detect no changes in the energy or in

the skill of Cyclops.

From Manchester to Kendal, which virtually (though

not in law) is the capital of Westmoreland, there Avere

\X this time seven stages of eleven n^^lcs each. The
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first five of these, counting from Manchester, terminate

in. Lancaster, which is therefore fifty-five miles north

of Manchester, and the same distance exactly from

Liverpool. The first three stages terminate in Preston

(called, by way of distinction from other towns of that

name, proud Preston), at which place it is that the

separate roads from Liverpool and from Manchester to

the north become confluent. ™ Within these first three

stages lay the foundation, the progress, and termina-

tion of our night's adventure. During the first stage,

I found out that Cyclops was mortal : he was liable to ^
the shocking aS"ection of sleep

— a thing which pre-

viously I had never suspected. If a man indulges in

the vicious habit of sleeping, all the skill in aurigation

of Apollo himself, with the horses of Aurora to exe-

cute his notions, avail him nothing.
'

Oh, Cyclops !

'

I exclaimed, 'thou art mortal. My friend, thou snor-

est.' Through the first eleven miles, however, this

infirmity
— which I grieve to say that he shared with

the whole Pagan Pantheon— betrayed itself only by
brief snatches. On waking up, he made an apology

for himself, which, instead of mending matters, laid

»pen a gloomy vista of coming disasters. The sum-

mer assizes, he reminded me, were now going on at

Lancaster : in consequence of which, for three nights

Knd three days, he had not lain down in a bed. Dur-

ng the day, he was waiting for his own summons as a

v/itness on the trial in which he was interested : or

«l3e, lest he should be missing at the critical moment,

was drinking with the ciher witnesses, under the pas-

toral surveillance of the attorneys. During the night,

or that part of it which at sea would form the middle

vatch, he was driving. This explanation certainly
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accounted for his drowsiness, but in a way wliicli made

it much more alarming ; since now, after several days

resistance to this infirmity, at length he was steadily

giving way. Throughout the second stage he grew

more and more drowsy. In the second mile of the

third stage, he surrendered himself finally and without

a struggle to his perilous temptation. All his past

resistance had but deepened the weight of this final

oppression. Seven atmospheres of sleep rested upon

him ;
and to consummate the case, our worthy guard,

after singing
' Love amongst the Roses

'

for perhaps

thirty times, Avithout invitation, and without applause,

had in revenge moodily resigned himself to slumber—
not so deep, doubtless, as the coachman's, but deep

enough for mischief. And thus at last, about ten

miles from Preston, it came about that I found myself

left in charge of his Majesty's London and Glasgow

mail, then running at the least twelve miles an hour.

What made this negligence less criminal than else it

must have been thought, was the condition of the

roads at night during the assizes. At that time, all

the law business of populous Liverpool, and also of

populous Manchester, with its vast cincture of popu-

lous rural districts, was called up by ancient usage to

the tribunal of Lilliputian Lancaster. To break up
this old traditional usage required, 1, a conflict Avith

powerful established interests
; 2, a large system of

new arrangements ;
and 3, a new parliamentary statute.

But as yet this change was merely in contemplation.

Is things were at present, twice in the year'^'' so vast

a body of business rolled northwards, from the south-

ern quarter of the county, that for a fortnight at least

It occupied the severe exertions of two j udges in its
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despatch. The consequence of this was, that every
horse available for such a service, along the whole line

of road, was exhausted in carrj-ing down the multitudes

of people who were parties to the different suits. By
sunset, therefore, it usually happened that, through
utter exhaustion amongst men and horses, the roads

,
sank into profound silence. Except the exhaustion in

;i^

^M ,
the vast adjacent county of York from a contested

'

election, no such silence succeeding to no such fiery

>9Cu, ;. uproar was ever witnessed in England.
On this occasion, the usual silence and solitude pre-

vailed along the road. Not a hoof nor a wheel was to

f-M

'

be heard. And to strengthen this false luxurious con-

fidence in the noiseless roads, it happened also that

'

.J^ the night was one of peculiar solemnity and peace.

For my own part, though slightly alive to the possibil-

ities of peril, I had so far yielded to the influence of

the mighty calm as to sink into a profound reverie.

The month was August, in the middle of which lay

my own birth-day
— a festival to every thoughtful man

suggesting solemn and often sigh-born"^ thoughts.

The county was my own native county— upon which,

in its southern section, more than upon any equal area

known to man past or present, had descended the

original curse of labor in its heaviest form, not master-

ing the bodies only of men as of slaves, or criminals in

mines, but working through the fiery will. Upon no

equal space of earth was, or ever had been, the same

energy of human power put forth daily. At this par-

tic liar season also of the assizes, that dreadful hurri-

cane of flight and pursuit, as it migliTTiave seemed to

j% stranger, which swept to and from Lancaster all day

Y'Ong, hunting the county up and down, and regularly

36
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subsiding back into silence about sunset, could not fail

(when united with this permanent distimtion of Lan-

cashire as the very metropolis and citidal of labor) to

point the thoughts pathetically upon that counter vis-

ion of rest, of saintly repose from strife and sorrow,

towards which, as to their secret haven, the profounder

aspirations of man's heart are in solitude continually

travelling. Obliquely upon our left we were nearing
the sea, which also must, under the present circum-

stances, be repeating the general state of halcyon

repose. The sea, the atmosphere, the light, bore each

an orchestral part in this universal lull. Moonlight,
and the first timid tremblings of the dawn, were by
this time blending ;

and the blendings were brought
into a still more exquisite state of unity by a slight

silvery mist, motionless and dreamy, that covered the

woods and fields, but with a veil of equable transpa-

rency. Except the feet of our own horses, which,

running on a sandy margin of the road, made but little

disturbance, there was no sound abroad. In the

clouds, and on the earth, prevailed the same majestic

peace ;
and in spite of all that the villain of a school-

master has done for the ruin of our sublimer thoughts,

which are the thoughts of our infancy, we still believe

in no such nonsense as a limited atmosphere. What-

ever we may swear with our false feigning lips, in our

faithful hearts we still believe, and must for ever be-

lieve, in fields of air traversing the total gulf between

jarth and the central heavens. Still in the confidence

of children that tread without fear every chamber in

their father's house, and to whom no door is closed,.

we, in that Sabbatic vision which sometimes is revealed

for an hour upon nights like this, ascend with easy
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att'ps from the sorrow-stricken fields of earth, upwards
to tho sandals of God.

Suddenly, from thoughts like these, I was awakened
10 a sullen sound, as of some motion on the distant

road. It stole upon the air for a moment
; I listened

in awe
;
but then it died away. Once roused, how-

ever, I could not but observe with alarm the quickened
motion of our horses. Ten years' experience had

made my eye learned in the valuing of motion
; and I

saw that we were now running thirteen miles an hour.

I pretend to no presence of mind. On the contrary,

my fear is, that I am miserably and shamefully de-

ficient in that quality as regards action. The palsy

of doubt and distraction hangs like some guilty weight
of dark unfathomed remembrances upon my energies,

when the sij^nal is flving; for action. But, on the

other hand, this accursed gift I have, as regards thought,

that in the first step towards the possibility of a mis-

fortune, I see its total evolution
;

in the radix of the

series I see too certainly and too instantly its entire

expansion ;
in the first syllable of the dreadful sen-

tence, I read already the last. It was not that I feared

for ourselves. Us, our bulk and impetus charmed

against peril in any collision. And I had ridden

through too many hundreds of perils that were fright-

ful to approach, that were matter of laughter to look

back upon, the first face of which was horror — the

parting face a jest, for any anxiety to rest upon our

interests. The mail was not built, I felt assured, noi

bespoke, that could betray me who trusted to its pro-

jection. But any carriage that we could meet would

be frail and light in comparison of ourselves. And
^ remark this ominous accident of our situation. W*
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were on the -wrong side of the road. But then, it may
be said, the other party, if other there was, might also

be on the wroi-g side
;
and two wrongs might make a

right. That was not likely. The same motive which

had drawn us to the right-hand bide of the road—
viz., the luxury of the soft beaten sand, as contrasted

with the paved centre— would prove attractive to

others. The two adverse carriages would therefore, to

a certainty, be travelling on the same side
; and from

this side, as not being ours in law, the crossing over to

the other Avould, of course, he looked for from usJ^

Our lamps, still lighted, would give the impression of

vigilance on our part. And every creature that met

us, would rely upon us for quartering.^" All this, and

if the separate links of the anticipation had been a

thousand times more, I saw, not discursively, or by
eifort, or by succession, but by one flash of horrid

simultaneous intuition.

Under this steady though rapid anticipation of the

evil which might be gathering ahead, ah ! what a sul-

len mystery of fear, what a sigh of wo, was that which

stole upon the air, as again the far-off sound of a wheel

was heard ? A whisper it was — a whisper from,

perhaps, four miles off— secretly announcing a ruin

^ that, being foreseen, was not the less inevitable
; that,

being known, was not, therefore, healed. What could

t ig^jJ !

be done — who was it that could do it— to check the
" ' '* '

Btorm-flight of these maniacal horses ? Could I not

seize the reins from the grasp of the slumbering coach-

man ? You, reader, think that it would have been in

vour power to do so. And I quarrel not with youi

estimate of yourself. But, from the way in which the

toachman's hand was viced between his upper %Tid
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lower thigh, this was impossible. Easy, was it ? See

th^n, that bronze equestrian statue. The cruel ride)

has kept the bit in his horse's mouth for two centu-

ries. Unbridle him, for a minute, if you please, and

wash his mouth with water. Easy, was it ? Unhorse

me, then, that imperial rider ; knock ^i^e those marble

feet from those marble stirrups of Charlemagne.
The sounds ahead strengthened, and were now too

clearly the sounds of wheels. Who and what could

it be ? Was it industry in a taxed cart ? Was it

youthful gayety in a gig ? Was it sorrow that loiter-

ed, or joy that raced ? For as yet the snatches of

sound were too intermitting, from distance, to decipher

the character of the motion. Whoever were the

travellers, something must be done to w^arn them.

Upon the other party rests the active responsibility,

but upon us — and, wo is me ! that us was reduced to '

my frail opium-shattered self— rests the responsibility

of warning. Yet how should this be accomplished ?
,

, ,

Might I not sound the guard's horn? Already, on \^^i^p^
the first thought, I was making my way over the roof

to the guard's seat. But this, from the accident which

I have mentioned, of the foreign mails' being piled

upon the roof, Avas a difficult and even dangerous at-

tempt to one cramped by nearly three hundred miles

of outside travelling. And, fortunately, before I had

lost much time in the attempt, our frantic horses swept
round an angle of the road, which opened upon us

that final stage where the collision must be accom-

plished, and the catastrophe sealed. All was appar-

ently finished. The court was sitting ;
the case was

aeard; the judge had finished; and the only vcrdici

vas yet in airear.
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Before us lay an avenue, straight as an arrow, six

aundred yards, perhaps, in length ;
and the umbrageous

trees, which rose in a regular line from either side,

meeting h^gh overhead, gave to it the character of a

cathedral aisle. These trees lent a deeper solemnity

to the early light ;
but there was still light enough to

perceive, at the further end of this Gothic aisle, a frail

reedy gig, in which were seated a young man, and by

his side a young lady. Ah, young sir I what are you
about ? If it is requisite that you should whisper your

communications to this young lady
— though really I

see nobody, at an hour and on a road so solitary, likely

to overhear you — is it therefore requisite that you
should carry your lips forward to hers ? The little

carriage is creeping on at one mile an hour
;
and the

parties within it being thus tenderly engaged, are

1 naturally bending down their heads. Between them

!
and eternity, to all human calculation, there is but a

minute and a-half. Oh hea^'ens ! what is it that I

shall do ? Speaking or acting, what help can I offer ?

Strange it is, and to a mere auditor of the tale might
seem laughable, that I should need a suggestion from

the ' Iliad
'

to prompt the sole resource that remained.

Yet so it was. Suddenly I remembered the shout of

Achilles, and its effect. But could I pretend to shout

like the son of Peleus, aided by Pallas ? No : but

then I needed not the shout that should alarm all Asia

militant
;
such a shout would suffice as might carry

terror into the hearts of two thoughtless young peo-

ple, and one gig horse. I shouted— and the young
man heard me not. A second time I shouted— ard

aow he heard me, for now he raised his head.

Here, then, all had been done that, by me, could oe
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done ; more on my part was not possible. Mine had

been the first step ;
the second was for the young

man
;

the third was for God. If, said I, this stranger

is a brave man, and if, indeed, he loves the young girl

at his side — or, loving her not, if he feels the obliga-

tion, pressing upon every man worthy to be called a

man, of doing his utmost for a woman confided to hia

protection
— he will, at least, make some effort to

save her. If that fails, he will not perish the more, or

by a death more cruel, for having made it
;
and ho will

die as a brave man should, with his face to the dan-

ger, and with his arm about the woman that he sought

in vain to save. But, if ho makes no effort, shrinking,

without a struggle, from his duty, he himself will not

the less certainly perish for this baseness of poltroon-

cry. He will die no less : and why not ? Wherefore

should we grieve that there is one craven less in the

world ? No ; let him perish, without a pitying thought

of ours wasted upon him
; and, in that case, all our

grief will be reserved for the fate of the helpless girl

who now, upon the least shadow of failure in him^

must, by the fiercest of translations— must, without

time for a prayer
— must, Avithin seventy seconds,

stand before the judgment-seat of God.

But craven he was not : sudden had been the call

upon him, and sudden Avas his answer to the call.

He saw, he heard, he comprehended, the ruin that

was coming dov>'n : already its gloomy shadow dark-

ened above bin:
;
and already he was measuring his

Bti-ength to deal with it. Ah ! what a vulgar thing

does courage seem, when we see nations buying it and

Belling it for a shilling a-day : ah ! what a sublime

Jiing does courage seem, when some fearful sumnona
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on the great deeps of life carries a man, as if running

before a hurricane, up to the giddy crest of some

tumultuous crisis, from which lie two courses, and a

voice says to him audibly,
' One wayJies-^Jiopc ; take

the other, and mourn for ever!' V, How grand a

triumph, if, even then, amidst the raving of all around

him, and the frenzy of the danger, the man is able

to confront his situation — is able to retire for a

moment into solitude with God, and to seek his

counsel from him ! \

For seven seconds, it might be, of his seventy, the

stranger settled his countenance steadfastly upon us,

as if to search and value every element in the conflict

before him. For five seconds more of his seventy he

sat immovably, like one that mused on some great

purpose. For five more, perhaps, he sat with eyes

upraised, like one that prayed in sorrow, under some

extremity of doubt, for light that should guide him to

the better choice. Then suddenly he rose
; stood

upright ;
and by a powerful strain upon the reins,

raising his horse's fore-feet from the ground, he

slewed him round on the pivot of his hind-legs, so

as to plant the little equipage in a position nearly at

right angles to ours. Thus far his condition was not

improved, except as a first step had been taken to-

wards the possibility of a second. If no more were

done, nothing was done
;

for the little carriage still

occupied the very centre of our path, though in an

altered direction. Yet even now it may not be too

late : fifteen of the seventy seconds may still be unex-

hausted; and one almighty bound may avail to clear

4he ground. Hurry, then, hurry ! for the flying mo-

ments— they hurry! Oh, hurry, hurry, my brave
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young man ! for tlie cruel hoofs of our horfes— they

albo hurry ! Fast are the flying moments, faster arc thci

hoofs of our horses. But fear not for hin„, if human

energy can suffice
; faithful was he that drove to hia

terrific duty ; faithful was the horse to his command.

One blow, one impulse given with voice and hand,

by the stranger, one rush from the horse, one bound

as if in the act of rising to a fence, landed the docile

creature's fore-feet upon the crown or arching centre

of the road. The larger half of the little equipage ^i
had then cleared our overtowering shadow : thai was

^,

evident even to my own agitated sight. But it mat- ,j/ ,

tered little that one wreck should float oS" in safety,

if upon the wreck that perished were embarked the

human freightage. The rear part of the carriage
—

was that certainly beyond the line of absolute ruin ?

What power could answer the question ? Glance of

eye, thought of man, wing of angel, which of these

had speed enough to sweep between the question and

the answer, and divide the one from the other ?

Light does not tread upon the steps of light more

indivisibly, than did our all-conquering arrival upon
the escaping eff'orts of the gig. That must the young
man have felt too plainly. His back was now turned

to us ;
not by sight could he any longer communicate

with the peril ;
but by the dreadful rattle of our

harness, too truly had his ear been instructed — that

all was finished as regarded any further effort of his.

Already-in resigjnation he had rested from his stru^sle:

and\peihaps in his heart he was whispering,
'

Father,

which art in heaven, do thou finish above what I on

earth have attempted.' Faster than ever mill-race we

ran past them in our inexorable flight. Oh, raving of
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nurricanes that must have sounded in their young ears

at the moment of our transit ! Even in that moment

the thunder of collision spoke aloud. Either with the

>rt>
>«'^ Bwingle-bar, or with the haunch of our near leader, we

had struck the off-wheel of the little gig, which stood

rather obliquely, and not quite so far advanced, as to

be accurately parallel with the near-wheel. The blow,

from the fury of our passage, resounded terrifically.

I rose in horror, to gaze upon the ruins we might have

caused. From my elevated station I looked down,

and looked back upon the scene, which in a moment

told its own tale, and wrote all its records on my heart

for ever.

Here was the map of the passion that now had

finished. The horse was planted immovably, with his

fore-feet upon the paved crest of the central road

He of the whole party might be supposed untouched

by the passion of death. The little cany carriage
—

partly, perhaps, from the violent torsion of the wheels

in its recent movement, partly from the thundering

blow we had given to it— as if it sympathized with

human horror, was all alive with tremblings and shiv-

erings. The young man trembled not, nor shivered.

He sat like a rock. But his was the steadiness of

agitation frozen into rest by horror. As yet he dared

.lot to look round
;

for he knew that, if anything

remained to do, by him it could no longer be done.

And as yet he knew not for certain if their safety

were accomplished. But the lady

But the lady ! Oh, heavens ! will that spectacle

ever depart from my dreams,' as she rose and sank

upon her seat, sank and rose, threw up her arms wildly

to heaven, clutched at some visionary object in the air.
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fainting, praying, ra^ ing, despairing ? ! Figure to your-

Belf, reader, the elements of the case
;

suffer me to

recall before your mind the circumstances of that —

unparalleled situation. From the silence and deep I J
peace of this saintly summer night

— from the pa-

thetic blending of this sweet moonlight, dawnLght,

dreamlight— from the manly tenderness of this flat-

tering, whispering, murmuring love— suddenly aa

from the woods and fields— suddenly as from the

chambers of the au- opening in revelation— suddenly
as from the ground yawning at her feet, leaped upon
her, with the flashing of cataracts. Death the crowned

phantom, with all the equipage of his terrors, and the

tiger roar of his voice.

The moments were numbered
;

the strife was fin-

ished ;
the vision was closed. In the twinkling of an

eye, our flying horses had carried us to the termina-

tion of the umbrageous aisle
; at right angles we

wheoled into our former direction ;
the turn of tne

road carried the scene out of my eyes in an instant.

and swept it into my dreams for ever.



THE ENGLISH MAIL-COACH.
SECTION THE THIRD. — DREAM-FUGUE.

SOUNDED ON THE PRECEDING THEME OF SUDDEN DEATH

* Whence the sound

Of instruments, that made melodious chime,

Was heard, of harp and organ ; and who moved

Theii' stops and chords, was seen ; his volant touch

Instinct through all proportions, low and high,

Fled and pursued transverse the resonant fugue.'

Pa7\ Losl, B xi.

Tumultuosissimamente .

Passion of sudden, death ! that once in youtL I read

and interpreted by the shadows of thy averted signs !

®^

—
rapture of panic taking the shape (which amongst

tombs in churches I have seen) of woman bursting

ker sepulchral bonds — of woman's Ionic form bend-

ing from the ruins of her grave with arching foot, with

eyes upraised, with clasped adoring hands— waiting,

watching, trembling, praying for the trumpet's call to

rise from dust for ever ! Ah, -sision too fearful of

ehuddering humanity on the brink of almighty abysses I

— vision that didst start back, that didst reel away,

like a shrivelling scroll from before the wrath of fire

racing on the wings of the wind ! Epilepsy so brief

of horror, wherefore is it that thou canst not die ?

Passing so suddenly into darkness, wherefore is it that

Btill thou sheddest thy sad funeral blights upon the

gorgeous mosaics of dreams ? Fragment of music too

[572]
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jKissionate, heard once, and heard no more, what aileth

ihee, tha\; thy deep rolling chords come up at intervals

through all the worlds of sleep, and after forty years,

have lost no element of horror ?
'

I.

Lo, it is summer— almighty summer ! The ever*

lasting gates of life and summer are thrown open wide
,

and on the ocean, tranquil and verdant as a savannah,

the unknown lady from the dreadful vision and I my-
self are floating

— she upon a fiery pinnace, and I upon

an English three-decker. Both of us are wooing galea

of festal happiness within the domain of our common

country, within that ancient watery park, within that

pathless chase of ocean, where England takes her

pleasure as a huntress through winter and summer,

from the rising to the setting sun. Ah, what a wilder-

ness of floral beauty was hidden, or was suddenly re-

vealed, upon the tropic islands thi'ough which the

pinnace moved ! And upon her deck what a bevy of

human flowers — young women how lovely, young
men how noble, that were dancing together, and

slowly drifting towards us amidst music and incense,

amidst blossoms from forests and gorgeous corymbi

from vintages,.amidst natural carolling and the echoes

of sweet girlish laughter. Slowly the pinnace neai's

us, gaily she hails us, and silently she disappears be-

neath the shadow of our mighty bows. But then, as

at some signal from heaven, the music, and the carols,

and the sweet echoing of girlish laughter
— all are

hushed. What evil has smitten the pinrace, meeting

or overtaking her ? Did ruin to our friends couch

vithin our ovra dre?dful shadow ? Was our shadow
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-^- the shadow of death ? I looked over the ho-\v for an

answer, and, behold ! the pinnace was dismantled
,

the revel and the revellers were found no more
;
the

glory of the vintage was dust
; and the forests with

their beauty were left without a witness upon the

seas. ' But where,' and I turned to our crew —
' where are the lovely women that danced beneath

the awning of flowers and clustering corymbi ! Whither

have fled the noble young men that danced with

them 7
' Answer there was none. But suddenly the

man at the masthead, whose countenance darkened

with alarm, cried out,
' Sail on the weather beam !

Down she comes upon us : in seventy seconds she

also will founder.'

n.

I
1 looked to the weather side, and the summer had

departed. The sea was rocking, and shaken with

gathering wrath. Upon its surface sat mighty mists,

which grouped themselves into arches and long cathe-

dral aisles. Down one of these, with the fiery pace of

u quarrel from a cross-bow, ran a frigate right athwart

our com-se. ' Ai'e they mad ?
'

some voice exclaimea

from our deck. ' Do they woo their ruin ?
' But in

a moment, she was close upon us, some impulse of a

heady current or local vortex gave a wheeling bias to

her course, and off" she forged without a shock. As
sh2 ran past us, high aloft amongst the shrouds stood

the lady of the pinnace. The deeps opened ahead in

malice to receive her, towering surges of foam ran after

her, the billows were fierce to catch her. But far

Away she was borne into desert spaces of the se^ :

whilst still by sight I followed her as she ran bef(5re
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thi howLng gaie, chased by angry sea-birds aad by

maddening billows ;
still I saw her, as at the moment

when she ran past us, standing amongst the shrouds, y dsit^:^

with her white draperies streaming before the wind.

There she stood, with hair dishevelled, one hand

clutched amongst the tackling
—

rising, sinking, flut-

tering, trembling, praying
— there for leagues I saw

her as she stood, raising at intervals one hand to

heaven, amidst the fiery crests of the pursuing waves

and the raving of the storm ;
until at last, upon a u

sound from afar of malicious laughter and mockery, all

was hidden for ever in driving showers
;
and after-

wards, but when I know not, nor how.

ni.

Sw^et funeral bells from some incalculable distance,

wailing over the dead that die before the dawn, awak-

ened me as I slept in a boat moored to some familiar

shore. The morning twilight even then was breaking;

ind, by the dusky revelations which it spread, I saw a

girl, adorned with a garland of white roses about her

head for some great festival, running along the solitary ,

strand in extremity of haste. Her running was the

running of panic ;
and often she looked back as to

some dreadful enemy in the rear. But when I leaped

ashore, and followed on her steps to warn her of a peril

in front, alas ! from me she fled as from another peill,

and vainly I shouted to her of quicksands that lay

ahead. Faster and faster she ran
;
round a promon-

tory of Tocks she wheeled out of sight ;
in an instant I ^

also wheeled round it, but only to see the treacherous

sands gathering above her head. Already her person

was buried ; only the fair young head and the diadem
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sf white roses around it were still visible to the pity-

ing heavens : and, last of all, was visible one white

marble arm. I saw by the early twilight this fair

vouno- head, as it was sinking down to darkness— saw

this marble arm, as it rose above her head and her

treacherous grave, tossing, faltering, rising, clutching

as at some false' deceiving hand stretched out from the

clouds— s&w this marble arm uttering her dying hope,

and then uttering her dying despair. The head, the

diadem, the arm— these all had sunk
;

at last over

i these also the cruel quicksand had closed ;
and no

memorial of the fair young girl remained on earth,

except my own solitary tears, and the fimeral bells

from the desert seas, that, rising again more softly,

sang a requiem over the grave of the buried child, and

over her blighted dawn.

I sat, and wept in secret the^_tears
that men have

ever given to the memory of those that died before

the dawn, and by the treachery of earth, our mother.
'

But suddenly the tears and funeral bells were hushea

by a shout as of many nations, and by a roar as from

Bome great king's artillery, advancing rapidly along

the valleys, and heard afar by echoes from the moun-

tains.
' Hush !

'

I said, as I bent my ear earthwards

to listen— ' hush !
— this either is the very anarchy

o:t^trife, or .else'
— and then I listened more pro-

foundly, and whispered as I raised my head— 'or

€lse, oh heavens ! it is victory that is final, victory that_

swallows up all strife.'

IV.

Immediately, in trance, I was carried over land and

«ea to some distant kingdom, and placed upon a tri-
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amphal car, amongst companions crowned with liiurel.

The darkness of gathering midnight, brooding over all

the land, hid from us the mighty crowds that were

sveaving restlessly about ourselves as a centre : we
heard them, but saw them not. Tidings had arrived,

within an hour, of a grandeur that measured ilsclf

against centuries
;
too full of pathos they were, too

full of joy, to utter themselves by other language than

by tears, by restless anthems, and Te Dcums reverbe-

rated from the choirs and orchestras of earth. These

tidings we that sat upon the laurelled car had it for

our privilege to publish amongst all nations. And

already, by signs audible through the darkness, by

snortings and tramplings, our angry horses, that knew
no fear of fleshy weariness, upbraided us with delay.

Wherefore was it that we delayed ? We Avaited for a

secret word that should bear witness to the hope of

nations, as now accomplished for ever. At midnight
the secret word arrived

;
which word was— Waterloo

and Recovered Christendom ! The dreadful word

ehone by its own light ; before us it went; high above

our leaders' heads it rode, and spread a golden light

over the paths which we traversed. Every city, at the

presence of the secret word, threw open its gates. The

rivers were conscious as we crossed. All the forests,

as we ran along their margins, shivered in homage to

the secret word. And the darkness comprehended it.

Two hours after midnight we approached a mighty

Minster. Its gates, which rose to the clouds, were

closed. But when the dreadful word, that rode before

jBj reached them with its golden light, silently they

moved back upon their hinges ;
and at a flying gallop

•ur equipage entered the grand aisle of tlie cathvdrai.

37
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Headlong was our pace ;
and at every altar, in tho

little chapels and oratories to the right hand and left

of our course, the lamps, dying or sickening, kindled

anew in sympathy with the secret word that was fly-

ing past. Forty leagues wc might have run in the

cathedral, and as yet no strength of morning light had

reached us, when before us we saw the aerial galleries

of organ and choir. Every pinnacle of the fretwork,

every station of advantage amongst the traceries, was

crested by white-robed choristers, that sang deliver-

ance
;
that wept no more tears, as once their fathers

had wept ;
but at intervals that sang together to the

generations, saying,
* Chant the deliverer's praise in every tongue,'

and receiving answers from afar,
' Such as once in heaven and earth wore sung.*

And of their chanting was no end
;
of our headlong

^ace was neither pause nor slackening.

Thus, as wc ran like torrents— thus, as we swept
with bridal rapture over the Campo Santo *' of the

^cathedral graves
—

suddenly we became aware of a

vast necropolis rising upon the far-off horizon— a city

of sepulchres, built within the saintly cathedral for the

warrior dead that rested from their feuds on earth.

Of purple granite was the necropolis ; yet, in the first

minute, it lay like a purple stain upon the horizon, so

mighty was the distance. In the second minute it

trembled thi-ough many changes, growing into terraces

and towers of wondrous altitude, so mighty was the

pace. In the third minute already, with our dreadful

gallop, we were entering its suburbs. Vast sarcophagi

rose on every side, having towers and turrets that,

ipon the limits of the central aisle, strode forward
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liitli haugtity intrusion, that ran back with mighty

shadows latc answering recesses. Every scarcophagus

showed raanj bas-reliefs — bas-reliefs of battles and

of battle-fields
;
battles from forgotten ages

— battles

from yesterday
— battle-fields that, long since, nature

had healed and reconciled to herself with the sweet

oblivion of flowers— battle-fields that were yet angry

and crimson with carnage. "Where the terraces ran,

there did toe run
;
where the towers curved, there did

vse curve. With the flight of swallows our horses

swept round every angle. Like rivers in flood, wheel-

ing round headlands— like hurricanes that ride into

the secrets of forests — faster than ever light unwove

the mazes of darkness, our flying equipage carried

earthly passions, kindled warrior instincts, amongst

the dust that lay around us— dust oftentimes of our

noble fathers that had slept in God from Creci to Tra-

falgar. And now had we reached the last sarcophagus,

now were we abreast of the last bas-relief, already had

we r-^covcred the arrow-like flight of the illimitable

central aisle, when coming up this aisle to meet us we

beheld afar oS" a female child, that rode in a carriage

as frail as flowers. The mists, which went before her,

hid the fawns that drew her, but could not hide the

shells and tropic flowers with which she played
— but

could not hide the lovely smiles by which she uttered

her trust in the mighty cathedral, and in the cherubim

that looked down upon her from the nighty shafts of

'Is pillars. Face to face she was meeting us
;

face to

face she rode, as if danger there were none. '

Oh,

baby !

'

I exclaimed,
' shalt thou be the ransom foi

Waterloo? Must we, that carry tidings of great joy

io eveTy people, be messengers of ruin to thee 1

'

In
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horror I rose at tlie thought ;
but then also, in horroi

at the thought, rose one that was sculptured on a bas-

relief— a Dying Trumpeter. Solemnly from the field

of battle he rose to his feet
; and, unslinging his stony

trumpet, carried it, in his dying anguish, to his stony

lips
— sounding once, and yet once again ; proclama-

tion that, in thy ears, oh baby ! spoke from the battle-

ments of death. Immediately deep shadows fell

between us, and aboriginal silence. The choir had

ceased to sing. The hoofs of our horses, the dreadful

rattle of our harness, the groaning of our wheels,
alarmed the graves no more. By horror the bas-relief

had been unlocked into life. By horror we, that were

so full of life, we men and our horses, with their fiery

fore-legs rising in mid air to their everlasting gallop,
were frozen to a bas-relief. Then a third time the

trumpet sounded
;
the seals were taken off all pulses ;

life, and the frenzy of life, tore into then- channels

again ; again the choir burst forth in sunny grandeur,

as from the muffling of storms and darkness
; again

the thunderings of our horses carried temptation into

the graves. One cry burst from our lips, as the clouds,

Irawing off from the aisle, showed it empty before us
— ' Whither has the infant fled ?— is the young child

caught up to God ?
' Lo ! afar off, in a vast recess,

ruse three mighty windows to the clouds
;
and on a

level with their summits, at height insuperable to man,
'oso an altar of purest alabaster. On its eastern face

ivas trembling a crimson glory. A glory was it from

the reddening dawn that now streamed through the

windows ? Was it from the crimson robes of the

martyrs painted on the windows ? Was it from the

Woody bas-rsliefs of earth? There, suddenly, within
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'.hat crimson radiance, rose the apparition of a woman's

aead, and tlien of a woman's figure. The child it was

•^ grown up to woman's height. Clinging to the

horns of the altar, voiceless she stood— sinking, ris-

ing, raving, despairing ;
and behind the volume of in-

cense, that, night and day, streamed upwards from the

altar, dimly was seen the fiery font, and the shadow

of that dreadful being who should have baptized her

with the baptism of death. But by her side was

kneeling her better angel, that hid his face with wings ;

that wept and pleaded for her ; that prayed when she

could not ; that fought with Heaven by tears for her

deliverance
;

which also, as he raised his immortal

countenance from his wings, I saw, by the glory in his

eye, that from Heaven he had won at last.

Then was completed the passion of the mighty

fugue. The golden tubes of the organ, which as yet had

but muttered at intervals— gleaming amongst clouds

and surges of incense— threw up, as from fountains

unfathomable, columns of heart-shattering music.

Choir and anti-choir were filling fast with unknown

voices. Thou also. Dying Trumpeter!
— with thy

love that was victorious, and thy anguish that was

finishing
— didst enter the tumult

; trumpet and echo

i— farewell love, and farewell anguish
— rang through

.he dreadful sanctus. Oh, darkness of the grave!

that from the crimson aitar and from the fiery font

wert visited and searchea by the eff'ulgence in the

angel's eye
— were these indeed thy children ? Pomps

of life, that, from the burials of centuries, rose again

o the voice of perfect joy, did ye indeed mingle v/itb
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[
the festivals of Death ? Lo ! as I looked hack for

f seventy leagues through the mighty cathedral, I saw

I

the quick and the dead that sang together to God,

together that sang to the generations of man. All

the hosts of jubilation, like armies that ride in pur-

suit, moved with one step. Us, that, with laurelled

heads, were passing from the cathedi-al, they overtook,

and, as with a garment, they wrapped,. us round with

thunders greater than our o^vn.^ As brothers we moved, \ As brother

advanced—together; to the dawn that advanced— to the stars

that fled ; rendering thanks to God in the highest—
that, having hid his face through one generation be-

hind thick clouds of War, once again was ascending
—

from the Campo Santo of Waterloo was ascending---.

_Jn_jthe visions of Peace ; rendering thanks for thee,

young girTI^-whTimTTia^^g overshadowed with his in-

effable passion of death, suddenly did God relent ;

sufiered thy angel to turn aside his arm ; and even in

thee, sister unknown ! shown to me for a moment only
to be hidden for ever, found an occasion to glorify his

goodness. A thousand times, amongst the phantoms
of sleep, have I seen thee entering the gates of the

golden dawn— with the secret word riding before

thee— with the armies of the grave behind thee :

seen thee sinking, rising, raving, despairing ;
a thou-

sand times in the worlds of sleep have seen thee fol-

lowed by God's angel through storms
; through desert

eeas
; through the darkness of quicksands ; through

Ireams, and the dreadful revelations that arc in dreams
—

only that at the last, with one sling of his victorious

arm, he might snatch thee back from ruin, and might
emblazon in thy deliverance the endless resurrections

of his love !
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IWhen Jfr. Dp Quincey undertook the revision of his writings, ia

1853, The Coxfessioxs of an English OnuM-EAXEK suffered the

most violent change at his hands. The original work with all its

splendor and abruptness had been before the world for more than

thirty years, and had been the foundation of the author's fame.

Written when his power was most intense, it was revised when the

garrulousness of age made him linger over the recollections of tha

portion of his life, but the original work has passed so completely
into literature that it is impossible for the revision to dislodge it and

take its place. In issuing a new edition, therefore, of the writings of

De Quincey, it has been thought best to leave " The Confessions" and
the "Suspiria" intact, as originally published, and to arrange under

the title, "Additions to the Confessions of an Opium Eater," those

passages which were introduced in the revised edition, or added as

notes. By this means, while the original work is retained in its integ-

rity, the reader is put in possession of all that De Quincey subse-

quently wrote under the same title, and by means of the references

given below is enabled to connect the several additions with their

proper chronological place in the main n?.rrative.

The article on "Coleridge and Opium Eating," is placed in this

volume in order to bring together all that De Quincey has written on
the subject of his own experience in this habit, although the main

part of the paper is otherwise associated, and would properly fall into

^iacc in another volume. " The Englisli iMail Coach," as he has him-

iclf explained, belongs properly witli the "
Suspiria." This explana-

Jon occurs in one of his prefaces, and is herewith subjoined.]

"The Exgi.ish Mail-Coach." — This little paper, according to my
jriginal intention, formed part of the "

Suspiria de Profundis," from

riiicli, for a momentary purpose, I did not scruple to detach it, and

f) publish it apart, as sufficiently intelligible even when dislocated

from its place in a larger whole. To my surprise, however, one oi

"wo critics, not carelessly in conversation, but deliberately in or'^it
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professed their inability to apprehend the meaning of the whole, or

to follow the links of the connection between its several parts. I am

nivself as little able to understand where the difficulty lies, or to de-

tect any lurking obscuritj', as those critics found themselves to un-

ravel my logic. Possibly I may not be an indifferent and neutral

judge in such a case. I will therefore sketch a brief abstract of the

little paper according to my own original design, and then leave the

reader to judge how far this design is kept in sight through the actual

execution.

Thirty-seven years ago, or rather more, accident made me, in

the dead of night, and of a night memorably solemn, the solitary

witness to an appalling scene, which threatened instant death, in a

shape the most terrific, to two young people, whom I had no means

of assisting, except in so far as I was able to give them a most hur-

ried warning of their danger; but even that not until they stood

within the very shadow of the catastrophe, being divided from the

most frightful of deaths by scarcely more, if more at all, than sev-

enty seconds.

Such was the scene, such in its outline, from which the whole of

this paper radiates as a natural expansion. 'I'lie scene is circumstan-

tially narrated in Section the Second, entitled, "The Vision of Sudden

Death."

But a movement of horror and of spontaneous recoil from this

dreadful scene naturally carried the whole of that scene, raised and

idealized into my dreams, and very soon into a rolling succession of

dreams. The actual scene, as looked down upon from the box of the

mail, was transformed into a dream, as tumultuous and changing as

a musical fugue. This troubled dream is circumstantially reported in

Section the Third, entitled, "Dream-Fugue upon the Theme of Sudden

Death." What I had beheld from my seat upon the mail,
— the scen-

ical strife of action and passion, of anguish and fear, as I had there

witnessed them moving in ghostly silence; this duel between life and

death narrowing itself to a point of such exquisite evanescence as the

collision ueared, — all these elements of the scene blended, under the

law of association, with the previous and permanent features of dis-

{inction investing the mail itself, which features at that time lay
—

1st, in velocity unprecedented ; '2dly, in the power and beauty of the

horses; 3dly, in the official connection with the government of a great

pation ; and, 4thly, in the function, almost a consecrated function, of

publishing and d.lfusing tiirough the land the great political events

Rnd especially the great battles during a conflict of unparallelec,

irandeur. These boacary distinctions are all described circumstan
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Mly in the Fiusr or introductory section (" The Glory of Motion ")•

The three first were distinctions maintained at all times; but the fourth

End grandest belonged exclusively to the war with Napoleon ;
and

this it was which most naturally introduced Waterloo into the dream.

Waterloo, I understood, was the particular feature of the "Dream-

Fugue
" which my censors were least able to account for. Yet surely

Waterloo, which, in common with every other great battle, it had been

our special privilege to publish over all the land, most naturally en-

tered the Dream under the license of our privilege. If not— if there

be anjthing amiss— let the Dream be responsible. The Dream is a

law to itself; and as well quarrel with a rainbow for showing, or for

not showing, a secondary arch. So far as 1 know, ever}' element in

the shifting movements of the Dream derived itself either primarily

from the incidents of the actual scene, or from secondary features

associated wiih the mail. For example, the cathedral aisle derived it-

self from the mimic combination of features which grouped themselves

together at the point of approaching collision, nameh', an arrow-like

section of the road, six hundred yards long, under the solemn lights

described, with lofty trees meeting overhead in arches. The guard's

horn, again
— a humble instrument in itself— was yet glorified as the

organ of publication for so manj- great national events. And the in-

cident of the Dying Trumpeter, who rises from a marble bas-relief,

and carries a marble trumpet to his marble lips for the purpose of

warning the female infant, was doubtless secretly suggested by my
own imperfect effort to seize the guard's horn, and to blow a warning
blast. JJut the Dream knows best; and the Dream, I say again, is tha

responsible party.

Note 1. Page xi.

[In reprinting the address " From the Author to the Reader," in

the re/ised edition of "The Confessions of an Opium Eater," Da

Quincey heads it
"
Original Preface in the Year 1821." The attentive

reader will discover, however, that the author has not contented him-

Belf with reprinting the preface, as the caption would intimate, as a

historical matter, but has altered this "original preface" in verbal

particulars, and, amongst other slight changes, has fillec! in the blanks

BO that one reads " the eloquent and benevolent William Wilberforcc;

^e late Dean of Carlisle, Dr. Isaac Milner; the first Lord Erskine ;

Mr. -,
the philoSi>pher, a late under-secretary of state (viz., Sir.

Addingtou, brother to the first Lord Sidmouth, who described to me the

-ensation which first drove him to the use of opium, in the very sama

words as the Dean of Carlisle, viz. :
' that he felt as though rata were
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gnawing at the coats of his stomach '); Samuel Tuy.or Coleridge, and

many others hardly less celebrated."]

Note 2. Page xi.

"The late Dean of — :" — Isaac Milner. He was nominally
known to the public as Dean of Carlisle, being colloriuially always
called Dean JNIiliier

;
but virtually he was best known in his own cir-

cle as the head of Queen's College, Cambridge, where he usually
resided. In common with his brother, Joseph of Hull, he Avas sub-

stantially a Wesleyan Methodist ; and in that character, as regarded

principles and the general direction of his sympathies, he pursued his

deceased brother's Historj' of the Christian Church down to the era of

Luther. In these days, he would perhaps not be styled a Methodist,
but simply a Low-Churchman. By whatever title described, it is

meantime remarkable that a man confessedly so conscientious as Dean
Milner could have reconciled to his moral views the holding of church

preferment so important as this deanery in combination with the head-

ship of an important college. One or other must have been consciously

neglected. Such a record, meantime, powerfully illustrates the ad-

vances made by the Church during the last generation in practical

homage to self-denying religious scruples. A very lax man would not

in these days allow himself to do that which thirty years ago a severe

Church-Methodist (regarded by many even as' a fanatic) persisted in

doing, without feeling himself called on for apology. If I have not

misapprehended its tenor, this case serves most vividly to illustrate

the higher standard of moral responsibility which prevails in this cur-

rent generation. We do injustice daily to our own age ; which, by
many a sign, palpable and secret, I feel to be more emphaticallj', than

any since the period of Queen Elizabeth and Charles!., an intellectual,

a moving, and a self-contlicting age : and inevitably, where the intel-

lect has been preternaturally awakened, the moral sensibilit}'^ must

soon be commensurately stirred. The very distinctions, psychologic
or metaphj'sical, by which, as its hinges and articulations, our modern

thinking moves, proclaim the subtler character of the questions which

now occupy our thoughts. Not as pedantic only, but as suspiciously

unintelligible, such distinctions would, one hundred and thirty years

Hgo, have been viewed as indictable; and perhaps (in compan}' with

Mandeville's "Political Economy") would have been seriously pre-

•t Uted as a nuisance to the Middlesex Quarter-Sessions. Recurring,

aowever, to Dean Jlilner, and the recouections of his distinguished

talents amongst the contemporary circles of the first generation in this

ilneteenth ceitury, I wish to mention that these talents are mosf
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feebly measured by any of his occasional writings, all drawn from him

upparentl}' by mere pressure of casual convenience. In conversation

it was that he asserted adequately his preeminent place. Wordsworth,
who met him often at the late Lord Lonsdale's tabic, spoke of iiini uni-

formly as the chief potentate colloquially of his own generation, and
as the man be^-ond all others (Burke being departed) who did not live

upon his recollections, but met the demands of every question that

engaged his sympathy by spontaneous and elastic movements of novel

and original thought. As an opium-eater, Dean Milnerwas understood

to be a strenuous wrestler with the phj-sical necessity that coerced him
into this habit. From several quarters I have heard that his daily
ration was 34 grains (or about 850 drops of laudanum), divided into

four portions, and administered to him at regular intervals of six

hours by a, confidential valet.

Note 3. Page xi.

"J/r.
,
the philosopher:'" — Who is Mr. Dash, the philoso-

>her ? Really I have forgot. Not through any fault of my own, but

on the motion of some absurd coward having a voice potential at the

press, all the names were struck out behind my back in the first edi-

tion of the book, thirt}--five years ago. I was not consulted
;
and did

not discover the absurd blanks until months afterwards, when I was

taunted with them very reasonably by a caustic reviewer. Nothing
could have a more ludicrous effect than this appeal to shadows— to

my Lord Dash, to Dean Dash, and to Mr. Secretary Dash. Very nat-

urally it thus happened to Mr. Philosopher Dash that his burning

light, alas ! was extinguished irrecoverably in the general melee.

Meantime, there was no excuse whatever for this absurd interference

such as might have been alleged in any personality capable of caus-

ing pain to any one person concerned. All the cases, except, perhaps,

that of Wilberforce (about which I have at this moment some slight

lingering doubts), were matters of notoriety to large circles of friends.

It is due to Mr. John Taylor, the accomplished publisher of the work,

that I should acquit him of any share in this absurdity.

Note 4. Page xiii.

[The original preface stopped at this point, but the "
Origmal Pref-

ace in the Year 1S21," as reprinted by Mr. De Quincey, continues, by

the momentum it had acquired, for two or three pages more, which

ire here given. The author, in the last paragra])!], it will be seen, ad-

v.ses the reader that he must ta^e the words "
original preface" with

•ome modification.]
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And at this point I shall say no more than that opium, as the one

sole catholic anodyne which hitherto has been revealed to man
,

Becondly, as the one sole anodyne which in a vast majority of cases is

irresistible ; thirdly, as by many degrees the most potent of all known

counter-agents to nervous irritation, and to the formidable curse of

tcedium vilce ; fourthly, as by possibility, under an argument undeni-

ably plausible, alleged by myself, the sole known agent
— not for

curing when formed, but for intercepting whilst likely to be formed—
the great English scourge of pulmonary consumption ;

— I say that

opium, as wearing these, or ajty of these, four beneficent characteris-

tics — I say that any agent whatever making good such pretensions,

no matter what its name, is entitled haughtily to refuse the ordinary

classification and treatment which opium receives in books. I say

that opium, or any agent of equal power, is entitled to assume that it

was revealed to man for some higher object than that it should fur-

nish a target for moral denunciations, ignorant where they are not

hj'pocritical, childish where not dishonest ; that it should be set up as

a theatrical scarecrow for superstitious terrors, of which the result is

oftentimes to defraud human suffering of its readiest alleviation, and

of which the^^wjyose is,
" Ut pueris placeant et deciamatio fiant." *

In one sense, and remotely, all medicines and modes of medical

treatment offer themselves as anod3-nes
— that is, so far as thej' prom-

ise ultimately to relieve the suffering connected with physical mal-

adies or infirmities. But we do not, in the special and ordinary sense,

designate as ''anodynes" those remedies which obtain the relief from

pain only as a secondary and distant effect following out from the cur6

of the ailment ;
but those only we call anod_vnes which obtain this re-

lief, and pursue it as the primanj and immediate object. If, by giving
tonics to a child suffering periodic pains in the stomach, we were ulti-

mately to banish those pains, this would not warrant us in calling

Buch tonics by the name of anodynes; for the neutralization of the

pains would be a circuitous process of nature, and might probably re-

quire weeks for its evolution. But a true anodyne (as, for instance,

balf-a-dozen drops of laudanum or a dessert-spoonful of some warm
carminative mixed with brandy) will often banish the misery suffered

by a child in five or six minutes. Amongst the most potent of ano-

Jj'nes, we may rank hemlock, henbane, chloroform, and opium. But

unquestionably the three first L.ive a most narrow field of action, by

tomparison with opium. This, beyond all other agents made known

* That they may wm the applause of schoolboys, and furnkh matter for a

Vlze essay.
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to man, is the mightiest for its command, and for the extent of its

command, over pain ;
and so much mightier than any other, that I

should think, in a Pagan land, supposing it to have been adequately

made known *
through experimental acquaintance with its revolution-

ary magic, opium would have had altars and priests consecrated to its

benign and tutelary po«ors. But this is not ni}' own object in the pres-

ent little work. Very many people have thoroughly misconstrued

this object ; and therefore I beg to saj- here, in closing my Original

Preface, a little remodelled, that what I contemplated in these Con-

fessions was to emblazon the power of opium— not over bodily disease

and pain, but over the grander and more shadowy world of dreams.

Note 5. Page 18.

[At the mention of this circimistance in the revised edition of the

Confessions, De Quincey enters into a fuller account of these guar-

dians, and episodically of the relation of guardianship. These pages

are given in the Additions, p. 295 of this volume.]

Note 6. Page 20.

[The experience summed up in the two pages ending at this point

was afterward expanded into the chapters in the Additions, headed

"A Manchester Home," p. 308, and "At the Manchester Grammar

School," p. 313.]
Note 7. Page 20.

[Lauy Carbery. See also for an amplification of this part of his

experience the chapter in the Additions, headed "
Elopement from

Manchester," p. 354.]
Note 8. Page 25.

[The summary of this brief paragraph is fully extended in the

chapter,
"
Wanderings in North Wales," in the Additions, p. 374.]

* "
Adequatebj made known: " — Precisely this, however, was iinpossiblo.

No feature of ancient Pagan life has more entirely escaped notice than the

extreme rarity, costliness, and circuitous accessibility of the more powerful

drugs, especially of mineral drugs ;
and of drugs requiring elaborate prepar-

ation, or requiring much manufacturing skill. When the process of obtain-

ing any manufactured drug was slow and intricate, it could most rarely bo

called for. Aud rarely called for, why should it be produced ? By looking

into the history and times of Ilerod the- Great, as reported by Josephus, the

reader will gain some notion of the mystery and the suspicion surrounding

ill attempts at importing such drugs as could be applied to murderous pur-

poses, consequently of the delay, the difficulty, and the peril in fornmig an-

tamiliar aciiua'utance with opium.
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Note 9. Page 25.

[" 5—— .-

" — Bangor. The Bishop of B ,
is the Bishop of Ban

(tor, then Dr. Cleaver.]

Note 10. Tagc 20.

[De Qiiiiijcy's wanderings from tliis time until he reached I-ondon

are given in detail in the chapter in Additions, entitled,
" From Wales

to London,"' p. 404.]

Note 11. rage 32.

[The means on which De Quincey relied for sustaining himself in

London are given in Additions, in the chapter,
" The Plans laid for

London Life," p. 427.]

Note 12. Page 35.

[»<
j\fr. .•" —This person, under the name of Bro-vvn-Brunell or

Briinell-Brown is described at greater length in the chapter of the Ad-

ditions last cited.]
Note 13. Page 37.

[" In a well knoionjiart of London ;
"— De Quincey felt himself at

liberty, when revising the Confessions, to point out the exact location,

"at the north\\est corner of Greelv Street, being the house on that

Bide the street nearest to Soho Square."]

Note 14. Page 37.

[" My Urthdaij :" — De Quincey was born August 15, 1785.]

Note 15. Page 45.

«' / applied to a Jew named D ;
" — At this period (autumn of

1856), when thirtj'-five years have elapsed since the first publication of

these memoirs, reasons of delicacy can no longer claim respect for

concealing the Jew's name, or at least the name which he adopted in

his dealings with the Gentiles. I say, therefore, without scruple, that

the name was Dell : and some years later it was one of the names that

came before the House of Commons in connection with something or

other (I have long since forgotten tchai) growing out of the parlia-

mentary movement against the Duke of York, in reference to Sirs.

Clark, &c. Like all the other Jews with whom I have had negotia-

tions, he was frank and honorable in hiu mode of conducting busi-

ness. What he promised, he performed; and if his terms were high,

IS naturally they could not but be, to cover his risks, he avowed them

from the first.
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Note 16. Page 46.

f
" Earl of :

" — Earl of Altamont.]

Note 17. Page 40.

[" Marquis of :
" — Marquis of Sligo.]

Note 18. Page 47-

P'M and SI.:" — Mayo and Sligo.]

Note 19. Page 52.

" A murder committed on or near Ilounslow Heath ;
"— Tvfo mei^

Holloway and Haggerty, were long afterwards convicted, upon very
questionable evidence, as the perpetrators of tliis murder. The maia

testimony against them was that of a Newgate turnkey, who had im-

perfectly overheard a conversation between the two men. The cur-

rent impression was that of great dissatisfaciion with the evidence;
and this impression was strengthened by the pamphlet of an acute

lawyer, exposing the unsoundness and incoherency of the statements

relied upon by the court. They were executed, however, in the teeth

of all opposition. And as it happened that an enormous wreck of life

occured at the execution (not fewer, I believe, than sixty persons hav-

ing been trampled under foot by the unusual pressure of some brew-
ers' draymen forcing their way with linked arms to the space below
the drop), tliis tragedy was regarded for many years by a section of

the London mob as a providential judgment upon the passive metrop-
olis.

Note 20. Page 52.

[" My friend. Lord :
"— Lord Altamont.]

Note 21. Page 54.

[" University of :
"— Lord Altamont was gone to Jesus C!ol-

lege, Cambridge.]

Note 22. Page 54.

[" Earl ofD :
"— Lord Desert. "

I had known Lord Desert,"

says De Qiiincey elsewhere, "the eldest son of a very large family,
Bome years earlier, when bearing the title of Lord Castlecuffe. Cuffe

was the family name; and I believe that they traced their descent

V'oni a person of some historic interest— viz., that Cuffe who was scc-

•stary to the unhappy Earl of Essex during his treasonable cmeutt

tgainst the government of Queen Elizabeth.]
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Note 23. Page 57.

[" ReconciUalion xcUh myfriends :
" — These friends were his guar-

dian, and the remote part of England to which he went was the

Priory, near Chester, mentioned on p. 389.]

Note 24. Page 72.

' For he was a surgeon and had himself taken opium larrjelij ;
"— Tli"s

surgeon it was who first made me aware of the dangerous variability
in opium as to strength under the shifting proportions of its combina-

tion with alien impurities. Naturally, as a man professionally ahve
to the danger of creating any artihcial need of opium beyond what
the anguish of his malady at any rate demanded, trembling every
hour on behalf of his poor children, lest, by any indiscretion of his

own, he should precipitate the crisis of his disorder, he saw the neces-

sity of reducing the daily dose to a minimum. But to do this he must

first obtain the means of measuring the quantities of opium; not the

apparent quantities as determined by weighing, but the virtual quan-
tities after allowing for the alloy or varying amounts of impurity.

This, however, was a visionary problem. To allow for it was simply

impossible. The problem, therefore, changed its character. Not to

measure the impurities was the object; for, whilst entangled with the

operative and efficient parts of the opium, they could not be measured.

To separate and eliminate the impure (or inert) parts, this was now
the object. And this was effected finally by a particular mode of boil-

ing the opium. That done, the residuum became equable in strength;
and the daily doses could be nicely adjusted. About 18 grains formed

his daily ration for many years. This, upon the common hospital

equation, expresses 18 times 25 drops of laudanum. But since 25 is

= -^

j^, therefore 18 times one quarter of a hundred is = one quarter
of 1800, and that, I suppose, is 450. So much this surgeon averaged

upon each day for about twenty years. Then suddenly began a

fiercer stage of anguish from his disease. But then, also, the fight

was finished, and the victory was won. All duties were fulfilled ; his

children prosperously launched in life; and death, which to himself

was becoming daily more necessary as a relief from torment, now fell

injuriously upon nobody.

Note 25. Page 75.

'< The late Duke of : "-The late Duke of Norfolk. My author-

ity was the late Sir George Beaumont, an old familiar acquaintance of

hi Luke's. But such expressions are always liable to grievous mi*
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»ppucation. By " the late
"
duke, Sir George meant that duke once so

well known to the nation as the partisan friend of Fox, Burke, Sheri-

dan, etc., at the era of the great French Revolution, in 1789-1793.
Since his time, I believe there have been three generations of ducal
Howards— who are always interesting to the English nation, first,

from the blood^v historic traditions surrounding their great house; sec-

ondly, from the fact of their being at the head of the British Peerage.

Note 20. Page 75.

" Grassini: " — Thrilling was the pleasure with which almost always
I heard this angelic Grassini. Shivering with expectation I sat,
when the time drew near for her golden epiphany; shivering I rose

from my seat, incapable of rest, when that heavenly and harp-liko
voice sang its own victorious welcome in its prelusive threlidnelo—
threttdnelo. This is the beautiful representative echo by which Aris-

tophanes expresses the sound of the Grecian pho'-minx, or of some
other instrument, which conjecturally has been showa :nost to resem-
ble our modern European harp. In the case of ancient Hebrew in-

struments used in the temple service, random and idle must be all the

guesses through the Greek Septuagint or the Latin Vulgate to identify

any one of them. But as to Grecian instruments the case is different ;

always there is a remote chance of digging up some marble sculpture
of orchestral appurtenances and properties. Yet all things change ;

this same Grassini, whom once I adored, afterwards, when gorged
with English gold, went off to Paris

; and when I heard on what terms
she lived with a man so unmagnauimous as Napoleon, I came to hate'

her. Did I complain of any man's hating England, or teaching a
woman to hate her benefactress? Not at all; but simply of his adopt-

ing at second hand the malice of a jealous nation, with yrhich orig-

inally he could have had no sincere S3'mpathy. Ilato us, if you please;
but not sycophantishly, by way of paying court to others.

Note 27. Page 79.

'^ Soot." In the large capacious chimneys of the rustic cottages

ihroughout the Lake district, j-ou can see up the entire cavity from
the seat which you occupy, as an honored visitor, m the chimney
corner. There I used often to hear (though not to see) bees. Their

murmuring was audible, though their bodily forms were too small to

be \ isible at that altitude. On inquiry, I found that soot (chiefly from
wood and peats) was useful in some stage of thsir wax or honey maa*
ufacture.

33
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XoTE 28. Page 81.

[" Great town ofL :
" —

Liverpool.]

KoTE 29. Page 86.

" Anastasi'is :
" — The leadfer of this generation will marvel at thew

repeated rt'ferences to
" Aiiastasius

;

"
it is now an almost forgotten

book, so vast has been the dehige of novel-wriiing talent, really orig-

inal and powerful, which has overflowed our literature during the

lapse of thirty-live years from the publication of these Confessions.

"Anastasius" was written by the famous and opulent Mr. Hope;
and was in 1821 a book both of high reputation and of great influence

amongst the leading circles of society.

Note .30. Page 92.

" A seaport about forty miles distant :
" — Between the seafaring pop-

ulations on the coast of Lancashire, and the corresponding populations

on the coast of (Jumberland (such as Eavenglass, Whitehaven, Work-.

ington, Marvport, etc.), there was a slender current of interchange

constantly going on, and es-pceiaily in the days of pressgangs— in

part by sea, but in part also hy land. By the way, I may mention,
as an interesting fact which I discovered from an almanac and itin-

erary, dated about the middle of Queen Elizabeth's reign (say, 1579),

that the official route in her ^ays for queen's messengers to the north

of L-eland, and of course for travellers generally, was not (as now)

through Grasmere. and thence by St. John's Vale, Threlkeld (for the

short cut by Shoulthwaite Moss was then unknown), Keswick, Cock-

ermouth, and Whitehaven. Up to St. Oswald's Church, Gresmere (so

it was then spelled, in deference to its Danish original), the route lay

as at present. Thence it turned round the lake to the left, crossed

Hamnierscar, up Liltte Langdale, across Wrynose to Egremont, and

from Egremont to Whitehaven.

Note 31. Page 93.

[" Beautful Englishface of the girl:
"— For a further reference to

this girl, who was Barbara Lewthwaite, made famous by Wordsworth,
sec ihe chapter in the Additions, hea,.lcd "Barbara Lewthwaite," page

i37.]

Note 32. Page 9G.

" Let there be a collage standing in a valley :
" — The cottage and the

u'.ley concerned in this description were not imaginar}-; the valley

was the lovely one, in those days, of Grasmere ;
and the cottage was
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occupied fi)r more than twenty years by mj-self, as immediate suc-

cessor, in the j'car 1809, to Wordswovtli. Looking to the limitation

here laid down — viz., in i/iose days
— the reader will inquire, in what

vay Time can have affected the beauty of Grasmere. Do the West-

moreland valleys turn grny headed? Oh, reader! this is a painful

memento for sonic of us! Thirty years aj^o, a gang of Vandals (name-

less, I thank Heaven, to me), for the sake of building a mail-coach

road that never would be wanted, carried, at a cost of ^^3,000 to the

defrauded parish, a horrid causeway of sheer granite masonry, for

three quarters of a mile, right through the loveliest succession of secret

forest dells and shy recesses of the lake, margined by unrivalled ferns,

amongst which was the Osmunda re/jalis. This sequestered angle of

Grasmere is described by Wordsworth, as it unveiled itself on a Sep-

tember morning, in the exquisite poems on the "
Naming of Places."

From this also — viz., this spot of ground, and this magnificent crest

(the Osmunda) — was suggested that unique line— the finest inde-

pendent line through all the records of verse

" Or lady of the lake,

Sole-sitting by the shores of old romance."

Rightly, therefore, did I introduce this limitation. The Grasmere be-

fore and after this outrage were two different vales.

Note 33. Page 97.

[" As Mr. says: "]
— Mr. Anti-Slavery Clarkson.

Note 34. Page 102.

[The section numbered 2, has been very much amplified in the re-

vision and is now given at page 455, under the title
" Notes on the

Dse of Opium."]
Note 35. Page 104.

[«' reads vilely :
"— John Kemble is referred to, and afterward

Mrs. Siddous.]
Note 36. Page 104.

['< TT." — Wordsworth.]

Note 37. Page 112.

•' Tlie whole and every part :
" — The heroine of this remarkable

tase was a girl about nine j^ears old: and there can be little doubt that

ixe looked down as far within the crater of death — that awful vol-

•ano— as any human being ever can have done that has lived to draw

^ack and to report her experience. Not less than ninety years die
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she survive Ihis memorable escape; and I may cbescribe her as in all

respects a woman of remarkable and interesting qualities. She en-

joj-cd, throughout her long life, as the reader will readily infer, serene

and cloudless health; had a masculine understanding; reverenced

truth not less than did the Evangelists ;
and led a life of saintly devo-

tion, such as might have glorified
" Illlarton or PauU' [The words

in italic are Ariosto's.] I mention these traits as characterizing her

in a memorable extent, that the reader may not suppose himself rely-

ing upon a dealer in exaggerations, upon a credulous enthusiast, or

upon a careless wielder of language. Forty-five years had intervened

between the first time and the last time of her telling me this anec-

dote, and not one iota had shifted its ground amongst the incidents,

nor had any the most trivial of the circumstantiations suffered

change. The scene of the accident was the least of valleys, what the

Greeks of old would have called an a-yxo?, and we English should

properly call a dell. Human tenant it had none: even at noonday it

was a solitude ; and would oftentimes have been a silent solitude but

for the brawling of a brook — not broad, but occasionally deep—
which ran along the base of the little hills. Into this brook, probably

into one of its dangerous pools, the child fell : and, according to the

ordinary chances, she could have had but a slender prospect indeed of

any deliverance , for, although a dwelling-house was close by, it was

shut out from view by the undulations of the ground. How long the

child lay in the water, was probably never inquired earnestly until the

answer had become irrecoverable: for a servant, to whose care the

child was then confided, had a natural interest in suppressing the

whole case. From the child's own account, it should seem that

asjyhyxia must have announced its commencement. A process of

struggle and deadly suffocation was passed through half consciously.

This process terminated by a sudden blow apparently on or in the

brain, after which there was no pain or conflict; but in an instant sue"

ceeded a dazzling rush of light; immediately after which came the

solemn apocalypse of the entire past life. Meantime, the child's dis-

appearance in the water had happily been witnessed by a farmer who

rented some fields in this little solitude, and by a rare accident was

.•iding through them at the moment. Not being very well mounted,

he was retarded by the hedges and other fences in making his way
vown to the water

;
some time was thus lost; but once at the spot, he

.eaped in, booted and spurred, and succeeded in delivering one that

must have been as nearly counted amongst the populations of tht

jrave as perhaps the laws of the shado^vy world can suffer to return
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Note 38. Page 113.

"
August, 1G42 :

" — I think (but at the moment have no means of

rerifj'ing my conjecture) that this day was the 24th of August. On
or about that day Charles raised the royal standard at Nottingliam;

which, ominously enough (considering the strength of such supersti-

tions in the seventeenth century, ;ind, amongst the generations of that

century, more especially in this particular generation of the Parliament-

ary War), was blown down during the succeeding night. Let me re-

mark, in passing, that no falsehood can virtually be greater or more

malicious, than that which imputes to Arciibishop Laud a special or

exceptional faith in such mute warnings.

Note 39. Page 115.

'^ From a great modern j^oet:"
— What poet? It was Word;*-

worth; and why did I not formally name him ? This throws a light

backwards upon the strange history of Wordsworth's reputation. The

year in which I wrote and published these Confessions was 1821 ; and

at that time the name of Wordsworth, though beginning to emerge
from the dark cloud of scorn and contumel}' which had hitherto over-

shadowed it, was yet most imperfectly established. Not until tea

years later was his greatness cheerfully and generally acknowledged.

I, therefore, as the very earliest (without one exception) of all who

came forward, in the beginning of his career, to honor and welcome

him, shrank with disgust from making any sentence of mine the

occasion for an explosion of vulgar malice against him. But the

grandeur of the passage here cited inevitably spoke for itself; and

be that would have been most scornful on hearing the name of the

poet coupled with this epithet of "great," could not but find his

malice intercepted, and himself cheated into cordial admiration, by
the splendor of the verses.

Note 40. Page 127.

"Jeremy Taylor:''''
— In all former editions, I had ascribed this

sentiment to Jeremy Taylor. On a close search, however, wishing

lo verify the quotation, it appeared that I had been mistaken.

Something %-ery like it occurs more than once in the bishop's volu-

minous writings ; but the exact passage moving in my mind had evi-

dently been this which follows, from Lord Bacon's "
Essay on

Oeath: " "It is as natural to die as to be born; and to a little infant

terhaps the one is as painful as the other."
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Note 41. Page 273.

["A <;"— Altamont.]

KoTE 42. Page 205.

[
* My Guardians :

"—Sec page 18, anil Note 5.]

NoTK 43. Page 308.

[" A Manchester Home :
" — See page 20, and Note 6.]

Note 44. Page 354.

I" Elopement from Manchester :
" — See page 20, and Note 7.]

Note 45. Page 374.

[" Wandei'lngs in North Wales: " — See page 25, and Note 8.]

Note 4G. Page 404.

[" From Wales to London :
" — See page 29, and Note 10.]

Note 47. Page 427.

[" TJie Plans laidfor London Life:
" — See page 32, and Note 11.]

Note 48. Page 437.

[" Barbara Lewthwaite: " — See page 93, and Note 31.]

Note 49. Page 455.

[^^ Notes on the use of Opium :" — See page 102, and Note 34.]

Note 50. Page 480.

"Jacob Boehmen:"— We ourselves had the honor of presenting to

Mr. Coleridge Law's English version of Jacob— a set of huge quar-
tos. Some months afterwards we saw this work lying open, and one

volume at least overflowing, in parts, witii the commentaries and the

corollaries of Coleridge. Whither has this work, and so many others

Bwathed about with Coleridge's manuscript notes, vanished from the

world ?

Note 51. Page 482.

*'
Qualities of Ins horse:" — One fact, tolerablj' notorious, should

have whispered to Mr. Gilhnan (hat all anecdotes wliicli presuppose
for their basis any equestrian skill or habits in Coleridge rest upon
moonshine. Samuel Taylor Coleridge's first attempts at liorseman-

Bhip were pretty nearlj' bis last. What motive swayed the judgment,
»r what stormy impulse drove the passionate despair of San-.uel Taylor

Coleridge into quitting Jesus College, Cambridge, was never clearly o
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certainly made known to the very nearest of his friends; which lends

furtlier probability to a rumor, already in itself probable enough,
that this motive which led, or this impulse which drove, the unhnppy
man into headlung acts of dtsperatioii, was— the reader will guess
for liin'.sel/', though lea miles distiuit — a wouiau. In fact, most of us

play the fool at least once in our life-car«cr; and the criuiinal cause cf

our doing so is' pretty well ascertained by this time in all cases to be a

woman. Coleridge was hopelessly dismissed by his proud, disdainful

goddes?, although really- she might have gone farther anclfai:'.' worse.

I am able, by female aid, to communicate a prettj- close description of

Samuel Taylor Coleridge as he was in the vear 179G. In stature, ac-

cording to the severe measurement taken down in the studio of a very

distinguished artist, he was exactlj' 5 feet 10 inches in height ; with a

blooming and healthy complexion ; beautiful and luxuriant hair, fall-

ing in natural curls over his shoulders; and, as a \a.iX\' (the successor

of Hannah More in her most lucrative boarding-sclwol) said to me
about the year of Waterloo,

'•

simply the most perfect realization of a

pastoral Strephon that in all her life she had looked upon." Slrephon
was the romantic name that survived from her rosy daj's of sweet

seventeen; at present, Strephon, as well as Chloe, are at a discount;

but wliat she meant was an Adonis. By reason of reading too much
Kant and Schelling, he grew fat and corpulent towards Waterloo •

bat he was then slender and agile as an antelope.

Note 52. Tage 485.

"Arbitrary limitation: " — Malthus would have rejoined by saying

that the flower-pot limitation was the actual limitation of Nature in oar

present circumstances. In America it is otherwise, he would say ;

but England is the very flower pot j-ou suppose; she is a flower pot

which cannot be multiplied, and cannot even be enlarged. Very well;

so be it ; {which we say in order to M-aive irrelevant disputes;) but then

the true inference will be, not tliat vegetable increase proceeds under a

different law from that which governs animal increase, but that,

rlirough an accident of position, the experiment cannot be tried in

England. Surely the levers of Archimedes, with submission to Sir

Edward B. Lytton, were not the less levers because he wanted the

locum standi. It is proper, bj- the way, tlat w*> shoidd inform the

reader of this generation where to lo"k for Cok-ndge's skirmishings

with Malthus. They are to be found chiefly in the late Mr. William

Hazlitt's work on that subject
— a work which Coleridge so far claimed

Bs to assert that it had beea substantiaUy made up from his own con-

versatioa.
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Note 53. Page 495.

Vide, in particular, for the most exquisite exhibition of pigheaded-
ness that the world can furnish, his perverse evidence on the once fa»

mens case at the Warwick assizes, of Captain Donelan for poisoning
his brother-in-law, Sir Theodosius Boiighton,

Note 51. Page 499.

"Mrs. Brownrif/ff:''
— Draco and the Bishop belong to history,

—
the lirst as bloody lawgiver in the da\-s of the elder Athens, the

Bishop as liery disciplinarian to weak, relapsing ^errerfs [such is the

modern slang] : sneaking perverts like myself and my ever-honored

reader, who would be very willing to give the Bishop a kick in the

dark, but would find ourselves too much of coAvards to stand to it

when the candles were brought. These men are well known ; but

who is Mrs. Brownrigg V The reader would not have asked had he

lived in the days of the Anti-Jacobin, who describes Mrs. Brownrigg
as the woman

" who whipp'd two female 'prentices to death,
And hill them iu the coal-hole."'

Note 55. Page 502.

"
Hopped de twig ;

" — 1st ehenjetzt gestorhen was his German idea,
which he thus rendered in classical English.

Note 5G. Page 504.

It was printed at the end of Aristotle's Poetics, which Dr. Cook
edited.

Note 57. Page 504.

Xpucrer)!. It is remarkable that this epithet has been everywhere

assigned to tux^s- Awpa tvxjjs, the gifts of Fortmie, which in this place

is meant to indicate i7c/(f?, correspoiuling to Gray's "All that Wealth
e'er gave," might seem at iirst sight to justify this allocation of the

epithet golden. But on this way of understantling tiie ai)propriaiion^

we are met by a prosaic and purely mechanic fact— the gifts of golden

Fortune, as the giver of golden coins — Persian darics or English

ffuineas. Meantime this epithet has an old traditional consecration

to Venus, and in such an application spi'ings upward like a pj-ramid
of fire into a far more illimitable and imaginative value. A truth

which Shakespeare caught at once by a subtle divination of his own
unfathomable sensibility. Accordingly, without needing any Grecias

guidance or model, how profound is the effect of that line: —
Whftt is 't that takes from thee thy goldea El<)upt
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XoTE 5S. Page 507.

[" ^ tetter of Colerldfjt's ;
" — The passage referred to is as follows :

"You will never hear anything but truth from me; prior liubiti

render it out of my power to tell an untruth, but unless carefully ob

served, I dare not promise that I should not, wiiii regard to tliis de-

tested poison, be capable of acting one. Ko sixty hours have yet

passed without my haviiig taken laudanum, though fi)r tiie last week

comparatively trifling doses. I have full belief that your anxiety need

not be extended beyond the first week, and for the first week, I shall

not, I must not be permitted to leave your house, unless witli you."
Gillman's "Life of Culeridge," vol. i., page 275. I think that Ue

Quincey iiardly treats this passage fairly Avhen he assumes that Coler-

idge regards a week as sufficient for weaning one's self from opium.]

Note 59. Page 513.

[" iSo?«e intemperate passarjes:''^
— The following are the passages

referred to: "God knows that from that moment I was the victim of

pain and terror, nor had I at any time taken the flattering poison as

a stimulus, or for any craving after pleasurable sensations. I needed

none; and oh! with what unutterable sorrow did I read the 'Confes-

sions of an Opium Eater,' in which the writer with morbid vanity',

makes a boast of what was my misfortune, for he had l)een faithfully

and with an agony of zeal warned of the gulf, and yet willinglv

struck into the current .... Oh, may the God to whom I look for

mercy through Christ, show mercy on the author of the 'Confessions

of an Opium Eater,' if as I have too strong reason to believe, his book

bas been the occasion of seducing others into this withering vice

through wantonness. From this aggravation I have, I humbh' trust,

been free, as far as acts of my free will und intention are concerned;

even to the author of that work I pleaded with flowing tear.«, and with

an agony of fore !\-arning. lie utterly denied it, but I fear that I had

\hen even to deter perhaps not to forewarn." Gillman's "Life of

Coleridge," vol. i., pp. 2i7, 248, 250.

As further illustrative of this point at issue between Coleridge and

De Quincey, we give here a passage bearing upon it, inserted at the

opening of the new edition of the Confessions.] Coleridge was

doublv in error when he allowed _in-.self to aim most unfriendly blows

at my supposed voluptuousness in the use of opium; in error as to a

principle, and in error as to a fact. A letter of his, which I will liopa

hat he did not design to have published, but which, however, has been

•ublished, points tb « attention of liis correspondent to a broad dis
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tinction separating mj' case as an opium-eater from his own ; he, i{

seems, liad fallen excusably (because unavoidably) into (his habit of

eating o|iiiim
— as the one sole therapeutic resource available against

his particular malady; but I, wretch that I am, being so notoriously
chariiied by fairies against pain, must have resorted to opium in the

abominable character of an adventurous voluptuary, angling in all

streams for variety of pleasures. Coleridge is wrong to tiie whole ex-

tent of what was possible; wrong in his fact, wrong in his doctrine*

iu his little fact, and his big doctrine. I did not do the thing which

he charges upon me; and if I had done it, this would not convict me
ns a citizen of Sybaris or Daphne. There never was a distinction

more groundless and visionary than that which it has pleased him to

draw between my motives and his own
;
nor could Coleridge have

possibly owed tiiis mis-statement to any false information
;
since no

man, surely, on a question of my own private experience, could have

pretended to be better informed than myself. Or, if there really is

such a person, perhaps he will not think it too much trouble to re-

write these Confessions from first to last, correcting their innumerable

faults ; and, as it happens that some parts of the unpublished sections

for the present are missing, would he kindl}' restore them— brighten-

ing the colors that may have faded, rekindling the inspiration tiiat

may have drooped ; filling up all those chasms, which else are likely

to remain as permanent disfigurations of my little work? Meantime

the reader, who takes any interest in such a question, will find that I

m3'self (upon such a theme not simply the best, but surely the sole

authority) have, without a shadow of variation, alwaj's given a dif-

ferent account of the matter. Most truly I have told the reader, that

not any search after pleasure, but mere extremity of pain from rheu-

matic toothache— this and nothing else it was that first drove me into

the use of opium. Coleridge's bodily affliction was simple rheuma-

tism. Mine, Avhich interniittinglj"- raged for ten years, was rheumatism

in the face combined with toothache. This I had inherited from my
father; or inherited (I should rather say) from my own desperate ig-

norance; since a trifling dose of colocynth, or of any similar medicine,

taken three times a week, would more certainly than opium have de-

livered me from that terrific curse.* In this ignorance, however,

*" That terrific curse: " — Two things blunt the general sense of horror

which •would else connect itself with toothache— viz., first, its cnornioui

diffusion
; hardly a household in Europe being clear of it, each in turn hav-

ing some one chamber intermittingly echoing the groans extorted by thil

•ruol torture There— viz., m its ubiquity— lies one cause of ia slight val
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irhich misled me into making war upon toothache when ripened and

mai'lfesting itself in effects of pain, rather than upon its germs ana

gathering causes, I did but follow the rest of the world. To intercept

the evii whilst yet in elementary staj'es of formation, was the true

policy: whoi'cas I in my blindness songiit only for some mitigation to

the evil when already formed, and past all reach of interception. In

this stage of the suffering, formed and perfect, I was thrown passively

upon chance advice, and therefore, by a natural consequence, upon

opium — that being the one sole anodyne that is almost notoriously

Bucii, and which in that great function is universally appreciated.

Coleridge, therefore, and myself, as regards our baptismal initia-

tion into the use of that mighty drug, occupy the very same position.

We are embarked in the self-same boat; nor is it within the compass
even of angelic hair-splitting, to show that the dark shndow thi'own by
our several trespasses in this field, mine and his, had by so much as

a pin's point any assignable difference. Trespass against trespass (if

any trespass there were) — shadow against shadow (if any shadow

were really thrown by this trespass over the snow3'disk of pure ascetic

moralit}-), in any case, that act in either of us would read into the

same meaning, would count up as a debt into the same value, would

measure as a delinquency into the same burden of responsibility.

And vainly, indeed, does Coleridge attempt to differentiate two cases

which ran into absolute identity, differing only as rheumatism differs

from toothache. Amongst tiie admirers of Coleridge, I at all times

stood in the foremost rank; and the more was my astonishment at

being summoned so often to witness his carelessness in the manage-

uation. A sccontt cause is found in its immunity from danger. This latter

ground of undervaluation is noticed in a sayincc ascribed (but on what autlior-

ity I know not) to Sir Pliilip Sidney — viz., that supposing toothaclie liable in

ever so small a proportion of its cases to a fatal issue, it would be generally

ranked as the most dreadful amongst human maladies ; whereas the certainty

that it will in no extremity lead to death, and the knowledge that in the very

midst of its storms su lien chingos may bo looked for, bringing long halcyon

lalms, have an unfair effect in lowering the appreciation of this malady con-

fldered as a trial of forfitule and patience. No stronger expression of its in-

tensity and scorching fierceness can be imagined than this fat — that, within

toy private knowledge, two persons who had suffered alike under toothache

md cancer, have pronounced the former to be, on the scale of torture, by

taany degrees the worse. In both, there are at times what surgeons caL'

'lancinating'' pangs — keen, glancing, arrowy radiations of anguish; ami

Epon these the basis of comparison was rested— paroxysm aj'ttinst paroxysm
— with the result that I have stated.
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ment of controversial questions, and his demoniac inaccuracy in th

statement of facts. The more also was my sense of Coleridge's wan

ton iiiju.-itice in relation to myself inilivi'lually. Coleridge's grosi

mis-statement of facts, in regard to our several opium experiences,

had its origin, sometimes in flighty reading, sometimes in partial and

incob«"-ent reading, sometimes in subsequent forget fulness: and any
one of tliese lax habits (it will occur to the reader) is a venial inlir-

mhy. Certainly it is; but surely «o< venial, when it is allowed to

operate disadvantageously upon the character for self-control of a

brother, who had never spoken of him but in the spirit of enthusiastic

admiration
;
of that admiration which his exquisite works so amply

challenge. Imagine the case that I reall}' had done something wrong,
still it would have begn ungenerous— me it would have saddened,!

confess, to see Coleridge rushing forward with a public denunciation

of my fault:
" Know all men by these presents, that I, S. T. C, a

noticeable man icith Inrr/e gray eyes* am a licensed opium-eater,

whereas this other man is a buccaneer, a pirate, a flibustier,t and can

have none but a forged license in his disreputable pocket. In the name
of Virtue arrest him! " But the truth is, that inaccuracy as to facta

and citations from books was in Coleridge a mere necessity- of nature.

Not three days ago, in reading a short comment of the late Archdea-

con Ilare ("Guesses at Truth ") upon a bold speculation of Coleridge's

(utterly baseless) with respect to tiie maciiinery of Etonian Latin

verses, I found my old feelings upon this subject refreshed by an in-

stance that is irresistibly comic, since everything that Coleridge had

relied upon as a citation from a book in support of his own hypothesis,

turns out to be a pure fabrication of his own dreams; though, doubt-

less (wliich indeed it is that constitutes the characteristic interest of

the case), without a suspicion on his part of his own furious romanc-

ing. The archdeacon's good-natured smile upon that Etonian case

naturally reminded me of the case now before us, with reeard to the

history of our separate careers as opium-eaters. Upon which case I

need say no more, as by this time the reader is aware that Coleridge's

* See Wordsworth's exquisite picture of S. T. C. and himself as occasional

denizens in the "
C.istle of Indolence."'

t This word — in common use, and so spelled as I Fpell it, amongst the

grand old French and English buccaneers contemporary with our own admi-

rable Dampier, at the close of the seventeenth century— lias recently beeu

revived in the journals of the United States, with a view to the epecial case

ef Cuba, but (for what reason I know not) is now written always a.s JjllCbust-

*r8. Meantime, written in whatsoever way, it is understood to be a Franco

Spanish corruption of the English word/re«6o9t«r.
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entire statement upon that subject is perfect moonshine, and, like the

iculpturecl imagery of the pendulous lamp in "
Christabel,"

" All carved from th« carver's brain."'

This case, therefore, might now be counted on as disposed of; and
what sport it could yield might reasonably be tliought exhausted.

Meantime, on consideration, another and much deeper oversight o

Coleridge's becomes apparent ; and as tliis connects itself with an as-

pect of the case that furnishes the foundation to the whole of these

ensuing Confessions, it cannot altogether be neglected. Any attentive

reader, after a few moments' reflection, will perceive that, whatever

may have been the casual occasion of mine or Coleridge's opium-eat-

iug, thiseould not have been the permanent ground of opium-eating;
because neither rheumatism nor toothache is au\' ni<(Z/;«^ affection of

the sj'stem. Both are intermittent maladies, and not at all capable of

accounting for a 7;erma7it'7ii habit of opium-eating. Some months are

requisite to found that. Making allowance for constitutional differ-

ences, I should say that m less than, 120 days no habit of opium-eating
could be formed strong enough to call for any extraordinary self-con-

quest in renouncing it, and even suddenly renouncing it. On Satur-

day' j'ou are an opium-eater, on Sunday no longer such. What then

was it, after all, that made Coleridge a slave to opium, and a slave that

could udt break his chain? He fancies, in his iieadloug carelessness,

that he lias accounted for this habit and this slavery-; and in the mean-

time he has accounted for nothing at all about which any question has

arisen. Rheumatism, he says, drove him to opium. Very well; but

with proper medical treatment the rheumatism would soon have

ceased; or even without medical treatment, under the ordinary oscil-

lations of natural causes. And when the pain ceased, then the opium
should have ceased. Why did it not? Biicause Coleridge had come

to taste the genial pleasure of opium ; and thus the very impeachment,
which he fancied himself in some mysterious vrny to have evaded,

recoils upon him in undiminished force. The rheumatic attack would

have retired before the habit could have had time to form itself. Or

suppose that I underrate the strength of the possible habit— this tells

equal!}' in my favor
;
and Coleridge was not entitled to forget in my

..ase a plea remembered in his own. It is really mcmor. ble in the an-

nals of human self-deceptions, that Coleridge could have held such

'anguage iu the face of such facts. I, boasting not at all of my self-

conquests, and owning no moral argument against the free use of

«pium, nevertheless on mere i>nuhntial motives break through the

cassalage more than once, and by ellorts which I have recorded as
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modes >f transcendent strffering. Coleridge, professing to belrere

(without reason assigned) that opium-eating is criminal, and in soin<

mysterious sense more criminal than wineHlrinking or porter-drinking,

having, therefore, the strongest moral motive for abstaining from it,

yet suffers himself to fall into a captivity to this same wicked opium,
deadlier than was ever heard of, and under no coercion whatever that

he has anywliere explained to us. A slave he was to this potent diug
not less abject than Caliban to Prospero — his detested and yet des-

potic master. Like Caliban, he frets his yery beart-strings against the

rivets of his chain. Still, at intervals through the gloomy vigils of

his prison, you hear muttered growls of impotent mutineeriug swelling

upon the breeze ;—
"
Irasque leonum

Vincla recusantum • —

recusanhim, it is true, still refu.sing yet still accepting, protesting for-

ever against the tierce, overmastering curb-chain, j'et foi-ever submit-

ting to receive it into the mouth. It is notorious that in Bristol (to

ih'it I can speak myself, but probably in many other places) he went

so far as to hire men— portei's, hacknc\--coachmen, and others— to

oppose by force his entrance into any druggist's shop. But, as the

authority for stopping him was derived simply from himself, naturally

these poor men found lhen>selves in a metaphysical li.s, not provided

for even by Thomas Aquinas or by the prince of Jesuital casuists.

And in this excruciating dilemma would occur -such scenes as the fol-

lowing:—
"
Oh, sir," would plead the suppliant porter

—
suppliant, yet semi-

imperative (for equally if he did, and if he did not, show tight, the

poor man's daily bs. seemed endangered)
— "

really you must not ;

consider, sir, your wife and "

Transcendental Philosoijher.
" Wife ! what wife ? I have no

wife."*

Pm-ter. "
But, really now, you must not, sir. Did n't you say uo

Jonger ago than yesterday
"

Transcend. Pliilos. "Pooh, pooh! j-esterd.ay is a long time aga
Are you aware, nw man, that people are known to have droppea

down dead for timely want of opium V
"

Porter. "
Ay, but you tell't me not to hearken "

Transcend. Plulos. "
Oh, nonsense ! An emergency, a shocking

imergency, has arisen — quite unlookcd for. No matter what I told

* Vide " Othello."
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rou in times long past. That which I now tell you is— that, if yoi
don't remove that arm of yours from the doorway of this most res-

pectable driigf^ist I shall have a good ground of action against you
for assault and batters^"
Am I the man to reproach Coleridge with this vassalage to opium ?

Heaven forbid ! Having groaned myself under that yoke, I pity, and

blame him not. But unduuiably, such a vassalage must have been

created wilfully and consciously by his own craving after genial stim-

ulation
; a thing which I do not blame, but Coleridge did. For my

own part, duly as the torment relaxed in relief of which I had resorted

to opium, I laid aside the opium, not under any meritorious effort of

self-conijuest ; nothing of that sort do I pretend to; but simply on a

prudential instinct warning me not to trifle with an engine so awful of

consolation and support, nor to waste upon a momentary uneasiness

what might eventually prove, in" the midst of all-shattering huriicancs,

the great elixir of resurrection. What was it that did in reality make
me an opimn-eater ? That affection which finally drove me into the

liabitiud use of opium, what was it? Pain was it? No, but misery.

Casual overcasting of sunshine was it ? No, but blank desolation.

Gloom was it that might have departed ? No, but settled and abiding

darkness —
" Total eclipse,

Without all hope of clay 1
" *

Yet whence derived? Caused by what? Caused, as I might truly

plead, by youthful distresses in London ; were it not that these dis-

tresses were due, in their ultimate origin, to my own unpardonable

folly ; and to that folly I trace many ruins. Oh, spirit of merciful

interpretation, angel of forgiveness to youth and its aberrations, that

hearkenest forever as if to some sweet choir of far-off female interces-

sions ! will ye, choir that intercede— wilt thou, angel that forgivest—
join together, and charm away that mighty phantom, born amidst the

gathering mists of remorse, which strides after me in pursuit from for-

gotten davs— towering forever into proportions more and more colos-

sal, overhanging and overshadowing my head as if close bcliinl, yet

dating its nal'.vity from hours that are fled by more than half a cen-

tury ? Oh, hoavens ! that it should be possible for a chili' :;ct sevea-

FO"n years old, by a momentary blindness, Xty l:stening to a false, false

*nis|jer from his own bewildered heart, by one erring step, by a mo-

^011 this way or that, to change the cu. rents of his destiny, to poison

Sajnson AgonUtes."
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the fountains of his peace, and in the twinklinj^ of an eje to lay the

foiindntions of a life-long repentance ! Yet, alas ! I must abide By
the ri-alitics of the case. And one tiiiiii; is clear, that amidst such bit-

ter self-reproaches as arc now extorted from me by the anj^uish of my
recollections, it cannot be with any purpose of weaving plausible ex-

cuses or of evading bhune, that I trace the origin of my conlirmed opium-

eating to a nece^sily growing out oF my early sufferings in tl.s streeta

of I^ondon. Because, though true it is that the re-ageucy of these

London sufferings did in after years enfurct the use of opium, equally
it is true that the suffoiiug.s themselves grew out of my own folly.

What really calls for excuse, is not the recourse to opium, when opium
iiad become the oue .sole remedy available for the malady, but those

follies which had themselves produced that malady.

I, for my part, after I had become a regular opium-eater, and from

mismanagement had fallen into miserable excesses in the use of opium,
did nevertheless, four several times, contend successfully against the

dominion of this drug; did four several limes renounce it; renounced

it for long intervals; and fiiuilly resumed it u],on the warrant of my
enlightened and deliberate judgment, as being of two evils by very
much the least. lu this I acknowledge nothing that calls for excuse.

I repeat again and again, that not tlie application of the opium, with

its deep tranquillizing powers, to the mitigation of evils, bequeathed by

my London hardships, is what reasonably calls for sorrow, but that

extravagance of childish folly which precipitated me into scenes natu-

rally producing such hardships.

[In the latest edition of his works De Quincey adds this note also,

respecting Coleridge's personal appearance :
—

]

"' From some misconception at the press, the account of Coleridge's

personal appearance, in the paper entitled 'Coleridge and Opium

Eating,' was printed off whilst yet imperfect, and, in fact, wanting its

more interesting half. It had been suggested to me, as a proper off-set

to a very inaccurate report characterizing Coleridge's person and con-

rtrsation. by an American traveller, who had, however, the excuse

that his visit was a very hasty one, and that Coleridge had then be-

come corpulent and heavy— wearing some indications iliat alieady

(though according to my present remembrarce, not much nu}i'e than

fcirty-cight at the time) he had entered within the shadows of jirema-

lure old age. The authorities for my counter-report are — 1. A Bris-

tol lady who, with her sisters, had become successors in a young
ladies' boarding-school to the celebrated Hannah More; 2. ^Vords-

worth, in his supplementary stanzas to the
'
Castle of Indoler.ce ;

' 3

Two (i£ not three) artists. These shall be first called into court, ag
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depoxng to Coleridge's figure, i. c, to the permanent base in the de-

fcriplion
— all the rest beini^ fugitive accompaniments. One of tliesa

ariists, who is now no longer such, took down, in the ^-ear ISIO, at

Allan Bank, Grasniere, the exact measurements of both Samuel Tay-
lor Coleridge and William Wordsworth (at that time the host of Cole-

ridge and myself). His memorandum on tliat occasion is missing.

But as he found the two poets agreeing in height to a hair's-breadtli,

which I myself, as an attentive bystander, can vouch for, it will be

Eufiicient for me to refer the curious reader to the Autobiography of

Ilaydon, in whose studio Wordsworth was measured with technical

nicety on a day regularly dated. The report is — 5 feet 10 ii'.ches,

within a trilling fraction
;
and the same report, therefore, stands good

to a uicet}' for Coleridge. Next, for the face and bearing of Coleridge

at the time referred to by the lady (179G), an ample authority is found

in Wordsworth's fine stanzas — 'Ah! piteous sight it was' [I can-

not recall the two or three words of filling up] 'when he,'

" ' This man, came back to us a withered flow'r.'

That was perhaps in 1807, when he returned from llalta, where it was

that, from solitude too intense, he first took opium in excess. But ia

179G, whilst yet apparently unacquainted with opium,

"
Noisey he was, and gamesome as a boy —
Tossing his limbs about him in delight.

Happiest and most genial he then was of all that taste the morninf»

breezes of life. From Wordsworth we learn (what afterwards my
own experience verified) that his eyes were large, and in color v/ero

gray :
—

" ' Profound his forehead was, but not sovero
;

And some did think' [viz., in the Castle of Indolence] 'thatAe had Attlu

business there.'

" The lady, as her little contribution to this pic-nic portrait, insisted

on his beautiful black hair, which lay in masses of natural curls half

way down his back. Among all his foibles, however, it ought to be

mentioned that vanity connected with personal advantages was never

one: ho had been thoroughly laughed out of that by his 'ong experi-

ence of life at a great oublic school. But that which he himself ut-

terly ignored female ejes bore w'iuess to
;
and the lady of Bristol

fissured mc that in the entire '.(urseof her life she had not seen a

/ou\'g man so engaging by '^s exterior. lie was then a vcr}' resur-

tt:. i)n of the old kaight's son in Chaucer, of him that had jousteJ

vith infidels,

39
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" ' And ridden 5u B^lmarie.'

"
I should add that, whereas t!iron,<^hout his thirty-five years of opiuiB

he was ralliur corpulent, not at any period emaciated, as tliose who
write roiiiaiRcs about opium fancy to be its effect,

— in 179G, wlien he

had nearly aecomplislied liis twenty-sixth year, he was slender iu the

dei^ree most approved by ladies.

" Snili was Samuel Taj'lor Coleridge in 1796. Ask for him ten

rears later, and the vision had melted into air."

Note GO. Page 517.

Lady Madeline Gordon.

Note 61. Page 517.

* The same thins; :
'— Thus, in the calendar of the Church Fes-

tivals, the discovery of the true cross (by Helen, the mother of

Constantiue) is recorded (and ,one might think— with the ex-

press consciousness of sarcasm) as the Invention of the Cross.

Note G2. Page 517.

* Vast distances :
'— One case was familiar to mail-coach trav-

ellers, where two mails in oppoaite directions, north and south,

starting at the same minute from points six hundred miles apart,

met almost constantly at a particular bridge which bisected the

total distance.

Note 63. Page 521.

De non apparentibus, S[C.

Note G-4. Page 521.

Snobs,'' and its antithesis,
*
nobs,' arose among the internal

Mictions of shoemakers perhaps ten j'ears later. Possibly enough

the terms may have existed much earlier; but they were then

first made known, picturcs(iucly r.nd effectively, by a trial at

wme assizes which happened to fix the public attention.

Note G5. Page 52G.

* Von TroiPs Iceland :
'— The allusion to a well-known cliap>

ter iu Von Troll's work, entitled,
•

Concerning the Snakes ql
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tec-Land .

' The entire chapter consists of these six words— • Thert

«re 710 snakes in Iceland.'

Note 66. Page 526.

• ForbidJen seat:
'— The very sternest code of rules was en

breed upon the mails by the Post-offije. Throughout England,

only three outsides wei'e allowed, of whom one was to sit on tho

boi, and the other two immediately behind the box; none, under

any pretext, to come near the guard; an indispensable caution

biuce else, under the guise of passenger, a robber might by any
one of a thousand advantages

— which sometimes are created, but

always are favored, by the animation of frank, social intercourse

— have disarmed the guard. Beyond the Scottish border, the

regulation was so far relaxed as to allow offour outsides, but not

related at all as to the mode of placing them. One, as before,

was i«ated on the box, and the other three on the front of the

roof, with a determinate and ample separation from the little

insulated chair of the guard. This relaxation was conceded by

way of compensating to Scotland her disadvantages in point of

population. England, by the superior density of her popula-

tion, might always count upon a lai-ge fund of profits in the fr;ic-

tional trips of chance passsngei"s riding for short distances of two

or three stages. In Scotland, this chance counted for much less.

And therefore, to make good the deficiency, Scotland was allowed

a compensatory profit upon one extra passenger.

Note 67. Page 528.

• False echoes :
'— Yes, false! for the words ascribed to Napo-

leon, as breathed to the memory of Desaix, never were uttered at

al' They stand in the same category of theatrical fictions as the

cry of the foundering line-of-battle ship Vengeur, as the vaunt

of General Cambronne at Waterloo,
• La Garde mcurt, mais ne

\e rend pun,' or as the repartees of Talleyrand.

Note 68. Page 5-34.

• TVore the royal livery :
' — The general impression was, that

^B.e royal livery belonged of right to the mail-coichmen as their

professional droits. But that was an error. To the guard it ilid

Wong, I believe, and was obviously essential as an official war*
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rint, and as a means of instant identification for his person, in

the discharge )f his important public duties. But the coachman,

and espesiallj if his place in the series did not connect him im-

mediately with London and the Genei-al Post-office, obtained the

scarlet coat only as an honorary distinction after long (or, if not

li;ng. trying and special) service

Note 69. Page 536.

» Turrets :'— As one who loves and venerates Chaucer for his

unrivalled merits of tenderness, of pictm-esque characterization,

and of narrative skill, I noticed with great pleasure that the

word torrettes is used by him to designate the little devices

through which the reins are made to pass. This same word, in

the same exact sense, I heai'd uniformly used by many scores of

illustrious mail-coachmen, to whose confidential friendship 1 had

the honor of being admitted in my younger days.

Note 70. Page 537.

Mr. Waterton :
' — Had the reader lived through the last

generation, he would not need to be told that some thirty or

thirty-five years back, Mr. 'Waterton, a distinguished country gen-

tleman of ancient family in Northumberland, publicly mounted

and rode in top-boots a savage old crocodile, that was restive and

very impertinent, but all to no purpose. The crocodile jibbed

and tried to kick, but vainly. He was no more able to throw the

Bquire, than Smbad was to throw the old scoundrel who used his

Dack without paying for it, until he discovered a mode (sli.";htly

immoral, perhaps, though some think not) of murdering the old

fraudulent jockey, and so circuitously of unhorsing him.

Note 71. Page 538.

' Households :
'— Roe-deer do not congregate in herds like the

falbw or the red deer, but by separate families, parents and

;hildrcn; which feature of approximation to the sanctity of

human hearths, added to their comparatively miniature and

gi-aceful proportions, conciliate to them an iuterest of peculiar

tenderness, supposmg even that this beautiful creature is leas

eharactaristically impressed with the grandeurs of savage and

forest life.
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Note 72. Page oiO.

'.Audacity:'— Such the French accounted it; and it ha>

Btruck me that Soult would not have been so popular in London

at the period of iier pr,>sent ilajesty's coronation, or in Man-

chester, on occasion of ins visit to that town, if they had been

aware of the inso'ence with which ho ^poke of us in notes written

at intervals from the field of Waterbo. As though it had been

more felony in our army to look a French one in the face, he said

in more notes than one, dated from two to four p. m., on the fiel'l

of Waterloo,
' Here are the English — we have them; they are

caught en flagrant delit.' Yet no man should have known ua

better; no man had drunk deeper from the cup of humiliation

than Soult had in 1809, when ejected by us with headlong vio-

lence from Oporto, and pursued through a long line of wrecks to

the frontier of Sjxiin; subsequently at Albuera, in the bloodl.iSt

of recorded battles, to say nothing of Toulouse, he should have

learned our pretensions.

Note 73. Page 540.

'
jlt that time :

'— I speak of the era previous to Waterloo.

Note 74. Page 542.

' Three hundred ;
' — Of necessity, this scale of measurement,

to an American, if he happens to be a thoughtless man, must

Bound ludicrous. Accordingly, I remember a case in which an

American writer indulges himself in the luxury of a little fibbing,

by ascribing to an Englishman a pompous account of the Thames,
constructed entirely upon American ideas of grandeur, and con-

cluding in something like tliese terms :
— ' And, sir, arriving at

London, this mighty father of rivers attains a breadth of at least

two furlongs, having, in its winding course, traversed the aston-

ishing distance of one hundred and seventy miles.' And this the

candid American thinks it fair to contrast with the scale of the

Mississippi. Now, it is hardly worth while to answer a pure
fiction gravely, else one miglit say that no Englishman out of

Bedlam ever thought of looking in an island for the rivers of a

continent; nor, consequently could have thought of looking for

Uie peculiar grandeur ol the Thames in the length of its cours*
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or in the extent of soil which it drains; yet, if he had been ao

absurd, the American might have recollected that a river, not to

be compared with the Tiiames even as to volume of water— viz
,

the Tiber— has contrived to make itself heard of in this world

for twenty-five centuries to an extent not reached as yet by any
river, however corpulent, of his OAvn land. The glory of the

Thames is measured by the destiny of the population to which it

ministers, by the commerce which it supports, by the grandeur
of the empire in which, though far from the largest, it is the most

influential stream. Upon some such scale, and not by a transfer

of Columbian standards, is the course of our English mails to bo

valued. The American may fancy tlie effect of his own valua-

tions to our English ears, by supposing the case of a Siberian

glorifymg his country in these terms :— ' These wretches, sir, in

France and England, cannot march half a mile in any direction

without finding a house where food can be had and lodging;

whereas, sucli is tlie ntible desolation of our magnificent country,
that in many a direction for a thousand miles, I will engage that

a dog shall not find shelter from a snow-storm, nor a wren fin'l

an apology for breakfast.'

Note 75. Page 546.

*
Glittering laurels :

'— I must observe, that (he color of

green suffers almost a spiritual change and exaltation under tUa

effect of Bengal lights.

Note 76. Page 559.

•

Confluent:
'— Suppose a capital Y (the Pythagorean letter) :

Lancaster is at the foot of this letter; Liverpool at the top of the

right branch; JIanchester at the top of the left; proud Prestou

at the centre, where tlie two branches unite. It is thirtj-three

miles along either of the two branches; it is twenty-two miles

along the stem — viz., from Preston in the middle., to Lancaster

git the root. Thei'e's a lesson in geography for the reader

NoTK 77. Page 560.

' Twice in the vo.ar :
' — There were at that time only two as*

jizes even in the most populous counties — viz., the Lent Assize^
wid tho Summer Assizes.
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NoTK 78. Page 561.

•
Sigh-born :'— i owe the suggestion of this word to aa

obscure remembrance of a beautiful phrase in ' GiralJuj Caia-

Dreuiis
'—

viz., suspirioste cogilaliones.

Note 79. Page 564.

It is true that, according to the law of the case as established

by legal precedents, all carriages were required to give way b»-

fore Royal equipages, and therefore before the mail as one of

them. But this only increased the danger, as being a regulation

very imperfectly made known, very unenually enforced, and

therefore often embarrassing the movements on both sides.

Note 80. Page 564.

'Quartering:' — This is the technical word, and, I pre-

sume, derived fi'om the French cartayer, to evade a rut or any
obstacle.

Note 81. Page 572.

• .^verted signs :
' —I road the course and changes of the lady's

agony in the succession of her involuntary gestures ; but it must

be remembered that I read all this from the rear, never onoo

catching the lady's full face, and even her profile imperfectly.

Note 82. Page 573.

•

Campo Santo :
'— It is probable that most of my readers

will be acquainted with the history of the Campo Santo (or cem-

etery) at Pisa, composed of earth brought from Jerusalem for a

bed of sanctity, as the highest prize which tlic noble piety of

crusaders could ask or imagine. To readers who are unac-

quainted with England, or who (beiiig English) are yet unac-

quainted with the catlicdral cities of England, it r^ay be riglit to

mention that the g.-aves within-side the oathcdrals often form a

flat pavement over which carriages and horses migA run ; and

perhaps a boyish remembrance of one particular cathedral,

across which I had seen passengers walk and burdens carried, ai

about two centuries back they were through the middle of St

'*aul's in Loudon, may have assisted my Iream.
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